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hina confronts the tensions
of Maoism and modernization
By^illiam G. Saywell

_ r a decade of studying and teachingÀfté
âboût China, I finally crossed the border
in ^uly 1972, destined for Peking and a
year of diplomatic service with the Cana-

an Embassy. My feeling of elation sur-
vivéd the trip from Hong Kong to Peking
= undoubtedly the world's most unneces-
sârity protracted journey. I soon learned
thai my language teachers had failed to
underline the importance of two Chinese
ëgpressions, deng-i-deng ("wait a mo-

ment") and xiu-xi ("have a rest"). I was
soori making a mental apology to all those
"Old China Hands" whose oft-heard com-
ments on the different Chinese concept of
time I had long questioned.

^ The sense of euphoria that gripped
me during the course of that long journey
lastéd many weeks, and survived the frus-
trations and problems encountered by the
foreign resident getting established in
Peking. The China of which I got my first
glimpse was very much the China I had
pictûred, the land about which I had
taught, and the country whose present
govérnment I, among others, had long
publicly urged Canada to recognize.

I It is a society which quite literally has
been raised from the dust-bin of history
- frôm a century of imperialist aggression,
peasant rebellion, revolution, warlordism,
Japanese occupation and civil war - to its
present position. Today it is a unified,
proûd and developing society. The China
of only a generation ago, in which the
masses lived near or below the subsistence
line ând in which famine brought death or
deformity to countless millions, has been
radiplly transformed. In today's China,
one jquarter of mankind is assured of a
decent livelihood, has a new sense of dig-
nityJ and a renewed sense of national des-
tiny' This alone marks the monumental
transformation brought about by the Chi-
nese^ Revolution - beyond doubt one of
modern history's most momentous events.

JMao Tse-tung, and before him Sun
Yatsen, borrowed from China's ancient
classics an aphorism with which to depict
the potential benefits of China's poverty

and backwardness. China, they both wrote,
was a "blank page", but upon a blank page
the most beautiful of pictures could be
painted. Both leaders shared with many
of their generation what one historian has
called a "Great Leapist" tendency - a
feeling that, partly because of China's eco-
nomic backwardness, it could leap into
the twentieth century unshackled by the
web of social injustices that in the West
emerged as the corollary of industrial rev-
olution. China had before it the lessons of
Western capitalism, as well as its technol-
ogy, with which to escape social injustice
while modernizing.

Basis of nationalism
In part, their quest, like that of all twen-
tieth-century Chinese leaders, sprang from
the bedrock of nationalism that all shared.
China, once the greatest of empires, was
more than simply a nation. It could be
rebuilt as a truly great civilization. Con-
fucian or Communist: the world view im-
plied a faith in the universality of the
ideological underpinnings, however rad-
ically different were the ideologies them-
selves and the societies they supported.

If the "blank-page" image may be
pursued, there is no doubt that the Chinese
Revolution has painted a picture of the
most sweeping dimensions. Although it
remains unfinished, Western observers,
have tended to colour it black or white.

Dr. Saywell has returned to his post as
chairman of the Department of East Asian
Studies at the University of Toronto after
a year spent in China. He was seconded
to the External Affairs Department for a
year from mid-summer 1972 to August
1973, serving as Sinologist and First
Secretary at Canada's Embassy in Peking.
Dr. Saywell's main area of research
interest has been in the history and
politics of twentieth-century China and,
in particular, Chinese nationalism and
contemporary Chinese foreign policy.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the author.
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For Mao Tse-tung,
Chinese society
like a series of
contradictions

From the Dullesian days of Cold War
caricatures painted from afar in almost
solid blacks, Western observers - often
the same ones - have switched to pure
whites. A former Canadian political leader
called his trip a visit to Utopia. A leading
Australian banker and lay preacher re-
turned with public exclamations that Mao
had surely been appointed by God! The
truth is that China, like all societies, covers
the whole colour spectrum, in which for the
most objective, and indeed the Chinese
themselves, the predominant tones are
various shades of grey.

To Mao, Chinese society, like history
generally, is a-series of contradictions, the
resolution of which creates change. For
the objective foreign observer, China is a
host of contradictions the current meaning
of which often eludes all but the most
superficial or polemical comprehension,
and whose ultimate resolution defies pre-
diction.

Take, for example, the nature of Chi-
nese politics, particularly since the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution (GPCR).
China is often defined as a "mass society"
in which power and policy moves "from
the masses, to the masses". There is much
about the definition that is true. The
Chinese Communist Party (CCP), the
network of auxiliary organizations at the
"grass-roots" level, the organizational
structure of communes and factories and
the decentralization of the economy gen-
erally, do provide a political structure
through which the masses can influence
policy implementation and thereby indi-
rectly policy itself. The conception of hsia-

fang - sending urban élites down to the
countryside to work with the peasantry -
is a revolutionary device for bridging the
inevitable gap between the masses and
their leaders.

Controlled society
Criticism and self-criticism, long enshrined
as hallmarks of the Maoist political strat-
egy, and mass campaigns do allow a unique
kind of mechanism for reflecting the mood
of the people, shaking up the bureaucracy
and injecting a genuine element of mass
"input" into the political equation. And
yet each of these and other political -tech-
niques have their other side - have their
risks and potential resentments. For at
the base remains the fundamental contra-
diction - China is also a highly-controlled
society.

The Shanghai student hopeful of at-
taining a higher education and capable of
succeeding may well be sent instead to
the distant frontiers of China as a peasant
or worker. The Canton driver may be

directed to leave his family to work ind^
initely in Sian or Peking. When the stai
directs, the masses obey. When the h^
of yesterday suddenly becomes the villai
of today, history is rewritten - the revisic
accepted. Could it be otherwise? Are th
contradictions more apparent than real d
do they in turn create tensions as volaq
as the achievements they create are visib^

Undoubtedly, the greatest contradi
tion of all is the basic quest for rapi
modernization and industrialization wit
out an erosion of revolutionary coramj`
ment - the tension between "Red" at ,
"expert". Can ideological purity survive tt `
complexities of modern society? Can ttMat
political perspectives of the ideologue aRep
exist with the administrative co"""rrs 'at tft
the bureaucrat and the economic and ta Natil
nical priorities of the manager? Is the h7,hi
man mind so malleable that the "Ni gres
Socialist Man" can be created - at on +
patriot and producer, motivated only I^ PU
the selfless pursuit of the collective gooa Thr',
Or is he inherently acquisitive an d se^
seeking? Does modernization lead to thad
fuller liberation of man, or does it inevitpro
bly leave in its wake social injustice at by
waste? When revolutionary fervour fadf sion
can it be rekindled, or do revolutions,l4the I
definition, ultimately die? Deei

These and other fundamental pob delâ^

ical, and indeed philosophical, questiaimpli

remain basic concerns of Mao Tse-tua tione
Conscious or unconscious, explicit or if'Cull,
plicit, they, along with the power strugChi^
of those who answered them in differeneed
ways, were at the root of the Culte the

Revolution. With education halted, pr^re

duction disrupted and the Chinese Coiit 1:
munist Party decimated, China emrgnotl
from the Cultural Revolution perhaothe:
having come dangerously close to nai ioI «b^,

disintegration. China entered the Sev^°

ties with a host of veteran leaders kiticà:
missed or disgraced, a heavy military h"uRevi
in the new power structure, and a consof +
tutionally-designated heir-apparent (1Maâ
Piao) bent on a Napoleonic venture ttoluti
attempted, we are told, the assassinati!to ii

of Mao but was destined to failure, 0iare

and the plotter's own death. unlil
FThe'

Scars were left the I
If the Cultural Revolution succeeded than
throwing out of power those who the
taking the "capitalist road" and led t,
more revolutionary policies, particularlyforei
areas like medicine and education, it lpart
its scars as well. Far from eliminati.shoi
"bureaucratism", one of the leading ejRev{
it attacked, the Cultural Revolution mpoi^
have created the danger of a criticatmd
indecisive bureaucracy. Policies and poa,
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Can tfMIab Tse-tung, leader of the People's
)logue àRepublic of China, is shown on the podium
)ncerns r
and

at the Chinese Communist Party's Tenth
te^Na ional Congress in Peking last August.

Is the hiTq dramatic development at the con-
the "NEgl.ess was the announcement of the
- at on app'ointment of Wang Hung-wen, a re-
I only ilatiÛely young party leader, to the Number
tiavnea^^Thr'ee position in the Chinese Politburo.
and

to t!had swung back and forth too rapidly to
it inevitpromote the kind of confidence required
ustice by he lower-level official to make a deci-
,our fa& sion even on the simplest of issues. Would
utions,l4the line of today remain that of tomorrow?

Deeisions of an administrative nature were
rital pob delâyed at lower levels lest they involve
questiâimplications of policy that might be ques-
Tse-tua tioned, if not immediately then later. The
cit or "Cultural Revolution may well have made
er strug Chiha's leaders more receptive to the
n differeneeds of the masses. It is impossible for
3 CultUrthe foreign observer, even at close quar-
ilted, pI;^re to judge with confidence. Although
nese Coiit 1ried, the Cultural Revolution did
a em>>rgnot,I however, provide a remedy for that
ri perha.other malaise of modem bureaucracies,
to nal ioi «bureaucratism".
the Sm, Despite the risks involved in any pol-
mderskitical upheaval as massive as the Cultural
itary h"uRevôlution, Chinese leaders today speak
d a cnnsof more to come in the future. As long as
trent (1Maâ lives, or those committed to his rev-
nture ttolutionary ideals survive in power, or close
sassinati!to ii, periodic attempts at the same thing
ilure, flicare Ilikely. But those of the future are

unlikely to emerge on the same scale.
Theÿ are much more likely to resemble
the "mass campaigns" of earlier years

cceed^d than the total upheaval represented by
Who the GPCR.

ind led 1 ^ The political, economic, social and
ticularly^forergn policies of Peking since 1969, and
;ion, It lparticularly since 1971, reflect both the
elimiratcshortcomings and costs of the Cultural
ading ej'Revôlution. But at the same time they
lution. mpoir^t to the continuing tensions and con-
a criticatredictions that may well make more cul-and poQe

,

tural revolutions in the future inevitable.
The main thrust of political activity

in China during the post-GPCR period has
been the rebuilding of the Chinese Com-
munist Party. The successful completion
of that, at least at the central level, and
the frenzied activity in recreating its aux-
iliary organizations - particularly the
unions, the Chinese Communist Youth
League, peasant associations and, less
successfully, the Women's Federation -
was symbolized by the convening of the
Tenth Party Congress in August 1973. A
corollary of this shift in power back to the
Party has been the accelerated rehabilita-
tion of veteran Party cadres, climaxed in
April 1973 by the reappearance of Vice-
Premier Teng Hsiaoping, once labelled
"the other power-holder in the Party tak-
ing the capitalist road".

Impact of Tenth Party Congress
The Tenth Party Congress also represented
the personal achievement of Premier Chou
En-lai, whose policies and priorities, both
foreign and domestic, have largely shaped
the path of the PRC during this period.
The moulding of a new coalition of essen-
tially moderate civil and military leaders,
with a modest infusion of "new blood",
combined with the diminished stature but
not disgrace of some of the leading radicals
like Chiang Ching and Yao Wen-yuan,
was a remarkable accomplishment.

The most dramatic surprise of the
Tenth Party Congress was the appoint-
ment to the Number Three position in the
new inner circle of Wang Hung-wen. At 38,
Wang is literally separated by a genera-
tion from Mao, Chou and most of the other
top leaders. His appointment was both
symbolic and substantive. It represented
to the masses, and particularly the young,
that the inner circle is not the preserve
of veteran revolutionary leaders. In fact,
however, the average age of the Standing
Committee of the Politburo has gone up
since the last Party Congress from 69 to
71 years.

To the workers, it provided a new
link with the ruling élite, for Wang had
come almost directly from their ranks. The
radicals, too, must have taken some com-
fort from Wang's meteoric rise, not simply
because of the role he played in the Cul-
tural Revolution but also from his speeches
at the Congress. While Chou En-lai talked
of "struggles" yet to come, Wang referred
to revolutions like the Cultural Revolution
that would have to occur "many times in
the future". But Wang's appointment was
also substantive, for, in my opinion, he
should be characterized not as a "radical"
but rather as an astute politician and com-

The inner circle
is no longer
`the preserve'
of veteran chiefs
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Peking initiatives
in foreign policy
largely spurred
by its concern
over `imperialism'
of Soviet Union

petent administrator. He is a brilliant man
with great wit, charm and real charisma.

The rebuilding of the Chinese Com-
munist Party may help provide a modicum
of stability and a better constitutional and
political base for the continuity of Chou's
essentially moderate policies of state-
building. It is also the prerequisite to
whatever preparations are being made for
a smooth succession. If China, with a
fairly stable party at the helm, is given
a few years of relative political quiet, con-
tinued economic development and even a
fraction of its recent success in interna-
tional trade and diplomacy, some type of
collective leadership, which now appears
to be the solution envisaged in Peking,
may be feasible.

The past two or three years have also
seen a swing back to more orthodox models
of development and pragmatic policies
of economic production. Economic decen-
tralization, motivated as much by demo-
graphic, social and military concerns as by
economic ones, is likely to remain a corner-
stone of Chinese Communist Party policy.
However, recent trends have revealed
Peking's desire to escape the problems of
excessive decentralization by placing more
emphasis on the larger regional, rather
than local, unit for purposes of planning,
co-ordination and capital expenditure. In
industry the swing from "Red" to "expert"
continues, marked by a greater stress
on managerial control. At the production
level, work points are being given for work
performance rather than political atti-
tudes, and greater room is being provided
for material incentives now labelled "rea-
sonable rewards".

Foreign, economic policy links
In foreign policy, China's extraordinary
international initiatives in the Seventies
have been largely motivated by Peking's
near-obsessive concern with the alleged
"socialist imperialism" of the Soviet Union.
But, both as cause and effect, China's new
international position also has a vitally
important relation with its accelerated
efforts at achieving a more rapid pace of
economic development. And yet herein
lies another contradiction, for, the more
closely-linked China's own economy be-
comes to the forces of the world market,
the more difficult it will be for Peking to
sustain the same political priorities.

To what extent will increased pur-
chases of whole plants, and the use of
deferred payments, erode the commitment
to the nation's most proudly boasted so-
cialist ethic - "self-reliance"? Will the
more rapid modernization of Chinese in-
dustry, increasingly dependent upon trade

with Japan and the West,. affect agraria` de I a
policies? To what extent also might ti cot
gradually disrupt one of the present.eva` a sei
of social and economic equality and st" strér
bility - the over-employment apparei t n
throughout much of the industrial and se' be f
vice components of the Chinese economs op n

Will China's concern with developie th
too great a dependence upon the inflatioL Chir
ridden economies of the West and Japa` to la,
force it to diversify its trade, placing mo;`
emphasis on the Eastern bloc, with poss^
ble far-reaching consequences in its foréig`
policy?

Possible ideological confrontations
These are all imponderables. The poi;
is that all these policies and shifts (I
policy emphasis create tensions betwec'
the thrust toward modernization and tf`
commitment to revolution. Will they lea' O
to renewed ideological confrontatio^'
within the leadership? Did the strikic'
contrast between the speeches of Chc`
En-lai and Wang Hung-wen at the Te^ By^(
Party Congress foreshadow precisely thi
Will on accelerated pace of modernizatic
provoke again the need to rekindle tf
fires of revolution? It is

The swing away from the more radia` the^:
policies of the GPCR, particularly duril' icam
the past year, has been equally strik^ penE
in other areas. In literature, a wider va: this
ety of offerings has emerged, including t whâ
reappearance of some traditional nové Min:
In the arts, "socialist realism" no long ple;s

Mr^has a stranglehold on theme and for
Although Madame Mao's "revolutioniC";
model operas" still hold sway in that fiel visit
the resurgence of traditional Chinese m to
sic and, in Peking, Shanghai and estâ;
concerts by Western symphonies have aI
forded greater cultural diversions for son hyp
Chinese. The Party's theoretical jour,the^
Red Flag has called for a greater varie'. C
in "life-styles" and the increase of coly. me
in clothes, and even hair-styling, a.no" be
urban women suggest a more relaxed soc It
environment generally. In educatien, `In r,
general retreat from the high point Ç 197,
revolutionary change has been notic-ea6 m all
over the past year, with less emphasis c C r
political criteria for university admissio thiA,
more stress on examinations and an opc' on
questioning of the shortened univers't Fo4
programs. These trends are being ch fort'
lenged. Here, in particular, the ideologic at ç
debates continue to rage. Will they co the
minate again one day in a major upheaa by
of Cultural Revolution proportions?

One leaves China after more than and
year's residence with a deeper apprec. ^e
tion of the extraordinary achievements ^ma
the Chinese Revolution. And yet one ^ p
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agr dei arts with a greater awareness of the
might i^tinuing problems the country faces and

ent'.eve a sense of its weaknesses as well as of its
and sf; stréngths. One leaves with more questions
appare` than answers. This is, perhaps, as it should

il and se' be for there is much about China that is
economs op n-ended, and perhaps even more that
[evelopi th^ Westerner simply cannot comprehend.
inflatiot Cluna has confronted in a way unknown

nd Japaf }o ^any other modern society fundamental
cing mo;
rith poss'
its foréig`

human and social issues. It has met head-
on perhaps the most momentous of all
contemporary problems - the inherent ten-
sions between revolutionary social change
and economic modernization. It may well
be tackling the most basic of questions
concerning the very nature of man - with
what future consequences only the most
foolhardy would predict.

1iong f The Trudeau visit to China
Che poi'
shifts ^ •
betwa ^hovving Canada no carbon copy

thé3d1^
rontatioi' O

.S .
i a key g

oal in Peking^ ^
e strikic'

of Chc
the Ten` By'Claude Turcotte
isely thi
ernizati(
indlfl tf

It is always risky to attempt to anticipate
)re radia` thj historians in assessing the real signif-
rly dur¢ icance of events that have only just hap-
y strik¢^ pened. Nevertheless, I am tempted to play
vider vâ this dangerous game, and try to imagine
luding t whât will be the lasting results of Prime
cal nové Minister Pierre Trudeau's trip to the Peo-
no long ple;s Republic of China. The fact that
and for Mrl Trudeau was the first head of the
olutiona Canadian Government to make an official
that fiel visit to China is, of course, the first thing
iinese m to be noted, since this, at least, is easily
d Canto` established.
s have a, I

Beyond this, we enter the realm of
s for son hypothesis. It may one day be said that
al journ, the^Prime Minister's October 1973 trip to
;er varie'. China was a vital move in the develop-

; of cols ment of diplomatic and trade relations
t^een Canada and the Pacific countries.ig, a.nor'beI

ixed soc It may also be said that, by its initiative
ication, in recognizing the Peking government in

point 1970, Canada played a useful role in nor-

notic-ea6 malizing relations between revolutionary

aphasis China and the Western countries, and that
admissio thi4 trip was a determining factor in the
d an op, orientation of Sino-Canadian relations.

univers't Fo^ the time being, however, we must, un-
eing ch, fortunately, be content to look at things
ideologio at çloser range, and from this perspective
they L, there is no doubt that the trip to China

r upheaa by Canada's Prime Minister was a success.

ions? I This is supported by all the official
)re than and unofficial statements made during and

- appre^ after the trip, including the comments
7ements ^made by the representatives of all political

A one ^ pa4ies in the House of Commons.

It can be said with equal confidence
that the Chinese received the visit with
warm and sincere friendship, from Chair-
man Mao Tse-tung, who had a long talk
with Mr. Trudeau, to the peasants who
showed their goodwill by appearing along
the roads of China to greet this group
of visitors from a distant land. The fact
still remains, however, that the most last-
ing ties between China and Canada will
be those based on mutual interest.

During the period between 1970 and
1973, Canada and China had enjoyed ex-
cellent relations, and it therefore seemed
appropriate to analyze these relations
more thoroughly and give them more sub-
stance. The visits by several ministerial
delegations to Peking had already helped

Mr. Turcotte has been chief parliamen-
tary correspondent in Ottawa for
Montreal's La Presse, Canada's largest
French-language daily newspaper, since
1968. He has written numerous commen-
taries and series on national and inter-
national issues. Before coming to Ottawa,
he was La Presse legislative correspondent
in Quebec City for two years and worked
earlier for Le Soleil. In addition to accom-
panying the Prime Minister on the China
trip, Mr. Turcotte covered External
Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp's tour
of Indochina in March 1973 at a time
when Canada was a member of the
International Commission of Control
and Supervision in Vietnam.
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Accord embraced
exchange plans,
provided more
than expected

Banners greeted Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau and Mrs. Trudeau on their
arrival in Peking for the prime ministerial
visit to China in October of last year.
Welcoming Mr. Trudeau and other mem-
bers of the visiting Canadian delegation

pave the way for this process, but it is
evident that, during this trip, the conver-
sations of Prime Minister Trudeau and
Premier Chou En-lai, as well as the dis-
cussions in four committees of officials,
resulted in considerable progress toward
mutual knowledge and understanding.

Potential market
We already have a fairly clear idea of the
reasons for Canada's desire to strengthen
its friendship with China: Like other West-
ern countries, Canada sees China as a
considerable potential market. There is
wheat to be sold, of course, but there is
also the technology Canada can offer the
most populous country in the world, the
developing country that probably shows
the strongest determination to catch up
with the industrial nations.

The agreement signed in Peking after
four days of talks exceeded all the expec-
tations of the Canadian Government. Like
all good negotiators, Mr. Trudeau and his
entourage arrived with a set of specific
proposals, but there was no guarantee that
the majority of them would be accepted
by the Chinese. They were aimed essen-

8 International Perspectives January /February 1974

was Chinese Premier Chou En-lai wal v

(centre). During his week-long visit definii

(October 10-17), the Prime Minister hel ^;^
a series of discussions with the Chinese

tha^ 1Premier and had a long conversation re^^ic
with Chairman Mao Tse-tung.

th^ i

tially at the establishment of exclhanw^
mechanisms. P

The Canadians returned not on` rer
with exchange mechanisms but also ^he ^ s
several specific exchange^ programs. r:^a^way,
had been obtained than expected. The rough
was the three-year trade agreement, fWanis
cluding the establishment of a joint traCanâc
committee that will meet annually. °4unti
understanding was also reached in t^ ih
field of immigration, aimed at reuniti;vé
families and at facilitating and extendit ^d
consular relations. There was great intemotin
est in Chinese co-operation in medicirand
largely because of our desire to adathe -_t
acupuncture to Canadian use. To ^now
Western mind, this technique has seemÿay^
as mysterious as China itself. in C

Finally, Canada concluded exchan; ^I
agreements on the arts and on sport. Twho
Vancouver Symphony Orchestra wi:1Imany
the first to benefit from this. In additioieagû
certain Group of Seven paintings a^boût
nineteenth-century landscapes will b3 4vas f
hibited in China. Exchanges of profe-OMaa^
and students are also planned, althou^sked
on a rather modest scale to start wi th Canâ
20 students in two years. Canada aihe 1

^. ^^



donâte 150 books on history and literature
ôve4 a period of five years, but China has

d a book-exchange program. Con-
g sports, the Chinese want to re-
Canadian gymnastic, figure-skating

swimming teams. In exchange, they
send Chinese boxing, basketball and
yball teams.
The Canadian representatives were

sed with these Peking agreements, but
e seemed to be some doubt as to how
would work out in practice. The trade

ement did not incorporate any specific
m'mitment, and here, as in immigration

medicine, the subsequent attitude of
eI Chinese must be known before any

efiiute conclusions can be drawn. What
e ICanadians are saying au the moment

4k;eems to be that China is defining a new
et f relations with the West and that

these are merely the opening moves.

[mâge of Canada
Canada certainly has a role in the power-
pla^, between Washington, Moscow and
Pelg, but it is not yet clear exactly
whât it is. When I asked Canadian officials

c.r. rrpvha't they thought China's image of Can-
ada I was, they seemed unable to give a

isit def'inite answer. The Chinese seem to have

ster heldra;rn the veil on this subject, as on many

iinese others. However, these ôfficials did feel

ion tha^ the Chinese might view their new
relations with Canada as an experiment
tha^ would provide them with valuable

excha
insights into the attitudes of the other

nV4estern countries.

not on`
When I asked the Chinese (inter-

also wiPre ters' reporters and table companions)
ms. Mc the same question, their answers were

^ always much more vague and could be
ad. ifiroughly summed up as follows: "China
ment, owan^s to maintain good relations with
)int traCanâda because Canada is a friendly
ually ^. . try; all countries, large or small, are
^d in n the same footing." Several of them
reunit'en^ went on to add that, as a. reporter,

extendit had a very great responsibility in pro-
eat intemoting friendship between the Chinese
medicirand^ Canadians; and, indeed, one thing
to adathe -trip taught me is that the Chinese

To tnow almost as little about the Canadian
is seemwaylof life as Canadians know about life

n China.
exchan; * lIn fact, almost all the Chinese with
port. 1whom I came into contact asked me as
a wi:l 1nary questions about Canada as my col-
additioieagues of the press and I asked them

;ings aaboût their country. The same curiosity
iill ba vas^found at the official level. Chairman
profe^Ma Tse-tung and Premier Chou En-lai
alth^u^sked Mr. Trudeau many questions about

rt wi th Canâda, such as its geography, climate,
riada a^ he 'Arctic, French-speaking Canada, and

so on. In short, progress continues on the
path towards mutual understanding.

Stepping-stone to U. S.
In any case, in the present international
context, in which President Richard Nixon
often seems to be better appreciated in
Peking than in Washington, it seems that
China regards Canada as "a window on
the Western world" and, more specifically,
as a stepping-stone to the United States.
I was given to understand that Chang
Wen-chin, present Ambassador of China
to Ottawa and one of Premier Chou En-
lai's chief advisers, will be the first Chinese
Ambassador to Washington. Someone even
remarked to me before the visit that he
was not sure that the Chinese saw the
difference between Canada andthe United
States. It can be assumed, therefore, that
one of Mr. Trudeau's main objectives was
to show the Chinese that Canada is not
a carbon copy of the United States.

Among the factors that led China to
choose Canada as a testing-ground when
it opened the door to the West, were
of course, the memory of Dr. Norman
Bethune, the wheat sales in the 1960s,
and - in particular - the presence of
Pierre Trudeau as head of the Canadian
Government. This was Mr. Trudeau's
third trip to China. The first time was in
1949, when he wanted to get a close-up
view of the revolution. In 1960, he re-
turned with a group of Montreal friends,
and subsequently wrote a book in collab-
oration with Jacques Hébert entitled Two
Innocents in China.

When he returned to China 13 years
later as Prime Minister, Mr. Trudeau
found that his opposite number, Chou
En-lai, had taken the trouble to read this
book. At a banquet in Peking, the Chinese
Premier said in a toast to Mr. Trudeau
that he was "an old friend of China".
Some Canadians had the very strong im-
pression during the Peking talks that the
Chinese wanted to establish a "personal
relationship" with Mr. Trudeau, in a
somewhat similar fashion to that between
the Soviets and industrialist Cyrus Eaton
in the past, and all were gratified at the
frankness with which Chou En-lai spoke
of his country's development, as well as
of his government's present-day concerns
at the foreign as well as the domestic
levels.

Reporters had little opportunity to
probe major international problems during
the trip. We should have liked to discuss
the United States, the U.S.S.R., Vietnam,
Cambodia, Japan, Cuba and so on, but
there were too many questions to be asked

China appears
to see Canada
as stepping-stone
to United States

Impression grew
during talks
that Chinese
aimed at creating
`personal' links
with Trudeau



about China and too much to see and dis-
cover. However,, it was obvious that the
Chinese still have a bitter memory of that
period when the U.S.S.R. participated
with them in the first phase of the Com-
munist experiment in China - and the
subsequent Sino-Soviet rift. Today the

Chinese regard the Soviets as no differe'C^.l;
from the other countries that invadË
their country at one period or anot^^r
during their long history. The only pn

,int^
sible difference is that they are even moi to
resentful about the U.S.S.R. precise;e e,
because it was to have participated wi{m stb

.1

Prime Minister looks at China...
The excerpt that follows is taken from
a statement made by Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau on October 13, 1973,
during his visit to China in that month.
It deals with the Prime Minister's dis-
cussions on world a f j`airs with Chinese
Premier Chou En-lai and follows Mr.
Trudeau's review of the Sino-Canadian
agreements in the fields of trade and
economics, medical science and health
care, science and technology, consular
affairs, and in cultural, academic, sport
and media exchanges. The following is
the excerpt f rom the section on world
affairs:

... The format of the discussions
was proposed by the Chinese side. They
began with a statement by myself of
the Canadian viewpoint on a wide range
of subjects both of a general nature and
of particular interest to the two coun-
tries. The most obvious matters were
those currently occupying the attention
of governments everywhere, including
the situation in the Middle East, the
problems of newly-emerged and emerg-
ing countries, the movement toward
an accommodation in Europe and the
world situation in respect of energy
resources and food supplies.

In these, as in other matters, I
took the opportunity of explaining to the
Premier the particular attitudes which
arose out of Canada's unique geograph-
ical and historical position in the world
and the Government's policies relating
to them. Premier Chou displayed con-
siderable interest in my presentation
of the Canadian world outlook, partic-
ularly in matters relating to Canadian
participation in NATO, and other inter-
national groupings such as the Com-
monwealth and l'Agence de Coopération
culturelle et technique. He also en-
quired about Canadian attitudes toward
the Law of the Sea Conference and
about Canada's pollution-prevention
zones in the Arctic, and about our en-
ergy policies.

For his part, Premier Chou pre-

i
sented with great clarity the views of hi
Government on issues of particular ;,on`
cern to China. I also explained to are`
mier Chou that, with one great power G`
our south and another to our north, i
was natural that Canada should eXer'
special efforts to establish and maic-
tain close and friendly relations in othe`
parts of the world. To the east, we an'
concerned with safeguarding and in'
proving our relations with the countrie'
of Europe, but equally it was importan`
for us also to look west to the countrie'
of Asia and the Pacific for co-operatioi
and understanding. I was at sp2cir
pains to point out that our relation'
with the United States were good an:'
must necessarily remain so, that th,
American relationship would obvicasf
continue to form a vital part of ou
foreign policy. It was no reflection a`
any of our existing relationships t^
we were seeking to establish and in
prove our contacts in other parts of tl~
world. }

Premier Chou and I agreed ^,ha4
although there were factors that pn
vented us from seeing the same eNent
in precisely the same light, our re: p6

on 1
all 1
th^s
whic
Aies
of sc
tioiL
men
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tive points of view were at least w.de: of i
standable to each other and often vei' and
similar. Speaking for Canada, I vrt and
able to assure him that friendship fc
China was and would continue to t cuss
an important element in our fo.eigtheli
policy.. . . we

the
The statement of October 13 ut desi

followed by Mr. Trudeau's staternef t natl
to the House. of Commons on Octo6^;
19, a f ter his return f rom China. E^ C
cerpts from this statement follow:

One of the main objectives of an_ leay
visit by a head of government, wht.tk ^^
a Canadian travelling abroad or a I rin, ^,
minister coming here, is to ensure th s
each country understands the po?icti, Rep
of the other and the circumstancrt me
which give rise to those policies. It t^o,
seldom possible to come to agree:ne, "



^ff ^ Chüa in spreading the light of Commu-
anot^,nism throughout the world.

^^This political schism has produced,
nly p4 t e Chinese a deep feeling of bitterness
ven moi {nward the Soviet Union, which, in their
precise;eyeg, has abandoned the precepts of its
ted wit^ters Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin,

^
ws of hi on the wisdom or the effectiveness of
ilar ;,on all policies, nor would one expect that
. to aref this could be the case in a world in
power G wb1ch the vagaries of history, the real-
north, i fhés of geography, and the variations
Id exei of social systems lend distinctive direc-
d maicr tions and points of view to govern-
in otheg mental policies.

;, we an
I

What I found most heartening, how-
and in ever, in my discussions with the Chinese
ountné lea'ders, was their understanding of, and
nportaa`s sympathy for, Canada's foreign policy.
ountne " In I particular, I was not subjected to
peratioi any demands that future Canadian re-
t sp^cü lations with China would depend for
relation' théir warmth on our attitudes toward
;ood an any other country. I stated in Peking,
that tbboth in the privacy of conversation with
)bvicusf thg Premier and on public occasions,
t of od that Canadian foreign policy sought to
ction a` avôid tension, to strengthen the institu-
iips tl^ tions of international co-operation and
and in to âssist the economic development of

rts o^ t1 thq newly-independent countries. I said
} as well that, in my belief, the true mea-

eed ;,ha4 surement of national greatness was
that pn, found not in military might or in polit-
ae eN ent icai ceremony but in the willingness of
ir re: pe( a côuntry to recognize the importance
st ur de: of individual welfare, human dignity
ften ve and a sense of personal accomplishment
a, I vrt and fulfilment.
dship f( Many of the issues which were dis-
ue to k cussed with the Chinese leaders, and in

several committees of officials thatr foieig the!
were established during the course of
thelvisit, reflected these beliefs-and the

r 13 uti desire of Canada to expand its inter-
;taterner national trade....
z Octobi
hina. Er Cannot be ignored

1llow: •-•^ My visit to China, Mr. Speaker,
es of at leayes me without any doubt of the
;, whctl^^ wisdom of the decision of the Cana-
)r a Irin diali Government to reverse the long-
isure tlva standing policy of ignoring the People's
ie po ld; Republic of China. Because that im-
'm tvIla mense country of talented and indus-
cies. It ktrious people will have an increasing
agree:4i impact on world affairs, and, because a

all of whom are still very much alive in
spirit in the libraries and public squares
of the country of Mao. The Chinese are
quick to point out that the West, includ-
ing Canada, would be well-advised tô be
on its guard against the Soviets' "show of
friendliness".

strengthening and enriching of the bi-
lateral relationship between Canada and
China can be béneficial to Canàdians,
that decision was right and will in-
creasingly prove to be right. The pres-
ence of China in the United Nations
and in other international councils
makes it vital that Canada's interests
and Canada's views be understood and,
hopefully, supported by the Chinese
Government. It will be of increasing ad-
vantage to Canada that Canadian lead-
ers have opportunities to explain Cana-
dian attitudes and policies to Chinese
decision-makers just as - amongst many
things - I exposed to Premier Chou the
positions Canada will advocate at the
forthcoming Law of the Sea Conference.

I was heartened again and again
by the genuine friendship extended
toward Canada and Canadians by the
leaders and the people of modern China.
I am confident that the diversification
and enjoyment of our new ties with
China will not interfere with the long-
standing friendly relations which we en-
joy with those several countries with
whom we have special ties. Nor will it
detract from our efforts to seek, to our
advantage, the easing of tensions and
the increase of contacts with other parts
of the world.

It has not been the vastness of the
Pacific that has acted as a barrier be-
tween Canada and China. The gulf has
been found all too often in the minds
of. those of us who were unwilling to
recognize the magnitude of one of the
most significant revolutions in the his-
tory of the world and the extension of
basic human amenities to hundreds of
millions of persons to whom they had
been denied for millennia.

The name of Canada is held in high
respect in China, Mr. Speaker, and as
a consequence Canadians are benefi-
ciaries. It is the aim of this Govern-
ment that this reputation, and those
benefits, increase and continue.



Be that as it may, the Canadian
Prime Minister did not hide his admira-
tion for China's political leaders, who, he
said, "pursue the same objectives as ours
- national development and the fulfilment
of the individual". In saying this, he ob-
viously did not intend to imply that he
also agreed with the means used by the
Chinese to attain these ends.

Society's values

`clearly defined',
seem to mirror
`quasi-mystical'
Chinese ideal

Personal impressions
Western travellers returning from a trip
to China have always found it difficult to
express their reactions to China and the
Chinese and, even after 24 years of rev-
olutionary experience, China has certainly
lost none of the mystery it has always held
for foreigners. I should say that the new
China is probably even more fascinating
than the old precisely because of this
revolutionary flavour, the concrete expres-
sion of which is seen everywhere in China.

For a North American, used to neon
lights, bikinis and the omnipresent auto-
mobile, "culture shock" occurs the moment
one sets foot in China. Austerity, restraint
and discipline are visible from the top of
the passenger-steps of the airplane that
has just set one down in Peking. Yet the
Chinese are glowing with health, relaxed,
and, outwardly at least, happier than the
average Westerner. It seems to me that
one explanation for this phenomenon
might be the fact that in China the values
of society are clearly defined and consti-
tute a quasi-mystical ideal, whereas, in
the West, almost all the traditional values
have been shaken to their roots and diffi-

It is symbolic of recent developments
that presidents, prime ministers and em-
perors now visit Peking in a steady stream
and represent a wide political spectrum.
The leaders of the United States and
Western Europe have made the pilgrim-
age, as have those of Iran, Greece and
Ethiopia, to mention but a few - taking
their places in the guest-rolls beside such
"old friends" as the Albanians, North
Koreans and North Vietnamese. Nor are
the visits confined to political leaders.
Americans, Europeans and Japanese from
various circles, together with their coun-
terparts from the Third World, come in
great numbers as guests of China. Peking
has become an international crossroads,
with only the Russians and their closest
supporters currently unwelcome. The
mystique of Chinese authority and power
is correspondingly enhanced.
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culties are being experienced in repla

Prof essor Robert Scalapino, Univer. itY^ i

them. China does not have this prcb)4'
since the thoughts of Mao are used,
provide an answer to every questioxL ^ t

What is more, there can be no
thatthat the China of today has succeected`
breaking free from centuries of po;itiy P
economic and social stagnation. It, p
forms - among other things - the dl^
feat of feeding its 800 million inhab:tar
besides giving them increasingly-advané
education and health services. Above
it provides work, and with it dignity,
this people that has known for too lr
the humiliations imposed by invad-1^sl`Wh7i
emperors who were more interested in ti.. ti)
own glory and comfort than in nEtioauth
development. scalej

Although resolutely refusing to re;^:ects
to the use of foreign capital to speed^or
development, China is making prcgrform
but at its own rate. It has already setdestir
a useful infrastructure of roads, railwsway^
irrigation canals and airlines. Currentl4i
is placing stress on industrial and t^he bi
nological development, and it knowa he gç
Canada can help it in this area. the G

In its own way, China wants to gC
its people modern comfort and mate^eles
prosperity. "Refrigerators? The C^d t
would not ask for these today," ren^:ar'ucle;
an interpreter, who, on another occas - #
said with absolute conviction: "We West
going to catch up with the West." Eandei
will take their own time, but it seemsPrOg4
me that China's development has uiTime'
just begun, and that its progress may Ri`- -- e

^accelerate considerably in the near futaeveu
colo

ôbscû
^

Yet uncertainty continues to ho+The iI
over the Chinese domestic scene. Hi `whel
could it be otherwise in a society of laccep
million, still in the preliminary sta;esEngli
its struggle toward political stabilit; -, eslgh p^
nomic modernization and social ct anFnat
The big questions that relate to Chinremai
future remain unanswered and, moro th,nb
that, unanswerable. On the political fra`
the issues cover a wide gamut: the trzin•Febn
of new élites in a society professintePltuaql
itarianism; authority relationships ..m^°019
centre, region and locality in a systThe
with strong centrist proclivities; aa^
above all, the character of top leaderslw a
after the first-generation revoluticnanter;
have passed from the scene .... (E.rceprese

from China and The Balance of Povera^^

California, in Foreign Affaires, Jcn and
1974). 6ilahl

this ^
chani



rJ1.S.S.R in a changing world :^ce u,,,,desti°rL Vestions that arise on détenteno q
icceecte^`
d po;itigy Philip E. Uren
,n. It. P'
- the d^
Zhab:ta^
7-ad^-anc
Above
dignity,
r too l^
nvad3is `Whén destiny has brought up two nations
ted in t)^ .. tâ a future of similar invention and
n m tioâuthôrity, and given to. each a different

scalej of values; when the nations' archi-
ig to re^:ectŝi and poets and painters have created
^ speedfor them opposing kingdoms of sound and

prc,grformland subtlety, the universe knows that
ady setdestiny wasn't preparing for alternative
;, rai,wsways^ for civilization to flower. It was con-
;urreatl4iving the Dance of Death, letting loose
and the brutality and human folly which is all
nowa 4he gods are really contented by." Tiger at

the Gates was ostensibly concerned with
nts to gelassical times, but Giraudoux was never-
d matepeless speaking of something continuing

ie C^d 'üniversal, seemingly out of date in a

' remar'ucléar world but with us still.
r occa^ - When The Communist States and the

«we West was published some six years ago
est." Eander the auspices of the Soviet Studies
t seemsPr°gTam at Carleton University, The

has uiTim^s of London quoted from it as follows:
s may R• •- each side, for quite different reasons,
ear futudevefoped oversimplified and emotionally

coloured sterotypes of the other, which
ôbscûred the real nature of the conflict."

3 to ho+The ieviewer went on to comment that,
-ene. Hi `whén such a sentence can be written and
ety ^,f pecePted in Russian and Chinese as well as

r sta;ecEnglish, the end (of the conflict) will be in

bilit-, e^lght^". It is the theme of these few pages
al cr ^that tthis devoutly-desired consummation
to Chinrema ns at the far end of a receding

moro tPmow.
tical frm` rbatov, writing in Kommunist in
he trzin•February 1973, had this to say: "The
.ssint eP'tua^ ion in the world in general leaves no
ûps ; mo^ for the idyll of cloudless existence.

a GystThe ptruggle going on in the world arena,
aa struggle not engendered by someone's

il^â,^whim but by clashes between real class
terésts and by objective laws governingluticnp

re^nt-day social development, is too
(E ^r^acuté and too complicated." He quotedf

PoN er^^d Brezhnev's assertion that the

aiver, it)world views and class goals of socialismJcnu^
and capitalism are opposite and irrecon-
cilabie" and referred to his efforts to "shift
this historically inevitable struggle into a
` hannel that does not threaten war". Ac-

cording to Arbatov, the obstacles to this
happy process are "the intrigues of forces
and groupings in the U.S.A. that have a
stake in increasing tension and stepping up
the arms race - the military-industrial
complex, extreme right-wing elements,
Zionist circles, etc". There are, needless to
say, no such forces in the Soviet Union in
spite of the "opposite and irreconcilable"
character of "world views and class goals".

In a period of détente, it is perhaps
bad form, not to say intellectually unfash-
ionable, to point these things out. Yet what
can one do with Professor Novikov of the
Moscow State Institute of Physical Cul-
ture, who has been quoted in an interesting
paper by Professor Riordan to the effect
that: . . . "given equivalent socio-economic
conditions, the level of sports attainments
of the socialist states is considerably higher
than that of countries under the capitalist
system. This is attributable to the fact that
in a socialist society socio-economic fac-
tors are an index of the well-being of all
members of society, while under capitalism
they merely reflect the general socio-
economic level with the simultaneous exis-
tence within the country of affluence- for
the few and poverty for the majority".
This was put more bluntly by Pravda,
when it said "the grand victories of the
U.S.S.R. and the fraternal states con-
vincingly demonstrate that socialism opens

Dr. Uren, a historian and political geogra-
pher, is director of the School of Interna-
tional Affairs at Carleton University.
Formerly director of the Institute of Soviet
and East European Studies and pro f essor
of geography at Carleton, Dr. Uren has
concentrated his research interests on the
political geography of the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe. He was the editor of
East-West Trade, published in 1966, and
co-editor with Pro f essor Adam Bromke of
The Communist States and the West. He
is currently editing a book on world studies
in Soviet and East European a f jairs, to be
published this year. The views expressed
are those of Dr. Uren.



Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev invites
U.S. President Richard Nixon to precede

him to the podium as the Russian leader

was welcomed to the White House in
June of last year to begin their series of
summit talks. Mr. Nixon had visited
Moscow in May 1972, where a number of
accords were signed that were designed,
in the words of the President's report to
Congress, to "turn away from the con-
frontations of the past quarter-century".

`Détente has
its origins
in fear
and disarray...'

up the greatest opportunities for man's
physical and spiritual perfection". In the

words of Punch, "you might call the situa-

tion Kafkaesque, except that the name of
Franz Kafka does not officially exist...".

Origins of détente
What, then, is the balance between the
intuitive pessimism of Giraudoux and the

calculated optimism of contemporary

statesmen about relations with the Soviet

Union? Détente has its orgins in fear and
disarray - fear of the dreadful possibilities
of modern war, fear of China, disarray in

the Western alliance prompted partly by
the recovery of Europe and the resurgence
of Japan, and disarray in the East Euro-
pean alliance, which has been held together
by virtue of two military invasions in the

last 17 years. Détente is manifested in

efforts to achieve a balanced reduction of
military forces, in increased exchanges in
the areas of science and culture and in the
expansion of trade. The uncertain hopes
embodied in these developments are at
least better than an "uncertain trumpet",
and it is no doubt necessary to persevere,
not so much because there is great reason
for hope as because there is little alterna-

tive to it.

'Few people know, and least of all d•^ o^
demics, the intricacies of the mifitunus
calculus, but it seems reasonable to a,sysons
that the Soviet Union is unlikely to rednee
its military strength substantially as $es
as it has NATO on one flank and Chimimpor
the other. If such a reduction does ^
place, it should be linked, in the Soi^ui i
view, with a guarantee of the status qucis son
Eastern Europe. The problem with and ]
objective is that it is beyond the powe;amec
any group of statesmen, however wil,may^
their agreement. If Vietnam has taunhtfeludi
anything, it should be that "no arniy r'aPi4
withstand the strength of an idea wl,)ur f
time has come". We may, if we wish, ac F
to Soviet demands for permanent boind ^e
daries that cannot be altered b;7 aid
means and, secure in that achievempoviel
reduce the forces that are assembled a Eat â
them. We shall not thereby have inc ref cou
Soviet security, for its insecurity lies inrnc cc
nature of its empire and not in the ^no:
cision of its frontiers - just as, in tl-.e
of some, the insecurity of the West rnaAt
in the decay of its moral and social fa_ d ^
All of which is not to say that we sha?rebl^
refrain from doing our best in the Out.
ference on Security and Co-operai:ioct SM'

%^ t1Europe (CSCE) and seeking with all
ingenuity at our command a reducdo^?1e^
forces that might help to change at:itcnter^ ;
in both societies in the talks being hel( ,
Vienna. It is simply to say that we 3bc'1ttle
not delude ourselves into thinkin,; it w°
armed forces are the cause of the c:onlsuall
and that stability will follow their re^$e^
tion, however measured. )°m

A second option is one to whicbfn;
West attaches great importance - 4 .pre,
dom of movement". I hope I shall nct 94atlor

73obtuse or facetious if I fail to view w^.th. )

assurance the manner in which th-, ^houl
ping of thousands of Americans to ^^0^,
Soviet Union and vice versa will b,
about "understanding". One could r.qul^h
well argue, it would seem, that the ofh°u^

site effect might be achieved. We dora ,
seems, imbued in North America withJmO
notion that "to know us is to love us"L ^
remain convinced that, if only we coal ^,
enough people in a position to report W^f stâ
and accurately in the Soviet Union,
and they would be on the path to _fnLA^n
respect. This seems to overlook tlieaz
that Brezhnev put so well when lie
"

Pct,
our world views are irreconcilable" -

in short, fantasy. It is, nevertheless, â
dream we must follow because it is od
the few we have and it might come ±rn.)erhâ

Scientific, academic and cultvra:^e^
echanges are in a different category,

very important in so far as they contr^,
to the merging of those "opposing kt
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of all,^do of sound and form and subtlety". We
e mïlitunus persevere with them for many rea-
to a,sysons not the least of which is that we may

y to rednee to know in future that we did our
lly as $es In this connection, it is particularly
d Chi^important that we should not impose
does ty restrictions, visa delays, etc., on a

the So`^ui pro quo basis. Freedom of movement
ztus quds something which is basic to our societies

with ^tnd hould remain so. It is not to be bar-
Le powe;^ed with, let others behave as they
ver wil,may^ At the same time, we should not
s taunhtfelude ourselves into thinking that any
) arniy (apid or far-reaching results are likely from
idea wl)ur ifforts in this direction.
vish, acS, Finally, there is the question of trade
rient boind conomic interdependence. This, it is
A by " d^ may hasten the liberalization of
-hievempoviet society and bring about reforms

nbled i,hattwould be in the Western interest. It is,
,e inc re f course, equally arguable that our econo-
y lies inrnc co-operation will strengthen the Soviet
in the ^conomy and retard the reform that its
in tr.e urr4nt performance suggests is necessary.
Test inaAt any rate, the mechanisms whereby IBM

ocial fa "̂ d Occidental Oil will achieve this im-

t we shbre^ble end have not been very well spelt
n the C?ut. Here again, one can only repeat that
perai:ioct seems a "reasonable hope", if an uncer-
with all%am prediction, and that increased com-

,io:6rcb may provide some identity ofedu&
ge at:itcnter^ st and some impetus toward change.

eing lielc
t we 3bc'1ttle cause for optimism
inkin; It would thus appear that none of the
the conisuaÎly-recognized elements in the détente
their re^$ers much cause for optimism. There is a

?oint of view, illustrated by Professor

3 whicbf lyn Griffiths's excellent article in

nce -4 . p^^ous issue of this journal (Inter-

all nct siational Perspectives, September-October
ew w^.th^973), according to which Western policy

hould avoid antagonizing the Soviet^h th<^ ,
ans to ^mon^ thereby avoiding any strengthening

i will b!f its conservative elements, should not
^ush^ould Western objectives too hard but^^qu

t the o^o^d, at the same time, encourage colla-
We a^tive and reformist trends in the Soviet

,ica withJmon. These seem to be wise courses to

[ove us"^
we co al^-
-eport wû One should not overrate the degree

Union,I stâbility in international relations. The
h to mLA^^sts of the superpowers clash in theh

the ^ar East, Southeast Asia, the Persian
b.en he iulf,, Europe and Africa - everywhere, in
able" -pct,,but Eastern Europe and the West-
^ieless, at^ ^e^phere, which seem to be tacitly

it is odxempted. The Arab-Israeli conflict was

come ±
)erhâps the most acute of the dangers

cultLrtening détente, but one could easily
* of half a dozen crisis situations

gory "auc ^ may suddenly erupt . . . .,y contr ^

posing

follow, Andrei Sakharov's warning not-
withstanding. They are wise because they
are the only ones civilized men can follow
in the nuclear age.

This is not to say that they will be
efficacious, because the differences at the
heart of the matter are fundamental and
have to do with one's conception of the
nature of man. It is old-fashioned to make
this assertion but, if it is true, no amount
of arms reduction or travelling or trading
will modify it very much. Change, if it Test for West
comes, will come from within the societies will be
concerned and no army will stop it or any to resist
outside force create it. It is to be hoped temptation
that it will come gradually, though that to meddle
seems unlikely. In any event, as it gains
momentum, the test of statesmen in the
West will be to resist the temptation to
meddle, something their Soviet counter-
parts find so difficult. If that temptation
cannot be resisted, Giraudoux's pessimism
may well be vindicated.

As I review what I have written, I am
impressed by its arrogance, particularly at
a time when a distinguished social scientist
can assert that we do not know the rate at
which the economy grew last year, when
governments cannot predict energy sup-
plies with any assurance for a few months
and when even the future of our food sup-
ply is in some doubt. It is not a world in
which a broad analysis of global trends is
a comfortable task. Furthermore, my re-
marks may seem to reflect on the diligent
efforts of statesmen and officials on both
sides to resolve these difficult problems. It
seems appropriate, therefore, to conclude
with the disclaimer of Descartes that: "I
could in no way approve of those rash and
reckless individuals who, having been
called by neither birth nor fortune to the
management of public affairs, are neverthe-
less constantly reforming them in their
mind. And'if I thought there was anything
in what I have written which might make
me suspected of such madness, I would
deeply regret its publication."

.. Détente rests not on a mood, not
on goodwill, not on the convergence of
systems, not on,the sudden conversion of
the Soviet leadership from Leninist to
Gandhian principles. It rests on a certain
equilibrium of forces; once the balance is
upset, there will be no détente .... (Wal-
ter Laqueur, Director of the Institute of
Contemporary History in London, New
York Times Magazine, December 16,
1973.)



Scanning the broad implicatio
of Sharp's trip to Soviet Unioi

By Henry F. Heald

Canada and the Soviet Union operate un-
der two very different economic and politi-
cal systems. Therefore exchange visits at
high ministerial level are necessary not to
exchange pleasantries about areas of agree-
ment but to discuss seriously the areas of
disagreement in the hope of better under-
standing each other's point of view.

That was the purpose that External
Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp carried
with him on his visit to the Soviet Union
from November 18 to 24 - his first visit to
that country in 18 years and his first as a
member of the Cabinet.

Mr. Sharp first visited Moscow in
1955, when he was Deputy Minister of
Trade. He accompanied the then Secretary
of State for External Affairs, Lester B.
Pearson. The result of that meeting was
the first Canada-Soviet trade agreement,
signed in 1956.

Progress in international relations is
measured in inches - an exchange agree-
ment here, a protocol there, a wheat sale, a
hockey tournament, a prime ministerial
visit. Add them all together since 1956
and, while they represent a substantial
change in Canada-Soviet relations, they
can hardly be called a breakthrough. The
Soviet Union remains a great, brooding,
militarized giant under totalitarian rule.

This article will not attempt to review
the increasing tempo of contacts between
Canada and the Soviet Union over the last
few years, culminating in the visit to
Canada of Premier Alexei Kosygin and the
visit of Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau to
the U.S.S.R. in 1971. Some may prefer to

Mr. Heald has been a member of The
Ottawa Journal's Ottawa parliamentary

airsbureau for five years and its foreign affairs
specialist. He accompanied Mr. Sharp on
his November trip to the Soviet Union,
and had previously covered sessions of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
in Brussels. He is a former city editor of
the Welland, Ontario, Evening Tribune.
The views expressed in this article are
those of Mr. Heald.
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regard the 1972 hockey series as th
mination. (See International PerspEc
January-February and November-D
ber 1972).

Despite the "upbeat" in int-3
tions, immigration from the Soviet
remains a mere trickle, trade is spar,
Canada is still viewed as part of the
ern camp - a spokesman in world
for NATO and the United States.
are signs of change in all those are.;s,
not enough yet to become excited aboicretâr

Mr. Sharp's recent visit was a rao itchéli
less routine call, such as takes place inistej
most nations. Soviet Foreign Minist er ir f ôr
drei Gromyko visited Canada in 19(9, roscolv
Mr. Sharp was invited to return th, cpviet'L
pliment. He would have gone much so^73. Al
except for the intervention of such evrznad'a'

as the FLQ crisis in 1970, a federal eie^
and the emergence of a minority gz^ A
ment. Mr. Gromyko and Mr. Shar;)bme in
met at the United Nations meeti.^g^^
New York and other international gat^rman
ings in the interim. )w exti

5ERed-carpet treatment
The Russians gave Mr. Sharp a;lig!lue ^
higher class of red-carpet treatmer.t t?natio
was expected for such a visit, and nol ^out â
is quite certain why. A formal :all He

President Nikolai Podgorny was Il^disc^
protocol required, but Mr. Sharp v as On
flown down to the Black Sea re iossed
Pitsunda for intensive talks with l'reI
Kosygin. The Soviet press cove)ed^nt o
every move and his arrival in Mosc w'ncer
the beginning of his talks wit h^ h h
Gromyko were filmed for television.

Mr. Sharp said that the fact ;,ha. t,

got to see both President Podgorv; ce-k
Premier Kosygin was an indicaticn a me
the Soviet Union attached consi je j, a re
importance to good relations with ;:%aPc.
and that the Russians wanted to u.Oarp

stand more about the Canadian vie
11A

number of matters. It could indics te ^o
they realize Canada speaks for i`se^ks^
world affairs and not as an echo of^g
United States.
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rspE cti
or-De
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;parse
the
r1d
tes.
are.;s,
d aboécretâry of State for External Affairs
a r:io t itchéll Sharp chats with Soviet Foreign

ace inister Andrei Gromyko (centre) before
nister ir fôrmal talks get under way in
19(9, rosco1v during Mr. Sharp's visit to the

s th ,- epvietfUnion f rom November 18 to 24,

uch s^73. Âf ter conferring with Mr. Gromyko,

uch ev a nadâ's External Affairs Minister held

ral e:e^
.ty go A more cynical view, expressed by
3har;) )me in Moscow observers, was that the
ieetiag?'emi n had successfully courted France,
nal g,at^^ny and the United States and was

egtending its charms to a wider field.
Whatever the reason, it was clear that

. Sliarp added a good deal of hard news
a ag!lue to the visit himself, with his deter-

;mer.t t?natiôn to get past the niceties and talk
and no?out areas of disagreement.

ial :dl He did it in all three of the chief areas

,as discussion. On the question of the reuni-
rp vas ^ation of families, Mr. Sharp not only
a re ;ot^ssed for action on specific cases of indi-
ith l'reA1ua14 who wanted to come to Canada but
,ove)edIt on to raise questions of world-wide
dosc w'ncern about Soviet emigration policies

withid its treatment of dissidents. Dealing

ision, kth.tlie Middle East situation, he made it

'act ,ha. that Canada offered its services to
dgor'iy; ce-keeping through the United Nations
caticn a mémber of the world community, not
=si ie a representative of NATO or any other

rith ^ And, on the question of trade, Mr.

3 to arp {old the Russians he thought it was
1 vie s Ene - to start translating all the talk
ldi^o hârd contracts with Canadian busi-

ssmen.

echo of. The reunification of families is some-
ung Canada feels strongly about, and

Wide World photo from Tass

discussions with Soviet Premier Alexei
Kosygin. At left: two of the Canadian
o f fCcials participating in the talks -
J. G. H. Halstead, Assistant Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs,
and E. P. Black, Director-General of the
department's Bureau of European Affairs.

Mr. Sharp was quick to express his appre-
ciation for the progress made since Mr.
Trudeau submitted the first list of 291
cases, covering 646 persons, in 1971. Mr.
Sharp submitted an updated list with 266
cases, including about 50 spouses who had
been separated for as long as 25 years.

In response, Mr. Gromyko assured
him that the only barriers were administra-
tive ones and promised to do what he could
to expedite visas. Since the start of 1971,
some 621 Soviet citizens emigrated to
Canada, 332 of whom were on the lists.

Mr. Gromyko prefers to talk about
visitors rather than immigrants and comes
up with a figure in excess of 2,000. That is
still pretty small when placed in Western
terms of tourism.

Mr. Sharp was ready for the reaction
when he went beyond the bilateral reunifi-
cation of families into the Soviet treatment
of Jews, Ukrainians and dissidents. He was
not surprised when Mr. Gromyko told him
that the Soviet Union didn't need Cana-
dians to tell them how to run their country.
He had predicted that very reaction in a
news conference in Copenhagen en route
to the Soviet Union.

He said then that legal arguments
about human rights don't carry much

Gromyko reaction
on dissidents
was regarded
as predictable



weight in Moscow. The Russians would
merely counter - as, in fact, Mr. Gromyko
did - with questions about poverty, un-
employment and treatment of native peo-
ples in Canada.

Yet Mr. Sharp's interjection appears
to have borne some fruit. The final com-
muniqué included the sentence: "Canada
and the U.S.S.R. reaffirmed their readiness
to contribute to the successful conclusion
of the Conference on Security and Co-

4
So the Soviets did allow them^ ry^

to be committed on paper, in a multila"
context, to the principle of greater conintei
between people.

Turning to the Middle East eoc tha
sunde

Canadian-Soviet relations...

pansion of Canadian-Soviet relations in

possibilities for further expansion of

and on questions of bilateral relations.

Following are excerpts from the joint
communiqué issued by Canada and the
Soviet Union at the close of External
Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp's visit
to the U.S.S.R. on Nov. 24, 1973:

The discussions took place in an
atmosphere of frankness, cordiality and
mutual understanding, in keeping with
the good-neighbourly relations between
Canada and the U.S.S.R. Both sides
noted with satisfaction the steady ex-

recent years and the particular em-
phasis given to their development by
the exchange of visits in 1971 between
the Right Honourable P. E. Trudeau,
Prime Minister of Canada, and Mr. A.
N. Kosygin, member of the Politburo of
the Central Committee of the CPSU
and Chairman of the U.S.S.R. Council
of Ministers. They emphasized that
the agreements and arrangements con-
cluded in 1971 placed relations between
Canada and the U.S.S.R. on the foun-
dation of the principles of peaceful and
mutually beneficial co-operation. They
also provided a strong and constructive
base for the further general develop-
ment of Canadian-Soviet relations in
the fields of foreign policy, trade, eco-
nomics, science and technology, as well
as in the fields of education and culture.

Both sides particularly noted the
usefulness of the Canadian-Soviet Pro-
tocol on Consultations of May 19, 1971.
Being guided by the goals of this pro-
tocol, both sides spoke in favour of
more extensive and regular use of its

political consultations on important in-
ternational problems of mutual interest

Both sides confirmed their inten-
tion to make further efforts, in a spirit
of reciprocity and mutual benefit, to
give added substance to existing accords

and understandings between the
countries and to expand co-operat
in various fields. ° MIDI

Both sides noted with satis^acFress
the further increase of contacts betRten {
government and political leaders of 6 i
countries, between representativeceepen
commerce, science and technology, ?nslon
ture, non-governmental organizat^a^^
and betwéen tourists. Both sides ey
nressed thei.r mntnal intention to dÉ"i

ci; men these contacts further.
Ïie cônBoth sides reviewed the progcF^l

made in their joint efforts to e^ ^,h
co-operation in economic, scientific t,,ge

exist for greater co-operation in t,ensiôr.

technological fields under the a&'nd Co
ment on Co-operation in the Indast^^ Iii
Application of Science and TechnoLasis fc
signed on January 27, 1971. It Iation:
agreed that the implementation of ,ch
rangements made at the third ses.9iorotiatic
the mixed commission that took p'hey sh'
in Moscow in October should leadwe sr
the near future to concrete ecano^^a^
results to the benefit of both sides. Eheir're
sides also believe that there are coessfûl
derable possibilities for further expecuri-t
sion of mutually advantageous trbon la
between Canada and the U.S.S.R. 46s0 l

Both sides were pleased to n{re go
that exchanges and co-operation 6curit,
scientific, cultural and other fields 6ta!ci
been increased and enhanced by theyl ^
General Exchanges Agreement bet'w1on of
the two countries. They looked fcrw:IIce $$1
to positive results from the miged. o4f its1fi
mission established under that agl Bc
ment, which is scheduled to hold he ôp
second session in December in Ctttif tlie
in order to draw up an agreed pr4ion of
of exchanges for 1974-75. Confirm:ociaie
the importance attached to the -Alq'he4
regions of Canada and the U.S.S•bnstit
both sides agreed that opporti nithe côi

field on the basis of mutual intere uropE

operation in Europe as soon as me
and expressed their wish that the^S
ference would attain the goal of stre^ e^
ening peace and security and exteZCO
co-operation and contacts between
ple."

c



poj
.^ h Shârp egpressed his surprise that the
of stre^ Q^i didn't make use of the Protocol
d extecConsultations - signed by Mr. Trudeau
tween ^ Mn Kosygin in 1971 - to discuss with

dâ the new United Nations emer-

c3',^p
4
j eace force before demanding thatthem

multila,t be included as a Warsaw Pact
ter conmterpart of Canada.

Gromyko appeared to back down

ast coc tha one. He said there had been a
sundertanding. He hadn't realized that

the
During the exchange of opinions

-operaâ inl^ernational problems the ministers
atis a,Kpressed their conviction that the de-
ts betR'rminmg trend in the present develop-
ers of ltent iof international relations is the
tati- eepemng process of relagation of

ology'fmsiôn, consolidation of security, and
_ PA('P

amzat^
sides e?'

I co-operation between states.
expressed the intention of the

...... an and Soviet Governments to
n to dE -m+W every possible way to promote

he consolidation of this trend to secure
e tprog.

e^ring and stable peace.
^

ntific ^
The two sides agreed that the first

gel of the Conference on Security
he a&nnd Co-operation in Europe which took
nIndvstcelin Helsinki had provided a good
.echnoLas
1. It

^ for the second stage of the nego-
1. now going on in Geneva. They
on of, cfi great importance to these ne-

I ses9iorotiations and think it necessary that
took p'hey 'should be continued in a construc-
Id leadive spirit and business-like manner.

ecano,anaila and the U.S.S.R. reaffirmed
;ides. Eheir'readiness to contribute to the suc-
are coessfûl conclusion of the Conference on
ier rspe^ty and Co-operation in Europe as
ous trbon Jas possible, and expressed their
3.S.li. 4sh that the conference would attain
I tO n{re goal of strengthening peacé and
ration cu^ty and extending co-operation and
fields hpnta!cts between people in Europe.
d by ^*heyl believe that successful comple-
t beNon of the second stage of the confer-
!d fcr':IIce 'should make possible the holding
ixed. qf its1final stage at a very high level.
iat agi : Both sides noted with satisfaction

hold he oipening in Vienna on October 30
n Ctttif tlie negotiations on mutual reduc-
I pr4ion 'of forces and armaments and as-
onfirniociaied measures in Central Europe.
he :q'ney^ agreed that these negotiations
U.S.S.6nstituted an important element in
ortunithe côntinuing process of relaxation of
n in ténsiôn and increasing co-operation in
nt^ urope. They believe that the indis-

UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim had
invited Canada to provide the logistics
component.

There was no disagreement between
Canada and the U.S.S.R. on the need to
make the Middle East ceasefire work and
the importance of a lasting settlement fair
to both sides. On the other hand, there
was no doubt that the Soviet Union was
firmly committed to the Arab view of the
affair. Since the Arabs rely on the U.S.S.R.

pensable condition for obtaining mu-
tually acceptable decisions in 1 these
negotiations is to observe strictly the
principle of ensuring undiminished se-
curity for all participating countries ....

With respect to the situation in the
Middle East, satisfaction was expressed
over the ceasefire and cessation of mil-
itary operations in this area. The min-
isters expressed the determination of
Canada and the U.S.S.R. to promote,
together with other countries, the es-
tablishment of a lasting and just peace
in the Middle East on the basis of a
prompt, immediate and consistent ful-
filment by all sides participating in the
conflict of the appropriate resolutions
adopted by the Security Council of the
United Nations, namely 242 of 1967,
and 338, 339 and 340 of 1973.

Both sides believe that the decision
by the United Nations Security Coun-
cil to despatch a United Nations Emer-
gency Force to the Middle East, under
its guidance, should contribute to the
normalization of the situation in this
area in accordance with the Security
Council decisions.

Both sides declared their resolution
to promote the increased effectiveness
of the United Nations on the basis of
the strict observance of its Charter. Both
sides believe that the main efforts of
the United Nations must be directed
to the maintenance of international
peace and security and to the develop-
ment of fruitful co-operation among
states . . . .

Canada and the U.S.S.R. proceed
from the fact that the development
of friendly relations and co-operation
between the two countries meets the
interests of the Canadian and Soviet
peoples and is an important contribu-
tion to the consolidation of world peace
and security . . . .

1



as the main supplier. of arms, whether or
not the ceasefire holds is very much in
Moscow's hands.

The communiqué contented itself with
endorsing a settlement on the basis of the
United Nations Security Council resolu-
tions; that amounts to an agreement to
disagree, since the resolutions have been
given different interpretations by the dif-
ferent parties involved.

Trade arena
Trade - getting it beyond talks to con-
tracts - was raised with all three of the

Few companies leaders Mr. Sharp met, but with Mr. Kos-

in Canada ygin he got down to details. Even though

set to undertake Mr. Kosygin is considered the economic

industry plan genius among Soviet leaders and the man

sought by U.S.S.R. who is pushing for technological develop-
ment, the details of trade with Canada
remain pretty vague.

Trade to the Russians means producer
goods - the technical equipment to in-
crease Soviet productive capacity. Few
firms in Canada are in a position to un-
dertake the kind of industrial development
that Russia has been able to derive from
Italy, for example, with the Fiat auto-
mobile plant, or from the United States,
with an entire chemical industry. Unless
the Russians are prepared to increase their
direct importation of consumer goods,
trade with Canada is not likely to rise
much above the present $20-million-a-

year level. In i

There probably won't even be Sh4 n
usual wheat sales this year. Soviet pro^ He is v
tion has hit 215 million tons - about`capable
million tons above the annual tar;et1swithes
195 million set by the latest five-year pi somethii
(The Canadian Wheat Board will prc,b'eyes th
breathe a sigh of relief. Export sales h,ister w
exceeded production in Canada for narn y-1
last three years and the carry-over is dc they] re:
to a little more than one year's dom the -

consumption.) yand

Canada and the Soviet Union are ix 1v1r-
door neighbours across the North p'boy
Jus t how close neighbours they are 1tse

en
Ru
Sh;
wh
to

evident. when Mr. Sharp visited the In tOtall
Neitute of the Arctic and Antarctic in "ï,ee^

grad and saw the intensive mapping of^bac^rol
Arctic Ocean that has been carried nt, Soviet

t abou^t tlSoviet manned and unmanned ice-stati
over the years.

When dealing with a country the
of the Soviet Union, a good-neighbour

fgreatest
preciatei
peop^e c
causés fg
ity, And
contiol
the suce

icy is the only sensible one - just as it
fbeen and continues to be with the U

States. It is becoming increasingly eas
be a good neighbour to both, since
U.S.S.R. is itself developing friendlier Kiev's e
lations with the United States. ^^ere i

Mr. Sharp noted that, while the Sa blood. Ii
leaders had expressed their concern ati headéd j
China, not one word had been sPa at the e
about that lifelong bogeyman of Cam ffier. J At
nism, "American capitalist imperialism Soviet ^

Making a mark in Moscow..
By David Levy

Mitchell Sharp awoke on the morning of
November 21 to the sight of robust Rus-
sian workers jogging and exercising on the
grounds below his balcony in the spec-
tacular high-rise holiday hotel at Pitsunda

in which the Canadian party had been

lodged. High above the glades of a pre-
historic species of pine, and with the sound
of the Black Sea surf on the pebbled
shoreline lulling the Canadians gently into
consciousness, it was a far cry from Mos-
cow's slush and murk, and a long way
from the Kremlin's protocol machine.

A shining Tupolev 134 VIP jet had
brought Egternal Affairs Minister Sharp
and his retinue of officials and newsmen
to this salubrious spot within walking dis-
tance of the vast Soviet government holi-
day mansion occupied at that moment by

•

orate; w
[ tomb-lin
^ obelisk
Éperclied
looking
of thé
^soldiérs
etted a
bayonet
low in
`silenCe,

Premier Alexei Kosygin. It was, incicbling's o
tally, in that same mansion that, ftion ôf
years previously, Nikita Khrushchov (ltieth^ an
been vacationing when the Central the
mittee was locked in the fierce debaG^ At
Moscow that ended with his being toplceméte
from power. ^and chil

The hotel where the Canadians ^,lie liur'
the night swarmed with vacationing Candi
ers from all over the Soviet Union. In foot Lf
lobby and on the grounds they gathrsia: M
and stared uninhibitedly at the for,loudspe
guests, proud and pleased that they tb^tery, w
selves were also seen in such enviable,eartl^. I
roundings. At breakfast, Mr. Sharp qua cemete
his glass of sour milk, the traditional e relic^ o
of longevity, with a relish that most ^S nar,
Canadians matched only with suspitLe^} grl
diffidence and outright rejection.

ives January/February 1974



jn many more ways than this did Mr.
be Sbarp maki his mark with the Russians.
oro^ He is very much their kind of person,
)out` capable of deadly seriousness but with
r;etlswi^hes to unconstrained laughter when
ar. p^ somethmg is genuinely funny. In Russian
rc,bâ eyes the Canadian External Affairs min-

e,; blister was a personal hit. He is neither

for
^ Y-pamby nor hoity-toity, for which

is dc they^ respect and appreciate him. While

o.^ (the ersonality gap between Englishmen
^yand Russians is virtually unbridgeable,
^• Sharp, the Canadian working-class

r e lit
h p'boy jwhose career, he once said, owed
are 1^ to his family's taste for books, was

ie to^y accessible.
News of Mr. Sharp's working-class

i ï_,et
In It
oi^back^round delighted the accompanying

g L ouflSoviet journalists, especially the part

abou,
sta^ g^ ^st readers on earth. They also ap-

I 9

t the books - the Soviets being the

tner

3.l sm ^^et Army troopers had borne an elab-

peopie of Slavic origin. But whatever the
ourlcausés for it, it is to Mr. Sharp's personal-
a Ü^ity, And even more important, to his deft

f control of that personality, that much of
noethe sI ccess of the visit must be attributed.

dliec Kieds eternal flame
{ There were moments that stirred the

le S^ blood. In Kiev, Mitchell Sharp stood bare-
m ah headéd in the bright, below-zero sunshine

'pa at tlie eternal flame of the Unknown Sol-
Coffi dier. At a solemn, ceremonial pace, two

^oratd° wreath before him down the long,
Étoml#-lined avenue toward the soaring
obelisk of the Ukrainian war memorial

.

perclied on the edge of the height over-
looking the Dnieper River. On either side
of thb memorial, two very tall, grey-coated
soldiérs stood stiffly at attention, silhou-

rai C^in the month.

!etted against the cold blue sky, their fixed
bayonets glinting in the fiery sun hanging
low in the east. During the minute of
`silenCe, one fancied one heard the rum-

inci^bling's of the bloody battle for the libera-
iat, ftion of the Ukrainian capital whose thir-
chov tiethj anniversary had been marked earlier

iebaG^ At Leningrad's snow-bound Piskarev
g topl cemetery, where the 600,000 men, women

and children who died in the 900-day siege
ans Uie buried, Mr. Sharp watched as two
ing RLCanâdian officials placed a wreath at the
n. In foot Lf a towering statue of Mother Rus-
g;it4ia: Mournful choral music came from
e for,loudspeakers situated around the ceme-
iev tl1tery, whose equal exists nowhere else on
iable^eartl^. In a visitor's book inside one of the
p qua metery's pavilions, housing photos and
)nalerelic^ of Leningrad's bitter ordeal, Mr.
iost 1Shar^ wrote: "To the brave people of
suspil,^mngrad who gave their lives in the de-

fence of their city Canadians pay homage."
Later he told reporters the visit was "one
of the most moving experiences I have
ever had". "One can understand," he
added, "why the people of the Soviet
Union so much desire peace."

Political tact
Mr. Sharp proved just as unerring in say-
ing the right thing when the situation
called for political tact as when it called
for human sympathy. His handling of the
"gut issue" of the free movement of men,
ideas and information between East and
West was indeed skilful. At a lunch given
by Leningrad's Mayor Vladimir Ivanovich
Kazakov, he touched on the essence of the
peace he had earlier described the Soviet
Union as desiring so much, when he said:
"The modern age is essentially one of in-
terdependence and dialogue. None of us
can any longer afford the enormous eco-
nomic and social price of isolation, just as
none of us can afford the irrational suspi-
cions, fears and illusions that it engenders.
The modern world has grown too small."

In all this, Mr. Sharp has been ac-
cused of being too easy on the Russians,
of being too discreet. This is grossly un-
fair to the man, ignoring as it does the
undoubted impact of his personality on his
Russian hosts. The first step toward con-
vincing Russians in debate is to display a
readiness to agree to differ, and at this
Mr. Sharp is a past master. Asked at one
point whether he felt he had had enough
chance to explain his views, he answered:
"I did, I was listened to and I believe I
had some effect." In this, Mr. Sharp can
and should be taken at his word. As proof,
he pointed to a phrase in the final com-
muniqué that proclaimed the wish that
the Geneva Conference on Security and
Co-operation in Europe "would attain the
goal of strengthening peace and security
and extending co-operation and contacts
between people in Europe".

Here, however, a fine point of transla-

Mr. Levy, former managing editor of

Saturday Night, established the Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corporation bureau
in Moscow in 1964 and served as the
CBC correspondent there until 1967.
In the following two years, he was CBC
correspondent in Paris, but returned to
Moscow as Montreal Star correspondent
in 1969 and has continued in that post.
He received a BA from the University of
British Columbia in Slavic and interna-
tional studies and an honours BA in
Russian language and history from the
London School of Slavonic Studies. The
views expressed are those of the author.



tion as between the Russian and English
texts of the communiqué could turn out
to nullify this pàrticular aspect of Mr.
Sharp's alleged triumph in getting the
second part of this sentence included. The
Russian text, published in Pravda the day
following Mr. Sharp's departure from the
Soviet Union, uses the words "between
peoples", while the English text distrib-
uted to correspondents uses the words
"between people". As if to underline the
important distinction between "people"
and "peoples", the English text actually
showed the letter "s" crossed out.

Not quibbling
over language,
but difference
`between slogans
and the speech
of real people'

Standard phraseology
"Between peoples" happens to be a stan-
dard Russian propaganda phrase, meaning
the exchange of official friendly delegations
in those dreary exercises in friendship for
which the Soviet Union is so famous. It is
something they have been practising all
the time, much in the way that Monsieur
Jourdain found he had been speaking
prose all his life. When Russians want to
mean real contact between individual
people on the free and spontaneous basis
that Westerners have in mind on this issue,
they use a different word from the one in
the communiqué. Instead of mezhdu naro-
dami, they would have to say mezhdu
lyudmee, which in the Canadian-Soviet
communiqué they did not.

This is more than a mere quibble.
It is the difference between the slogans
of propaganda and the speech of real peo-
ple, and it must give pause for thought
about 'how far Mr. Sharp really did get
with Soviet leaders on the issue of the free
exchange of men, ideas and information.
What it probably amounts to is that the
Russians made sure to protect their ex-
isting position on paper by resorting to
linguistic legerdemain, which, in its way,
indicates that they are at least on the
defensive. Their standard line of defence,
which argues that the free exchange of
men, ideas and information cannot vio-
late the sanctity of a country's control
over its own domestic affairs, is no longer
enough.

Just before leaving for home, Mr.
Sharp said the whole trip had given him

. . . The normalization of relations
between East and West cannot be limited
to treaties between governments; to be
real and lasting, it should include rela-
tions between people as well. Therein lies
the true test: East-West rapprochement
should not be measured by the number of

"a picture of the setting and envirc
in which Soviet decisions were madp(
being the bonus he felt he had ob^ D,
from discussions with Foreign 1 ^
Andrei Gromyko and Mr. Kosygin OL
in two cases at least - on the
exchange issue and the Middle East
had amounted virtually to their st^>ne3y R;bi
ling him. Asked by one reporter :^oF^
Russian hosts had viewed the questi;1
the balance of forces in the Middle (
he replied that they did not seem to t
in those terms.

"What terms do they think in`'l
the reporter.

iec"They think in terms of what is j^^^t ân
he replied, with a wry smile, betraa oi11 su
that he had suffered no little egasper•le mid
in his conversations on the Midd:e pe^+oN

Impact on Soviet j°^c°Cér

Even on the issue of Soviet-C:nuom-t,^ s^
trade, some of the frustration of de
with the Russians showed through, ^°ndomi
Mr. Sharp,rp, referring to the stu die.̂titiôn
trade possibilities being conducted bShird pai
Soviet-Canadian mixed commissio:i, 6ologic
"Instead of studies, we must have ^eir Ares
tracts."

bis m+ e,
All of this raises the question of gpen as a

place the Sharp visit had in the g%g " a
Soviet diplomatic scene. The stagg^perpoN
dimensions of the Kremlin's othar hile I di
cerns became obvious the day after.^l ^
Sharp's departure, when Pravda's re^ould I
Sunday roundup of the week's e g t 4 i
failed even to mention the visit. Trie^g
had coincided with that of a top-6rioial
delegation from the anti-colonialist brhange c
away state of Guinea-Bissau. This he 1Vfet
stituted a historic landmark in wcrld the
litical evolution as seen from the I:re^e rea1
- so guess which visit got the big€er6rc^ t
in the Soviet press throughout Mr. 33b^evitâb
stay in the Soviet Union. ton 'of

But this is only par for the ccur^ploma
the public level, and Canadian diplos^gs an
who know this, go soldiering on undzun'ent Ri
aware that the Kremlin expects t:aea968. ^T
appreciate its propaganda prioritiE,s ^mge13s
the true business of better relatioas !sedj o
the West proceeds along its pres4latin
course. nd tfie

-.atiorial
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lis dôc
summit conferences and extent o' tte Au
agreements but, above all, by the de^ 1815
to which there is a free exchange (,f i6n,ta
and culture between the peoples of kônary
two areas . . . . (Wolfgang Leonhzrdion uni
Yale University in Foreign Affai:as, 6rces] t
tober 1973). "chieve

ame^
Çepentle
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ma besplte flaws, Kissinger system
&ildÿg^mean an era of stabilitythe!

East
st -3y Robin Ranger

[ue,ti;
dd'.e (
nfo

in?'

^e fecent October war in the Middle
at ïs j^^ast and the subsequent Arab cutback
^'t^ oil1supplies emphasized how vulnera-

asper^t,e médium powers like Canada remain to
dd:e ^uipe4ower actions over which they have

1o control. Henry Kissinger's "pentagonal
alance of power" looked, from this view-

f^^int,J suspiciously like an old-fashioned
^ondominium of the United States and

ugh' 11 .S.S:R., facilitating their continued com-
studietitiôn for influence at the expense of
;ed bShird parties and their preservation of the
3i0:1, 6ological and territorial status quo in
have ^eir respective spheres of influence. Does
)n of his m, ean that Dr. Kissinger should be

pen as a new Metternich, intent on secur-
ie gerag aA alliance between the conservative
stagg^perpowers to support their interests,
thar l^e I defending these with Bismarck's
af ^

ter^cal use of Realpolitik and force? Or
i s n^oulc^ Dr. Kissinger be seen as attempt-
: s e g ta^ identify and reinforce the factors
The ^g for stability in the current inter-
tok6tiorial system so that it can adapt to

Ust br^ge without disintegrating, the fate of
Tl-'is ^e 1Vfetternich and Bismarck systems?
world: The comparisons with Metternich,
e hrehe reactionary conservative, and Bis-
ig€er ^arc^ the man of "blood and iron", "were
Er- 8^evitâble, given Dr. Kissinger's discus-

ion 'of their respective approaches to
ccur^plomacy, together with his other writ-

liploo^gs ând his actions as architect of Presi-
ndzun'ent Richard Nixon's foreign policy since
, fiea968. 0 These works suggest that Dr. Kis-
itiE,s ^inge^s international political ideas are
tio:ls !^sed^ on a more complex notion of the
prescrelationship between stability and change,

nd the altered role of force in the inter-
_latiorial system than has been assumed.

lis doctoral thesis on Metternich stressed
o' he Austrian Chancellor's preoccupation

he de^ 1815 with the need to restore a Euro-
e ( , f 4an talance of power against the revolu-
es of konary forces of nationalism and libera-
nhzrdion iinleashed by the French Revolution,
fai:as, 6rces^ that had also enabled France to

chieve hegemony over Europe. What be-
âme ^known as the Metternich system
Çepentled on the major actors in the inter-

national system having a long-term inter-
est in preserving the territorial and
ideological status quo sufficient to out-
weigh any short-term gains from its
disruption. This interest was reinforced
by a common conservative, anti-revolu-
tionary ideology that enabled Metternich
to present his policies as those dictated by
loyalty to a common set of values, rather
than those dictated by Austrian self-
interest.

Conceptions of stability
Dr. Kissinger has clearly drawn on Metter-
nich's conception of a stable international
system as one that provided any power
able to disturb the status quo with an
even greater interest in its preservation,
so that any changes would be evolu-
tionary, rather than revolutionary, in
terms both of the means used and the
ends sought. Hence Dr. Kissinger's re-

Dr. Ranger is a member of the Depart-
ment of Political Science at St. Francis
Xavier University in Antigonish, where
he lectures, among other subjects, on the
nature of the international political
system. He received his doctorate from
the University of London with a thesis
entitled Arms Control Proposals and
Concepts in Changing Political Context
- 1958-72. He has been a research asso-
ciate at Columbia University's Institute
of War and Peace Studies and has lectured
at the University of Aberdeen, Queen's
University (Kingston, Ontario) and the
University of British Columbia's Institute
of International Relations. Professor
Ranger has written'widely on questions
of international strategic developments.
He served in 1971-72 as arms-control con-
sultant to the Defence Research Board's
Defence Research Analysis Establishment.
He has undertaken a book-length study
on the issues raised by current negotia-
tions on mutual and balanced force
reductions and their implications for
Canada. The views expressed are those
of Dr. Ranger.
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Kissinger stress
on `dynamic' idea
of stability

peated appeals for support for his ideas of
stability as being in the common interests
of the superpowers, which they generally
are, and as being in the interests of the
lesser powers, which they generally are
not, except so far as all states share an
interest in the avoidance of strategic nu-
clear war by the superpowers. But, where-

as Metternich confused stability with an
ultimately futile attempt to preserve a
static status quo in a changing interna-
tional system, Dr. Kissinger has stressed
the need for a dynamic conception of
stability. Only those changes whose na-
ture or extent could threaten stability are
to be prevented, or managed so as to pre-
clude any disruption of the system, thus
avoiding Metternich's adoption of a con-
servatism so rigid that it became as much
of an ideological'threat to stability as
revolution. -

This extremely pragmatic conserva-
tism adopted by Dr. Kissinger was prac-
tised by Bismarck, the "white revolution-
ary", who accepted the revolutionary
notion of German unification to further
his conservative goal of preserving the
Prussian monarchy. Hence Bismarck's
willingness, in the Kissinger view, to use
Realpolitik and force, first to secure the
unification of Germany and then to man-
age the resultant balance of power domi-
nated by Germany. Dr. Kissinger clearly
admired Bismarck's realism while defend-
ing his use of force as justified in an inter-
national system where force remains, as
Clausewitz described it, the conduct of
diplomacy by other means.

Yet Dr. Kissinger recognized that
Bismarck, like Metternich, fell victim to
the irony that each was the only man who
could manage the subtle and complex
balances that they had created, providing
temporary solutions to ultimately fatal
flaws. Critics have argued that the Kis-
singer system has remained similarly
dependent on his personal diplomacy, his
temporary successes obscuring his failure
to obtain anything more than a sterile
stability maintained by the U.S. military
machine. But, although following Metter-
nich in his insistence on stability as the
basis for any lasting international system
and echoing Bismarck's willingness to
adopt radical measures to obtain his con-
servative goals, Dr. Kissinger has also
insisted that his conception of an inter-
national system has been one reflecting
the changing relations of its members and
hence of America's vital interests. The
real difference between Dr. Kissinger's
definitions of stability and those of Met-
ternich and Bismarck has thus been that
he has attempted to identify the under-

lying factors in the international syfver Ih
making for manageable change, vourm
than seeking to impose stability ây^t iA a
venting change.

Stability through deterrence

îf
the'l 1

structrol
ossibili

Dr. Kissinger's central notion of a A^reviôus
gonal balance of power has been bis e p4c
a much greater extent than hts •siILS, w
realized, on an understanding of ttadec
changing utility of both nuclear and ^e lb,
ventional forces in international p4TTence
Since force has been the primary nie+ing I a]
changing the international system, km

a
ge

bility has depended on a preponde
of force being behind the status qico,Itta
accepted rules being adopted by the ;
powers for their use of force in purs
non-disruptive change. These fea±ur
nineteenth-century cabinet diplo
with its emphasis on Realpolitik r,'

a1
t

Nvi1
ing ot
e SAI

idind
S.S.R

than ideology, have been transferre^trategic
Dr. Kissinger to the nuclear age, i•^it hcatior
stability of the U.S.-U.S.S.R, balan^ 'crease,
deterrence seen as sufficiently ensure st stri
1968, to act _ as the basis for their ble. ÎVi
management of a balance of power vieavilÿ
main elements are likely to remain ded tl
tively constant until the end OeptancE
century. bility

Stable deterrence has become bcf
pre-condition of superpower détenteucl^aj

paradoxically, provided a basis for diimrlarl;
ing the superpowers' political elaif nucle
from their strategic balance. Nuossessu
weapons have proved to be as suitablâajorlc
deterrence, the prevention of any Alhere
in the post-1945 division of Eu:^opmnisti
they have proved unuseable for the°apid â
ployment of force to secure change.;. Iiÿ Can
the emphasis, in superpower relatIon?'ation
their mutual recognition of a statu3 gtrbutin

Europe that neither side finds wl.oll,,abilit
ceptable but neither can alter b y^eapon
Since numerical superiority in traâtionâl
weapons can now be seen as p,,litxbinese
useless, Dr. Kissinger has substitutjmted
notion of parity, whose implica t ion!evelo'p
spelt out in discussing the Mr.y fecadé
SALT I agreements. accO

Although nominally an arm,-co'rhty,^
measure, this really represented a^s rec
tempt to insulate the superpowers' pa^rael}a
competition in the development an^ato
ployment of strategic weapons frcan^^a^s
political relations, rather than It r int
these at the mercy of changes in mi-he ^•
technology. The success of SALT urope
separating Soviet-American relations deed^
the progress of a strategic arms r rceIlied
tinued at about the same pace r s^TTen
have been the case without SAI T. the
has been evident from the relativt.1a
concern in the U.S. strategic corrm^3ence^
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al sylver he re-emergence of a technology
e, ^vourmg whichever side decides to strike
y aY t ir^ a nuclear exchange and the defence

^f thg doctrine of Mutual Assured De-

struction (MAD) against its critics. The
Jossibility of a successful first strike had

f a p^reviôusly been regarded as creating a
b^e,ecip cal fear of surprise attack in a
hts
g of
- and

siswhile the MAD doctrine had been

tta ed as immoral and dangerous be-
use lbased on the assumption that de-

d poLeTTence depended on both superpowers
r n
^tem,
onde
qico,
the
purs
'ea±w
liplo
tik r,,

able to inflict a specified level of
ge on their opponent, say 40 million
after absorbing the most effective
their opponent could launch.

With the SALT I agreement still
ing^observed after nearly two years and
e SÂLT II negotiations under way, pro-
dind; a forum for a continued U.S.-
.S.SIR. discussion of their respective

sferre^trategic programs and their political im-
lvit^lications, it has been difficult to regard

balan creases in the technical possibility of a
nsure^st strike as making such a strike pos-
their fble.Nor can the defects of MAD weigh
iwer %eavilÿ against a doctrine that has pro-
:main ded I the basis for Soviet-American ac-
id ofteptarice of strategic parity and strategic

I Lbility.
ime Ix
>tente^ucllar proliferation
for d^imrlarly, proliferation, the acquisition

1 elaf nuclear weapons by states not already
. Nuiossessing them, has ceased to be a
suit ablaajoriconcern of American foreign policy.
my A^hereas the Kennedy and Johnson ad-
Eu:^opanistrations saw proliferation as being
or ÿheâpid ând destabilizing, a view still shared
rge.;.Iiÿ Cânada, Dr. Kissinger has seen prolif-
4atloniation as being relatively slow and con-

atu; qhbuting to, rather than detracting from,
wlolllability. China's acquisition of nuclear

r by ^eapons has been accompanied by a more
n traatron'al foreign policy while lessening

p,,litxhinese fears of a nuclear attack by the
,tit.i0mted States or Russia. India's probable
ication!evelôpment of a deterrent in the next
M.y (ecade could be seen as destabilizing only

accômpanied by grave domestic insta-
rm:^-c^hty,while e further proliferation by Japan
ted aas receded into the future, leaving only
'ers' pa^rael as a potentially destabilizing prolif-
^nt an^ato . The French deterrent has, like

freID^^als, been transformed by Dr. Kissin-
ian 1^ r into a stabilizing force, underpinning
in mîhe ^.S. nuclear guarantee of Western

SAIT ^^o^ along with the British deterrent.

lati(jns deed, Dr. Kissinger has sometimes im-
ns rrcehed ^hat it would be in the U.S. interest

^ strengthen the British and French de-
^AÎ T^rren# s to provide a stronger underpinning

rtivt:la^ the status quo in Western Europe.
corrnl3enc^ also his support for a swing back

towards a greater reliance on tactical nu-
clear weapons to deter a Russian attack
on Western Europe, or defeat such an at-
tack if it occurred. The new generation of
"clear" t.actical weapons being developed
could make this strategy, urged by Dr.

Kissinger in 1957 (Nuclear Weapons and

American Foreign Policy), once again

credible, while enabling the United States

to withdraw some troops from Western
Europe, thereby forestalling domestic
pressures for total withdrawal.

The role of conventional forces
Partly because of the limitations imposed
by nuclear deterrence, and partly through
changes in military technology, conven-

tional military forces have become de-
creasingly useable for political purposes
within or outside the central balance, al-
though still used for occasional interven-
tion by the superpowers. Their forces in
Europe are much larger than those needed
to preserve a status quo both must accept,
given that any attempt to challenge it
could precipitate nuclear war. Hence the
current negotiations on Mutual and Bal-
anced Force Reductions (MBFR) and the
Conference on Security and Co-operation
in Europe (CSCE). The superpower dele-
tion of the requirement that MFR be
balanced signified that they were likely to
agree on equal quantitative reductions,
thereby increasing the Soviet Union's
politically unuseable conventional superi-
ority versus NATO. Outside Europe, the
increasing costs of superpower interven-
tion with conventional forces have been
accompanied by a sharp decline in the
benefits of intervention, a change exempli-
fied by the U.S. experience in Indochina
from 1963 to 1973. Only a major power
prepared, like Russia in Eastern Europe,
to take over the running of a country on
classical imperialist lines would be likely
to gain from intervention in the 1970s.

Thus agreement between the super-
powers on rules governing their use of force
and the management of crises has been
facilitated by the inherent limitations of
the forces at their disposal, as well as by
their recognition of the need to avoid a
confrontation where a conflict over limited
gains could expand or escalate, threatening
the more valuable, central understanding
between the United States and the Soviet
Union. The recent Arab-Israeli conflict
demonstrated that the U.S. notion of what
constitute the rules of crisis-management
in a given political context may not be
shared by the U.S.S.R., since the Russian
resupply of the Arab states during a
limited war broke what the United States
considered as an important restraint on

Superpowers see
need to avoid
con f rontation
thatthreatens
the f ocal point
of `understanding'



Interdependence
of U.S., U.S.S.R.
emphasized
by summit talks
in Moscow
and Washington

expansion, as did Russia's implied threat
of direct intervention. But Dr. Kissinger's
subsequent attempt to secure Russian
agreement with a peace settlement that
the superpowers could then impose on
their allies emphasized that, like Bis-
marck, he continued to see force as an
instrument of policy but that, like Metter-
nich, he would try to ensure that its use
would be tempered by a recognition of the
need to preserve the system of manage-
ment by the superpowers. The other major
powers - China, Western Europe and
Japan - were excluded from this exercise
in harnessing force to the preservation of
the status quo, since China could only
threaten it with nuclear weapons, a self-
limiting threat, while being unable, like
Western Europe or Japan, to intervene
with conventional forces.

Limitations on intervention -- '
The limitations on intervention crucial to
stability have been those on the super-
powers' use of nuclear or conventional
force. Since neither America nor Russia
could use force to tilt the balance of
power in its favour, they could, in Dr.
Kissinger's view, best advance their in-
terests by agreeing that both would retain
their mutually-recognized spheres of in-
fluence in Western Europe, a process made
explicit by the West German acceptance
of East Germany's borders in the Federal
Republic's treaties with Russia and Poland
and in the multilateral CSCE talks, with
MFR between the superpowers underlin-
ing their acceptance of the postwar divi-
sion of Europe.

With the strategic arms race taken
out of the superpowers' political relations
by a political decision, they could under-
line their interest in securing the balance
of nuclear deterrence against destabilizing
technical changes with agreements upgrad-
ing the "hot line" (October 1971) limit-
ing their offensive and defensive strategic
forces (the SALT I package of May 1972)
and signing a formal accord on the preven-
tion of nuclear war (June 1973).

The resulting sense of superpower
interdependence was emphasized by the
Nixon-Brezhnev meetings in Moscow in
1972 and Washington in 1973 and by their
bilateral discussion, in the SALT II nego-
tiations, of reductions in Forward Based
Systems (FBS) for delivering nuclear
weapons on the battlefield. Together with
the superpower use of MFR to facilitate
reductions they had agreed on in their
forces in Europe, FBS levels were seen by

the West Europeans as vital to their se-
curity, because they symbolized the U.S.
guarantee against political pressures from
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the U.S.S.R. Yet the United States seet^ve
likely to resolve both questions in con^der
tation with its main adversary, Ru
rather than its main ally, Western Eurcon^ôf
while the East Europeans would me^f Reâli
be informed of any Russian decisronspli^) j
force levels. If, then, Dr. Kissinger's p(suppo r
tagonal balance provided a framewor){^ctéd
a stability based on a changing, ra^tate^ c
than static, international system, he apNATq,
ently envisaged only changes accept6nomi
to the superpowers. But could such aWestérr.
tern gain acceptance by the lesser po'iheles's

6alanCe
Condominium or balance? ^uld ^ac
Clearly the crucial question in eva6d eco
ing Dr. Kissinger's five-sided balanc^eptalile
power was the degree to which it ,vaWestérn
accurate description of both the e*3uch nn
balance of military, economic and poli^ it
power and of the likely threats to stab%ry
it would face in the 1970s. Despite ive^ l
defects to be expected of such an o Wei
simplification of a complex balance, ; coûn
pentagonal balance has proved to be an emerit
curate descriptive mechanism in the ^;^, idi
years since 1968. The world has rernai^}ateE a
militarily bipolar, if economically mGf Com:
polar. Thus Western Europe has continhiewpôir
to gain in economic importance whilerf th^ 1
maining militarily dependent, in the tere mi
resort, on the United States. Dr. Kissiranued g
has obeyed his own injunction, in ind JA p
Troubled Partnership, to refrain from;hinaI
tempting to solve the political probl^^ Sin
of the Atlantic alliance with rnrlihot thr,
hardware, as in the United States e,tte#eking's
to meet West German concerns over 6de t
United States guarantee with a m;rannent o
less offer of nuclear sharing, tha b61ance
tilateral Nuclear Force. As the prob^ould h
of the Atlantic alliance have juEt lâ the i
discussed here (Charles Pentland's Aem,
article in International Perspectives, Jence
tember-October 1973), suffice it to saytow im
Kissinger's Atlantic Charter speech ccpherei
be underestimated because overshrdoeJectio
by the Middle East crisis. vou^

iajor p

West Europe prime concern he e^s

Dr. Kissinger has always, rightly, .mr^ntion

sized that the area of prime con -erc; Dr.
the United States must be Western 3' as th
rope, because the two are so inte:-ded e&
dent, but that this very interdepend^ember
means that their joint problems ca:i nk he
be solved, only managed. Ideally, thisce of
would be furthered by European ti^g

^^or^but, like all Americans, Dr. KissingerC
eltended to assume that Europe will

^gstyatbehind, rather than against, the U^
States. The recent Western Europd the
disassociation from United States
sures in support of Israel should 14^,

r



s seeth̀ave een regarded as a healthy sign of
1C0::Rnde ndence, while Dr. Kissinger coul d

u^^f complain at the European adop-
E1 , nntion of a position based on considerations

bf Reâlpolitik (the need to secure oil sup-
srons

'
lies)i rather than traditional sentiments

ers p(support for Washington). Instead, he
work^ ^cted like any other U.S. Secretary of

r%tate^ denouncing discord in an alliance,
ie apNATO, whose only common interests were
-ceptÿ^nomic co-operation and the defence of
ch aWestérn Europe against Russia. Never-
po`iheles's, the conception of a pentagonal

6alance implied that, if Western Europe
éould :achieve a common policy on military

eJa6d economic matters, this would be ac-
ilanc^eptalile to the United States. Whether
t wa`4Vestérn Europe would be able to achieve

exV3uch ûnity seems doubtful.
l poli^ If Western Europe, the area of pri-
stabinazy sU.S. interest, has only recently re-
n o^ived^ Dr. Kissinger's full interest, this

a been because he first had to disentagle
mn-e, is country from what he saw as an invol-
bE= an emerit in Southeast Asia based on a

i the ^, ideological, perception of the United
rernl}atel as being threatened by the spread
ly mGf Communism in that area. From the
ontin`dewpôint of Realpolitik, the real interests
wliilerf th United States in Southeast Asia
i the ^ere minimal, necessitating only its con-
Kissixinuedguarantee of Taiwan, South Korea

in ind Jdpan against an unlikely attack from
i from;hinal.
probY Since China's military power could

rnrlihot tÎlreaten the United States, while
s e,tte^eking's . acquisition of nuclear weapons
over ^ade it essential to secure China's agree-
m.3annent on the importance of stabilizing the
thii b61ance of deterrence, the United States
prob^ould have to accept the resultant changes

juEt in the international system, while shaping
d's Aem, where possible, to its own ends.
`ivcs, Jence the withdrawal from Indochina,
;o saytkow implicitly recognized as a Chinese
eo-i c^pheréof influence, to reinforce the Chinese

cshrdooJection of revolutionary ideology in
ivou^ of positions more suitable to a
iajor power with a substantial stake in
he existing balance of nuclear and con-
)ntional power.

on ercF 0• Kissinger had thus defined stabil-
;stern ,3' ^ the egistence of a balance of military
nte:;depd eôonomic power in which no single
epEn*mbér of the pentagonal balance could
ca:i nek hegemony and where the preponder-

this ce of power would usually support the
ean u^g balance of influence between the

qer^Jor members. This influence was defined;sin,
will ^rgely^ in terms of their ability to disturb

,he Uate status quo. Because the United States
Euro k d the U.S.S.R. could destroy the egist-

;ates t I

ing international system, their rules for
management of crises would have to dom-
inate the system to ensure their continued
interest in its preservation, an interest
symbolized by SALT I.

Both would have to eschew the claims
of ideology in favour of those of Real-

politik, as would China, at least in its role
as an emerging participant in the nuclear
balance of deterrence. China's status here,
and as a regional great power, had been
recognized by President Nixon's visit to
Peking in 1972. Western Europe's nuclear
and conventional forces, or rather, those
of its members, supported the most stable Military balance
military balance in the world, that between between NATO,
NATO and the Warsaw Pact powers, a Warsaw powers
balance whose stability was being formal- being formalized
ized in the MBFR/CSCE negotiations. in negotiations
Similarly, the economic interdependence
of the enlarged European Economic Com-
munity, the United States and Japan was
being recognized in the multilateral nego-
tiations on international trade and mon-
etary policy. Dr. Kissinger's pentagonal
balance was very much a balance of power,
but a stable balance nonetheless. It fa-
voured the two superpowers because they
retained an overwhelming preponderance
of military, especially nuclear, power and
were the only states with global interests.
They were balanced, at the nuclear level,
by China and in the economic sphere by
Western Europe and Japan. The Third
World was conspicuous by its absence
from Dr. Kissinger's balance, being re-
garded as irrelevant to, because unable to
threaten, stability within the developed
world.

Yet, whatever its defects, Dr. Kissin-
ger's conservative conception of an inter-
national system whose stability and order
could be maintained by force at the ex-
pense of justice seemed likely to endure.
Like Metternich and Bismarck, Henry Kis-
singer has ensured that this image of how
the international system should be ordered
will become the basis on which the system
will be organized because he has under-
stood how it has been evolving. Unlike
Metternich or Bismarck, his is not a sterile
conservatism, seeking to maintain an im-
possibly static political system, but a con-
structive conservatism, building on the
existing foundations of stability to con-
struct a system capable of absorbing any
foreseeable changes. The Metternich sys-
tem lasted from 1815 to 1848 and that of
Bismarck from 1870 to 1914, giving the
world nearly a century of stability still
envied today; may not the Kissinger sys-
tem last as long?

Id 1.4.



Canada's dialogue with the EE
problems of making it effectivemwebe?

^f mtei

By James Langley

The ambivalence of our ancestors towards
Europe, compounded of nostalgia and
resentments which may still be fresh in
the memories of those who recall the
inter-war years, has given way in more
recent times to a cooler calculation of the
Canadian interest - which has, however,
not yet provided the key to the riddle of
our relations with Europe. The two poles
of public opinion, represented by the
catchwords of current debate, "continen-
talism" and "diversification", are both
sustained by respectable doctrine but lead
to dramatically different prescriptions for
the conduct of our foreign relations. Even
if the consensus has moved decisively in
favour of "diversification", the implica-
tions for foreign policy towards particular
areas, such as Europe, are not at all self-
evident. With limited resources for all
those activities through which a nation
manifests itself abroad, governmental and
private, from commerce to culture, the

James C. Langley, a member of the Ex-
ternal Affairs Department since 1950, has
served as Canadian Ainbassador to the
European Communities in Brussels since
the post was first established in December
1972. He had been named Ambassador to
Belgium and Luxembourg and accredited
as Ambassador to the EEC two years
earlier. But in 1972 the Canadian Govern-
ment decided that, in recognition of the
growing political and economic importance
of EEC, a full-time ambassador to the
European Communities was required. Mr.
Langley had previously served in a number
of capacities, notably as Permanent Rep-

resentative of Canada to the Organization
of Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD) in Paris f rom 1962 to 1965,
as head of the department's Economic
Division in 1965, and as an Assistant
Under-Secrtary of State for External
Affairs, beginning in mid-1966. The Euro-
pean Communities are made up of the
European Economic Community, the
European Atomic Energy Community and
the European Coal and Steel Community.

patur nt;
problem of choice remains - whex g^gr
our efforts best deployed and to ^onal "rE
precise ends?

The situation is no clearer 1^nease
viewed from the European perspe^or il^e
There is, of course, an immense fun
goodwill for Canada and Canadiannpac^ i
each of the countries of the old cont4 casts
Perhaps our common heritage, the 4pendi
experiences of two world wars and^^pe
particular contribution made by Cad, rion
forces to the liberation, are the mos^ ess
portant factors. One who lives in E^ t,
cannot also but be impressed by tl^ell ada
ident interest, respect and affecti ter th
which our country, its myths of feresjartnefs
frontier, our domestic and internat ^
record and our people are held. ^^ri n;

None of this, unfortunately, is eF a
translatable into specific knowledge

than and European perspective3. lâat it

understanding. Thus in Europe therEp Tli
been a tendency to assume that our•on itse
interests He in other associations -^ thaj
tilateral, Commonwealth or North A^terrIAl
can - and that friendship was :.uû ^e reiâ
content for our bilateral relatioir ve1o^
While it is arguable that benevolent^e clos
rance has not served Canada bacly 4Ore p
dealings with a multinational WriCall
these contacts have lacked depth inMiddl
human and economic terms, except cal 011
Britain. As a result, there has been atcrease
tain insubstantiality to our relationAcure
the other countries of Europe, ezcepf,blicy
haps, in the security context -ama^t t^
here the overwhelming weight olnly mt
United States tends to domii:ateecessa
scene. cem^

The creation of the European [ember
munities and their recent enlarge.nernterer^
added a new element from both the pd, In. i

simplest terms, a new level of Eunave t

Economic Community policy and adk
tration has been added to the tradi^ew ec
government machinery of the me^he "Ÿ'
countries. This in itself complica0 polio
particularly during this formative Immon:
when the Community is necessaril^l Pola
occupied with the internal problemsl CO

^
^ommu
arts âi

^s to lc
Pw^a

mpe^

^ hj
^conom^

C



i dévelopment and its institutions are
tterl adapted to the process of com-

romise among the diverse interests of its
`Teniembers than to the expeditious conduct

?f intérnational business. Moreover, the
Pommunity is greater than the sum of its
arts ând its creation and evolution force

^s to look at, and deal with, Europe in
ew vq# ays. It has already a distinctive

^mpeience of its own, including very
portant international responsibilities,

tĉoch,] as time passes and plans for the
nomic and monetary union come to

wheA^turity' will expand to cover an increas-

1 to
g^^ent of the spectrum of interna-

'onal 'relations.

irer î n ease in Canada
erspeTor the moment, while the Community
se funpmains essentially a customs union, its
ladia^npac^ is basically commercial, but already
ccnti^ cas^ long shadows that foretell the
the s^pen^ing change of scale of the new
aand^uropé. In Canada, the prospect of polarir

cM;ation^of the world economy causes un-
e mos^^ess, and we have the feeling that the
in E^ultilAteral structure, which we found

by tl^ell adapted to our needs in the decades
$ech ter +e last war, is less certain as our
fcre^jartners coalesce into interest groups and

ternatTadin blocs. These changes in economic
lations inevitably spill over into other

,y, is epas and affect the orientations and
vledgeinonties of foreign policy.
e theDp Tÿe process of European construc-
at our'on itself has direct political consequences
)ns - thaj the desire to protect itself from
)rth Axternal interference places contraints on
is su'lle relâtions the Community is willing to
lation ve1o^ with the industrial powers, even
,olent^e closest allies of its member countries.
bacly fore positively, its Mediterranean and
al Ecan} policies, to be followed perhaps by
pth in^Middle Eastern policy, have strong poli-
egc^pt cal overtones. This trend cannot but
been atcreasé as the Community becomes more
lationstcure lin itself and more certain of its
ezcepf,^licy orientations. Already it indicates
- ind^t tLe Community is developing not
ght afnly machinery but interests that will not
miz:ateecessârily be those with which we have

I com^ familiar in our dealings with the
apean ^ember states. A major new element has
rge:nerntere^ the calculus of our foreign policy
h the ^d^ inithe short run at least, the danger is
ive3. ^t it operates to weaken the bonds that
)f l;unave trâditionally linked us with Europe.
ind

taew economic, political polarityradi^
,he me^e "Iear of Europe", whatever its merits
plicatc^ poliÇy, can be seen as a response to
ati4 e^momtions of a new economic and politi-
essaril^l polârity in the world. It is much more,
Wems; course, but the aim of the proposed

declarations of policy and intent - a decla-
ration by the Nine on the identity of the
Community, by NATO on the Atlantic
alliance and by the Nine and the United
States on their relations - is the redefini-
tion of these relationships to suit the new
realities. Canada as a member of NATO is
active in part of this process, and it has
been suggested in Europe that we too
might conclude a declaration with the
Community. This opportunity to define
our bilateral relationship deserves careful
thought, for many ingredients enter into
the judgment whether it would serve our
common purposes well. One thing is sure
- major Canadian interests are involved.

-Several articles in earlier editions of
this journal have analyzed the options
available to Canada in the present situa-
tion. All that need be said hére is that
these options relate to the nature and
intensity of the relationships we might
seek with the Community, especially com-
pared to our other international activities
and contacts. We do not have the option to
forego a relationship with the Community.
The Common Market is a fact of life with
which we must deal. It is an active partici-
pant, in its own right, on the international
scene. In trade negotiations, the Commis-
sion is the sole spokesman for the Nine.
Trade agreements can no longer be con-
cluded by the member countries but must
be entered into with the Community as a
whole. On any problem, general or specific,
falling within the ambit of the Common
Commercial Policy, the Common External
Tariff or the Common Agricultural Policy,
it is the Community that is sovereign and
the Commission to which one must address
oneself in the first instance.

As the Nine grope towards Commu-
nity policies and jurisdiction in other
fields, the subjects of negotiation and dis-
course with the Community will multiply;
soon we may find it useful to discuss prob-
lems of economic and monetary manage-
ment, of industrial and energy policy and
of social and regional development with
the Commission. Ultimately this will prob-
ably be as essential as the contacts we
have already established on commercial
policy questions.

The Community is as unprecedented
in structure as it is in function, and the
peculiar character of its institutions plays
an important part in determining the na-
ture and extent of its relationships with
foreign countries. For current purposes,
the two most important institutions are
the Council and the Commission. The
Council is composed of ministers from the
member countries and has the power of
decision on all questions not specially

Range of subjects
for negotiation
will broaden
as Nine move
toward policies
in other fields



Unlike Council,
EEC Commission
is approachable,
but `its powers
of decision
are limited'

delegated to the Commission by the Com-
munity treaties. It has in theory no right
of initiative and no responsibility for ad-
ministration, but it wields decisive influ-
ence by virtue of its power of approval or
disapproval of Commission proposals.

The Commission, the central execu-
tive, embodies the conscience and interest
of the Community as a whole and has the
exclusive power to initiate proposals. Thus
it can be said that the Commission pro-
poses and implements while the Council
disposes. This creates rather obvious
problems for dialogue and negotiation. Al-
though, for example, foreign ambassadors
are accredited to both bodies, the Council
is elusive - virtually unapproachable by
foreign. governments. Its composition
varies with its agenda; the rule of una-
nimity applies even when its rotational
chairman speaks on its behalf; and in
theory it acts only on proposals of the
Commission. In contrast, the Commission
is approachable and disposed to be helpful
but its competence and powers of decision
are limited.

The difficulties created by this insti-
tutional arrangement are generally recog-
nized and will probably be remedied in
time but for the moment foreign govern-
ments cannot deal with the Community as
they would another government. There
are some problems on which it is difficult
even to find anyone with whom to talk,
and experience has shown that the best
way to proceed is to cast one's consultative
net. as wide as possible, cultivating one's
contacts with the Commission, with the
governments of member countries and with
their missions in Brussels (which provide
backing and continuity for the delibera-
tions of the Council). Contacts with the
Community in Brussels and with govern-
ments in national capitals are thus compa-
tible, complementary and necessary.

Largest trading entity
As suggested earlier, a relationship with
the Community has other singular fea-
tures. It is already the world's largest
trading entity, with a gross national prod-
uct approaching that of the United States;
intra-Community trade in 1972 reached
nearly $80-billion and exports to third
countries about $73-billion. Trade of this
magnitude inevitably occasions problems
that impose a fearful burden on its insti-
tutions (which are most austerely man-
ned). These institutions have also to im-
plement the ambitious program decided
at the Paris summit meeting in October
1972 for achieving a European union by
1980, including an economic and mone-
tary union and common policies across

the - whole range of economic ^ption
broadly defined. The wonder

is t^ith 1
Community is able to devote the at ^luctai
it does to its international relatic^^ps
that it should do so is a token ( pite 1
importance.

infl.1
Community priorities

^Ped i

The fact that the process of E^
construction is stil not far advance ^- ^
further constraints on the nat^^re^e'
Community's international relatiU^ th(
In terms of priorities, the Commun1ot e:
chosen first to set in order its $onsI
with its nearest neighbours and a- -t^
developing countries for which it ncec
bers have had special responsibiliti^y I
the Community has completed 6uni
largement and negotiated creat key
free-trade areas with the other } hor
of the European Free Trade Assons-
association and preferential agr% coi
with countries of the MediterraneaçpPin
and the Yaoundé Convention pr the ,
for the association of most f ran^nby
African countries. A tentative st^r, w]
been made in the negotiation clopin,
preferential commercial agreernentBut 1
other, more distant, countries, but Foveri
large the Community has prefei a r
leave its relations with them pe (I
Several explanations are advanaecede
this, but one wonders if, particulark^h
relations with its more important^tabh;
trial trading partners, the reasons n^omn
lie in the transitional state of CoiX the
development. ^ i

The design for European U1 (per
vast and complex and, if successfl con:
entail not only a myriad comprohey i
vested interests but the negotia and
the domestic and internatio^ial^^nb
orientations of a new and powerfultter
What could be more plausible th4f the
the institutions responsible for thI'he 1

k
cate operation should want to lestinl
arm's length those whom it feelthe (
capable of exercising an extraneaé two
possibly unhelpful influence? Tby gf
least, is one rationalization of the Cie i:rn]
nity's hesitancy to institutionaly otl
relations with the industrial natioâperh

As an old friend and ally of t^or t
stituent members, sympathetic t^eco
Community undertakings and t ono
with them a broad identity of ^nt
and conviction on the major issueI wo
day, Canada might have expe:.teAnt,
what more individual treatment. linns
our North American identificatisal
clearly made it difficult for the (a w
nity to draw distinctions between
the United States. The misunders. ris
that so often leads to the Eurohr ro

a m
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iomrcler is ^ptio of a Canadian identity of inter-

,e the
a^th the United States is reinforced by

relatio^uctance to play favourites in its rela-
token ^^hipsl with the industrial countries.

site the obvious disparities of power
mflûence, we thus find ourselves

ped with the United States and Japan
ountries with which, in the now famil-

; of Eit.anguage of the Paris summit commu-
dvance ' e^ the Community wishes to "main-
nat=^rea constructive dialogue". On the one

relatJCr^ thé Community seems to say, you
omrnun1ot eipect to pioneer new forms of
r its rionsliips; on the other hand, they do

s and ^t^ôld from us what they are willing
rhich it ncede to our powerful neighbours.
lsibiliti^y be pleased and flattered, but the
pleted tinudity position responds imperfectly
d creat key élement of Canadian policy and
other } hori - diversification of our external
de Asso^_ I
ial e.grrlA complete answer to the problem of
erraneaçpping a more specific relationship
ition pr the Community would have to cover
st f ran^n by both government and the private
itive stir, wnich plays an essential role in
iation oloping and sustaining international
reernentBut liere it may suffice to concentrate

ies, butlovernment, for which the transition
s prefe a multinational to a Community
them 4pe (vfhatever form it may take) poses

advan%cedented problems. A dialogue com-
rticulark ^^ with the interests at stake must
rportant^^blished with the new institutions of
easons ^ommunity; means must be found to
of Com.- the! dialogue effective despite un-

^ impediments; the parties must
pean U1 (perhaps in a formal instrument) on
successfl ce^on interests and objectives;
compror^hey must nurture and encourage con-
negotia andjactivities in the private sector

iatio^ial^^ntr'bute to their relationship. It is
owerfulitter ôf organizing to make the best
sible tlwf the; opportunities.
e for thI e Canadian case is a particularly
int to lésting one. The volume of our trade

it feelithe Community is large ($4.6 billion
extraneaé twotdirections in 1972). Our exports
nce? Tby general consent, more vulnerable
of the C^e pact of enlargement than those

itutionatiy other third country. More impor-
al natioaperUps, there is a very large poten-
ally of lor the development of trade and
thetic t^economic ties if, as seems likely,

and onomies become increasingly com-
tity of 2ntarÿ and latent policy considera-
or issue, work in this direction. For the
expe:.te-nt, tbe essential aspects of our trade
ment. $nns are covered in the multilateral
!ntificatisal Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
or the ^a whose context Canada and the
between b^trY are negotiating about both
isunders. ns^uences of enlargement and a
e Europ4 roMnd of trade-liberalization. Look-

ing to the future, one can foresee a need
to improve the forms and broaden the sub-
stance of the relationship. In time the trend
of institutional and policy developments
in the Community should facilitate this.

Both the terms of the Community
treaties and practical considerations pre-
clude Canada's joining or associating
itself with the Nine, but a broad economic
agreement, complementing the GATT, is
an attractive and realistic long-term ob-
jective. In the interim, there are many
practical ways to improve the mechanisms
of consultation and develop specific points
of contact and common interest. Links
with the Community have developed
steadily from the early days, when our
day-to-day business was handled by one
or two officers attached to the Canadian
Embassy in Belgium and contacts at the
political level were rare, to the present
situation. where Canada has a separate
mission to the Communities and a sys-
tem of regular meetings between ministers
and their Commission counterparts is in
effect. In all these contacts, work proceeds
on exploring and defining the substance
of the longer-term relationship to be en-
visaged between Canada and the Commu-
nity, on questions of common interest in
the world economy and on current prob-
lems in our bilateral trade. As these dis-
cussions proceed, they tend to deal in
increasingly concrete terms with specific
suggestions for co-operation, joint activ-
ities and projects.

In a sense, the evolution of relations
between Canada and the Community will
be the obverse of the development of the
Community itself. It will therefore take
time, which many within the Community
are the first to deplore. They recognize the
immense importance to Europe of their
external relations and wish, as firmly as
any outside the Community, to play a full
role on the international scene. The recent
Middle Eastern crisis has merely empha-
sized in their eyes the weaknesses of the
present structure of Europe and the need
for adaptation to permit it to fulfil the
economic and political functions implicit
in the project for European Union. The
crisis has led to a reappraisal among the
Nine of the realities of their efforts to
construct their union and of their relation-
ship with the United States. It is fraught
with dangers for the Community en-
deavour, but it seems to have created a
mood of determination to move ahead and,
if this can be translated into action, it will
give the Community a new impetus, the
"Year of Europe" a new emphasis and
Canada's own relationship with them new
prospects for progress.

Mideast crisis
has fostered
a reappraisal
in Community
of efforts
to construct
European union
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^ewed as too vag^l^ ^
in Ottawa's a roach to nuro ^^t'

^^ ^elease

By Claude Lemelin

Canada's External Affairs Department,
fortunately showing greater modesty than
the Nixon administration, held its "Week
of Europe" early in November 1973. Sir
Christopher Soames, vice-president of the
European Community's Commission and
the man in charge of the Community's
external relations, was in Ottawa on No-
vember 1 and 2 with an important dele-
gation of "Eurocrats", holding talks with
External Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp,
Industry, Trade and Commerce Minister
Alastair Gillespie, Finance Minister John
Turner and Energy, Mines and Resources
Minister Donald Macdonald.

At the same time, a delegation from
the European Parliament was holding a
joint meeting with the External Affairs
Committee of the House of Commons and
the Foreign Affairs Committee of the
Senate on Parliament Hill. The Canadian
Institute of International Affairs (CIIA),
in co-operation with the External Affairs
Department and the Commission of the
European Community, sponsored a three-
day conference on Canadian-European re-
lations at the end of the same week.

These events most opportunely put

Since June 1972, Claude Lemelin has been
the Ottawa-based Parliamentary corres-

pondent for Le Devoir. Be f ore assuming

this post, he was a leading editorial writer
for Le Devoir, and he continues to con-
tribute regularly to that paper's editorial
page on national and international affairs.
Mr. Lemelin, who holds a degree in
political science from the University of
Ottawa and an MA in economics from
McGill University, joined Le Devoir in
the fall of 1970 a f ter serving as economics
correspondent for CBC Radio Canada in
Montreal. He is a regular contributor to
CJOH-TV and has commented on
national and international questions for
the CBC French- and English-language
radio and television networks. The views
expressed in this article are those of
Mr. Lemelin.
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in the limelight Canada's European phploma
- a facet of Canadian diplomacy tl;mbassi
destined to take on increasing impor^oames
in coming years if the diversificati^ommis
Canada's external economic relationshent li
vided for in Mr. Sharp's "third optioie estâ
carried out. (This option, describedinteâ
major study of Canadian-U.S. relatio
the minister released in October th
called for Canada to pursue a comptp ent
sive, long-term strategy to developl Du

Canadian economy and other aspec5oameL
Canada's national life. The study en b

eluded that this "third option" - adog
posed to a standpat position or h•e Con
integration with the United Sta?ran
represented the one best calcula4uperim
serve Canadian interests in the face
pull of continental forces.)

Psychological barriers
In particular, Sir Christopher's visit

long
unit `

hat thi
Lountne:
f th4

to have given new impetus to theind Eui
prochement between Canada and E^esira^le
that Ottawa would like to further. Per,
in a few months or years, we sha11 , formâl
of the removal of the psychological*Pwo ôtr
riers of November 1973 after the reuropea
of political obstacles represented b,^,^ently
mention of Canada as a separate >>o^harplta
world trade with which the Ëurpmmon
Community should set up const^he vie(
dialogue - a specific mention cited fî omd no
communiqué issued by the Nine after pese v;
summit conference in 1972. This ps"e Can

tablish
logical rapprochement was even ^^on^
visible among the members of the a declai
pean Parliament, since its delegate.$erént
rived in Ottawa still stunned bS ea
acrimony of its talks in Washington

d#y

members of the U.S. Congress an d R"m^a
tary of State Henry Kissinger. (0^ ^ g,
took place just after the fourth he

xt
kke e^er

Israeli war had created serious te-
between Europe and the United Stal

ut
pleased

One member of the European Parli ôf litt
laughingly told the Canadian Sent,horn 1
and MPs that they did not have toCmen
handsprings to demonstrate that Ce^mo 1 r
was a power distinct from the L^j



1 - --
'tates, because the warm welcome and

lin words they had received since their
irrival in Ottawa bore eloquent testimony

'0 nô that fact. According to their joint press
j^elease the two groups of parliamentarians

6adi1y agreed that it would be opportune
or th European Economic Community
n establish a permanent delegation, or at
éast an information office, in Ottawa, both

provide Canadians with more informa-
ion atout EEC affairs and to provide
iaison between the Brussels administra-
on and Canadian Government circles. It

vould ^ not, of course, encroach on the
)ean p(iplomatic representation functions of the
c3> t^;mbassies of the Nine. Sir Christopher
mpor^oames agreed that relations between the
ficati^.ommission and the Canadian Govern-
ationsnent had been too fortuitous and should
optio;ie estâblished on a regular basis, but he

!ribed
elatio
)ber

inted out that the Commission had to
btainj approval from the Council of

ters of the EEC before opening per-
omprEnanent offices in Ottawa.

that these bilateral relations between

velop^ During a press conference, Mr.
aspec^^^ said that, once the decision is
,tudy en ^y the member countries to launch
11 - a dialogue with Canada, relations between

or çihe Cômmunity's institutions and Cana-
S}^iian bovernment authorities could be

,ulatjuperimposed on those of all kinds Canada
face lorig maintained bilaterally with Com-

unit^'j member states. However, he stated

Lountries remained the main instruments
jisit f th rapprochement between Canada

the^d Europe that both parties deemed
id E^esiratle.

r. Per,
ha11 sFormâl goals
gidIwo ôther formal objectives in Ottawa's
e re uropean diplomatic relations were ap-
^d b.arently discussed during the Soames-

9o^harpItalks, but on these no agreement on
Ëur.rommon action could be reached because
nQhe vice-president of the Commission

ted puld not commit the Community to them.

aiter^ were the declaration of principles

is ps^"e Canadian Government would like to

7en ^stablish with Brussels to govern economic

the ^ôns between Canada and Europe -
a declaration that would naturally be

g b5differént from the one the Community has
^Iready agreed to negotiate with the

pd ^ nited States - and the still vague pro-
r(0ecte ^ general agreement on co-operation
,t7 ,,the ^gternal Affairs Department would
s te^e e entually to conclude with the Nine.

I stl ut perhaps we should be even more
arliapleased at the fact that the conversations

„eno 1a^t November largely avoided the
^thorn trade question (the tariff adjust-e toCmen

Ottawa would like to obtain, the
é0^`mo 1 debt" to Canada contracted by the

Britain's Sir Christopher Soames, a
vice-president of the Commission of the
European Community, led delegation in
talks with Canadian cabinet ministers.

EEC as a result of its enlargement under
the aegis of GATT, the possible modifica-
tion of the preferential tariff arrangements
Britain still enjoys on the Canadian mar-
ket) to consider aspects of Canadian-
European economic co-operation that are
more promising because they have fewer
roots in the past - the energy sector is an
example. It is significant that the members
of the European Parliament were inter-
ested in and curious about the Canadian
nuclear reactor (the CANDU system), the
availability of uranium and the develop-
ment potential of Alberta's tar-sands.

The general theme of the conference
organized by the CIIA, held the same
weekend, was "Canada and the European
Community". Sir Christopher Soames de-
livered the inaugural address, Mr. Sharp
spoke as well, and the conference closed
with a panel of journalists chaired by
Jean-Luc Pepin, former Canadian Minis-
ter of Industry, Trade and Commerce. The
main events of the conference were four
workshops, led mainly by officials from
Brussels and Ottawa. In their three ses-
sions they studied `the following themes:
trade and commerce, agriculture, industry
and technology, resources and energy, and
relations between Canada and Europe in
general, considered in the context of the
world as a whole.

It is deplorable that so few Quebec-
kers and representatives of the Atlantic
Provinces took part in the conference.
According to the list distributed by the
organizers, fewer than 30, or scarcely 18



Representation
from Quebec,
Atlantic region

seen as meagre

Claims Canada
does not have
`European lobby'
powerful enough
to prod Ottawa

per cent, of the 170 participants were from
Quebec; only about ten of these were
French-speaking. Consequently, almost all
the work was done in English, despite the
presence of a strong contingent of French-
speaking Europeans and the availability
of a simultaneous interpretation system.
Representation from the Atlantic Prov-
inces was meagre - two delegates out of
170, or barely 1 per cent.

I do not know how the Canadian In-
stitute of International Affairs and the
External Affairs Department recruited the
participants in the conference, and I should
be most unfair in placing any blame on
them without careful examination of the
factors that led to such a glaring under-
representation of Eastern Canada. It could
have been caused by a lack of funds, for
example, or by the fact that many Quebec
academics and politicians were involved
in the province's general election on Octo-
ber 29.

Nevertheless this situation probably
placed the conference on a false footing,
since the five Eastern provinces are pre-
cisely those most interested in the progress
of relations between Canada and Europe,
particularly in economic terms. By virtue
of their location, they stand to gain more
than the others from the development of
these relations. It is normal that, at a
meeting on Canadian-American relations,
representation from Ontario be predomi-
nant; similarly, a conference on Canada's
relations with Asia should involve major-
ity representation from Western Canada.
Why should the same not be true of the
Eastern provinces, when a conference on
Canada's relations with Europe is held
under the auspices of the External Affairs
Department? It would be a mistake to see
in this observation an attempt to "regiona-
lize" the country's foreign policy, but Ot-
tawa should avoid any exclusiveness or
jurisdictional narrowmindedness in this
connection and should learn to recognize
the predominance of regional interests at
the appropriate times.

This statement should not be inter-
preted as a reflection of regional jealousies
or a dispute about representation; it calls
into question the substance of Canada's
external relations rather than the form.
There are good grounds for arguing that
the reason why Canada's European policy
has until very recently been so routine and
so cautious is largely that this country did
not and still does not have a European
lobby powerful enough and well enough
organized to prod the federal administra-
tion into greater boldness and ingenuity
in managing its relations with Europe. Nor
will this lobby ever exist unless the govern-

ments of Quebec and the four A
Provinces, as well as private firms ,
sities, research institutes, pressure s ^ m
and similar organizations in these I by Ez
emerge from their "provincialism", Sharpt
being obsessed with the United Stat^ ternat#
take a wider view of the situation, ada a^
vating and rejuvenating their tie,
Europe for their own benefit. It wo• :• Tl;
very much in the interest of the Er mty, p^
Affairs Department to encourage th^^enc
cess. Although we cannot reçu^.eric
Canadian Institute of International p^̂Europe
to take initiatives that only ;)ror-140h'
governments can authorize, the InJber ol
nevertheless has an important rtIredefin
play in serving as a catalyst in r1lations
development. outwai

I trust I shall not abuse these te ic3'• I
tality of this space by mentior.ing^whichI
appeared to be a faux pas by the S t̂he co

of State for External Affairs. 7.'her^Yowe
nevertheless, grounds for questionu,
wisdom of associating Canada p^reactie
with President Nixon's "Year of Eur`believe
as Mr. Sharp did in his address to have
opening plenary session of the conf^o the
organized by the CIIA. Several ^ a cô
diplomatic advisers did the sam ^ope
workshops. Associating Canada E
foreign-policy manoeuvre by the Amîtions
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repercussions of the war in tlle t^^^^b
East, is that this proposal seen.^ perhaps
been a resounding failure. Rcceptal

No `grand plan'
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European relations enough mon^ent:raony I v
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officials from Brussels shoulc ^j-
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themselves to technical, rather cold,
speeches, which in most cases took on
political dimensions only when they noted
the tensions among the Nine caused by the
establishment of certain common policies.
It was alsô inevitable that the Canadian
officials should give only routine addresses,
since the Canadian Government's attitude
towards the European challenge has so far
been unimaginative and erratic. Their job
was to explain our asthmatic diplomacy,
and all they could do was wheeze as
energetically as possible.

However, we had a right to expect
these bureaucratic shortcomings to be
disputed and countered by the many
academics and businessmen attending the
conference. Do these circles not pride
themselves on reflecting more profoundly
or acting more energetically than the
Government officials? They are not held
back by the proverbial caution of the dip-
lomats. These other participants could
have explored the widest range of the pos-
sibilities for rapprochement in trade and
economic co-operation between Canada
and Europe; they should have urged bold-
ness and innovation, and brought out the
logical consequences for Canadian-Euro-
pean relations of the Government's effort
at diversification.

Little stimulus
But this was not the case. They were as
docile as old-fashioned schoolboys and
incredibly reasonable. These "private"
participants in the CIIA conference con-
tented themselves for the most part with
dotting is and crossing ts in the official
statements. It is sometimes said that imag-
ination reigns in the universities (some
wags say that it forms the official opposi-
tion in the Federal Government), but on
this November weekend its power was
nowhere in evidence in the halls of Ot-
tawa's Conference Centre. It is not sur-
prising that the Lester B. Pearson Building
so rarely outdoes itself; it receives little
stimulus from outside. Thus it is to be
expected that, in this instance, the federal
ministers have not yet succeeded in in-
venting a European policy having sub-
stance, scope and style.

What, then, is the moral of this con-
ference? It is that, if Canadians want to
diversify their external economic relations
as proposed by their Government, if they
truly hope to reduce gradually the exclu-
siveness of their economic relations with
the United States, and if they genuinely
desire the rapprochement with Europe that
is one of the essential steps in this diver-
sification, they must immediately rescue
their European policy from the Govern-

Observers say
imagination reigns
in universities,
but this found
`nowhere
in evidence'

at conference



ment lairs where it is languishing. In short,
Canadian-European relations must be-
come political issues; the press must take
up the cry, the provinces - particularly
the Atlantic Provinces - must make it one
of their demands, and the business world
must begin to covet European trade. This
market of almost 300 million people is
well worth the effort.

And, in the process, let Canadians not

be afraid to focus criticism on t
departments mainly responsible for,
ada's European policy - Egternal
and Industry, Trade and Comme
in any bureaucracy, these depar4
are somewhat masochistic; they p'ay^
less they are criticized. In any cas^
are thick-skinned enough to ahQ
blows - and strong enough to deal
in return.

Canada's relationship with Europe

... Canada's relationship with Europe is
not the same as the United States' rela-
tionship with Europe. There are political,
economic, cultural and linguistic elements
in our relationship with Europe that are

unique.
Perhaps, in relative terms, our rela-

tionship is more important to us than the
United States' relationship with Europe
is to the Americans. Forty-two per cent
of our immigration continues to come
from Europe. Our national fabric is made
up of distinctive ethnic groups - many
of them European. These have not been
assimilated into a Canadian homogeneity.
They preserve and value their links with
Europe as they do their Canadian nation-

ality.
Canada's security is indivisible from

that of Europe. That is why we are mem-
bers of NATO. We do not have troops in
Europe solely for the purpose of defend-
ing Europe, but to defend Canadians.

Dialogue heightened
However, by focusing on the need to re-
vitalize and redefine the Atlantic Com-
munity, the `Year-of-Europe' initiative
has quickened the pace of development of
Community policy toward the rest of the
world.

This heightened Atlantic dialogue is
leading Canada, the Community and the
United States into a greater and deeper
exploration _ of our shared problems and
aspirations. The pursuit of this dialogue
reaches beyond the economic sphere to

encompass all aspects of intern,^tio
lations.

I believe that a serious and
hensive examination of the Atlantic
munity, an effort to make the A
relationship more responsive t3
realities, can be beneficial to
cerned.

Canada's goal
In this context, the suggestion Of ^ntatioi
ada/European Community declara ectivé :
attractive. But the determining sactstancé,
be substance, not form. ânadalL

Canada is seeking opportunitémbe^
develop a dynamic, meaningful artiation
tinctive long-term relationship witnre rigc
European Community. If it is clea^COmnie]
such a declaration can contribute tâll incü
objective, we shall be ready to F arthis efÉo

in its elaboration. 4^ re^,.
With or without a declar:itio

future evolution of the Cor am
transatlantic relationship will be of
interest to Canada. I am conf deni^
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prevail. (Excerpt f rom the (oncpePs to

portion of a statement by Exter,aallende^s

Minister Mitchell Sharp to th? ^e``

ence on Canada and the Europ^?an^h.^ ^
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Affairs Department and the C ked "p
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e fréquency of aerial hijackings and
ted âcts of unlawful interference with

if aviation appears to be decreasing,
st dramatically in North America. It is

o^' erh a foolhard ttvious^y risky, p ps Y,

rn,^tio

and
Jantic
the A
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to

e such a bold assertion, and I have
sli^htly uncomfortable feeling that

re Will be a fresh flurry of incidents
fore this article is published.

If my assertion is correct, however,
t has brought about this encouraging

velopment? As an international lawyer,
should like to be able to claim that it

, +

rnajional legal regime. This is certainly
ms from the development of an effective

important factor, but perhaps the main
tribûting factor has been the imple-

in Of ntation by many governments of more
eclara^ectivé security measures at airports. For
ig sactstancé, both the United States and

6ada^have been co-operating with other
rtu.nitémbel states of the International Civil
ful arWation Organization (ICAO) to develop
ip witre rigorous international standards and
is c1eatOmnnended practices in an effort to fore-
bute tâ11 incidents before they can take place.
o F artihis effort must continue if my assertion

ar: itio
oiam

be of

^-o remain true.
The development of an international

al régime has, however, had a crucial
terrent effect in bringing the problem
der côntrol. The legal network may notnf dee

)n sen0̂  comfletely leak-proof, but the message
(oncpms th be filtering through to potential

en aaI lenders that there are practically no
tr tries left where it is possible to evade

"L;sh&nt. Canada made significant con-

ibcr 2,^butions to the negotiation, under the

rect b picas of ICAO, of three important in-

^`io ^natiônal conventions to which it is ana
`he E^' the 1963 Tokyo Convention, which
C m^liges I contracting states to permit hi-

ked passengers and crews to continue
ir jôurney as soon as practicable, and
retuin hijacked aircraft and cargo; the

l70 Hague Convention, which obliges
ntracting states in whose territory an
egedI hijacker is found either to extra-

or prosecute him; and the 1971 Mont-
1 Convention, which requires contract-

ing states in whose territory an offender
alleged to have committed an armed at-
tack or act of sabotage against interna-
tional civil aviation is found either to
extradite or prosecute him. I

Hole in the dike
There was a gaping hole, however, in this
legal dike, or so it seemed until fairly re-
cently. It appeared that a number of states
were not going to accept these binding
obligations by becoming parties to the
three international conventions. Although
it was clear that no government would
wish to encourage purely "criminal" hi-
jackers, it was equally clear that certain
countries were unwilling to become obliged
to take such decisive action against "polit-
ical" or "revolutionary" hijackers. This
ambivalent attitude still characterizes the
posture of many governments to the gen-
eral problem of "international" terrorism
and explains the failure of the United Na-
tions General Assembly and its special Ad
Hoc Committee on International Terror-
ism, which met last summer in New York,
to recommend any effective measures
against such terrorism.

It was to fill this gap that, in 1970
and 1971, at the height of the hijacking
problem, Canada and the United States
took the initiative in calling for the ap-
proval of a fourth international conven-
tion, which would authorize contracting
states to take "joint action" - such as
the suspension of air services - against
states that failed to fulfill the fundamental
international obligations reflected in the
Tokyo, Hague and Montreal conventions.

Mr. Warren, a member of the External
Affairs Department for the past 13 years
and a lawyer specializing in international
legal affairs, has served in the depart-
ment's Legal Operations Division since the
summer of 1971. He had previously served
at posts in Havana and Rome and with
the United Nations Division of the de-
partment in Ottawa.



Fact of life
that UN Council
often barred
from decision
by veto threat

Despite pileup
of proposals,
sessions failed
to produce
new measures
of substance

In retrospect, it is not surprising that this
initiative quickly ran into difficulties, since
it focused upon one of the most sensitive
and divisive areas of international rela-
tions - the taking of collective sanctions
against offending states.

It is clear that, under the United
Nations Charter, if the UN Security Coun-
cil decides that a state has committed a
"threat to the peace, breach of the peace,
or act of aggression", the Council can de-
cide to impose sanctions, and member
states of the United Nations are bound
to accept and carry out the decision. It is,
however, a fact of life that the Council is
often stopped from taking decisions by the
exercise, or threat of exercise, of the veto.
Canada and many other countries take the
position that the Council does not have
exclusive competence to impose sanctions.
They contend, in relation to international
civil aviation, that, since a state exercises
sovereignty over its air-space, it can be-
come a party to a new international con-
vention in which, under certain conditions,
it agrees to suspend air services with of-
fending states.

Rome meeting
Notwithstanding this legal justification,
however, many states were unwilling to
envisage the taking of sanctions against
states which, they believed, had accepted
no international obligations since these
states had never become parties to the
Tokyo, Hague and Montreal conventions.
As a result, in the summer of 1971, the
subject of a "joint action" convention was,
over the strong objections of Canada, put
on the inactive list in the work program
of the ICAO Legal Committee. It was
finally resurrected by the ICAO Council
in June 1972 as a positive manifestation
of the universal revulsion engendered by
the Lod Airport slaughter by terrorists.
A series of less than completely conclusive
ICAO legal meetings, held in Washington
in the autumn of 1972 and in Montreal in
January 1973, led to the scheduling by
ICAO of a diplomatic conference and
concurrent extraordinary assembly on
aviation security, which were held in
Rome from August 28 to September 21,
1973. The result of all this diplomatic
activity was the approval by the ICAO
extraordinary assembly of a resolution
merely reaffirming the important role of
ICAO in the settlement of civil aviation
disputes between members of the Organ-
ization and appealing to states to become
parties to the Tokyo, Hague and Montreal
conventions.

Why were no new substantive meas-
ures approved in Rome? The main reason
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ratifying existing international conven-
tions. This encouraging development, how-
ever, was not apparent until very recently,
and is attribuable, to a great extent, to the
train of events and difficult choices trig-
gered by the original Canada/United
States initiative. It can at least now be
said that practically no state is hospitable
to hijackers. Recent incidents show that hi-
jacked planes have to wander from state
to state before finding even a semi-haven.

In the North American context, in-
creased security measures have undoubted-
ly been the most important single factor in
the dramatic decrease of incidents. Also
significant, however, is the deterrent effect
of the bilateral hijacking agreements en-
tered into separately with Cuba on Febru-
ary 15, 1973, by Canada and the United
States (followed on June 7, 1973, by the
bilateral agreement between Cuba and
Mexico). Canada first proposed the nego-
tiation of such a bilateral treaty with Cuba
in 1969, after the Cuban Government had
announced its intention not to become a
party to any international hijacking con-
ventions but rather to negotiate bilater-
ally, taking into account its relations with
individual countries. Well before these bi-
lateral agreements came into force, it had
become clear that a hijacker's lot in Cuba
was not often a happy one. These agree-
ments and the attendant publicity now
provide clear confirmation of this fact.

It is evident that the time has not
yet come when governments can relax and
pretend that the hijacking problem has
been solved. Incidents still continue to
occur too frequently throughout the world.
Governments and airlines will not be able
to drop their guard in the foreseeable fu-
ture. Certainly, however, the across-the-
board attack on the interrelated aspects
of the problem has directly and indirectly
produced some positive results. As a re-
sult, individuals who might in the past
have been tempted to commit hijacking
and related offences now seem to be more
aware that the gamble is not worth the
risks, since there are very few places
left where punishment can be avoided en-
tirely. It is to be hoped that they are not
now using their diabolic ingenuity to de-
vise new methods ofterrorizing innocent
citizens.

(This article was written before the Arab
terrorist hijacking incident which began at
the Rome airport on December 17. The
incident does not change the article's
basic premise. Universal condemnation
of the incident should spur governments
to take further measures to eliminate the
problem.)

Train of events,
difficult choices
triggered by

Canada-U.S. moue
now mean
almost no state
is hospitable
to hijackers



Role to play for the nonaligned
despite group's unwieldy nati
Post-Algiers assessment

By Godfrey Morrison

The 1973 Middle East War may have cur-
tailed motoring in Western Europe, wors-
ened the energy crisis in North America
and made more likely a recession in inter-
national trade in 1974, but it did have its
beneficiaries. Perhaps the most unlikely
of these was that vague group of nations,
or "movement", many of whose members
had started to despair - nonalignment.

When the kings, presidents and other
delegates from more than 70 countries
trooped wearily away from the fourth
summit meeting of nonaligned nations in
Algiers last September, few actually ex-
pected that much in the way of practical
results would follow from their delibera-
tions. Certainly, few expected that many
nonaligned states would act on the con-
ference's call that member states should
take individual and collective political and
economic measures against Israel.

Yet, a few weeks later, when fighting
between Israel and the Arabs started once
again, almost all the states of black Africa
severed diplomatic relations with IsraeL
Not that this series of decisions was solely
the result of post-Algiers nonaligned soli-
darity - far from it. Other factors, such as
a growing feeling that Israel was no longer
searching as earnestly as it should for a
peaceful settlement with the Arabs (not
to mention the blandishments of Libyan
President Muammar Gaddafi's cheque-
book), played their part. But the fact that
the Africans had acted as they did sug-
gested at least a certain degree of Third
World solidarity. Events that followed

Mr. Morrison, a former correspondent in
A f rica for Reuter News Agency, has been
editor of Africa Confidential, a fortnightly
newsletter published in London for the
past five years. He works out of London,
but spends about three months each year
travelling in Africa. He also works as a free-
lance writer and broadcaster, and covered
the Algiers conference. Mr. Morrison is
author of The Southern Sudan and
Eritrea, published in 1971. The views
expressed are those of the author.
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suggest that this solidarity, whicl-: an
to little more than a vague iee
shared powerlessness in the face
superpowers and the industrialired
tries, is a factor that will play aa in
ing role in international politics
the next few years.

Riddled with contradictions
In severely logical terms, the no
movement as currently constitu
riddled with contradictions. It is
durally cumbersome, has little i•leô
"cement", and, at its last summit
failed to carry out the agenda an
gram it had set itself.

It has been suggested that,
political movement tries to de:me
precisely, the very attempt is a
the organization is dying. Thi ^s M,
may not be true, but what is :_e gyPtiân

that to try to define a movesne Yelco^d
^medcEclosely can sometimes kill it - or at

impair its effectiveness. At Alg'ersPti anF
were suggestions that nonalignmE:nt;
be provided, like the United Nati

Pct cour^
the Organization of African Unity,ierybod;
a charter and that its aims, qualific^^'
for membership and so on shouid 1^. e sense
cisely defined.

n̂sions I

That this suggestion was not"mg' ^'
lowed up was owing partly to tY^^e'

oved fso

ties involved, partly to lack of timuÔ fi^ sa
partly to the realization, by at 1.astjot find
of the delegations, that the a= temot have
seriously embarked upon, would b'
the grouping. Nonalignment's c.u're^y^uded I
stitutional difficulties are, paradollt
very largely the result of the m w the I cc

^^en1
success in attracting adherent:. A 1perpôw
first summit meeting, in Belgrad^ mt^nit+.
there were only 24 members, b ut 0eant th
thanks largely to the flood of Afri
tions gaining independence in the

raised^ b;
nferenc

there are more than 70. lit-levI l,
Ideologically and strategically ^;^al ;fo

mate is very different. NonalignmenlGhin^i r
its first conference at the height of thP^ W

:
Witt

War, when it was clear that even a thé
miscalculation by NATO or the W
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m^is
gyptiân President Anwar Sadat is

esnenbelco^d by Algeria's President Houari

or atoumedienne at Algiers airport as the
31•en^gypttân leader arrives to attend the

iE:nt;,
^ afiact countries over Berlin could have sent

wery bôdy to a premature rendezvous with

alifi^^^' It was precisely these fears and

li.d e sense of powerlessness in face of such
nsions that brought the movement into

^ing. 1East-West détente has thus re-s
DM oved ome of the mortar that held theLe r^fice f nonalignment together. This is

aot to ây, of course, that, even if it does
1ot find a precise role, nonalignment willt:tem: I
1ot have a chance of surviva .l

^^^^..
1

^0^^ vr -J 1 {^rAlllb

a -P t
^'°gnment, the two arch-villains are the

perpôwers - the Soviet Union and the
^'û^ ^nitedIStates. Naturally enough, this has

eant that the grouping has been much
V ri raised^ by Peking and the occasions of its
the nferences, whether ministerial or sum-

^ it-lev^l, are nowadays invariably the
illy ^gna1 for a chorus of praise from the
tmenf^,hinesé media. This does not please Mos-
of thP^, with the result that what one may
en ^a th^ "ideology of nonalignment" has
te

aue^ conventional demonology of non-
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fourth summit of nonaligned nations
September 1973. More than 70 countries
were represented at the sessions in Algiers
of Third World leaders.

become the subject of furious debate be-
tween Moscow and Peking. On the whole,
Peking has had the better of the argument
so far as propaganda is concerned, simply
because the idea of the two superpowers
as the two villains is so firmly established.
Whether it is believed or not, it is a handy
idea by which the members of the group-
ing can define what they have in common.
This is just one of the reasons why it is
likely that Peking's influence in the Third
World will increase at the expense of Mos-
cow's during the next few years. The
Soviet Union's reputation at the Algiers
meeting would probably have been even
more heavily assailed were it not for its
vital military support to the Arabs and
the fact that the meeting was taking place
in an Arab capital.

Even so, this question produced one
of the major incidents of the conference.
The vast majority of speakers had cast
the two superpowers in joint villain roles.
This brought a spirited defence of Moscow
from Prime Minister Fidel Castro of Cuba,



who said it was inadmissible to place the
United States and the Soviet Union on
the same footing. The Soviet Union had no
"monopolies" and its record in aiding op-
pressed people in Third World countries
and in helping liberation movements had
to be remembered.

However, this only served to spur on
Colonel Gaddafi, who never misses a
chance to declare that the United States
and the Soviet Union are equally im-
perialist, into saying, in effect, that Castro
had no business attending a nonaligned
summit meeting. He added that the differ-
ence between himself and Castro was that
Castro was aligned and he was not; he was
a socialist, while Castro was a Communist.
Cuba, moreover, was a country that was
under the "domination" of the Soviet
Union.

Havana offered
`olive branch'
with word
it would sever
diplomatic links
with Israel

Castro-Gaddafi reconciliation
So far as amiability was concerned, this
exchange marked the low point of the con-
ference and made it plain for all to see just
how wide the ideological differences were
between the participants. However, most
significantly, only a few hours later a
reconciliation between President Gaddafi
and Cuba's Castro was effected, the
necessary olive branch being offered
by the Cuban leader in the form of
an announcement that Havana would
sever all diplomatic links with Israel. The
manner in which the reconciliation was
achieved is significant because it showed
that, within the nonaligned grouping (as,
indeed, in most other political groupings),
particular national or regional interests -
in this case the overriding Arab aim of
isolating Israel diplomatically - could
smother even the deepest ideological dis-
putes. There is no reason why this should
not continue to apply in the future, and
there is, of course, a reverse side to the
coin. This is that it is equally likely that
particular national or regional interests
will carry more weight within the non-
aligned grouping, or in the Third World,
than the vague sense of Third World or
nonaligned solidarity, which nevertheless
certainly does exist and just conceivably
could grow stronger in the next few years.

An example will illustrate this point.
The Arab states have been extremely suc-
cessful in making their case in their dispute
with Israel the case of the nonaligned
grouping. However, when, in the aftermath
of the 1973 Middle East War, the Arab
states resorted to the use of their oil
weapon, we were regaled with press pic-
tures of Mrs. Indira Gandhi being driven
to her office in a bullock cart. Indeed,
there were signs at first that the restric-
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tions on oil production could hurt
aligned countries just as badly as the

^"tory

Just at the moment when the majo
primary-product prices had reached
high and remunerative levels, t4 ^`^^tân
shortages made possible a recessi or^eti.
perhaps even a major economic sl%cting
the industrialized world, which conld
impose compound problems on the ^h^

la

i

fi
economies of the Tlurd World. eri.

The Ghanaian newspaper The Pi

, s
Ha,

complained that the Arab o l +
though ostensibly directed ag^^reatinenced ^t
West in retaliation for its support of IFor eaamt
were in fact hitting Africa hardest,^g ^lei
allow the oil crisis to hit Ghan,i , elega`
for that matter other African s : ateslution^ i
poor way of showing gratituda h' mdots
sympathy demonstrated with t he tiuent Fr
in their conflict With Israel." And repa^
Ghanaian newspaper asked: "Are o^eard.

t

brothers going to abandon us to sha^ T&
dog-house with those countrics aummiI n
whom the cuts are primarily dir I oubtful

Role of OAU
In fact, the Arab states did show a
portant measure of political solid3rih
the African states, even though,, hey
at first do little to help them avo;

^any if

1giers lc

ccasio:
o rea i
peeches

heir tc
economic effects of the cut-b<icka h d
political gesture was the Arab r ecis^eclaralic
ban oil supplies to South Africa, R th ar, e
and the Portuguese territories. H han a
this was not so much a result of so' ebate o
within the nonaligned world as a ne^hould
Arab quid pro quo within the fra<nes^F
the Organization of African Unity ( rnpo 4a
to pay for the black African dccisil Iowever
break off diplomatic relations with vnte &

It is hard to overstress the i ecausl
tance of the OAU to the nonaligned^onalign
ment. For a start, over half tl, e mraps one
states attending the last nonalis,mednrl"
mit meeting were African (a fact
led, in the last few years, to recj
anxiety on the part of the Asivns,

almb
e for̀m
erefore

bean and Latin American state, tba;f the
i

are somehow "under-representÛd")ionalign
ondly, the OAU provides a lir.k b ,̂ evitabl

Africa and the Arab world, since iod

Sudan and the Maghreb state^ a1eem^
members. Thirdly, the OAU meets t^,
frequently (at both the ministe iall^^ fô
twice a year - and summit l,vel ^ds)-

^^ At t
a year) as the nonaligned, and po
a permanent secretariat. This has
that there has been a tender--Y
OAU t b +'1e T,

erlvi^
dely >i
vision i

o ecome, in a sense, c^ bût
of the nonaligned grouping, or 'it ^• ed c
dominant component. ed oné

There have been repeate l at1 1
to formalize the nonaligned grouP
providing it with a secretariat, but
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ent as never been reached, partly be-

iuse f fears of some "moderate" states

;nch afs India and Nigeria that such a

;ecretanat would be taken over by the
1`militânts". However, the lack of a proper

ssio;^cret4iat has meant that the government
o^g

align
as host to any particular non-
meeting has to perform the prepa-

I tcisi owever, having said this, one cannot

he Etory functions normally carried out bu
international institution's bureaucracy.

his lias been a contributory factor in
^reatin^ the working difficulties experi-

^enced ^t nonaligned meetings. At Algiers,
ï of or example, even though the summit meet-
:lest;pig Iasled a day longer than planned, the
-1lelega as failed to pass many of the res-
ate`Tlution that had been planned and, in the

fr mdors if not in the public speeches, fre-
t he uent nticisms of the lack of adequate
"d repar^tory political spadework could be
" our eard.

S The plenary sessions of nonaligned
s a^^^I meetings are in themselves of very
dir oubtful value, a fact that is recognized by

T any f the participants. They- are the
ccasio for a whole flock of heads of state

,jw to reac^ usually long, and often tedious,
i3ri^peeches (some of the heads of state at
^hey giers looked as if they were as bored as
avd heir ' teners with the speeches their offi-

ricka ' h d prepared for them). Many such
Ce * lionslarawere clearly prepared mainly
^. R th ar. eye for home consumption rather
. Ho han a contribution to an international
f so' ebate on what the nonaligned group
a ne^hould be doing.
.ne^

i y (^ M po4ance of dialogue

^-ith^te IT these gatherings as useless,
the flecausl they at least give the leaders of
g:ned^onaligned countries an opportunity - per-
1-e p laps one should say "excuse" - to meet in-
J,ne^nrmall^ or in small groups. Such meetings
tc t
o rec;
iC'.nS,

almbst certainly more important than
e fornlal conferences themselves. It is
erefoie important to note the nature

the ["atmosphere" of any particular
tÛd")^onaligned summit meeting, for this will
r:k b^eviy have coloured all the private dis-

ince ion^ that took place and will probably
fave plafyed a vital role in that complicatedare

mylsterious process by which politi-

e iall^^ fo their opinions ( or change their
ds).

l,,velr
ti PO

At the Algiers summit meeting, the
has^nderlymg theme was the belief, very

1, ,dely ^eld and expressed that the main
i"yvisionlin the world was no longer ideolo-
t j<e cal but was between the rich industri-

^' ed nations and the poor underdevel-
e l ar;d onés. It seems likely that because of

g;ouP
t, but

this the nonaligned grouping will direct its
efforts increasingly toward doing some-
thing to reduce the great disparities be-
tween the rich and the poor nations. But
there are snags.

There is a natural tendency to as-
sociate the nonaligned nations with the
underdeveloped nations, or so-called Third
World. Indeed, it is often assumed that
the two coincide. In fact, they do not,
because the nonaligned grouping is still
saddled with much of its Cold War bag-
gage. For example, Pakistan and certain
other typically Third World countries
have never been members of the non-
aligned grouping, either because of mem-
bership in the West's military pacts or of
the presence of foreign military bases on
their soil - both of which have always
been obstacles to admission. (At Algiers,
Malta was with difficulty admitted to the
nonaligned "club" after promising that
Britain and NATO base facilities would
be terminated at the end of the current
agreement.)

Wide disparities
Even if these political requirements were
dropped (and the nonaligned are more
indulgent toward Eastward leanings than
Westward leanings), it would still be dif-
ficult to provide satisfactory Third World
criteria. For, in economic terms, just as
in terms of politics or ideology, there are
wide disparities between members. Yugo-
slavia, for example, is, by the standards of
most other members of the grouping, a
rich industrialized country. And how do
you equate oil-rich Kuwait with poten-
tially bankrupt Chad?

The conclusion must be that it is
simply not possible to define in any satis-
factory way the nonaligned grouping -
that it is, and will probably remain, a
large, unwieldy body that will take few
practical political or economic decisions.
However, like many other unlikely insti-
tutions, it has developed, with the passage
of time, a curious life of its own. It will
probably, therefore, continue to exist.

It is also probable that it will con-
tinue to provide an opportunity for some
of the leaders of the Third World to meet
from time to time,, formally and infor-
mally. It will, therefore, continue to play
some sort of role in the formation of po-
litical opinion in much of the developing
world. This is not much - certainly far less
than is claimed in all those grandiloquent
public speeches by heads of state at non-
aligned summits. But it is something.

Site for bases
of foreign states,
certain nations
in Third World
do not fall
within grouping
of nonaligned



The Vatican's political role
in . the international sphere
By John E. Robbins

The terms "Vatican" and "Holy See" tend
to be used interchangeably, though there
is a distinction in precise usage. The Vat-
ican is a regular member of international
organizations such as the Universal Postal
Union, the International Union for the Pro-
tection of Literary and Historical Works
and others concerned with matters essen-
tially of a state-administrative nature. The
Holy See conducts the international ac-
tivity of the Roman Church, has diplo-
matic relations with about 80 countries
and representation in numerous interna-
tional organizations of a political charac-
ter, including the United Nations and the
European Community.

The Vatican is the world's smallest
state, with an area of 108 acres and a
resident population of only a few hundred;
the Holy See reaches out to something like
600 million members of the Roman Cath-
olic communion. There are very few cen-
tres in the world having established lines
of communication and influence with a
comparable number of people; and there
are fewer with national "branches" openly
active in so many countries. From this
arises the importance of the Holy See as
a centre of diplomatic activity.

Dr. Robbins had a distinguished career in
the educational field before entering the
Department of External Affairs in 1970 as
Canada's first Ambassador to the Holy See.
He was editor-in-chief of Enclyclopedia
Canadiana f rom 1953 to 1958, then secre-
tary-treasurer of the Social Science Re-
search Council and Humanities Research
Council for two years and president of
Brandon College (later Brandon Univer-
sity) from 1960 to 1969. Before his entry
into these fields, Dr. Robbins was assistant
director of the Education Division, and
then director of the Education and Infor-
mation Divisions of the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics (now Statistics Canada) for
21 years. He retired f rom the Vatican post
in 1973 and has been succeeded by Paul
Tremblay, Associate Under-Secretary of
State for External A f j`airs.

The dual nature of representati
in the countries with which the Holy 6
has diplomatic relations should be k^
in mind. A Vatican diplomat abroad
(1) the channel of communicatior_ wi
the national Church and (2) the im'er^
diary between the Holy See and the nl
tional government. Diplomats accredit:i,
to the Holy See have intergovernrnen
responsibilities only, and avoid irvoh
ment in questions on which the Chu
takes a doctrinal position, such as d:vo
birth control and abortion, even fioq
these may have important social an 3 p ÿ
itical implications. The Holy See's dipl
mats similarly avoid discussion of su
matters with the governments to wh
they are accredited, leaving it to tatÉ
place, if at all, between the national hiefr
archy and the national government.

The prime interest of the Holy See
its dealings with other countries is
ensure freedom for the Church in parti
ular, and for religion in general, to 6veli
without state interference. Unless or uni
Rome is satisfied that a reasonable m-iasu
of freedom is allowed, diplomatic rel3tio
are not established. Hence the la ck
formal relations with Margist-or,ent
governments, except those of Cub i au;
Yugoslavia. In the last few years the
have been behind-the-scenes talks wi
other major Communist regimes, Chia;
excepted, aimed at improving the Churc6
position; and it seems not unlikely that,'
in the foreseeable future, diplomatio re'
tions will be established with some of the
But serious obstacles remain, even _n t
infrastructure of the Church. The Jkra'
nian Catholic Church, for instance, whi
is in communion with Rome, was liql
dated in the U.S.S.R., and its spok:sm
elsewhere are highly critical of efforts
the Holy See to have amicable discL ssio
with Moscow.

Vatican Council II clearly &cidQ
to facilitate dialogue with the Mzrld^,
inspired countries when it establishe d0
new Secretariat for Non-Believers. At t^
same time it demonstrated a conA lcb°
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at all the major religions had a need for
tual understanding and collaboration
eligious freedom was to be achieved or

eserved, by establishing the Secretariat
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Non-Christians. A third body, of sim-
i r structure, created by Vatican II is the

cretariat for the Union of Christians, on
ose initiative there have been talks in
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pth with the Orthodox, Lutheran, An-
can and other Churches, all prompted
the conviction that, if a religious view

ol life is to prevail in the modern world,
e frictions of the past must be forgotten
d the common basic elements of faith
ide the focus of attention.

ncern for welfare
t freedom of the Church and of religion
not the only diplomatic concern of the

See. The religious view of life im-
es a humanitarian concern for the wel-

of people everywhere. No great na-
al or regional disaster goes unnoticed
the Vatican, and, especially if it is in a

,-rer country, financial or material assis-
ice is promptly provided. The religious
ioration of the people concerned is of no

s1lificance; in one area of the world, for
stance, emergency assistance was pro-
ied in relatively quick succession to
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has diplomatic relations with 80 countries
and representation in many international
organizations of a political character
including the United Nations and the
European Community.

victims of the Assam earthquake, East
Pakistan floods and the civil war that
produced Bangladesh. The network of Ro-
man Catholic charities is vast, and Cor
Unum, an agency established in 1971 to
co-ordinate the efforts of international,
national and local Church agencies, makes
consultation and co-operation with govern-

ments easier.
Peoples suffering deprivations in their

normal lives are also of central concern to
the Holy See. The 1960s produced Pope

John's encyclical Mater et Magistra, on

Christianity and social progress, and Pope

Paul's Populorum Progressio, on the devel-

opment of peoples. In 1971 came Paul's

Apostolic Letter addressed to Cardinal
Maurice Roy as President of the Council
for the Laity and of the Pontifical Com-
mission for Justice and Peace (both off-
shoots of Vatican Council II). In striving
to improve the lot of deprived populations,
the Holy See welcomes consultation with
governments of countries such as Canada
and with international development pro-
grams, and participates actively in the
work of international organizations such
as UNCTAD, UNESCO and FAO.

Economic deprivation is only a part of
the concern. The denial or loss of political
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Clergy held
as prisoners
of new regimes
have constituted
growing problem

freedom in so many countries is the cause
of constant distress at the Vatican. To
attempt to do anything constructive about
it on a bilateral basis is always a delicate
matter. There was the occasion in 1970,
for instance, when Paul VI gave an au-
dience to rebel leaders from the three Por-
tuguese African colonies, and strained re-
lations with Portugal. In openly expressing
disapproval of government action, the
Holy See is especially vulnerable to re-
prisals, for an offended government may
promptly harass or suppress the national
Church. Hence expression of disapproval,
even if provided by specific acts, is usually
couched in general terms, though there
have been exceptions.

Political prisoners have in recent years
been a growing problem, as more and more
constitutional governments have been dis-
placed by violent means. Priests, and in
some cases bishops, have been imprisoned
with other opponents - actual, potential
or imagined - of the new regimes. Reten-
tion in prison without trial and torture of
prisoners have been the subjects of re-
peated diplomatic protests on the part of
the Holy See. In the instance of Guinea in
1971, the summary execution of some 150
political prisoners was publicly condemned
in the strongest terms by the Pope himself.

The Church enjoins its bishops and
clergy not to become involved in political
activity, and its faithful to avoid violence.
There is a difference here between the
Roman Church and others. The World
Council of Churches, in providing financial
assistance to resistance movements in
Southern Africa, may support armed resis-
tance. The Church of Rome is firm in not
permitting its resources to be used for any
but peaceful means of protest.

Focus on Vietnam, Middle East
Prolonged or recurring local wars have
been of the utmost concern to Paul VI and
those around him, as they were to John
XXIII when, in 1963, he issued the ency-
clical Pacem in Terris. This concern, with
Vietnam and the Middle East especially,
probably had more than anything else to
do with President Nixon's revival in 1970
of the practice in the 1940s of having a
personal envoy of the President accredited
to the Holy See. Henry Cabot Lodge ad-
mitted to repeated discussions with Paul

VI on means of ending the Vietnam
and the diplomats of other countries A
consistently found the problems of ac^
ing durable peace there foremost in O
mind of the Pope.

While the Holy See has diplor ,
relations with nearly all the Arab
tries, it still does not have an exchan)3y
ambassadors with Israel. But intere,^ :
the problems relating to creation and
vival of the state of Israel is intense,
likely to be in evidence when a h
state, such as Golda Meir, a minister
diplomat is received by the Pope. No
would give him greater satisfaction th, :t ha., loi
play a helpful role in achieving a jus} xast he
lasting peace in that part of the 'th the
where the Christian Church fin; ancy^ In
origins. ^peculatro

Broadly speaking, then, the obt tern^l,atio
Vatican diplomacy are twofold: 111) y di
dom of the Church and of religion anc ted
the welfare of people. With Canada, fifficials5
is little for discussion under either heg
on the domestic scene. In count,ies orki^g o
which the Holy See has concordats, a uarters i
ting a voice of the state in the affa:rs o, 51mi1

Church, such as the appoint.nen;^ong ns:

bishops in Spain, there may be :ong ^ as

difficult exchanges under ( 1). With a^ti co
tries having oppressed minoritim bove dai
oppressive minorities in power, there es °^ at
be frequent or prolonged discus Y^e ,
under (2). s mut

Canada shares the Vatican's co nte^pt,

for the welfare of people every^:^h^da ^ eL
program of international assistar.ce ^°ns^ ^^
important part of Canadian foreif.n
and Canada has demonstrated a in Geo^

to share in peacemaking and peac3k
on numerous occasions. Exchangos embe'-D
formation and views can be helpfL^ 1 to ~Wms^ in,
Vatican and Canada in discussing^mce the
differences in their points of vie1a he elabor

pursuing their common ends. Cana da' the
held in high regard by the present g° ° s
and those closest to him, as a ccunt'airs D
which people of diverse origins li^'e^lecte^l
gether amicably and as an unse-:fish go, tius
intelligent voice in world councils. 'mplom

ember oversely, Canada respects the Hoïy ^^epartme
an informed and unselfish power in
affairs. With the existence now of ^ttawâ
matic ties, this mutual trust shoald A.1 a

Womatsand facilitate the achievement of coM,
aims.

^rgely^ j
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ars, sf ud

n, apai
,âho were
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tlt long been a commonplace to con-

jus} t^he practitioner, who deals in facts,
e with he theoretician given to flights of
nd ancy^ In the field of foreign policy, the

^peculatrons of academics specializing in

bt ternhional relations have been greeted

1) y di tomats with either tolerant or irri=
an ted cepticism. I am referring here to

1a f^ffi' of the Department of External
h^$^$ ' either on foreign assignment or
I^ or ' g out foreign policy at their head-
y a uartêss in the national capital.
^ Similarly, the average academic has
,nenjong cpnsidered his foreign-service coün-

as a bureaucrat enmeshed in dip-
omàti^ correspondence, incapable of rising

..he elaboration of foreign policy. In Can-

bove daily events to conceive new poli-
ies or, at best, acting intuitively without
y trüe awareness of the laws of reality.
s mutual distrust, often tinged with

ntenApt, has long characterized, in Can-
da as elsewhere, the very limited rela-
ons existing between the two groups.

^.n A this has begun to change, however,

ea ^s Georey Pearson pointed out in the last
_k^issue f International Perspectives (No-
os c^embe -December 1973). In the United
1 to , ,^^s4 many academics have contributed

mce the Sixties, not always happily, to

^a da,. tlie practice was initiated some time
nt ^go o sending officers of the External
^^Affairs^ Department to spend a year at

^electe^l universities.• More than a year
b go, this innovation was paralleled by the

IS. 'mplo^ment, for one year at a time, of a
,, ember of the academic community in.the

ln ^epartment's Policy Analysis Group in
of ^ttawâ.

ild A^ a matter of fact, the scepticism of
coplo^ts about the work of academics was

gely^ justified. The study of interna-
onal relations had long remained the pre-
rve of historians, who concentrated on
lected events of the past and whose
aly is were of little value in formulating

urrenj foreign policy. Between the two
ars

n, àpart from that, the work of jurists
ho were seeking ways to promote peace

I

through the negotiated settlement of con-
flicts. After the Second World War, some
academics attempted to describe the web
of international relations in a realistic way.
This period was marked by the publication
of Politics Among Nations by Hans Mor-
genthau and numerous other comprehen-
sive works on international relations.

A new approach
Beginning in the Sixties, however, many
academics endeavoured to improve on
these first great frescoes, now considered
traditional. The scientists' hour was at
hand: Important work was done in clari-
fying the assumptions already advanced,
often brilliantly, by traditional authors, as
a result of which these hypotheses could
be properly tested. Instead of continuing
to attribûte phenomena to the vague
causes suggested by intuition, variables
were introduced and assessed as accurately
as possible, and the reformulated hypo-
theses were then checked.

A number of books and articles pub-
lished during the past decade bear witness
to the initial results of this scientific ap-
proach. The articles appeared mostly in
The Journal of Conflict Resolution, Peace
Research and Peace Research Society
Papers, but some were published in other
periodicals, either of the traditional type,
like World Politics, or covering the whole
range of political science, such as the

Pro f essor Donneur, a member of the
Political Science Department of the
University of Quebec's Montreal campus,
is a specialist in research on international
relations and foreign policy. He was
associated for a year with the External
A ff airs Department's Policy Analysis
Group and then resumed his university
post in the fall of 1973. Professor Donneur
is a member of the editorial Board of,
Études Internationales and chairman of
the research committee for the Quebec
Centre for International Relations.



Cannot reproach
great masters
of the approach
for failure
to pay heed
to intuition,
imagination
and moral sense

American Political Science Review. Espe-
cially noteworthy among the books are a
number of selections such as: Quantita-
tive International Politics: Insight and
Evidence (1968), edited by J. David
Singer; Social Processes in International
Relations (1969), edited by Louis Kries-
berg; Approaches to Measurement in In-
ternational Relations (1969), edited by
John Mueller; Part Five of the monumen-
tal and invaluable International Politics-
and Foreign Policy (1969), edited by
James N. Rosenau; and Méthodes quanti=
tatives et intégration européenne (1970),
edited by Dusan Sidjanski.

Conflicting or complementary?
The development of this scientific ap-
proach met with strong opposition within
the academic community from the propo-
nents of the so-called classical approach -
that is, those who reject measurement as
being premature, partial or devoid of in-
terest. Contending Approaches to Interna-
tional Politics (1969), a selection edited
by Hans Knorr and James Rosenau, con-
tains articles by various "scientific" and
"classical" authors reproducing the cur-
rent arguments of both schools. The classi-
cal argument, often rehashed, always fo-
cuses on the same themes: the scientific
movement is characterized by its rejection
of intuition and creative imagination, in-
difference to ethical problems, greater at-
tention given to minor and trivial points
added to the impossibility of tackling
essential questions, the use of models or
conceptual schemes removed from reality,
the fetishism of measurement which only
confirms what was already known and,
lastly, the absence of links with history.
Save on this last point, my experience has
been that many diplomats share these
views of the traditional academics.

Even though some dedicated quanti-
fiers pay little heed to intuition, imagina-
tion and moral sense, such a reproach
hardly applies to great masters of the
scientific approach such as Karl Deutsch
and J. David Singer, who have displayed
a remarkable creative imagination and
whose works clearly demonstrate their
philosophical and ethical concerns. Far
from overlooking the "great" issues dealt
with by the classical authors, the scientific
approach is designed to authenticate or
invalidate the hypotheses they advance.
There is thus a link of continuity between
the two approaches, and even a comple-
mentary aspect. Indeed, the use of mea-
suring techniques presupposes the exis-
tence of propositions set forth in the
classical manner. But, whereas classical
writers provide at most only a few histori-
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cal examples in support of their ,, 3s air a
ments, the scientific approach s-foun e
them to comparison with a ran^ e o; ough t
tematically collected data. For e::am;uatio is
is commonly stated that non-r g view o
pacts have seldom amounted to j m o e
more than "scraps of paper", an e sci n
German-Soviet pact of 1939 is givet^ so c
supporting reference. However, thE4o ta e
depth" research conducted by J.
Singer and Melvin Small, in. the f:

tevc r
entifi^ :

of the correlates-of-war project, resat scier
among other things that betw:en y-form,
and 1945 the signers of such pacts aSping ^r
remained neutral in 93 per ce:it
cases. Only a quantitative study
invalidate a false assertion of ^.his
based solely on enduring prejud'ce.

The use of models
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t us 4ls
dictofy
ject tr
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odecone of the fiercest opponents of
among Canada's diplomats. rd 1 o

Now the model, paradigm or
tual scheme is nothing more L.
intellectual tool making it p)ss^t^med
organize facts that would otherwse
disordered. It is preferable to fo
one's scheme of thought clearly --han
so unconsciously. Obviously, a n odee,
stay as close as possible to realit. y, b--
best way of maintaining this clc 3e even s
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The charge about measuri ig ^
^ilar phenomena or elements, of adC
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apples and oranges, is a fariiliard s T^
However, as J_ David. Singer o^^ela
what harm is there in,.doing , so if ree, i
h dst e umt of research., In other wcr , w^ th

the elements are sufficiently sir:ilar ntatijn
low comparison, it seems obviou ^ t the st
cannot be exactly the same s-ince 'on wit
would otherwise be no point in com ns for
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tical techniques allow the mcas
of a greater number of factors t
imagines, for instance, by mea is of
sifying by rank.
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f- entifi^ research. It is, nevertheless, true

t, re t sa ntific confirmation of anintuiti-
w^o y-formulated proposition is better than
t s a^ymg ^n intuition alone.
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gen tly, 1here is a so-called intuitive know-

o is ge that has no connection with reality.
that regard, a quantitative study carried

zf he t by rofessor Donald Munton of Dal-
usie ^niversity, bearing on the period
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In truth, a model of conflict
ore in accordance with the facts.

1` y' b Th^ pendulum of historical judgment
k3e even s and conditions, on their nature
;(ns d^^es, customarily swings from one
)r cep âclusi
ri lg di
f ad' &4 War. The dangers to the peace
iriiliud sec^rity of the West from Soviet ag-
'r °fi`essive^and threatening policies, and the
° u Êirs re^ulting therefrom, were, in my
Jcr^', th main sources of the hostile con-

ais af„ go k t

iriilsI ntations during the postwar period and
u' t^the steps taken to organize collective
` n^ on within and outside the United Na-

1 1-0156s; fôr protection. Twenty-five years
f hat ^pr, since the world is still intact and

lE as^e forées we feared have acquired an
r5 t^a of fespectability ..., the revisionists

ir. tif,
o°&rm

or o prove that there never
anj threat to peace from the other

n to the extreme opposite ....
is true of what we now know as

he Iron Curtain, that the Krem-

It seems hardly necessary to add,
with reference to the studies previously
cited, that the scientific approach is in
no way cut off from history. On the con-
trary, it systematically reviews all the
case-histories provided by a given period
instead of selecting here and there, as the
classical school does, isolated references
to support their theses while overlooking
events that would invalidate them.

As a matter of fact, the steps taken
by the academic and the diplomat are not
very dissimilar at the initial stage. Their
work consists in gathering, assessing, in- Steps taken
tegrating and interpreting various kinds by academic
of information. The politician, on the other and diplomat
hand, has a very different task, that of not so dissimilar
taking decisions on the basis of the options at initial stage
arising from data-interpretation. Now the
gathering and processing of data 'can be
done either intuitively or scientifically;
diplomats and academics may follow one
course or the other, but they would both
gain by resorting to the scientific method.
The diplomats are moving in this direc-
tion, preceded for some years - it should
be noted - by the strategists. In the
Canadian Department of External Affairs,
even though most diplomats still favour
the classical approach, there is evidence
that the soundness of more scientific tech-
niques is becoming appreciated. System-
atic studies have been made and others
are under way, a departure which appears
promising for the future. It would be
paradoxical, and regrettable, if important
sectors of the Canadian academic com-
munity were to lag behind.

lin was seeking only security by defensive
measures, and that Stalin wished only for
peaceful co-existence. It was the Penta-
gon, so it goes, in the interests of United
States imperialism, which exaggerated, if it
did not manufacture, the menace to peace
from Communist imperialism. Washing-
ton kept the cold war hot for its own
power purposes. Canada and other West-
ern countries, therefore, were hoodwinked
into seeking `collective security' under
United States leadership which was as
unnecessary as it was unwise ....

As one who went through those years
in a position of some authority, I find this
kind of criticism, or rationalisation, if you
will, singularly unimpressive . . . . (Excerpt
from Volume Two of Lester B. Pearson
Memoirs).
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helping keep the cold war co1 he sh uld

Book review

Pearson in the postwar decad

By George Ignatieff

Goethe said: "The best thing we get out
of history is . the enthusiasm it rouses."
Mike, Volume II, is the kind of history
that rouses enthusiasm in layman and
scholar alike. For here we find history that
tells us how it came about that Canada
played such an active and constructive
part in preventing catastrophe during the
critical decade when the nations, having
caught a glimpse of "One World" through
the creation of the United Nations, had to
live through the bitter disillusionment of
having to adjust to a world divided by the
Cold War. It is a success story - a Cana-
dian success story.

This volume, in fact, covers only that
part of L. B. Pearson's story in which his
success was most conspicuous: the period
from that day in September 1948 when he
became Secretary of State for External
Affairs until December 1957, when he
was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. This
event, which, in a sense, set the mark of
international recognition for the achieve-
ments of Mr. Pearson, arouses not only

George Ignatief'f, currently provost and
vice-chancellor of Trinity College, Univer-
sity of Toronto, spent 32 years in the
External Affairs Department, serving in
a number of senior posts. From early 1969
until his appointment as provost at Trinity
College in the fall of 1972, he was Ambas-
sador and Permanent Representative of
Canada to the Conference of the Commit-
tee on Disarmament at Geneva. Earlier,
he served abroad in London and Washing-
ton, with the Canadian Permanent Dele-
gation to the United Nations and was
Ambassador to Yugoslavia. From Novem-
ber 1960 until mid-1962, he was Assistant
Under-Secretary of State for External
A ff airs. Mr. Ignatieff was named Ambas-
sador and Permanent Representative of
Canada to the North Atlantic Council in
1962, and in 1966 he became Ambassador
and Canada's Permanent Representative
to the UN before being named to the
Geneva post in February 1969.
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how such recognition came to tbE^ft C^ad
Canadian to win this award, wliich.y ^d
most highly esteemed by those wh on,
for peace. ^ in ^ rn'

Volume II suffers from the ô^O^Fht
disadvantage of having been the
of an editorial group, who had
mostly on an uncompleted text.
that the reader's curiosity is satisfied
what made Mr. Pearson one of the
great international statesmen of thi
is a tribute to the painstaking
has gone into the assembling and c
of Mr. Pearson's material, which rep
an important contribution to C
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Knowing that his days were ntin
bered, L. B. Pearson wrote the t ntis
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g. s he writes: "Since Canada could
orne chief and predecessor, Mackenzie

at cape the effects of international

rejected the idea of isolationism
d haunted him from the days of his

l^to by burying her head in the sand,
he sh uld play a part in trying to prevent
he s rms by accepting international com-

nitm ts for that purpose."
e likewise rejected "activism" for its
ke, and frankly admitted that the

tespon ibilities assumed by Canada in the
,stw r era were temporary. "The war"

^ tes, "had weakened many other

)slt^. untr es, and destroyed some, and had

tbE(eft Cainada economically strong and phys-
cally Vitact. It was this temporary situa-

on, ÿ^d our utilization of it, that made
our international policies and actions more

any times pointed out that we can
ate our influence and over-play our
ation in international affairs." In
he says, he regarded a broad and

nternationalism as very much con-
with the Canadian interest of pre-
our sovereignty by establishing

nce between "a too exclusively
ntal relationship" and our "wider
Commonwealth, French and other
tional connections".
e essentials of Mr. Pearson's philo-

phi 1 framework of internationalism are
t e4pressed in these words, which bear

peating: "I am certain that, for Canada,
n can never be a principle of policy,
re than can imperialist expansion.
ing that happens in the world af-
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epl g with equal frankness to the im-

died ticism in Foreign Policy for Cana-
'ians f Canada's being cast in the role
f "hepful fixer", Mr. Pearson writes: "I

ntra our energies on protecting our
verei ty and increasing our gross na-
onal ^roduct."

"Pfarticipatory internationalism" for
r. Pearson meant not shirking a resIon-

ibiliot when sought - but not looking for
"helpful fixer". I remember, in the

of the Suez crisis, answering end-
ephone calls at his suite in the

otel, New York, which came pour-
om Cairo, New Delhi, London and
gton, as Mr. Pearson worked away
tience to establish UNEF, in the
e of the Suez storm.

He did not seek election to the Secre-
tary-Generalship of the United Nations or
of NATO, or the presidency of the United
Nations General Assembly, or to be one
of the "Three Wise Men" to help rescue
NATO from the disarray within the al-
liance after Suez. As Hume Wrong, prob-
ably his closest confidant, once said to me:
"Mike is like a Houdini - put him in the
middle of a crisis and he will get himself
out of the mess, and in the process will
help others to get out of it as well."

Taking risks
This quality of intuitive judgment, coupled
with an idealistic willingness to take risks
for peace, while never succumbing to the
"cult of personality", made him a natural
healer to turn to in time of trouble. His
warm and friendly personality 'became
recognized as the personification of all that
was best in the Canadian character and,
as the Cold War cut a chasm among the
nations, bringing in its wake a drift to
regionalism instead of the hoped-for uni-
versalism, he more than anyone helped to
keep the Cold War cold. .

"For many are called, but few are
chosen" - in international affairs, as in
other branches of human affairs. Mr. Pear-
son was chosen over others, primarily
because he really cared, and showed it by
a demonstrated willingness to throw him-
self unreservedly into whatever he under-
took to do. I was first impressed by his
unusual capacity for concentrated effort
when we worked together at Canada House
during the war. He would start with his
"in-tray" piled high with files early in the
morning, and by noon it would be empty.
And "paper-pushing" was no measure of
the extent of his already substantial in-
fluence on wartime London.

This capacity to care, as well as. his
foresight, emerge from his memoirs, as
does the quality of his diplomatic craft-
manship, and the hard work he put into
the discharge of his responsibilities, as
President of the General Assembly, for
instance, when he was trying to prevent
the Cold War confrontation dividing the
superpowers in Europe, from being ex-
tended to involve China over the Korean
crisis. The handling by the United States
of China's intervention in Korea after
General MacArthur crossed the 38th Par-
allel and was urging the bombing of Man-
churia produced what Mr. Pearson called
"one of the most serious divisions we have
had with the United States on policy."
The story is recorded by Mr. Pearson in
detail in the appendices. The differences
which also developed over the question of
the condemnation of China, while trying

'Intuitive
judgment coupled
with an idealistic
willingness
to take risks
for peace'

Bid to prevent
confrontation
of superpowers
being extended
to involve China
in Korean crisis



to secure its co-operation with UN efforts
to bring the fighting in Korea to an end, led
Mr. Hickerson (of the State Department)
to say to Mr. Wrong (the Canadian Am-
bassador) "that never had the State De-
partment been subjected to such arm-
twisting. He said that they would take it
from nobody but Canadians!"

Mr. Pearson's qualities of foresight
and caring for the future also emerge in
his conception of NATO as a co-operating
Atlantic community, rather than just as
an old-fashioned military alliance, and his
efforts to salvage something of the essen-
tials of that community through improved
consultations after Suez. Would that the
other allies had the foresight to see what
Mr. Pearson. saw in Article 2 of the North
Atlantic Treaty, and not allowed the eco-
nomic transatlantic ties to wither, while
expecting continuing American defence
guarantees, without the exercise of hege-
mony over the Atlantic region.

Bent on probing
directions
of Soviet policy
under Khrushchov

Focus on peace
Above all Mr. Pearson cared about peace.
As a son of the manse, he had been brought
up to pray for it; but, as he says: "I knew
that peacé was a policy as well as a
prayer." This volume of Mr. Pearson's
memoirs, as well as Volume I, reveals the
extent that his experience in two world
wars, first as a soldier at the front and
in the second sharing the vicissitudes of
Londoners under bombardment (when,
indeed, the front might at times have been
a safer place) made the search for "cre-
ative peace", as he called it, something
like a search for the Holy Grail for him.

In this search, Mr. Pearson not only
worked for the strengthening of interna-
tional organizations at the United Nations,
NATO and the Specialized Agencies, such
as FAO ( of which he was one of the found-
ers); he went out to cultivate understand-
ing and respect for the Canadian point of
view through restless travel to many of
the world's capitals. These visits, and the
frank comments which they evoked in his
diaries, make fascinating reading, and have
been put to good use by the editors.

The most historic of these visits, to
which Mr. Pearson devotes a whole chap-
ter, was his visit to Nikita Khrushchov.
It was historic because it came so soon
after the death of Stalin and on the eve
of Mr. Khrushchov's taking over supreme
power in the U.S.S.R. It was also the first
.visit by a foreign minister from Canada -
indeed, from any NATO government. For
Mr. Pearson it was a mission of discovery
and peace. The fact that it produced the
first of a series of major Canadian wheat
sales to the U.S.S.R. - for 300,500,000
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tons a year for three to five years rI
Mr. Pearson a fringe benefit. What ^ccep
bent on exploring was whether tbe6nno
leadership in Russia was going to pbr his
the kind of striving for hegemony t]2.kga
left Europe divided, Korea and Ind oçble. !
partitioned and NATO standing to tôlera
with periodic crises over Berlin, or w* co
in the broader interests of survival r
atomic age, there was to be any ho nly
"peaceful coexistence". wn.

Response from Khrushchov
The response Mr. Pearson obtained
Mr. Khrushchov was ambiguous,
the effect that détente must start
with the winding-up of NATO or thi
mission of the U.S.S.R. into NA7
which amounted to much the szme q^ ^

[
^L

As in most of his other internatir,nal'^L
tives, Mr. Pearson was a Canadian
finder in the search for a basis of a di
which has since borne some fruit.

An excerpt from the diary I
a member of Mr. Pearson's party
I believe, to bring out this point,
Mr. Pearson's own diary, concentra
what the Soviet leaders - r4ther
himself - had to say, overlooks (fat 1
luncheon for Molotov at the Ca:!.
Embassy, October 10, 1955) : R`
"The talk around the table kept coming

Stû
s

the theme that Canada should be :. b
tween the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.) {.,
influence in favour of coexistence ana the S
tion of tensions. The Minister (Pearson), - xi,
kept his own end up in the exchange, mau

^
^,o,

clear that, while Canada realized its 1"°W
position between the two principal world X
we would not easily fall for Sovic t p
Malenkov (then PM) in particular was pec
by the Minister's quip that: `Noth:ng i
exhausting than friendly pressure: Sp
Kaganovich across the table, he said in F
`That was a very shrewd remark.' Mslenk
struck me as by far the most attractive
ality among the Soviet leaders we rr et,
interested in the remark by the Minister
effect that, in a nuclear war, neither sidEl
expect to escape dreadful devastaticn,
should be the point of departure for any
tion of international tensions. Malerikov An in
Kaganovich (again in Russian) :`Did pm' Bri sh-
that - that's what I've been saying.` Ho e

Enigmatic in his personal :' elati'" 22p -
sharing confidences with few, but r^ S ry,
manding, by their confidence i M" `n

devoted support of many -, N?^r. p Foi- y it
never overlooked the fact that, al '' No h
international relations are personal TTp
tions. No one put mis more c,earls artm'• Th
Mr. Pearson himself in his spoech cri
cepting the Nobel Prize for Peace: ` ve
end, the whole problem always re ^
people; yes, to one person and his
ual response to the challenges tha e

front him. In the response to the Si
he has to meet as a person, the in4,
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the fact that his own single will
prevail against that of his group,

ociety. If he tries to make it prevail
the general will, he will be in trou-
he compromises, and agrees, and

es. If there is to be peace, there must
mpromise, tolerance, agreement."

r. Pearson was no proselytizer; the
ul he was concerned to save was his

wut in circumstances when electronic^
^re increasingly dominates our lives

atens to displace personal rela-
Mr. Pearson's words, in Volumeons,

II and his egample should be read and
re-read by those who want to know what
contributed to Canada's diplomatic golden
age. MIKE: The Memoirs of the Right
Honourable Lester B. Pearson, Volume II
(1948-1957). (University of Toronto Press,
1973).
A second assessment of Volume II of the
Pearson memoirs, by Professor Peyton
Lyon of Carleton University's School of
International Affairs, will appear in the
March-April issue of International
Perspectives.
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Rohmer, Richard
The Arctic imperative; an overview of the
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Waverman, Leonard

-Natural gas and national policy; a linear
programming model of North American
natural gas flows. Toronto, University of
Toronto Press, 1973.
xiv, 122pp., bibliog.

Wonnacott, Paul
The floating Canadian dollar; exchange
flexibility and monetary independence.
Washington, D.C., American Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy Research, 1972.
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Bridle, Paul. "Canada and the International
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"Canada in the Pentagon Papers; unpublished
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In Canadian Forum 53:8-19 September 1973.

Carle, François. "Les pourparlers exploratoires
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Gray, Colin S. "Still on the team: NORAD in
1973."
In Queen's Quarterly 80:398-404 Autumn
1973.

Horowitz, Irving Louis. "The hemispheric con-
nection: a critique and corrective to the
entrepreneurial thesis of development with
special emphasis on the Canadian case."
In Queen's Quarterly 80-327-359 Autumn
1973.

Legault, Albert. "Les MBFR et l'équilibre des
forces en Europe."
In Canadian Defence Quarterly 3:22-26
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MacLennan, Hugh. "Scotland's fate, Canada's
lesson."
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Pouliot, Richard. "Influences culturelles des
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In Dalhousie Review 53:97-112 Spring 1973.
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Publications of the Department of
External Affairs

The reader will find under this heading a
list of the most recent documents that have been
published by the Department of External Affairs
on international affairs and Canadian foreign
policy.
Documents on External Relations, Volume 5,

1931-1935; Volume 6, 1936-1939.
These volumes are the most recent in a

series that constitutes the basic published record
of the foreign policy and international relations
of the Canadian Government. They are designed
to provide a comprehensive account of the major
foreign policy decisions taken by the Govern-
ment and the reasons for them, as well as of the
main international events and trends affecting
Canada. The volumes in the series are compiled
and edited on behalf of the department by
professional historians working under the super-
vision of the department's Historical Division.

Press Releases, published by the Press Office of
the Department of External Affairs, Ottawa.

No. 96 (October 17, 1973) Negotiations on Mu-
tual and Balanced Force Reductions.

No. 97 (October 18, 1973) Pan-American Health
Organization: Election of senior official
of the Department of National Health
and Welfare.

No. 98 (October 19, 1973) Visit of Secretary-
General of the Organization for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development.

No. 99 (October 25, 1973) Visit of Secretary
of State for External Affairs to the
U.S.S.R.

No. 100 (October 25, 1973) Senator Martin to
represent Canada at the fiftieth an-
niversary celebrations of the Turkish
Republic.

No. 101 (October 26, 1973) Visit by Sir Chris-
topher Soames, Vice-President of the
Commission of the European Commu-
nities - November 1 and 2, 1973.

No. 102 (October 28, 1973) Canadian p
tion in the United Nations Eme . ef ere1
Force.

D

No. 103 (October 29, 1973) Conference ot ot

ada and the European Commu* °'
- - (October 30, 1973) MBFR r ,ego ,̂1

- statement by Mr. G. K. Grande[
of the Canadian delegation, Vic

No. 104 (November 2, 1973) Conference q
isters of Youth and Sport.
(November 6, 1973) Appointsr
Mrs. Brenda Norris as a Ca
member of the Roosevelt Camz,
International Park Commission.

No. 106 (November 7, 1973) Internationi
Cross Conference, Tehran, 8-151i;
ber, 1973.

No. 107 (November 7, 1973) Indo-Ca:;
Economic Consultation, New D
participation of Canadian ofiïciaL1

No. 108 (November 21, 1973) Pan-AZ

fo
A

C

Institute of Geography and ^ p
appointment of Dr. Arthur B d,
as chairman. i

No. 109 (November 23, 1973) Diploma' °- 73 1 N
pointments: Mr. Charles John st
Ambassador of Canada to the P E
Republic of China, to be con in
Canadian Ambassador to the o.732 R
cratic Republic of Viet-Nam; b^ T
don Riddell, Canadian Amb ti
Thailand, to be concurrentlv ei
dor to the Republic of Viet-Nam bl

No. 110 (November 23, 1973) Internationâ Y
Aviation Organization, Cound
pointment of Canadian represea

No. 111 (November 26, 1973) Second contE
of ministers of education of Eu
states, Canadian participation.

No. 112 (November 24, 1973) Visit of the
tary of State for External AfYairsi
U.S.S.R. - November 19 to 24-
communiqué.

No. 113 (November 29, 1973) Establishu

diplomatic relations between I

and the Mongolian People`s R

- communiqué.
No. 114 (December 3, 1973) Appointment

Norman Berlis as Canadian re
tative on UN Economic and
Council.

No. 115 (December 4, 1973) United N
Education and Training Pro
Southern Africa and International^
versity Exchange Fund -
contribution to.

No. 116 (December 5, 1973) Greenaeace
assistance to Mr. David McTag

No. 117 (December 5, 1973) Case of
Patrick Lippert.

No. 118 (December 10, 1973) Canada-U
Mixed Commission on Genera
change - 1974-75 program.
(December 10, 1973) Universal
ration of Human Rights ar.nive

tstatement by Secretary of State
ternal Affairs.

No. 120 (December 17, 1973) Contir.entai
between Canada and Green
agreement relating to delimit&

No. 121 (December 18, 1973) Canrda ^
its service in United Nations F°"l_

Cyprus.
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Canada and the World Meteorological
Organization.
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Forthcoming Conferences in which
Canada will Participate.
(December 1973)

nts and Speeches, published by the In-
iation Division, Department of External
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irs, Ottawa.

7 3/ 10ici-.l 0 Canada and China -A Little Mutual
Admiration. A press statement by

Hs^ Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Tru-
BLw deau issued at Peking on October 13,

1973.
lma' o.73 1 New Canadian Ties with China. A
,hn statement by Prime Minister Pierre
e P Elliott Trudeau to the House of Com-
'near. mons, October 19, 1973.
he o.73 2 Reducing the Credibility of War as a

Mr. Tool of Government. A statement in
assal the First Committee of the twenty-
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eighth session of the General Assem-
bly of the United Nations in New
York on October 24, 1973, by Mr. W.
H. Barton, Ambassador and Perma-
nent Representative of Canada to the
Conference of the Committee on Dis-
armament in Geneva.

3 Canadian Participation in the United
Nations Emergency Force for the
Middle East. A statement in the
House of Commons on November 14,
1973, by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, the Honourable Mit-
chell Sharp.

Information
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cive eking October 24, 1973.

alia

hange of Notes between the Govern-
m t of Canada and the Government of
At stralia constituting an Agreement modi-
f' g the Trade Agreement of February

ttawa and Canberra October 24 and 25,
eace4 973.
Cag^,rl In force October 25, 1973.
of _ ^ Chin , People's Republic of

hange of Notes between the Govern-
la-U m t of Canada and the Government of the
nera'• P ple's Republic of China constituting an

U lerstanding
sal^

conceninth ifig e reunca-
to1 of families.

ate q I In force October 24, 1973.

Exchange of Notes between the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Government of the
People's Republic of China constituting an
Understanding on consular matters.

Peking October 24, 1973.
In force October 24, 1973.

Peru
*General Agreement on Technical Co-oper-
ation between the Government of Canada
and the Government of the Republic of
Peru.

Lima November 23, 1973.

Poland
Long-Term Grain Agreement between the
Government of Canada and the Govern-
ment of the Polish People's Republic.

Ottawa December 12, 1973.
In force December 12, 1973.

Venezuela
Exchange of Notes between the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Government of
Venezuela constituting a renewal of the
modus vivendi dated October 11, 1950.

Ottawa November 20, 1973.
In force November 20, 1973,

with effect from October 11, 1973.

Yugoslavia
*Trade Agreement between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

Belgrade October 24, 1973.
*Agreement will enter into force when ratified.

Multilateral
International Telecommunications Con-
vention.

Done at Malaga-Torremolinos October
25, 1973.

Signed by Canada October 25, 1973.

Optional Additional Protocol to the Inter-
national Telecommunications Convention.

(Compulsory Settlement of Disputes)
Done at Malaga-Torremolinos October
25, 1973.

Signed by Canada October 25, 1973.

Additional Protocols A, B, and C to the
International Telecommunications Conven-
tion.

Done at Malaga-Torremolinos October
25, 1973.

Signed by Canada October 25, 1973.

Interim Agreement on Conservation of
Polar Bears.

Done at Oslo November 15, 1973.
Signed by Canada November 15, 1973.

Protocol relating to Milk fat (Butter oil).
Done at Geneva April 2, 1973.

In force May 14, 1973.
Canadian adherence indicated by
signature December .7, 1973.
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le East politics and the energy crisis: No.1

obing the Arab motivations
hind use- of the `oil weapon'
orne Lenczowski

oi:th of October 1973 constitutes a

he. Netherlands, described as un-

he same month, the Middle East

'r:ed in the epic of oil, an interna-
commodity vying with gold for
y in world economics and politics.
during that month that, largely

the aegis of Saudi Arabia, the Arab
fiucing states decided collectively
the "oil weapon" in their struggle

a ieve certain goals in their foreign
li. Production of oil was to be reduced
1^er cent from the September levels,

commitment to further monthly
ts. c,me consumer states designated as
en '. y were to be exempt from the de-

3; others, notably the United States

v, were to be denied Arab oil al-
er, through a complete embargo on
and indirect deliveries to both the
can territory and the U.S. armed
abroad.

ing states raised the price of ex-
; rude by 70 per cent, a move that
kwed by a decision taken on Christ-

in Tehran to double the posted
^=<ith a resulting increase of the

-i "take" for the producers to $7
,1. If the mid-year level of Middle

t r,(t North African production were
be -aïntained - a production exceed-
2:--iilion barrels daily - the resulting

even ; i o the area would thus amount
$6 billion a year, a staggering sum

'thqLr), ecedent in the economic history
fthe tJon.

r^al and temporary boycotts and
te ;pticns of oil exports from the Mid-
e -^,t had occurred in the past. So had

he p w e rises. This time, however, the
I^ r)-, was profoundly different; the

d: astern countries were in a"sel-
er's a-. ï;et", with demand steadily ris-
gthe alternate sources of supply

l^l ^),sufiicient to meet the needs of
ch

industrial consumers as West-
.t and Japan. Moreover, the

^t '^tates saw itsm position change
11_-suffciency to partial dependence

n fo oil. On a total consumption of

17 million b/d in 1973, the United States
was obliged to import more than 6 million
b/d, i.e. some 35 per cent of its needs.
Half of this was obtained in the western
hemisphere, but the other half - some 3
million b/d - came from the Arab Middle
East, directly and indirectly.

It is this amount that constitutes
today's "shortfall" in the United States,
and it is this gap in imports that provides
the central ingredient in the current ener-
gy crisis. While the ramifications of the
deficit are actually and potentially far-
reaching in the United States, the con-
sequences of the Arab decisions in the
countries wholly or overwhelmingly depen-
dent on Middle East oil imports are far
more drastic, both in the immediate sense
and as a long-range proposition. They
may range from partial paralysis of an
advanced industrial country to a major
reorientation of the country's foreign and
military policy.

The seller's market does not reflect the
classic economic situation of the demand

Dr. Lenczowski, pro f essor of political
science at the University of California at
Berkeley, has a wide-ranging knowledge
of Middle East affairs. He lectured on
Middle East questions at the School of
Advanced International Studies, Johns
Hopkins University, and at Hamilton
College before joining the political science
faeultyat the University of California in
1952. Professor Lenczowski has served as
director of the Middle East Research
Project at the American Enterprise Insti-
tute in Washington since 1968. A native of
Poland, he spent eight years in the Middle
East before beginning his academic career
in the United States. In addition to
articles in various professional journals,
he is the author of a number of books on
Middle East affairs, including Russia and
the West in Iran, The Middle East in
World Affairs, Oil and State in the Middle
East and Soviet Advances in the Middle
East. The views expressed in this article
are those of Professor Lenczowski.



exceeding the supply; it has a clearly po-
litical dimension in that certain countries
possessing abundant reserves of oil and a
great productive capacity may prefer, by
rational and sovereign decision, not to
make their oil available to consumers for
reasons of rational and prudent manage-
ment of their resources.

The October and December decisions
of the Middle East producers further re-
flect their assumption of sovereign con-
trol over prices - that is, over the sector
that was previously controlled either by
the concessionaire companies or by bi-
lateral agreements between the companies
and the host governments.

Oil playing
a major role
in modernization,
decolonization

Two basic processess
All these momentous decisions made in
Riyadh, Kuwait and Tehran should be
viewed against the background of two
basic processes occurring in the Middle
East - modernization and decolonization.
It is the fate of oil to play a special and
major role in both.

The role of oil in the modernization
process may be summed up under three
headings: it provides a financial basis for
development; it serves as a major vehicle
for scientific, engineering and organiza-
tional modernization; and it emerges as
a commanding height of the national eco-
nomy, which influences all other sec-
tors. The oil industry in a less-developed
country generates ancillary industries and
services and stimulates "entrepreneurism";
it also creates a body of technocrats em-
ployed either directly by the industry or
by the government. It influences labour
legislation, housing patterns, educational
facilities and, to some extent, curricula.
In Saudi Arabia or in Iran - and these
are not exceptional examples - the gov-
ernmental oil apparatus has attracted
high-quality talent that forms the élite
of the new technocratic generation.

Although the modernization process
involves highly political decisions as to
paths and methods - particularly whether
they should follow the socialist or non-
socialist patterns - , it is the decoloniza-
tion process that provides the most in-
tensive political aspects of the oil problem.
When one speaks of decolonization, one
must go beyond a mere formal relinquish-
ment of foreign politico-military control
over a dependent country. It must be
understood that, to the nationalists, this
process appears as a comprehensive striv-
ing for emancipation from all kinds of
dependence on a foreign power, whether
political, economic or cultural.

In this process, oil again plays a key
role. Because of its tremendous economic
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and strategic importance, oil often p^
vides a focus of the struggle for esnane . 1
tion and a struggle for power. NationW
tend to look upon the off question a!
testing-ground in their fight for assertioç'
national rights. In the early 1950s, ^
provided a rallying-point for a nation4
radical coalition in Iran and, 20 1^'
later, in the 1970s, emerged again a`
vehicle used to assert the leadership t'
authority of the Shah. Similar treb
though with variations dictated by ^
circumstances, are observable in the k"
countries.

Despite the highly-visible role of
as a catalyst and focus of nationalist at
rations, the world enjoyed for some k
decades after the Mossadegh upheacr
period of relative tranquillity in
triangular relations among the host or.'
tries, the companies and the co
states. This was perhaps owing to
broad overlapping of political conser^
tism - usually in the form of ror^
structures -, the corresponding praV
em orientation - and the possession
abundant oil reserves in the prodr,'
countries. There was the monarchy of
restored after the traumatic experi ?

là erpr

of the early 1950s and linked with a rtain
West by the bonds of military alliance mi ted th,
defiance of Soviet pressures. And t^ ma or in',
was the conservative camp in the ^ p ducing
world, encompassing such oil-rich m be ore o.
chies as Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Kuwait The
Libya. The revolutionary and rr nge wi
states were, by and large, the disconV, new t
have-nots. Either they coveted the rict th oil co
of their monarchist neighbourt, or 19 1 ma.r ,
pressed them to make political use oft^ na •onali
wealth in times of international cr. we is wer
Occasionally a have-not country was ho •ever,
to influence the oil sector because of ch in Li
position as a transit country in strat^ ha es an
control of the flow of oil. This was no plex

the case of Syria as a transit area for p er.i

major pipeline systems, the Ira,-,i and th radic;
Saudi, and of Egypt with its po--'sessio: bel an en

a major waterway. ^ ^ eRpr

Within this divided system of cor- CO cessir>
vative haves and revolutionary nave- A so;

ve ped;
U yafi:'F
gProfessor George Lenczowski of Is of

University of California, Berkeley,
the keynote speaker at a conlerence
Toronto January 25 and 26 on "09
Politics in the Middle East", ^PoI
jointly by the Middle East Stol
Committee of the University of To
and the Canadian Institute of Io°
national Affairs. The acco:nP04

101 s, w;t

article is an adaptation by Dr.
zowski of his address.
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oF4 Arb oil ministers gathered in Kuwait late
-^^ in , ecember of last year for a session of
ion
du

Orgen.ization of Arab Petroleum Ex-
ting ^ountries (OAPEC). This was one

f^ of i ^ series of meetings designed to review
6CF

th ( a +ertair equilibrium existed, which per-
Ma

sit

ted the oil industry to function without
or interruptions and the needs of the
ducing and the consuming countries to

ore or less evenly balanced.
The system underwent the first

ra^ ch4nge with the revolution in Iraq in 1958.
new government displayed hostility to

th oil companies, and its Law No. 80 of
19 1 marked the first step on the road to

)f ii na 'onalization, although the producing

Cr
w is were not affected by it. By 1969,

as ho ever, with the overthrow of the monar-
^ of j ch in Libya, the well-balanced world of

10
es and have-nots gave way to a more
plex system, in which the oil-rich

fot p er.ibraced both the monarchies and
^nd th radical states while have-not Egypt
^o:i be an encouraging foreign oil investments

an expanded significantly the area of
cor'- CO cessions.

e^ A so,newhat paradoxical situation de-

if

ped; the radical regimes of Iraq and

nues -- particularly Iraq, which suf-

Ulya, in their emphasis on the national
ls of siberation, were inclined to give
er priority to politics than to econo-

s, ;th attendant reduction of their

d se; ere penalties in the wake of its
ater .'s action of 1961. At the same
e, socialist but pragmatic Egypt - a
ntry with a "settled" revolution and
ure leadership - chose the way of co-
rati"1 with foreign enterprise, con-
ed d of the usefulness of this approach.

AP Wirephoto - Canada Wide Service

the use of oil as an economic weapon
against Israel and those states considered
to be unfriendly to the Arab cause. Four
categories of consumer nation were dis-
tinguished by OAPEC.

But, in the highly-interrelated Arab
world of monarchies, tribal sheikhdoms
and single-party, military dictatorships,
strict compartmentalization of attitudes
and behaviour is no longer possible. A king
or tribal ruler previously capable of living
in a state of "splendid isolation" is no more
immune to the winds of change and the
pressures generated by his own young
technocrats and his more radical neigh-
bours. By the same token, a have-not
government behaving with a minimum of
rationality cannot ignore the benefits in
the form of grants and loans that a con-
servative neighbouring state may extend
to it.

Maximalists and moderates
The use of oil as a political weapon in the
Arab-Israeli conflict must thus be placed
both within the context of the general
decolonization process and within the in-
ner struggle for survival and ascendancy
of various political orientations and leader-
ships in the Arab world. In this respect,
observers may distinguish between the
maximalist and the moderate approaches
to the use of the oil weapon.

The maximalist school, which perhaps
can trace its origins to the preachings of
Abdullah Tariki, is currently represented
by revolutionary Iraq. It doubts the
usefulness of production cuts and em-
bargoes and, instead, advocates nationali-
zation of those foreign companies or their

Iraq represents
maximalists,
doubts use
of embargoes,
production cuts



holdings which are identified with the
states regarded as hostile. Iraq's nationali-
zation of the Iraq Petroleum Company,
followed by the nationalization of the
American holdings in the Basra Petroleum
Company, has been indicative of this
trend. Libya's behaviour since the revolu-
tion has tended to follow a somewhat
similar, though not identical, path. British
Petroleum's Libyan operations were na-
tionalized as a reprisal for the alleged
British connivance at Iran's seizure of the
three disputed islands in the Strait of
Hormuz. In 1973 there followed a na-
tionalization of 51 per cent of the holdings
of foreign companies in Libya. Thus, in
the states often referred to as radical, the
target is not only a foreign government
but also, and perhaps primarily, a foreign
company.

The moderates - with the tone set by
Saudi Arabia - have long resisted placing
oil within a political context and made a
point of differentiating between the foreign
companies as private organizations and
foreign governments, absolving the former
from the guilt of the latter. This basic
difference is still observed by the moder-
ates, but oil began to be used as a weapon
on a massive scale last October. By apply-
ing the production cuts and the embar-
goes, the moderates are aiming clearly at
the governments they regard as hostile or,
more precisely, at the policies of support
these governments adopt toward the Arabs'
chief enemy in the Middle East.

Conservatives
shed reluctance,
set to co-operate
with Sadat
in his quest
for strategy
held in common

Royalist regimes
The decision to use oil as a weapon gave
distinct political benefits to the royalist
regimes identified hitherto with political
conservatism and pro-Western attitudes.
Because of the use of the oil weapon, King
Faisal, always respected in the Arab world,
emerged in a position of leadership and
enhanced moral authority.

Oil has also assumed a major role in
regional politics and collective agreements.
While, at Khartoum in 1967, the conser-
vatives were sceptical and reluctant to
apply the oil weapon for any longer dura-
tion, they were quite willing to co-operate
with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat in
1973 in his quest for a common Arab front
and a common strategy. As for the collec-
tive arrangements, the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
had, as a mixed Arab and non-Arab body,
concentrated on economics. By contrast,
the Organization of Arab Petroleum Ex-
porting Countries (OAPEC), being limited
in its membership to the Arab states,
could and did combine economics with
politics in 1973,
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In their current policy of cutbacks
embargoes, the Arab oil-producing cj P
tries face four areas that have obvio
unequal capacity to react or respond
these policies. These are Western E^J
Japan, the Third World and the U n-̂?
States. Of these, Japan is the most v^) P
able to boycott measures and the U- is

States the least. The Arab policy has ^ h'
to produce among the recipient coun^ d'
an awareness of Arab objectives in
Middle East conflict and to induce them)
modify their policies to conform to t^
Arab goals. The Saudi decree order
selective measures, as well as the s
quent collective Arab decisions, did
lack sophistication.

By early 1974, four categories of
sumer state were distinguished: (a)
most favoured nations, notably Bri
France and the Islamic and Black
states; (b) the friendly nations,
Japan and Belgium; (c) other na
which included most of West Europe;
(d) the United States, the Netherl^
and South Africa. Although comp^
exemption was granted to the
favoured nations, thus permitting them
receive supplies on the September leve'
production, a full embargo was applied
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the fourth category, which included @` W
United States. Basic guidance in formcf sL
ting these policies came from Q -st
Arabia, whose government declared 9 in
the boycott measures would be liftedmI
when all the Arab lands, including Jr t
salem, seized by Israel in 1967 shouidI p
returned to the Arabs. In a subseqg
statement, a modified stand was adop
embargo and cutbacks would come ta
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end as soon as the peace-negotiat` W
parties in Geneva adopted a schedule t
a phased Israeli evacuation that would
implemented by the beginning of a^
troop withdrawals.

From the broad perspective of t
Arab struggle to achieve certain politil
goals, the boycott measures could p^j
ably be looked upon as a success, in
first, they demonstrated Arab ability
act in concert with each other e,
secondly, they generated greater a
ness of and, in some cases, positive
sponse to, the Arab point of view in
Middle East confiict.
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These broad findings, however, sha^ m

be qualified with a number of reservaOf
mostly concerning the dilemmas
posed to the oil-producing states and' an
world at large. These dilemmas peW
not only to the actual use of oil as a^
pon but to a broader question of ho'w^j
vital resource is handled by the 110
East countries and what role it sbi
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tional development syndrome

t us begin with 1 some fundamental

blems. The first, perhaps, is that there
an ambivalent relation between na-

nalisrn as a political framework and _
eloprnent as a rational method of

io-economic modernization. Nationalist

orities or preferences - such as the
oval of a foreign team of experienced

nagers and experts - may actually de-
and complicate the progress of orderly

elopment. Moreover, if a sovereign
ion of a host country, interpreted as the
lation of contract by foreign companies
governments, produces counter-meas-
s of economic or political nature, the

imate result may prove harmful to the
elopment interests of the host country.
e repercussions of the Iranian oil crisis
the 1950s and the Iraqui confiscation
asure of 1961 illustrate this dilemma.

A related problem is that not every
asure or policy undertaken in the name
nationalism is a genuine article. Some-
es such decisions are the result of an
er power struggle, particularly in a

e whose political basis is narrow and
w4ich h as to compete with rival groups for

ival. In other cases, it may be the out-rM^
Sa

st
} si
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,d ar
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e pressures from a broader Arab com-
nity that are the important factor.

On three levels of collective action -
hin the framework of OPEC, within the
PE{',, and within a broader Arab front

e4^ as yrll:olized by the Algiers conference in
^ N vember - an impressive degree of soli-

tiaf W
ule
^uld
a^

ty was achieved. The question arises
ether the old Western slogan of "divide

rule" has not been directed by the
dle East at the industrial world, de-
dent as it is on oil for the functioning

ofits civilized life. For the West and Japan
oses the problem of the utility or non-

4ity of collective action and, should
t take place, of its scope and nature.
h collective action may be restricted

ility] to the pz:vate level of the companies en-
rC ga ed in negotiations over prices and
d te s of concessions. But it may also take

;ive th form of intergovernmental co-operation
ini Ivi hin ti^e framework of the Organizationr

sh^^ m
iati^

J
Mde an
W^
a^,
owi to

Economlc Co-operation and Develop-
°t (CECD), or with some other point
eference. Co-operation among the con-
-ng r2ltions appears, in some eyes, as
ttr ;'.+,ive alternative to a scramble for
ce re;ources. On the other hand, ex-
ive governrnent intervention may lead

cl=-nate of collective confrontations,
ch, for psychological and economic
ons, should be avoided.

Similarly, in their policies of boycott,
the Arab countries will have to weigh the
pros and cons of their scheme of dividing
the consumer nations into the four cate-
gories previously mentioned and ranging
from the most favoured to unfriendly ones.
This matter has already received attention
in countries as different as Saudi Arabia
and Iraq, though with dissimilar attitudes
thus far. The issue is: if the Arabs are in How long can
search of political support abroad, are not Japan be expected
their general production cutbacks aliena- to accept
ting those whose friendship was supposed vulnerability
to be gained or cultivated? without protest?

Linked with this question is that of
excessive dependence of some countries on
oil imports from the Middle East. How long
can one expect Japan to accept without
protest its vulnerability in this respect?
The recently-reported agreement between
Iraq and Japan, guaranteeing the latter
substantial amounts of crude over a period
in return for major Japanese investments
in Iraq's development indicates, on the one
hand, a search by at least one Arab coun-
try for an alternative in its relations with
the outside industrial powers and, on the
other, Japan's quest for a reciprocal ar-
rangement whereby it could count more
securely on steady supplies of crude. Ever
since the Second World War, Japan has
been conducting itself in an exemplary
fashion in a civilized community of nations,
while rejecting militarism. Can it perse-
vere in this attitude if its vital interests
are adversely affected by the vulnerability
of its industrial sector, or can we take
for granted that revisionist militaristic
thought is not going to re-emerge with in-
calculable consequences to the rest of the
world?

Arab motivations
The recent boycott and price-increase
measures revealed at least four separate
motivations - conservation concern for a
depletable resource, adjustment of influx
of funds to a limited absorptive capacity
of certain producing countries, maximiza-
tion of profits, and use of oil as a political
weapon. While Iran's case was clearly
focusing on the profit sector, the Arab
case, owing to the mixture of motivations,
has been more complex.

In order to appear convincing to the
outside world and gain the corresponding
political advantages, the Arab states must
distinguish which of their actions are
strictly politically motivated. This is so
because they face in the West not only
possible confusion but also wilful misrepre-
sentation of issues. Western reactions to
the Arab measures - particularly those in
the United States - could be classified in
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Remedies range
from fulfilment
of Arab aims
to protests of
`blackmail'

the following way:_ first, an acknowledg-
ment that the Arab boycott is a reality
that is based on political motivations and
that is hurting; the remedy advocated
ranges from fulfilment of Arab political
expectations to protests against "black-
mail" - a favourite phrase with some
writers - and advice to tighten the belt
but made no concessions or political ad-
justments; secondly, a claim that substi-
tutes can and should be found promptly
for the missing oil; and thirdly, an asser-
tion that the energy crisis is imaginary
and has no basis in fact.

Those who accept the reality of the
Arab boycott are, however, divided. There
is â school claiming that the Arab use of
oil as a poltical weapon is a mere disguise
for their fundamental policy of restricting
their production in accordance with pru-
dent management of their resources and
their incoming funds. Followers of this
school can point to some utterances of
highly-placed Arab officials and leaders
who had already, before October, warned
the world that their own conservation and
financial policies might dictate cutbacks in
production. While this is true, it is also
important to remember that those very
leaders, while acknowledging these pru-
dent conservation policies, were at the
same time stating their willingness to ac-
commodate the West by keeping produc-
tion at a higher level than necessary
provided there was a political incentive.

Friend and foe hurt
On the other hand, the abrupt raising
of prices by the Tehran decisions on
Christmas Day. further accentuated the
possibility of confusion among the con-
sumer nations as to the primary Arab
objectives. If the selective cutbacks and
embargoes conceived as a political strategy
were aiming at penalizing enemies and
rewarding friends, then the doubling of
the posted prices in Tehran was likely to
hurt friend and foe indiscriminately, the
actual or potential friends being hurt more
than the United States, a country listed
as unfriendly, which depends only partly
on foreign imports. All this seems to point
to the virtue of clarity of thought and con-
sistency; if the political considerations are
declared by the Arab states to be the prime
motive, there is little to be gained by
obscuring it with the purely economic
profit motive and thus strengthening the
argument of those who have insisted from
the outset on the insincerity of the Arab
political motivation.

While any disruption of supplies to the
advanced industrial countries may wreak
havoc on their way of life, the effects of
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both the shortages and the high pn
upon the less-developed countries of
Third World may be calamitous, flot
much for the current standard of livinq
which oil consumption is limited, but^ fo
terms of prospects for their developm Cal
While the industrial nations will k Co
varying degrees of adversity pending
search for alternate sources of energy,
Third World may find the price n
simply prohibitive in their effects
hoped-for material progress. It is In(
sector that the juxtaposition of Arab ^ no.
cott and pricing policies may hurt n^ T6
and contradict the basic policy of gai
friends in such most-favoured areas as
Islamic and African states.

So far as the American national
terest is involved, it may be wise by
prudent to conceive of this intereit not
parochial terms of purely U.S. needs
rather in broader terms of the free wv'
the security and wellbeing of which aJ,
closely interwoven with those of
United States.

In the confusion of many floa
theories as to the reality or origins of
energy crisis, the statistical facts speal
themselves. The interruption of _^rab
ports to the United States has produ5
nearly 3 million b/d deficit in suppit O
while the general Arab oil cutback, v};
at one time reached 25 per cent of p
tion but recently has been reduced to
per cent, has unevenly affected the reF,'
the world.

In the United States and the w
hemisphere there are abundant
sources of energy - coal, shale,
oil, Venezuelan heavy oils, Alberta's A'^
bascan tar sands, the still-unegpioredl rea
shore oil areas, as well as nuclear en
and the less tangible geothermal and
energy and other sources not yet
veloped. While coal and nuclear en^rgs
the most readily available, they pose ig
environmental problems still to be
solved. As for the other sources, both
time-lag needed for their development
the high cost involved make ther.l eli
as a practical alternative only in
future. During the next seven to ton Y
there is no readily available substitutel né.
oil. With the rising consumption tren^i Sa
both the United States and the rest of
world, the Middle East is bound to b^ b
primary source of supplies unless d^ at
restrictive measures in the consuma I n
tions are adopted. in

rup
Problem for U.S.
In the long run, even these oil reso l
will be exhausted. It does, therefore,
sense to engage in research and de
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it human civilization to continue
out collapsing. However, in the imme-
e sense, the world,'including first and
most the United States, faces a politi-

problem of response to the _ Arab boy-

measures.
There are in human affairs situations
hich principle and intérest conflicf
unately, I believe, in this case they

ot. The interest is clear: to remove the
b oil boycott and thus to restore the
al supplies of energy to the world.
principle is also above reproach:

ect for the territorial integrity and
tical independence of all nations in the

dle East, abolition of the state of
gerency, no territorial aggrandizement

he weight of conquest, justice for the

dispossessed Palestinians - all in con-
formance with United Nations resolutions.

Moreover, there is perhaps a historical
opportunity in that three Arab states
whose role and involvement in the crisis
are most prominent - Egypt, Jordan, and
Saudi Arabia - are willing to contemplate
peace and limit their demands to the im-
plementation of the UN decisions. This
convergence of interest and principle has
perhaps been lost sight of during the past
few years, which were characterized by a
policy bordering on benign neglect. It
gives one cause for cautious optimism that,
since October, new initiatives have been
undertaken to resolve the conflict and that
the overlapping of interest and principle
may lead to a moral and peaceful solution.

ddle East politics and the energy crisis: No. 2

hecking on the consequences
oil squeeze by Arab states

not'
unâ
goV
thaï

to ]

idea of using oil as a weapon in the
Israel conflict is not a new one. Al-

y in 1947, some Arab spokesmen had
ed that United States support of the

tion of the state of Israel might
ardize burgeoning American oil in-
ts in the Middle East. And some
rican statesmen, among them James
estall, expressed similar fears..
For a long time the main danger lay
in the area of production, which was
r direct British control or under
rnr.:ents friendly to the West, but in

stitutc[ né.
i tren^! S:
rest o1
l -CO be b
ss d^a at
sume, n

in
ruP

of transport. Middle East oil flowed
urope through three exiguous chan-
the Suez Canal and the Iraqi and

i Pipelines.elines. The Arab-Israeli war of
1d to the shutting-down of the

ch of the Iraqi pipeline terminating
aifa, but this was more than offset by
construction. The 1956 war resulted
ie blocking of the canal and the dis-
ion of the pipelines through Syria.
caused a fuel shortage in Europe in

vinter of 1957, but additional supplies
the Western hemisphere tided the

Europeans through until the reopening of
the canal a few months later.

The next crisis arose with the Arab-
Israeli war of 1967. Here again, the Suez
Canal and the pipelines were blocked and
a temporary boycott was imposed by some
of the producers. However, the building of
supertankers that had been stimulated by
the canal blockage of 1956 meant that a
large amount of additional shipping was
now available to carry Persian Gulf oil to
Europe and America round the Cape of
Good Hope. Moreover Libyan production

Dr. Issawi is pro f essor of economics and
former directorof Columbia University's
Middle East Institute. He served for
several years in the Department of Eco-
nomics at the United Nations. He is the
author of a number of books on the Middle
East, including Egypt in Revolution
(1963), Economic History of the Middle
East: 1800-1914 (1966), and Economic
History of Iran (1971). The views ex-
pressed in the article are those of Pro f essor
Issawi.
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Libya, Kuwait,
Venezuela
had stabilized
or even cut
their production
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was greatly expanded. The 1967 war,
therefore, had only minor immediate reper-
cussions in the world petroleum market.

OPEC formed
So far, action had been taken almost solely
by Egypt and Syria, the countries con-
trolling the canal and pipelines. The Arab
producers of the Persian Gûlf had done
nothing except impose a short and per-
functory boycott in 1967, and those of
North Africa had done even less. As for
the non-Arab oil-exporters (Iran, Vene-

zuela, Nigeria and Indonesia), although
they had joined with the Arab producers in
1960 or subsequently to form OPEC (Or-
ganization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-
tries), they did not feel bound to take any

concurrent action and, indeed, raised their
own output very considerably to extend
their markets.

But in 1970 the new revolutionary
government of Libya took advantage of
Europe's greatly-increased dependence on
Libyan oil, and of other favourable factors
such as the strain on tankers, the blocking
of a pipeline in Syria and the curtailment
of Nigerian output by the civil war, to im-
pose higher prices on the companies. At
that point, the other members of OPEC
joined forces and, at their meeting in
Tehran in January 1971, secured both
higher prices and a larger share of profits.
This success clearly demonstrated the co-
hesion and power of OPEC, and it became
evident to some observers, including the
present writer, that henceforth oil prices
would rise appreciably. Other analysts,
however (e.g. Ni I. Adelman, The World

Petroleum Market, Baltimore, 1972), in-
sisted that the conflicting interests of the
producers would both doom to failure any
attempt at a boycott and force them to
compete, thus bringing down the price of
oil, and some policymakers seem to have
acted in this belief.

Rising oil prices are not incompatible
with growing production, in view of the
expansion of demand. But already, in the
last two or three years, some of the leading
exporters - Libya, Venezuela and Kuwait
- had deliberately stabilized or even cut
down their production. Their object was
mainly financial: their huge reserves were
more than adequate to meet their needs;
the rapid depreciation of money had de-
creased the attractiveness of holding
foreign-exchange reserves, and it was
judged - almost certainly rightly - that
the rise in the price of oil over the next
few decades would exceed any reasonable
rate used to discount future earnings com-
pared to present ones. To this was added
the argument that, given the low price

elasticity of demand for oil and its
income elasticity, larger sums coula
secured by reducing production.

This argument was, however, re
by the two biggest producers, Iran
Saudi Arabia, as well as by some s
ones such as Abu Dhabi and Oman, par,
because of their huge petroleum rese
and partly because of broader poh
considerations. By the beginning of 19
it had become evident that Saudi
held the key to the petroleum market
alone had both the reserves and the
ness to expand output sufficiently to
world needs, although the role of Iran
also very important. Saudi Arabia's grea;
enhanced oil power was accompanied
rise in its influence in Arab councils
its readiness to play its oil card. U
Gamal Abdel Nasser's death in 1970,
Faisal had hesitated to use his oil
financial power to back a policy
would redound mainly to the advantagE
a man he feared and distrusted. But
relations with President Anwar S
have been much easier, and it may
added that the Israeli victory in 1
must have aroused in him both anger
anxiety. Hence his repeated warnings
the last year that, if necessary, he
use oil as a means of pressure on
United States and its allies to indice
to change their pro-Israeli policies.
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Price increases
Since the outbreak of the fourth
Israeli war last October, the oil-p
ers have taken two measures, w
should be clearly distinguished. On
one hand, the price of oil has been s r
increased; from $2.59 a barrel at the U
ginning of 1973, the posted price 1 Sô,
raised to $5.11 in October and, a:. the^ a
of December, it was more than deubled
$11.65, with hints of more to come.

1
in

motive here seems to be purely fman^i to
to take advantage of a favourable situ^
and drive a good bargain. In this the
Arabs - Iran, Venezuela, Nigeria, t st,
nesia and the smaller Latin American a ck
ducers -are at one with the Aiabs. l e
only question at issue is how much
can the price be raised. In view of the s
gap between the price of crude oil in to s

an oGulf and that of the products sold to t.
consumer, a difference accounted for
transport, refining and distribution
but even more by the high taxes le4
the governments in the consuming
tries, and given the impossibility af
placing oil in certain uses, such as
port, and the costliness or shorta?
other fuels, it would seem that there
substantial scope for increase.
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But it is by no means sure that the

o

producers will want to drive the hard-

es they can and take full advan-

ta e of the seller's market prevailing.

st, every rise in on prices not only re-

es consumption but reinforces the
rch for substitutes - both the older

s such as coal and coal gasification and

th ne«'er ones such as shale, tar sands,
ear power and solar energy. Secondly,
n with present prices the oil producers

accumulate enormous foreign-ex-

ge reserves - running into several
s of billions of dollars - that, in most

ntries, will exceed their absorptive

acity; the emergence of such huge
id reserves is causing grave anxiety in

ncial circles, not least among the au-
thrities in the oil countries themselves.
Fally, as pointed out recently by the

h of Iran, the last thing the producers
t is to wreck the Western economy,
e that would pull their own down to
ruction - a sentiment with which at

let the rulers of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait
ana the other Arabian peninsula countries

d fully concur.

Political aim
other measure, a purely Arab one, has

ngly to give up their conquests in that

a' olitical aim. Six years of intensive
ne otiations following the 1967 war had
le the Arab states with two convictions.
F' t, that the Israelis were not going

rth since their new frontiers were much
)il-p 5 m e defensible than the old. Secondly,
es, w th, t the United States was either unwill-
3. On in or unable to put enough pressure on
en s Is] el to withdraw. Blandishments to the
at the U ted States, such as the ejection of the
price Sô 'et "advisers" from Egypt in 1972 -
a:. the a rently at King Faisal's suggestion -
leubled ha had no effect; nor had the attempt to
come. in ce t;^e United States' European allies
fuian^- to ersuade it to change its policies. It
le situa; Id therefore seem that last summer the
is the uĴ Ar. s decided to make a two-pronged
aria, t st. On the one hand, the military
[erican a ck by Egypt and Syria would demon-

fiArabs.^ str' e that the Arabs were both willing to
uch fut^ an-1 capable of inflicting serious
of the lOsF s on israel; this would restore fluidity
e oil in to situation that seemed frozen. Simul-
scld to tàn ousiY, the oil weapon would be used:
ted for a Ycl)'' of shipments to the United
ution Sta es and the Netherlands, together with
as levied ilment of deliveries to Western Eur-
ming o and Japan, the whole operation being
ility of ren ered more effective by a 10 percent
,h as cut in pruduction.
shortaS^ In so doing, the Arabs seem to have
thereis^ ha two objectives. First, to persuade the

U01 Go;, ernment and - perhaps more

important - the American public that
support of Israel was not costless; it was
hoped that enough discomfort would be
created to put pressure on Washington to
play a more active role in negotiating a
Middle Eastern peace, and more specif-
ically to modify its pro-Israeli stance.
Secondly, by bringing home to the Euro-
peans and Japanese their very great de-
pendence on Arab oil, to persuade them to
dissociate themselves from U.S. Middle
Eastern policy and to make them use their
influence with the U.S. Government in
a way favourable to Arab interests. It
should be added that, as far as the United
States was concerned, the timing of the
oil shutdown was very well chosen in terms
of the interests of the Arab states. For
the last two years, the United States has
been suffering from an oil shortage attri-
butable to such diverse factors as the
peaking of domestic production, the failure
to build new refineries, increased con-
sumption aggravated by stricter standards
on emission of exhaust gases and other
environmental measures, and sluggishness
in exploring and developing alternative
sources of energy.

At the moment of writing, just after
the disengagement agreement between
Egypt and Israel in late January, it is too
early to judge how politically successful
the Arab oil-squeeze has been. It is clear
that the United States has been aroused
by the danger of the situation to press
much more actively for negotiations be-
tween Egypt (which continues to hold the
key to a political settlement) and Israel.
It would also seem that the United States
has put more pressure on Israel than in the
past, and that the Arab military effort has
caused the Israelis to reappraise the situa-
tion and consider terms more acceptable
to the Arabs. But the negotiations are,
inevitably, very complex and slow, and no
clear outcome is to be expected for some
time. However, for the first time in many
years it is no longer foolish to hope, if not
for a definitive settlement, at least for
something more durable than a ceasefire.
And it seems doubtful whether anything
less than the double shock of a war and an
oil crisis would have sufficed to produce
such a result. `

As regards the Europeans and Jap-
anese, the Arab oil weapon also seems to
have had some success. The Europeans
had already understood the extent of
their dependence on Middle Eastern and
North African oil during the 1956 crisis,
but for the Japanese the realization ap-
parently came as a great shock. Until
1973, Japan seems to have behaved as
though politics did not exist, and to have

Embargo timing
well chosen
in terms
of the interests
of Arab states

For first time
in many years
no longer
`foolish to hope
for something
more durable
than ceasefire'



Arab oil ministers conferred again in Cairo
in January of this year. Delegates pic-
tured at a meeting of ministers of petro-
leum in Arab oil-exporting states at Cairo's
Arab League headquarters include (from

Arabs realize
only U.S.
in a position
to pressure
Israelis
on concessions

believed that a flourishing business could
be carried on while studiously avoiding
political involvement, but recent events
in the Middle East have cast doubt on
the possibility of continuing such a non-
policy. Hence, following the oil crisis, the
Europeans - and even more the Japanese
- have ostentatiously sought to dissociate
themselves from the United States in the
Arab-Israeli conflict. Various declarations
have been made, designed to prove to the
Arabs that the governments in question
were not completely and unconditionally
committed to the Israeli side. During the
October war, American planes were de-
nied overflight rights by most NATO
members. No European governments came
out with a public assurance that any oil
shortage the Netherlands might incur be-
cause of the Arab boycott would be made
up from their own resources. Vast amounts
of financial and technological aid were
offered by Japan to Egypt, Iran and other
countries, and the French, British and
other governments are negotiatings deals
with Saudia Arabia and some other oil-
producing countries for the exchange of
arms against oil.

All this is, of course, highly gratifying
to the Arabs, and will ultimately have im-
portant diplomatic consequences. For the
present, however, the Arabs realize that
only the U.S. Government is in a position
to pressure Israel into making the mini-
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AP Wirephoto - Canada Wide Se,

left): Sheikh Abdel Aziz Khalifa Hamm^
of Qatar; Abdel Rahman Atieki of Kuwi
Ibrahim Mazhoudy of Algeria, and Ahm
Hilal of Egypt. Mr. Mazhoudy is ATgeris,
ambassador to Egypt.

mum concessions they deem essential
concluding peace, and indeed it is
United States that has carried the bun
of the recent Arab-Israeli negotiations

There is one further, very laz
question-mark. At present the oil-
ducers - and in particular the Arabs -
in a position to exert great econ
pressure, and their financial influence
vastly increase in the coming decade.
this enormous economic and finan
power is in no way backed by po^itical
military power. Such a combination
strength and weakness is frauglat
danger. For centuries political t
have pointed out that, although gold
buy swords, swords can also seize g^
Should the oil-producers - and in
lar the Arabs - overplay either
economic or their political cards, they m
sharp and costly retaliation. It is c'eart^
the Shah of Iran is aware of the dan8
and is determined not to expose hill^'
unnecessarily. So is King Faisal. But tj
latter is under heavy pressure from
radicals and also from the Pales
who have their own particular amis.
can be certain that some groups 41
tempt to force King Faisal's hand ^
although he will surely do his best tO
sist them, no one can confidentI;; P
the outcome of the numerous, tangled
powerful forces at work.
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ssessing the energy issues
ram a Canadian perspective
y Ronald S. Ritchie

r two decades the world has been speed-
g ever faster down a road which has an
d It has been escalating its demand for

ergy at a rapid pace, directing more and
ore of that demand to one energy source,

and recently, as a result, looking in
ost every region to the huge Persian

reserves as the principal source of
ergy needs for its future economic
owth.

That this pattern must be drastically
anged in the not-too-distant future was
t news to many informed participants
d observers in the industrialized world
ll before the dramatic world oil market
ents of 1973. But it has taken the price
d supply action of OPEC members
rganization of Petroleum Exporting
untries) to bring the situation forcibly,
en rudely, home to masses of citizens,
d their governments, in both developed
d developing countries around the
rld. In one sense, necessary long-run
justments may have been expedited at
e cost of short-run burdens, the extent
which is still somewhat unclear.

Viewed in a global perspective, the
ord of demand and supply of energy
er the last three decades is an almost
ssic example of the impact of additive
onential growth patterns. There has
far in the world's history been a reason-
1y close correlation between economic
ansion and energy consumption, be-

een per capita use of energy in a society
d its per capita production and, there-
e, incomes. The relationship is easy to
dersttand. Wherever man's output is
ted to his own unaided efforts, that
put and his income are small. Men
e raised their production per capita and
ir incomes by combining more and more
chanical and others forms of energy
h their own human efforts. Since the
ond World War ended, this process has
ceeded at an unprecedented pace and
le in the industrialized world and has

n in the developing economies.
North America, particulârly the

Ut ited States and Canada, has led in per

capita energy consumption, as in per capita

income, and has continued to raise both.
In the past two decades, though, Western
Europe and Japan have gained rapidly in
per capita terms and in absplute terms
have multiplied their energy consumption.
In addition, the developing economies,
such as India, while their per capita de-

mands are still small, have begun the same
process. The achievement of many of their
chief aspirations depends on its contin-

uance. Thus, the world's demand for
energy has been growing at annual rates
which would double it every 12 to 15 years.

Pattern of supply
Sooner or later, this growth pattern alone
would force some alteration in the pat-
terns of energy supply or some constraints
on demand. In actuality, however, the
effects of rapid growth of energy demand
have been accentuated by a concurrent
shift in the pattern of supply. More and
more of the total demand has been focused
on oil, thus magnifying the demand
growth for oil even more. Here, too, North
America led the way two or more decades
ago with the decreased use of coal in home

Mr. Ritchie, senior vice-president of
Imperial Oil Limited until his retirement
from the post early this year, conducted
a special study in 1968-69 for the Cana-

dian Government on public policy

research organizations and recommended
creation of an Institute for Research on
Public Policy. Mr. Ritchie, one time
executive director of the Royal Commis-
sion on Government Organization, has
written widely on current economic and
political subjects and is the author of
NATO: The Economics of an Alliance.
He is a past chairman of the Canada-
United States Committee of the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce, a member of the
Club of Rome, and has been a member
of a number of Canadian delegations to
international conferences. The views
expressed in the article are those of.
Mr. Ritchie.
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Until recently
petroleum was
a very cheap
energy source

heating and the switch from coal to diesel
fuel on the railroads. Most recently, par-

in North America, coal has beenticularly
pushed further aside in the thermal gener-
ation of power and in many industrial uses
by pressures and regulations aimed at
limiting sulphur emissions into the atmo-
sphere. The switch from coal to petroleum

in Western Europe and in Japan has
lagged behind that in North America
slightly, but has been of almost the same
dramatic proportions. By 1970, petroleum
(oil and natural gas) supplied about three-
quarters of the total energy consumption
of the United States, more than two-thirds
of that in Western Europe and Japan, and
three-fifths of the energy consumption of
the world as a whole. The rush to oil was

still continuing.
There have, of course, been good rea-

sons of cost and convenience for the trend.
At least until the last few months, petro-
leum has generally been a very cheap
source of energy. All through the Fifties
and Sixties, oil has been in plentiful sup-
ply, with the marginal source being the
low-cost oil of the Persian Gulf area. Nat-
ural gas, where it has been available, has
usually been kept low in price by regula-

tion. Coal has grown dearer because of
rising labour costs not fully offset by im-
proved technology. Then again, oil has
special convenience advantages, particu-
larly in the field of transportation, with
today's technologies.

With rapid growth in total energy

requirements and a steadily-shrinking
contribution from coal, it is readily under-
standable that eastern hemisphere de-
mands on the Persian Gulf area have been
escalating rapidly despite new supply
sources in Africa and in the North Sea
during the past dozen years. Growing
North American demands have recently
been added to these eastern hemisphere

demands.

U.S. share
Despite the rapid growth of the rest of the
industrialized world, the United States
alone still accounts for nearly one-third
of the world's consumption of oil. It moved
past the point of self-sufficiency in the
Fifties and currently must look beyond
the western hemisphere to meet almost the
whole growth in its demand. This means
that the oil-fields of the eastern hemi-
sphere, and particularly those of the Per-
sian Gulf area, are now looked to in order
to supply the whole absolute growth in
North American demand each year on top
of rapid Western European and Japanese
requirements growth. By the logic of the
process, forecasts were recently current
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that Saudi Arabia, which as recently ,^
1970 was prodûcing• fewer than 4,00O,O00
barrels a day, would be required to pro,
duce close to 20,000,000 a day by tN
end of the decade if anticipated demanda
were to be met.

During the past few months, the
members of OPEC have driven the lessons
of this situation home in rough, dramatic,
and painful fashiori. All through the
Sixties they had sought by co-operative
endeavour both to raise oil prices and to
raise their shares of gross oil revenues. on
the second count they had had some
success, but relatively little on the first
Now, in a brief space of months, they have
been able to multiply the prices of world
oil and raise their own revenues from oil
many times. In the process they have
gained absolute control of prices and their
own revenue-take, have assumed a large
measure of control over operations and
have freed themselves from any remaining
contractual constraints.

In effect, the demand and supply
position has rather suddenly reached the
point which makes monopoly response
both feasible and profitable. In the longer
term, the costs of alternate energy sources,
such as tar sands, shale oil, and coal
gasification, will set upper limits to the
international price for oil, but during the
next few years it is difficult to see any
constraints other than those resulting
from consumer refusal to buy, producer
perception of their own longer-run sell•
interest, or consumer-producer co-opem
tive arrangements.

Like the price actions, the arbitrars
supply and embargo restraints imposed by
the Arab members of OPEC have equalls
given warning of the future situation. The
Arab nations may not find it profitable to
continue to use oil as a political vaeapoa
but they are not likely to find it in their
interests to expand production Vver the
next few years to anything like the levek
which would match what have been es-
pected to be the requirements. The not
untimely warning, then, is that the world
as a whole must urgently seek and develop
alternate sources of energy. These are likc
ly to involve long "lead" times, especiallF
where new technologies must be devel-
oped, and the new energy supplies Will ^
more expensive than what we have
used to.

Painful readjustments
In the meantime, there are some pai'6
readjustments to be faced and sor.ze 0
cult challenges for both domestic econo
mies and international economic relatiO
Four questions of immediate concern 0'
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(1) To what extent will energy-supply
shortages depress economic activity? (2)
How serious will dramatic rises in energy
costs be in a world already beset by in-
flation? (3) Can an international monetary
system already in some disarray cope with

the huge balance-of-payments shifts
caused by multiplied oil prices? (4) Will
the drastic rearrangement of incomes and
of capital accumulation impede the sup-
plying of the large amounts of capital re-
quired to develop new sources of energy

supply?
If the advanced economies cannot

obtain, or the developing countries like
India cannot afford, the energy supplies
from oil upon which they had been count-
ing, the result could be a recession, or
worse, in the short term and a marked
restriction in growth in the longer term.
As has already been suggested, economic
activity and levels of income have been
tightly tied to energy consumption. Japan,
Western Europe, and perhaps the United
States all appear likely to be significantly
affected in the next few months by supply
limitations felt or threatened. Canada is
not likely to feel much in the way of direct
ffects but, with its major trade depen-

dence on external customers, could feel
ignificant indirect effects from any slow-
own abroad.

onger-term outlook
n the longer term, the advanced econo-
es should be able to stand limitations

n energy supply better than the develop-
ng countries. First of all, they can learn
o make more effective use of the energy
vailable. Then, their levels of income
re already at heights which can be
ived with more comfortably, even though
hreat:= to future growth cannot be ac-
epted with equanimity. The people of
he developing countries, however, aspire
o achieve something like the levels of
ncome already gained by the advanced
conornies and if, these aspirations are
een to be thwarted by energy supply
imitations, their economic, cultural, and
olitical prospects could be bleak indeed -
n outcome of no small concern to those
f us in the already industrialized world.

Inflation today is endemic and in many
ases virulent in most of the national
onom:es of the industrialized world.
rom that standpoint, drastic and almost
vernigllt increases in the price of the
ain source of energy for those economies

ould scarcely be more uncomfortable in
heir timing.

It is possible, however, to overesti-
ate these price effects. First of all, the
creases which we hear about are usually

in the well-head prices of crude oil or nat-
ural gas. There are many other costs in-
curred between the well and the point of
final consumption and most of these costs
are going up only at rates dictated by
inflation. The end result in terms of con-
sumer cost is, therefore, much less in per-
centage terms than the startling figures
reported in the media.

To give one basis for perspective, by
the end of January of this year the
Persian Gulf OPEC countries had raised
their own government "take" to something
like $7 a barrel. This is still less than the
government take in Canada on a typical
barrel of gasoline from provincial road
taxes and federal sales tax, quite apart
from corporate income taxes. Basic as it is
to almost every form of econQmic activity
and to consumer needs such as home heat-
ing and transportation, the total energy
requirement of the Canadian economy
before the recent cost increases accounted
for only about 81/2 per, cent of gross na-
tional product, while direct fuel costs of
the typical manufacturing operation were
in the region of 4 per cent of value added or
2 per cent of the value of shipments. The
industrialized economies should be able to
adjust to the cost changes involved, but
for the developing economies it may be a
much more serious matter.

It is in the field of international mone-
tary relations that some of the greatest
uncertainties appear. In a direct sense,
Canada need have little concern on the
score of early balance-of-payments effects
for itself because it is more than self-suffi-
cient in net terms on oil supply and can im-
prove its position on export account by at
least as much as it loses on import account.
Almost no other advanced economy in the
free world is in that favourable position.
As this is written the yen and the franc
have already been devalued. The net addi-
tional-payments costs, even for countries
such as Japan and West Germany, which
have held huge monetary reserves, are so
large that these reserves offer only very
short-term protection. For many other
economies, it is difficult to see what adjust-
ments can be made quickly enough to make
any significant contribution to financ-
ing the huge iricreased costs of imported
energy. In India, it has been estimated
that the costs of oil imports at previously
planned levels will shortly exceed all fore-
seeable export earnings - a position which
obviously will force drastic readjustments.
On the other side of the fence, of course,
the oil-producing countries will be amass-
ing earnings in gold or foreign currencies
in unprecedented amounts.

The whole mechanism of interna-

International
monetary field
seen as arena
for `some of
the greatest
uncertainties'
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tional payments could thus be subjected
to disturbances on a most unusual scale
at a time when the International Mon-
etary Fund's Group of Twenty have so
far failed to devise mutually satisfactory
arrangements to cope with more normal
pressures. When the crunch comes, it is
to be hoped that there is not a mass
scramble to save each currency and each
national economy at the expense of all the
others. Given a reasonable attempt at
co-operation, there is one important sta-
bilizing force upon which to capitalize. It
is as much in the interest of the oil-produc-
ing economies to protect the stability of
international 'egchanges as it is in that of
the rest of the world. Some of them have
already suffered from earlier devaluation
of the dollar and of sterling.

A fourth consequence of the huge
and sudden change in crude-oil prices
is the correspondingly huge and sudden
change in the regional distribution of
world income. As the Shah of Iran has
pointed out, the rich countries of the
world are suddenly going to be a good
deal less rich. Equally, the poor coun-
tries of the world which are not oil
producers are going to be, at least in the

short term, a good deal poorer. The benE
ficiaries of the shift will be the oiI-produ(
ing countries, although it should be Ina^:
clear that in most cases their resulting p
capita income will leave them still RE
below the level of the richer countrie
They will, however, be accumulating hn,
sums of capital. At the same time, over tb<
next decade and beyond, most of th
rest of the world must make huge capi^
and research and development egpenf.
tures for the creation of new and alternav
sources of energy. They will be less ab;;
to generate the required funds because ¢
the higher costs they must absorb for thp;
current energy consumption. Part of th
solution may He in financing by the od
producing countries, with benefit both t
the capital-generation need and to a;
international payments balance.

Options for consuming countries
It is evident that important readjustment
have to be made and that new challenge
must be met. What are the options fn
the consuming countries? There are a
least three deserving of some comment:
(1) steps to achieve more efficient use p.-
energy; (2) steps to develop alternat
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Ministers from the United States, Can-
ada, Japan and Norway and from the
nine member states of the European
Economic Community met in Washing-
ton in February for a three-day exam-
ination of the international energy
situation. The ministers agreed that
solutions to the world's energy problems
should be sought in consultation with
producer countries and other consumer
nations.

With France dissenting, they con-
curred in the need for a comprehensive
"action program" to deal with all facets
of the world energy situation by co-
operative measures. Such an action
program would include "the sharing of
means and efforts while concerting na-
tional policies" in such areas as: con-
servation of energy and restraint of
demand; a system of allocating oil
supplies in times of emergency and
severe shortages; acceleration of devel-
opment of additional energy sources;
and acceleration of energy research and
development programs.

With respect to monetary and
economic questions, the ministers at the
Washington energy conference decided
to intensify their co-operation and give
impetus to the work being undertaken
in the International Monetary Fund,
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the World Bank and the Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
opment on the economic and monetary
consequences of the energy situation-
in particular, to deal with balance-of-
payments problems.

They agreed to make strenuous
efforts to "maintain and enlarge" the
flow of development aid bilaterally and
through multilateral institutions.

The ministers endorsed creation of
a co-ordinating group to organize the
development of the actions agreed on.
Among other assignments, the co-ordi-
nating group was given the job of
directing preparations for a conference
of consumer and producer countries to
be held at the earliest possible oppor-
tunity. Such a conference would be pre-
ceded by a further meeting of the coun-
tries represented in Washingtôn. France
did not accept this procedure.

The ministers agreed - again with
France dissenting - that preparations
for such meetings should involve consal-
tations with developing countrie ; and
other consumer and producer coul:triea

(Implications of the Washingtan

energy conference and subsequent de-
velopments will be discussed in the
May-June issue of International Per-
spectives. )
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ergy sources; and (3) a modus vivendi
th the oil-producing countries based on

!ng.term mutual interest.

There is a great deal of talk these
ys of the need, for conservation. Some-

nes this is put forward as a means of
ducing current supply stringencies - e.g.,
the United States, sometimes as a sort

1 moral imperative for the longer-term
ture. Certainly, in an absolute sense, we
ve been prodigal users of energy and no-

ere more so than in the United States

d Canada.
There has been good reason for this.

ergy has been cheap and economy in
e use of something which is cheap is
ry different from economy in the use of
mething which is dear. In the longer

there is no reason to expect energy

tô be in short supply, but it is likely to be
nsiderably dearer relative to other com-
odities than we have been used to. For
ite practical reasons this will encourage
onomies which have not hitherto been
rth while. Even if we do not set our
ermostats lower, we can insulate our
mes and offices, especially in new con-
ction, to achieve substantial savings.
North America, higher gasoline pri-

s will further stimulate the switch to
aller automobiles, just as higher gas-

o]ine prices in Western Europe have dic-
ted such a pattern from the beginning.

In the thermal generation of electric
wer, we will have strong incentives for

r^search and development in technologies
improve the current unfavourable ratio

o^BTU ( basic thermal unit) input to BTU
o tput of useful energy, now much too

se to three-to-one. In industry, substan-
savings can be developed now that

ere is a cost incentive of significance.
entually it is certain that, for the econo-
as a whole, we can in such ways achieve
re unit output of energy consumption
thout discomfort or significant sacrifice.

Iihas been estimated that in North Amer-
savings of this kind might amount to
much as 30 per cent of total energy

nsumption or, in other words, offset
ething like five to seven years of

wth at recent rates.
The larger need, however, is to direct

oir efforts to developing major alternate
rces of energy. This is not an unexpected

nfed. Over the years substantial resources
d research effort have been directed to

Potential of fossil fuels other than
ventional oil and gas as well as to more

otic energy sources likely to be impor-
t beyond the next two or three decades.
ere is now an urgent need for more.
is urgent because the common charac-

tic of most of the foreseeable alter-

nates is long "lead" times - whether for
difficult and extensive exploration efforts
to find and produce Arctic and offshore
oil and gas, or for the mammoth construc-
tion required before there can be any sig-
nificant impact from Alberta's tar sands,
or for development and improvement of
technologies for coal gasification and li-
quefaction, fusion power or solar power.

North America has a special place in
the equation of alternate energy sources.
Leaving aside nuclear power and more
distant prospects such as solar energy,
the United States has huge fossil-fuel pos-
sibilities in the shape of further conven-
tional oil and gas obtainable by offshore
search and from deeper horizons on land,
as well as by tertiary recovery methods;
oil shales, and close to one-half of the
world's coal. Canada has offshore oil and
gas possibilities, plus the Arctic potential
for conventional petroleum. It also has
the tar sands and Alberta heavy crude oil,
plus significant coal possibilities. The new
situation in world energy markets provides
the economic incentive for efforts to de-
velop all of these potential resources, thus
giving North America the opportunity to
become at least self-sufficient and to cease
being a competitor for the energy resour-
ces of the eastern hemisphere. From
Canada's point of view, it represents the
opportunity to convert resources which
were only theoretical hitherto into eco-
nomic assets which can be developed and
marketed to the advantage of Canada's
national income future.

Bilateral agreements
Developing new energy resources on an
adequate scale will take time. The reason-
able expectation is that they will be phased
in over several decades, with conventional
petroleum being gradually phased out
as supplies are depleted throughout the
world. Both consumers and the producing
countries will in the interval have impor-
tant interests in the costs and availability
of crude oil in international markets.

It is often assumed that the overlap-
ping and conflicting interests involved can
best be dealt with through group co-opera-
tion and negotiation between consumers
and the prodncing countries. Judging by
actions in 1973 and the very early weeks
of 1974 and by the apparent attitudes
of Japan and many of the countries of
Western Europe, such a co-operative ap-
proach may be hard to achieve. One cannot
be sure, however, that such an outcome
will in the end be particularly disastrous.
A variety of bilateral agreements with
individual producing countries may in the
end be as satisfactory a route to identify-

North America's
special place
`in the equation
of alternate
energy sources'

Bilateral pacts
may be route
to identi f ying
and meeting
requirements
of both sides
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Fuel oil cost
had soared
by 60 per cent
in two years

Dwindling reserves of non-renewable

energy resources became a concern to
Canadians and Americans for the first
time in the winter of 1947-48. Oil was
being consumed at an accelerated rate by
the increasing number of new motor-
vehicles, the replacement of steam by
diesel-powered locomotives and the intro-
duction of oil furnaces and space-heaters.
Demand had quickly surpassed North
America's capacity to bring into produc-
tion its known deposits.

The Canadian shortage of fuel oil be-
came acute with the removal of the war-
time ban on new burner installations,
which was itself stimulated by increased
costs for coal as a result of the 1946 coal
strike in the United States. The result was
an inflated market price for oil products,
which contributed to an already spiralling
cost of living. By January 1948, the cost
of fuel oil had risen by 60 per cent within
a two-year period and an alarmed public
was making its displeasure known.

The possible magnitude of the short-
age was first perceived in the spring of
1947. At that time, the five major oil com-
panies operating in Canada began to urge
their customers, through circulars and
advertisements, to reduce consumption by
lowering temperatures, improving insula-
tion and repairing inefficient burners. On
May 9, 1947, C. D. Howe, then Canadian
Minister of Reconstruction and Supply,
warned Canadians against any further in-
stallation of oil-burners without assured
contracts for the supply of oil throughout
the winter ahead. Even though Canada's
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ing and meeting the needs of both sides.
Certainly, it is clear that the produc-

ing countries in most cases will be well-
advised in their own interests to control
the growth of their production and to
prolong the life of their reserves. Certain-
ly, those of them for whom oil and gas are
a major but finite source of income must
be concerned with how best to translate
the proceeds from it into a solid economic
base for continuing future incomes and

employment for their peoples. This car
be accomplished as quickly as oil reven
will mount at today's prices even tvit
substantial further increases in producfic
The interests of the consuming countn
may also be served by such restraint
expansion of production. Certainly, itA
ensure continued stimulus to the necessa
development of alternate sources of ]o';
run energy supply.

An energy crisis in reverse:
Canada as net oil importer
By Donald M. Page

per capita consumption of fuel oil was
than half that of the United States, as
importer of 89 per cent of its oil, 46 t
cent of which came from the United Stat
Canada was bound to be affected by
estimated 15 percent shortfall in the ne
of the United States. Added to this
pected deficiency in North Amenca
the threat of Arab retaliation against
customers who supported the United ^
tions decision on partition of Palestine.

To meet this increased den:and

fuel oil, Canada had, in the first
months of 1947, increased its imports
the United States by 400 per cent 4
cording to United States calculations)
310 per cent (according to the Domii
Bureau of Statistics) over the sanie pei

of 1946.

Threat of Congressional anger
As winter approached, the demand byn
England state governors and ir:fluen
senators, whose constituents were r
threatened by the shortage, for the
servation of all U.S. oil reserves
forcing officials in the Department

Commerce to take some action be ore
gressional anger descended upon fl
Without any previous warning,
officials on December 11, 1947, :nfo
J. R. Murray, the Second Secretary h
Canadian Embassy in Washington,
Canadian imports of oil from the Un^
States would have either to be dfasli
reduced or embargoed. While the h^

Park Declaration had only recently
extended at the request of the U^
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o^ieration, , Mr. Murray was told that it was
t intended to keep Canadians warmer
an Americans::

Two days later, Mr. Murray was again
oned, this time to be confronted by

ne officials from the U.S. Departments
01 State, Commerce and the Interior, who,

ed with pages of statistics, ° accused
ada of using the Hyde Park Agree-

ent as a means of circumventing the
neral export restrictions in order to rob

ericans of ' their vital oil supplies.
enials and explanations had seemingly

n^ impact on these determined officials.
e administration officials," Mr. Murray

er informed Ottawa, "are, of course,
clined to expect us to snap to attention
d take the necessary action whenever
e shoe pinches down here". Canada
uld have the. choice of imposing volun-
ry import quotas or experiencing export

ntrols on up to 90 per cent of Canadian
ports of oil from the United States be-

fare the end of the month. Although the
esident of the United States had already
ervened to call for a Congressional in-

vistigation before restrictions of any
d were imposed, Mr. Murray was
ormed that Congressional remedies
uld probably be harsher than Com-
rce's ultimatum

Congress needed little encouragement
take up the cudgels. The press had
eady established a picture of shivering
encans, and the Governor of Vermont
threatening to use the militia to halt

shipments going to Canada. The most
portant of the dozen committees deal-

with various aspects of the shortage
the House Committee on Inter-State

d Foreign Commerce. While its mem-
rs could see that a ban on exports to
nada would do little to alleviate the
sis, some hoped that such a ban would
ert attention from more controversial
estic measures for the conservation of

plies. Unless Canada acted quickly,
Murray realized, it was about to lose

oil imports from the United States. A
ated attempt to persuade the State De-
tment to dissuade Commerce officials
m presenting their case for export con-
Is to the House Committee on Decem-
17 was unsuccessful. Time was decidely

111t on Canada's side.

tawa surprised
Ottawa, Mr. Murray's urgent appeals
an assessment of Canada's ability to
hstand an embargo caught the Govern-

!tnt by surprise. Canadian policy on oil
orts was in the hands of the Depart-

nt of Reconstruction and Supply, which

had hitherto taken a rather casual atti-
tude toward the crisis. Mr. Howe believed
that, if a month's grace were sought in
which to work out a solution, the Con-
gressional storm would dissipate or be di-
verted to other matters. Accordingly, the
Canadian Ambassador was instructed to
seek a delay because the Government was
in principle opposed to the reimposition of
wartime restrictions and, in any case,
thought that it would be better to brand
the United States as the villain respon-
sible for controls. On December 19, Hume
Wrong, the Canadian Ambassador in
Washington, pleaded with the Assistant
Secretary of State for Economic Affairs
for more time, but all State could promise
was that it would prevent the Inter-
Departmental Review çommittee from
reaching a unanimous solution on an
embargo, thereby assuring a delay while
the matter was discussed by higher
authorities.

The opinion of the State Department
was that Congressional pressure could not
be resisted beyond January 1 and that
appeals to the Hyde Park Declaration
were of no value because it was merely
a declaration of intent without any legal
sanction. Later that day, the State Depart-
ment did persuade the Review Committee,
and in particular officials in Commerce,
that, because of the terms contained in
the recent exchange of notes for the re-
newal of the Declaration, Canada must be
given an opportunity to present its case
before the United States took unilateral
action. The timing of this decision was
crucial, for the House Committee had just
come out in favour of an immediate ban
on the export of oil until the current short-
age was alleviated.

In opposition to Mr. Howe, the
Economic Division of the Department of
External Affairs and its Under-Secretary
were arguing that Canada would soon lose
its right to manoeuvre and bargain unless
Ottawa offered to impose its own controls.
The feasibility of Canadian controls in-
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historian in the External Affairs Depart-
ment on loan from the university for a
two-year research project. Professor Page
is a specialist in Canadian foreign policy
and, in particular, on the impact of public
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He obtained his doctorate from the
University of Toronto with a thesis on
Canadians and the League of Nations.
The views expressed in the article are
those of the author.

Canadasought
to delay
U.S. export ban
in the hope
that `storm'
would vanish
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creased when Mr. Howe learned from the
oil companies on 'December 22 that, as
a result of the freeze on burner-installa-
tion and increased imports, Canada had
almost doubled its inventories of the pre-
vious winter. It was obvious that, with
minor adjustments in allocation, Canada
could afford during January 1947 to cut
voluntarily imports from the United States
of kerosene, stove oil, furnace oil and
diesel oil by 50 per cent or less of the
monthly average of imports of the first
quarter of 1947.

A Canadian offer based on Mr. Howe's
assessment of the situation was informally
made to the Under-Secretary of Commer-
ce, William Foster, who responded much

Foster wanted more favourably than his subordinates,
no action taken who had led the opposition against Can-
that would hurt ada's special status under the Hyde Park
Canada's economy Declaration: Mr. Foster wanted no uni-

lateral action that would hurt the Cana-
dian economy, and promised to do his
part in preventing Congress from includ-
ind Canada in any general export controls
as long as the Canadian proposals were
working satisfactorily. His aides, Francis
McIntyre and Thomas Blaisdell, doubted
that Canada would make good its prom-
ises, but reluctantly agreed to the estab-
lishment of some joint machinery for
monitoring the flow of oil into Canada.

Divergence in U.S.
The Canadian offer came into effect on
December 31, but not before State and
Commerce officials had another quarrel
over the retention and meaning of the
Hyde Park Declaration. In the end, both
departments agreed that joint commodity
committees could best work out agree-
ments based on wartime experience when
neither department felt so harrassed by
Congress. The divergence between State
and Commerce was very evident in their
presentations on the Canadian proposal
before a Senate committee at the begin-
ning of January. The Assistant Secretary
of Commerce announced that Canada's vol-
untary restraints were acceptable because
oil companies with larger markets in the
United States would naturally want to
keep smaller Canadian operations in line
and his department had already estab-
lished its own monitoring services on the
border. In the future, Canada would no
longer be considered as a "49th State" for
economic and export control purposes.

In contrast to this self-interested
tough line was the presentation made by
Canada's good friend, Tyler Wood, a
senior official in the State Department.
Mr. Wood repeatedly emphasized the har-
monious and unique relations that had
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existed for so long between the two couo
tries. Moreover,- Canada's contribution h
European recovery made it "a very stro^
ally", which, he argued, the .United Sta{e
in its own interest could not afford t
lose through any unilateral action over oi
shortages. However, attempts to reassno
Congressmen that Canada's lower po
capita consumption of oil and more egten.
sive control over new burner installation
also entitled Ottawa to an exemption froc
export controls had little impact wh^
mid-January temperatures dropped w°
below the average. When the Departmen
of the Interior began to publicize mor;
stringent guidelines for the conservatio:
of supplies, the American press rightl,
questioned how much Canadians we
suffering in comparison with their neigb
bours who had benevolently sold them ^.
much of their supplies in the first plaa
For a while the continuation of even Ce
ada's reduced imports rested precariou^
on State's ability to head off a possibL
Commerce capitulation to CongressionÉf
demands for a ban on all exports.

Turning-point
The decisive turning-point within Cor
merce occurred when Howard Syk
special consultant on oil to the Secre
of Commerce, visited two Canadian cabin
ministers and four deputy ministers
January 19 to 21. Mr. Sykes returned
Washington convinced that Canada shoâ
remain exempt from export controls
long as it continued its voluntary cutba
on imports. He was confident that tue U^
Administration could control Congress
it spoke with one voice.

After Mr. Sykes' visit, a ciiang ti
attitude was manifest in the Comme
Department. Nothing more was heard
a Commerce Department proposal for '
extension of Canadian quotas to heai
and residual oil.

Mr. Sykes' visit also enabled (!anai^
to live with the Congressional threai
which the press so avidly reported.
the Senate Committee considered ty
Bridges Bill for a ban on all egports, ^
was Commerce rather than StaEe ty{#
defended the continuation of Cana d^^^
exemption. This was no easy task R'h^
Congressmen, under substantial d^^me^
pressure, were vying with each other I
introducing embargo bills.

But Administration pressure, cc
bined with a certain antipathy of so^
Congressmen to any form of conml
eventually led the House Committee
consider an embargo bill that eaplid^
excluded Canada because of it3 E
neighbourliness in applying voluntary
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ort controls. Support for this exemption

osai for ^ dequate supplies and the request for

creased after Mr. Wood explained to the
ommittee Canada's position and Mr.
owe, at Mr. Wood's request, gave a press

onference on .^ Canadian efforts to con-
erve supplies. 'State's support of Canada
as unstinting' and even went so far as
o defend British Columbia's right to con-
inue its export quota§ on logs shipped to

he United States against important sup-
orters of the Administration who thought
hat the United States at least deserved
trade-off between export restrictions on

il and logs.
Under these circumstances, Canada

ad little choice but to extend its voluntary
greernent for January to the end of April,
ut not before Ottawa attached the rider
onditional upon the receipt by all Cana-
an refineries of their programmed and

xpected supplies of imported crude oil
orn all sources". This far-reaching rider
as inserted as a lever in an attempt to
et the United States Maritime Commis-
on to revert to its wartime policy of
owing foreign tankers to discharge U.S.

il at Portland, Maine, for the pipeline
Montreal and the chartering of tankers

r Canada on the same basis as those for
omestic U.S. needs. Canadian oil com-
anies had, on the basis of limited data,
onvinced Mr. Howe that Canadian re-

eries could not continue to operate at
eir present levels without these conces-
ons. Accordingly, Mr. Wrong presented
e need to both the State and Commerce
epartments with the request that they
se their influence to persuade the Mar-
ime Commission to grant Canada an
emption from its restrictions. After

a cliangeaking this case as strongly as he could,
Comme bassador Wrong was informed by

is heard ttawa that Canada did, in fact, have

s to heal nktrs was superfluous. Mr. Wrong was
ghtly upset at Ottawa's bungling in pre-

led (`ana^, nting the appeal as an urgent one with-
nal threa It raving investigated it beforehand. In
rted. Wb^ dition to the possibility of State and
idered ty omir,erce discovering the truth on the
egports, ^ nker issue, Mr. Wrong was worried about
State ty{ e fruitless use of his influence when it

,f Cana as urgently needed elsewhere to obtain
^;s Rh & S. supplies of natural gas for industries

al d^)mest southwestern Ontario.
ch other i Adding to Mr. Wrong's discomfiture

ssure, cO
by of s0'1

^of contm;
►mmittee
t ea p11a^

►f ita
)luntarY

as the appearance of F. J. Cottle, supply
anoger for Imperial Oil Ltd. Mr. Howe
d decided to take the responsibility for
ttling energy matters out of the hands
the Embassy and had appointed Mr.

ottle as his personal adviser and nego-
tor in such matters. This "industrial-

Plornatic trouble-shooter", as the press

called him, arrived in Washington unan-
nounced. Mr. Cottle, who had no patience
with the old diplomatic channels and the
totality of the relationship involved, in-
sisted on working through his network of
old friends in Washington to clear up the
small remaining details of the various
energy problems. Although he achieved
satisfactory results, it is doubtful if his
efforts would have been successful with-
out the groundwork laid by the Canadian
Embassy.

Brighter outlook
By the spring of 1948, the crisis was over
and the outlook for the next winter was
becoming much brighter. Discoveries of
oil at Alberta's Leduc fields held out the
prospect of Prairie self-suTciency in oil.
Ontario and Quebec were receiving more
imports from Venezuela as more tankers
became available for carrying oil to Can-
ada. The introduction of fluid catalytic
cracking and catalytic Polymerization
units increased the capacity of Canadian
refineries. By 1950 Alberta was preparing
to market its surplus oil in the United
States and it was the turn of the United
States to consider import restrictions.

In the settlement of the embargo is-
sue, the Canadian Government had relied
heavily upon the State Department to
interpret and defend Canadian interests
in a Congress whose primary concern was
naturally with the preservation of the
American way of life. Volatile Canadian
protests would have needlessly fanned
the wrong flames in Congress when skilful
management was called for. It was the
State Department that perceived that
the national interest of the United States
had to be extended to include support
of the preservation of the Canadian econ- `In the end
omy and a historic relationship, while the spirit
the Department of Commerce saw only of Hyde Park
the domestic side of the crisis, which at triumphed ,..'
first led it to reject State's guidance and
State's role as a buffer between Canada
and Congress. It was Commerce that the
Canadian Embassy had to learn how to
influence.

In the end, the spirit of Hyde Park
triumphed because of the insistence of
certain officials that mutual co-operation
and compromise should prevail over uni-
lateral action by the United States to
protect a narrow view of its economic
self-interest. This triumph is even more
striking because it came at a time when
Canada's needs made it the debtor in
Canada-United States relations. Past roles
in an energy crisis in reverse do not govern
present action, but they do suggest a pic-
ture of a relationship worth considering.



Some measure of co-existence
with Arab world, Israel's goal

By Harold M. Waller

It seems that the world cannot allow its
attention to be deflected from the Middle
East for very long. Once again that region
has become the focal point of international
conflict, reminding those with short mem-
ories of the fragile character of world peace.
To many observers the nature of the sit-
uation has changed dramatically. In order
to assess the significance of the Yom
Kippur War, it is essential to review some
of the background to the conflict. There is
a disturbing tendency on the part of many
detached observers to dismiss the past
and try to analyze the problem as it exists
today. Yet both sides in the Middle East
do have views of history that affect their
response to the terms for settlement today.
These have to be taken into account in
any attempt to achieve a realistic out-
come. This article will deal mainly with
Israeli perceptions of history and the pres-
ent situation, as well as an assessment
of the long-term prospects in the area.
Predicting anything in the Middle East is
risky, but some prediction is essential.
Realistically, each side must predict the
behaviour of the other in order to reach
a peace settlement.

Nothing has been more distressing
to Israel since its founding in 1948 than
the unwillingness of its Arab neighbours
to recognize the fact of its existence and
to conduct their affairs accordingly. This
is the root of the entire question. Issues
about territories, boundaries, international
waterways and refugees are all secondary.
In the Israeli view, the attack by Egypt,
Syria, Lebanon, Transjordan, Iraq and

Pro fessor Waller has served as chairman
of the Political Science Department at
McGill University since 1969 and has
been a member of the department since
1967. He is a long-time student of Israeli
politics and has written frequently on
Israel and on foreign policy issues in the
Middle East. He is currently doing
research in the field of energy policy.
The views expressed are those of
Professor Waller.

Saudi Arabia on Independence Day i
1948 signalled an intention to destroy th^
nascent Jewish state. Most Israelis a
convinced that the Arab states have never
deviated since then from their intention
of eliminating Israel. Innumerable state
ments to that effect and a provocativE
military and political stance by the Arale
only serve to reinforce the Israeli belief.

Some supporters of the Arab caus
argue that Israel should never have bea
created and that attacks on its legitima.
cy and existence are therefore justified
Realistically, Israel does exist. Tl.erefon
this is an approach of dubious validit
that only hardens Israeli resolve a^
makes the prospects for settlement dil
ficult. Even today there are Arab leader
who preach the destruction of IsraeL D
they mean what they say, Israel is fu âs
justified in its scepticism about the pros
pects for peace. On the other band, i
they are making such statements only fT
internal political reasons, they can hardh
be considered as responsible statesrnen. I
any event, if the Israelis could be cor
vinced by the Arab nations that the righ.
to exist peacefully within secure and %
ognized boundaries with the usuai right
of a peaceful nation was genuinely anç
sincerely accepted, a peace agieeme
could be achieved very quickly. The deta^^
would not be very difficult to work out
What troubles the Israelis is the sneal
ing suspicion that the present talk abot
limited Arab aspirations is only a de*
to return to the pre-1967 borders in orck
to facilitate the ultimate dismembermec
of Israel.

As the Israelis see it, they have ba
to fight four wars since 1948 (or one mp
tinuous war with periods of truce ). Ea^
time the Arabs have attacked (1948 0'
1973) or provoked an Israeli pre-emO'
strike to forestall a grave threat (1k
and 1967). The dangers to Israe;'s v
existence of absorbing a first strike. wi
the 1949 armistice lines is obvious 1109
after the attack and early advances on
tober 6, 1973. In each of these four W
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]i viewed as defensive by the Israelis,
he Arabs lost territory. Following each
var they have tried to regain the lost
erritory by political means without rec-
gnizing Israel or coming to terms with it.

Instead of sitting down to negotiate
peace treaty, as nations usually do after
war, the Arabs have preferred to live

,ith the status quo until they could try
gain to achieve their goals by military
eans. The Khartoum declaration of 1967
typical of this attitude: no recognition,

o negotiation,' no peace. Thus Israel's
orders have never been agreed upon, the
abs have refused to terminate the state

f belligerency, preferring to keep open
he military option for the time and place
f their choosing. This forced the Israelis
o rely on a pre-émptive strategy through

967. The Arabs, using outside political
ressures when their own military prowess
iled, enjoyed the luxury of fighting wars

f limited risk, without having to accept
he consequences of their acts.

asic issue
n 1974, when one of the two professed
ims of the Arabs is a return to the June
,1967, boundaries, one cannot blame the
sraelis for asking why the Arabs were
nwilling to accept those borders as per-
anent between 1949 and 1967. What was
e Arab grievance against Israel for those

8 years? It was simply the fact of Israel's
stence. That grievance has been ob-
red since 1967 by the issue of the

ccupied territories. But most Israelis be-
eve that the original grievance remains.

During the 1967-73 period, the Israelis
It very confident about their military
periority and enjoyed the feeling of
curity provided by the occupied terri-
ries. Like other victorious nations in the

ast, they expected the vanquished to
egotiate on their terms. This was not
consistent with the intent of Security
ouncil Resolution 242, which called for
raeli v<•ithdrawal, but explicitly avoided
Ring upon Israel for total withdrawal.
urthermore, withdrawal was intimately
nnected with a general agreement on
curity and territorial integrity, termina-
on of states of belligerency, freedom of
vigation in international waterways and
[ution of the refugee problem. In the con-
xt of such a package, which amounted
at least a form of peace, the risks of

raeli withdrawal would have been ac-
ptable to the Israeli Government. But
e Arabs chose to emphasize withdrawal,
d total withdrawal at that, while ignor-
g the other parts of the package.

This state of affairs gave the Israelis
good excuse to resist pressures for a

settlement that did not meet their needs.
With American arms and superior military
strength, they felt that they could sit
indefinitely. Even so, there was a lively
debate within Israel over the advisability
of retaining Arab territory.

1970 standstill ceasefire
In 1969 Egypt again resorted to a military
option by - instituting a war of attrition
along the Suez, which was terminated by
the August 1970 standstill ceasefire. The
Russians and the Egyptians immediately
moved missiles up to the Suez Canal, ex-
plicitly violating the terms of the agree-
ment that had just been concluded. The
United States and the rest of the inter-
national community did nothing in the
face of such provocation, aistance that
cost the Israelis heavily when Egypt at-
tacked in 1973.

The attitude of the rest of the world
in 1970 reinforced Israeli suspicion of in-
ternational promises, undertakings and
guarantees. In 1957, Israel was forced
to withdraw from Sinai by rather blunt
American pressure, coupled with assur-
ances that the Egyptian army would not
re-enter the Gaza Strip and that the
Strait of Tiran would be kept open. Yet
the Egyptians moved back into Gaza im-
mediately and about ten years later closed
the Strait. On neither occasion did the
nations of the world enforce the agree-
ments. Hence Israel could only conclude
that international guarantees mean very
little in the Middle East.

The belief was further reinforced by
the generally permissive attitude toward
airborne piracy and terrorism by various
Palestinian guerrilla groups and their Israel upset
associates. The destruction of a Swiss by attitude
airplane, the Lod massacre, the travesty of other states
of the Munich Olympics, the murders at on terrorism,
Khartoum - all resulted in no punishment aerial piracy
for the perpetrators of the crimes unless
they were in Israeli hands. The ease with
which the terrorists obtained the release
of the Munich murderers was particularly
distressing. In Israel, where memories of
the Nazi holocaust are still vivid and per-
sonal, even for those who were fortunate
enough not to have been involved direct-
ly, what appeârs to be a casual attitude
toward international barbarism is regarded
as an ill omen.

Attitude on 1967 lines
All of these factors contributed to a cer-
tain contentment with the 1967 lines.
Furthermore, the Israelis, having fought
what they felt was a defensive war for
survival in 1967, saw their occupation of
the various territories as legal under inter-
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national law. The only proper way to deal
with the question was through direct ne-
gotiations between the parties, a procedure
that the Arabs refused. Even after the
1973 war, the Egyptians made it clear that
they did not intend to negotiate directly
with the Israelis at the Geneva Confer-
ence. Interestingly, negotiations for the
January agreement on disengagement at
Suez were carried out through an inter-
mediary, Dr. Henry Kissinger, and not
directly.

The surprise Egyptian-Syrian attack

last October succeeded in breaking the
log-jam, at least for the moment. The com-
bination of war plus the employment of
the oil weapon by the Arab states shocked
the nations of the world into pressing for
negotiations, with many countries simply
mouthing the Arab point of view on with-
drawal. As in any negotiations, each side
will probably come out with something,
but not all of what it wants. The key
question for Israel is whether the outcome
of the Geneva talks will provide it with
the security, recognition and acceptance
.that it has so long desired, or whether it

will diminish its security and thus en-
courage the Arabs to proceed with their
oft-proclaimed goal of liquidation. At the
time of writing, the outcome is still un-
clear. In particular, two things remain to
be ascertained: (1) whether the Arabs and
Egypt, in particular, are now prepared to
live in peace with Israel and are willing to
forswear any attempt to destroy Israel;
and (2) how far the United States will try
to push Israel if real peace does not seem
to be at hand.

Evaluation of changes
Any understanding of the present situa-
tion also requires knowledge of which
aspects have changed and which have not.
First of all, the changes:

1) The Arab military threat is more
credible than ever before. Israel took
heavier losses than at any time since the
1948 war for independence. Still, tac-
tically Israel won the war and demon-
strated that it can defeat the Arab armies,
even on two fronts. Were it not for the
combination of surprise and an imposed
ceasefire, the Israeli victory would have
been complete. The war proved that
although the Israelis are not superhuman,
they do possess a superior army, which
dominates the situation on the ground.
In reality, the Arab military accomplish-
ment is only spectacular in comparison
with their previous efforts. The added
threat of offensive missiles increases the
risk for the Israelis in any war, but cer-
tainly does not give reason to accede to
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Arab demands.
2) Israel is almost totally isolate

diplomatically. This development, eve
the actions of the African nations, do^
not convince Israelis that they are wroq
If anything, it reinforces basic su:piciot
that many Israelis have about the goo[
will and integrity of the rest of the wor.:
and the determination to look after tk
own interests.

3) The use of the oil weapon hâsII
jected a new dimension. Israelis are amazE
at the alacrity with which Europear
including some of the major countrio
echoed Arab positions on key issues. B,,
the real question is the extent to whie:
the United States can be pressured 1
the oil weapon. Undoubtedly the Israe
will strive mightily to separate their p
litical situation from the economic situ
tion with regard to oil.

4) The Arabs have found a unity tb<
never existed before, embracing this ti
Saudi Arabia's King Faisal. In the pa
the Israelis could always count on disput
between Arabs to weaken the Arab eBa
against Israel and even now there is sa
discord in the Arab camp. This may R(
increase as negotiations proceed.

5) Israel and at least two Arab stat
are nominally negotiating in Geneva. Tk
is a most significant step, but Israe`.
wonder whether the Arabs see the pea
conference simply as a means of achieii
Israeli withdrawal or whether they a
prepared to take the steps necessary
establish the beginning of peace.

Despite all these differences, ir:uchb
remained the same in the war's aftermat

1) Israel still retains military supe
ority. The Arabs can certainly hurt Isra
but even with massive Soviet supplies th^
cannot defeat Israel so long as the Unit
States provides weapons and equipme
Still, this war with its terrible losses m
have impressed on both sides the futili'
of military solutions.

2) The continuing double stan&
applied by, the United Nations and m(
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of its member nations (with the excep6c
of Canada and a few others) was ap
evident. So long as the Syrians and Er-.
tians appeared to be succeeding, t:iere^
no significant move to halt the fighh!
The United States was alone among
major powers to try to stop the figh
when it began. This was true de4piO
fact that Egypt and Syria had violated
ceasefire agreement and the UN C bB^
itself by their unprovoked attack. It A
only after the tide had turned in fa`'
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. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
rts to newsmen in Jerusalem that he
present Israeli's troop withdrdwal plan
gyptian President Anwar Sadat.
eli Foreign Minister Abba Eban (left)
U.S. Ambassador Kenneth Keating

y, Iraq, which did not agree to the
efire and never signed the armistice
ement of 1949, is now a member of
Security Council.
3) There continues to be ambiguity

ut the positions of both sides. The
elis have argued for several years that
want negotiations without precondi-

s, within the framework of Resolution
At the same time, it was quite evident
there were certain areas that simply

Id not be given up. Even now, the
elis are uncertain as to where they
d on the territorial issue, with even
dominant political alignment badly
Last December's election campaign

little to clarify this point. Hence the
eli approach will probably be egtreme-
refui and wary, with an unwillingness
onunit the country to anything more
one step at a time.

The Arabs have proclaimed two goals
he resolution of the present confiict:
inin; the territories lost in 1967 and
restoration of the legitimate rights of
Talestinian people. Each of these aims
es implications that give pause to
lis and make them suspicious of the
s and the other countries that have
rsed those goaLs.

Before 1967, the Arabs were quite
about their aim of destroying Israel.

AP - Canada Wide photo

(centre) were present for talks in mid-
January - part of a series Dr. Kissinger
held with Israeli and Egyptian leaders as
a prelude to the disengagement agreement
of January 18.

To the Israelis the events of May 1967
were the prelude to the attempt at "polit-
icide", and even genocide. Statements of
the Arab leaders, especially Gamal Abdel
Nasser, vividly underscored such a pur-
pose. (On May 29, 1967, the Egyptian
leader said: "The battle will be general and
our basic aim the destruction of Israel.")
After their defeat, the Arabs realized how
counter-productive such intemperate lan-
guage was. So they began a subtle cam-
paign aimed at the West to show that all
they wanted was the return of their land
and the restoration of Palestinian rights. `Before 1967
This propaganda campaign was most ef- Arabs were
fective and allowed Western nations to quite open
support the Arab cause diplomatically about aim
without having to worry about having of elimination
Jewish blood on their hands. of Israel...'

But for domestic consumption the
line was quite different. Egyptian Pres-
ident Anwar gadat and other leaders have
made it abundantly clear that the recovery
of the occupied territories is only the first
step toward the eventual eradication of
the Zionist state. President Sadat himself
stated on June 2, 1971, that "the Zionist
conquest to which we are being subjected
will not be terminated by the return of
the occupied territories". And Mohammed
Heikal, then his confidant, had written in
Al-Ahram three months before that the
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Rhetoric about
`secular
democratic
state
in Palestine'
seen as only
formulation
for politicide

Two competing
nationalisms
in what was
mandated
Palestine

Arabs had only two goals: to erase the
1967 aggression and the 1948 aggression
by "Israel's total and absolute annihila-
tion". As for an expressed willingness
to conclude a peace agreement, Pres-
ident Sadat has always used the Arabic
term salaam, a formalistic arrangement or
temporary truce, but never sullt, which

means reconciliation and genuine peace
that springs organically from the political
situation as a manifestation of a just
settlement.

`Ambiguous' goal
The other declared goal is the elusive and
deliberately ambiguous "restoration of the
legitimate rights of the Palestinian people".
Given the unambiguous pronouncements
of the terrorist and Arab government
leaders, Israelis believe that the term is
only a public relations code phrase for the
elimination of Israel. Yasser Arafat's re-
cent weak declaration to the contrary is
viewed as pro forma, designed to placate
Western public opinion. The rhetoric about
a secular democratic state in Palestine as
a replacement for Israel is only a polite
formulation for annihilation.

In addition, historical experience
would lead one to ask whether the pro-
posed state would indeed be as described
or would more likely follow the pattern
of other Arab states, which are decidedly
secular, hardly hospitable to other na-
tional groups and rarely demôcratic. The
Palestine Liberation Organization talks
about "the liberation of the whole of
Palestine and the annihilation of the
Zionist usurper state, politically, militar-
ily, socially and spiritually". Obviously
Israelis cannot view the Arab interpreta-
tion of Palestinian rights with equanim-
ity, as they are not compatible with
maintenance of Israeli national rights.
However, this does not rule out a solution.
All parties must recognize that there are
two competing nationalisms in what once
was mandated Palestine (which included
what is now Jordan). There is plenty of
room in the territory for both, provided
that threats of annihilation are eschewed.
Thus the Israelis and Jordan's King Hus-
sein will have to soften their opposition
to a Palestinian state in the West Bank
area, provided that the Palestinians are
willing to come to terms with Israel, and
give up their claims to the rest of what
was Palestine.

A further requirement for such a
solution is the recognition that political
upheavals do result in some displacement
and exchange of populations. The Pales-
tinian refugees can find a home in a Pales-
tinian state, with a few choosing to live in
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Israel, which has been prepared for s
years to accept such a--plan, inclup
compensation for the displaced. But,
settlement must also recognize thaf
least 700,000 Jews from - Arab coun^
have had to be resettled in Israel. In
meantime, the concentrated and vi
presence of the refugees serves well
cause of those who seek a justification
Israel's annihilation. Furthermore,
Israelis are justified in asking why Joi
and Egypt prevented the establislune
a Palestinian state on the West Bank
in the Gaza Strip between 1948 and ly

Given this background, are therep
pects for some movement toward peao
the wake of the recent war? Having p
tially restored their self-image, the At,
or at least the Egyptians, are takingl
first steps toward mutual co-egistenceA
Israel by negotiating and reaching
preliminary military agreements. Thi;
an encouraging sign, although Isra
have mixed feelings about the Suez
engagement agreement. Bearing in n
that Israel had proposed a similar
earlier, they welcome any step which
pears to reduce the threat of a renew
war and which may pave the way toi
the long-awaited negotiations on su
tive issues. But they also remember
years of threats and attempts at
tion. Thus the disengagement proco
is a test of Egyptian intentions. The
raelis realize that they are accep
certain risks, especially by giving up ^
offensive position west of Suez and
acknowledging Egyptian territorial g
in the 1973 war. On the other hand,
want to give the Egyptians a chance
prove that they are prepared at 1ee,
live in a state of peaceful co-existence
Israel, even if they do not desire 6
and more normal ties. If Egyptian
faith can be demonstrated, then the]
raelis can contemplate the next
toward a settlement. If not, then
Israelis have not conceded very much
can refuse to bargain further. ltiow
any Egyptian violation of the limita
of forces agreement on the east W
the Canal would undoubtedly be reg
as a grave provocation by Israel.

Territory as incentive
Israel retains most of the territoty g
since 1967 and can be expected to I"
out the possible return of territory I
an incentive for an acceptable politj
agreement. If the disengagement at ^^
works, it will probably reduce the int^
pressure on Israel for immediate con.
sions and allow it to negotiate in a&-
atmosphere for the rest of a package

a
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pt. This stage could take a very long
Actually Egypt is "on the spot" at

t as much as Israel because President
at may be tempted to contemplate a
rate agreement with Israel. This would
great advantages to Egypt and is

ible, but would antagonize the other

tline Arab states. As for Jordan, its
tion is involved with the resolution of
Palestinian question.
U.S. Secretary of State Kissinger's
ess efforts have helped to convert a
situation into one that is directed,

inimally, toward some form of co-
tence, albeit hostile. But the Israelis

ot minimize the risks of another war
egotiating positions harden and the
s, aided by the Soviet Union, again

other possibilities for the achievement
eir goals.
Over the long term, the situation is
ear. Much time is required to estab-
full peaceful relations between former

he October war: an analysis
the voice of Cairo's al-Ahram

me M. Kenny

Since this article was prepared,
oharnmed Heykal lost his position as
tor-in-chief of al-Ahram, the influen-

al Cairo newspaper that was founded
1876. As a young man, Mr. Heykal's

oal was to become editor of al-Ahram
d he realized this ambition under the

dministration of his friend Gamal
bdel Nasser in 1957.

Mr. Heykal's ouster at the begin-
ing of February was followed by word
at he had been appointed press ad-
ser to President Anwar Sadat. His suc-
sor as editor of al-Ahram, according
initial reports, is All Amin, generally
nsidered to be pro-Western in his

pathies and a critic of Nasser-type
cialisn.

Mr. Heykal has had his policy dif-
rences with President Sadat, for ex-

the view of Mohammed Hassanein
kal, editor of al-Ahram until his recent
er, and the Arabs generally, Israel is
creature of Zionism, an ideology born
'uropean anti-Semitism, in which the
s were in no way involved. The cre-

n of Israel in the Arab homeland of

foes. But it has been done before. The
crucial question is whether at least Syria,
Egypt and Jordan, as well as the Pales-
tinians, can accept the reality of Israel's
existence and abandon continuous plan-
ning and preparing for its destruction.
This necessitates a genuine change of
attitude. If that occurs, Israel will feel
more confident and secure about bargain-
ing, contributing to an atmosphere that
is conducive to a settlement of maximum
justice and equity. On the other hand,
without such a change in attitude, renewed
war at some point seems certain, with
obvious dangers. It is to be deplored that
the increased likelihood of a settlement
results from war and not simply from a
decision by both sides to negotiate their
differences. But that is the reality. The
parties to the conflict must now make
the most of the opportunity that has been
presented to them.

ample, over unity with Libya and the
continuation of the fighting in the Oc-
tober war, in which the al-Ahram editor
seemed to support the Egyptian chief of
staff, now dismissed. There is no doubt
that the Egyptian President is counting
heavily on a favourable outcome to the
U.S.-supported peace negotiations with
Israel; however, personal differences be-
tween the two men seem to have been
of prime importance in the ouster of
Mr. Heykal. His removal from the
editor's post at al-Ahram marks the
elimination of one of the last strong
Nasser supporters to remain in a very
influential position.

But the change in Mr. Heykal's
position does not affect the validity or
pertinence of this summation of his
views. - L. M. K.

Palestine is seen as the extension of West-
ern imperialism, intended to guarantee
Western political and economic domination
of the area. The Arabs fear Israel as the
agent of worldwide Zionism, committed to
a policy of expropriation and expansion at
the expense of the Arabs.



Al-Ahram's Centre of Political and
Strategic Studies. came to the conclusion in
the spring of 1972 that the Russian-Amer-
ican détente had resulted in a "no-peace
no-war" situation in the Middle East, a
situation benefiting only Israel, the United
States and possibly the U.S.S.R., but not
the Arabs. The Arabs, therefore, had to
initiate action to break the stalemate.
Egypt's Anwar Sadat made the move, in
mid-summer of that year, of expelling the
thousands of Soviet advisers in his country,
but this only led to a dead end because the
United States and the West made no move
to respond to this initiative.

Mohammed Heykal has always held
that the Arab-Israeli dispute could never
be settled without resort to arms; the
Arabs, he reasoned, would never recover
their rights while they remained weak. The
Soviet Union apparently agreed in the late
fall of 1972 to give Egypt and Syria more
arms, though not everything they wanted,
and their buildup for the October 1973
showdown began.

The al-Ahram editor also expressed
the view, formerly advocated by Gamal
Abdel Nasser, that "Arab oil" must be used
as a weapon in the struggle. Mr. Heykal
went so far as to state that, although the
immediate confrontation might be along
the Suez Canal, the more important stra-
tegic battle would centre on the "Arabian"
Gulf (al-Ahram, May 5, 1973; all the quo-
tations cited are taken from Mr. Heykal's
weekly editorial page entitled "Bi-sarahah"
("Frankly Speaking") ). In last fall's
struggle, the oil weapon was employed to
support Arab arms thrown into the fray on
October 6, 1973.

Outbreak of hostilities
Although the Arab press at first accused
Israel of starting the fighting, it was soon
admitted that the two-front attack had
resulted from a concerted decision taken
by Egypt and Syria and had been carried
out after careful preparation that caught

Pro fessor Kenny is chairman of the Depart-
ment of Islamic Studies at the University
of Toronto. During a 23-year span, he
spent considerable time in Egypt as
missionary, teacher and scholar. After
completing his graduate studies at McGill
University, he joined the Department of
Islamic Studies at the University of
Toronto and subsequently became asso-
ciate chairman and then chairman. He has
served as executive director of the Centre
for Arabic Studies Abroad at Cairo's
American University. The views expressed
in this article are as indicated in the
explanatory note.

Israeli and American intelligence by
prise. Indeed, in Mr. Heykal's view, onE
the most significant aspects of the
repeatedly emphasized, was that, for l
first time in 25 years, the Arabs
wrested the initiative from Israeli han^
fact of momentous significance for Is^l
security (a theme to which further re.
ence will be made later).

The al-Ahram editor put forw•ard'
case, derived from a variety of "trustwor
sources", that the Israeli high co rnrz
had misjudged the situation, believing
President Sadat would not dare to atta
that Israel's Bar Lev Line was a-ell-
impregnable, that the Israeli Army
easily handle any force that might b
through and that the Arabs were too
vided to co-ordinate their efforts ("Is
What is Happening and What Did L,
pen", al-Ahram, December 7, 1973).
when Israeli intelligence ascertained
massing of troops on both the Egyp
and Syrian fronts four or five days bef:
the war, there was no agreement
whether it presaged an offensive or a
simply a sign of the deterioration of
situation on the Syrian front after the
battle over the Syrian port of Tartous
September 13 and/or merely a part of
Egyptian fall manoeuvres.

Then, according to Mr. Heykal,
the evening of October 5, new informa'
was received by Israeli intelligence
the attack might come the next day. At
urgent meetings, it was decided to get
touch with Washington and through
U.S. authorities with the Soviet Uni
Egypt and Syria, to warn the Arab sta:
against attacking. At the same time,
urgent study of the possibility cf aF.
ventive attack was undertaken, but it a
decided that it was too late for any*
but an air strike, which would entail t
great a risk in the face of Egyptian a.
Syrian defensive missile systems. All
Israel could do was to order a complF
and urgent mobilization. The initi2.tivel'
passed into Arab hands.

The Israeli bridgehead
Mr. Heykal concentrated his editcrial ca'
ments not on the actual course of the ^
but on the significance of its varie
aspects. He referred to the "blood and fir
the Egyptian forces faced in cro-sing t
Suez Canal and the formidable nature
the fortifications on the other side, b
only to illustrate the courage of the E
tian soldier in conquering "the waIl
fear", and his ingenuity and determinati`
in storming the east bank of the canal f
also drew attention to the Arab use
portable anti-tank and anti-plane mia
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the unprecedentedly large tank bat-

, as having written a new chapter in
tactics of modem warfare.
One major development of the war to

ch the al-Ahram editor devoted an en-
editorial (January 25, 1974) was the
eli bridgehead across the Suez Canal.

itled "The General and the Gazelle",
editorial appeared âfter disengage-

t of Egyptian and Israeli forces had
n agreed upon, and the date undoubt-
y indicates an attempt to play down the
ortance of the bridgehead after the

fait. The "general" referred to is General
el Sharon, the great advocate of this
ersionary tactic and leader of the oper-

n. The question posed was whether it
a "great military feat, which changed
October war from an Israeli defeat

into a victory, the fruit of which Israel was
rived of at the last moment", or whether

i4vas "a dangerous gamble", which suc-
ded for the time, but which the Israeli
h command then wanted "to liquidate

h(^ourably and quietly".
To support the latter thesis, Mr. Hey-
cited the fact that Israel had always

a ided any venture across the canal into
h vily-populated Egyptian territory, even

1967 when the way to Cairo lay open.
G^neral Sharon's name for the operation,
" azelle", is said to have indicated its

rpose - a swift, sharp, light strike. That
Israeli high command was doubtful

aqout the proposal is well known, as is the
t that General Sharon was held back
til October 15, when the flood of Amer-

i4n supplies had reached full spate. It was
erted that the operation was successful

o^ly because of the confusion that reigned
f the first few days, which is doubtless

e, and that when the ceasefire came on
tober 32, General Sharon's forces were

s111 in such an exposed position that he
d to drive onward to surround Suez and
e Adabiyah to the south.
The political and psychological ad-

ntages of the stranglehold on Suez and
e Egyptian Third Army were no doubt
e main ones. Al-Ahram's editor estimated
at this extension of Israeli forces de-

ded the continued mobilization of 25
30 divisions on the southern front (as

mpared to from five to seven before the
r) - seven in the bridgehead, five west
the canal guarding its approaches and:o^sing 4 o

the E

nature
, side, E^

ie waIl'
erminati`
, canal f
,ab use
ie MW

facing the Egyptian Second and Third
ies, in addition to strategic reserves.

ong with the drain of such an extended
bilization on the Israeli economy, there
s the danger that the bridgehead, now
rrounded by Egyptian forces, might it-
(f be cut off in any renewed fighting. For
ese and other reasons, the Israeli high

command rejected General Sharon's claim
that the bridgehead was "a revolver
pointed at the heart of Egypt . . . and a
rope around the neck of the Third Army".
This rejection has been declared to have
been the main reason for General Sharon's
decision to resign his commission to return
to the political scene.

Psychological effects on the Arabs
In his first "Bi-sarahah" column after the
outbreak of the October war, entitled "An
Attempt at Conceptualizing the War"
(October 12, 1973), Mr. Heykal concen-
trated first of all on the psychological sig- Egyptians saw
nificance of the important initial victories fear complex
of the Arabs. These had demonstrated, he and myths
said, the ability of the Arabs - primarily of indecision
of President Sadat - to come to a decision destroyed
to break out of the "no-war no-peace"
stalemate. They had conquered the "wall
of fear" referred to previously and proved
their courage and spirit of sacrifice in
battle. They had also shown that they
were the equal of Israeli soldiers as masters
of modern technological warfare. Thus
they had destroyed the myths of Arab
indecision and their fear complex and that
of their enemy's invincibility.

The Arab fighting man, according to
al-Ahram's editor, represented the real
miracle of the October war, the true hero
and the secret of victory. He quoted an
unnamed "world expert" as saying that
this boded ill for Israel in any future
clashes between the two sides (December
28, 1973). According to Mr. Heykal, Pres-
ident Richard Nixon told the foreign min-
isters of Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Kuwait
and Morocco: "It was a war in which you
fought with honour and in which you were
able to transform the situation .... Thus
you come to face its resolution without the
inferiority complexes which your impo-
tence before Israel subsequent to the 1967
defeat produced."

This psychological transformation has Heykal viewed

affected the whole of Egyptian society and campaign goal

the Arab world generally. as striking blow
at security

The question of Israel's security of Israel

On October 19, 1973, Mr. Heykal devoted
the whole of his weekly page to "The
Theory of Israél Security: The Hot Ques-
tion in the Struggle Now Going On". The
goal of the fighting, he said, was not to
recover a part or all of Sinai and Golan, or
Jerusalem, Gaza and the West Bank, or
the rights of the Palestinians, but to strike
a blow at Israel's security.

Israel recognized its exposed position
as an island with 3 million inhabitants in
the midst of an Arab sea of 100 million and
the potential unreliability of any and all
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Editor felt
Israeli `hawks'
would gain
upperhand

Egypt's President Anwar Sadat (right)
gestures during talk with U.S. Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger on January 12
at the Egyptian leader's summer home in
Aswan. Dr. Kissinger shuttled between

international guarantees. Israel had, there-
fore, sought to base its security upon an
overwhelming military superiority, upon
its ability to strike hard and fast, upon
keeping the initiative at all times, upon its
scientific and technological advantage in
order to offset Arab superiority in numbers
and, finally, upon the unwavering support
of the United States. It has been Arab
strategy to hit at all of these fundamental
factors.

Mr. Heykal then asked a question
which, of course, has been troubling Israel
as well: "If the Arabs are able to liberate
their territories occupied after June 5,
1967, by armed force, what is to prevent
them in the next round from liberating
Palestine itself by armed force?"

It was the estimation of the editor of
al-Ahram at that time that the whole
Israeli military establishment had been so
shaken that many heads, including that of
Israeli's Defence Minister Moshe Dayan,
would roll in the subsequent political in-
fighting in Israel; that the whole phi-
losophy of Israel society would be so
undetermined that the "hawks" would gain
the upper hand (as it seemed possible they
might) ; and that therefore Israel would
soon attack again in an attempt to restore
its security.

Mr. Heykal returned to this theme
again and again and to his belief that
Israel was a society based on force, which

AP Cablephoto - Canada Wide Sari,

Egypt and Israel during the early part of
January in talks which led to the disen-
gagement accord between Israel and

Egypt•

held that a bullet was a more effective wE
to the heart of an Arab than mere wai
(December 7, 1973).

Future Arab strategy
Arab preparedness and power must er
brace the political, economic and mili
fields, Mr. Heykal felt. He did not b&
that the Arabs could rely on Ameri
guarantees to put pressure on Israel ('
Discussion with Kissinger", November If
1973).

In intra-Arab relations, stre,lgth d:
pends on unity, a unity which during tE-
war was translated from a"distalit pK
bility" into an "actuality" (December2`
1973). The purpose of Arab summit tal"
was to concert Arab efforts. In axlsweri
the question of why no summit talks Re
convened before October 6, Mr. Hey
cited the lack of confidence in the.inte
tions of the Arab governments, tha daf,
of a security leak and the need for ad[
first to clear the air (November 1973

The Arabs have seen the effects of
oil weapon and must use their new e^
nomic power to the full. Israel had receir'
as much aid from abroad yearly as E
has had from the Arabs over all the ye^
since the 1967 war. The oil-rich
ought to guarantee Egypt as m.uch ^
dollar for dollar, as Israel receives
world-wide Zionism (October 12, 1973).

The al-Ahram editor claimed to b^
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ace, since peace has existed until now

ceived additional evidence to confirm the
,ports of the London Institute for Strate-
c Studies and the Stockholm Armaments
stitute that Israel already possessed the
omic bomb (though untested) or at
ast the capability of producing it ("The
omb", November 23, 1973). Israel would
se the bomb, he thought, only in a mo-
ient of madness or desperation, to commit

icide before expiring, or to blackmail

e Arabs. ,
Since deterrence was the only effec-

ve strategy of the present age, Mr. Heykal
gued the Arabs must acquire the atomic
mb or the potential to produce it. They
d the economic and scientific resources
could acquire them. This position was
lared to be "a call for peace, not against

ly under the shelter of power although
e can dream of, and strive for, a day when

ce will live under the protection of

nscience".
The only alternative was to demand a

eal inspection" of Israel's Demona reac-

r to ascertain that Israel did not have
e bomb. "Otherwise," he urged, "let us
t an umbrella over our heads to protect

em."

. rab foreign policy-tiven
s?°e woi lthough critical of the extent of Soviet

d to the Arab states in the past, Mr.
eykal did give the U.S.S.R. the credit for
pplying the arms that were in Arab

nust er nds when Egypt and Syria attacked on
l mili ctober 6. To him it was clear that the
ot belie^ viet Union was the only friend on which
Ameri ey could rely and that, therefore, the
srael rabs must rebuild the bridges between
e:nberli e two peoples (October 12, 1973). The
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. The impact of the war on Egypt may
viewed in terms of two competing cur-

nts, moderate and militant, opposing
fferent segments of the power élite and
eding ambivalent inclinations in indivi-
al members of it .... One current tends
view the outcome of the war as placing

gypt in the best bargaining position it
uld hope to achieve, and is therefore
ger to capitalize on it in order to try to
ach a settlement now. The other current
lieves that the war has shown that

tians themselves had under-estimated
eir military capabilities and the outside
pport they could command, and is there-

fire inc]ined to be more reticent and insist
more demanding terms. Both currents

e already committed to entering peace
gotiations with Israel without insist-

al-Ahram editor reiterated, time and again,
that the policy of Henry Kissinger and the
United States, whether during the war or
through the peace negotiations, was aimed
at excluding the U.S.S.R. from the area
and maintaining Washington's own exclu-
sive influence there.

Mr. Heykal was, however, ready to
discuss the whole question at length with
Dr. Kissinger and to hear his arguments
for American concern as an "interested
party" to bring the two sides together
("A Discussion with Kissinger", November
16, 1973). He cited the U. S. Secretary of
State's statement that the Americans
could never allow Russian arms to gain an
important victory over their own, and
Dr. Kissinger's assertion that "the Rus-
sians can give you arms, but the United
States can give you a just settlement which
would return your territories to you, espe-
cially since you have actually been able to
change the situation in the Middle East".

In spite of reservations about what
Dr. Kissinger and the United States were
able or willing to do, Mr. Heykal concluded
that Dr. Kissinger was seriously looking
for a solution, that his Jewishness might
be an advantage to him in this endeavour
and that he might be able to shift American
policy forward a little, subject always to
internal pressures and the precarious inter-
national balance of power. Therefore, he
wanted Henry Kissinger to succeed in his
efforts to find a resolution to the Middle
East conflict; however, he wanted that
success to be determined, not in accor-
dance with Dr. Kissinger's terms, but in
line with those the Arabs themselves have
laid down ("Kissinger ... and the Mean-
ing of Success", January 4, 1974).

ing on prior Israeli withdrawal. How-

ever, the former is likely to be accom-
modating in order not to forfeit the present

opportunity . . . .
... It seems evident from the fact that

Egypt agreed to the negotiation clause of
the ceasefire resolution ... that so far it
has been the moderate current that has

prevailed. Howéver, it is equally evident
that the other, more militant, current can-
not be ignored, and could come to prevail
should there be a breakdown of the cease-
fire or should the anticipated negotiations
tarry too long in coming or give signs of

inconclusiveness . . . . (Excerpts f rom anal-

ysis of Arab-Israeli conflict by Professor

Nadav Safran of Harvard University,

Foreign Affairs, January 1974).

In spite of
reservations
about position
of Washington,
Heykal saw
Kissinger as look-
ing for a solution
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October war's military lessons

By Richard Cox

The disengagement of the Egyptian and
Israeli forces in Sinai should prove to be
one of the few triumphs of common sense
in the Middle East for many years. If
Dr. Henry Kissinger can add to it a solu-
tion of the Israeli-Syrian confrontation on
the Golan Heights, which at the time of
writing was his next task, the U.S. Secre-
tary of State's unique brand of whistle-
stop diplomacy should earn him a second
Nobel Prize for Peace.

The essence of the disengagement in
Sinai, agreed on January 18 of this year, is
that, on the one hand, it rescued Israel
from a position on the West Bank of the
Suez Canal that superficially looked like
a step from victory but was actually un-
tenable as well as unstable. On the other
hand, it saved Egypt from a possible hu-
miliation over the encircled Third Army
that might have compelled President
Anwar Sadat to resume the war. Better
still, by restoring control of the Suez Canal
to Egypt, the disengagement agreement
provided enough face-saving benefits for
the Arab side to enable Egypt to sign an
accord stopping far short of the demand
for return of all the territory occupied by
Israel in the 1967 six-day war. The disen-
gagement line, meanwhile, did not leave
Israel in a bad military situation.

Examination of the military lessons of
the Arab-Israeli conflict of October 1973
should start with the war aims and strate-
gies of both sides. The Arab states, prin-
cipally Egypt and Syria, backed by Iraq,
Saudi Arabia and Jordan, sought by supe-
riority of troops and weapons to force
Israel back to its pre-1967 frontiers. Thus

Richard Cox, a former British diplomat,
served as a foreign correspondent for the
London Sunday Times and f rom 1966 to
1972 as defence correspondent of the Daily
Telegraph. Mr. Cox continues to con-
tribute articles to the Daily Telegraph and
is currently a member of the editorial
board of the Royal United Services
Institute in London. The views expressed
in this article are those of the author.

Sinai would be recovered for Egypt, ^
West Bank of the River Jordan for Jordæ
or possibly for the establishment of i
Palestinian state together with Jenrsal
and the Golan Heights for Syria.

For its part, Israel sought to preses:
the buffer territory acquired in the 19E
war. To the Israeli generals, a greater de
gree of "early warning" than the old fror
tiers made possible is now consider^
indispensable; the old frontiers are la
close to Israel's few cities. The proble
was that Israel's population totalled ont
3.2 million against a combined 52 millic
in the Arab states involved. By takic:
every able-bodied man, and quite a 6
women, into service, Israel could mus^,
forces of about 300,000. But Egypt ai
Syria alone could muster 1,170,000, M'
they were reinforced by a Jordanian he
gade, Iraqis and some Saudis. Hac Liby
and other allied troops actually taken part
the battlefield imbalance would have hee
even greater.

Better armed
Supplies of matériel also favoured i-
Arabs. The rearming of Egypt and S}ti
by the Soviet Union had made those cour-
tries better armed than in 1967, both i
quantity of equipment and in quality.l:
particular, they had obtained the sop5
ticated SAM 6 guided anti-aircraft mi
siles and a great many anti-tank rocket
including the NATO code-namer', Saff
and Snapper guided ones as well as Mig•T
interceptors. The United States had t
armed IsraeL But Israel still, had onfy 9
Phantoms and 160 Skyhawks, plus
Mirage 111Bs among its 488 corr_bat ab
craft. By comparison, Egypt had 620 CO
bat aircraft and Syria 326. Even th04
perhaps 200 of the Egyptian planes v5
in storage, Egypt and Syria between &
had more than 400 Mig-21 interceptO
180 Mig-17 fighter-bombers and an aSSO^,
ment of bombers. The disparity in ^
strengths was similar.

^^.Given this situation, Israel was
pelled to aim for a repeat of the svift
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ti-aircraf t gunner stands watch (fore-

ound) as Israeli convoy pulls back into
I nai in late January over the land bridge
t at had served earlier to funnel supplies

hing success of 1967. But, after three
ks, albeit averting an early danger of

feat, the best the Israelis could do was
hieve sufficient success for the Arab side
accept a ceasefire. The outline of events
worth recounting, not least because
y observers thought Israel on the

b k of a great victory at the time of the
asefire. It would, I believe, have proved
short-term success, followed by long-
rm defeat.

At the start, the attack on a major
wish public holiday - Yom Kippur -
we the Arabs an advantage. A massive

army was moved across the Suez
al, at least 100,000 strong. Supported

R artillery and strike aircraft, and backed
r the screen of SAM 6 sites west of the
nal, this army began to force its way into
rael's Bar Lev Line east of the canal.
multaneously, the Syrians began a bitter
sault on Israeli positions in the Golan
ights. Thus Israel was engaged in heavy
hting at both extremities of its territory,
'le still needing to patrol the West Bank
case Jordan launched an attack in the
ntre. Such an attack would have been

e tremely difficult, given the terrain, and
rdan did not in fact attempt it. None-
eless the possibility tied up men.

Surprisingly, the Egyptians did not
eak through the Bar Lev in one concen-

^1.
AP Cablephoto - Canada Wide Service

to the Israeli beachhead on the west bank
of the Suez Canal. The withdrawal from
the west bank was part of the disengage-
ment agreement signed with Egypt.

trated thrust, perhaps for fear of their line
of communications being cut. Instead,
they became involved in the biggest tank
battle since the Second World War - a
battle in which the Israelis abruptly dis-
covered the effectiveness of Egypt's Rus-
sian-supplied anti-tank weapons, and in
which many aircraft were shot down. In
the first three days, Israel was estimated
to have lost a tenth of its combat aircraft,
and its tank losses were very heavy.
Admittedly, Arab losses were greater.
However, it became clear that this was a
war of attrition in which eventually Arab
numerical superiority could prevail. In-
deed, the Soviet Union was already resup-
plying Egypt and Syria by sea across the
eastern Mediterranean.

U. S. matched Soviet flow
The Israelis' skill as tank-gunners and
pilots was high - but not enough by itself.
The very real likelihood of Israel being

defeated for lack of matériel forced Pres-

ident Richard Nixon to match the Russian

resupply of their protégé. Giant jet trans-

ports and replacement Phantom F4 fighters

began to be ferried to Israel via the Azores.
Sea shipments began, but it was an eight-
day voyage from the eastern seaboard to
Tel Aviv and in eight days the battle could
have been over. By the end of the second

U.S. forced
to match
Soviet resupply
of `protégé'



t hin the In fact, the Yom Kippur was show,
week, the U.S. _arrhft was ma c g
800 tons of supplies reaching the Arabs

basic tactical and strategic alterations i

each day. Significantly too, the sophistica-
the military balance between Israel g

.Aration of American weapons pouring in was the b world

markedly increased. It included electronic
The most important tactical c

counter-measures equipment (ECM) with
was in the complicated equation invol

which Israeli pilots could jam the control aircraft versus tank, missile vers^rs +

systems of enemy missiles and allegedly and missile versus aircraft. In the 19

included the pinpoint-accurate TV-guided war, Israeli air-strikes against Arab tar;
and supply columns were extremeiy e$;

SMART bomb.
By the tenth day, Israel was success- tive and so was the -1,;11 of Israe?i'fi

fully holding new ground in the Golan gunners, especially using their Centnr,

Heights close to Damascus. Israel could tanks. This time, the man-portable SAJ(
ra missile,

afford to buil up
the large nu:nbe:

d in Sinai, where there anti-aircft

hin a stalemate. conventiona157mm and 23mm anti-air(r,

north of the Great 1 er dance sshor E^
classic manoeuvre, putting forces in rear the command gui system

of the Egyptian Third Army around the
after the launch. A system that l:as E

town of Suez and cutting off its supplies.
switched off cannot be jammed ^nd
homing devices continued to opersi,

Its other aim was to destroy the Egyptian lesson here for ^TAn E
SAM sites on the west bank of the Canal,

There is a clear is

sites that were inflicting grievous damage
European defence plans.

a bndgehead across e u
ID." Lake It was a fired their missiles in salvoes, switc hing 0

,th S ez Canal ^ust was no w
Brigadier-General Ariel Sharon launched $15,000 mrss e.

t effective since the E rypfi

across Suez Israel egpected.. '
On October 16, the tenth day, Israeli when the aircraft could be shot down 6r

-p-en the ECM eqi.ripmp

Sharon won corps was comp ete y over

bridgehead 1967 war, was fighting much harder than
was not necessarily worth while to at^:
a$150 000 tank with a$5-million airea

army,
On tenth day Certamly the Egyptran

1 1 hauled after the forced the Israelis to the realization that
whose officer guns an , ,

was somethmg approac g
A above all the SAM 6_nissi

could not go on forever, even thouglr IL, s 1tinB
could have enjoyed an immediate crushing

could not afford a return to fig:

tremely sensitive to casualties.
paign, accompanied

tanks lost against 2,000 Arab. These rep en- e

victory over the Egyptian Third Army. that point.

Furthermore, as a nation, Israel is e%- More
byt an npre edeIIy

figures support the contention that Israel claimed to be deploying SAM 6 ar d 7

iles on the east bank of the Can;"1. I

were estimated at 7,000. Israeli arrcraft
losses had been 125 against 450 Arab with

and during which the U.S.S.R. co-nple

1 h d the Arab armoury. EiYPt

2,149. The wounded numbered perhaps
truce, in which Israel lost a fu aheI

three times as many. The Egyptian dead dead and 119 wounded from sni )ing

Anti-tank missiles
At the same time, the Israeli:= f
that the Egyptian infantry had far m
anti-tank missiles than last time. In

words of one on-the-spot comm entat

Brigadier W. F. K. Thompson of
London Daily Telegraph: "The R

SPG 7, an unguided anti-tank rocket,

the Sagger and Snapper wire-guided, a:
tank missiles, used in quantity, p-'esen

the Israelis with tactical problems
forces were not well organized to : 31ve.°

The stalemate thus produced
broken by General Sharon's Cana' brid

head. However, the same situation w
eventually have repeated itself, :ven
suming that Soviet threats of intc rven

were bluff. The Egyptians would ^

gathered strength again, infuriate,_1 by`
annihilation of their Third Army, and
Israelis, with their lines of commi:nica
so extended, would have had to v-'itb'

Of course, this is guesswor ^.
Israely dead fmm officr gures,

actually followed was 85 days o' nn

on Israeli planes. At first the Egyptians
seem to have thought this was merely an-
other raid of the kind Israel had so often
made in previous years. But by October 21,
there were 12,000 Israeli troops in the
Egyptian homeland and, by October 24,

15,000. Israel held a 250-square-mile
chunk of desert and the Third Army was
beleaguered.

In fact, the Egyptian Second Army in
the north, near the Mediterranean end of
the canal on the east bank, was in good
shape. It could not, however, both hold the
Israelis there and get its tanks back across
the narrow strip of water to attack the
Israeli task force. Time was needed to
organize the many thousands of men

Third Army around Cairo. Egyptian pilots, suffering

had only from the Israeli Hawk missiles, were flying

'a few days few sorties. The Third Army had only a

between it few days between it and starvation. At this

and starvation' point, on October 22, a ceasefire was

achieved.
were
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0 server trucks of the United Nations
E ergency Force moue into position in

E ypt on the southern front a f ter the

si ning of the disengagement pact between

E ypt and Israel. A Canadian contingent
isis art of UNEF II.

play of Arab unity, suggests that the
of quick Israeli victories is past. Next

e - if there is a next time - the Arabs
bludgeon their way through to a vic-

toly, not hesitating to use concurrently the
pon of restricting oil supplies to the

t of the world. Next time too, they will

The most important military conse-
q nce of this inconclusive struggle is that
I el has lost - perhaps permanently,

tainly temporarily - the military su-
ority she had enjoyed since the 1956

S Z War. This loss is the result of a com-
b' ation of circumstances. The most prom-
in nt is the arrival on the ' battlefield of

ln combinations of weapons that reduced
, in some cases, nullified the effective-

nes of the fighter-bomber tank team on
w ch Israeli military superiority was

ed....
Arab successes in the crossing of the

z Canal and the subsequent fighting in
thl Sinai desert and on the Golan Heights

the basis for the second significant
seqoence of the war. This is the emer-

getce of Egypt and Syria as serious mili-

i to fig-AinB

Powers and the assumption by Arab
ers, military and political, of a sober

use the long-range rockets that remained
unfired in October.

Thus a very great deal hangs on the
present disengagement, on progress to-
ward a lasting settlement and on the suc-
cess of the United Nations Emergency
Force. The new situation, in which Israel
has withdrawn to the hills in Sinai through
which run the famous Mitla and Giddi
passes, is basically a sound one. These are
good defensive positions. The eight-mile Non-intrusive

no man's land between them and the inspection plan

Egyptians on the east bank of the Canal seen as use f ul

will be patrolled by the UN peacekeeping for application

force. But the job is a far cry from the in Middle East

intercommunal peacekeeping of Cyprus.
Here the blue beret must stand between

fully-equipped modern armies. The UN
could do worse than study ^the report on
the unique Anglo-American "First Look"
arms-control and surveillance exercise held
in Southern England in 1968. Covering an
area of 2,000 square miles, this exercise
tested both human and automatic ways of
checking on military movement, from in-
dividual men to aircraft, using only small
observer teams. The idea was to achieve a
non-intrusive inspection system on a re-
ciprocal basis that would "reduce inter-
national tension". It was intended for
Western Europe, but it would be useful in
the present Middle East situation.

In the long run, the best solution may
be to make Sinai a demilitarized zone,
restoring the oil-wells at Abu Rudeis to
Egypt and giving Israel assurances that no
troops will move in.

confidence more impressive than the vain-
glorious boasting of the past. Arab officers
no longer are fanatical crusaders, but
sober, competent professionals . . . .

Arab confidence also reflects a new
sense of Arab unity. Politically this is ex-
pressed most forcibly in the oil embargo
and in the extensive financial aid given
the combatants by the oil states. Militarily
it is symbolized by the movement to the
battlefronts of other Arab forces, Iraqis,
Moroccans and Jordanians on the Golan

front, Algerians and Kuwaitis to Egypt.
The psychological lift was significant. After
half a century of talk, "Arab unity" has
been given effective expression. (Excerpts

from an analysis of the Yom Kippur War
by Drew Middleton, military editor of The

New York Times in The Atlantic, March

1974).
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The initial session
of the Geneva con-
ference, designed
to launch Middle
East peace nego-
tiations, was
convened on De-
cember 21, 1973,
and adjourned a
few days later to
permit talks on
disengagement of
forces. Pictured
(centre) is the
scene at Geneva's
Palais des Nations
as the con f erence
got under way. In
front is the table
for the Syrian dele-
gation; Syria chose
to remain absent
from the initial
phase of the con-
ference. At right,
Avi Primor, Israeli
spokesman, holds
earphone to his
head as he answers
question at press
conference pre-
ceding formal
Geneva sessions.
Egypt's Foreign
Minister Ismael
Fahmi (left) pre-
sents his country's
position on the
con f erence's open-
ing day.

'tlil

UPI, AP - Canada `.vide 0

Examining the possible tasks
for Mideast's second UNEF
By E. L. M. Burns

Six years and five months after the first
United Nations Emergency Force was
requested to leave Egyptian territory, a
second UNEF was set up by Security
Council Resolution 340 of 24 October
1973. What purposes is it intended that
this force should serve? What are the
chances for its succeeding in a mission to
maintain peace when the first UNEF,
after helping to keep peaceful conditions
along the demarcation line between Egypt
and Israel for nearly 11 years, eventually
failed?

The first UNEF was set up under
authority of the General Assembly, a
move whose legality was contested by the
Soviet Union. The U.S.S.R., however, did
not vote against the resolution but ab-
stained, in deference to Egyptian wishes.
The Egyptians saw the force as a means
of getting the invading French, British
and Israeli forces off its territory. But the
Soviet Union soon came to view UNEF
as a body that favoured Western interests
and refused to pay any part of its costs,
basing its refusal on the alleged illegality.
Then, in 1967, when Egypt asked for
UNEF's withdrawal, U Thant decided
that he was obliged to consent, as the
General Assembly did not have the au-
thority (which, under the Charter, the
Security Council has) to direct that a UN
force should remain in an area where peace
was threatened.

The second UNEF, however, has been
established by the Security Council, and
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should not be withdrawn except on:
motion or with its consent. Both E
United States and the Soviet Union vo;
for Resolution 340, as did the ot4erm^
bers of the Security Council - eac
France, which abstained, and China, vd
did not take part in the voting. Thus th
exists an essential for the effectivenm
the operation, which is that the Uni'
States and the U.S.S.R. should be
general agreement that peace should'
restored, and in what manner.

Six-month span
However, the authority for UNEF/II ^
we may call it) is not for an :ndefic
period. Under Resolution 341, it is est
lished for an initial period of six mone
and should continue in operation th^
after provided the Security Council
decides. This means that a veto ont
continued operation of the force could
imposed after six months by any of tI
five permanent members. Aut?7onza6
for one six-month period at a time foIlc
the pattern set for the UN Force in C37
- which, reauthorized every si-,-'. Inon^
has been in existence since 196=. Re0
tion 341 also approved the proposal.`;
the Secretary-General for setting up'
force, which we shall presently ment

Resolution 338, calling for ace^
fire, which preceded the resolutions se
up UNEF/II, called on the parties ",

cerned to start immediately after q
ceasefire to implement Security Coa'
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solution 242 of 22 November 1967, and

The proposals state the usual re-

ided that, "immediately and concur-

tly with the ceasefire", negotiation

ed at establishing a just and durable
ce should start, "under appropriate

pices". The Security Council has or-
ed a great number of ceasefires in the

ddle East since 1948, but this is the
t time that it, has directed that nego-
tion for peâce'should follow when the

tingg has stopped
The following are the most important

ments in the proposals of Secretary-

neral Kurt Waldheim for setting up

EF/II:
- The force would first supervise the

sefire ordered in Resolution 340 and
return of the parties to the positions

upied by them on October 22.
- It would be under the command

the United Nations, vested in the Sec-
ary-General under the authority of the
urity Council. The command in the
d would be exercised by a force com-
nder appointed by the Secretary-Gen-
1 with the consent of the Security
uncil. This formula was worked out,
en the crisis demanded action, and
stituted an interim solution to one of
problems the UN's Committee of 33
been wrestling with since 1965: Should
eacekeeping force be directed by the
retary-General or should it be by a
tary staff committee, as set out in

ticle 47 of the UN Charter?
The authority of the Security Council

day-l;y-day operation of the force is
ablished by the following paragraph:

"The Secretary-General shall keep
Security Council fully informed of

elopments relating to the functioning
the force. All matters which may affect

nature or the continued effective
etioning of the force will be referred
the Council for its decision."

irement that the force would have free-
of movement and communications in

theatre of operations, and mention the
sibility of its occupying buffer zones
ween the parties - as UNEF/I did.

ancing of UN force
ancing of UNEF/I had always been a
tter of contention, and the Committee
33 had been struggling with the general
blern of financing peacekeeping opera-
ns for years. But, after long and difficult
ate in the Fifth (Finance) Committee
the General Assembly, a solution was
ched, so far as UNEF/II was con-
ed, and approved by Resolution 3101

XVIII) of December 11. Of the es-
ated cost for six months of $30-million,

the permanent members of the Security
Council would pay 63 per cent; econom-
ically-developed states would pay 35 per
cent; less-developed states would pay two
per cent, and 25 of the poorest member
states would pay $15,000 among them.
This solution maintained the principle
that all members were responsible for
meeting the costs of peacekeeping, sub-
ject to ability to pay.

The contingents comprising the force
were to be selected "bearing in mind the
accepted principle of equitable geographic
representation". The important point in
implementing this principle is that a
country belonging to the Warsaw Pact
(Poland) has been included in the force,
to balance the presence of Canada, a
NATO member. The first elements of
the force in the theatre were contingents
from Austria, Finland and Sweden -
about 585 ranks all told - transferred from
UNFICYP. The governments concerned
had been asked to bring their contingents
up to battalion strength. Ireland also
agreed to allow its contingent in Cyprus
to be transferred to UNEF and to supply
additional personnel. Other countries asked
to provide contingents are Ghana, Indo-
nesia, Nepal, Panama, Peru and Kenya.

General Silaasvuo of Finland, the
chief of staff of the UN Truce Supervisory
Organization, was appointed Commander
of the force on the recommendation of the
Secretary-General, approved by the Secur-
ity Council.

As soon as the first UNEF/II ele-
ments arrived from Cyprus they were de-
ployed from the Egyptian side in the area
where fighting had halted, and were en-
gaged in efforts to maintain the ceasefire
(which had been disturbed by numerous
outbreaks of small-arms and artillery fire,
unaccompanied, however, by any attempt
to improve positions, after the "second
ceasefire" of October 25).

Lieutenant-General Burns, currently
visiting professor of strategic studies at
Carleton University's School of Interna-
tional Affairs, served as commander of the
first United Nations Emergency Force in
the Middle East f rom 1956 to 1959. For
two years before assuming the UNEF
command, General Burns was chie f of staff
of the UN Truce Supervisory Organization
in the Middle East (UNTSO). From 1960
to 1968, he was leader of Canada's delega-
tion to the Con f erenee of the Committee
on Disarmament in Geneva. He is the
author of a number of articles and books,
including Between Arab and Israeli. The
views expressed in this article are those
of General Burns.



Discussions were held with both par-
ties with a view to interposing UNEF/Il
between them (as had been done by
UNEF/I in 1956) and so putting a stop
to the sporadic incidents of firing, which
commonly occur in the Middle East when
hostile troops are in sight of each other at
short range. Trigger fingers are chronically
itchy. But because of the dispute about
where the ceasefire line should be drawn,
nothing was achieved - at first.

However, through the efforts of U.S.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and

Secretary-General Waldheim, and otht
diplomatic action, it was possible to ON
the negotiations. for peace, called for j
Resolution 340, at Geneva on Decembt
21. Representatives of Israel, Egypt, }4
U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A., under the cha^,
manship of the UN Secretary-Generi
began to discuss how the separation o;
forces was to be effected.

Disengagement pact
After the December 31 election in Israd
Israel's Defence Minister Moshe Dayr

Text of disengagement agreement..,

Following is the text of the agreement
signed on January 18, 1974, by Israel
and Egypt on the separation of their
forces on the Suez front:

(A)

Egypt and Israel will scrupulously
observe the ceasefire on the land, sea
and air called for by the United Nations
Security Council and will refrain from

AP Wirephoto - Canada Wide Service

Egyptian officers examine Israeli map
before signing disengagement accord in
tent at Kilometer 101. At center is Lt.-
Gen. Mohamed Abdul Ghany Gamasy,
Egyptian chief of staff. At right of
General Gamasy is Egyptian Brig.-Gen.
Taha El-Magdoub. Directly behind
General Gamasy is Lt.-Gen. Ensio
Siilasuuo, commander of the UN
Emergency Force.
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the time of the signing of this document
from all military or paramilitary action
against each other.

(B)

The military forces of Eg ,•pt an^
Israel will be separated in accordana
with the following principles:

1. All Egyptian forces on the ev,
side of the canal will be deployed wes
of the line designated as Line I- on tbE
attached map. All Israeli forcee includ.
ing those west of the Suez Caaal and
the Bitter Lakes will be deploye{1 eastof
the line designated as Line B on the
attached map.

2. The area between the F`gyp&
and Israeli lines will be a zone ef diseo
gagement in which the United Nation
Emergency Force will be stationed. The
UNEF will continue to consist of unit
from countries that are not pe:mane'
members of the Security Council.

3. The area between the I,'gyO:
line and the Suez Canal will be limit^
in armament and forces.

4. The area between the Israet
line, Line B on the attached map, V
the line designated as Line C on
attached map, which runs along ^s
western base of the mountair^:3 when
the Gidi and Mitla passes are located
will be limited in armament and fotc6

5. The limitations referred to i
Paragraphs 3 and 4 will be inspectedb?
UNEF. Existing procedures of 6^
UNEF, including the attaching of EgND
tian and Israeli liaison officers to UNEI
will be continued.

6. The air forces of the txo sid^
will be permitted to operate up to th^
respective lines without intfrfere0
from the other side.
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arried to Washington a proposal for a
reliminary Israeli withdrawal to a line
orne 20 miles east of the Suez Canal. As a
esult of rapid-fire diplomatic exchanges

ong Dr. Kissinger and Egyptian and
sraeli leaders; a formula for disengage-

ent of forces was worked out in January
d an agreement signed on January 18.

agreement set ouf à zone between

he opposing forces in which UNEF would
e stationed. This was the good and neces-
ary first step in moving toward the final
'secure and recognized boundaries" re-

The detailéd implementation of the
engagement of forces will be worked

ut by military representatives of Egypt
nd Israel, who will agree on the stages
f this process. These representatives

meet no later than 48 hours after
he signature of this agreement at Kilo-
eter 101 under the aegis of the United
atior.s for this purpose. They will com-
ete this task within five days. Disen-
agement will begin within 48 hours
fter the completion of the work of the

`•'uez
C^.nal-

0entara

Ismaiiia

Positions before
January 18

PPP
.400

EGYPTIAN ^• "' ' ^'
01 2D ARMY

.Bitter
'Lake °

EGYPTIAN

,",• -
SINAI

(Occupied by
Israel in 1967)

^\\ 3D ARMY """' ""'

ap indicates Egyptian, UN and Israeli
ones (rlght) and positions occupied
ef ore the January 18 disengagement
ccord. The letters mark the lines

ferred to in Resolution 242 of November
22, 1967. UNEF can obviously play an
important role by supervising this with-
drawal of Israeli forces and by inter-
posing its troops between the erstwhile
combatants.

What might the functions of the
UNEF be in supervising the several terms
of Resolution 242, if they were indeed
included in peace treaties between the
parties?

The first principle set out in Resolu-
tion 242 was that Israeli armed forces

military representatives, and in no event
later than seven days after the signature
of this agreement. The process of disen-
gagement will be completed not later
than 40 days after it begins.

(D)

This agreement is not regarded by
Egypt and Israel as a final peace agree-
ment. It constitutes a first step toward a
final, just and durable peace according
to the provisions of Security Council
Resolution 338 and within the frame-
work of the Geneva Conference.

The New York Times

re f erred to in the text of the agree-
ment. Disengagement was completed in
stages culminating in final pulback to
positions indicated by Nlarch 5.



Rogers plan
envisaged
same boundary
as old one
between Egypt
and Palestine

should withdraw from territories occupied
in the 1967 sig-day war. The Arabs say

this means all such territories; the Israelis

take the stand that it means withdrawal
to "secure and recognized boundaries".
What would be a "secure and recognized
boundary" between Israel and Egypt?
(The possibilities of a peace settlement
have to be examined serially in relation to
the situations involving Israel and each of
its neighbours - Egypt, Jordan, Syria and

Lebanon).
In 1970, the then U.S. Secretary of

State, William Rogers, proposed that the
boundary should be the same as the old
one between Egypt and Palestine when it
was under the British mandate. It ran
roughly from Rafah, on the Mediterranean,
to Eilat, on the Gulf of Aqaba, and was
properly demarcated and monumented.
This would leave the Gaza Strip under
Israeli occupation, with the 300,000 Pales-
tinian refugees and pre-1948 residents.
Their future status would be best con-
sidered along with that of the Palestinians

on the West Bank.

Likud position
The Israelis did not accept this proposal,
and, although the Israeli Government
has never adopted a definite position
on what the boundary should be, the
Likud (right wing) party, which made
gains in the recent election, was calling
for the retention of the whole of the Sinai,

as well as the West Bank (Jordanian
territory) and the Golan Heights (Syrian

territory). Unofficial statements by Gen-
eral Dayan and others before the October
6 war indicated that Israel would insist
on holding Shann el Sheikh and a corridor
to it through the Sinai. The reason for this
was that, if Egypt were allowed to reoc-
cupy Sharm el Sheikh, Egyptian forces
could again blockade vital shipping to and
from Eilat. Israel cited previous blockades
as the main reason why it had to open
hostilities in the 1956 and 1967 wars.

But Egypt would certainly not agree
to hand over such a large piece of its terri-
tory. It is to be hoped that Israel, when its
position is finally revealed during the
forthcoming peace conference, will not
persist in this demand. It may be that the
Israelis will see that holding Sharm el
Sheikh is irrelevant since, in the October
1973 war, the Arabs were able to institute
a blockade at the Strait of Bab el Mandeb,
connecting the Red Sea with the Indian
Ocean, 1,200 miles south of Sinai, and out
of range of Israel's armed forces.

In return for Israeli withdrawal,
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat was
prepared to "terminate all claims or states

of belligerency, and respect and acknoVr
edge the sovereignty, territorial integnF
and political independence of every sU;,
in the area, and their right to live in peac
within secure and recognized boundam
free from threats or acts of force", _$
second principle of Resolution 242. T^;
meant that Egypt would recognize Israè
in a peace treaty. The undertaking ra
given in reply to questions put to Egy7,
and Israel by Ambassador Gunnar Jarrie^
in February 1971. 1

President Sadat was also ailling t
promise not to interfere with Ismel ship
ping into the Gulf of Aqaba and to permc
Israeli commerce to pass through the Sue
Canal, when it was reopened, in accroràl
ance with the 1888 Istanbul Conventioo,
which regulated international rights o',
passage through the waterway. He woalc
accept the stationing of a UN force a
Sharm el Sheikh, as a guarantee to free
dom of Israel shipping.

Resolution 242 also affirmed that i
was necessary to guarantee the "territoriâ

inviolability and political independence ^
every state in the area, through measnre
including the establishment of demi

tarized zones".
Would any kind of demilitarized zoe:

help in a peaceful settlement betwee
Egypt and Israel? The Israelis have bee
arguing that, if they withdraw irom 6
Sinai, the Egyptians should lir_iit th6
armed forces there as they reoccupy d
This is not an unreasonable subgestioa
From a military point of view, a broad a
panse of desert between the offens^,
armed-force elements of the two state
could constitute the most secure kind i
boundary. Egypt was not made Fecurel;
stationing armoured and infantry divisrM
close to the border with Israel, as U,
proved in the 1956 and 1967 wa,s; IsrK
was not made secure by having its force
on the Suez Canal, as the October 19ic
war showed. Egypt could ezercise sov6
eignty over the sparsely-populated Sid
with relatively few lightly-armed troaV
as it did with the Camel Corps bef ore 194t

If this kind of agreement 10-
reached, the UNEF would have the duh
of ensuring its observance. Theye sW'
probably be elements of the force statione:
at points along the Egypt-Israd borde
where the main routes cross it - prefera6l:
on both sides of the border, and not o^
on the Egyptian side as in 1956-196'

There should also be elements of the 1'

forces stationed at crossing points over
Suez Canal, to ensure that Egypt adhe

to an agreement not to deploy heavY o95
sive forces in the Sinai.

Another principle of ResoL:tion 2
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gams that for "a just and lasting peace"

oie for the UNEF/II in Gaza - unlike

here must be "a just settlement of the
efugee problem". Anwar Sadat included
his condition for a peace settlement. But

,vhat would be a "just settlement of the
efugee problem"? Since 1948, successive

esolutions of the UN General Assembly
ave called for those Palestinian Arabs

,,_ho wished to do so to be allowed to return
o Israel - the others to receive compensa-
ion. Israel has refused to allow such a
arge-scale return on the ground that the
tate could not survive if it took in nearly
million sullenly hostile Arabs while the

urrounding Arab states were, in effect, at

ar with Israel and proclaiming the elim-
nation of the Jewish state as their object.

But now, as a result of its occupation
f the Gaza Strip, the Sinai and the West
ank, Israel has about a million more
alestinians under its control to add to
he 300,000 or so Arab "Israeli citizens"
vho never left their homes. Arabs in the
aza Strip are allowed a certain amount
f liberty to move about in the Israeli-
ontrolled territory, visit relatives and
ake employment. Trade passes across the
iver Jordan to the part of Jordan still
nder King Hussein's rule. It would seem
hat, if there is to be any solution for the
ettlement of the refugees in the Gaza
trip, it must be in conjunction with what
appens to the Palestinians on the West
ank. There is no indication that Anwar
adat wants to resume responsibility for
he administration of the Gaza Strip. If
his is so (and no reasonable Middle East
eace plan could envisage a return to the
ituation before 1967), there would be no

NEF/I, which had the bulk of its force
here.

ights of Palestinians
o we come to the most difficult of the
roblems in achieving a "just and lasting
eace" - what to do about the West
ank, and the Palestinians in the Gaza
trip. Here there is no relatively simple
olution, such as that outlined in the pre-
ous pages for Egypt and Israel. Under
he principle of self-determination, the
alestinians should have the right to an

ndependent state of their own. The difü-
ulty is that such a state would have no
conomic viability. The factions existing

ong the Palestinians would certainly
roduce political instability, and there is
o guarantee that such a state, if it were
et up, would be able to prevent terrorist
ction by its inhabitants; its neighbours,
articularly Israel, would not be free "from
hreats or acts of force".

Another possible solution is the return

of the West Bank to Jordanian rule, with
the addition, perhaps, of the Gaza Strip.
There have been reports that representa-
tives of King Hussein and the Israeli
Government have been exploring the ele-
ments of such an arrangement. The Israelis
would expect, as a minimum safeguard,
the demilitarization of the West Bank.
Supervising this might be another task
for the new UNEF. However, the terms of
peace on this front have not been worked
out to the extent that they have been on
the Egypt-Israel marches, so it is not
profitable now to speculate further on
UNEF's possible role here.

Future of Jerusalem
Sovereignty over Jerusalem is likely to
be the most difficult of the issues that
should be settled if there' is to be a real
peace. Israelis have asserted that they will
never give the Old City back to Jordanian
rule as it was before June 1967. Saudi
Arabia's King Feisal, who is the principal
paymaster of the belligerent Arab states
and who holds the power of decision on
the use of the oil boycott weapon, has said
that Jerusalem, which is holy to the Mos-
lems throughout the world, must be re-
turned. But the city is holy to the Jews
and the Christians as well. The only rea-
sonable solution to the conflicting claims
of the religions, it would seem to an
unemotional outsider's eyes, would be for
sovereignty over the historic Old City to
be exercised by an international commis-
sion representing all three religions. If
this plan were adopted, there would be
another role for UNEF, or some more
permanent successor, in policing the city.

We come now to the conditions for

a settlement with Syria. Israelis have been
saying that they intend to hold the Syrian
territory they seized in the 1967 war, the
Golan Heights, and beyond. Their seizure
of this area was provoked by the constant Much of land
harassment of the Israeli settlements in was property

the Huleh Valley by the Syrians, who of Arabs
looked down on them from the heights. now re f ugees

Israel claims that these settlements can- in Syria
not be safe while the Syrians hold this
high ground. It should be remembered,
however, that much of the land of the
Israeli settlement was formerly the prop-
erty of Arabs, now refugees in Syria, and
that they have never been compensated
for its loss. The acts of harassment arise
basically from resentment over the expul-
sion of Palestinians, and the frustration of
the long years since 1948, during which
nothing has been done to comply with
repeated UN resolutions calling for return
and restitution.



There have been UN observers on the
front between Israel and Syria since 1957.
Their reports of the endemic hostilities -
mainly small-arms and artillery fire - have
produced no effective action by the Secur-
ity Council. It might be that a settlement
between Israel and Syria (the most intran-
sigent of the neighbouring Arab states)
could be based on there being a demili-
tarized zone on the Golan Heights, occu-
pied by part of the UNEF. This should be
accompanied by a plan for adequate
compensation for the displaced Palestin-
ians from the west of the Jordan in this
area.

It is generally acknowledged that, if
peace settlements could be reached be-
tween Egypt, Jordan and Syria and Israel,

there would be little difficulty in est,
lishing peace between Israel and Lebanc
The present ceasefire line betwean
two countries is the same as the olc? b0 z
dary of the Palestine mandate daYs, a;
it has stood, generally quiet, from _948
1967, though since disturbed by the a
ties of the Palestinian guerilla groilpS

This review of the ways in wh1ch
new UNEF could be used to help main
a peace worked out on the principes
down in Resolution 242 contains a gm,
many "ifs". No one, as 1974 begins, wo
predict that peace is at last to be esta
lished. But many have said that, nc:w tj,
Israelis and Arabs have sat down togeth-
in Geneva, the prospects look bettcr •
at any time since 1948.

UNEF II: New chance to set
firm peacekeeping guidelines
By Henry Wiseman

This most explosive and persistent inter-
national crisis in the Middle East con-
tinues to generate fragile forms of conflict
containment. The Arab-Israeli confronta-
tion has caused four wars and four United
Nations peacekeeping operations and their
derivatives: UNTSO 1949, UNEF I 1956,
UNTSO SUEZ 1967 and UNEF II 1973.
Repeated mediatory efforts have so far
produced no lasting resolution. The peace-
keeping operations have, however, assisted
in separating the forces and monitoring
the conflict, providing a moderating inter-
national presence and a mediatory net-
work. Yet, in addition to the inherent in-
stability in the area, these operations have
been marred by fundamental disagree-
ments within the UN with respect to their
mandates, methods of implementation and
financing. No other serviceable method
has, however, been found to replace
them. UNEF II is the fourth attempt at
"adhocracy".

UNEF II, however, differs in many
respects from its predecessors. Several of
the basic criticisms levelled by the Soviet
Union against the United Nations Truce
Supervisory Organization (UNTSO) and
UNEF I have been met by accommodation
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between the U.S.S.R. and the Unit
States in the formation of UNEF II
cause of the pressure of events. Th
issues, related to the questions of man
date, structure, composition, finar;ce an
the role of the UN Secretary-Generâ
have been the subject of frequent debaf
for eight years in the Special Cor.:mitte
on Peacekeeping Operations (Corumitte
of 33). The question now arises v:hetbe
agreements hammered out for U1,3EF D
will be carried into effect by the âped
Committee.

Canada, a continuing presenc :, in ai
UN peacekeeping, has played a significaV
role in every Middle East operatim an:
in the discussions held in the Specir,l Con
mittee since its inception in 1965. In 195E
Canada was to the fore in the cre4,tion o`
UNEF I; in 1973, though the ot,jéct a^
serious contention related to the ç,sestiot
of balanced composition, Canada was m'
vited to provide essential logistic suppon
and the largest component fro-n 0
contributing member state. Canada 1
inextricably involved both in the Polifil
of the creation of UNEF II ûnd it
implementation.

What follows is an analysis cf soO
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relation to the issues disputed in the

ecial Committee, and the manner and
stance of the Canadian contribution.
e whole is based on evidence available

a1mid_January 1974.

ndate for UNEF II
th the outbreak of hostilities on Octo-

6, 1973, 'Israel was subjected to a
ere onslaught by Egypt and Syria. On
tober 7, the United States requested a
ting of the Security Council. Though
Council was convened on the same day

receive the U.S. proposal for an imme-
te ceasefire, any action was effectively

b^cked by the Soviet position that "no
n w decision on the Middle East by the

ited Nations was required". Unlike the
situation in October 1956, when political

ralysis in the Security Council permitted
e issue to be taken up by the General
sembly on the basis of the Uniting-for-
ce Resolution, the 1973 situation was
h that no action of that sort was poli-

y feasible. By October 21, however,
e tides of war had shifted to Israeli ad-

v4ntagc. The Soviet Union, recognizing a
ous threat to international peace ands®

urity, introduced with the United
S ates Resolution 338, calling for a cease-

e as of 1600 hours October 22. The
uncil adopted this resolution and also,

b the following day, Resolution 339, re-
q esting the Secretary-General to dispatch
o servers drawn from UNTSO SUEZ to
o serve the ceasefire. This proved to be
o ly a temporary measure.

On October 25, the Council adopted
olution 340, sponsored by eight non-

gned states. This resolution decided "to
up immediately under its authority a

* ted Nations Emergency Force to be
Imposed of personnel drawn from states
embers of the United Nations except the
rmanent members of the Security Coun-
, andand requests the Secretary-General to
port Urithin 24 hours on the steps taken

1
this effect". It was passed by a vote of
in favour; France abstained and China
not participate in the vote.

6iscretion of the Secretary-General
11e mandate of UNEF II and its imple-

entation demonstrated considerable dif-
f rence from that of UNEF I. The widely-

vergent approaches of the Soviet Union
id the United States to the authorization,
ructure and implementation of UN

cekeeping were partially reconciled in
e demanding heat of the crisis. The
nited States wisely decided not to test
e waters of the General Assembly during
e two weeks of deadlock in the Council,

and the Soviet Union agreed, with reser-
vations, to exclude the Council's perma-
nent members from the force. The wide
gap between the two on the degree of
Council control and the degree of discre-
tion allowed the Secretary-General in the
implementation of the mandate appeared
to have been narrowed in the language of
Resolution 340 - "decides to set up imme-
diately under its authority a United Na-
tions Emergency Force ... and requests
the Secretary-General to report to the
Council on an urgent and continuing
basis". General Assembly Resolution 1000
of 1956 simply invited the Secretary-
General "to take such administrative
measures as may be necessary for the
prompt execution of the actions envisaged
in the present resolution". The wide dis-
cretion and relative indeliendence assumed
by the Secretary-General in UNEF I, as
later in the United Nations Force in the
Congo (ONUC), occasioned a severe re-
action from the Soviet Union.

This time the Council held tightly to
the reins. Having been advised by the
Soviet Union that it would not tolerate
another independent Secretary-General
like Dag Hammarskjold, and considering
the restraints imposed upon him in this
operation, Kurt Waldheim deserves credit
that he has performed his task with such
effectiveness and tact. Even so, it is re-
ported that he was accused, at a closed
session of the Council of November 1, of
overstepping his mandate in asking for
Canadian participation without adequate
consultation. The Soviet Union's Jacob
Malik demanded that Mr. Waldheim "act
with the approval of the Council, not sim-
ply its consent". Mr. Waldheim's perform-
ance, together with that of the Office of
the Under-Secretary-General for Special
Political Affairs, which administers the
mandate, will be carefully weighed when
the Special Committee reconvenes to con-
sider such matters as the revitalization of

Dr. Wiseman, Associate Professor of
Political Studies at the University of
Guelph, has made research into interna-
tional peacekeeping mechanisms his
primary field of research. Prof essor Wise-
man obtained his doctorate at Queen's
University with work in this area. An
associate of the International Peace Aca-
demy, he was Visiting Scholar with the
United Nations Institute of Training and
Research in 1972-73. Earlier, he published
a study, sponsored by the Canadian Insti-
tute of International A f j`airs, examining
the record of the UN's Special Committee
on Peacekeeping. The views expressed are
those of Dr. Wiseman.
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France, Britain
were cautious
in proposals,
but offered
forces to serve
under UN flag

the Military Staff Committee and the
creation of a sub-organ of the Council to
assume some of the executive functions
currently performed by the Secretary-
General and his staff.

Exclusion of permanent members
While the Council voted to exclude the
permanent members from UNEF II, not
all were so disposed. The Soviet Union,
firmly opposed by the United States, made
every effort to include them. France and
Britain favoured the idea, each offering to
participate in the kind of peacekeeping
force that could ensure compliance with
the ceasefire._ Whether or not they in-
tended this under the UN Charter's
Chapter VII, UNEF II would thereby
have been elevated from observer to
"guarantee" status, akin to enforcement
action.

France and Britain were cautious in
their proposals. It is nonetheless ironic
that the two nations which, together with
Israel, invaded Egypt in 1956 and were
called upon to withdraw by UN resolu-
tion, now offered their military forces to
serve under the UN flag to maintain the
peace in the same area. As for the Soviet
Union, it threatened in 1956 unilaterally
to place its troops in the area. This time it
again moved vigorously to do so, though
preferably in conjunction with the United
States. A Soviet note to the United States
on the evening of October 24 was reported
to have declared: "we strongly urge that
we both send forces to enforce [italics
added] the ceasefire, and if you don't we
might consider acting alone". According to
President Nixon, the Soviet Union had in-
tended to send a "very substantial force
into the Mideast - a military force". A
precautionary alert of all American mili-
tary forces was declared, to give teeth
to the President's warning against the
introduction of Soviet forces unilaterally,
bilaterally or multilaterally under UN
auspices.

The Soviet Union, however, would not
be entirely denied. On October 26, Leonid
Brezhnev revealed that Soviet representa-
tives had been sent to the war zone "to
observe the fulfilment of the Security
Council's ceasefire resolution". Their pur-
pose was sômewhat vague; ostensibly they
were sent as a gesture to the Egyptians,
and not in defiance of the Council.

UNTSO contingent
Though there remains some confusion on
the issue, it appears that the Secretary-
General legitimized their presence by an
invitation to them to join UNTSO after
the fact. As the Soviets had earlier criti-
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cized UNTSO on the grounds that it in.
cluded only Western states, it is clear t4
the U.S.S.R. intended to rectify the bal,
ance. It was difficult for the United States
to oppose this manoeuvre, since eight of its
own nationals were already serving Will
UNTSO. Full equity was established io
mid-November when a UN spokesman an.
nounced that 36 Russians and 36 Ameri.
cans were assigned to UNTSO. On January
18, 1974, some of the Soviet contingent,
wearing blue caps and scarves, , were
among UNTSO personnel at Ki omete
101, where the chiefs of staff of the Egyp.
tian and Israeli armies signed the agree.
ment on disengagement.

Their future role, however, is vague,
The agreement on disengagement again
specifically excludes the participation of
permanent members in UNEF II. Not until
the Security Council or the Secretary.
General is able to define the future fu.nc.
tions of UNTSO will the problem be
clarified. Though the Americans would
undoubtedly be grateful if the permanent
member role in UNTSO could be allowed
to lapse or atrophy, it is unlikely t nat the
Soviets, having won their point, could
allow a demise. The precedent of Soviet
personnel under the UN flag serving as
peacekeepers may prove very useful for 2
future occasion.

The Israelis and Americans had op•
posed their participation this tin:e. The
Chinese also voiced grave objecticns, but
did not participate in the votes or. any of
the relevant resolutions. The future may
not find China in a similar mood of coin-
pliant forbearance.

Force composition
Requested on October 25, 1973, to report
within 24 hours on the steps take*_= to set
up a United National Emergenc^ Force,
Secretary-General Waldheim, with the
agreement of the Council, dispatched
immediately a group of Swedish, FinniSh
and Austrian officers from the U^1 force
on Cyprus to the Cairo and Sue, areas.
On the same day, External Afi'airs N Iinister
Mitchell Sharp announced in Parliament
that Canada "could be ready to partici•
pate" if invited under appropriate condi•
tions. A verbal invitation was received on
October 27, and formally confirme^^. witlvn
hours, in response to Canada's expressed
intention of complying under acceptable
conditions. A second note from tha SecrL'
tary-General on October 28 clarified the
first by stating that Canada was acceptable
to all parties. On October 30, the matter
was announced in the Canadian Parha'
ment. An advance group of 300 to 0
men, of an estimated 1,000 to 1,500, pre'
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A Canadian military policeman directs
traffic at a UNEF warehouse in Alexandria
as Egyptian children observe incoming
load of supplies. Canada has provided a
contingent for the UN force in the Middle
East with responsibility for communica-

pared to leave within the week to provide
the logistic component for UNEF II.

Unexpected political objection and
confusion ensued. On November 1, in
closed session, the Security Council is
understood to have accused the Secretary-
General of overstepping his mandate in
requesting the Canadian contribution
without adequate consultation. Having
earlier objected to the wording of the
Secretary-General's report of October 26,
the Soviet Union asked that the phrase
"adequate geographical representation" be
replaced by "equitable geographic repre-
sentation". The application of the prin-
ciple of balanced composition became a
key issue.

American insistence in the UN's
Special Committee that "East Europeans
could participate on the same basis as
other participants, but without a pre-
scribed political balance," was overtaken
by events. Canada, deeply influenced by
the lack of co-operation in the "troika"
arrangements of the Commissions of Con-
trol and Supervision in Vietnam, was now
called upon as a NATO member to share
the logistics function with a Warsaw Pact
member, Poland. Mr. Sharp maintained

Canadian Forces photo

tions as part of UNEF's logistical compo-
nent. UNEF II is established for an initial
period of six months and could continue
beyond that span provided the Security
Council so decides.

that Canada was not acting as a NATO
member, and would not be placed in an
adversary position vis-à-vis Poland. Cana-
da would rely on its experience, compe-
tence and objectivity in its assigned tasks.
Israel, too, raised objections about Poland,
as it did also about Senegal, Kenya, Indo-
nesia and Ghana, with which it has no
diplomatic relations. Romania was sug-
gested instead of Poland. Determined to
name its own member, the Soviet Union
insisted on the selection of Poland.

Directed by the Security Council on
November 2 to consult with Canada and
Poland on the joint provision of the logistic
component for UNEF II, the Secretary-
General initiated and participated in the
negotiations,, which lasted for three weeks.
The Poles were of the view that goodwill
would enable them to work out the details
of an agreement in the field. The Secretary-
General was under tremendous pressure,
particularly from the Soviets and Egyp-
tians, to put UNEF II into operation
without delay. But nothing could be ac-
complished without logistics. Having sup-
plied the whole logistic component for
UNEF I, the Canadians would not be
pushed into a hasty and ineffective ar-

Secretary-General
under pressure
to put UNEF II
in operation
without delay



rangement with the Poles that could lead
to failure.

U.S. regards
composition
of new force
as compromise,
not precedent

Poland and parity
Negotiations were further compounded by
Polish insistence on parity in all its as-
pects. The Canadians, however, having
been informed by the Secretary-General
that their contribution was crucial, were
in a strong bargaining position. Negotia-
tions at times went on round the clock. As
one observer put it, "everybody was pushed
to the wall on this one".

Eventually a Memorandum of Under-
standing was produced on November 23.
Poland was assigned transport, engineer-
ing and medicàl services; Canada, commu-
nications and the air unit. Appearance of
parity was maintained, but, in fact, Canada
was assigned the. most vital aspect of
logistic support, namely communications,
and a Canadian was named as Chief of
Logistics Services. The Canadians were
adamant that no aspect of dual command
be allowed to complicate the smooth oper-
ation of the force. As of January 11, 1974,
there were 1,086 Canadians and 821 Poles
in the field - the largest and next-largest
national contingents. All indications at
that time, despite - or probably because
of - the preceding patient but difficult
negotiations, were that both components
were functioning in full co-operation.

Will these arrangements affect the
debate in the Special Committee? The
United States Ambassador, William E.
Schaufele, in a Washington address on
December 6, 1973, generally applauded the
achievement of UNEF II. He was careful
to point out that "the terms of reference of
UNEF concerning the geographic distri-
bution of the force represent a compromise
with which we are not entirely satisfied
and which we certainly do not regard as a
precedent". The Soviet Union, on the
other hand, will certainly regard it as
such. The controversy on this issue may
have been accommodated in practice,
but remains unresolved in the Special
Committee.

Conditions for withdrawal
The Secretary-General's report to the
Council of October 27 reads: "It is my
intention to keep the Security Council
fully informed of developments relating to
the functioning of the force. All matters
which may affect the nature of the con-
tinuing effective functioning of the force
will be referred to the Council for its de-
cision" [italics added]. The Council ap-
proved the report in Resolution 341 (the
vote was 14 to zero, China not participat-
ing) and decided further "that the force

shall be established in accordance with the
above-mentioned report for the init^
period of six months, and that it shaU
continue in operation thereafter, if re,
quired, provided the Council so decides°
[italics added]. Conditions for withdraa^
are not spelt out. The intent, neverthe.
less, is clear. The final authority of the
Council will prevail in all matters, includ.
ing withdrawal. Exact conditions remain
to be worked out on the status-cf-forces
agreements. The issue was not ope:2 ly dh.
cussed in the sessions of the Council, but
the experience of 1967 and the gravity of
the situation leave no doubt that a' I mem.
bers of the Council are aware of the need
to avoid any unilateral action that coula
nullify the effectiveness of the force. Con•
versations with members of varioa.s dele•
gates at the UN lead to the conviction that
the question of withdrawal was an issue
in the negotiations between Dr. K.ssinger
and the Egyptians and Israelis. Details
may be revealed when the host-country
agreements are concluded and published

Renewal foreseen
None of the parties expect that a final
settlement between Egypt and Israel will
be concluded for at least a year. We may
anticipate, therefore, that the mandate
will be renewed for a further six-month
period. If at the end of that time no agree-
ment is in sight, there may be some pres-
sure for withdrawal by dissatisfied parties,
perhaps by Egypt or the Soviet Ur.ion.

In any event, it will be essential that
both the United States and the Soviet
Union agree on conditions for renewal or
non-renewal of the mandate by the Coun•
cil. Anything but unanimity on this ques-
tion may deprive any Security Council

resolution of operational effectivencss. Not
only must all parties agree on withdrawal
terms but, equally, there must be absolute
assurance that all states côntribvting to
the UNEF adhere to related term- of the
participatory state agreements. In ,aw the
Council speaks with one voice. It i,-. essen-
tial that all members of the chorus sing in
unison.

The financial arrangement for UNEF
II is, in many respects, a landmark agree-
ment. Recollection of Soviet oppos ^tion to
the financial arrangements for UNI;F I, ae
also for ONUC, as well as the raacorous
Article 19 debate that threatened to wreCk
the UN, is sufficient to underline its im'
portance. The issue was a primary reason
for the establishment of the Special Com-
mittee. Yet eight years of protracted de-
bate produced no resolution; the Soviet
Union and France insisted that the Coun•
cil determine "all matters related to finan'

tal
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," whereas the United States, with

That would place the heaviest burden on

anada, argued that Council determina-
on of this question "must not prejudice
he General Assembly's authority to ap-
rtion ezpensesamong members".

Over the years, innumerable proposals
ave been put forward by member states
n an effort to accommodate the Security
ouncil's primary authority in matters of
eacekeeping, with General Assembly
urisdiction over financial matters. aIn ap-
oving the Secretary-General's report of
ctober 27, the Council accepted the for-
ula that "the costs of the force shall be
nsidered as expenses of the organization
be borne by members in accordance with
icle 17, paragraph 2 of the Charter".
e wording adopted is very close to that

ontained in Canada's memorandum to
the Special Committee of October 10,
972.

In its resolution of November 14,
972, the Fifth Committee decided, as an
d hoc arrangement, to request the Secre-

tary-General to establish a special account
for UNEF II and a scale of assessment

ermanent members of the Council and,
decreasing proportion, on the econom-

cally-developed member states and the
onor:.ically less-developed member states
the smallest burden to be imposed on a

pecial group of 25 less-economically-
eveloped states.

The resolution also states that these
angements are "without prejudice to

the positions of principle that may be

t
^n by member states in any considera-

by the General Assembly of arrange-
ents for the financing of peacekeeping
perations".

recedent set

that the financing of UNEF II is politically
evertheless, two matters are clear: first,

surecl and, second, that the overwhelm-
^ng endorsement of the resolution (108 in
^avour, three opposed, with one absten-
ltron) vill constitute a precedent, despite
^he resarvations of some states.

It is evident from the foregoing that
F II is, in many respects, different

^om its predecessors. The ground-rules
^or Car=adian participation are also differ-
Pt. IHaving only recently withdrawn from
[the abortive "peacekeeping" or peace-

upervision operation of the ICCS in
R tnarn, tiring of its participation in

FI(`YpI,] - , and with the precipitate with-
wal from the Sinai in 1967 still a warn-

g memory, Canada is back into the
eacekceping business in full measure.

e ncw situation requires Canadian
'Irticipation.

- Many observers have proclaimed the
demise of peacekeeping and called for a
cautious Canadian policy. Some, including
the writer, have persisted in the view that
"given the propensity for conflict in the
international arena ... it is reasonably
certain that new operations will be
launched . . . . [Thus] we may anticipate
that Canada will offer its concrete
support".

Should the latter hold true for the
future - and we expect that it will -, then
it is important to study UN guidelines for
these operations. As a participant, Canada Guidelines
must abide by them; as a member of the not utilized
Special Committee it has a hand in shap- in direct way
ing them. Yet, despite the years of debate in creation
on peacekeeping guidelines by the Special of mandate
Committee, the guidelines were not direct- for UNEF II
ly utilized in the creation of the mandate
and modalities of UNEF II. Instead, once
the Council had decided on a mandate
with the exclusion of participation by the
permanent members, it was the office of
the Under-Secretary-General for Special
Political Affairs that, relying on its ex-
tensive experience in handling all previous
UN peacekeeping operations, produced on
24 hours' notice the report of the Secre-
tary-General on the implementation of
Security Council Resolution 340. Therein
the essential guidelines for UNEF II were
prescribed, modified only as described
above, by the logic of events.

The preceding analysis shows that
many of the basic and contentious issues
on the agenda of the Special Committee
found expression in the formulation of
UNEF II. The present optimism at the
UN suggests that many of these conten-
tious issues have been reconciled or re-
solved. The Special Committee should
therefore reapply itself to its task with
renewed vigour.

Committee options
Where should it begin? There is no evi-
dence that the agreed aspects of UNEF II,
as related particularly to the role of the
Secretary-General, composition and financ-
ing, are accepted by each of the parties
as precedent. There are, however, several
options open, to the Committee of 33.
First, it could take up once again the
tedious task of determining, one by one,
the jurisdiction and functions of the
Security Council and the Military Staff
Committee, a sub-organ of the Council
established under Article 29, and could
move on to the role of the Secretary-
General. This option is unlikely to achieve
a final agreement before the next session
of the General Assembly in the fall of this
year.



A second option would, in view of the
fact that UNEF II was launched indepen-
dently of the Special Committee, be drawn
from the lesson that "adhocracy" is the
only workable method of launching new
peacekeeping operations. To do so, how-
ever, would require the Special Committee
to acknowledge failure, something it has

principles which, as far as possible, ac-
commodate the essential positions already
placed before the Committee, and also to
enunciate accepted principles derived from
UN practice, with particular reference to

A third option would be for the com-
mittee to. adopt a set of broad guiding

pear with a whimper into oblivion.

specific aspects of the maintenance of in-
ternational peace and security to disap-

with the task of formulating guidelines for -

son. It is just not politically feasible for
the one key committee of the UN charged

refused to do in its nine annual reports to
the General Assembly, and with good rea-

disruptive debate and damage to the so-
to renew its mandate once more without
Member states are not likely to agree
business before the next General Assembly.

Whatever course the committee
chooses, it should not fail to conclude its

exigencies of new and unforeseen crises.

UNFICYP and UNEF II. Such a course
could provide the flexibility between fixed
guidelines and "adhocracy" to meet the

The road to Geneva. . .

... Those who have accepted Resolutions
242 and 338 on the road to Geneva have
implicitly agreed to negotiate in good faith
on "secure and recognized boundaries" as
stated in Resolution 242, and "a just and
durable peace", as in Resolution 338 ....

Something can be gained from a closer
examination of the term "secure and
recognized boundaries". The two adjec-
tives have become inseparable, but they
need to be clearly differentiated. Boun-
daries can be recognized without being
secure and they can be secure without
being recognized. Moreover, it is much
easier to know what recognized boundaries
are than what secure boundaries are ....

Unfortunately, the very term "secure
boundaries" lends itself to some miscon-
ception. Security in this world is relative,
but the term tends to make it appear to be
absolute, as if boundaries by themselves
can be secure or not secure instead of more
or less secure. Surely the 1949 boundaries
were more secure from the Israeli point of
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Canadian Forces Phom

Private W. E. Gilfoy, member of the 2nd
Battalion, Princess Patricia's Canadian
Light Infantry, Winnipeg, is seen on duty
outside the Canadian UNEF contingent's
headquarters in Camp Chams, Cairo.

recently-refurbished image of United Na.
tions peacekeeping.

view than the 1947 boundaries in the sensE
that they were easier to defend. Th ^ posi
1967 boundaries seemed to be ewier tc^
defend than the previous ones, and yet
they proved to be harder to defend b-2QausE
they lulled the Israelis into a falsf: sev
of security. The idea that Israel could have
had security after the 1967 war by un&
terally withdrawing to the former boun-
daries is hardly credible; those were the
very boundaries that had brought on the
war in the first place ....

Until now ... Israel has had neithe
recognized nor secure boundaries. It t 10
be useful, as a starting-point, to.aŸree or
the principle of recognized boundaries bP
fore tackling the most difficult question0
secure boundaries. If, as heretofore, the
Arabs refuse to recognize any boundarie
for Israel, there is little point in trying ^
get them to recognize more secure boO
daries. (From The Road to Gencva b'
Theodore Draper, Commentary, FebruO
1974).



ilende and the mythmakers
the wake of Chile's coup
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hile since last year's September 11 coup
a study in contrasts. There is the strik-

ng difference between the tensions and
olarization of the last months of the

►Ilende regime and the apparent calm
nd renewed sense of purpose of Chile
nder military rule. There is the contrast
etween the return to normalcy during the
aytime and the repressive and chilling
tmosphere during the curfew hours after
1:00 p.m., when shots ring out period-
,ally, helicopters pass overhead and
rmoured cars patrol streets where only
he occasional dog is moving freely. But
iost vivid of all is the contrast between
he view of the Allende experience as prop-
gated in Chile by the military junta and
e censored press, radio, and television,

nd the impression of the Popular Unity
overnment that has been created by the
edia outside that country.

The current Chileanportrayal of the
pnner President as an evil and dissolute
4argist revolutionary bent on imposing a
talitarian regime on Chile by a combina-
on of guile and force could not be further
emoved from the international picture of
alvador Allende as a dedicated social
emocrat martyred by a fascist military

d the forces of international reaction.
Both views are myths created by

lecting only certain aspects of the com-
eg patterns of recent Chilean politics in
der to support a particular ideological

F
int of view. Both need to be examined
d critically evaluated in order to get an
curate picture of Chilean politics since
70.

Myths of the Right:

^llendc was attempting to establish a
arxist totalitarian state in Chile.

1970, after Mr. Allende won 36 per cent
o the popular vote, fears that he or his

pporters might attempt to impose a
ctatorship of the proletariat in Chile led
e Christian Democrats to demand the
option of a set of constitutional guaran-

tees of civil and political liberties as the
price of their support in the Congressional
runoff balloting. The Constitutional Sta-
tute of Democratic Guarantees included
provisions protecting educational and
political pluralism, freedom of speech and
of the media, the autonomy and profes-
sionalism of the military and religious
liberty.

During the Allende regime, private
schools and universities continued to re-
ceive' Government subsidies. The Catholic
University television station became a
bastion of the Christian Democratic oppo-
sition, two-thirds of the radio stations
were controlled by critics of the Govern-
ment and by late 1972 in all the univer-
sities except one rectors and governing
bodies opposed to the Government had
been elected. Six weeks before the Septem-
ber 1973 coup, one could find on the same
newsstands in downtown Santiago maga-
zines justifying the violent overthrow of
the leftist Government and others calling
for resistance by soldiers to their rightist
military superiors.

Chile under Salvador Allende had a
greater range of freedom of expression for
political views of all kinds than any other
country in the world. It is true that the
Allende Government tried to put economic
pressure on the only independent paper
company, but this was successfully re-
sisted, as was a plan, announced in March
1973, to establish a unified national school
system.

Pro f essor Sigmund is Director of Graduate
Studies and professor of politics at Prince-
ton University. He has published articles
on contemporary Chile in Problems of
Communism and Foreign Affairs. Among
his books are The Ideologies of the Devel-
oping Nations and Models of Political
Change in Latin America. Pro fessor Sig-
mund visited Chile in July 1973 and
prepared this article upon his return from
a second trip to Chile in January of this
year. The views expressed are those of
the author.
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The Allende Government condoned or
even supportéd the use of violence by its
supporters.

Deaths related
to politics
surprisingly low
during tenure
of Allende

There is no doubt that the level of political
violence was escalated under the Allende
Government. Ironically, this was because
it was clear from the outset that the Gov-
ernment would not use force to evict those
who seized farms, housing or factories,
since, after five years of criticizing conser-
vative or reformist governments for caus-
ing bloodshed by sending in troops to end
such occupations, President Allende was
determined not to repeat such incidents
in his administration. Besides the seizures,
there was also a high level of street vio-
lence during the waves of pro- and anti-
Government demonstrations in 1972 and
1973. Yet the total number of politically-
related deaths during the three years of
the Allende regime is surprisingly low. Not
more than a half-dozen were killed in
street fighting in the entire period and
none of these deaths was attributable to
police action. The White Book published
by the military junta after the coup lists
96 deaths under the Allende Government.
Twenty-two of them took place during the
military uprising of June 29, 1973. Only
one came from the action of troops against
lower class settlers (in August 1972) and
Mr. Allende immediately went to the set-
tlement and apologized. By contrast, the
official list of those killed on and after the
September 11 coup is now over 1,000 and
unofficial estimates range between 2,000
and 5,000.

The Allende Government violated the law
and the constitution.

The opposition-dominated Congress re-
peatedly impeached members of President
Allende's cabinet for violating the law, but
the principal charge against them was one
of omission - failure to enforce the law

against extremists. The White Book in-

cludes documentary evidence that, as late
as August 1973, President Allende insisted
on "the need to enforce the Arms Control
Law, to detain anyone who is carrying
arms, and if he resists to capture and if
necessary kill him" (P. 194, Spanish ver-
sion). On August 22, 1973, the Chilean
Chamber of Deputies adopted a "sense of

the House" resolution (acuerdo) de-
nouncing the use of loopholes in existing
legislation to take over industry and agri-

culture without specific Congressional

authorization and listing examples of non-
enforcement of the law. The resolution did
not cite what later turned out to be the
only demonstrable direct violation of the
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law carried out with the connivance of t
President - the use of Government agF
cies and large quantities of Governmf
money for the manufacture and impo
tion of arms which were distributed
supporters of the Government. (Rig
wing extremists of the Fatherland
Freedom Movement were also arti
themselves by smuggling arms into
country.)

The Allende Government had planned tc
murder the heads of the armed forces a&
the leaders of the opposition parties.

The most sensational revelation in
White Book was a document with the cu
name of "Plan Zeta", which proposed
"physical elimination" of the gener
admirals, and other high officials at i
official presidential luncheon on Arr:ny
(September 19), and the assassination
the army commanders at the annual
tary parade on the same day. The 1Vh
Book reproduces what appears to be
authentic document outlining the pl
but gives no details about it "because it
under investigation and in order not
compromise the security of the persc
listed as victims and efforts to identify
assassins" (P. 49, Spanish version). It
not unlikely that such a plan may tE
been developed by one or another left
tremist group, but the White Book git

no evidence whatever that it was appro
by the Political Command of -Pop'
Unity or by Mr. Allende. The docum
that it reproduces to prove that J
Garces, President Allende's close advi
was a party to the plan only calls
"changes in the Armed Forces and C¢
bineros (national police) in or der

strengthen the constitutionalist secte
(P. 94, Spanish version), a part of a sev
point plan produced in early 0 une
anticipation of a "confrontation" in thr
to four months.

By the end of the Allende regime, Chileo
were starving and the economy was in
ruins.

The "March of the Empty Pots" in T
cember 1971 first brought to worN at
tion the increasing economic difficulties
the Allende regime. By 1973 it was n
sary to wait many hours in line for W,
cooking oil, flour, detergent, sugar,
cigarets and a black market in these a
other items was flourishing. Yet ot
items were available and there was

COgeneral shortage of food. Low-in
groups were probably living somea
better than they had earlier, since g0
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ilean armed forces in the coup of
ptember 11, 1973, overthrew the gov-
nment of President Salvador Allende
d installed a junta in its place. In this

lent controls kept prices down on many
ic items (which also encouraged their
ersion into the black market).

In 1973, agricultural production drop-
d catastrophically and there was an
pending crisis in wheat, which only an
ergency operation by the U.S.S.R. or

e United States could have staved off.
e Government budget ran a 53 percent

dificit; even larger sums were issued by
e Central Bank to subsidize the na-
nalized industries and the inflation rate

ft the 12 months before July 31, 1973,
323 percent. Yet Chileans had had

ntarly a century to get used to inflation
d in the past year wages' had been read-
ted to take account of price rises in
tober and in April. The situation would
obably have become much worse had the
litary not intervened but, up to Sep-
ber 1973, the economy was still func-

ning and no one was starving.

1973 the Allende regime had lost the
pport of the Chilean people. The March
ngressional elections which showed

glins for the Government were based on
sive electoral fraud.

the March 1973 elections the opposition
oups received 56 per cent of the vote,
d the Allende coalition received 44 per
nt. This was a drop from the figure just
ort of 50 per cent which the Government

Sf
UPI photo

picture, Chile's Presidential Palace burns
at the height of the bombardment as the
building comes under attack.

won in the municipal elections of 1971,
but marked an increase over the 36 per
cent Mr. Allende himself had won in the
1970 presidential election.

The real basis for comparison (which
neither side used) was the 1969 Congres-
sional election. Using this as a standard,
the Left received about 2 percent less than
it had in 1969. In July 1973, the rightist-
dominated Law Faculty of the Catholic
University published a report, included in
the White Book, which asserted that the Only hand f ul
pro-Government figure was based on "an of examples
electoral fraud of massive proportions" of vote fraud
amounting to 200,000 to 300,000 fraudu- were produced
lent votes. A few individual cases of vote
fraud were produced, but the major evi-
dence in support of the claim of massive
fraud was a statistical analysis that pur-
ported to show that the number of newly-
registered votes between 1970 and 1973
was abnormally high. The computation,
however, neglected to consider the fact
that citizens between the ages of 21 and
24 had joined the ranks of potential new
voters since 1970. The total number of
these potential voters would account al-
most exactly for the supposed fraudu-
lently-registered new voters.

The military coup saved Chile f rom

communism.

Thanks to interviews by the author and
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others, it is now. possible to determine
what the next step in the Chilean drama
would have been if the coup had not oc-
cured. It is established that President
Allende planned to call for a plebiscite in
a radio speech at noon on the day of the
coup, promising to resign as President if
the plebiscite was defeated. The decision
on a plebiscite ended weeks of near paral-
ysis by President Allende in the face of
the mounting crisis and marked a break
with the left wing of his coalition, which
at a meeting on the preceding Saturday
had strongly opposed the proposal.
Whether this gesture would have worked,
it at least offered the possibility of a
peaceful solution to the crisis. The alterna-
tive, . however, was not a Communist
coup as long as the military retained the
overwhelming force and institutional unity
it possessed in September. If the plebiscite
tactic had not worked, there seems to be
little doubt that there would have been a
further escalation of violence and perhaps
civil war, since arms were widely distrib-
uted on both sides, but the military would
clearly have won any such confrontation.

Four elements
seen decisive
in decision
of military
to stage coup

Myths of the Left:

Allende was overthrown by military
f ascis ts.

Whatever their conduct since the coup,
the Chilean military strictly observed con-
stitutional proprieties until mid-1973. In
October 1970, the army commander-in-
chief was murdered by rightists because of
his insistence on the observance of the
constitution in the Congressional runoff
vote which was about to take place. His
successor, General Carlos Prats, supported
President Allende and the constitution
until his resignation three weeks before the
coup. The military commanders were
members of President Allende's cabinet
from November 1972 until March 1973
and again in August 1973, and they put
down by force an anti-Allende uprising
by a tank regiment at the end of June.

Four developments during the last
year of the Allende regime seem to have
been decisive in the decision of the military
commanders to stage a coup: (1) Their
own involvement in the Government re-
vealed the extent of the disorganization
and irresponsibility of Mr. Allende's Gov-
ernment and the threat which the eco-
nomic crisis posed for national security;
(2) the attempt in March and April to
establish a single national school system
with indoctrination courses in socialism
met with unanimous opposition by the
military leaders and reinforced their fears
for the future (after they expressed their
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objections to President Allende the pn
posal was "postponed," not dropped) (;.
most important, the enforcement of ►i
Arms Control Law in mid-1973 revet
substantial quantities of arms in Cover.
ment-controlled factories and work
areas. Brazil, Algeria, Ghana, Indon
and many other examples can be citedi
demonstrate that when the Armed ForcE
feel that their monopoly of force is threa
ened, they stage a coup; (4) their decisc'
to do so seemed to have been accelera^;
by President Allende's attempts, be^
ning in early August, to remove comm
ders whom he considered untrustwortbf.

Allende was murdered on September 11.

After first agreeing that her husba:id h:
committed suicide, his widow now
that he died fighting. Interviews to E-
same effect have been published with
daughter in Cuba and a supposed rieni
of his personal bodyguard now in Merda
The Chilean junta has published a r.etaile
medical report in support of the suicid
theory, but the most persuasive evidenc
for this writer was confirmation of the fa
of suicide in an interview with one of Pres
dent Allende's closest confidantes who Y,
in the Palace with him. (He did not ach
ally see the suicide but he talked to one t
the President's personal physicians shor
ly thereafter. The physician has al
published a detailed account of the cQ
cumstances of the suicide.)

Allende was overthrown because the
United States Government, private bank:
and international agencies eut off econom
assistance a f ter his election.

The thesis of "the invisible blc;ckadE
denounced by President Allende
at the United Nations in December 19'
is at best an exaggeration. The Unite
States Government made no new Ioansd
Chile under Salvador Allende egcept fr
two loans to the Chilean military (wbic
had the full support of the Allende CO'
ernment). However, "pipeline" a:d cOr
tinued to flow to Chile under existing lov
even after Chile had declared a mon
torium on all payments of its debts to El
United States in November 1971. "Fo^
for-Peace" shipments actually ir_creasE

t1^and, ironically, milk shipments under
program helped President Allende
a campaign promise to distribute f: ee
to every Chilean child. The Peace Co
also continued to operate, as did technic
assistance programs. The Internatio
Monetary Fund made two substan
loans to Chile in late 1971 and 1972
compensate for drops in copper prices.
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ter-American Development Bank made
vo educational loans in January 1971,
t all other loan applications were "under

udy" until President Allende's over-

row. The World Bank stopped proces-
g a loan at the time of the nationaliza-

^n of the copper companies, arguing that
long-standing policies^opposed loans to

untries that did not make compensation
r nationalization, and shortly thereafter
anged its justification for inaction to an
nphasis on Chile's lack of "creditworthi-

ss". The most important economic pres-
^re placed on Chile was the U.S. Export-
nport Bank's refusal to guarantee a loan
the time of the copper-nationalization

spute and its subsequent refusal of other
an guarantees on supposed economic

rounds.
In his last budget message, President

llende's Finance Minister boasted that
e drop in support from the United States
d been more than compensated by aid

,id credits from the "socialist" countries,
Testern Europe and other Latin American

muntries. No doubt the credit difficulties
eated some problems for the Allende
overnment, especially in the area of
are parts, but it is difficult to see how
is played a major role. Policies of unre-
rained printing of money and running
wn foreign reserves were much more

gnificant.

he "people" supported Allende.

s indicated earlier, President Allende

ver received majority support. Electoral
udies indicate that in some areas he re-
ived the votes of a majority of males in
w-income groups (Chilean men and
omen vote at separate polling places and
e results are published separately). He
ver received majority support from
omen (even from the lower class) and he
as strongly opposed by middle class, pro-
ssional and lower-middle-class groups.
he copper-mining area of Chuquicamata
d not vote for him in 1970 and a lengthy

s rike by the El Teniente miners in 1973
as one of the elements contributing to
s doi:^nfall.

llende was a democratic socialist.

he European impression that Salvador
llende held views similar to those of
uropean social democrats is in error.
esides being a politician with 35 years of
perience in Chilean parliamentary poli-
cs, President Allende was also a Marxist
d would-be revolutionary. He wor-
ipped Ché Guevara and was a good
end of Cuba's Fidel Castro. He was
mmitted to the use of legal methods in
e transition to socialism, but he under-

E

I

went arms training himself, died from
bullets of an automatic rifle given him by
Premier Castro, and took no action to pre-
vent the equipping of a parallel army by
the left in preparation for the confronta-
tion which they foresaw as inevitable - as
it turned out, a self-fulfilling prophecy.

The obvious democratic solution to
the increasing polarization in Chile, as the
Communists in his own coalition and at
least part of the Christian Democratic
Party in the opposition could see, was a
centre-left coalition which excluded the
extremes of left and right. However this
would have meant a break by President Obvious way

Allende with the leadership of his own to counter

Socialist Party, many of whom openly polarization

called for violent revolution. (It would was to create

also have meant for the Chrigtian Demo- coalition

crats a loss of part of their constituency to of centre, le f t

the right-wing National Party.) Tragically,
no effort was made along these lines at the
beginning of the Allende administration
when it was possible, and only feeble
attempts took place later when it was
nearly impossible. The result was a break-
down in the democratic convivencia that
had enabled Chilean constitutional demo-
cracy to survive with only two interrup-
tions since 1833, frantic arming by both
sides and finally military intervention. As
Thomas Hobbes put it: "When no other
cards are agreed upon, clubs are trumps."

The military coup of September 11
was thus neither a last-ditch defence
against Marxist totalitarianism nor a
fascist and reactionary rupture of peaceful
democratic institutions. It was rather a
nearly - but perhaps not entirely - in-
evitable result of economic policies and a
political stalemate that made majority
rule under law almost impossible.

In reaction against the excesses of the
Allende regime, the junta has now re-
turned agricultural land and industrial
enterprises illegally seized, lifted price
controls on all except the most essential
items, devalued (and recently revalued)
the escudo to a realistic rate, but it has
declared Congress and the political parties
"in recess". It has also proclaimed a
"state of war", which it cites to justify
censorship of the press, indefinite deten-
tion of most of the leaders of the Allende
Government and arrest and imprisonment
of real or suspected enemies of the regime.

Meanwhile, the mythmakers on the
right and left are busy rewriting recent
Chilean history and making it increasingly
difficult to arrive at an impartial judgment
on the causes of the overthrow of one of
the few remaining constitutional demo-
cracies in the Third World.
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Probing the raison d'être
of a Canadian diplomat abroad
By A. J. Andrew

In recent months, a Canadian diplo-
mat, Andrew Ross, Ambassador in San-
tiago, has been at the centre of a con-
troversy that touched on the raison
d'être of a diplomatic representative
abroad. The discussion was useful to
the extent that it revealed a number of
new conceptions of the diplomatic func-
tion and some confusing, if flattering,
ideas of the position and power a
Canadian ambassador holds both in
his host country and with his own
government.

There have been a number of
changes - and the process is still going

Canadian diplomatic missions abroad
have three main groups of clients to serve.
The first is the Government of Canada,
in whose name they operate and which
includes virtually the whole gamut of
federal departments and agencies. The
second includes other levels of govern-
ment, private business companies and
other organizations with foreign contacts.

Mr. Andrew served as Director-General
of the External Affairs Department's
Bureau of Asian and Pacific A f jairs f rom
1971 until March of this year, when he
was appointed Assistant Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs. A member
of the department since 1947, he held a
series of posts abroad and in Ottawa,
including stints as head of the Political-
Co-ordination Division, head of the
Information Division and head of
Inspection Services. In mid-1962, he was
appointed Ambassador to Israel. In 1965,
he became Ambassador to Sweden, and in
this capacity initiated conversations with
Chinese representatives that led to
Canada's recognition of the People's Re-
public of China. He attended the Univer-
sity of Toronto as a Foreign Service
Visitor in 1969-70, and is the author of
the book Defence by Other Means: Diplo-
macy for the Underdog. He became head
of the Far Eastern Division in 1970 and
assumed his present post a year later.
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on - in the traditional idea that a dip.
lomat was concerned only with relations
at the governmental Ievel. While this
role continues, many others, formerly
regarded as not relevant to his true
function, have been added. -The follow-
ing article is an attempt to look at the
evolution of the embassy's role and the
merging of the functions of consul and
trade commissioner with that of diplo-
mat. At the same time, some ideas are
presented on the limitations under
which the new diplomat must labour in
discharging his ever-widening mancïate.

The third group are individual private
citizens, Canadian and foreign, generally
as tourists or prospective immigrants.

There was a time when diplomats
were concerned exclusively with the fitst
category of business, i.e. government-ta
government contacts. Relatively recently,
and particularly with the increase in the
number of state-trading countries, diplo-
mats abroad have been drawn into the
business of promoting, if not actually ne,
gotiating, sales on behalf of commercial
organizations at home. Similarly, may
countries, and not exclusively federal
countries, find that their missions are fm
quently used by other levels of govern•
ment, down to the municipal and local
levels, to assist them in conducting specific
items of business that may range from &
couraging investment to promoting the el-
change of "goodwill" visits. The third
function, that of assisting private indivi•
duals, is also in some respects a rel.atively
new diplomatic function. The international
community has traditionally hived of
this activity, labelled it "consular" and
established different sets of rules respecl'
ing the execution of diplomatic and con'
sular duties. The private concerns of'
citizen abroad are the normal subjects of
consular activities, but the granting of
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visas to foreigners wishing to enter ar' 1 1oma

other country is also frequently regardeo
as a consular function.
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Although the lines drawn between
hese three types of activity are fuzzy, they
an merge quickly and completely in many
nstances. If it can be shown, for example,
hat one's own national is being treated
n a manner that is substantially different
rom the manner in which other nationals

ire treatéd in the same country or that
;uch treatment falls below minimum âc-
,eptable international standards, then this

,onsular question becomes a diplomatic
natter and, on grounds of discrimination
)r as a violation of an existing agreement or
)f international norms, it can be imme-

iiately raised at the government level.
3imilariy, foreign government regulations
`requently impinge upon the financial and
commercial activities of Canadian business
Drganizations acting abroad - for example,

to apply health standards, to direct in-
vestment to certain areas or sectors or

to apply anti-dumping legislation. What

vight in other circumstances have been
a simple business contract between two

rivate firms in different countries fre-
quently becomes a matter of governmental
concern if it is considered that the regula-
tion is in violation of an international
agreement or, again, is discriminatory.
t then becomes a matter for diplomatic

egotiation at the governmental level.
e limiting factors are the attitudes of

he two governments concerned. If both
gree, any issue can be discussed at the
overnmental level, and the list is increas-
ng daily and with it the range of subjects
he diplomat abroad has to accept as his.

Most Canadian diplomats have
earned, either by sad personal experience
r by observing similar experiences under-
one by colleagues, not only that they
annot confine their activities in strict
ccordance with priorities based on the
riginal definition of a diplomat's primary
esponsibility but that there is no clear
e other than the tolerance of the re-

^eiving state and his own instructions.
t is clear beyond doubt that his time and
nergy must be applied to the promotion
f trade and the welfare of travelling com-
atriots, as well as to other items on his
genda. Indeed, he will frequently find it
âvisable to defer highly-important gov-
rnment-to-government business if that is
he only way he can deal with a distressed
itizen sitting in his outer office waiting
or help. In short, the jumbo jet and the
ackage tour, as well as state trading and
tate intCrvention in the free flow of trade,
ave made both "commercial" and "con-
ular" matters a regular part of the dip-
omat's daily activity.

This being so, it should be said imme-
ately that a diplomatic mission is not

established in the way it is, and does not
have the legal position that it has, because
of its commercial and consular roles. The
ambassador occupies his position by vir-
tue of being a representative of a state
accredited to a state and his legal position
flows from that function, i.e. he must have
the protection of immunities and priv-
ileges solely to ensure his freedom to con-
duct his country's business without fear of
reprisal or without being subjected to the
pressure of disabling problems of living.
On the same grounds, he must also have
access to the leaders in the receiving state
to conduct his own government's business.
The diplomat therefore always has the Must have
difficult and invidious task of deciding access
(subject to local rules and instructions to leaders
from home) to what extent he can use his of host state
position and his contacts as a representa-
tive of his state to promote the interests
of a single group or to look after the wel-
fare of a private citizen in trouble with
the local authorities. Obviously, for exam-
ple, he cannot espouse individual causes
as if they were approved government pol-
icies. Inevitably his décision, if it is for less
than the full use of all available avenues,
will be seen as less than totally satisfac-
tory to the party the diplomat is attempt-
ing to help.

Local practice and his own instruc-
tions apart, the first obvious limitation
on the diplomat's all-out espousal of his
Canadian client's problems is his knowl-
edge of how the authorities at home would
react if a foreign diplomat were to do the
same thing in Canada. It is not helpful to
tell a foreign government that life for
foreigners in Canada is probably much
easier than it is for Canadian nationals in
their country and that its citizens probably
need less help from their representatives
in Canada than ours do in their country.

It would be surprising if either the
local authorities or the diplomat's own
government would agree lightly to con-

fer, in effect, diplomatic status on a
citizen in difficulties abroad or use the
right of access to, say, the head of state
to promote a private business venture.
But hard cases make bad law and most
of what is called for falls well within the
extremes mentioned.

Right of asylum
The matter of diplomatic missions offer-
ing asylum has recently been under public
discussion as a result of events in Chile.
Not surprisingly, arguments have been
advanced for the introduction of changes
to extend this practice. However, con-
temporary international law does not rec-
ognize a general right of asylum on dip-

Diplomat needs
to ask how
own government
would react
in similar case
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Well aware
that forcing
a re f ugee
to leave
could raise
moral, political
questions

lomatic premises. Although certain states,
notably most of the Latin American re-
publics, recognize among themselves a
right of diplomatic asylum, this is only a
regional usage, based on local treaty re-
lationships but not sanctioned by general
international law. It should be recalled
also that the original basis of the doctrine
of diplomatic asylum was the supposed
extraterritorial status of diplomatic res-
idences and chanceries, a concept which
was long ago abandoned. This change is
embodied in the 1961 Vienna Convention
on Diplomatic Relations, to which Canada
is a party. That convention makes dip-
lomatic premises inviolable. It is, never-
theless, accepted in international law that
the immunity of these premises is not ab-
solute. Thus, even when asylum is granted
for humanitarian reasons, as matters now
stand it is not clear that officials of the
host state would be debarred from remov-
ing from the premises of such a diplomatic
mission a person who had been granted
asylum but who was wanted by the host
state. Although it is true that such mea-
sures could only be envisaged as being
justifiable in exceptional and urgent cir-
cumstances, the existence of this possibil-
ity severely limits the granting of asylum
and could as a practical matter serve to
defeat whatever attempts might be made
by an embassy to provide more than tem-
porary safe haven for persons whose life,
liberal or physical integrity was threatened.

The Canadian Government, like most
governments, instructs its missions that
they may give temporary shelter on hu-
manitarian grounds to persons, whatever
their nationality, whose lives, liberty or
physical integrity are in imminent danger.
Within these broad guidelines, the head
of mission is on his own. He knows that
to continue to maintain a refugee in a
diplomatic mission (as the U.S. Legation
in Budapest did for Cardinal Mindszenty)
could be regarded as an intervention in
the domestic affairs of the host country
and that this consequently could nullify
most, if not all, other aspects of the re-
lationship. On the other hand, the dip-
lomat is well aware that to force a refugee,
once admitted, to leave could also raise
difficult moral and political questions. Our
man, therefore, is obliged to exercise his
best judgment on whether a would-be
refugee knocking on his door is really in
grave danger or is at worst subject to
arrest and imprisonment.

The circumstances in which these
decisions often have to be made are not
the best for cool calculation. The inclina-
tion of his conscience apart, the diplomat
must first ask himself how Canadian au-

thorities would in the particular circu,
stances regard the conversion of his r.lissi^
into a refugee camp. If the answer is t4;
they would probably go along with it, ^
must then struggle with his own trai
and belief that his main role in life ig t
maintain communications with those inaa
thority in the country. He is also ve^
conscious that in the long run even t^
ultimate safety - of the would-be refup
and much else besides could depend o0
his ability to maintain communicatiom
with local authorities. It is little Zvondo
that the average diplomat regards this
an area in which there are no winners,

Protection of communications
Turning again to the three roles of the
diplomat, enough has been said to demon.
strate that in all three he is only as good
as his communications permit him to ^
and that he would naturally tend to pro-
tect them first on the grounds that all else
depends on them. In this context, com-
munications would include his access to
persons and institutions within the coun•
try concerned and his ability to claim the
attention of his minister and his colleagua
at home and in other parts of the world
as well as the physical means of trans
mitting confidential messages.

Although all Canadians operating m
the foreign country may have some claia
on the services of the diplomat as coM
municator, only the Government has an
unqualified claim because the system was
created and is maintained by an concernei
for that purpose.

But the diplomat is not only a com•
municator. Messages to foreign ;overu-
ments or institutions or even individual
will usually require interpretation, nat
necessarily linguistically but to ensum
that social and cultural differences do nof
lead to a misunderstanding of the CM
than Government's intentions.. iletum
communications, which normally inclul
information obtained locally and not
otherwise available at home, also requim
interpretation to ensure that readers iç
Ottawa will not come to unwarranted car-
clusions. But, more than that, the dV001
has an obligation to analyze the tacts a
reported and to make it clear where the
line falls between fact, and analysis or
opinion.

On-the-spot assessment
Here again, particularly in a fast-movin€
situation, the possibilities of error ^
great - both in facts and in the analY9`
of them and yet a government, far remo4
from where the action is, has a great ne^
to know what the situation looks like to
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ts man on the spot. It needs both informa-
ion and an assessment of the significance
f the situation in terms of Canadian in-
erests in the area. -A diplomat who failed
o provide such views would almost cer-
ainly be asked to provide them forthwith
r explain why they were not forthcoming.

It is virtually automatic for a- dip-
omat to offer his interpretation of an
vent, fitting the pieces into the general
)icture and relating the whole to his coun-

ry's interests. A report that did not in-
lude even a tentative view of a developing
ituation would be seen as abnormal. But
ur diplomat knows as he writes that his
'ews and recommendations are just that.
^overnments may be more, or less, influ-
nced by ambassadorial reports depending
n a large number of factors, including the

bassador's track record, other informa-
ion intake and the government's own

riority considerations. Under the parlia-
entary system of government, the re-

ponsibility for the decision that emerges
rom all the factors is exclusively the

'nister's. The ambassador's responsibil-
ty ends with the provision to the best of

iis ability of frank and objective infor-
ation, interpretation, analysis and, as
ppropriate, his recommendation. The

uality of his input can only be assessed

)hone and speak directly to their foreign

)f the diplomat is little more than that of

hplomat is being weighed against his

)iplomacy is a branch of the art of com-
nunications, and it has been said that
nodern communications have made the
raditional diplomat obsolete. Now that
oreign ministers may pick up the tele-

ounterparts, it is argued that the position

telegraph boy who delivers messages
ithout understanding or caring much
bout their content.

This "downgrading" of the diplomat
no doubt based on a romantic idea of

that his role in life was, and is. The gen-
ral impression given is that the modem

neteenth century great-power counter-
art and found wanting. In fact, the diplo-
at does not and, for most smaller powers,
ever did control international affairs; he
'as, and is, simply a part of the process.
he involvement of the diplomat in inter-
ational communications is such that it is
est not to think in terms of his power and
unctior;s, but of the position he occupies
n an elaborate near-universal system of

by those who must decide what weight
to give to it in determining a course of
action.

It would be difficult to imagine an
alternative system and even more difficult
to imagine how the present one could sur-
vive if the diplomat felt obliged to provide
reports that would stand up under public
scrutiny and be found broadly acceptable
to all segments of the population. Can-
dour and objectivity would disappear. But
what if the ambassador overreaches him-
self in the advice he gives, steps outside
his expertise or offers advice that runs
fundamentally counter to his own coun-
try's best interests or gives prior consider-
ation to another country over his own?
The answer is really very simple. He will
lose his leadership, become irrelevant, and
eventually become unemployable. But,
until this happens, he must not only be
able to speak his mind in confidence, he
must be required to.

Two articles elaborating on aspects of
protection for individual Canadians abroad
and the question of the right of asylum in
missions abroad will appear in the May-
June issue of International Perspectives.

multidimensional communication.
There was a time when all that gov-

ernments knew about other governments
and their activities was what they heard
from diplomats, supplemented occasion-
ally by reports by travellers and journal-
ists whose standard of accuracy left much
to be desired. Consequently, diplomats
were in a position to exercise a great deal
of influence through their reports home
and through their foreign contacts. This
virtually total dependency on diplomats
has ended. Other people have been there,
probably including the foreign minister,
and diplomatic reports are now subject to
tests and comparisons with those made by
others who may well be more expert in
any given field than the diplomat.... The
diplomat's job is to interpret and apply
his judgment to what is happening and to
relate events to his government's known

interests. (From Defence by Other Means:

Diplomacy for the Underdog by Arthur

Andrew, Canadian Institute of Interna-

tional Affairs, Toronto 1970).

Doubts system
could survive
if diplomat
obliged
to give reports
that would
be acceptable
to all segments



NATO's 25th anniversary

In the spring of 1969, the problea;
of European security no longer seemed t
be the stuff of which crises were math
solvable given time and the willingness o:
the Soviet Government to negotiate ap
parently almost any issue. The feeling o:
confidence in the developing détente n,
so strong that, following a proposal b
President Nixon, the ministers instru&

the NATO Council in permanent sessiT
to consider ways of expediting s.nd ca
ordinating the exchange of methods a
improving the environment. NATO as t
defensive military alliance was no longe
to be the message; the Alliance wrs to ^,
seen as a political instrument and, :ndeed
one cognizant of the problems associatec
with pollution.

The year 1969 was a very vital or
for the Alliance. While not participat^r
directly, the allies of the United Statc
were witnesses to the beginnings of th-
bilateral Strategic Arms Limitation Ta)k
(SALT), a series of negotiations whos
first phase ended with an agreement tba'
has had a not inconsiderable impact m
NATO strategy and a promise of eva

o'.greater changes after the second round
talks, SALT II, at present under way. N,

the end of April 1969, Charles de GauV. F

resigned the presidency of France, r r
event somewhat greater in promise thanb
effect for the Alliance. Later in the yea
the Federal Republic of German^, begal
to move into a position of consïderabh
more significance within the Alliance 0

lowing Will y Brandt's election as Chao- ?

cellor. Before the year was out, the nep

Alliance's future political role
still keyed to defence function

By John Carson

The last great chronological milestone for
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
was April 1969 - its twentieth birthday.
The spring of that year was a time of hope
and confidence in the future of the
Alliance. It was an event that seemed to
mark the end of an era of defence in
strength, of a unified Atlantic Alliance,
perhaps of confidence in its ability to
respond flexibly to any crisis. It was the
beginning of an era when NATO would
become an instrument of détente - at the
same time defender of the West and an
active searcher for a stable peace with the
East.

The ministerial meetings marking the
twentieth birthday of the Alliance were
held in Washington and were addressed
by President Richard Nixon. The strategy
of massive retaliation had long since
passed and the Washington meeting
brought together a number of allies who
were hopeful about the possibility of long-
term solutions available through the pro-
cess of détente, certain only of the fact
that the military balance between East
and West would never again be over-
whelmingly in favour of the West. In the
final communiqué of the April 1969 meet-
ing, the ministers admitted that, although
the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia
the previous year had been a ". . . serious
setback to hopes for improvement in East-
West relations", the political goals of the
Alliance were still "secure, peaceful and
mutually beneficial relations between East
and West".

Pro fessor Carson, program chairman and
director of the Atlantic Council of Canada,
has been a member of the Department of
Political Studies of the University of
Guelph since 1970. He is currently serving
as Secretary of the University's Senate.
Pro f essor Carson is a member of the
Atlantic Treaty Association's Information
Working Group and of the International
Institute for Strategic Studies in London.
The views expressed in the accompanying
article are those of the author.
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West German Government gave a hm' o^
the shape of things to come by siO

the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Trea^

Throughout the year (after a pause o'
only four months following the invasioc
of Czechoslovakia), discussions were unae
way between the West German and So^e'
Governments on the question of ir^itiatin`

bilateral relations.
The Canadian Government also COD'

tributed during 1969 to a sense of ch^,
within the Alliance by announcing si0
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anadian ships of the Standing Naval

the Eurogroup) began to consider in an

orce Atlantic on NATO operations in the
tlantic are pictured. HMCS Protecteur,
nopercrtional support ship (centre), is

t force reductions. In September, plans
[ere announced to reduce within one year
e Canadian forces in Europe from 10,000
5,000. This followed the announcement

y Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau in April,
part of a statement on Canadian de-

nce policy, that the Canadian Govern-
ent, in consultation with its allies,
tended to begin a phased reduction of
s forces in Europe during 1970. At the

e time, domestic attitudes in the
nited States, coupled with the stance of
more critical Congress, brought pressure
bear for a reduction in U.S. troop com-
tment to Europe. Simultaneously, partly
a result of the Canadian Government's
tion and of fear of the possibility of

ar action in the future by the U.S.
overnment, the defence ministers of
lied governments of Western Europe

ganized fashion the possibilities of united
rangements for defence. Patterns for the
ture were being established.

This year the North Atlantic Treaty
rganfzation has reached its quarter-cen-

. There will be no major celebration
the Alliance's Brussels headquarters

d, at the date of writing, the time and
ace of the next regular ministerial meet-
gs had not been established. The con-
n*g pressure of domestic problems, of
divfdual national objectives and priori-
es, of bilateral negotiations with the
viet Government by certain members of
e Alliance, balance-of-payment deficits

Canadian Forces photo

refuelling an American frigate (right), in
company with the Canadian helicopter
destroyer Margaree.

and successive international monetary
crises - all compounded to some extent by
mutual misunderstanding - have brought
the North Atlantic Alliance to a confused
and hesitant position. The period of
détente has produced an uncertain feeling
of relaxation in East-West tensions in
Europe while endangering the effective
operation of the politico-military organiza-
tion. Though few would have envied
either General Lauris Norstad or General
Lyman Lemnitzer his position as Supreme
Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR),
certainly no one envied General Andrew
Goodpaster who, coincidentally, suc- Indifjerenee_

ceeded General Lemnitzer on July 1, 1969. more damaging

In each of the 15 nations of the than criticism

Alliance, NATO is criticized as being un- of Alliance

necessary or ineffective or the tool of the
United States, and sometimes all of these
things; there is nothing novel in these
criticisms except for the greater number of
people who make them. More damaging to
NATO, and to the Alliance as a whole, is
the indifference of most people to its con-
dition or evén to the fact that NATO con-
tinues to function at all. Indifference is
particularly prevalent among the smaller

nations.

Legacy of Harmel Report
But, apart from public indifference and
the public's general ignorance of the pur-
poses and structure of NATO (all of which
the NATO Information Service was de-
signed to concern itself with), NATO is
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Harmel Report
established
sense of security
underpinning
the posture
of détente

faced with a remarkable range of problems,
some of which were not envisaged five
years ago. These problems can be de-
vided roughly into political and military,
although there is, of course, an inevitable
overlap in a politico-military organization.
The political problems are for the most
part immediate and will require substan-
tial efforts and a clearly-demonstrated
concern to resolve them.

The difficulties that have been the
subtlest and least amenable to resolution
arose from the objectives of the Alliance
as expressed in the Harmel Report of 1967,
The Future Tasks of the Alliance. By
emphasizing the organization's second or
"political" function - "the search for prog-
ress toward a more stable relationship in
which the underlying political issues can
be solved" - over NATO's first function,
that of. maintaining "adequate military
strength and political solidarity to deter
aggression and other forms of pressure",
the Harmel Report established in a formal
way the sense of security to be found in
a posture of détente. It has plagued the
organization ever since.

The maintaining of defensive strength
while encouraging détente has been a
struggle in which NATO and its militarily
strongest members have, by and large,
lost. The Harmel Report emphasized that
the Allies had been studying disarmament,
arms-control methods and "the possibility
of balanced force reductions". In June
1968, the ministers, meeting at Reykjavik,
issued an addendum to their final com-
muniqué - a declaration on mutual and
balanced force reductions. The apparent
commitment to "balanced" force reduc-
tions by the West was a response to the
Soviet Union's invitation, made two years
earlier, to a general European Security
Conference and an attempt to link the
security of (essentially Central) Europe
to a mutual and balanced withdrawal of
military forces.

For the NATO allies, participation
in such a security conference would imply
a de facto recognition of the division of
Europe into two distinct camps; the West
was not then prepared to accept the bor-
ders of East Germany; a security con-
ference would have involved acceptance
of two distinct Germanies. On the other
hand, the Western allies were sensitive to
the attitudes of their public, a public that
continued to favour a reduction of defence
expenditures on European security and
regarded such issues as historical. Force
reductions appeared to be inevitable, and
so the pressure was on to encourage the
East to negotiate a similar, and, it was
hoped, a balanced reduction in arms before
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the Alliance was obliged" to undek
unilateral reductions. One factor in
continuing (and developing) considt,
tions during the 1966 to 1970 period r;
that NATO itself was considered to Ni
single spokesman for the.15 allies; :n e$k
NATO was pushed to the front and, i
another sense, into the middle at
same time because there have always ^
marked differences in the attitudes a^
policies of each of the Alliance rimerA,
states, particularly those that rnainti
forces on the Central European front.
position of the Warsaw Treaty Organk
tion was, by comparison, a simple one
spokesman for the foreign policy of ^,
Soviet Union.

The successes of the foreign pok
of Ostpolitik by the West German Gover,
ment after 1969 laid the foundations k.
the .recognition by NATO ( in partick.
the United States) of the political ac;
geographic reality of the German De-,
ocratic Republic (East Germany). Tt
existence of that entity havi !g bee
accepted,_the major barrier to aF^reenu.-
on participation in a general F:uropea
security conference with the reprez
tatives of East Germany present n
removed. At the same time, the Sosi:
Government indicated its readiness to &
cuss some form of troop reduction, therea
making NATO's acceptance of a secarit
conference somewhat easier. By the spriç
of 1972, both a security conference a^
negotiation of force reductions seemed t
be certain, and NATO began to consik-
its bargaining position. However, whe
the talks preparatory to the Cenferew
on Security and Co-operation in Euro?
(CSCE) finally began in Helsinki III
in November 1972, it appeared that il
Soviet Union had already "won the f5
round"; force reductions were to be &
subject of a separate conference and wer
not to be on the agenda of the secdfi
conference (removing an essential bàrgaic
ing point from the "armoury" of NAn
countries), and the West had alre4
extended recognition to East Germaaf
NATO had been moved into an espO-
position; it could be argued, and was, tb-'
its existence necessarily threatened 0
sense of security in Europe and preven^
much co-operation. In the move to^
achievement of its second functioa
NATO's ability to carry out its 00
function had suffered. Criticism of thO
functions and the need for the Alliaanre`
existence continued.

Military force levels
A more easily identifiable problem
NATO continues to be the need to mO
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in an effective and demonstrably effï-
nt military force in the field. Déténte
ought pressure on both the Canadian

d Arnerican Governments to review
eir troop commitments to Europe. The

adian decision of 1969 was not only
response to, the apparently changed

nditions between East and West but
presented a signal of the Government's

tention to focus its resources and
ergy on national issues (meaning inter-
issues). The American Government was
ultaneously concerned with domestic

oblems and issues and was searching

r a method of reducing its enormous
mmitment in Southeast Asia. Members
Congress who were opposed to the Viet-

war were encouraged by the growing
sillusiomnent of the American public to
ess for a general reduction in the size of
e standing army, a development that
ould have necessitated a withdrawal of
ops from Europe. However, President

fixon avoided any significant reduction
f troop levels in Germany and did not
>llow the Canadian example as the Brit-
h and West German Governments had
ared. Throughout the period (since
69), the forces of the Warsaw Treaty
rganization continued to expand and
prove the quality of their weapons.

NATO's strategy of flexible response,
dopted in 1967, implies an intention not

use nuclear weapons strategically im-
ediately after the initiation of hostile
ts by enemy forces; further, it implies
at there will be a readiness to use low-
eld nuclear_weapons tactically - Tacti-

al Nuclear Weapons (TNW) - either to
3 ence the enemy's will or to achieve

ary advantages. TNW clearly re-
uires a substantial presence of conven-
onal forces; neither opposing organization
ould wish to commence military action
ith nuclear weapons, and both need a
ertain period of short-gain conventional
arfare to provide time for.political con-
ultations to take place. For the NATO
ountries in general, and for the Military
ommittee and SACEUR in particular,

he Warsaw Treaty Organization's larger
orces and unified weapons system, to-
ether with the shortness of its supply-

Comparative size of forces - North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and War-
saw Treaty Organization (abstracted
from The Military Balance 1973/74,
International Institute for Strategic
Studies, London) :

NATO WTO
Ground forces 777,000 871,000
Tanks 6,755 13,800
Tactical aircraft 1,720 2,770
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Canadian Forces photo

Tank crew, part of Canada's troop com-
mitment to NATO forces in West
Germany, is pictured on manoeuvres
through streets of German town.

lines from bases in the Soviet Union, have
provided continuing cause for alarm. In
addition to the West's inferiority in forces
and weaponry and the vastness of the area
that must be defended, differences exist
among the allies, particularly the United
States and West Germany, about the ap-
propriate timing for the use of TNWs in
a battle situation. There is, in sum, reason
to question the credibility of "flexible
response". The ability of the forces of
NATO to respond effectively in the role
which is its raison d'être at a time when
NATO is at its most useful politically
should be without question, but ironically
that effectiveness continues to decline.

Although military capability and the
effectiveness of Alliance strategy are ap-
parently a permanent cause for concern,
the political-economic policies of the mem-
bers on both sides of the Atlantic have
raised serious doubts about the ability of
the organization to serve as a unifying and
co-ordinating force.

Eurogroup-U.S. `drift'
The move towards the formation of the
informal Eurogroup by a British Defence
Secretary, Labor's Denis Healey, marked
the beginning of the process whereby
Britain's interests in European security
have moved closer to those of France and
West Germany and away from those of
the United States. This change has been
hastened and made more tangible by the
necessarily bilateral nature of SALT; by
the enlargement of the European Com-

X^r to!p^

Reason seen
to question
the credibility
of strategy
involving
`flexible response'
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Alliance states
not consulted
on U.S. order
for forces alert

munity to include Britain; by the "drift-
ing apart" of the United States from
Western Europe caused by the gradual
weakening of the dollar and the American
preoccupation with Asia and its own
internal problems, at least until the be-
ginning of 1973; and, most recently, and
most dangerously, by the actions of the
United States Government last October.
U.S. armed forces around the world,
including those on duty in Europe with
NATO, were ordered to move to alert
status. NATO's Military Committee was
not informed prior to the order and the
Alliance members were not consulted. Of
the allies, only Portugal allowed supply
planes of the U.S. Air Force en route to
Israel to overfly or land on its territory.
Relations between the United States and
its Western European allies rapidly de-
scended to their nadir. Dr. Henry Kis-
singer's "Year of Europe", discouragingly
keynoted by the suggestion of a new
Atlantic Charter, ended with the Alliance
in some disarray. Fortunately, the Alliance
continued to function, bureaucratized and
entrenched in Brussels, facing the spectre
of public indifference and the frequently
divergent objectives of its members.

NATO continues to be the most use-
ful international forum for exchanging and
discussing the opinions of its various mem-
bers. The Alliance still obliges Canada
and the United States to take an active
role in Western European affairs and

... Three reasons are put forward for
thinking that the Soviet Union will not use
its conventional strength against Western
Europe: first, the emergence of new mil-
itary/industrial powers on Russia's East-
ern frontiers; second, the growing Soviet
stake in economic co-operation with West-
ern Europe; and third, the danger of
nuclear conflagration.

These are powerful constraints which
cannot but influence Russian policy. But
they are not - yet - enough to reassure
Western Europeans that the imbalance in
conventional forces does not matter. The
growth of Japan and China, while it will
certainly affect Soviet military planning,
has not led to any reductions in Soviet
force deployments against Western Eu-

rope....
The Soviet stake in economic co-

operation with Western Europe has un-
doubtedly increased and will probably
continue to do so. But two qualifications
need to be stressed here. First, the entire
foreign trade of the Soviet Union amounts

works against the incipient insularity of
the European Nine. The organization pra
vides a window into the mutual affairs of
North America and the European Cora.
munity for other nations such as Greece
and Turkey and, in another way, allo%
some members the opportunity for in&
cating their disapproval of the interu
policies of others for which the Alliance as
a whole is often criticized.

The twenty-fifth anniversary should
be a proud milestone for NATO. The East.
West negotiations, which will continue in
Geneva and Vienna and Helsinki, may
eventually bring about tremendous chan.
ges for the organization as it is currently
structured, but these changes are still
distant and unstructured. The fact that
such negotiations are possible and in pro-
gress is due in no small part to the use of
NATO as a political instrument. However,
the future of that political instrument Q
depend directly on its ability to be seen
to be able to carry out its primary func-
tion: armed defence. The members of
NATO must not fall into the trap of con-
tributing to a somewhat elusive détente
by unilaterally disarming their Alliance;
the organization is too valuable to suffer
such a careless destruction.

Two further articles dealing with NATO's
role in the fields of defence and diplomacy
will be published in the July-August issue
of International Perspectives.

to only 6-7 per cent of its GNP. Its trade
with the developed West as a whole
amounts, in a normal year, to only a fifth
of this.... It seems fair to say that West
ern Europe ... has at least as much to
fear as the Soviet Union from any disrup
tion of East-West economic relations.

In the "radically different strategic
conditions" of the 1970s, fear of nuclear
war is at least as serious a constraint on
the United States as on the Soviet Union
We cannot assume that the American nu-
clear umbrella guarantees Europe again^
every type of military pressure of which
the Soviet leaders are, hypothetically,
capable. . . .

The constraints on the Soviet Union
should not, therefore, be exaggerated or
regarded as necessarily permaneni. EvO
if they are at present stronger than I haV
given them credit for, we cannot assume
that they will remain so.... (From Ve

Future Security of Western Europe by
Sir Denis Greenhill, International Affairs,
January 1974).
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The Law of the Sea conference:
a bid to resolve contradictions

The United Nations General Assembly
decided in 1970 to hold the Third UN
Law of the Sea Conference in 1973, and
entrusted the Seabed Committee with

its preparations. From 1971 to 1973,
the committee met twice a year and
undertook its review of all the main
issues relating to this area of the law,
including those issues that had been

left unresolved following the previous
two Law of the Sea Conferences in 1958

and 1960.
The conference held a first session

in New York from December 3 to 14,
1973, in order to settle a number of
organizational and procedural ques-
tions: election of the chairman and the
other members of the Bureau; setting-
up of committees of the whole and of a
drafting committee; and adoption of
the rules of procedure. It was in the
course of the inaugural session that the
Canadian delegate, Ambassador J. A.
Beesley, was elected to fill the impor-
tant post of chairman of the drafting
committee.

The next session of the conference
will be held in Caracas, Venezuela, from

The Law of the Sea has developed over the
centuries around the idea of the freedom
of navigation, and the aura surrounding
the term has tended to conceal the expan-
sion of maritime empires that it has made
possible. The idea of free communication
between peoples, replete with visions of
great ships opening the way to contacts
between distant lands, justified offering
the sea-lanes to all, even though, as a
matter of historical fact, only the great
maritime powers were in a position to make
use of them. The freedom of the seas was
analogous to the freedom of labour in the
industrialized countries of Europe during
the nineteenth century - it sanctioned the
nght of the rich to enjoy and the right
of the poor to submit.

It was necessary to wait until the
great egalitarian movement sweeping the
world reached out to embrace the Law of

June 20 to August 29, 1974. During the
first week of the Caracas session, the
conference will conclude its examina-
tion of the rules of procedure, which it
began but did not complete at its
inaugural session. Then the' conference
will take up the many substantive is-
sues in three committees of the whole.
A first committee will devise a legal
regime for the international seabed area
and will determine the powers and func-
tions of the International Seabed Au-
thority. The second committee will con-
centrate on the more traditional issues
of the Law of the Sea, such as the ter-
ritorial sea, the Continental Shelf, high

seas, fisheries, archipelagos, straits,
innocent passage and islands. The sub-
jects of scientific research on the oceans
and preservation of the marine environ-
ment will be taken up in the third
committee.

If the delegates are unable to con-
clude a comprehensive and viable agree-
ment on the Law of the Sea by the end
of the Caracas session, the conference
will meet again at a further session -
probably in Vienna in 1975.

the Sea and question its fundamental as-
sumptions. That this did not happen
earlier is due entirely to the fact that
marine techniques have been very slow to
evolve. Since the occurrence of the tech-
nological breakthroughs that have made
possible an enormous diversification in the
use of the marine environment and the
exploitation of its resources, we have ex-
perienced a number of developments on
the part of the maritime powers as well as
the developing countries that have over-
turned traditional practices and the law

governing them. Whereas the sea was
formerly merely a theatre for political and
military competition, the economic impli-
cations of which were limited to the role of
navigation in providing access to the
wealth of the land-masses and were there-
fore of secondary importance, it has today
become the scene of a greedy scramble for
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Seabed, subsoil
designated
as heritage
of mankind

the resources of the waters as well as of
the seabed.

Two great confficting principles have
clashed as a result of demands that the
seas and oceans be subjected to a new
legal framework in accordance with the
economic goals of states. Littoral states
have tended to extend their occupation of
marine zones beyond horizons that only
yesterday seemed fantastic. The desire to
transform the marine environment into an
international public domain for the equal
benefit of all peoples is leading to demands
for collective management, based on the
idea of mankind's common heritage.

Truman proclamation
The appropriation movement began with
the Truman proclamation of 1945 concern-
ing the continental shelf, prompted by
American fears of a shortage of hydro-
carbons. It should occasion no surprise
that this claim by the world's foremost
industrial power was followed immediately
by the claims of the developing nations,

beginning with the countries of Latin
America, whose Atlantic coast is bordered
by vast shelves. Since then, the chorus of
appropriation claims has swelled uninter-
ruptedly; beginning with the seabed and
its subsoil, it has grown to include the
waters above the seabed up to a distance
of 200 miles from the coasts. Off the west-
ern coast of the continent, it has been
extended for the same distance over waters
lacking a continental shelf but rich in
biological resources.

Without sanctioning these latter
claims, the Geneva Convention of 1958
placed the continental shelf within a sim-
ple and coherent legal framework and was
thereby able to control the appetite for
appropriation for a decade, at least as far
as the seabed was concerned.

This impression seems to have been
strengthened by the advent of an opposite
development following the adoption by the
United Nations General Assembly of the
Pardo Proposal in 1967. This designated
the seabed and its subsoil, beyond the
zone of national jurisdiction, as the com-
mon heritage of mankind, and as such re-
served for peaceful uses in the interests of
the community of nations, whether they
possessed a coastline or not, and especially
for the benefit of the developing countries.
Resolution 2750 (XXV) of December 17,
1970, by which the General Assembly
agreed to preparations for a conference
planned originally for 1973 for the purpose
of revising the Law of the Sea, demon-
strates the growing awareness of the need
not merely for reform but also for legisla-
tion concerning new fields of international
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law. The declaration of principle of 4
cember 17, 1970, defines the basic charac.
teristics - of this future system ( as far t
the seabed is concerned), based on t4
exclusion of all sovereign and proprietaxy
rights over the seabed.

Although the states of the Third
World applauded this revolutionary devel.
opment, with its intention of creating
international machinery to regulate - ID
the final analysis, to their advantage - Et
resources of the seabed and its subsok
many of them wished to extend their ui.
lateral -jurisdiction. Naturally the procla.
mation of mankind's common heritage
prompted a renewal of the appropriation
movement with regard to the seabed as

well as the waters.
In the case of the former, encourage.

ment was provided by legal uncertainties
Because of the duality of the frequentlp
denounced criteria in Article One of the
1958 Convention, there was no precise
definition of the continental shelf. CVhi1e
waiting for the 1973 conference to put an
end to this ambiguity, it was tempting for
some countries to claim for themselves, in
the name of the notion of ezploitability,
submarine territory beyond a depth of 200

metres.:

Plundering fleets
It is difficult to see how certain states,
faced-with development needs, will failto
combine this territorial appropriation with
claims on epicontinental waters, when the
latter provide rich fishing-grounds for
powerful foreign fleets. Without ever
touching the shore, these fleets plunda
vast areas for months at a time with no
benefit to the littoral states and no limit
to the catch except those placed on theII
rapacity by the destruction of the species
The principle, proclaimed by the United
Nations, . of the sovereignty of states over
their natural resources provides the foun•
dation for this response on the part of the
littoral states, despite the fact that the
problem of determining how far their
rights extend remains unsolved. The prin'
ciple of contiguity holds promise for thep
development, which they intend to realize

Unparalleled discord prevails, them
fore, concerning.the seas and oceans, with
the maritime powers invoking thei: tradr
tional freedom and the principle of agree"
ment as the basis of international law, and
the coastal states claiming their rights 0
development and the necessity of protect•
ing living species and respecting the
ecological balance, a concern that ;usOs
the unilateral proclamation of their juri,'
diction. It appears, however, that there Is
no need for despair in the face of these 6'
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greements. As in all eras of turmoil caused
)y the advent of new or amplified techno-
ogical and economic factors, the contra-
lictions are aggravated, but it is possible

o discern the , principles of dialectical
ension which produce them. Four can be

dentified:
- the Law of the Sea was one-dimen-

;ional and is becoming1multi-dimensional;
- until recentlÿ. essentially a law of

movement, it is tending increasingly to
become a law of occupation;

- traditionally a law of predominantly
personal nature in which the conception
)f sovereignty received little emphasis, it
lso appears today as a territorial law, with
the legal consequences implied by this
urisdiction;

- traditionally a law universal in
nature and applicability, it now gives in-
,reasing sanction to the demands of
regional situations.

These four principles should be under-
;tood, as always in a dialectical analysis,
as reflecting not substitution phenomena
ut sources of tension. In each principle,

the second term of the alternative does not
eplace the first - it simply confronts it,
bliging it to take it into account, without
ccomplishing its destruction.

,hange from one-dimensional
le classical Law of the Sea had only one
dimension - essentially it was a law of
urface navigation, hardly recognizing the
ubmarine environment. Vessels of war
noving through this environment were
at, under the laws of war, restrained ex-
ept for activities with regard to surface
^essels; nor were they restrained in time
)f peace provided they used territorial
vaters for surface navigation only, thus
enefiting from the presumption of inno-
.ent passage.

Questions of jurisdiction over the
eabed assumed a theoretical character,
)wing to the lack of technical possibilities
or deriving any important economic use
rom it. In this regard a reference to
Jilbert Gidel's book La mer territoriale is
nlightening. He examines the problem of
edentary fisheries on the high seas with
dmitted embarrassment, holding that
'the freedom of the high seas and seden-
ary fisheries are not compatible as con-
epts of the same value and importance".
e concludes that they cannot be con-

idered otherwise than as an exception to
he rule, which implies that, in case of
oubt, the latter must prevail.

Likewise, according to Gidel, it is
ecause "any activity performed on the
ed of the high seas entails a necessary
d'ct, which may be more or less severe

but is in any case inevitable, on the utiliza-
tion of the high seas", that he establishes
the rule that activities on the subsoil of
the seabed are only licit on the condition
that they "entail no appreciable effect,
actual or probable, on the seabed". For the
same reason he considers as illicit all
activities on the subsoil that do not extend
out from land under the jurisdiction of the
state performing them, with the exception
of those initiated in superjacent waters
and on the bed of the high seas. Gidel uses
these principles as criteria for his discus-
sion of the Channel Tunnel project.

All legal reasoning concerning the
seabed, its subsoil or the waters was con-
sequently dominated by the essential
primacy of surface considerations.

Continental Shelf Convention
Today, by contrast, international law has
taken cognizance of its multi-dimensional
character. It embarked upon this path
with the Continental Shelf Convention,
admittedly following a traditionalist ap-
proach based on recognition of the sover-
eign rights of littoral states, which was a
way of extending to the shelf the funda-
mental reasoning of the law of the terri-
torial sea - namely, that states may utilize
the seabed as soon as they have established
their sovereignty, the only condition being
the obligation to respect innocent surface
navigation.

With the advent of the capability to
exploit the seabed, the point has been
reached where the law is moving away not
only from the conception of the sovereignty
of the littoral state but also from any idea
of appropriation of a domain henceforth
designated as the common heritage of
mankind. This is why, among American
experts, the terms "sea" and "ocean"
are tending to be replaced by "ocean
space", with its much broader range of
implications.

Man's progressive appropriation of
the seabed, which has acquired the value
of a discovery comparable to that of an
unknown continent, has thus restored to
the marine environment its dimensional

René-Jean Dupuy, professor of law at the
University of Nice since 1962, is currently
director of the Institut de Droit de la Paix
et du Développement at the University of
Nice and secretary-general of the Academy
of International Law at The Hague. He is
the author of several books on interna-
tional law and political thought and has
published a number of articles in the field,
as well as studies for l'Annuaire français de
Droit international. The views expressed
are those of Dr. Dupuy.
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totality. At the same time, its fundamental
unity has been re-established, which Gidel
rightly perceived but which he placed
within the ambit of the surface, whereas
present conditions lead us to apply to the
latter the law of the seabed and super-
jacent waters. Ocean space is becoming
invested with a law for each of its ele-
ments, with none predominating. If, for
the moment, the surface and the principle
of freedom prevailing there still retain

their predominance on the theoretical
level, they cannot help but be affected by
the law applying in other spheres.

This fact is particularly evident in the

fight against pollution. The ecological

interdependence of the seabed and the
surface dooms from the outset any action
limited to one level of the marine environ-
ment. In fact, negotiations are in progress
towards a treaty regulating the transpor-
tation and discharge of waste on the high
seas. The same need for action on both the
vertical and horizontal planes is apparent
for other forms of pollution, such as that
originating on the seabed as a result of

leaks from oil-wells.

Surface and seabed interaction
From now on both surface navigation and
the exploitation of the seabed will have to
be subject to specific and complementary
regulations.

The interaction of these problems is
recognized both in the movement on the
part of coastal states to extend their
jurisdiction and in that which advocates
the establishment of an international

statute.
As far as the former is concerned, we

have already noticed, within the frame-
work of the Geneva Convention, that,
despite the proclamation respecting the
freedom of navigation, the regulations for
the Continental Shelf have already re-
sulted in certain modifications of this free-
dom. The dialectic of seabed and surface
is, however, most apparent in the claims
of littoral states, especially those of the
developing nations. Whereas the Truman
proclamation was content to extend the
jurisdiction of the United States over the
shelf while preserving the character as
-high seas of the superjacent waters, Ar-
gentina's proclamation of October 11,
1946, laid claim to everything. Other Latin
American states, such as Brazil, Uruguay,
El Salvador and Nicaragua, have followed
suit, claiming a 200-mile limit. Admittedly
these countries still recognize the freedom
of navigation and overflight, but they in-
tend to reserve for themselves the biologi-
cal resources as well as those of the seabed
and subsoil. They do not understand why

their rights should be recognized in t)r
first case but not in the second.

-- If we consider the zone envisaged fol
international supervision, the limits o[
which have yet to be defined, the situation
is comparable. The international authori4
that would be responsible should have
jurisdiction at the surface, for the purpose

of protecting biological resources, and
below the surface, in order to verify the

propriety of seabed operations.
Here the tension between the tradi.

tional law and the one that is tending to
replace it comes sharply into focus. ThE
law of the freedom of the high seas, the
validity of which is still proclaimed, musf
come to terms with the marine utilizatiom
of growing importance impinging upon it,

The Law of the Sea is thus under.
going a dimensional diversification com•
mensurate with the law's concerns.

The sea is an artery of communia.
tion; it has been studied under this aspect
by students of geopolitics such as Sieg.

fried. Wars were fought to sever the sea.
routes; fundamental policies were formu.
lated for their defence. The Law of the Sea
was conceived of logically as intended to
regulate activities involving movement
Today it is taking on the additional asped
of a law that presupposes the establish.
ment of installations.

At all times the sea has fulfilled two
roles - as an artery of navigation and as a
reservoir of resources. However, since thE
latter role primarily involved living m
sources, fishing was regarded as one of the

twin purposes of navigation, the other b^

ing transportation.
The pre-eminent importance of tranF

portation has not diminished, but it should

be emphasized that this activity concera
the wealth of the land, not the v2alth o!
the sea. The sea's value is thus solely &

pendent on the artery it provides for coo-

nections between land-masses. Vittorif

has stated succinctly the connection l^
tween the idea of non-appropriation arc
common jurisdiction over the sea, wEd
is one aspect of the idea of freedom, aIlc
the law of communication:

Common dominion dates from man's veR
beginnings. Since originally there was no 46
law and everything belonged to all, f; eedom
communication was also a reality. Later, OF
settled in different parts of the earth: some
the things which had in the begint!ing W
common were appropriated, but the transforO
tion was not total. Sedentary life could not al^
those things which, by nature and by distillct"
were common. Among those things which re
mained common in the course of the evotu
which man underwent in his relatione with
fellow must be included the right to es^^
mutual communications. ^

Fisheries were established p^

U
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eep-sea fishing remained an adventure,
peril of the sea, a hunt for migratory

pecies. Of course; in some seas of rela-

vely limited size and frequented by
hermen of various flags, such as the
orth Sea, certain problems of competi-

^ion arose in the "fishing-grounds", a-term
hat in itself implies a degree of establish-

ent. But the conventions that attempted

the tra6 o resolve them appeared as exceptions to

tending to he principle of freedom.
focus. The Bertrand de Jouvenel has shown ad-

i seas, the 'rably in a 1972 report to the Interna-

med, musf ional Ocean Institute that the economic

itiiizations xploitation of the sea has remained to

upon it ur own day an enterprise of individuals

ius under. •hose living habits are nomadic. He re-
ition corn. ninds us that these men have always

ns. layed a dual role with respect to their

ommunica. edentary fellows - as seamen and mer-
this aspect hants and as pillagers and conquerors.

h as Sie;. Jnder the latter aspect, the men of the
er the sea- ventieth century have retained "the cus-
ere fonnu. oms of the hunting tribes of the fourth
i of the Sea ' enium before Christ", indulging in the
ntended to unt and not in farming the living species

movement f the sea, which, despite the fact that it
onal aspect overs 71 per cent of the area of the globe,

establish. evertheless provides a mere 2 per cent of
an's food-supply. The primitive methods
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aw of movement
ese observations, made from an eco-

omic standpoint, may be appropriately
ransposed into the field of jurisprudence,
here they illustrate the nature of the Law
f the Sea as a law of movement. The no-
adic character of the Law's subjects
ffers an adequate explanation of maritime
w, the law of shippers, as well as the im-
ortant place accorded in the classic
anuals to the pirate - the day's sail and

rade as an important aspect of the law of
var at sea.

It is, therefore, natural that the mari-
une powers should constitute the prin-
iPal, if not the exclusive, users of a
w of the Sea, the essential norms of
hich are only of interest to those with
he effective capability for long-distance
avigation.

By contrast, this law was of consider-
bly less interest to littoral states lacking
ignificant fleets, whose fisheries were con-
ed to coastal waters. In most cases, this

as sufficient for their needs, and the pres-
nce of foreign fishermen three miles off

their coasts was of peripheral importance,
in view of the prevailing belief in the inex-
haustibility of the sea's resources. Objec-
tions to this freedom arose only for specific
reasons, stemming from the utilization of
the coastline or the vital importance of
fisheries in the national economy. It is
ironic that Selden's thesis of the "closed
sea" was formulated to protect British
fishermen at a time when England had not
yet become a maritime power.

The growth of England's fleets pro-
vided a new and opposite direction, not
only for London's policy but for the Law
of the Sea in general, giving it - after the
event - the not inaccurate complexion
of having been established by the great
powers, a charge levelled by the developing
countries today. There was, of course, no
alternative, since the precedents were set
by the behaviour of the principal users.

Freedom of navigation
Henceforth the entire body of the Law of
the Sea was built up around the idea of
freedom of navigation - in other words,
freedom of movement over the oceans.
Here we find the explanation for the right
of innocent passage, in which a foreign

vessel may benefit from the presumption
of innocence in territorial waters only so
long as it does not stop. If it does, it
becomes suspect. In the same vein, the
rules regarding pursuit in consequence of
an infringement of the laws of the littoral
state on board a ship bound for the high
seas have been flexible so as not to inter-

fere with navigation, the cost of which

rises with every unforeseen stoppage.
The practices of maritime jurispru-

dence have always been governed by con-
cern not to interfere with navigation. One
need only remember the excitement caused
by the arrest of the Lotus, which ran the
risk of leading to precisely this result.
The same also holds true for the laws
governing straits forming a route between
two parts of the high seas or providing
access to them and the responsibilities
incurred by reason of unwarranted seizure.

It is quite evident that these rules are
not doomed to disappear in the present-
day world, since maritime transportation
shows no signs of ceasing to grow in vol-
ume. We must, however, realize that sea
powers will have to reconcile themselves
to the limits placed increasingly on the

principle of freedom, their traditional

foundation, by the advent of new prac-
tices implying occupation rather than

movement.
The Law of the Sea will henceforth

have to govern activities taking place at
a given point on the surface, on the seabed

Sea powers
must recognize
need for curb
on principle
of freedom



or in the waters above and arbitrate the
resultant implications for navigation.

Techniques
envisaged
for working
at greater depth
farther
from the coasts

Deep-sea fisheries
Large-scale deep-sea fisheries have en-
dowed the conception of dominion over
fishing-grounds with a significance hith-
erto undreamed of. At the present moment,
in certain areas of the North Sea, English
and French fishermen are unable to offer
resistance to the appearance of a massive
Soviet fleet and are forced to retreat before
it, returning only to find the area "fished-
out" after the departure of the invaders.
(The Soviet Union accounts for 49 per
cent of the world's fishing vessels over
100 tons gross weight, according to de
Jouvenel).

Even when the competition between
them is not so 'intense, substantial fleets
establish operations on fishing-grounds
situated beyond the traditional three- or
six-mile limits of coastal states and remain
there for several months, not only bringing
no benefit to the latter, since they never
land, but endangering the conservation of
species they fish and catch without re-
straint of any kind. It is, therefore, under-
standable that when, as is often the case,
famine strikes in the adjacent countries,
the latter have the feeling of being plun-
dered, even though the act takes place on
the high sea, the proximity of which seems
to hold out promises for their development.

They are not unaware, to be sure, of
their own technical deficiencies and their
incapacity for exploiting them themselves.
Consequently, their claims, inspired by
economic and social considerations, are
primarily legal in nature, insisting on their
competence to legislate over zones ad-
jacent to their territorial waters and to
organize rational exploitation of living
resources, rather than being based on
monopoly or preferential fishing rights for
their nationals.

Promise of mariculture
In addition, mariculture, which also invol-
ves a degree of localized occupation, holds
out a good deal of promise for them. This
can, of course, be carried out on the area
of the Continental Shelf over which these
countries claim jurisdiction, and this, even
if restricted to its uncontested limits - up
to a depth of 200 metres - constitutes an
important preserve. We may, however,
anticipate the development in the near
future of technical capabilities of working
at greater depths farther from the coasts.
Experiments have demonstrated the feasi-
bility of pumping water rich in nitrates
and phosphates to the surface to enrich
the phytoplankton, thereby enabling it to

support a greater concentration of biolo;
ical life through the creation of a kind,
"Humboldt Current". This was precisE;
the purpose envisaged by Peru's eXtensi,
of its jurisdiction to 200 miles in 1947.

It is, of course, the exploitation of ^
mineral resources of the seabed and i
subsoil that will provide a stimulus i'
the development of a law of occupatio;
While the recovery of manganese nodule
because of their abundance and rapid pn
liferation, is based on the practice of tZ
vesting and could thus form an extensic
of the nomadic activity of the exploiter
hydrocarbons, on the other hand, presq.
pose a durable or permanent installatioc
Some idea can be gained of the increasm:
extent of these operations from the far.
that undersea petroleum production L^
already reached 1948 world producti¢
levels. Although it is true that, for tb
moment, this is limited to relatively moe
est depths on the Continental Shelf, th
technical capability already exists k
drilling at much greater depths in a zon^
envisaged by the United Nations as beia
far beyond the eventual limits of r.ationt
jurisdiction. "

At this point we encounter anothe
aspect of the tension caused by the cor
tradictions in the Law of the Sea - in coc
trast to a classical law for which territori
jurisdiction was of peripheral concern, a,
are now witnessing the appearance of f
legal system dominated by consideration
of spatial distribution.

Toward a territorial law
Classical law is above all a system of per
sonality of the laws. The monopoly of tb
flag, an outgrowth of the principle of freF
dom of the high seas, expresses this eate
sion of the legal philosophy prevailin:
inland. If a state owns a ship, it is there
fore entitled to sail it on the sea. The roi
of the conception of sovereignty was, a
fact, a modest one - although not con
tested for inland waters, it was, until &
1958 Convention, disputed in princiPl'
and, in some instances of existing nationa
law, denied for territorial waters. ^_ Frenct
judicial and administrative law did no
recognize the territorial sea as having *
character of national territory - in tell!'
of legal boundaries - or that of belonft
to the public domain). The nationality o`
the ship took precedence over the terri
toriality of coastal waters.

The seas have always felt the brealt
of two great winds - the sea wind, 6'
wind of freedom, and the offshore wi^d
the wind of sovereignty. For centuries
former carried the day; supreme on
high seas, it moved into the territorial se2
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Only since the Second World War

ve the offshore winds, replete with
irsty claims of sovereignty, borne the
risdiction of coastal states ever farther
om their shores. Here the contradiction

aches its most dramatic peak 'in the
ash of political philosophies and eco-
mic interests.

The rule of non-occupation of the
gh seas was based on the supposedly
exhaustible nature of its resources. As
rotius explained, when common dominion

land ended as a result of the land's

ability to provide sufficient products to
isfy the growing needs of men, the sea

mained inexhaustible:
say that the Sea, whether regarded as a whole
divided into its principal regions, can never
subjected to the rights of ownership . . . pri-

arily for a moral reason, that the reason for
e renunciation of common property is here
applicable. For the vastness of the Sea is such
to suffice for all the uses to which the Nations
y put it, whether they wish to draw their

ater from it, fish in it, or sail upon it.
It should be noted that this reason-

g may still be applied to the regulation
f undersea resources, some of which are
resented as inexhaustible, such as nod-
les, or quasi-inexhaustible, at least in the
reseeable future, and in fact the United
ations in 1970 forbade their exclusive
ppropriation, declaring them subject to
ternational regulation. Conversely, the
eat to living resources serves as a justi-
ation for the generalization of the trend
wards appropriation, with the coastal

tates involved explaining that only in this
ay can they be protected. However, it
ould be just as logical to maintain that
his danger should lead to living resources
eing considered as part of the common
eritage of mankind and their exploitation
eing regulated according to standards
stablished by an international agency.
nd under its supervision. The two theses.
re clearly opposed, but what is most re-

rkable is that, whatever solution is
dopted, the problem is expressed in terms
f spatially-defined jurisdiction, whether
f the seabed or of the surface.

xtending jurisdiction
f the situation of the coastal states is
Xamined, the "territorialization" of their
urisdiction can be seen to include a con-
derable area of the seabed. In its nar-
owest interpretation (to a depth of 200
etres), the Continental Shelf represents
5 per cent of the area of the globe. If it

were decided to extend it to a depth of
600 metres, on the slope, it would be
equivalent to the surface of the moon.
(The Truman Proclamation involved an
extension of the territorial jurisdiction of
the United States over an area of 2 mil-
lion square kilometers - equal to the sur-
face area of the member states of the
European Economic Community).

The sovereignties are surfacing; even
where the claims of the littoral states do
not go as far as declaring full sovereignty
over an area of 200 miles, they take the
form of particular laws of jurisdiction
which, although functional in nature, of
necessity include a spatial element in their
definition.

In this context, we have recently seen
the appearance, on the initiative of Mexico,
Colombia and Venezuela and affirmed by
the Santo Domingo Declaration on the
Caribbean of June 7, 1972, of the notion
of patrimonial sea. This formula retains
the 12-mile limit for territorial waters,
and beyond this gives coastal states eco-
nomic rights over the high seas to a dis-
tance of 200 miles. On the patrimonial sea,
made up of this zone, they can reserve both
the living resources and the mineral wealth
of the seabed and its subsoil for their own
nationals. This zone may be enlarged even
farther if the Continental Shelf extends
beyond 200 miles, which occurs frequently
in Latin America. The depth criteria es-
tablished by the 1958 Convention could
thus extend the limits of the patrimonial
sea by considerable distances. (The pat-
rimonial sea is distinct from territorial
waters in that freedom of navigation is
recognized, whereas, in territorial waters,
which are subject to the prerogatives of
the coastal state's sovereignty, foreign
vessels enjoy only the more limited right
of innocent passage.)

Seabed zones
The drafts for international regulation
submitted to the United Nations since
1970 all involve an area subject to territo-
rial jurisdiction, the dimensions of which
are either specific or left blank in antici-
pation of a final negotiated settlement.
In this regard, the American draft is the
most explicit, with its division of the
seabed into zones. The first zone extends
to a depth of 200 metres, over which the
littoral state enjoys full sovereignty; the
second, up to the "continental margin",
which appears to be close to the base of the
precontinental rise, is under the trustee-
ship of the littoral state; and the third,
on the abyssal plain, is subject to inter-
national administration.

It is, therefore, highly probable that

Patrimonial sea
concept gives
coastalstates
economic rights
over high seas
to distance
of 200 miles

U.S. proposal
splits seabed
into zones;
control differs
in each area
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Crucial factor
will be area
of the shelf
allotted to
coastalstates

the Third Conference on the Law of the
Sea will be dominated by this problem of
territorial demarcation, even though,' in
some areas, the rights of littoral states do
not have the character of sovereign rights.

The problem cannot be avoided by the
establishment of international machinery,
since here, too, it will be necessary to
determine the geographical scope of its
competence. This will obviously be limited
to what has not already been taken by the
coastal states. Although its extent will still
be enormous, its economic profitability
will decline with increasing depth, so that
the crucial factor will be the area of the
Continental Shelf allotted to the coastal
states. It would seem that negotiation will
have to concentrate on the slope (between
200 and 3,500 metres average depth) in
order to determine where the common her-
itage of mankind begins. Beyond that, on
the rise (between 3,500 and 5,500 metres)
and still more on the abyssal plain, eco-
nomic returns are likely to be modest, with
the exception of nodules, since hydrocar-
bon resources are located within the con-
tinental margin.

The question might be raised whether
the notion of mankind's common heritage
will be applied to all seas, or whether
joint appropriations, undertaken within a
regional framework, will not ultimately
prevail over this concept.

Regional arrangements
There has always been a place in the Law
of the Sea for regional peculiarities, es-
pecially in the field of the economic util-
ization of the high seas - as, for instance,
in the case of the North Sea fisheries
regulations, governed by the Conventions
of May 6, 1882, and February 9, 1964,
and the regulation of plaice and flounder
fisheries in the Baltic, governed by the
Berlin Convention of December 17, 1929.
Some of these accords cover vast areas,
for instance the Washington Convention of
February 8, 1949, on fisheries conserva-
tion in the northeastern Atlantic. Fish-
eries councils have also been c,stablished
for the Mediterranean, by the Rome agree-
ment of September 24, 1949, and the In-
dian Ocean, by the Bagnio agreement of
February 26, 1948, and fishing in more
confined seas has been regulated by bila-
teral treaties covering one or more species.

These arrangements, however, which
have the appearance of special policies
implemented by the states concerned, did
not call into question the fundamental
tenets of the Law of the Sea, based on
principles that are universal in scope; the
freedom of the high seas, the extent and
the law of the territorial sea remained
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inviolate. Although the Scandinaviz,
stood apart from the community of nation
with their claim to a four-mile limit 00
territorial waters, the majority of co.un
tries were content with three miles.

The 1958 Convention on Fisheri.,
and the Protection of Biological Resourm
affirmed the regional conception and sane.
tioned the rights of coastal states in tl>h
regard, as well as the rights of states whose
nationals engaged in fisheries (Articleq
The convention nevertheless renained
within the bounds of the general law, since
in its universal applicability it anticipated
the possibility of regional arrangements.
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Unilateral declarations ear.
Today these bounds have been exceede^ ink:
and there are some who fear that they shic
have been shattered. Unilateral c:eclara- orn
tions by the Latin American states, either y 11
individually or in concert, have gi% en ris
to a distinctive example of a region with ari
its particular law of the sea. (The Declara• is
tion of Montevideo of May 8, 1970, for ea,
example, was signed by nine states.) On ad
other continents, however, most notably ecl
Africa,. new legal planets are detaching 972
themselves from the old universe inherited his
from the classical age. he i

To complete the process, the archi. u
pelagos of Asia require arrangements that rite:
will recognize their character as economic he ;
units. roe]

By and large, these regions appear ey
to delineate the underdeveloped areas of ine
the globe, but this impression needs some o
clarification and correction. tat

Firstly, the claims of littoral states an
which run parallel in the case of vast he
oceans, converge in the case of semi-closed or
seas, producing a movement for appropria ge
tion through partition or joint pos:.ession ut
In this regard, it becomes necessary to ial
correct the general impression that appro- f
priation of the sea is the exclusive preserve es
of the Third World. To begin with, the io^
facts of geography have in some instances in
themselves provided coastal states with
submarine territory. For example, since
95 per cent of the Continental Snelf on
the Baltic lies at a depth of less than 200
metres, the Geneva Convention alxaws all
of it to be appropriated.

In the case of the North S ^a, the
states bordering it are likewise in agree•
ment on its partition, so the only cq51estion
is where the demarcation-lines should be
drawn. As far as the waters the=.nselves
are concerned, the littoral state:> share
common interests. A ruling by the Counci
of Europe establishes the principle of free'
dom of access for fishing vessels fl3-ing the
flag of one member state in waters under
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y nature ona the shelf.

ements pThe cases of joint or collective ap-
ropriation of levels or zones of regional
,as seem to represent a greater degree

f innovation. Thus the decision of the

ountries of the Western Mediterranean
o extend their submarine' rights to 200

nles
could lead to a partition of the

lediterranean. It seems that a distinction
appearing between the oceans, the beds

f which, beyond the limits of national
urisdiction, constitute the common her-

tage of mankind, and the "mediterra-
wans", semi-closed seas creating close

inks between states ' on their littorals,

rhich thus form a regional or sub-regional

ommu.iity (a distinction first advanced

y Italy).

The conception of regionalism itself
mut be viewed in combination with the
formation of other groupings. The term
"sub-regionalism" is frequently a conve-

nient description. The position of the

Latin American countries is not exactly
the same in the southern portion of the
continent and in the Caribbean, while the
Africans are even less united, even if only

because many of them are landlocked

countries.

Landlocked states
One consequence of the discovery of the
seabed will be to the benefit of states
without a coastline. This paradox is ex-
plained by the proclamation of the seabed
as the common heritage of mankind, a
conception that excludes all discrimina-
tion between nations, whatever their loca-
tion in relation to the sea. This demand
for equality is today giving rise to a

aribbean status
desire to correct all disparities, including

his is clearly the case with the Carean
those resulting from accidents of nature.

ea, which, as a part of Latin America,
Joined by the group of "shelf-locked"

ad its special status recognized by the countries,
countries,lwi

states
elding a deir

)eclaration of Santo Domingo of J une 7,

972. It was stated in the preambles to
sive third of the votes at the conference

his declaration that the countries of on the sea.

region, by reason of th e ir
This group was powerful enough, at

he Caribbean
e arclri• eculiar circumstances, required special

r
the 1972 General A
esoluti n(Decembere18,b11972 3029 B

nts that riteria in the application of the Law of (XXVII), Doc. A/8949) requesting the
conomic he Sea. The Santo Domingo Declaration Secretary-General to carry out a compara-

; appear eyond the patrimonial sea and the Con-
tive study of the extent and economic

areas of inental Shelf not covered by it, is the
importance, from the point of view of its

ds some ommon patrimony of mankind, but some
resources, of the international zone as de-

tates in the region envisage joint occu-
lineated by the various proposals concern-

il states, ancy, if not of the sea itself at least of
ing the limits of national jurisdiction so

of vast the bed between the countries on its lit-
far presented to the Committee on Peace-

ni-closed oral, through the establishment of an
ful Uses of the Seabed. This resolution was

ppropria- gency or corporation empowered to carry
passed by 69 votes to 15, with 41 absten-

)s:>essioa ut all technical, industrial and commer-
tions, which underscores the disunity of

ial activities relating to the exploration
the "Group of 77" in its response to mari-

's ary to
at appro- f the zone and the exploitation of its

time problems. The counterattack came in

, preserve esources. At the same time, the concep-
the form of a resolution proposed by Peru

°^ h'
of the common heritage is affected

(3029 C) requiring the Secretary-General
the ion to examine the effect such proposals con-

instanc^ n that it would pass from mankind as cerning the limits of national jurisdiction
ltes with whole to the peoples of the Caribbean. would have on the interests of coastal
ale, since Whereas the idea of the patrimonial sea

Ssielf on defensive, this new one would seem to
states.

It is remarkable how this heteroge-
tk:an 200 e productive, with the primary intent neous collection of states (though the
allows all f organizing common utilization for the majority are developing countries, some

development of the region.
a, the The entire problem facing the confer-

are industrialized), distributed in various
rta of the world, has burst the frame-

in agree'
q51estion

shc>uld be
;he:.nselves
ites shale
he Connc^
)le of free•
flying the

ters undet

ence on the sea will be to find the precise Pa

ormula needed to reconcile the rules con-
work of regional g. k- What is involved

erring universal status on the seas and
is the substitution of similarity or commu-

i ceans and those which will accord recog-
nity of maritime interests for geographical

groupings
nition to regional peculiarities. When the . As a result, the contradictions

law is established on the basis of economic
in the Law of the Sea are transposed to

mperatives and development is recognized
the level of conflicting interests, especially

as the ultimate goal, these peculiarities
as the latter are not always clearly per-

will assume an irreducible value.
ceived by all parties. Some states are un-

Substitution
of community
of maritiZrce

interests
for groupings
along lines
of geography



Bid to control
sea resources
up to limit
of 200 miles
has resulted
in decline
of shelf idea

decided and hesitate to adopt a definite
attitude, either because of lack of maritime
experience or because of the diversity of
their concerns, which sometimes differ
widely according to the problems at issue.
With regard to some problems (archi-
pelagos), the position of a country such as
Canada is close to that of some Asian
countries and, with regard to other ques-
tions, closer to that of the Netherlands
(locked) by the northern Continental
Shelf.

Does this mean that the jurist and the
politician are condemned to set sail with-
out compass or sextant over a sea dis-
turbed by contrary winds? Is there no
sign of dawn breaking on calmer waters?

It is not hard to perceive the series of
difficulties the family of nations will have
to surmount at the Third Conference on
the Law of the Sea opening in Caracas in
June, in order to reach a consensus. At the
moment, there appears to be growing
agreement on the extension of the terri-
torial sea to 12 miles, the limit recognized
today by the United States and the Soviet
Union. Outside territorial waters, one of
the major problems will be the demarca-
tion of the zone of national jurisdiction
(called by some the patrimonial zone and
by others the economic zone) and the
maritime public domain, which, according
to the 1970 Declaration of Principles, con-
sists of the ocean depths but which some
would like to see extended to the super-
jacent waters.

It is thus possible to synthesize the
trends apparent in the debates of the
United Nations Committee on the Peace-
ful Uses of the Seabed, which concluded
its work, the preliminary stage of the
Third Conference on the Law of the Sea,
at the end of August 1973.

The coastal states have affirmed their
right to control the resources of the sea
over varying distances. In the view of
some persons, this might be extended for
the benefit of the developing countries to
as much as 200 miles, the limit originally
claimed by Peru and now adopted in var-
ious parts of the world, most notably by
the People's Republic of China. This has
resulted in a decline of the influence of
the Continental Shelf idea, in that a num-
ber of littoral appropriations are no longer
confined to the seabed but, with the
column of water, encompass the entire
marine environment, the unity of which
with the land is proclaimed by the inter-
ested parties.

It is probable that, within the zone of
national jurisdiction beyond the territorial
sea, the littoral states will have to meet
certain obligations in the interests of pro-

tecting the species and the environment
whatever recognition is given to the natu^
and extent of their jurisdiction. It appears^
in fact, that, on pain of reducing to nothing
the distinction between the economic zone
and the territorial sea, coastal states v,2
enjoy special rights rather than real sover•
eignty over these areas, thus egercising
effective jurisdiction in their own interests
as well as those of the community of ne.
tions (custodial theory).

All states, whether or not they possess
a coastline, seem to have acquired the right
to profit from the resources of the zone
lying beyond the limits of national juris-
diction. This zone, if it extends to the
waters, will presumably be under interna.
tional administration, and it is to be
anticipated that it will not be unitary but
will distinguish between the seabed and
the waters above it. The seabed, desg•
nated by the United Nations as the coin.
mon heritage of mankind, must necessarily
be made an integral part of this, and pro-
vided with machinery, the nature and
jurisdiction of which and, specifically,
whether it will exercise powers of contml
or even of administration, are still obscure.

For the waters beyond national juris-
diction, and therefore superjacent to the
ocean depths, that have been designated
the common heritage of mankind, it is
probable that the exercise of national
jurisdiction will be restricted for reasons
of conservation. Jurisdiction over the con-
servation of living species, in particular,
might be limited, on the one hand, by the
promulgation of basic standards enforcing
rational harvesting and, on the other, by
the obligation to develop greater co-oper-
ation amongst nations, facilitated by im-
proved fisheries commissions. This would
mark the completion of the development
from a freedom of the seas, which until
recently was conceived as the right of
states to pursue their own ends without
let or hindrance, to a conception of con-
trolled freedom, regulated in the âeneral
interest. Freedom of navigation would,
however, remain the guiding principle.

Although this conceptual outline
appears to reconcile the contradictions
present in the Law of the Sea,'the nations,
torn between the vision of the sea as an
artery of communication and that of the
marine territories as a storehouse of
treasures, must endeavour to surmount
them in the years to come in Caracas and
perhaps in Vienna, if they have a genuine
desire to provide for ocean space a leg^
system that will guarantee navigation fot
all, development for the nations and the
survival of the waters.
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he key question for Pearson:

what kind of world do we want?
y Peyton V. Lyon

or students of international politics, the

econd volume of Mike is certain to be the
ost rewarding. The first contains more
ecdotes, while the third, if it appears,
y well provide more to titillate the fans
political scandal. This volume, however,
ds the master diplomat at centre stage
d in top form - the key figure during

anada's most exciting and constructive
ecade in global politics. The account is
gnificant, informative and thoroughly

eadable. The editors, John Munro and
ex Inglis, have displayed skill and in-

egrity in piecing the story together from
he draft chapters, diary and other papers
eft by Mr. Pearson. Having sat in on

y of his seminars at Carleton Univer-
.ity during his years of active retirement,
can attest that Volume 2 is very close
the book that he wanted to appear.
One chapter caused Lester Pearson

articular concern; entitled "Sovereignty
Not Enough", it records the philosophy

hat inspired his dedicated and often suc-
essful efforts to promote Atlantic com-
unity, the United Nations and global
eace. Never a happy controversialist,
'earson did not relish the prospect that
his chapter would necessarily expose the
'de gulf that separated his Weltan-
chauung from that expounded by Can-
da's present Prime Minister. Although
urt and angered by top-level pronounce-
ents that appeared to repudiate the St.

Laurent-Pearson tradition in international
affairs, he rarely if ever mentioned his
successer by name. However, even a cur-
sory reading of the first booklet of Foreign
Policy for Canadians, the fruit of the
Goverr.ment's highly-publicized policy
review, will reveal that Chapter 2 of this
volume of Mike is virtually a point-by-
Poirrt refutation of the "Trudeau Doc-
trine". Stung by the implied criticism that
his foreign policy had neglected the na-
tional interest, Mr. Pearson asserts in
Mike that the protection of the national
interest is simply too obvious a goal to
require stating. Moreover, he contends:
"Canada's true national interests were in

no way sacrificed to... our international
activities. On the contrary, these interests
were strengthened. Indeed, in few coun-
tries is there less likely to be a confiict
between national interest and internatio-
nal policy. . . ."

Among the interests strengthened
by Canada's internationalist bias, Mr.
Pearson mentions national pride, national
unity, and "a deeper sense of national
identity". This "internationalism" also
"helped us escape the dangers of a too
exclusively continental relationship . . .
without forfeiting the political and eco-
nomic advantages of that inevitable and
vitally important association". Wise words.
Foreign Policy for Canadians concluded
by posing the question: "What kind of
Canada do we want?" Mr. Pearson insists
that we must also ask: "What kind of
world do we want?"

Economic growth accented
Foreign Policy for Canadians assigned
pride of place among foreign policy goals
to economic growth and relegated peace
and security to a secondary category. Mr.
Pearson comments: "It is always foolish
to assume that we can safely leave global
matters of war and peace to the great
powers while we modestly concentrate our
energies on protecting our sovereignty and
increasing our gross national product. Eco-
nomic growth as the first objective of
foreign policy is an uncertain trumpet
sound .... If we withdraw into a foreign
policy of narrow nationalism with eco-

Pro f essor Lyon has been a pro f essor of
political science in Carleton University's
School of International Affairs, since 1965.
He served as pro f essor of political science
at the University of Western Ontario
before joining Carleton's staff. Professor
Lyon has contributed to a wide range of
international affairs journals with articles
on Canadian foreign policy and, in par-
ticular, on Canada-Europe relations.
The views expressed in this review are
those of Pro fessor Lyon.



nomic growth as its main objective, Can-
ada's voice might be heard, but it would
not impress."

Mr. Pearson rejects the accusation
that his policies had been unduly reactive;
on the contrary, he contends that they
had been "active and innovative". He
resented even more the implied criticism
in Foreign Policy for Canadians that he
had been too eager to play the "helpful-
fixer" role, and he successfully refutes
the suggestion that Canada, in search of
cheap applause, had thrust itself unwanted
into the affairs of others. While acknowl-
edging the pitfalls of exaggeration and
sermonizing, not always avoided, and the
fact that conditions after the Second
World War were exceptionally auspicious
for active Canadian diplomacy, Mr. Pear-
son documents with ease the pressure
exerted on Canada by other governments
to expand its international responsibilities,
and frequently to give a lead.

Early in his prime ministership, Pierre
Trudeau raised doubts about the con-
tinuing relevance of diplomacy and dip-
lomats, and his budgetary constraints hit
the Department of External Affairs harder
than most. With this in mind, Mr. Pearson
writes that it would be "unwise and peril-
ous .., for Canada to minimize the im-
portance of foreign affairs and diplomatic
policy, and the value of a foreign service
to make policy effective...".

In some ways
Trudeau more
of internationalist
than he had been,
Pearson intimated

Internationalist in practice
This catalogue of Pearson dissent from
his successor's doctrine could be extended.
It should be emphasized, however, that
the quarrel is about doctrine rather than
practice. At least in conversation with his
Carleton associates, Mr. Pearson found
little to complain about in the foreign
policies actually implemented by the
Trudeau Government. In some important
respects, he contended, Mr. Trudeau was
even more internationalist than he him-
self had ever been. After reading with
delight, and considerable amusement, a
long account of the Prime Minister's ac-
tive diplomacy before and during the Com-
monwealth Conference in Singapore, he
told his students facetiously that he was
writing a letter to the Toronto Globe and
Mail to protest all this "helpful-fixing".
Indeed, in view of the -Government's ex-
ceptional interest in the Commonwealth,
its improved program of foreign aid, and
its backing for international peacekeeping
and European security, one is increasingly
mystified by Mr. Trudeau's determination
to sound more like Mackenzie King than
Louis St. Laurent or Mr. Pearson. Con-
sidering the excesses of U.S. policy in the

Korean War and Dean Acheson's hZ
criticism of Canada's diplomatic invoh
ment, Mr. Pearson's account is more t
fair in dealing with both Mr. Ache`ona;
U.S. motivation. It is none the less
suasive. Although in substantial agie
ment with Washington concerning
threat of Communist expansion, the r
proach advocated by Ottawa was cleai
more consistent with the interests of fi
United Nations and common sense.
Pearson was right to brave Washingtoi
wrath. The reputation of "General Ac
eson" would today stand higher had
heeded more the advice of "Corpo
Pearson". The more familiar Suez we
also well told. Pearson, conceding *that
childhood in the "manse" had left a stm
emotional attachment to the Holy lx;
never hid his sympathy for Israel. He r
also concerned during the 1956 crisis c
spare Britain and France the hun_ilia,
invited by their rash intervention.
did not, however, prevent his acting io
way that enhanced the authority of t
United Nations and the prospects for

just peace.
In another context, Mr. Pears:

commends the UN as a means to n
bilateral relations and to promote strict
Canadian interests. This in no svay d
tracts from the credit due to Canada
the support - second to none - that
gave the UN during its formative y
Indeed, as Mr. Pearson well knew,
UN is unlikely to prosper unless seen
its component nations as necessary to
achievement of national goals.

Rescuing man from myth
Despite Pearson's magnificent service
the world organization, he was least ?
suasive when rejecting the charge ihat
policies were Euro-centric. His interest
the Commonwealth during the pe
covered by this volume appears ^ o ha
been little more than an extension of
interest in Britain. Although present
the Colombo Conference in 1950, he w
hardly "the main moving spirit behind
Colombo Plan". (This recent tribute
Mr. Pearson is from the pen of Peter
Newman. Since Mr. Newman was !r
quently unjust to Mr. Pearson during
lifetime, it is perhaps only right 'hat
praise should now be extravagan '- W
ever, a record of achievement such as D-l
Pearson's requires no inflation. A c^`
reading of Mike should help to ra°
the man from the myth.) Mr. Pearso
primary task at the conference wO
discourage any expectation of c: nll)^
Canadian contribution, and in cffice t
displayed little of the deep concern for ^

n

I
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gry of the Third World that is found

the Pearson Report on International

euelopment, written for the World Bank

er his retirement.
The Pearson revealed in this volume

more ardent in the cause of Atlantic

mmunity. At heart a world federalist,
championed NATO only after it became

infully apparent thatr the UN could not

arantee security; but he soon appeared

regard the alliance as a worthwhile end

itself. He chose to describe it as "col-
tive security" and urged that it acquire
onomic functions that would form the
sis for an enduring political community.

r. Pearson's obsession with Article 2,
d what he thought NATO might have
en, was unfortunate because it blinded

to NATO's very real achievement in
litical consultation, an achievement to
ich he made a substantial contribution;
e "Three Wise Men" report of 1956,

which he was the principal author, is
w known as the "NATO Old Testa-

ent"; it is generally heeded, and more
dely respected than the "New Testa-
ent" - the Harmel Report of 1967.

arsonian concept
r. Pearson, with characteristic candour,
nceded that he had failed to sell his
ception of Article 2 not only to the

ied governments but also to many senior
oticials in relevant departments of the

adian Government; these included
na Wilgress, Hume Wrong, W. C. Clark,
bert Bryce and Kenneth Eaton. Was

I would not like to leave the impression
at during these years our performance

in 1945 to 1957, many of our actions

the international stage was above
ticism. In the pursuit of our policies

d our words, especially at the United
tions, may have seemed to be more
alistic than practical. I admit that oc-

sionally we succumbed to a tendency
sermonize on the subject of peace and
ernational co-operation. While accept-
the need to keep our feet on the ground
e gazing at the stars, I felt it neces-

Y to keep our eyes on the ultimate ob-
]ftive if we were to reach it, step by step.

It was not a waste of time to talk
out and advocate world peace and world

the Pearsonian "concept" ever, in fact,
as clear as that? And how did it fit into
his design for global order? It seems prob-
able that Mr. Pearson failed to appre-
ciate that a non-discriminatory, multi-

lateral world was taking shape in trade
and financial affairs, or that words such
as "community" and "integration", at
least for the European élites, were ac-

quiring clear and concrete meaning that
implied more in the way of Atlantic fed-
eration than any government, including
Canada's, was prepared to accept.

Compared to Mr. Pearson's ability to
be right and effective on the really crucial
issues, his difficulty in giving precision to
some of his favourite ideas was a trivial
shortcoming. Indeed, one might argue that
an essential ingredient in the special Pear-
son formula for healing international strife
was the ability to inject, at the right time,
the appropriate portion of "fudge"; a
sharp definition of the issues that divide
can be harmful when it is important that
contending forces back away from a sterile
and possibly dangerous confrontation.

This volume of Mike offers illustrations

in abundance of the decency, humanity,
wisdom, warmth, wit and hard work that
help explain how Lester Pearson came to
be one of the most useful, trusted and
admired statesmen of his generation.
Mike: The Memoirs of the Right Hon-
ourable Lester B. Pearson, Volume II

(1948-1957), edited by John A. Munro
and Alex I. Inglis (University of Toronto

Press, 1973).

federation or, on a less exalted level, an

Atlantic Community or a permanent

United Nations Peace Force - even when
existing circumstances seemed to make a
mockery of such idealism. I knew that
peace was a policy as well as a prayer.
I knew also that, even if politics was the
art of the possible, the political arts could
and should be practised without the loss
of vision or idealism. I was not so naive
as to think that we could decisively, or
even importantly, influence the policies of
the Great Powers, but I hoped we could
influence the environment in which they

were pursued.... (Excerpt from Volume

II of the Lester B. Pearson Memoirs).

Essential part
of formula
for healing
world s tri f e
ability to inject
proper portion
of `fudge'
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Huff, W. G. "Canadian bilateral aid: Canadian
content and balance-of-payments cost."
In Journal of World Trade Law 7:587-597
September/October 1973.

Leach, Richard H., D. E. Walker and T. A. Levy.
"Province-state trans-border relations: a pre-
liminary assessment."
In Canadian Public Administration 16:468-
482 Fall 1973.
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Lester Pearson's diplomacy, ed. by Robert i.
Redford.
In International Journal v. 29, No. 1 Wü
1973-1974 (special issue) 153 pp.
Contents: "Prologue," by Robert W. R.
ford; "Pearson, people, and prmss,"
Norman Smith; "Pearson et la France,,
Maurice Couve de Murville; "Mike: an;:
lishman's view," by Lord Garner; "G1im
of Suez 1956," by Geoffrey Murray;, r
Diplomacy in the Nuclear Age," by Jolm
Kennedy; "On the diplomatic trail
LBP: some episodes 1930-1972," by L
Sherfield; "The Atomic Conference 1945
the Pearson Memoirs," by J. A. Munro
A. I. Inglis; "The power of wisdom,"
Rajeshwar Dayal; "The practical diplom
of Lester Pearson," by Lionel Chevri:
"Thoughts on the chairman," by Ec?ward
Hamilton; "Present in moderatior::
Pearson and the craft of diplomacy,":
Denis Stairs.

"Manifeste des missionnaires québécois expuls
du Chili: document."
In Relations No. 388:336-337 December 19'

Plumptre, Timothy. "Diplomacy: Obsolete
essential?"
In Queen's Quarterly 80:503-526- Wint
1973.

Stock, Brian. "A culture in search of
economy."
In Times Literary Supplement 72::311-13:
October 26 1973.

Publications of the Department of
External Affairs

The reader will find under this readin6
list of the most recent documents that have bN
published by the Department of ExterM;3l AHa
on international affairs and Canadian fo
policy.

Statements and Speeches, published by the
formation Division of the Department
External Affairs, Ottawa.

No. 73/24 Guide-lines for UN Peac: -keePü
Operations. A statement in the Sr

cial Political Committee of t`:e Um^
Nations by Mr. Saul F. Ra-, Â>Ob^
sador and Permanent ReprF sentati`

of Canada to the UN, on :3ovemh
28, 1973.

No. 73/25 The Commonwealth - an A sociat
Unstructured and Unfettered. W
ing statement to the Comrronw^
Heads of Government Meeting,
tawa, by the Prime Min ster,
Right Hon. Pierre Elliott Trnde'
August 2, 1973.
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pâlCharacter Meetingsaddress to the

closing session of the Commonwealth
Heads of Government Meeting, Ot-
tawa, by. the Prime Minister, the
Right Hon. Pierre Elliott Trudeau,
August 10, 1973.

73/27 The Commonwealth. An address by
Mr. Marcel Cadieux, Canadian Am-
bassador to the United States, to the
International Relations Club, Seattle,
on September 20, 1973.

73/28 A Demonstration of Beautiful Equal-
ity - the Commonwealth Heads of
Government Meeting in Ottawa. An
address by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, the Hon. Mitchell
Sharp, to the Commonwealth Asso-
ciation of Architects, Ottawa, Novem-

ber 5,1973.
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o. 122 (December 20, 1973) External Affairs
Department internal appointments.

o. 122* (December 21, 1973) Canadian em-
bassy opened in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

o. 123 (December 28, 1973) Sénegal - visit
to Canada of Mr. Ousmane Seck, Min-
ister of Planning and Co-operation.

1 (January 7, 1974) Somali Republic -
appointment of Mr. James Rollins
Barker as Ambassador of Canada.

2 (January 7, 1974) Canada-Bulgaria
Trade Agreement ratified.

3 (January 8, 1974) Canadian Associa-
tion for Latin America - contribution
from External Affairs Department.

(January 14, 1974) Second Canada-
Mexico Ministerial Committee meet-
ing.

5 (January 15, 1974) Canada-U.S.S.R.
Trade Agreement ratified.

6 (January 15, 1974) Economic Com-
mission for Europe - visit of Execu-
tive Secretary.

(January 18, 1974) Ivory Coast - in-
auguration of National Library in

Abidjan.

10 (January 30, 1974) Second Canada-

Mexico Ministerial Committee meet-

ing - joint communiqué.

11 (January 31, 1974) World Population

Year - Canadian participation.

(February 2, 1974) Bahrein, Omon,
Qatar and Union of Arab Emirates -

communiqué on establishment of dip-
lomatic relations.

No. 14 (February 6, 1974) Grenada indepen-

dence celebrations - Canadian del-

egation.

No. 15 (February 6, 1974) Garrison Diversion
Unit - exchange of notes by Canada
and the United States.

No. 16 (February 11, 1974) Trinidad and To-

bago - foreign investment agreement.

No. 17 (February 12, 1974) Republic of Ma-
lawi - communiqué on establishment
of diplomatic relations.

No. 18 (February 11, 1974) Washington En-

ergy Conference - texts of statements

by the Secretary of State for External

Affairs, the Hon. Mitchell Sharp, and

the Minister of Finance, the Hon.

John Turner, with text of final com-

muniqué.

No. 19 (February 14, 1974) Second Canada/
New Zealand Consultative Committee

meeting.

No. 20 (February 15, 1974) Canadian Insti-

tute of International Affairs briefing.

*The number 122 was used twice, by mistake.

Treaty Information

Bilateral

Bulgaria
Trade Agreement between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the Peo-
ple's Republic of Bulgaria.

Sofia February 12, 1973.
In force provisionally February 12, 1973,

with effect from October 8, 1969.
Ratifications exchanged January 7, 1974.

In force definitively January 7, 1974.

China, People's Republic of
Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the Peo-
ple's Republic of China constituting a settle-
ment of the Nanking Embassy property

claim.
Peking December 10, 1973.

In force December 10, 1973.

Congo, People's Republic of
*General Agreement on Co-operation between
the Government of Canada and the Govern-
ment of the People's Republic of the Congo.

Brazzaville February 9, 1974.
In force provisionally February 9, 1974.

Denmark
*Agreement between the Government of Can-

ada and the Government of the Kingdom of
Denmark relating to the delimitation of the

continental shelf.
Ottawa December 17, 1973.

Germany, Federal Republic of
Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the Fed-

eral Republic of Germany concerning the



training of Bundeswehr units in Canada
(CFB Shilo). -

Ottawa January 23, 1974.
In force January 23, 1974,
with effect from January 1, 1974.

Greece (Ilellenic Republic)

*Agreement between the Government of Can-
ada and the Government of the Hellenic Re-
public on commercial scheduled air services.

Athens January 18, 1974:
In force provisionally January 18, 1974.

Iran

Agreement between the Government of Can-

ada and the Government of Iran for Co-

operation in the peaceful uses of atomic

energy.

Ottawa January 7, 1972.
Ratifications exchanged April 10, 1973.

In force April 10, 1973.

Mexico
Exchange of Notes between the Government

of Canada and the Government of the United

States of Mexico constituting an agreement

for the avoidance of double taxation of in-

come derived from the operation of ships or

aircraft in international traffic.

Mexico, D. F., January 29, 1974.
In force January 29, 1974,

with effect from January 1, 1973.

U.S.S.R.
Protocol to further extend certain provisions
of the Trade Agreement between the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Government of the
U.S.S.R. signed at Ottawa on February 29,
1956.

Moscow April 7, 1972.
In force provisionally April 7, 1972.

Ratifications exchanged January 15,
1974.

In force definitively January 15,
1974.

Canada Commerce, published monthly
by the Department of Industry, Trade
and Commerce, is a magazine carrying
reports on world market situations and
opportunities for Canadian business-
men. These reports are written by Ca-
nadian trade commissioners overseas.
Some issues are devoted to specific areas
such as the European Economic Com-
munity or Latin America; some are gen-
eral. There are also regular features
such as "International Projects", giving

Trinidad and Tobago

Exchange of Notes between the Govenunent
of Canada and the Government of Trinidad
and Tobago constituting an agreement re.
lating to Canadian investments in Trinidad
and Tobago insured by the Government of
Canada through its agent the Export Devel_
opment Corporation.

Port of Spain February 8, 1974.
In force February 8, 1974.

*Enters into force following exchange of no•
tifications that both parties have complied
with formal requirements of their domestic
law.

**Agreement will enter into force on ratifica-
tion.

Multilateral

International Sugar Agreement, 1973.
Done at New York October 13, 1973.

Signed by Canada December 14, 1973.
Canada's Instrument of Ratification
deposited December 28, 1973.

Entered into force for Canada
January 1, 1974.

Agreement to amend Article 56 of the Agree•
ment of August 3, 1959, to supplement the
Agreement between the parties to the North
Atlantic Treaty regarding the status of their
forces with respect to foreign forces stationed
in the Federal Republic of Germany.

Bonn October 21, 1971.
.. Signed by Canada October 21,

Canada's Instrument of Rat:fication
deposited June 20, 1972.

Entered into force for Canada
January 18, 1974.

details of aid projects financed by inter-
national development agencies. Carada
Commerce contains articles on the de-
partment's programs and Canadian :uc-
cesses in business and industry. I t is
available in both English and Fre^-ich,
free of charge, to Canadian busir:2ss-
men, by writing to: Editor, Cariada
Commerce, Department of InduçLry,
Trade and Commerce, Tower B, 112
Kent Street, Ottawa K1A OH5.
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The global challenge to offset
the food scarcity phenomenon

WeitzyCharleses H H . . eitzy Charles H W

stimates from a variety of sources tell a
srim story about Africa's drought-stricken

areas. More than 3.5 million head of cattle,
,rorth some $400-million, may have per-

ished last year in the Sahelian zone and in
Ethiopia - about 25 per cent of the cattle
population wiped out, with the toll going
as high as 80 per cent in some districts.
Soils are in such a reduced state in terms
of reserve moisture that it is estimated
that, even with normal rainfall, it would

Human suffering and death in these

take the area a minimum of seven years

to recover.

zones is impossible to measure. Last year
about 6 million of more than 25 million
people in these regions were in danger of
dying from starvation; many thousands
have died and are dying from starvation
and, because they are weakened by hun-
ger, from diseases that would not normally
be fatal. In one area alone, the drought
was reported to have taken more than
50,000 lives.

Soaring prices of crude oil are sending
planne:s and economists back to their
equations, charts and projections as fore-
casts for 1974-75, made only a few months
ago, become outdated. Prices posted for
gasolinr,^, diesel fuel and kerosene are
tripled and quadrupled; fertilizers, insec-
ticides and pesticides become both scarce
and prohibitively expensive. The curtail-
ment in fertilizer production, in particular,
will profoundly affect agricultural produc-
tion this year, and Dr. Norman E. Borlaug
of the Rockefeller Foundation, a Nobel
Prize vvinner for his work in the so-called
"Green Revolution", is quoted as saying

next year because of crop shortages.

approximately 1.4 billion since 1946.

that as many as 20 million people may die

In the United States, President
Richard Nixon suspended wheat-import
restrictions, while officials denied the
action signalled an impending grain short-
age in the United States. At the same
time (January 1974), it was announced
that supplies of wheat being held in U.S.
elevators would be down to dangerously
low levels before the 1974 harvests began.

Although harvesting in the United States
does not start until May, official figures
indicate U.S. grain carryovers as at May
to be about 200 million bushels, the lowest
figure for the United States since 1946.
World population will have ificreased by

All of the above is only an indication,
drawn as it is from a range of sources, of
the difficulty facing anyone writing early
in 1974 to project or predict world food
prospects without leaving wide margins
for error. For, whether it is anticipating
world weather patterns and their effects
on agricultural production (as we saw in
1971-72, the effect of the weather was
pretty well devastating), or general effects
on production from shortages of such
"inputs" as petroleum, fertilizers, insec-
ticides or pesticides, or their disappear-
ance from use because of skyrocketing

costs, nothing appears more certain at
the start of this year than uncertainty.

Basic transformation
One thing appears certain, however, and
that is that the subject of the world's
food supply has again become a matter of
widespread concern. On the basis of on
what we now see - including, undoubted-
ly, great changes in world aid flows - , we
can say it is unlikely that things will ever
be the same again. Many factors suggest
that the world food economy is under-

Office at the United Nations since October

nical Assistance Board (UNTAB) in New

representative in Turkey and later Ceylon

Mr. Weitz has been director of the Food
and Agriculture Organization's Liaison

1971. He has had a long association with
UN agencies, beginning in 1947. He served
with UNESCO in Paris and later as deputy
director of the program and financial
management division of the UN Tech-

York. Subsequently he served as UNTAB

(now Sri Lanka). In 1960, Mr. Weitz was
appointed international co-ordinator of
the Freedom f rom Hunger Campaign of

the FAO in Rome.



The constraints
that brought
the world
to the brink
of food crisis

going a fundamental transformation and
that the phenomenom of scarcity may be
a chronic feature of the future. On a global
perspective, the world is very likely to be
and remain in a vulnerable position for
food in the years ahead.

To expand world food supplies from
conventional agriculture, we have two
known ways: one is to expand the area
under cultivation and the other is to raise
the output of each existing unit of pro-
duction for present areas, using largely
scientific and technological advances in
machinery, agricultural chemicals and
plant genetics.

If one returns to the massive uncer-
tainties introduced into the equation by
factors mentioned in the opening para-
graphs, one might stop the story right
here. Because of lack of knowledge and
lack of space to explore each variable in
turn and its effects on all other factors,
however, let us leave aside the new major
uncertainties and concentrate on some of
the constraints which have brought us to
the brink of crisis at the end of 1973.

The world food problem, or world
food demand, has two elements. One of
these is rising world population, which is
currently estimated to run at the rate of
2.0 per cent a year; on the basis of 1973's
estimated world population of 3.8 billion
people, this gives a current annual incre-
ment of 76 million people. UN projections
for the period 1975 to 1980 assume the
rate will rise to 2.1 per cent annually and
then return to 2.0 per cent. This estimate
will mean some 4.4 billion people by 1980
and 5.4 billion people by 1990. This is the
main demand element.

The second factor consists of rising
affluence and its effects on consumption
patterns. The easiest illustration is to
look only at one food element - namely
grain, which accounts for more than half
man's total energy intake in direct con-
sumption and, as transformed through
animals, accounts for most of the rest of
his needs. In the poor countries (which

Reference is made in this article
to targets or goals. FAO's Indicative
World Plan Agricultural Production
and Trade was not a plan in the clas-
sical sense of plan, but was rather a
series of projections and assumptions
about the needed performance targets
of the UN Strategy for the Second
Development Decade. These assump-
tions were keyed to the 1971/1980 dec-
ade period as well as to 1985. The IWP
targets are used as a measurement-base
for performance.
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include about two-thirds of the world's
population), grain consumption nearly all
goes directly to satisfy human needs, with
little converted via animal production _
whereas, in the Western countries, not
only is grain utilization some five tinles
greater annually than in poor countries,
but only a fraction of it is con^,umed
directly as bread, pasta, etc., while the
bulk is consumed indirectly via milk, eggs
meat. So we must keep two factors in mind
- first, that grain consumption will rise
with income and, second, that nowhere in
the world do we yet have evidence that
with rising affluence the increasing de-
mand for grain has stopped or level:ed o$,

Two huge disparities
On a global view, world food production
up to the present has just about kept
pace with world population growth How•
ever, the amounts and rates of growth
have varied widely between the so-called
developed and developing countries and,

Wh,
Th(
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while we have managed to achieve a pre. Pro
-earious world balance, this balance has Tu
concealed two huge disparities. The first and
has been that security, so-called, ha; been as t
bought through our dependence on the can
great prowess of the United States and cru
Canada. The second is that within devel- egcE
oping countries the Food and Agriculture Sah
Organization (FAO) estimates that 10-15 how
percent of the population suffer t,erma-
nently from hunger and a far greater kno
number - as much as one-third -- from hig^
chronic malnutrition. On the basis of to- but
day's population, the hunger figure would tha
be about 450 million people, while those use
suffering from malnutrition could number hav
up to 1,250 million. the

If the modest growth goals A the pro
United Nations strategy for the >^econd is e
Development Decade (1971-1980) :.!ere to as
be met, the agricultural component would ite
have to achieve a 4 percent growth per por
annum. Since 1961, developing countries Yea
have been able to increase their agricul- UN
tural production by only 2.7 per cent a ing
year. This is far short of the 4 percent res^
growth-rate needed and, on the even tio
poorer showing for the opening two years irn^
of the current decade, the growth-r-zte for qua
the rest of the decade must averagr. 5 per
cent a year to balance out at the ;?neral
4 percent rate.

In the light of possible impacts from
some of the factors touched on a our

ize
be
co
im

opening paragraphs, there is little :eason 11 F
for optimism.

Let us examine some of tIf ^- con-
straints and the performance of agricul-
ture in the developing world in these first ^^ E
couple of years of the Second United mo
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Nations Decade for Development. We need
spend little time on either the weather
factor or the war and civil disturbance

factor. For the farmer, we have seen and
are seeing today, with terrible clarity, in
the Sahel zone of Africa, the impact of
weather; the spread of the Sahel drought
condition to Ethiopia, Nigeria, Cameroon,
the Central African Republic and Somalia

is most ominous - as 'are other predicted
but not yet established changes in current
world weather patterns. While there is
today little we can do about the weather,
the impact of the past two years strongly
warns us not to count on "favourable"
conditions as a continuous phenomenon
anywhere in the world.

As to civil disturbances and war -

âuction what can be said about these tragedies?

it kept Their toll in direct suffering and loss

How- of life and property is awesome enough.
g, rowth Their effect on food production is a double

o-called tragedy.
es and,

a pre- Production equation
ice has Turning now to the production equation

he first and actions and constraints, as accurately

a; been as the Food and Agriculture Organization

on the can measure, the targets it set for in-

tes and creases in arable area have generally been

7 devel- exceeded except for Africa south of the

ic.ulture Sahara. Intensification of production has,

t 10-15 however, correspondingly lagged.

perma- As for improved seeds (popularly
greater known as the Green Revolution), the

- from high-yielding varieties were major contri-
s of to- butors to the acceleration of production
e would that did occur. Recent increases in the
le those use of the high-yield varieties (HYVs)
number have been smaller, however, so perhaps

the easier phase of introduction to the
A the I progressive cultivator with credit facilities

>^econd is ending; moreover, seed is deteriorating
;.,ere to as a result of mixing. The HYVs are lim-
t would ited to rice and wheat so far; while im-
wth per portant steps have been made in the past
o^zntries year through the joint effort of the IBRD/
a;ricul- UNDP and FAO in identifying and fund-

c^ent a ing research for other important food crops,
percent results are bound to be slow - and applica-

1- even tion cf results to effect any meaningful
vi. years improvements in either yields or protein
-r-.zte for quality will be even further away.
g:^ 5 per Since the HYVs are water and fertil-

;?neral izer responsive, any massive results must
be keyed to both factors. On performance,

nts from

11

consumption of fertilizers was approx-
1 our imately at target levels, except for the

e>^eason Far E4st. This exception is doubly signif-

th ^_• con-

a gricul-
lese first

I'nited

lcant because of the total weight of the
region for both production and population
and, more important, because in the Far
East expansion of production depends al-
most entirely on increased yields, as little

"-Canada Wide photo

A Tuareg father feeds his baby daughter
powdered milk flown to Marandet, Niger,
from Europe in an attempt to relieve
West African drought. Tuareg nomads
streamed into Marandet at the southern
edge of the Sahara a f ter the spreading
drought had destroyed their herds and
threatened their way of li f e.

new land can be added to the production-
base. There is also evidence to suggest
that fertilizer effectiveness was not as
great as increased consumption might have
suggested because application was below
recommended levels and because of poor
soil-testing facilities and lack of adequate
extension services and credit.

The largest fertilizer factor was, how-
ever, shortages and rising prices, which
had reached crisis levels by end of 1973.
There is, as this is written, mounting
evidence that emergency measures may
be necessary to avert potentially disas-
.trous effects - whether at the level pre-
dicted by Dr. Borlaug or not - and several
important governments and bodies like the
World Bank and the FAO are engaged in
intensive study and consultation about
steps to be taken.

Pesticides and insecticides also became
a more important element as the HYVs
spread. Evidence is not conclusive but it
would seem that, while herbicide use has
increased rapidly, general insecticide and
fungicide usage has been slower and below

targets. The DDT ban has played a part
in this, but poorly-equipped plant-protec-
tion services, inadequate training facilities

Rising prices,
shortages played
a major role
in making
the problem
of fertilizers
more acute



and general lack of marketing and credit
have been even greater obstacles. ,

Expansion
of areas
under irrigation
being offset
as some land
goes out
of production

Agrarian re f orm
proves limited;
evasion
of provisions
widespread

Water availability
The second leg of HYV effectiveness is
water availability and control. Coupled
with this is the aim of multiple cropping.
Data are yet incomplete but all indicators
are that both the increase in irrigation fa-
cilities for arable land and extension of
water use for multiple cropping were well
under plan targets, and particularly so in
the Far East. Some specific country studies
where more data are available upholds the
FAO's general conclusions and adds fur-
ther disturbing evidence that expansion of
irrigated areas is being offset in part by
land going out of production and by in-
creasing salinization from underwatering.
Tube wells are in some important areas
overtaxing ground-water supplies but this
trend could be seriously affected in the
opposite direction in 1974 as diesel pumps
become too expensive to operate and/or
central generating capacity for electric
pumps is cut because of fuel-cost problems
or drought.

Farm power is also an important ele-
ment in plan objectives. Data indicate that,
except in Latin America, objectives have
been exceeded. Increases in machinery
do not, however, measure effectiveness
of use, and on this score it is too early to
make an evaluation. The tripling or qua-
drupling of fuel costs, however, cannot
help but have a serious impact, both on
the rate of increased mechanization in
developing countries and on the costs of
production in the highly-mechanized and
power-dependent developed world. Al-
ready, useful scientific studies are avail-
able on this question; we cannot stop to
examine implications here, but if one re-
alizes that in the United States today it
requires 80 U.S. gallons of gasoline to
produce one acre of corn, one can begin
to visualize the complexities of both pro-
duction methods and price levels from
substantially higher fuel costs.

Finally, within the whole complex of
institutional services crucial to increased
production, the picture for the developing
world is not bright. Agrarian reform has
been limited and evasion of its provisions
has" been widespread; poor administrative
services have added to lack of achievement.
Few figures are available about agricul-
tural credit, but, from what we can mea-
sure, it appears that much of what is
counted as credit finds its way out of the
agricultural sector, much credit is avail-
able only to larger landowners, and they
have used it for non-agricultural purposes
while institutional credit has tended only

to supplant private credit. Rural credit
or savings institutions, rather than in.
creasing cash availability in rural areas^
have tended to sip up available rurai
savings and siphon them back to urban
areas.

Lastly, there is as yet little evidence
that the required extension services or
educational facilities are expanding in W.
ficient quantity and/or quality. The We
of too few, poorly-trained and even less.
well-supported extension agents, who lack
vehicles, fuel and spare parts to môve
about, office space and equipment with
which to work, and materials for cgperi-
mentation and training, is too well knowa
to retell here. With this human lack, goes
lack of marketing information, facilities,
roads and equipment. It is a dep) essing
circle.

No doubt then, as A. H. Boerma,
Director-General of the FAO, svid on
November 12, 1973, the FAO Conference
in Rome at that time could well be its
most important session. Certainly, the
issues confronting it were formidable, po-
litically, economically and in human terms.
It worked long, seriously and well - and
came out with several conclusion:,, only
three of which will be touched on he^re.

Security system
The first was an immediate respome to a
long-felt need and an attempted rx.action
to the world grain crisis. The conterence
set the framework for a world food-s: curity
system. Director-General Boerma had said
that a situation in which the world's food
security depended on the fickleness of one
season's weather was no longer acce-otable.
The conference considered that tfie Di-
rector-General's initiative was tin-.,31y; it
affirmed that the whole internation,1 com•
munity had a common responsibi;ity to
ensure the availability at all times of ad-
equate world supplies of basic foo:'stuffs,
and it moved to create the system -ieeded
to ensure this goal.

The FAO conference decided to ask
governments to follow stock policie.; that,
in combination, would maintain miaimum
safe levels of basic food stocks, review oc
establish stock targets to meet domestic
needs, and, as appropriate, export r: quire-
ments - including a security mar:rin for
contemporary needs - and to tak^, stRps
to replenish national stocks whe;1 they
fell below the minimum levels. Tl•e con'
ference further outlined national stock
guidelines to define these levels s nd an
intergovernmental consultative mecilanism
to keep the stock situation under revieW
and to take timely action, as well as an
international information system no en-
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Women cluster together as they await
ration of two cups of powdered milk at
Tahoua, Niger. According to FAO spokes-
men, human su f j`ering and death are

sure the prompt and adequate exchange
of data for the effective functioning of the
systenn.

Tinally, the conference told the Di-
recto_=-General to convene an open-ended
working party of interested governments
to review its handiwork in detail and pre-
pare znally for adoption by governments
at the earliest possible date the final text

The second major area of confer-
for the system. This work is under way.

ence action was international agricultural
adjustment. The Director-General had
pointed out that, although a food-security
system would deal with recurrent tem-
porary threats of food shortages, it would
not g., to the roots of the food problem.
What was needed, Mr. Boerma said, was
a better balance in the present irrational
and o±'ten unjust pattern of world agricul-
tural production and trade. The basic idea,
he said, was that the time had come for
countries to recognize that a "one-world"
view of agriculture is essential. Adjust-
ment would be a continuous process where-
by supplies were constantly adjusted to
demand and where the aim was an orderly
increase in both agricultural production
and trade.

The conference agreed with the Di-
rector-General's analysis. It said a dy-
namic strategy in agriculture was needed
and aflirmed the view that increased inter-
depenclence of economies needed policies

Information Canada photo-James H. White

impossible to measure as Sahelian Zone
drought conditions have spread to
Ethiopia, Nigeria, Cameroon, the Central
African Republic and other African states.

designed to ensure balanced global expan-
sion of agricultural production and trade.
The conference asked the Director-Gen-
eral. to prepare this strategy, including
guidelines, indicators and arrangement for
review and appraisal. It said that the
Organization's strategy should be based
on objectives of a faster and more stable
growth-rate of agricultural production,
a better balance between supply and
demand, with an orderly expansion of
food production and consumption, an or-
derly acceleration of trade, with greater
stability in prices and markets, and a
rising share for the developing countries
in this general expansion.

World parley
Third, and finally, the conference, in the
light of a call by the Third Conference of
Nonaligned States in Algiers, and acting
on an invitation from the Economic and
Social Council of the UN, which was
inspired by a proposal made by U.S. Sec-
retary of State Henry Kissinger, made
recommendations to the United Nations
about the convening in 1974 of a World
Food Conference.

The Twenty-eighth Session of the
General Assembly decided to call this
special World Food Conference to meet
under United Nations auspices at the
ministerial level in Rome, in November
1974, to consider all aspects of the present

Seek strategy
based on goals
of a faster,
more stable
growth-rate
of production
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Soriba Dembele (left) of Mali's Ministry
of Health and Dr. Yacuba Koné, medical
officer at Bamba, examine a starving child
in a refugee camp near the small Malian
town of Bamba.

world food crisis and to attempt to agree
on solutions. While it is too early to tell
precisely what points the conference will
cover, it will no doubt grapple with a
realistic assessment of the present world
food situation, supply fluctuation and
causes of shortages. It should look at con-
sumption patterns by regions, economic
groups and vulnerable classes to identify
present hunger and malnutrition as well
as the future problem in the intermediate
and longer term.

The conference must try to define
action both at the national and interna-

...If the world food scarcity of 1973
could be viewed as a one-time aberration
from promi:sing trends, the issues of export
controls and global access would not have
great significance. But if ... we are enter-
ing a period of frequent, perhaps more or
less chronic, scarcity, then strong policy
measures are called for.

The international community must
devise guidelines covering the obligations
of supplier nations to share essential scarce
commodities with importing nations. . . .

The global food outlook also requires
serious consideration of the creation of
an internationally-managed world food
reserve....
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tional levels to deal with the crit;
bottlenecks and shortcomings ouilinE
earlier on current constraints, inclu
water resources, fertilizers, seeds,
chinery and other "inputs", struct
and institutional improvements, r,.ctc
against losses and research for op:ti
technology. The conference should al
see to additional measures needed to i
prove food-stock arrangements, to impro;
emergency actions and to formulate a lo;
term policy for food aid.

Trade side
On the trade side, the conference cou
be expected to deal with assurances i
eoport outlets for developing countries t;
encourage production, food-price stebilit
to safeguard importers and facilitate bot
intermediate and longer-term producti
objectives, and adjustment policies t
achievé greater consistency between m
tional and international policies.

It is a strong framework for a spe
conference. Yet we all must hope and a
sume that the profound shocks of the la
years - both physical and econor:ric
will bring better clarity to and determim
tion in government efforts to find egree
solutions that make human and economi
sense. Continued callousness on the p
of governments to the plight of müllior
suffering from hunger and malnul ritic
cannot be condoned. Continued ,hot
term policies, which produce at besï onl
temporary relief or no improvement at a:
in world economic order, will not safficE

With the same inexorable foi ce a
the Sahara Desert moves south, the. con
plexity of and the suffering from the worli
food situation is crowding on our r( mai
ing time. The lessons are clearly R'ritte:
out in front of our eyes. Let us read, lev.
and act quickly and wisely withi-i t6-
short space of time we have.

A world food reserve could be brilta;
in times of relative abundance and iravr
down in times of acute scarcity, there6;
helping to stabilize consumer prices. u
effect, the cushion that surplus Am :,,rica.
agricultural capacity has provided for c
generation would be provided, at lea^ t pal
tially, by a world food reserve system G
system of global food reserves would pr^
vide a measure of price stability in t6:
world food economy that would be in t6

fself-interest of all nations.... (Les .er
Brown, Senior Fellow at the Oversea
Development Council, in Foreign Polic!
Winter 1973)

4'
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relude to Bucharest conference

eyond population action plan
an altered system of values

a

y David S. Wright

undamental questions about the future
uality of life, economic development and
e availability of resources are raised by
e phenomenon of a rapidly-expanding
orld population. The impact of popula-
on growth on a society is a complex one.
versimplified arguments promoting birth0

cc ntrol as the last hope for mankind's
ltimate survival or advocating laissez
ire population policies are rejected by
ose who have done some careful thinking

bout this problem. This article will ex-
e the present world-population situa-

on and outline the various policies or
olutions which have been offered to deal
ith it. The World Population Conference

o be held in August of this year in
ucharest will bring together representa-
ives from more than 140 nations and will
ddress itself to a wide range of population
olicv issues. The conference, it is hoped,

play a role in providing guidance for
uture national and international action in
his field.

In any review of population and popu-
ation policy it is difficult to set limits to
he discussion. Closely-related questions
bout natural-resource supplies, economic
d social progress and distribution of
come are often raised. An acceptable

efin^ tion of population policy is a combi-
ation of policies directed at affecting
pulation variables such as birth-rates,

eath-rates, migration and age structure.
opulation policy will be the primary con-
em of the representatives attending the

^., orld Population Conference but, as with
he Stockholm Conference on the Human
nvironment in 1972, broad issues involv-
g quality of life and human values will be
ddressed both directly and as they relate
o the main subject of the conference.

Until recent decades, world popula-
ion grew at a very low rate, generally less
han one per cent per annum. In 1950 the

total population of the globe was 2.5 bil-
on; today it is 3.9 billion. Population is
urrently growing at an annual rate of
bout two per cent and, according to
edian United Nations projections, by the

year 2000 the world population will reach
6.5 billion. Projections such as this are
fairly dependable, since the number of
potential parents in say 20 years is already
determined to a great extent by the num-
ber of children now living. In addition,
their attitudes toward child-bearing will
be based to a great extent on the attitudes
of their parents.

Drop in death rates
The increase in the rate of population
growth has resulted primarily from a dras-
tic fall in death-rates in developing coun-
tries. While birth-rates in these countries
have remained at an annual average of 40
per thousand, death-rates have fallen from
30 per thousand before 1950 to 15 per
thousand at present. There is evidence
that, under existing conditions, fertility
will begin a slow decline in developing
countries during the next few years. Even
if this decline takes place and continues
until replacement levels of fertility are
achieved (two children to a couple), the
population of developing countries will not
stabilize until late in the twenty-first cen-
tury at a world-population level that may
reach 12 billion.

The challenge in formulating popula-
tion programs will be to influence not the
6.5 billion figure for the year 2000, which
is almost inevitable, but the figure at which
world population will stabilize during the
twenty-first century. Problems of popula-
tion concentration in certain regions and
in urban centres lend greater urgency to

Mr. Wright is First Secretary at the
Permanent Mission of Canada to the
United Nations in New York. He has been
a foreign service o f ficer since 1968, and
served in Rome be f ore joining Canada's
UN mission in September 1972.
Mr. Wright deals with a variety of eco-
nomic policy matters, and has concerned
himself with population questions.



the problems raised by such global figures.
By the year 2000, more than half the
world's population will live in urban areas.
In absolute terms, this will involve an in-
crease of 2 billion city-dwellers in the
course of a single generation.

Demographic conditions vary consid-
erably among regions, Population pres-
sures measured in terms of population
densities are many times more acute in
Asia and Europe than in Africa and
America. More than half the world's popu-
lation lives in Asia, and by the year 2000
that continent's share of global population
will have risen to 60 per cent. On the other
hand, many African and Latin American
countries see continued rapid population
growth as essential to their economic well-
being or political security. Rates of popu-
lation growth vary from near zero growth
in some European nations to as much as
3.5 per cent in some Latin countries. This
diversity in demographic situations leads
to major differences in approach to popula-
tion policy issues among countries. These
differences must be taken into account
when formulating general solutions to the
population question. It should be borne in
mind that solutions will continue to be
primarily national in character under the
aegis of sovereign governments. The inter-
national or global dimension of population
growth must not, however, be ignored.

Consumption
of resources
by population
of poorer states
still remains
relatively low

World resources
The implications of projected levels of ab-
solute population increase for the balance
between demand for and supply of natural
resources are staggering. Not only will un-
precedented population increases in devel-
oping countries strain supplies of natural
resources - notably food - but improved
living standards in developing countries
could result in significant increases in their
per capita consumption of raw materials.
In considering arguments about the bal-
ance between the forces of population
growth, the consequent demand on the
world's resources and the available supply
of these resources, it must be recognized
that it is the industrialized countries that
account for by far the greatest share of
resource consumption. Although popula-
tion growth is concentrated in developing
countries, the consumption of world re-
sources by the population in these coun-
tries remains, relatively, very low.

The developing countries place the
highest priority on acquiring a greater
share of the world's real wealth and, ac-
cordingly, a greater share of available
resources. Since natural resources are in
many cases located primarily in developing
countries, when the aspirations of the de-

veloping world begin to be fulfilled witl
improvements in living standards, the tt
dustrialized countries will begin to feel fc:
the first time real pressure for redistribç
tion of the shares of resources. It follox,
that the rapid growth of consumption
resources in developed countries, particb
larly wasteful consumption, will inevitabl.
have to be curtailed.

Limits of growth
Material growth is subject to two kind
of -limit - natural and political. Naturt
limits result from the fact that vfit]»
a finite space growth cannot cortinz
forever. Scientific innovation can lead t
more efficient use of resources and cat
lead to a reassessment of the natura;
limits that exist, but it can only defer wba;
is inevitable. Thus countries will have tc
choose .the manner in which they wish t
have population growth, and ultiniateh
material economic growth, cease. Pcliticâ
limits, often translated into economic real.
ities, restrict the availability of resaum
to some countries and to some p-oup
within countries. These limits are ref:ecti
in the inequalities of wealth that ex, st be
tween and within nations. Pressures wZ
mount within nations, and, indeed, inter.
nationally, to reassess these political limitr
What are termed economic realities of th
present may become the fantasies cr illa-
sions of the future as the redistribution c'
real wealth in terms of resource consump
tion becomes a central fact of economiclife

Thinking on the relationship between
population and economic developmeit has
been evolving during recent years. Thi
abrupt decline in death-rates in developinp
countries and consequent increase il pop
ulation growth-rates coincided with the
beginning of large transfers of develo oment
assistance from rich countries to pooc
Development assistance was seen at firsl
primarily in the context of capital anfl
technological transfer for the purpDse d
industrialization. Population growth in d&
velôping countries was seen as abs )rbing
the full impact of such transfers, primnaA
because their effects were measured i
terms of gross national product per capita

More recently, there has been greatcr M-
centration in development assistance p*
grams on social and non-industrial sectob
such as education, health and agricaltz
GNP per capita is not an adequate :ndica'
tor for measuring progress in such are2l
Qualitative factors must be given mon
consideration.

With the earlier approach to dcvelop
ment assistance came the notior: that
channelling funds into birth-control PrO1'
ects would minimize the adverse eff2cts of
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I opulation growth on economic develop-
ent in poor countries. With the second
pproach has come an appreciation of a
ron of population pro-oader conception
rams. The earlier approach was not suc-
essful; the case of India is relevant here.
has become clear that population pro-
ams must be an integral part of economic

nd social development programs, linked
Josely with efforts to improve, for example,
ducation, health and the status of
•omen. As economic and social conditions
hange, so do demographic variables. In
dustrialized societies, where there are op-
rtunities for education, adequate health-

are programs and a city-based culture,
irth-rates have been seen to fall sharply.
his is a result of social conditions, in-
luding, of course, the broadly-based prac-
ice of family planning. To superimpose
irth-control programs on a society with
similar conditions, such as a low literacy

ate, few employment opportunities for
omen and inadequate health standards,
oes not have a comparable impact on
irth-rates.

É

ternative policy approaches

M
at, then, is the relationship among the
ny factors affecting population vari-

bles? Three fundamental approaches to
urbing population growth have been pro-

DC sed since 1950. First, the introduction
f full-scale family-planning programs as a
op national priority has been urged as a
olution to excessive population growth
aused by continuing high levels of fer-
ility. Second, rapid economic growth and
ndustrialization has been cited as the
olution to rapid population growth, the
rgument resting on the historical expe-
ence of developed countries, the popula-
ion growth-rates of which declined once
hey became industrialized. Third, it has
een argued that appropriate reform of
concsmic and social institutions will pro-
uce the result of a diminished population-

wth rate more effectively than the
I Pere implementation of family-planning

0rograms.

Governments tended during the past
wo decades to lean exclusively, or at least
rimarily, toward one or other of these
pproaches in dealing with problems of
xcessive population growth. There now
ppears to be, in the light of greater under-
tanding of the relationship among popula-
ion, development and resource variables,

I

nd in the context perhaps of an improved
Pe'htical dialogue, an emerging consensus

the best approach to slowing population
owth. This includes elements of all three

f the earlier approaches.
It is clear that economic development

is a fundamental requirement of the poor
countries, an essential beginning to the
improvement of the quality of life. Only
with better living standards and the social
conditions these entail can there be a real-
istic hope for a substantial and early
decline in birth-rates in countries pursuing
this objective. Family planning is an es-
sential and integral part of economic and
social policies aimed at improved living
standards in countries experiencing rapid
population growth. Institutional reforms
in health and education, in labour prac-
tices and the status of women are also
central to policies aimed at stabilizing
population. The question of appropriate
population policies will be the primary one
to be debated at the World Population
Conference in Bucharest.

interrelation between population trends

of policies

Conference agenda
The issues raised above have already been
the subjects of extensive discussion during
the preparations for the conference, which
will be the first international political
meeting to study population questions.
The agenda covers the full range of popula-
tion issues, including: (1) recent popula-
tion trends and future prospects; (2)
relations between population change and
economic and social development; (3) re-
lations between population, resources and
environment; and (4) population and the
family. Background documents on each of
these subj-acts have been prepared by the
United Nations Secretariat, and these will
provide material for debate at the con-
ference. In addition, a World Population
Plan of Action will be discussed and is
expected to be adopted. This plan will be
the major political document coming out
of the conference and will constitute the
agreed basis for future national and inter-
national action in the population field.

The present draft of the plan is based
on certain principles concerning popula-
tion policies. These include the aim of
improvement in the quality of life, the

and socio-economic development, the di-
versity of conditions among countries and
a full appreciation of national sovereignty
and basic human rights.

The object of the plan is to improve
the capacity of countries to deal effectively
with their population problems and to
promote international action in terms of
research, education and assistance. In the
present draft, specific recommendations for
action are made in a number of areas,
including population growth and appro-
priate quantitative targets, the reduction

of morbidity and mortality, health and
nutrition, reproduction and family forma-

Family planning
essential part

designed
to improve
living standards

11



Complexity
of issues
rules out
any document
calling for
zero growth
in population
within decade

tion, fertility levels, family planning, the
role of women, -population distribution,
internal and international migration and
demographic structure. Additional propos-
als are made that relate to the need for
further study and research, as well as
training and education in the population
field. A system of monitoring and assess-
ment of the effectiveness of population
policies will also be proposed.

The World Population Plan of Action
will be discussed by the political repre-
sentatives at Bucharest. It is hoped that a
form of consensus will emerge on its basic
direction, and indeed there are early indi-
cations that such hopes may be fulfilled.
To be generally acceptable, the plan must
reflect the full range of regional and pol-
itical differences that exist in the area of
population policy. Thus no one should
expect a striking and simple document
calling for zero population growth in a
decade. The complexity of population
issues and the diversity of views will not
allow oversimplified solutions. An inte-
grated approach in which conscious pop-
ulation policies are a part of national
economic and social strategies will provide
a useful basis for further action.

The results of the conference, and in
particular the World Population Plan of
Action, will be transmitted to the UN
General Assembly this autumn. The rec-
ommendations of the plan will be aimed
primarily at national programs, although
additional international action is expected
to be pursued through existing interna-
tional organizations.

The United Nations Fund for Popula-
tion Activities has received more than $100-
million in voluntary contributions since its
establishment in 1969. The fund's pro-
grams deal with a wide range of population
problems in developing countries and fur-
ther direction and stimulation for these
programs may be expected from the con-
ference. The World Bank is becoming more
deeply involved in population programs in
developing countries, giving grants and
loans for population projects in the health
and education fields. International co-
operation will have a supporting role in the
implementation of the World Population
Plan of Action, but the primary responsi-
bility for comprehensive action lies and will
continue to lie with national governments.

In the last resort... it is the decisions of
individuals that determine the size and
growth of populations.... What is a "pop-
ulation problem" to a peasant family in
Bihar or an Indian family high in the
Andes of Bolivia, or to a typical middle-

The level at which world popLla^
stabilizes will depend primarily on
nature and extent of action taken
governments. The problem of egcessi;
growth that hampers progress toward ic
provement of the quality of life is
severe in Asia. With more than hslf
world's population, Asian countries az
already convinced of the need tc
drastic action. They will need assi;tan(
in their efforts.

An intriguing example of self-suf
cient and comprehensive national action
the population field presents itself in $:
case of the world's most populous ccuntr
China has implemented perhaps the ma
thorough and successful population polir
of any nation. The Chinese case is tt.
result of unique political factors, a, yst
of social and econômic institutions that
unparalleled. The 'Chinese themselves d
not wish to be pôrtrayed as an ezarr, ple fc
the rest of the developing world, st:-essio:
the need for poor countries to rid thea
selves first of the influence of ?oreig
domination. Nevertheless, certain esson
may be learned from a study o^ the:
experience.

A heightened awareness of the into
relations among population variablas ae:
other economic and social variabl 2s h,,
been emerging during preparations or tt
World Population Conference. Tb? coo
ference should serve further to ir,ipme
understanding of the global pop3.ilatia!
situation. In the near future, valut s ma?
have to be reassessed, and the vali lity c'
continued emphasis on material eo)nomi
growth in the industrialized countri^s ma;
have to be examined. The time ma:r con
when restraint on excessive demard w,
wasteful consumption will become n eca
nomic and political necessity in the contez
of the population situation. Ultir iatels
the question of the more equitable distii
bution of real wealth and resources .3rnon`
nations and peoples will have to be ttckled

Man has always relied on his abiliti
to muddle through in the most tr;: ing
situations. This reliance has been bE^ sed or
his capacity to perceive the neryd fa
adjustment to his environment . nd t
changing circumstances. These perc ,ptioa
are becoming more difficult and the consé
quences of ignoring them or mis) eadi^
signs of change are becoming more : eriO

6class family in Western Europe jr
United States? Do they necessari..y P"
ceive a problem at all?... (From E. $
Hawkins, "A Family View of Pop 11ati^
Questions" in Finance and Develcnmen'^
December 1973).
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Pop 11ati%
evelc nmen'^

he painful quest for reform
f world's monetary system

y Yves L. Fortin

On July 31, 1972, the Board of Gover-

nors of the International Monetary
Fund decided to create the Committee

of Twenty on Monetary Reform and

Related Matters. The pessimism and
scepticism characterizing press reports
and commentaries on the negotiations
in the Committee have undoubtedly not
escaped the attention of observers.
There is obviously widespread disillu-
sion with the slow pace of progress to-
ward monetary reform.

Although most monetary authori-
ties agree that the establishment of a
new monetary system, based on the
Special Drawing Rights (SDR) to re-
place the defunct Bretton Woods Agree-
ment, is a matter of high priority,
negotiators are still far from reaching a
consensus on the means to achieve
reiorm. The national interests of the
main participants are often divergent
and there is no doubt that political
considerations are a greater obstacle to
refform than the difficulties of reaching
agreement on the highly technical issues
connected with it. The delicate task of
seeking a solution to current monetary

problems has been complicated by a
feeling of uneasiness and insecurity
manifested by many countries vis-à-vis
uncertain international prospects, par-
ticularly the energy crisis. This, of
course, has made political ançl economic
choices more difficult. As a result, politi-
cal authorities have become increasingly
unwilling to commit themselves to any
firm outline of monetary reform before
knowing what the impact of current in-
ternational developments will be on
their respective national interests.

The purpose of these notes is not,
therefore, to dwell upon the breakdown
of the Bretton Woods Agreement or to
discuss the esoteric and highly technical
questions underlying the negotiations in
the Committee of Twenty. The author
rather proposes to identify some of the
main political factors that have influ-
enced, directly or indirectly, the work
of the Committee in the first 18 months
of its existence - without forgetting, of
course, certain other factors, such as the
tension in NATO, which have darkened
the horizon of the international scene.

n the wake of the announcement by
he US. Government of the suspension of
ollar convertibility in August 1971 and
he breakdown of the Bretton Woods
gree:nent of 1945, the International
onetary Fund was faced with the difficult

ask of establishing a new international
onetary system. The creation of the
omntittee of Twenty - partly as a result
the pressures of the developing coun-

ries, which insisted on participating in
onet;iry negotiations - provided the in-

ernational community with a representa-
ive forum for discussion on long-term
onetary reform. It was obvious from the

ussions and the events that preceded
he decision of the IMF Governors that the
ew monetary system would have to take
nto consideration the shift in world

nor,-lic and political relations that oc-
un'ed in the postwar period and, inter

alia, reduced the relative position of the
United States in world markets. The mis-
fortunes-of the U.S. dollar in recent years
and its proposed replacement by the IMF
Special Drawing Right as a primary re-
serve asset, the recurrent monetary crises
and political tension affecting the Western
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Finance Division on secondment f rom the
External Affairs Department. A graduate
of Laval University with an M.A. degree in
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served in Warsaw for three and a half
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countries and the increasing role played
by the Third World in the international
forums were safe indicators that the new
monetary system would be more difficult
to negotiate than the Bretton Woods
Agreement, which was concluded at a time
particularly favourable to the United
States.

Progress so far in the Committee of
Twenty has been disappointing, both for
the observers and for many experts directly
involved in the exercise. The views of the
main participants diverge on most impor-

Committee of Twenty
The International Monetary Fund em-
braces 126 member countries. These
countries are grouped by economic im-
portance in 20 voting blocs or constit-
uencies. Each of these groups is repre-
sented on the Executive Board of the
Fund by an executive director. Each of
the Big Five - i.e. the United States, Brit-
ain, Germany, France and Japan -forms
a constituency by itself. The other 15
constituencies each contain from 3 to 18
countries. At present they are led respec-
tively by Argentina, Australia, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, Ethiopia, the Nether-
lands, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Italy,
Mexico, Morocco, Sweden and Zaire.
This constituency structure is also the
basis for the Committee of Twenty. The
members of this ad hoc committee are
mostly ministers of finance. Their main
responsibility is to make major political
decisions on reform. The technical and
preparatory work for the committee is
carried out by official deputies. It is
now expected that a Council of Twenty
IMF Governors will be established to
look after long-term monetary reform
when the Committee of Twenty has
completed its work.

tant issues related to reform and it is clear
that further progress will depend largely
on bringing their points of view closer to-
gether. In spite of these wide divergences
of views, the Committee of Twenty agreed
on September 23, 1973, at the IMF annual
meetings in Nairobi, to make public a first
outline of reform. The publication of this
outline, characterized by a lack of agree-
ment on major items, fell far short of all
expectations, as it had been hoped that the
Committee could reach a consensus in
Nairobi. In spite of the disappointment
that resulted, the ministers forming the
Committee decided that July 31, 1974,
would be the new target-date for comple-
tion of the final report, in which major
outstanding issues would be resolved.

The great question is, thexefç
whether a consensus can be reached init
near future, at the political level, on
main issues of reform, given the persis
divergence in the views of the main p
ticipants and the severe impact of
energy crisis on international payme
and exchange markets. Lack of agreem
by July 31 of this year might be regard
as a recognition by the world commun;
of the difficulty of achieving once-for.),
reform in the light of the problems creat
by the dynamic forces of the we
economy.

Problem of adjustment
A major shift in world economic relati
occurred during the last ten to 15 yea
reducing the relative importance of
U.S. position in world markets. Under
Bretton Woods Agreement on relativÉ
fixed exchange-rates, this reality was
adequately reflected in the major curr
cies' exchange-rates. While the d
became progressively overvalued becau
of the weakness of the U.S. paymen
position, some European currencies
the Japanese yen were grossly undE:
valued. The Bretton Woods system R.
symmetrical in form, but in practice it
not match the natural pressures that co,
pel most countries with deficits to adj
promptly with comparable pressures
countries with surpluses.

In spite of its huge payments c?eficit
the United States continued stubborO
to refuse to devalue the dollar - i.e. t
increase the official price of gold -, clair
ing that adjustment action had to be tay
by countries with surpluses in or der t
avoid the breakdown of the mcnetar
system. At the same time, and of len fc
political reasons, surplus countrie3 Ws
putting the burden of adjustment on fi
United States, which, in their vie ^x, r4
responsible for the situation becau: a of it
huge balance-of-payments deficits. V
procrastination resulted in the €°iganb
accumulation of U.S. dollars by surPfa'
countries, particularly Germany and Je
pan, massive speculative attacks on 1i
dollar and, more recently, two devalua
tions of the dollar, the floating of ma^
major currencies and the sharp apprec^'
tion of many European currencies as
as the yen.

One of the main tasks of monett
negotiators is, therefore, to find a way fi
bring pressure to bear upon countr; es h0'
ing persistent payments imbalances, eith^
surplus or deficit, to adopt adequ3ff
measures (exchange-rate adjustment a
other measures) to correct them.
Americans, determined to imprcve

;
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sition of the dollar and the level of their

onetary reserves, have favoured resort to
ovements s in official reserves as indicators
the need of action by the country in

balance and for pressure by other coun-

es. Most other countries, some of which
It attacked by the U.S. proposal, feared
e U.S. approach as too mechanistic and
ssibly dangerous, as it would tend to

it the role of political authorities in
onetary matters. As some put it,, minis-
rs of finance will never accept the pros-

ct of being replaced by computers.
though most countries have favoured a
eat reliance upon general assessment of
ticular cases in the framework of the
F, it is probable that the U.S. proposal
the use of indicators will be accommo-

ted; at least to a certain degree, even
ough some countries remain suspicious

the motives underlying the American

sition.

onvertibility of the dollar
other major issue discussed by the

ommittee of Twenty is that of the con-
!ertibility of the U.S. dollar into gold, a
nvertibility that was suspended in
ugust 1971. Given the gigantic dollar
alances held by creditor çountries, the
nited States is, of course, not in a posi-
on to undertake convertibility, and the
bject is therefore not yet ripe for solving.
e Americans have taken the firm view
and this has been accepted, though
mewhat reluctantly by the Europeans -
at there must first occur substantial im-

rovement in the U.S. balance of payments
more precisely the balance of trade - to

educe the surplus dollar balances, or
dollar overhang", in the system and to
rovide them with more reserves.

The Americans have also proposed
hat, when conditions permit them to re-
ume convertibility, only those dollars
resented voluntarily on a bilateral basis
dll be exchanged for primary reserve
ssets, i.e. mainly SDRs and gold. The
uropeans, led by the French, want to
Jude in the reformed system a tight
heme of convertibility that would call

or the mandatory conversion by the
ericans of all excessive dollar balances

eld by creditor countries. The implemen-
ation of the European proposal would
educe the role of the U.S. dollar in the
orld economy, as well as put a stop to the
rivilege that the United States has had
o far of financing its balance-of-payments
eficits - and therefore its investments
broad - by printing an unlimited number
f dollars that foreign central banks were
orced to pile up. For their part, the

ericans see the European claim for full

convertibility as essentially political and
motivated by a desire to "clip the Ameri-
can eagle's wings".

Role of gold
Serious discussion about the future role of
gold in the international monetary system
has apparently been carefully avoided so
far in the Committee of Twenty. It is
nevertheless one of the most politically-
loaded questions. The problem, which was
already sufficiently controversial and the
cause of many debates between the Ameri-
cans and the French, is described by well-
informed observers as an issue of major
political and economic importance. The
increasing differential between the official
and market prices of gold and the threat of
certain European countries to use gold in
bilateral settlements at a price higher than
the official price of $42.22 (U.S.) an ounce
have undoubtedly reinforced these views.

One of the most interesting events
relating to monetary gold was the cancel-
lation of the 1968 Gold Agreement in
November 1973. Thanks to this decision,
monetary authorities are free to sell gold
on the private market at a price higher

The Special Drawing Right

The gold-exchange standard system
adopted at Bretton Woods in 1946
allowed erratic fluctuations in interna-
tional liquidity. This led to the convic-
tion that methods had to be developed
so that the international community
could control such erratic movement.
On August 28, 1969, the Governors of
the International Monetary Fund,
through an amendment to the Articles
of Agreement, set up a Special Drawing
Account and established rules concern-
ing the issuance of Special Drawing
Rights (SDR). Up to now, 116 of the
126 members of the IMF have opted for
participation in the Special Account.
The SDR is a fiduciary asset defined as
equivalent to 0.888671 gram of gold. It

is used only to finance members' pay-
ments deficits and in certain transac-

tions with the IMF. Unlike the U.S.
dollar, it is not used for private trade and
financial transactions. So far the IMF
has issued 9.5 billion SDRs. This repre-
sents only a small fraction of world
reserve assets. It is hoped, however,
that the SDR will become the main
reserve asset in a reformed monetary
system. It is further proposed that its
link with gold be severed and that it be
valued in terms of a basket of national

currencies.



Decision could
reinforce
role of gold
during period
of agreement
that this role
should be
phased out
progressively

than the official one. While the cancella-
tion of the agreement was welcomed by
some countries as having a beneficial
effect related to the establishment of a
monetary system based on the Special
Drawing Rights, some European Economic
Community sources felt that the termina-
tion of the agreement opened the way for
central banks to make settlements between
themselves in gold at free market-related
prices. If the termination of the 1968 Gold
Agreement were to induce countries to use
gold in settlements, the need for reserve
currencies and SDRs would, of course, be
reduced. Because of the size of gold hold-
ings among. EEC countries, it is conceiv-
able that their need for reserve currencies
and SDRs might be relatively small, par-
ticularly if there were a determination to
move away from the holdings of reserve
currencies such as the U.S. dollar.

It is clear, therefore, that any decision
to allow transactions in gold between
monetary authorities at market-related
prices would have serious implications for
the establishment of an SDR-based sys-
tem and, by extension, for reform. It might
also be noted that such sales are prohibited
by the IMF Articles of Agreement. Such
action would be equivalent to a substan-
tial increase in the official price of gold. It
would reinforce the importance of the role
of gold in the monetary system at a time
when there is widespread agreement that
this role should be phased out progres-
sively. In addition, this would result in a
significant increase in international liqui-
dity and worsen the problem of excessive
liquidity created by the huge and persis-
tent U.S. deficits of recent years and the
massive capital movements that took place
during recent monetary crises.

Given the soaring price of gold in
private markets and the substantial pay-
ments deficits anticipated by most EEC
members as a result of the increase in the
price of oil, it is conceivable that these
countries may find it expedient, if not
vital, to settle their bilateral balances in
gold at market-related prices. It is pos-
sible that France may receive unexpected
support from other European countries
that have remained more or less uncom-
mitted so far, such as Italy and the
Netherlands.

U.S. interests
In spite of the efforts made in recent years
by the Europeans to persuade the United
States to reduce its investments abroad in
order to help relieve its ailing balance of
payments, the Americans obviously want
to remain a net exporter of capital both for
economic and political reasons. They must,

therefore, focus their attention on t^
current account of their balance of pz,
ments - that is, attempt to improve th
trade balance and possibly reduce or free
their military expenditures abroad aç w
as assistance to developing countries. A,,
result of the two U.S. dollar devaluütio
and major currencies realignments, tt
United States became strongly competiti;
in world markets. The U.S. trade balan,
made a dramatic comeback in the secor
part of 1973 and the United States did D
hide its hope of registering a substan '.
surplus in 1974. The American authcriû:
are not, however, over-optimistic, as t!
U.S. dollar tends to appreciate parallelc
improvement in the U.S. balance of 1 rad
The strength of the dollar in the .
months of the year also seemed to refla
the fact that the U.S. economy is relatk
ly less vulnerable to the energy crisi3 an
increasing oil prices than the Europ
Japanese and British economies.
Americans are, of course, conscious of tt
implications of the increase in the -oi
dence in the dollar on their competitiv
ness in world markets. Having fail?d t
obtain European assistance in stopp'
the appreciation of the dollar earliee t
year, the Americans succeeded in reversi
the trend by taking various measures sd
as the intervention in exchange mr.rket
through the sale of dollars and the eliinix
tion of certain capital controls.

Washington has been pleased by tt
recent reflow of short-term capital to tt
United States, but the high interest-rat
in the "Eurodollar" market has discour
aged significant net inflow so far. Th
inflow of long-term capital in the form c
direct investment recorded in the mo
recent years has, however, been very larg
by all historical standards. It has bee'
estimated that such investments esc3ede
$1-billion in 1973. The taking-over o' U.`
firms by foreign capital associated w6`
these investments is having traumai:
effects on the Americans. IncrediblE as ^
may seem, the United States, at the 10
level, is beginning to talk about contzoâia:
and restricting foreign investment on it
territory. Such a shift in capital flows,
it continues, would undoubtedly figer
among the most important financi :1 de
velopments of the century. Whil, th
Administration's official position is t) Vd-
come foreign investment and elirûnat,
controls on capital movements, soa
business and political circles are in_rea'
ingly concerned that foreign takeovers a-
U.S. companies may be detrimental t^
U.S. interests, particularly if more Ara`
funds find their way to the United IState^
There is also fear that U.S. com,ra^e
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eover curbs.studiedT
e bill was introduced last year in Con-
ss by a Democratic Congressman that
posed virtually to prevent any foreigner
in acquiring control over any U.S. en-

ri: e. Less egtreme bills aimed at

tricting and controlling takeover by
eigners are also being considered. These
is will be discussed in a subcommittee
the House Committee on Interstate and
reign Commerce. It is worth mentioning
t the takeover of a major interest in
gas-Gulf Inc. by the Canada Develop-
nt Corporation has been singled out as

a itype of foreign investment that poses
tential dangers to U.S. jobs and other
nomic and political interests.
The United States is most unlikely to

alree t o any outline of reform before it has
red its balance-of-payments deficit and
fore circumstances permit the foreseeing

o a greater degree of monetary stability.
I is probable, however, that the energy

sis will delay the realization of this wish.

I has been noted by some observers that
t e U.S. demand for the right to a pro-
1 ged period of substantial trade sur-

es before agreeing to reform is to deny
oJe of the major purposes for which the

mmittee of Twenty was created - that
the correction of major imbalances.

It also follows logically that the dis-
a pearance of U.S. deficits would tend to
s engthen the U.S. dollar, re-establish

nfidence in it and maintain its role as a
p' a.y reserve asset at the expense of the
S Rs. In such circumstances, the urgency
o pro-.eeding with reform would diminish

d fi:rther delays would probably result
ile a system of co-ordinated floating

e cha::ge-rates would insure a satisfactory
d gree of stability. From the EEC point
o viev, such developments would prob-
a ly r:ot be entirely unwelcome. Indeed,
t ey might allay the fear that the

tef± States had become over-competi-
e ti.rough an undervalued dollar. At

t}}e same time, this would permit a return
re'fative monetary stability, which

ppe:.s to be an essential prerequisite to
C r»onetary union plan.
The monetary turmoil of recent years

d the unknown effect of the increasing
pri+-e on the balance of payments and

change-rates of major countries have
Ited progress toward the ultimate eco-
mic and monetary aims of the EEC. The
plerrentation of the original union plan
falli;rg behind schedule. The decision

ade b y France in January as a result of
e energy crisis - to float the franc

against the dollar independently and to
withdraw from the European common
float arrangement graphically illustrates
the problem. In these conditions, the quest
for monetary stability is obviously most
important and will probably take prece-
dence in the list of priorities of the EEC
over comprehensive reform of the world
monetary system. This may well be a
partial explanation for the Europeans
dragging their feet vis-à-vis reform.

The trade-monetary link
The serious concern of the Americans with
their balance-of-payments problems led
them to take a strong stand at a very early
stage on the necessity of co-ordinating
negotiations in the Committee of Twenty
with the GATT (General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade) multilateral trade ne-
gotiations. This proposal gained little sup-
port, as most countries, suspicious of U.S.
motives, took the position that the IMF
and the GATT were the appropriate insti-
tutions in which to seek progress on mon-
etary and trade questions and that these
institutions should continue to have pri-
mary responsibility for identifying the
techniques and policies that would lead to
progress in their respective fields.

In 1973, there was, however, a rever-
sal in the position of the EEC countries

vis-à-vis the trade-monetary interrelation.
The Europeans became well aware that
the U.S. dollar devaluations of December
1971 and February 1973 had made the
United States much more competitive in
world markets. The EEC countries came
to consider that the dollar was under-
valued and that this situation, accom-
panied by an aggressive U.S. commercial
policy, could have a negative effect on Growing concern
their trade. The meetings of the Prepa- over relation
ratory Committee of the GATT held prior between trade,
to the trade ministers' meeting of July foreign exchange
1973 and the difficulty surrounding the developments
signature of the Tokyo Declaration clear-
ly reflected increased European, partic-
ularly French, concern over the relation

`between trade and foreign-exchange de-
velopments. The narrowing gap between
the U.S. and EEC positions on this issue,
for obviously different reasons, makes it
likely that Americans and Europeans will
want to ensure that commitments in one
field will not jeopardize their respective
interests in the other. While talks are
now irrevocably separated, it is likely that
progress on monetary reform and GATT
will advance more or less at the same pace.

The recent energy crises, which was
worsened by Arab oil-production cutbacks
and the sharp increase in the price of crude
petroleum, has added a major element
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of uncertainty in the monetary system.
According to reports from the IMF and
the Organization of Economic Co-opera-
tion and Development (OECD), the sharp
increase in the price of oil will put new
strains on the world monetary system this
year and in subsequent years. The reports
stress that Japan and the industrial coun-
tries of Europe can no longer expect to
enjoy the payment surpluses they have
earned in the past and that this could test
international co-operation in the future.

Advantage sought
It is feared that countries facing balance-
of-payments deficits and falling exchange-
rates will impose deflationary policies
and even deliberately let their exchange-
rates depreciate in order to gain an
advantage over- their neighbours. The
Americans, for their part, are also worried
that the oil crisis may have a detrimental
effect on their balance of payments, and
it is feared that it will frustrate their hope
for a surplus in their current payments.
They believe, however, that, once world
trade in oil is back to normal, the net
impact on their position would not be too
serious and might indeed even be favour-
able in spite of high prices. This reflects
the well-known fact that Europe and
Japan are more dependent on foreign sour-
ces of energy than is the United States.

Another thorny question related to
the increasing price of oil is the flow of
Arab investments. Having used oil for
political purposes, the Arabs threatened
early this year to pull out their capital
from Western countries. In January, Arab
economics ministers called for a gradual
withdrawal of Arab capital from foreign
banks and for the intensification of in-
vestments in development projects of
needy sister states. The Arabs claim that
this proposal is not politically inspired
and does not aim to undermine Western
money markets. This qualified stand un-
doubtedly reflects the fact that the Arabs
have much less leeway in shifting and
investing their foreign-currency holdings
than they have in deciding oil cutbacks
and price increases.

First, the degree of absorption of
poorer Arab countries is limited and any
transfer of real resources to them can
only be the result of a very long process.
Second, there are few places, if any, out-
side the West where the Arabs can invest
their capital. Their choice is essentially
limited to the United States, the "Euro-
dollar" market and the "Eurocurrency"
markets. For example, while there were
reports recently that the Arabs were with-
drawing substantial amounts from the

United States, it was reported that tbE
were investing actively in the Eurodo .
market and in Switzerland. The Ar,
capital will therefore not affect all Wes .
countries at the same time. The rna
threat comes from the fact that Ar,
investors will increasingly be in a positir
to exert strong pressure on particular
rencies and countries by shifting sho
term financial assets (their preferred ty
of assets) from one country to anothE
For example, any concerted decishn ;
shift funds from Britain could have e,
tremely serious implications for the ailir
British balance of payments and sterlin

The increase in the price of o1 L,
added a new element to the world moc
etary equation. How can the syst
cope with the billions of the oil-prociu '
countries? The IMF estimated in Januar
1974 _ that the oil exporters' coll ectir
balance-of-payments surplus could reai
more than $60-billion in 1974 - wner •
most industrial countries and non-oï
producing developing countries will ei
perience unprecedented deficits. In sur
circumstances, it will be in the ir.tere
of Arab and other OPEC countries an:
deficit countries to proceed with Ln es
change of assets that will be mutuaV.
satisfactory and enhance monetar,7 st
bility. This will take a good deal of aj
operation and statesmanship. The issu-
will have to be solved at least partly aE
the assistance of existing institution3 suct
as the World Bank and the Internationâ
Monetary Fund, or by new ones sp 3ciaâr

created for that purpose.

The developing countries
An important phenomenon linkec' '5it
the creation of the Committee of 'I went

has been the participation of tl-.e de
veloping countries in monetary talk ;. The

repeated international monetary cr'ses it
recent years have been regarded b-, that
as a serious threat to their basic inorests
The methods of seeking to solve that
crises by a restricted number of devel•
oped countries created resentment amW
poorer countries. They felt that thei
interests were not properly lookec: ahe
since they had been excluded frov. mon'
etary talks. The creation of the Com•
mittee, however, provided them with sr
acceptable forum for discussion. 1,, ine of
the 20 participants represent dev(4001
countries exclusively, while some t arti°'
pants from developed countries al,-0 reP
resent developing countries. For ex-MO
Canada represents, inter alia, the ir,'erest'

of Jamaica and Barbados.
The specific interests of devcl*4

countries in reform include fixcd a'
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hange-rates between major currencies,
dth narrow margins of fluctuations to
'tigate the unsettling impact on their

xport proceeds, from any undue flexibility
ex-Change-rates. Their main interest is,

owever, the inclusion in the final outline
f reform of provisions guaranteeing the
ransfer of real resources from developed
ountries to developing countries. Their
ain proposal in this regard is the estab-

ishment of a relation or "link" between
he allocation of Special Drawing Rights
y the International Monetary Fund and
evelopment assistance with a view to
ffecting a transfer of real resources and
hereby fostering their economic develop-
nent. This would probably be accom-
lished by allocating a greater share of
pecial Drawing Rights to developing
ountries than corresponds to their impor-
ance in the world economy, while devel-
ped countries would receive a smaller
hare than hitherto.

Developing countries consider that
his scheme of an untied and quasi-
utomatic form of aid would improve the

quality of development assistance. They
ealize that the "link" would not guaran-
ee them great amounts of assistance.

eir point is, however, that it would
onstitute recognition that provision of

resources for development purposes was
legitimate concern of the international

community. The developing countries have
made clear that any acceptable outline of
reform must include specific measures such
as the "link" to promote a transfer of
resources in their favour. For example,
Indian Finance Minister Y. B. Chavan
warned publicly that his country would
not agree to a new monetary system that
failed to accept the link idea. This pro-
posal has, therefore, a strong political
overtone.

Reservations on `link'
Although most industrial countries agree
with the basic objective of increasing the
flow of development assistance, many of
them have reservations over the concep-
tion of the link. They are concerned that
the link between the SDR and de-
velopment assistance might prejudice the
Prospects of achieving good international
monetary arrangements, and some of them
have proposed alternatives. It is generally
agreed that the reformed international
monetary system will rely heavily on the
SDR, It is argued, in this connection, that,
if the international community tried to
make the SDR play two roles - one as an
international asset and one as a means of
financing development - , the SDR might
not be able to win and hold the complete

confidence it would need to play its reserve
role. It is feared that, as a result, monetary
reform could be jeopardized. It is recog-
nized by both opponents and advocates
of the link that the question of confidence
is central to the issue. A decision on this
matter will rest in the final analysis on
political considerations. It is likely that
this issue will be solved relatively easily
once major countries show in a tangible
way that they have sufficient political will
to agree on the more crucial items con-
nected with reform.

increases

Development undercut
The increase in the price of oil has de-
livered a serious blow to the efforts of
development in the underdeveloped coun-
tries. The World Bank has estimated that
the bill of such countriés for imported
energy will more than wipe out the in-
crease in assistance funds projected by the
donor countries for the rest of this decade.
There is, therefore, no hope that the
developing countries could finance these
additional expenses on present expecta-
tions. Unless Arab and other oil-produc-
ing countries agree to take compensatory
measures in favour of developing countries,
it is likely that these will experience major
economic setbacks and see their indebted-
ness position deteriorate further. This new
situation will undoubtedly change the atti-
tude of the developing countries vis-à-vis

monetary reform. It is likely to reactivate
the proposal put forward by some of them
that the world community should embark
on a tripartite reform of the world econo-
my that comprises three areas: interna-

tional monetary system, trade arrange-
ments and transfer of real resources to

the developing countries. The special
session of the United Nations General
Assembly in April clearly demonstrated
the determination of the developing coun-
tries to establish a new economic order
through fundamental changes in the eco-
nomic and trade relations between rich
and poor nations.

Short of agreeing on a final outline of
reform in 1973 as planned, the Committee
of Twenty decided at its September 1973
meeting in Nairobi to push ahead for com-
pletion of a framework of reform by July
31, 1974. The question is now whether
the new deadline for final agreement on
reform is realistic, given the energy crisis
and the serious divergences that persist
among the main negotiators. The prob-
lems reviewed above tend to show that
the reasons and conditions for agreement
on the main aims of the 18-month reform
exercise have lost some of their meaning.
The monetary system has been moving

Energy import
bill estimated
at a level
that will top

in aid funds

Deadline
for final pact
questioned
in view of
energy crisis
and differences
among negotiators



Nations must
ultimately
`come to terms
with problems
of reform'

back to relative stability through major
currency realignments and the experience
of floating exchange-rates. There has si-
multaneously been a growing recognition
that monetary reform will be impossible
until the U.S. balance of payments has
improved, and less urgent after that. Also,
political dissension among Western coun-
tries, which was further exacerbated by
the Middle East crisis and by Arab oil
cutbacks, has made it difficult for ne-
gotiators to agree on a new monetary
structure that would tend to limit their
sovereignty in present circumstances.

In spite of the difficulties that have
emerged from all directions, one fact re-
mains certain: the world does need a new
monetary system. While this may take a
long time and much patience, negotiators
will ultimately have to come to terms with
the problems of reform.

The road to reform can be approached
essentially in two ways. One is the package
approach in which each element is nego-
tiated as part of a whole and in which
negotiators hold up agreement on reform
until the whole is acceptable to each of
them. The United States and the EEC
road is the piecemeal approach in which
reform is conceived as a long process to
be implemented in a sequential manner.
This is the approach suggested by the
Finance Minister of Canada, John Turner,
at the IMF annual meeting in Nairobi
last September and again at the meeting
of the Committee of Twenty held in
Rome in mid-January. It is now clear
that the energy crisis has left negotia-
tors with no alternative. Indeed, at Rome,

Even with imagination and expertise,
it is difficult to establish a new and better
(monetary) system. It is difficult to create
a supranational standard of value which
is not at the same time a national cur-
rency, like the dollar, or a commodity
used for speculative purposes, like gold....

... The process of evaluating the pros
and cons of the proposed monetary rules is
still under way. What has so far emerged,
after lengthy negotiations, . . . is at least
a basic concept. Luckily there has also
been found an interim solution to the
important question of the valuation of
the Special Drawing Right: the yardstick
is to be the average value of a "basket" of
major currencies instead of the U.S. dollar.

On the other hand, however, there
has so far been no decision on the ques-
tion of how to finance the payments deficits
of the less-developed countries. This ques-

it was agreed that the various elements of
reform could only be implement_:d as
economic circumstances permit. Th^s was
a recognition that the shape of th:! new
monetary system might depend to -. large
extent on the course of future events.

In the coming months, it is hoped
that the basic thrust of monetary reform
will be the improvement of the tMF's
consultation and surveillance mechanism
In the present environment of great inter•
national uncertainty, it will be important
to have ongoing analysis of em rging
problems and consultation betweer IMF
member countries. Apart from suc'.i con-
sultation and surveillance, the otl. er as.
pects of reform are likely to rec ive a
lower order of priority than has be !n the
case in the last 18 months. At the time
of writing, the Committee of Twf nty is
scheduled_ to meet for the last time on
June 12 and 13. It is now likely t1^ at the
reform exercise will be continued n the
Executive Board of the IMF, with major
matters for decisions being referre 1 to a
new Standing Committee of Twent;; IMF
Governors that is expected to succeed the
Committee of Twenty. The Standint• Com•
mittee will probably meet three or four
times a year.

In spite of a lack of agreem; nt on
monetary reform, it is undeniabl.=, that
the Committee of Twenty has mad., some
progress and contributed to the return
of greater monetary stability. This oartial
progress can be interpreted as a si€n that
the sequential approach to reform ;s both
realistic and promising.

tion, though at first glance it app ars to
be of secondary importance from th point
of view of monetary policy, is actua-.:y very
important in the light of recent c:velop-
ments. It is certainly true to cla: i that
... understanding for the commo. - cause
has increased and that therefore t,.e con-
tinents have moved closer toge! 7er in
certain fundamental views. But .ven if
all moral accessories are left aside, obodY
.., would be able to say just wl_ en the
new system can be put into op : ration.
For nobody, in view of the still -. zcalcu'
lable effects of the dynamic cha ges "I
the terms of trade, can confidentl. 7 claim
to be in a position to determine nE v fixed
parities and afterward defend them 3gail"t
market forces . . . (Helmut Schmid, West
German Chancellor-elect and pr(-l;iously
Finance Minister, in Foreign Affair;, APr^

1974).
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A code of conduct: first step
in regulation of multinationals
By Roy MacLaren

As this article was being written, the

United Nations Group of Eminent Per-
sons was grappling manfully with the task
of preparing its report on the vexed sub-
ject of "the impact of multinational cor-
porations on world development and on
international relations". The report is
scheduled to be submitted to the UN's
Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)
in July.

I.ike Byron, the multinational corpo-

ration has now awakened to find itself

famot;s. Many corporate managers had
hitherto thought that they were engaged
in the provision of goods and services in an

efficient manner (spurred by the profit
motiw). Now with the UN Eminent Per-
sons, as well as a host of academics, taking
the t: ouble to scrutinize their activities,
they recognize, somewhat to their surprise,
that they are seen as prime agents of eco-
nomic development and social change, as
subjec ts of intense interest and debate.

A: the same time, however, multi-
national managers are uneasy about the
extravagant degree of power and influence
somet::ines ascribed to them. This is un-
derst4ndable. The fact is that the power
of the multinational corporation is as
nothing compared to that of governments,
a fact all managers know. Popular confu-
sion o ver this point arises from such mean-
ingless pseudo-statistics as that of the
annual sales of General Motors being
greater than the GNP of Belgium. This is
so, but size is not power and it does not
follow that the corporation somehow
Rields power internationally comparable
to th^;.± of the Government of Belgium
aithin its own borders.

ImpaF-t of national laws
Furthez, the trans-national character of
multinational business does not mean that
the co:-porations operate happily within a
sort of international vacuum, free to wheel
and deal as they will. National laws are
there - or can be there - to cut across
international transactions and to make
certain that foreign-owned corporations

act in accordance with what the local
government perceives to be the national
interest.

Basically, the multinational enter-
prise can best be understood if it is recog-
nized as one manifestation of the search
during the past decades for wider inter-
national co-operation. From the sudden
interest shown recently in multinational
corporations, it can be assumed that their
growth, as a result of postwar international
co-operation, was largely unforeseen. It is,
however, a logical outcome of the policies
most constituent and subsequent member
states of the United Nations have ener-
getically pursued.

Since the Second World War, the
people of the Western world especially
have become disillusioned by the excesses
of nationalism and have intensified their
search for greater international co-opera-
tion. As a consequence, a multiplicity of
organizations has been created to foster
international concord. In the political
field, these efforts have had only mixed
success, for in recent years nationalism in
some areas has grown at least as fast as
internationalism. In the economic field,
on the other hand, internationalism has
moved forward more steadily. The Inter-
national Monetary Fund, the World Bank,
the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT), and regional common
markets and free-trade areas are all illus-

. Mr. MacLaren, a foreign service officer

in the External Affairs Department for
12 years, joined the corporate head-
quarters of Massey-Ferguson Ltd. in
Toronto in 1969 and was appointed
director of public affairs for the company
in 1971. He is also lecturer in economic
geography at the University of Toronto
and author of a forthcoming book on
Canadian intervention in the Russian
civil war. Mr. MacLaren is national
secretary of UNICEF and a director of
the Canadian Institute of International
Affairs. The views expressed are those

of Mr. MacLaren.
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to ensure
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of real bene fit

trative of the new environment in inter-
national economic relations. In turn, ad-
ditional international banking, insurance
and other commercial services have
evolved within this framework. They in
turn have led to the shift in emphasis from
simply international trade to international
production.

Trade once followed the flag. Now the
multinational corporation follows trade.
No one today argues for autarchies, not
even the centrally-planned economies.
Foreign investment, furthermore, is fre-
quently sought since it can bring economic
and technological benefits. No doubt the
forthcoming GATT negotiations, if suc-
cessful, will lead to yet further expansion
of multinational enterprise.

Power of regulation
Having created the circumstances in which
the multinational corporation has evolved,
governments equally have the power to
regulate foreign investment if they wish
to exercise it. Since the Depression and
the Second World War, it has been every-
where accepted that governments set the
rules for the functioning of national econo-
mies. Different governments, of course, set
different rules, yet multinational corpora-
tions have shown remarkable flexibility in
responding. In their own interests, govern-
ments should be clear about what they
want from corporations, defining the terms
of entry and operation, taxation, anti-
monopoly, repatriation of profits and ex-
port practices. If policy in these areas is
clearly stated and any extraterritorial
extension of foreign law rebuffed, some
points of abrasion between governments
and international enterprises should be
reduced or even eliminated.

The confusion and misgivings that
surround the very name multinational
corporation - ardent nationalists today
use the phrase as an incantation just as
pacifists of the 1930s talked darkly of
arms merchants - arise in part from igno-
rance and the errant behaviour of a few.
Happily, the study of multinational cor-
porations has itself become a growth
industry. From the sudden flood of good
and not-so-good studies of international
investment; including that of the UN,
there should eventually emerge recogni-
tion that, after all, the nation state, acting
individually or collectively, does have the
power to ensure that the local activities of
the multinational corporations -if it wants
them at all -are of significant benefit.

Once a government has decided that
foreign investment can be beneficial, the
more subtle questions of in what ways, in
what sectors and how much must be ad-

dressed. Japan has flourished withiçF ''
structure created to accord with its tr,^
tions and needs; Sweden within anath^t,
France in yet another. Canada, with
recent establishment of its Foreign Inv
ment Review Agency, has embarked u
yet another approach, validated by
own national experience and develo.)m
requirements.

These national efforts may prove s
ficient to ensure a reconciliation of
tional interests with the economic bene

t

its
io

o
that global rationalization of manufaci'
ing or service industries can bring. 0
an investment has been made, a captpo
has, in a sense, been created. The po
of the local government can then be
deployed - by regulating essential im
licences or resident permits, incre
taxes and restricting the remission of
idends, etc. Yet even then the questio

awho controls the multinationals and
some regard as the random nature
their decisions will probably still cr
uncertainties and misgivings. Control
not be a major problem if the nation si
employs skilfully the many tools availzl
to it. But, if it is seen to be a problem
any significant segment of the popula

oa

1c

then it is a problem. Economic logic is r
enough. Feelings are facts. lc

Here the solution lies in the re
co-operation among nation states, tLro
the provision of a countervailing force.;
is beyond the scope of this article to pw(
tulate that multinational unions cc
prove to be an even more effective cc
tervailing force.) By acting together,
ernments can demonstrate for all to f
their ability to ensure maximum I ' ben a
from trans-national investment. f

Misled by rhetoric
Yet let us not become misled by
own rhetoric. We hear from time to
hopeful talk about the world moving
ward global co-operation, a trend enccn
aged, some contend, by the very exist+

of multinational corporations but we
quite obviously still a long way
achieving any profound global co-o
tion. Moreover, at the same time that
search for signs of growing internatio
fraternity, we see dissatisfaction
governmental organization, even It
level of the nation state. National°stS
various minority groups, in Canaca
abroad, call for a devolution of poli
power from existing nation states to

smaller units.
There thus appears to be a dual

cess at work: one impulse tending toR
global co-operation, the other toward 1"
autonomy. Against this background
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corporation, while contributing to a

e global view of human problems and
ibilities, must somehow accommodate
,%n'evolution to that of current na-
alist thinking. The focus of political
er today remains the nation state,
ever imperfect an entity it may be for
social organization and betterment of

ind. Multinational corporations must
allow themselves to become so ob-

ed by the economic efficiencies of a
al application of technology or pro-
ion that they lose sight of the fact
subsidiaries must be, and must be
to be, good corporate citizens of the

1 society.
Some observers are, however, scep-

1 of such steps. A recent book on
tinational enterprise (Richard Eells,
bal Corporations) contended:
"Some companies have attempted to

en the reactions of national govern-
ts by corporate diplomacy - which
proved in most cases a euphemism for
ective colouring. Often this has in-
ed taking local partners, listing the
es of subsidiaries on local exchanges,
loying local managers, and trying to
ve as though its corporate children
national companies of the host coun-
which only distantly acknowledged
r absentee parent. Efforts of this kind

been adopted with varying degrees
uccess, and the attempt to achieve a
1 1 identity should not be rejected out
and, though clearly it is more suited
ertain types of corporate activity than
tr.ers."
Rejecting this approach as inad-

ate to ensure full benefit for the host
try, other observers of the interna-
al scene have suggested that no gov-
ent, acting alone, can hope to con-

t effectively both the multinational
oration and its home government.
They urge that a supervisory organi-

on, operating under the authority of an
rnational convention, should have the
er to incorporate multinational enter-
es, thus removing them altogether from
onal jurisdictions and placing them in
rt of international tutelage. In that

the corporations would become
nationalized", citizens of the world,
rned by international legislation.
Other efforts at international co-
tion, however, are not so markedly

ssful that one has much expectation
governments would readily surrender

that degree of their sovereignty necessary
to make effective a supra-national regula-
tory entity with major powers. After all,
international organizations, for the mo-
ment at least, are limited in their activities
to what has been agreed on by sovereign
member nations. Furthermore, the con-
tinuing difficulties of creating company
law and providing for effective arbitration,
even within the limited area of the Euro-
pean Economic Community, do not give
much reason to expect that a global orga-
nization with real authority will be created
in the near future.

Code of behaviour Some insist
Probably the first step toward successful code needs
international supervision is nothing more to be backed
dramatic than a code of behaviour for by authority
multinational corporations, an initial step with sanctions
advocated by the UN Secretariat's report
of last autumn to the Group of Eminent
Persons. Some have rejected this idea out
of hand, as being no more than a cosmetic
illusion unless backed by a strong interna-
tional authority with sanctions. Neverthe-
less, the Group of Eminent Persons is likely
to recommend the establishment of a UN
commission backed by a secretariat. This
body would, among other things, draft an
international code of conduct for both cor-
porations and governments. Within this
code of mutual obligation, undertakings
regarding fiscal, export and labour prac-
tices can be spelled out. These will be
more than platitudes, but they will not be
legally enforceable. The impact of an in-
ternational code will, in the first instance,
be the indirect one of moral suasion. Since
multinational corporations are eager to win
public approbation and encourage a recep-
tive climate wherever they operate, the
impact of an international code can be
more pervasive than might at first appear.

Concurrently, a UN information unit
might collect and collate precise material
about the evolving nature of multinational
corporations and to report to an expert
committee of government-appointed rep-
resentatives. This should help to "demys-
tify" the whole subject of international
investment. Canada is fortunate in having
the resources to make a national policy
effective: statistics, tax information, in-
vestment, export and other details. Unfor-
tunately, not all countries are at the stage
of development that permits the acquisi-
tion and analysis of the necessary informa-
tion to make meaningful a positive foreign
investment policy. Here there is a good
case for international assistance to be
rendered by the OECD and the GATT, as
well as by the United Nations system.



Envisage unit
of the UN
asked to serve
as intermediary
for governments
and corporations

The GATT has been engaged for
more than two decades in close observa-
tion of the international exchange of goods
and services. Accordingly, the GATT
would appear to be equipped to co-operate
with the UN information and advisory
centre envisaged in the UN Secretariat's
report. The UN centre can, in filling its
role, reinforce the sovereign right of na-
tions to decide for themselves whether
they want foreign investment within their
boundaries and, if so, on what terms.
Ideally, those terms would become in-
creasingly standard throughout the world.
From there, it is not difficult to imagine a
United Nations unit being charged with
monitoring the observance of the code and,
sooner or later, also acting as an inter-
mediary between governments and cor-
porations, as an agent of accountability
and as a catalyst in the harmonization of
national laws and investment policies.
Eventually, a "General Agreement on In-
ternational Investments" might emerge to
parallel the GATT.

Concurrent with the code of behaviour
as a first step in international regulation,
another approach to the reconciliation of
multinational and national interests is
receiving increasing attention. It has been
argued that current developments regard-
ing direct foreign investment demonstrate
that it is the multinational enterprise, not
national sovereignty, that is at bay.
Resistance to direct foreign investment
has, in some cases, increased. This being
so, it is urged that the conception of cor-
porate participation in the development
process must change from the investment
element's being regarded as paramount
to greater emphasis on the intangible
benefits of multinational enterprise - the
managerial and technological capabilities
and all the other institutional resources.

... As I read the extensive and com-
plex evidence, multinational enterprises
do some helpful things and some hurtful
things in terms of social values I prefer.
But multinational enterprises are neither
cops nor robbers, good guys nor bad guys.
Indeed.... I am convinced that what the
disputants are saying most of the time
has very little to do with what is really
bothering them. Economic growth, bal-
ance of payments, choice of technology
and most of the other familiar issues in
the debate appear as no more than se-
mantic handholds, tactical weapons used
by the antagonists to gain a temporary
advantage in a struggle precipitated by
more vital issues.

Seen in this light, management of t
overseas venture will no longer be a pF
manent right vested in ownership ^,
rather an obligation assumed for a
cific period. Such management contfar,
"co-production agreements", "contrac
joint ventures", or whatever they a
called, have in common several feature

- ownership is left either in wholer
in controlling part in nalio
hands;

- the duration of the foreign coc
pany's presence is limited;

- explicit provision is made for r:
negotiation of terms at specif
intervals.

The possibilities of this approach, ¢
cluding a supporting role for such inte
national institutions as the World 13
are only beginning to be explored in cep

Clearly much work remains to I
done - and done quickly - if the mar
imum benefit is to be gained th:ou
foreign participation in local econc mic
The basic facts are, however, now evden:
Ever-expanding methods of communia
tion have already begun to create a;vorl.
economy through the stimulation (f dF
mand for manufactured products. 'Iran
sistor radios are no less desired in KainpaL
than in Kuala Lumpur or Nova Scotia.

Multinational corporations are on
response to these common demands. Theé
activities are already inducing gc,ven
ments and labour unions to think mor
about the fact that the world is becomin,
a single market-place, not merely a c o11ec
tion of isolated national markets. In thi
way, the multinational corporation o$er:
a new inducement for governments to see:
more rapidly greater mutual consult itior
understanding and unity in a worl l no
yet much noted for its cohesion.

... What is at issue, in my opinion
is usually a struggle among comp etin;
élites. The managers of multina`ionI
enterprises are technocrats for the mo;,
part, concerned with finding some m, diuc
through which to express their nee. is to
status, creativity, security and powe-.. Tbt
leaders of governments and labour u iionL'
whom they confront, share these underl,r
ing drives, albeit in a different institu -iona
framework. The negotiations betwecn the
leaders of multinational enterprise: an^
the leaders of national organizatiors an
replete with illustrations of the res^alti^
conflict.... (Raymond Vernon, director
of Harvard University's Center for ïntet•
national Affairs, in Foreign Policy, ti'linter
1973).
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the middle of a winter made uncom-
rtably harsh by the politics of oil, the
liant sunshine that beamed on Wash-

gton seemed too good to be true as the
reign ministers of 13 industrialized na-
ons gathered for the energy conference
the second week of February. Indeed,
was a false spring, an eccentricity of
ate common in the capital of the

nited States, as anyone who arrived with
econceptions about solving the awesome
plications of the world's energy prob-

ms was soon to learn.
Yet it was an impressive achievement

at the ministers of these 13 countries
ere even able to convene at all under one
of in response to the initiative of the
nited States. It was, for a while, touch
nd go; but all did respond, with what
rench Foreign Minister Michel Jobert
as said to consider "a gesture of solidar-
y". Before Mr. Jobert had left sunny
ashington, however, there were others
ho would characterize his gestures at the
nergy conference as an entirely different
ethod of expression.

Thanks to Mr. Jobert's virtuoso per-
;onnance, it was not so much a forum on
nergy as a remarkable test of relations
etween the United States and Europe
nd of unity within the European commu-
ity itself.

In substantive terms, the Washington
nergy Conference of February 11-13 was
qualified failure; in political terms, it
ight be said to have been a qualified

uccess. This, in fact, is the sort of epi-
ammatic language that prevailed during

hose three unusual days, which Canada's
nergy Minister Donald Macdonald so
pt13 described on his early departure as
`Byzantine".

The belated realization that the world
as facing an energy crisis - though one
f contested dimensions - did not begin to
trike home, in a literal sense, until last
ear; and it did not become excessively
ainful until last October, when the Arab
il-producing countries discovered the po-
My of a new international weapon, one

that could cripple economies and injure
people as effectively as anything fired on
the field of battle.

Kissinger initiative
The initiative was taken by V.S. Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger in a speech at
London on December 12, 1973, to the
Society of Pilgrims. Dr. Kissinger pro-
posed formation of a world energy "action
group" to grapple with mutual problems
in supply and demand of industrial so-
ciety's most vital commodity.

The grand strategy evolved by Dr.
Kissinger was to inaugurate a series of
conferences, starting with the industrial
majors, then embracing the less-developed
countries, and ultimately extending to a
grand finale between consumers and pro-
ducers. Accordingly, the first invitations
went out on January 8 and the 13 foreign
ministers met in Washington.. Those at-
tending included the ministers of Canada,
Japan, France, Britain, the Federal Re-
public of Germany, Belgium, Italy, the
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Ireland, Nor-
way and Denmark. There was also col-
lective representation of the European
Community and the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development.

In formulating an agenda, Dr. Kis-
singer advocated seven areas for discussion
and co-operation: (1) conservation; (2)
development of alternative sources of en-

Mr. Rutter is the Washington correspon-

dent for The Vancouver Sun, a member of

the FP Publications group of newspapers.
Born and educated in England, b1r. Rutter
came to Canada in 1953 and has worked
for newspap'ers in Winnipeg, Victoria and
Vancouver. He was a Pro f essional Jour-
nalism Fellow at Stanford University in
1969-70. Mr. Rutter covered political
a ff airs and wrote editorials for The Sun
before his assignment to Washington in
1973. He has taken a special interest in
energy questions in his Washington post.
The views expressed are those of
Mr. Rutter.



Venezuela's Mining Minister Valentin
Hernandez (left) and Iran's Jamshid
Amouzegar confer during March sessions
in Vienna of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries. I t was
a f ter this OPEC meeting and a parallel

ergy; (3) research and development of new
sources; (4) emergency sharing of sup-
plies; (5) financial co-operation; (6) aid
to lesser-developed countries; (7) a co-op-
erative framework for producer-consumer
relations - namely, the action group.

"As we look toward the end of this
century we know that the energy crisis
indicates the birth pangs of global inter-
dependence," Dr. Kissinger said in his
opening speech on February 11. "Our re-
sponse could well determine our capacity
to deal with the international agenda of
the future."

As it turned out, the pangs were
rather severe; and the agenda was some-
what stunted. In substance, the confer-
ence considered two items: opening re-
marks, and communique. The communique
was, in fact, the only formal document
tabled at the conference, and it was not
exactly imaginative.

Even before the principals arrived on
the scene, there had been expressions of
alarm, both from the Arabs and among the
allies, that the conference and any struc-
tured follow-up would be construed as an
attempt to gang up on the oil-producers.
At the same time, Dr. Kissinger was warn-
ing that the world faced unprecedented
economic disaster and that an orgy of self-
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UPI photo

meeting of the Organization of Arab
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAI'EC
that the decision was announced to
lift the oil embargo imposed on the
United States during last fall's Arab-
Israeli conflict.

serving bilateral deals among consumer
and producers would hasten the day of
economic judgment.

U.S. program
Because of the Arab embargo imposeti last
October, the United States had emb<rked
on its own drastic program of conservation,
coupled with an intensive quest for .:Iter
native and new energy sources, symbolized
by "Project Independence", which aimed
at self-sufficiency by 1980. Canada was
already on a similar course.

Meanwhile, many of the countries in•
vited to the conference were indulging in
an unseembly scramble to secure oil sup-
plies at any price through the very bilat•
eral processes that Dr. Kissinger had
condemned.

It soon became clear, as the confer•
ence opened, that there were resentnlents
on both sides.

One issue, in which Canada was briefly
involved, concerned the sharing of energY
supplies. There was a clear interest a:nong
some of the delegates in Canada's rvle as
an energy "have" nation, evidence of
which turned up in remarks by Dr. Kzs,
singer, the U.S. Federal Energy Admin•
istrator William Simon, the Japane5e
Foreign Minister Masayoshi Ohira and

m
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each he never actually delivered; that

hmidt, as well as Mr. Jobert.
The Canadian delegation went to

Ine length - even to the expression of
me exasperation.- to disabuse both cor-
pondents and. conferees of the notion
t Canada was some sort of energy cow,

joying unlimited grazing, to be milked
feed the rest of the world.

There was also a notion, very forcibly
ressed by Mr. Jobert in the text of a

anàda and the United States might use
eir intended self-sufficiency to retreat
to energy isolation, leaving everyone else
the mercy of the unpredictable Arabs.

The Americans went a long way to
y such fears by issuing a firm declara-

on that they were prepared not only to
e the benefits of U.S. technology but

o, if necessary, the wealth of U.S. re-
urces. While Canada pledged full co-
eration in all other endeavours, it did

ot go quite so far as to commit any
ources; indeed, there was a conscious

éffort to minirr,i^e the potential of such
Isources, especially Alberta's oil-sands,
j,hich both the Japanese and the Amer-
pans have been eying.

This was about the only specific in
énergy policy that aroused the collective
i

terest, and it soon passed, to become
^vershadowed by the main event - the
uropean phenomenon.

Early in the proceedings, a Canadian
fficial remarked that there seemed to be
a French position and a European posi-
ion". As time went on, it became increas-
gly difficult to see how the two could

oincide, let alone meet the requirements
f an all-inclusive communique.

obert's influence
t was late on the first day when Mr. Jobert
hrew away his prepared speech and spoke

an terms that managed to antagonize both
European colleagues - especially the

emmns - and the Americans. From that
oint the conference developed into a
esting-ground for the strength and unity
f the nine members of the Common
Zarket and for their collective relation-
hip with the United States.

It was not quite as clearcut as the
umbers may suggest - 12 to one, or
rance against the rest. There were some

ts along the way that some of the
uropeans were not entirely displeased
'th the way Mr. Jobert kicked up his
ee1s. And outside Europe the Japanese,
ompletely dependent on imported oil and,
ore than anyone, anxious to avoid a con-

rontation with their Arab suppliers, were
ontent to relax and allow the Westerners'

squabble to absorb the spotlight.
Through its second day, the confer-

ence became a forum for the European
Common Market, as the Nine held caucus
after caucus. Twice, Dr. Kissinger at-
tempted to use his personal charm to win
over the exuberant Mr. Jobert - at a
publicized meeting that held the entire
conference in suspense and at a secret
late-night call on the French Embassy.

Despite Dr. Kissinger's eminent bulk,
the diminutive Mr. Jobert established him-
self as the personality at the conference.
He teased, he provoked, he spoke in rid-
dles and allegory.

It was after the daytime session with
Dr. Kissinger that Mr. Jobert gave re-
porters his first interview - five words in
the midst of a stampede down the foyer
of the State Department, in which flags
and barriers went flying. "^e soir, non.
Demain, peut-être," he declared. And that
was a fair summary of the French posture
throughout.

Mr. Jobert held two press conferences
at which he delivered such classic lines as
"The answer is, that is the question,"

UPI photo

French Foreign Minister Michel Jobert,
a central figure at the Washington Energy
Conference in February, is seen at a
conference session. The delegates from
the nations represented, with France
opposed, agreed on the need for a com-
prehensive action program to deal with
energy problems.
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when asked if France could agree to a final
communique. And "My eyes are focused
on the blue Vosges, rather than on a
mirage in the desert", when asked what
made France's position seem inflexible.
And "I shouldn't like to be left out in the
cold if there was a possibility of being
heated", in answer to a remark . by Mr.
Macdonald about France becoming iso-
lated at the conference.

Although it was sometimes difficult to
discern the line of Mr. Jobert's logic, or to
pierce the mystique of his language, the

A special session of the United Nations
General Assembly convened to study
the problems of raw materials and de-
velopment . adjourned on May 2 after
adopting three resolutions designed
as a blueprint for coping with global
economic problems. The . resolutions,
adopted without a formal vote, included
a Declaration of Establishment of a
New International Economic Order; a
long-range action program formulated
to implement the declaration and a
special emergency program approved
as a way of easing the difficulties of
those less-developed nations hardest
hit by increases in prices of essential
imports such as food, fertilizers, energy
products and capital goods.

The special session was initiated
by a number of developing states led
by Algeria. The resolutions adopted at
the close of the four-week session were
essentially along the lines put forward
by the Third World bloc of nations,
although they were amended in com-
mittee discussion.

The declaration committed the UN
to work toward creation of a new inter-
national economic order based on such
principles as the sovereign equality of
states; inadmissibility of the acquisition
of territories by force; full participation
by all countries in the solving of world
economic problems; "full permanent
sovereignty of every state over its
natural resources and all economic ac-
tivities..."; the right of all states to
restitution and full compensation for
the exploitation and depletion of, and
damage to, the natural and all other
resources of those states; a just and
equitable relation between the prices of
raw materials, primary products, manu-
factured and semi-manufactured goods
exported by developing countries and
the prices of raw materials, primary
commodities, manufactures, capital
goods and equipment imported by

concern about antagonizing the Arabs and
about U.S. domination of Europe Was
legitimate enough. What was surprising
was that this conference should have been
chosen as the locale for such a full-scale,
near-public struggle on the subject of the
latter.

The Europeans laboured night and
day in their caucus, to resolve these diifi,
culties and to draft a joint communique,
They were unable to do either.

The working draft for the conference
communique became the proposal of the

them; and facilitating the role produc-
er associations may play, within the
framework of international co-opc:ra-
tion, and in pursuance of their aims,
assisting in promotion of sustained
growth of the world economy and ac-
celerating development of developing
countries.

The action program embraced a
series of proposals for recovery, exploi-
tation, development, marketing and
distribution of natural resources, par-
ticularly those of developing nations;
measures to meet the growing problem
of food shortages; efforts to improve
the terms of trade for developing coun-
tries; guidelines for reform of the inter-
national monetary system; measures to
encourage industrialization of the de-
veloping countries and to foster trans-
fer of technology to them.

The special program aimed at as-
sisting the least-developed states pro-
vided for a 12-month emergency-relief
operation and creation of a special de-
velopment-aid fund under UN auspices
through voluntary contributions from
industrialized countries "and other po-
tential contributors". The emerge^icy
plan is aimed at maintaining "un;m-
paired" essential imports to those devel-
oping nations affected. Industrialized
states and other potential contributors
were invited to announce their con tri-
butions for emergency assistance or
indicate their intention to do so by
June 15. The resolution called for the
special development-aid fund to begin
operations by January 1, 1975, at the
latest.

In a statement made after acop-
tion of the resolutions, Canada said it
had joined in the decision because of
firm support for the basic objectives
of the session, but the Canadian del-
egation voiced certain reservations
about elements of the three-part aid
"package".
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United States, consisting chiefly of the
points raised by Dr. Kissinger in his open-
ing speech.

The end result was a well-watered
version, suitably general, suitably vague,
and dotted with French asterisks. There
were, in all, six paragraphs that France did
not "accept" in the seven-page final com-

munique. These dealt < with co-operative
research and development programs, spe-
cific financial proposals, further conferences
involving consumers and the allocation of
pregarations for a producer-consumer con-
ference to a follow-up co-ordinating group.

It was the establishment of the follow-
up group that had constituted France's
main objection through the earlier ses-

sions. France was satisfied to leave sub-
sequnnt action to existing institutions, and
in particular the OECD, in which it has
traditionally played a leading role, as well
as the United Nations, where protracted
debate can be expected.

As it happens, the OECD has played
a major part in the follow-up work after
the Washington conference, and France
cannot yet be accused of shirking its re-
sponsibilities in that organization. So, too,
have the other existing institutions, the
International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank. The only activity France has
continued to avoid is direct participation
in the working group established at the
insistence of the United States to discuss
technical questions and to plan further
conferences. This group has been meeting
in Brussels, where, after some initial acri-
mony, the United States appears to have
adopted a low-profile role. In time, the
Amerfcans hope, the French will come
around.

Differences unresolved
The main differences between Europe and
the United States, however, have not been
resolved. Recriminations continue to fly
back and forth across the Atlantic. The
outlook for the Common Market is far
from clear, too. Still to be seen is the effect
of the change of government in Britain,
where Labour, with anti-Market and pro-
U.S. leanings, is back in power.

Reaction to Mr. Jobert's performance
in Washington has ranged from polite un-
derstatement by External Affairs Minister
Mitchell Sharp - "I think they (the
French) - came to the conference rather
relucf.antly" - to the unprintable remarks
^f some U.S. observers. One diplomat at
the cOnference put it this way: "If the art
f diplomacy is making friends among
ountries, the French foreign minister
eems to be going about it in a very
trange way." Le Devoir of Montreal called

Mr. Jobert "one of the most disagreeable
personalities who has appeared on the
diplomatic scene in a long time".

Be that as it may, Mr. Jobert remains
very much on the scene, and in coming
months his presence will undoubtedly be
felt with France taking over from Ger-
many the presidency of the ECM's Council
of Ministers.

Mr. Jobert's Washington behaviour
might be characterized as an ill-mannered
perpetuation of the spirit of Charles de
Gaulle, but it might not have been entirely
detrimental to the impact of the confer-
ence, limited as it was.

Ill feeling vented
So far as Europe is concerned, the ex-
posure of both internal and external dif-
ferences may be less damâging than if
they had been left to fester beneath the
skin. A lot of ill feeling has been vented.
Perhaps the magnitude of the problems of
Europe is greater than was anticipated.
Certainly it goes far beyond energy; en-
ergy was the dramatizer. Major questions
of European security and of economic
liaison have been exposed and the fact that
the attention of the United States has at
last been riveted in that direction is not
unwelcome. If there has been in the recent
past neglect and lack of consultation, it is
not confined to one side of the Atlantic.

Dr. Kissinger and President Richard
Nixon have both blown off some steam.
Yet it has not been suggested that they
have abandoned the tenet expressed by
Dr. Kissinger, in his post-conference meet-
ing with reporters, that "the U.S. con-
siders the Atlantic relationship the pivot
of its foreign policy".

The United States is now apprehen-
sive about a European initiative to nego-
tiate directly and en bloc with the Arab
oil-producers, even though Dr. Kissinger
recognized without objection such a pos-
sibility during the conference.

Still, he must know that, in the long
run, such a move would be limited by the
vast economic and strategic power of the
United States, both in Europe and in the
Middle East. In fact, any conference be-
tween consumers and producers is probably
a long way off, despite the early deadline
suggested by Dr. Kissinger in February.

Besides, there have been other de-
velopments. How much the Washington
Energy Conference contributed to such
developments is difficult to surmise. Mr.
Sharp maintained that "I don't see how the
world's attention could have been brought
to the nature of these problems had it not
been for a conference of this kind".

This is perhaps a slight overstate-

Move limited
by U.S. power
in Europe
and Middle East
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Arabs keep
options open,
but indications
point to `more
responsible line'

ment, but at least the differences with
France at the conference have in a sense
constituted a message to the Arabs that
there was less than a united effort to con-
front them; as a result, a delicate situation
has not been polarized. The Arabs are
keeping their options open, but there are
signs of a somewhat more responsible line
than they have been credited with in past
decision-making.

The major development has been the
lifting of the Arab embargo against the
United States announced on March 19,
with cautions that it was conditional and
temporary. But this was followed by the
suggestion from Saudi Arabia, the biggest
oil-producer, for an increase in production,
which would inevitably tend to lead to
lowering of world prices.

The Arab producers have also com-
missioned a series of studies on pricing
and its impact on the world economy. It is
possible that future policy might be based
on the results of such studies, together
with progress in negotiations on a Middle
East settlement, although this is probably
a long-term prospect.

At the same time, progress is being
made by the World Bank, the IMF and
the OECD, which are making real efforts
to cope with the troubling economic con.
sequences of continued high prices for the
less-developed countries. Iran has set a
billion-dollar example to the other oil-
producers with its offer to assist the ;inan.
cial institutions.

It is arguable that progress might
have been as rapid even if there had been
no Washington conference, as the institu.
tions involved were already holding active
discussions. But perhaps they might not
have moved quite so quickly, or decisively,
without the Washington cauldron bub•
bling over with national fears and rivalries

There does, of course, remain much
uncertainty about the two crucial prob•
lems with which the conference never came
to grips - the price and supply of oil. But
at least the conference does not seem to
have exacerbated the situation. It did,
obviously, exacerbate the situation in
Europe but the long-deferred "Year of
Europe" was overdue and may now,
thanks to an energy conference, be upon us.

UN's special session and the Canadian response...
In a statement made by External Affairs
Minister Mitchell Sharp on April 11 at
the special session of the United Nations
General Assembly, Canada identified three
key elements in the current global eco-
nomic situation. These were the problem
of food for those in greatest need, the
effects of high energy costs, and the impact
of inflation on the international trade and
payments system.

The special UN session was convened
with the objective of working toward a
more equitable distribution of the world's
economic resources and finding means of
accelerating the rate of development in
less-developed nations.

Mr. Sharp said the world food prob-
lem could not be met by the exporting
countries alone. " It requires concerted
action by all those countries able to
contribute and firm support for existing
mechanisms". On energy, the minister said
Canada favoured an orderly framework
for world trade in oil, which would provide
for- stable prices at a reasonable level.
Such a framework, he said, would reflect
the cost of bringing in new conventional
and non-conventional sources of energy
in order to meet rising demand. Dealing
with the impact of inflation, Mr. Sharp
said urgent international action to meet
the situation must include the liberation
of trade arrangements, growth of devel-
opment assistance, and "the systematic

and progressive reordering of the mon•
etary system in the International Mon-
etary Fund".. . .

The Canadian Government h^ d re•
viewed its own commitments, Mr. Sharp
told the Assembly and, subject to Parlia•
mentary approval, intended to take steps
to alleviate the situation of the develop-
ing states most seriously affected. Among
the steps cited by Mr. Sharp were These:

- A Canadian contribution of $276•
million to the Fourth Replenishm^,nt of
the World Bank's International De^^^elop^
ment Association;

- approval of an additional alla^ation
of $100-million in aid funds to meet emer-
gency needs in developing nations;

- reassessment of Canada's entire
development-assistance program to ensure
that aid is directed to those in great^
need;

- pressure for full use of estak lished
international institutions such as U v^d
World Bank bodies in supporting devel•
opment;

- a decision by Canada to brirg ho{D
effect on July 1, 1974, its system of gen^
eralized tariff preferences in favour c f less•

developed countries;
- the intention to co-operate fulls

with other countries in needed a.djust•
ments to the international trade and pay'
ments system, in matters of comrao^ty
trade and in reduction of trade barriers.
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.Growing pressures on Canada
to seek hemispheric identity

or too long, Canada through its history
d public policy has denied its existence
a nation of the western hemisphere.

he Pan-American Union, the predecessor
International hemispheric body to the
)rganization of American States, was not
or us.

brase beloved by several generations of

pore European than American, continuing

Among other reasons, the expression
'pan-Américan" had little to do with our
trong European roots, or so our political
eaders and thinkers had insisted.

The "inter-American system", that

.S. Congressmen and continentalist-
^thinking Latin American intellectuals, was

so too much for us. We would remain

to emphasize our destiny with two global
Commonwealths not of this hemisphere,
^he British one and the more recent

rancophonie community.
But harsh political and economic

vents in Latin America during 1973 in
Chile and Venezuela have ended that
t`tendency to hemispheric isolation. For
better or worse, Canada will not again
eny its geographic place in its own
emisphere.

The oil crisis of the fall of 1973 and
Canada'. reliance on Venezuelan crude oil

ports reminded us as never before how
uch we counted on our fellow democracy
n the far shores of the Caribbean to help
eep Eastern Canadians warm and the
ontreal industrial complex supplied with
uch of its oil.

Regardless of how high the Venezue-
ans continued to push the price of their
il, Eastern Canada might have gone cold
d dead in a few weeks if that oil had not

een pumped into Quebec refineries.

esson of Chile
e Chilean refugee of 1973, the newly-

^reated political exile of the shattered
d freely-elected Marxist regime of Sal-

ador Allende, clamoured for shelter in
iCanada, one of the few democracies re-

aining in a hemisphere of nearly 30
dependent states.

The same refugees sought from us an
understanding of their plight and of their
social democracy, now ended, something
which we had largely ignored although
Chile's own Europeanized society and
highly-developed middle cla§s paralleled
our own.

These were hard lessons of hemi-
spheric co-existence to learn. In fact, Can-
ada is still learning from them. Where
Venezuela is concerned, Canada appears
to be borrowing the format of that coun-
try's state oil corporation in the formation
of its prospective national petroleum
corporation.

Nevertheless, they proved to us again
that we somehow never want to move from
one level of national awareness to another
without some kind of external push.

Our twentieth century suspicions of
Pan-Americanism and the inter-American
system are well founded in history. Better
that we deal with the British Empire we
knew (easing us into full nationhood by
permitting Canadian signatures to the
great powers' peace treaty in 1919 and
signing the 1931 Statute of Westminster)
than with the American Empire of re-
publicanism which we still mistrusted.

As for the more remote institutions of
Hispanic and Portuguese America, they
revealed themselves for what they were,
unstable mechanisms manipulated by
"hard hat" military rulers and corrupt
civilian presidents. Or so we had convinced
ourselves.

Mr. Harbron, a specialist in Caribbean
and Latin American affairs, is serving as
foreign a fjairs analyst for Thomson
Newspapers Ltd. in Toronto. He has been
associate editor of the Toronto Telegram

and editor of Executive Magazine. He has

written widely for such publications as
the Financial Post, the Financial Times

and The New York Times. An earlier
analysis of Canada's links with Latin
America appeared in International Per-

spectives in 1972. The views expressed

are those of Mr. Harbron.
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`Our ignorance
of Chile
would at last
plague us . . .'

As a result, the modem Latin Amer-
ican experiments with genuine social revo-
lution (Mexico), building social democra-
cies (Chile, Uruguay and Venezuela),
defining hemispheric roles from a base of
vast natural resources and sea coasts
(Brazil) have largely escaped us.

To borrow any kind of model in the
nation-building process from a hemisphere
plagued with military coups, poverty,
revolution and instability would be incon-
gruous. To believe another democracy in
the hemisphere resembled our own would
be, to say the least, intellectual licence.

Our ignorance of Chile would at last
plague us. For years Canadian scholars,
businessmen and government officials as-
signed to duties, signing contracts or
studying in that remote, mountain-iso-

lated South American democracy . had
told us that Chile, like Canada, remained
a social democracy in a hemisphere of
mainly totalitarian regimes.

A historic Chilean middle class of
identifiable (to us) professional men and
women, entrepreneurs, college professors,
doctors, management élites and govern-
ment officials had maintained one of the
few free societies in Latin America.

Isolated from us by distance, by the
Spanish language so few Canadians still
speak, a country cut off from the rest of
South America by the spine of the high
Andes which makes up its 1,800 mile
border, Chile finally pursued a tortuous
course into Marxism and then calamitous
military rule. Chile's travail in 1973 would
affect us in spite of ourselves.

The Chilean and his family who had
served or sympathized with a Marxist
government faced immediate persecution.
Though they were clearly identifiable
bourgeoisie, good citizen potential and not
unlettered coolies or jungle tribesmen,
their need for sanctuary and their condi-
tion confused even angered Canadians
officially and otherwise.

Clash of pressure groups
Domestic social groups, mainly from the
political left and with their own private
irons in the fire where the Chilean crisis
was concerned, demanded immediate entry
of as many Chileans as possible without
worrying about their politics.

Other domestic pressure groups from
the right cautioned gloomily against the
inroads of potential subversives, reminding
fellow Canadians that, even within the
former Allende camp, the seeds of its own
destruction already lay with the guerrilla
groups supporting Allende who had been
ready to unseat him if the army had not
done so first.

Canada recognized the military junb
in Chile with inordinate haste, consiceriq
the brutality of its methods and t^
speed with which it destroyed tradition^
Chilean democracy.

The Government took some time tc
make up its mind what to do aboLt t)a
refugees. Screening teams sent to the
Canadian Embassy in Santiago witl-, onlr
the most cursory knowledge of the laby.
rinthian ideological allegiances ol' t^
Chilean political left would sort out.
political desirables from the undesir,;ble,;
as we saw fit.

Yet the Chileans have been perriitted
entry into Canada and are still ara iving,
their well-being taken up by the st^ te on
arrival and thereafter by quickly-formed
private groups among academics and pra
fessional associations who have estab'ished
Chilean relief committees.

The Chilean experience has b.en a
revelation to Canadian officials and ^'ana.
dians generally that a refugee crisis or.
iginating in this hemisphere would ba jnat
as heart-rending for the victims, jj .st as
demanding on our hospitality and con.
sciences, and need the same understa nding
from government and the public, as thom
earlier ones in Europe and Africa Nhicb
had brought Hungarians, Czechs anc. East
Indian Ugandans to our shores.

Contact with Venezuela
We learned other lessons from the Ven•
ezuelans. Our great reliance on Vene^ uelan
oil and some fresh suggestions fro.n the
Venezuelan Government to ours b: oughi
the first visit by a senior Canadian C ibinet
Minister to Venezuela in more th in 2f
years and an essential firsthand lool
by him at a now familiar state r-genc)
throughout Latin America, the st, te oî
corporation.

During the fall of 1973, Hugo Pérei
la Salvia, the former Venezuelan 1,:ydo-
carbons and Minerals Minister ma& clear
to the Canadian Government that Ven-
ezuela would prefer to deal with C anada
on international negotiations conc,^rning
oil supply through an agency of the Cana-
dian Government similar to its st:-.te o7
company.

The CVP, (Corporacion Vene::olW
de Petroleo - Venezuelan Oil Ccrpora,
tion), was the kind of state agenc} oftO
shunned in the Canadian experience e,'
building the mixed economy as be; ng ^
unnecessary intrusion by the state, n tbi
instance within the largely foreign- )aI^
oil industry.

Canadian Energy Minister po10
Macdonald heard the suggestion frcrn M
la Salvia during his quick stop-o ier m
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aracas in mid-October on his return from
epresenting the Canadian Government at
he inauguration of Argentine President
uan Domingo Peron in Buenos Aires.

Vp model
fow Canada is apparently going to have
national oil corporation whose initial

ctivities within the Canadian oil industry
not be much different from those of

he CVP at the present time. These
clude international negotiations for oil
ports, its participation in exploration and

ng in the so-called frontier regions,
ossible construction of a shipping service

oil discoveries in such remote Arctic
reas as Ellesmere Island, for example,
ustif v such state sea-transport facilities.

Venezuela's CVP has just begun a
tate tanker fleet to move crude oil and
anufactured petroleum products within

hat country's coastal waters.
Although the Canadian Cabinet had

vesfigated the need for a state oil cor-
oration before the Venezuelan proposal,
he Venezuelan model was the correct one
or us because their CVP (so far) has
ot massively intervened in the oil indus-
ry, which, as in Canada, is dominated by
he same American and British-owned
ultinational oil giants.

`=Vith the crisis over sources and prices
f Venezuelan oil, we were reminded that
enezuela, not the currently tough-talking
ab member nations of OPEC ( Organi-

ation of Petroleum Exporting Countries),
as the originator and founder in 1960 of
hat present all-important international
gency. It is OPEC which has increased
orld crude-oil prices to record levels and

hrou,^h which the temporary Arab oil-
xpori, embargo on the United States and
art of Western Europe was instigated
ast v, inter.

For us, Chile had a humanitarian
essz;e, Venezuela an economic and na-

ionai:stic one. The first dealt with the
ocial justice we have often preached as
eing essential to the Canadian national
xperhpnce. The second has been a re-
inder that economic nationalism is not
dargerous or lonely road to pursue

nd t= at other nations are attempting it
itho-A complete nationalization of for-
ign-owned industry.

ore hemisphere oriented
t the same time, without these kinds of
thnuli from the hemisphere at an earlier
ate, Canada since 1968 has become more
`hemi,phere-oriented" in its foreign pol-
cY and less directly committed to Europe
speciallyin defence than ever before.

S:nce Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau

won his first election in June 1968, he has
used inter-disciplinary phrases, not un-
familiar to many Latin American intellec-
tuals and politicians, to move Canada into
policy and legislative directions not at-
tempted before.

Before the October 1972 election, Mr.
Trudeau said again in a Toronto speech
the three frontiers of Canada would be
technological, geographic and social and
that we must have "a will to hold them
together".

Those geographic frontiers had al-
ready been given new priority in the Prime
Minister's foreign policy statement made
in April 1969. These place national devel-
opment, sovereignty protection and sur-
veillance at a very high level, automatically
giving new directions to one of Canada's
important state institutions. `

This was and is our armed forces,
whose role in the 1970s and beyond
would become more involved with Can-
ada's hemispheric security and defence
and less so with NATO's land and sea
commitments.

The technological frontier would be
related to the 1970 unilateral declarations
of a 12-mile territorial-waters limit, 100-
mile sanitation zones around Canada's
Arctic islands and an Arctic waters pollu-
tion-protection act adopted by Parliament.

Manhattan's voyages
Both environmental and sovereignty con-
cerns were paramount in these declara-
tions as well as in the act, following the
two voyages of the American supertanker
Manhattan through the Northwest Pas-
sage in 1969-1970. Those trips resulted in
our renewed fears that the United States
would re-emphasize the Northwest Pas-
sage as an international waterway along
which supertankers might move freely
with the staggering risk of permanent
ecological damage to the Arctic from a
large oil spill or ship disaster.

Emphasizing Canada's sovereignty
over Arctic islands would assure Canada's
control over future resources exploration
of the kind soon to be assigned to the
forthcoming national oil corporation.

The continued welfare and health
programs, begun in the early 1960s and
advanced by both Liberal and Conser-
vative Governments and the growing state
concern for indigenous populations are
both directions which our Latin American
neighbours would understand, especially

those like Mexico, Peru, Colombia and
Bolivia with large Indian communities.

As a result, Canada has come a long
way from the years when we remained
close-mouthed but inwardly unhappy

Initiatives
on sovereignty,
other programs
seen as steps
understood
by neighbours
in Latin America



about the inadequacy of our former three-
mile territorial waters limit but afraid a
unilateral declaration extending it would
anger Washington.

Canadian officials now speak out
publicly in support of the 200-mile ter-
ritorial-waters extension which, in the case
of Chile, Peru, Argentina and Brazil, has
long since become public policy.

When asked about this in Mexico
City during the January 1974 Canada-
Mexico Ministerial Meeting, an idea put
forward by External Affairs Minister
Mitchell Sharp after his 1968 Latin Amer-
ican tour, Mr. Sharp said: "We in general
support the idea of a 200-mile limit, but
we are not satisfied that this would be
sufficient with respect to fishing over the
continental shelf, for example, which ex-
tends beyond two - hundred miles.,.. we
express our ideas a little differently [than
the Mexicans] but they amount to very
much the same thing. . : ."

Meantime Canada's more visible and
publicized presence in the hemisphere
through its membership in the Inter-
American Development Bank and its of-
ficial observer role in the Organization
of American States has continued largely
unchanged in the last two years since
Canada joined the Bank and accredited
an official observer to the OAS with the
rank of ambassador. The $74-million made
available to date to the IADB has been
completely lent out and such aid is tied
to Canadian purchases. The most recent
aspect of Canada's involvement in the
Bank has been the agreement by Ottawa
to administer a special $1.5-million fund
to finance preparation of development
projects in its member Latin American
countries.

Canada's official reasons for not seek-

The Canadian Government is pro-
viding assistance to the Canadian As-
sociation for Latin America (CALA).
External Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp
announced in January a contribution
of $45,000 to help CALA expand the
scope of its activities and the size of its
membership as a complement to efforts
by the Federal Government to improve
Canadian relations with Latin America.

CALA was created in 1969 in order
to co-ordinate and enhance the activ-
ities of Canadian businesses, industries
and individuals with Latin American
interests. CALA, which maintains an
office and information centre in Toron-
to, has fostered creation of the Mexican-
Canadian Bilateral Businessmen's Com-
mittee and CALA proposes to organize

ing full OAS membership remain the sam,
as in earlier years. Ottawa says the OASi
in a state of disarray and uncertainty a
an international agency, as though NATG
and even the United Nations, were not,

During the Mexico City Ministeri4
Meeting of late January 1974, Mr. Shar,
cited as a factor in Canada's stance out.
side the OAS framework the tendenc^
of that body to divide the region - th,
hemisphere, that is - between the Unit^
States on the one hand and Latin Anierir
on the other. Another concern voiced b
Mr. Sharp was the continued exclusion
Cuba as a member state of the OAS.

A few months later in Moscow, Mes.
ican Foreign Minister Emilio Rabasa sug.
gested what previous Mexican foreigr: min.
isters had said about Canada, Cuba anc
the OAS: he felt both Canada and Cash
should become OAS member states. LikE
Mexico, Canada has maintained unbrokec
trade and diplomatic relations with Fide:
Castro's Cuba, not for any discerniblE
ideological reasons but out of self-interest
Canada needs Cuban sugar. Cuba need
our industrial equipment and technologid
expertise.

Surely at a time when Cuba is slowh
returning to normal activities in the Co.
ribbean, the presence of Canada and Cu
in the OAS, or whatever future interna-
tional agency will exist to serve the hem.
isphere, could only be beneficial.

Assessing Canada's approach
Given Canada's growing direct associatioc
with Latin Americans through trade, th(
Inter-American Development Bank, tin
close relationships of students th:oug]
CUSO assignments and private Aufi
arrangements within Latin Amc-ricar
societies, Canada's official arms-lr^ngtt

similar committees with other countjies
of the region.

In 1973, CALA organized a series
of seminars in Canadian cities in orner
to stimulate Canadian interest in Lt.tin
America. CALA arranged a Toro-ito
conference for Latin American busin:.ss-
men and officials in June 1974, and is
planning a reciprocal conference in 1)75
in Latin America designed to introd zce
Canadian firms to the opportunitie: in
the region.

In announcing the governme^it's
contribution to CALA, Mr. Sharp raid
it was becoming increasingly clear that
if Canada were to expand and diversify
its exports and interests, Latin Ame ica
must be one of the principal area: of
endeavour.
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elationship with the OAS, by comparison,
ont uses and undoubtedly also amuses
any Latin Americans.

The former Venezuelan Foreign Min-

ter, Dr. Aristidés Calvani, a respected
emispheric jurist and leading Christian
emocrat, still sees Canada living in

`splendid . northern isolation".
"We are getting to know the Cana-

ns," remarked an OAS official who had
elpsd to negotiate Canada's permanent
bserver status in that organization.

"They are cautious and unadventurous,
but on the whole progressive and
reliable. . . ."

A few years ago a distinguished
Canadian commentator on international
affairs observed that because Canada is
situated in the same hemisphere as the
Isthmus of Panama, Canada shouldn't
develop a sense of sanctity about it.

Sanctity indeed no. But identity
with our hemisphere, yes.

The new foreign policy thrust
in Peron's troubled Argentina
NY John Best

P en Juan Domingo Peron returned to
entina last year after an 18-year army-

enforced exile, many of his countrymen
-elcomed him as a redeemer, who would

^deliver their troubled land from an array
of complex, long-enduring difficulties.

It has not worked out that way.
Seven months after Peron reassumed the

residency, Argentina seems engulfed in
^as many problems, foreign and domestic,
d ^ ever.

On top of everything else, the Presi-
ent's own health is not good, and many

Argentines have begun to wonder about
his ability to carry on effectively. He has
not exactly gone out of his way to reassure
the public about his condition, saying on

ore than one occasion that he is about
as well as could be expected for a man of 78.

The President's wife, 35 years his
junior and a novice in state affairs, is first
in line of succession to the top job should
anything happen to her husband, since she
is the Vice-President. This, too, is a source
of anxious reflection among those con-
cerned about the country's stability.

Meanwhile, the internal tranquillity
that the nation craves is being pushed
Progressively farther from its grasp by a
vicio;;s, undeclared war between right-
wing and left-wing factions, with bomb-
ings, murders and other violent acts a
daily occurrence.

This is not to say that the country
and everybody in it are gripped by strife
and tension. Far from it. In Buenos Aires,
for example, a visitor might never know of
the conflicts eating away at the country's

social and political fabric if he did not read
the provocative wall-posters and the news-
papers. Life in the European-style city,
with its numerous sidewalk cafes and fine
restaurants, seems calm enough on the
surface.

Expectation belied
The deeper picture, however, is not a
pretty one - not one that would fit the
expectations of the hundreds of thousands
of Argentines who turned out at Buenos
Aires airport one day last summer to wel-
come the would-be saviour Peron back
from his long exile in Spain.

But then, if those welcomers believed
in portents, they might have figured out
for themselves that trouble lay ahead.
Even as the excited mass of people waited
for a glimpse of their elderly idol, there
was a "shootout" between rival factions -
the exact circumstances still have not been
fully disclosed - resulting in the deaths

Mr. Best, long-time specialist in foreign
policy and defence questions for The
Canadian Press, currently runs a news
bureau in Ottawa devoted to developments
in Canadian foreign policy, defence issues
and related matters. He served in Moscow
for Canadian Press f rom 1964 to 1967 and
visited Cuba several times in the early
years of the Cuban Revolution. He has
also reported f rom Mexico. The accom-
panying article is a product of a one-month
trip to Latin America f rom which he
returned reecntly. The views expressed
are those of Mr. Best.
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of dozens of persons and the wounding of
dozens of others. -

Juan Peron lost no time, after his re-
turn, in getting rid of the man who had
paved the way - Hector Campora, the
onetime dentist elected President himself
only a few months previously on a platform
of bringing back the exiled leader.

Campora was forced to resign and is
now serving as Argentine Ambassador to
Mexico. New elections were called, with
the army bowing to the will of the people
and letting Peron himself be a candidate
whereas previously he was barred. In an

AP wirephoto

Juan Peron speaks to the nation in a
July 1973 telecast a f ter the resignation
of Hector Campora as President had been
accepted. Peron, who had returned to
Argentina after an 18-year, army-enforced
exile, became a candidate for the
Presidency and was restored to power
in the subsequent elections.

astonishing display of political power, he
won 61 per cent of the popular vote and
was back in office.

The restored President quickly de-
clared war on left-wing extremists, who
have been responsible for most of the
numerous kidnappings of foreign business-
men and prominent Argentines that have
occurred in recent years.I

He has carried his campaign to the
point where leftist elements in his own
broadly-based political movement have
begun to doubt his impartiality. They ask
when he is going to start cracking down on
the extreme right and its murder squads
that specialize in hunting down and liqui-
dating leftists.

Feeling the heat more and more, and
increasingly isolated, the extreme left

nevertheless seems to grow stronger, or a;
least more audacious. A few months ago
the People's Revolutionary Army, bN
organized of a number of Marxist undec.
ground groups, assaulted a key mi. itart
base and held it for seven hours, killin; the
commander and his wife in the process.

More recently, it scored a sensatonal
coup by obtaining more than $14-million,
a world record, in ransom for the kid.
napped Exxon executive Victor Samuc:lso,
And it still holds half a dozen other foreigu
businessmen as hostages.

The campaigns of terror and counter.
terror, coupled with the political and ociaf
conflicts which they foster and whi.^h it
turn help to fuel them, make it harder for
President Peron to devote his attenti.)n to
anything beyond trying to keep order in
the country.

Some say that, far from gaining; the
upper hand, he is actually losing ccntrol
of the situation, and that the immediate
outlook therefore is for increasing ciaoa
The late-February rebellion of the t,olice
at Cordoba, which witnessed the jailing of
the leftist provincial governor, his df puty
and about 70 supporters, hardly disp: oved
this notion, though the President'.- de.
cision to place the province under fFderal
trusteeship created a suspicion in 3ome
people's minds about the possibili, y of
government complicity in the revolt.

The fact that Juan Peron is not.. well
man - he is known to have had at least
two serious illnesses since taking off ee in
October - adds to the disquiet abou 1. the
way things are moving.

Heir apparent
The heir apparent to the executive power
is Peron's third wife, Maria, a fc,nmi
dancer whom he met while in exile. : he i
a comely brunette, still highly photo;enic
at 43, but a newcomer in the rea: n of
national affairs.

Some observers insist she has le-rned
a thing or two about politics, howeve;, and
she is reputed to have strong ties with
the conservative wing of the Pe: onist
movement.

The feeling is nevertheless wides mai
that, should the Presidency ever f.ll ta
her, the contending forces current y at
work might get further out of aand,
threatening the country with all-out civl
war. To prevent this, so goes the tt eocy,
the army might decide to step in as 7t has
done before.

Such a prospect is not without a pd
for certain groups, including some cf the
business class, who see it as the bes way
out of the present turmoil and a guar intee
of some future semblance of stability. But
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would be unlikely to provide. anything
e a final solution to the problem of ter-
r1sm since, with its arch-enemy the mili-

back in power, the far left could well
e stirred to still g'reater violence.

pact on economy
he present state bf interest and per-
ading uncertainty about the future has
ad its inevitable adverse effect on the
gentine economy. The country has for
me time been a sick man economically,

spelcially considering its rich potential.
Growth of the gross national product

as hovered around an annual rate of 3
4 per cent for a number of years,

ough last year it crept up to 4.8 per cent,
r a GNP of around $31-billion.

Inflation, which reached 39 per cent
1971 and 58 per cent in 1972, was

round 30 per cent last year, but this year
overnment economists hope it will be
loser to 12 per cent. Their hopes may be

ealistic.
The problem of growth is com-

ounded by what the newspaper La
renza calls an "official prejudice" against
eign investment. The Government does

ot bar foreign capital, but it does impose
tringent controls, a product of what the
ewspaper described editorially as "narrow
ationalism". La Prensa calculated that,
Argentina had welcomed foreign invest-
ent to the same extent as Canada did in

he period of 1953-69, its GNP would now
e 46.5 percent greater than it is.

If Argentina's domestic situation can
sercise a kind of fascination for the out-
ide observer, trends in the country's for-
ign policy are just as absorbing. In this
eld, a number of cross-currents are at
ork, including President Peron's deter-

ation to exert his independence of the
nited States and, more notably, concern
bout the rising power of Brazil.

A look at the map shows why Spanish-
peaking Argentina, long the power to be
eckoned with in South America, is con-
erned about the booming pace of develop-
ent in its Portuguese-speaking neighbour.

razi?s challenge
razil, with its more than three million
quare miles of territory, occupies half the
Ind area of South America and its hulk-
Rg rriass seems to dominate the whole
ontir.ent. It has common borders with all
he other Latin states of South America
scept Chile and Ecuador, and is begin-

g to exert its economic influence in
number of them, notably Peru and

araguay.
Argentina, though it enjoys a far

gher level of development than Brazil at

present, and at $1,250 annually has
double the per capita income, is only one-
third the size of Brazil in area and less
than one-fourth in population. Neither,
though blessed with an abundance of re-
sources, does Argentina have the great
treasure chest of untapped natural riches
believed to exist in Brazil's immense, still
largely unexploited hinterland.

Faced with Brazil's implicit challenge,
the Government of Argentina has chosen
to adopt a low-key attitude. Authorities in
Buenos Aires, for example, attempt to pass
off the phenomenal Brazilian economic Express doubt
growth (9 per cent or more for five con- that Brazil

secutive years, 11.4 per cent last year) as can sustain

something that might be expected in a momentum

relatively primitive economy but unthink- much longer

able in an advanced country like Argen-
tina. They express doubt, which strikes
one as being part prayer, that Brazil's
momentum can be sustained much longer.

Nevertheless, there is evident concern
in Buenos Aires over the rising power and
influence of Brazil. It is reflected in some
degree by a campaign to double the coun-
try's present population of 24 million to
50 million by the year 2,000 and thus keep
pace, at least in proportional terms, with
Brazil, whose population is expected to
double in the same period to around 200
million. The Argentine Government is
worried about the country's slow rate of
population increase: 1.4 per cent last year
compared to 2.7 per cent in Latin America
as a whole. To help solve the problem,
strict controls were recently imposed on
the sale of contraceptive pills.

Little outward friction
So far, although the two countries have
engaged in a certain amount of shadow-
boxing, there is little outward friction
between them.

Some observers thought it possible
that President Peron would attend the
recent inauguration of Brazil's new Presi-
dent, General Ernesto Geisel. But he did
not show up; he sent one of his ministers
instead. Peronist supporters explained
that this was only fair, since General
Geisel's predecessor, General Emilio Gar-
rastazu Medici, stayed away from Juan
Peron's inauguration last year.

For Argentines, however, it was inter-
esting to note that three other heads of
government did attend the Geisel cere-
monials, all of them from countries where
the military are in control and neighbours
of Argentina. President Juan Bordaberry
was there from Uruguay; General Hugo
Banzer, President of Bolivia, attended;
and General Augusto Pinochet, head of the
Chilean military junta, also was on hand.

Other heads
of government
were present
for inaugural
of General Geisel



These three, together with General
Geisel, met in the course of the Brasilia
celebrations to "consolidate their rela-
tions", as one dispatch put it. It is safe to
say no outside power was more vitally in-
terested in this meeting, about which no
details were publicly disclosed, than
Argentina, increasingly alert to the emer-
gence of any new Latin American constel-
lation with Brazil at its centre.

Wider design
to increase
its flexibility,
avoid getting
too enmeshed
in U.S. sphere

Thrust toward Third World
The growth of Brazil is at least partially
responsible for a new thrust in Argentina
foreign policy toward the Third World.
This new orientation is illustrated by a
wall-poster prominently displayed in down-
town Buenos Aires showing José Lopez
Rega, Minister of Social Welfare and
President Peron's personal emissary, on a
visit to the Libyan .leader, President
Muammar Gaddafi.

An inscription says the Lopez Rega
mission to Tripoli, which among other
things led to an Argentine purchase of a
considerable amount of Libyan oil, was "a
bridge of friendship between the Arab
World and Latin America". Another pro-
claims: "Liberation begins with the union
of the peoples of the Third World."

To deepen and strengthen its ties
with the nations of Asia and Africa, Ar-
gentina took part in last year's conference
of nonaligned states in Algiers. The payoff
was swift and direct. With Third World
support, Argentina was able to score a
victory at the United Nations General
Assembly on perhaps the thorniest issue
in its bilateral relations with Brazil.

By a vote of 77 to five, with 43 absten-
tions, the Assembly, at its fall session
approved a resolution calling for co-opera-
tion in the exploitation of natural resources
shared by two or more states, "based on a
system of information and prior consulta-
tion within the framework of normal rela-
tions existing between them".

The resolution reflected Argentina's
resentment of Brazil for undertaking with
Paraguay the construction of the world's
largest hydroelectric dam, at Itaipu on the
Parana River, which flows between the two
contracting countries. The trouble is that
the Parana, further south, also forms the
border between Paraguay and Argentina,
and Buenos Aires contended that Brazil,
prime mover in the hydro development,
should have consulted the Argentina
Government before proceeding, something
the Brazilians refused to do.

Brazil and Paraguay, needless to say,
were among the five nations that opposed
the resolution, the others being Bolivia,
Portugal and Nicaragua. Paraguay and

Argentina, incidentally, have now undE ]
taken another, more modest, hydro dej
opment in their sector of the Parana.

It would be misleading to suggest tj
Argentina's new-found fondness for t
Third World is motivated entirely by
desire to bolster its diplomatic position
relation to Brazil.

It can also be seen as part of a wi
design to increase its flexibility in wor
affairs generally and to avoid getting e
meshed too deeply in the U.S. sphere
influence. In the last year, the Goverr.me
has resumed diplomatic and trade re
tions with Cuba, and has also open,
diplomatic relations with North Korea a:
North Vietnam. Further, it has cultivat
improved relations with both Weste
Europe and the Soviet Union. The imp
is rather similar to that by which Cana
seeks to foster countervailing influenc
against the weight of the United States.

Argentina is pursuing its rel.atia
with Cuba with particular relish. The
cently-publicized deal by which Argen '
subsidiaries of U.S. auto firms would &
Fidel Castro's Government millions
dollars' worth of automobiles is but part
an arrangement that foresees $1.2-billJ
worth of Argentine exports going to
Caribbean republic over six years.

Cuba pleased
The Cuban Government, for obvie
reasons, was highly pleased with tirg
tina's decision to defy the U.S.-inspir
trade embargo against Havana adop red,
the Organization of American States in'
early years of the Cuban revolution, whi
President Peron has called a"trat
mistake".

At a meeting with an Argentine del
gation in Havana on February 26, Cul
President Osvaldo Dorticos paid trikute
the "gesture of sovereignty and indepQ
dence of the Government of Argentina
having decided to break the trade bkocka
against Cuba".

In reply, Argentine Economy M:nist
José Gelbard said the presence of
delegation in Cuba signalled "the end
an unjust policy of economic freeze".

From one point of view, Argeati°
active pursuit of better relations with }
Communist world may be seen as so,
kind of sweetener for the left wing of
Peronist movement, rocked by the sever
of their leader's crackdown on lefti
militants.

Judging by their increasingly she
attacks against the Government, hcwo'
the bomb-throwing Marxist egtremL
themselves are not impressed.
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he problems in providing aid
o Canadians in trouble abroad

y J. R. Maybee

rom time to time over the past year, the
epartment of External Affairs has been
iticized in the public media for allegedly
ing to provide effective assistance for

anadians who get into difficulties in
eign countries, or sometimes even for

iling to take an interest in their plight.
rom the point of view of members of the
epartment, this criticism is often mis-
ected because it is based on inadequate

formation of the circumstances or on a
asic misunderstanding of what the Cana-
an Government and its diplomatic and
nsular representatives can and cannot do
assist Canadians in difficulties outside
e country. The purpose of this article is
explain the consular role of the Depart-
ent of External Affairs in cases where
anadians are in serious trouble abroad.

he policy
tated briefly, the principal purpose of the
epartment of External Affairs is to pro-
t and promote Canadian interests
road. This includes the protection and

romotion of the interests of individual
ana1ians abroad as well as those of orga-
ations, corporations and the various

vels of government. There is no equivoca-
on about government policy on this sub-
et; in an address to the Faculty of Law
f the University of Ottawa on March 22
f this year, External Affairs Minister
litchell Sharp said:

"The Government and my Depart-
ent attach very great importance to the
rotection of Canadian interests abroad
nd to the quality of assistance available
Canadians travelling or residing abroad.
e shall continue to exert our best efforts
maintain and improve the excellent con-
ar service they already enjoy".

Any foreign service officer will confirm
at consular problems, because of their

ediacy, usually command priority over
imost any other type of business with
hich the Canadian post abroad has to
eal. No matter what other urgent matters
ay also be his responsibility, the officer
sponsible for consular affairs cannot put

off the problems of a Canadian citizen in
distress. To deal with them, he may have
to postpone his scheduled visit to the
Ministry of Planning or set aside the re-
port he is drafting on energy policy.

Consular apparatus
Almost all the Canadian posts and perma-
nent delegations abroad provide consular
services in one form or another. The volume
of consular business in some posts, such as
the Canadian Consulate General in New
York, the Canadian High Commission in
London and the Canadian Embassies in
Spain and Mexico, is very large indeed,
and the consular sections of such posts
comprise several officers and consular
clerks. On the other hand, consular busi-
ness is fairly light at the Canadian High
Commission in Bangladesh, the Canadian
Embassy at Brasilia or the Canadian Gov-
ernment office in Birmingham, England.
At 104 Canadian diplomatic and consular
posts and separately-located delegations.
some 211 officers and 286 clerical person-
nel are engaged in consular work, the vast
majority on a part-time basis. When added
together, the time of all these people spent
on consular work amounts to approxim-
ately 56 officer man-years and 124 clerical
man-years at posts outside Canada.

In Ottawa, consular work is handled
in the Bureau of Consular Affairs, staffed

Mr. Maybee, a member of the Department
of External A f f airs since 1946, was named
Director-General of the department's
Bureau of Consular Affairs in mid-Septem-

ber of last year. Mr. May bee was Canadian
Ambassador to Lebanon, Jordan and Syria
before his return to a headquarters post
in 1967. He served as head of the African
and Middle Eastern Division and then
became secretary of the Interdepartmental
Committee on External Relations (ICER).
Mr. ltlaybee contributed an article on
ICER and its search for an approach to
integration of foreign operations to the
September-October 1972 issue of Interna-
tional Perspectives.
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Bureau provides
information
and advice
to the minister
on key cases

mainly by rotational foreign service per-
sonnel, many of whom are already expe-
rienced in consular work at posts abroad.
The Bureau comprises two divisions: Con-
sular Policy and Research and Consular
Operations. The latter, staffed by some 15
officers, deals with problems of assistance
to Canadians in difficulties abroad, visa
questions and general enquiries from the
public.

The Consular Bureau provides head-
quarters direction to posts abroad on con-
sular matters and, in collaboration with
posts, provides a liaison when required be-
tween the Canadian citizen in difficulty
abroad and his family, friends, and lawyer,
as well as his bank or other concerned
organizations in Canada. The Bureau pro-
vides information and advice to the Minis-
ter on important consular cases and main-
tains close liaison with the departmental
Press Office on cases in the public domain.
Because of the requirement for speedy
action in consular cases, much of the
Bureau's day-to-day work is done by tele-
phone and telegraph.

The environment
Since the role of governments in protecting
the interests of their citizens travelling or
living in foreign countries is a time-hon-
oured one, the rules of the game are pretty
well defined, and have to a considerable
extent been codified in the Vienna Con-
vention on Consular Relations, which was
drawn up at a large international confer-
ence in which Canada participated in 1963.
Because the Vienna Convention on Con-
sular Relations contains certain provisions
that impinge upon the jurisdiction of the
provinces in Canada, the Government of
Canada has not yet become a party to it,
though it hopes soon to be in a position
to do so. Since the Convention em-
bodies many long-standing concepts of
international law and practice in the con-
sular field, it is often used as a guide to
which Canadian consular practice largely
conforms.

While international practice recog-
nizes certain functions a consul can per-
form in order to protect the interests of his
fellow nationals, there is one fundamental
limitation which, unfortunately, does not
seem to be widely understood. This is the
principle that the laws, customs and regu-
lations of a country normally apply with-
out exception to all persons within the
borders of that country, including visitors
and tourists. No matter how harsh or alien
to our culture such laws may be, the Cana-
dian consular officer can usually do little
to prevent the laws of the country in which
he is stationed from being applied to a

Canadian citizen. Most Canadians reaQ3
assume the converse to be the case -
namely, that foreigners living or travelling
in Canada are subject to Canadian la%
and regulations. But some do not alway,
appreciate that, when a Canadian citizen
is in a foreign country, he is fully subject
to the laws and regulations of that couu.
try, as well as to the judicial procedures
employed in the enforcement of those laws•

Before a consular officer can do any.
thing for a citizen who has been arrested
in a foreign country, he must usuallv fiN
of all establish contact with the person
detained. In order to establish sucl-, con•
tact, he must have information to the e$ect
that there is a citizen in custody, and
usually an indication that that ,.erson
wishes to make contact with him. The right
of consular access is set forth in Article 36
of the Vienna Convention on Consular
Relations, and is widely recognized by
most countries, whether or not they are
parties to the Convention. Many countries
(including Canada) only recognizs the
right, however, where the individu il de•
tained asks the detaining authorities to
inform his consul that he wishes to see bisa
or requests permission to contact him di•
rectly himself.

Consular access can usually ')e ar•
ranged without difficulty where the police
or prison authorities are familiar witl inter-
national convention and practice c.a this
subject. If, however, a person is arrested
in a remote village of a large country, he
may have real difficulty in persuadiag the
police or prison authorities that I.e has
the right to get a message to his coraulate
- a difficulty which can be gravely con
pounded if there is a language pr :blem
Even when the right is recognized, tl>e per-
son detained may still have a pn.ctical
problem in getting the message prcmptly
passed either because of bureaucrwic de-
lays or poor communications facilit:es. In
some countries where the police and arison
organization is highly centralizec', the
authorities sometimes notify the cansuls
of the country concerned automa ÛicaIlY
when an arrest is made, whether or r ot the
individual requests that his consul:ite be
informed. This is the exception rathf r than
the rule, however.

Once a consul learns that one of his
fellow citizens is detained and wi:;ies ta
see him, he will try to visit the person d^
tained as soon as possible. This vis t maî
not take place the next day, of coursc, par'
ticularly if the person is detained , everaJ
hundred miles from the capital whe re the
embassy or consulate is located, or if thQ
consular officer has other more p:essinB
business to attend to, such as arr.angi'°
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case. The consul's role from this point on
is to ensure that the individual detained

is not discriminated against, is accorded
the same rights and conditions of detention

d the same trial procedures as other
foreigners and citizens of the country
concemed.

The consul will determine whether
the person detained wishes to retain pri-
vate counsel and whether he needs, assis-
tance in obtaining funds from family or
friends in Canada for this purpose. Other-
wise, he will advise the detainee of the local
legal aid facilities or the arrangements for
court-appointed lawyers. If the person de-
tained so requests, the consul will see to it
that his family in Canada is informed of
his circumstances and, if possible, that they
make provision for food and comforts for
the person detained, if these are required.

Delays in proceedings
One rude surprise for many Canadians who
run foul of the law in a foreign country is
to find that there may be no legal require-
ment which ensures that the authorities
lay formal charges or bring a case to trial
within a reasonably brief period. In some
cases the individual may be charged with-
out too much delay, but may languish for
months in prison waiting for his case to be
brought to trial. For some offences there is
no provision for a person charged to be
released on bail. If these are standard
features of the judicial system in the
country concerned, the consul has no basis
on which to demand that a Canadian
citizen be charged or tried any more
quickly than citizens of that country.
Informal representations can sometimes be

ade, though a local lawyer who knows
the ir,s and outs of court procedures may,
n mafry cases, be more effective than a
onsu, in pressing to have a case brought
to trial without too much delay.

Late in 1973 there was a good deal of
publie interest in the case of Thomas Ser-
jeant, a Canadian citizen who had set out
on a tour by private aircraft from England
to South Africa, and who had been de-
tainecâ in Tanzania on September 26. The
Canadian High Commission in Dar-es-
Salaa;:i did not learn of the detention un-
til October 6 and officers of the mission
were -ranted consular access to Mr. Ser-
Jeant on October 15. Mr. Serjeant was
held under provisions of Tanzanian law
which permit unlimited detention without
charges for matters involving state secur-
ity, On December 7, Mr. Serjeant was
charged with an immigration offence and
received a sentence of absolute discharge.

The complaint against the Depart-

ment of External Affairs was that the
department was indifferent to Mr. Ser-
jeant's plight and did not do anything
about it. In fact, of course, the Canadian
High Commission in Tanzania followed
the case closely, and in consultation with
the department made numerous informal
representations to the Tanzanian authori-
ties. The department's approach to this
problem had to take into consideration
three considerations: first, that, in view
of the tense situation on Tanzania's south-
ern borders, the security situation which
apparently was the basis of Mr. Serjeant's
detention was taken very seriously by the
Tanzanian Government; secondly, that
there was no basis for believing that Mr.
Serjeant was being prejudicially dealt
with because he was a Canadian; and
thirdly - as the Secretary of State for
External Affairs put it sometimes later in
a letter to the press - "detention for a
long period of time without charges is a
procedure for which we have great dis-
taste". In the light of recognized consular
principles, there was no case here for for-
mal representations to the Tanzanian
Government, since Mr. Serjeant was being
dealt with in accordance with the pro-
visions of Tanzanian law. On the other
hand, there was a basis for making repre-
sentations of an informal character, based
on considerations of humanity and natural
justice.

Once the embassy or consulate has
taken the normal initial steps to make con-
tact with the detained Canadian, to assist
him in getting legal counsel and in making
contact with his family if he so desires, the
post continues to monitor the case. Where
feasible, the consul will visit the prisoner
from time to time and may, where there
are clearly-discernible extenuating circum-
stances or special considerations of health
or family circumstances, make informal
representations for transferring the pris-
oner to a different institution or for the
remission of a sentence after part of the
time has been served.

Lippert case
The kind of service the Canadian Govern-
ment provides can be illustrated from the
record relating to another case that at-
tracted a good deal of attention last year
- that of Ronald Patrick Lippert, who was
arrested in Cuba on October 24, 1963, on
a charge of arms-smuggling. The Canadian
Ambassador in Havana was first informed
of Mr. Lippert's arrest on October 30,1963.
He immediately requested consular access
to him, which was granted by the Cuban
authorities the next day, October 31. On
November 4, the Ambassador was able to

Post continues
to monitor
prisoner's case;
consul visit
or submission
may be made
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jurisdiction

arrange to see Mr. Lippert a second time,
and the same day discussed with the
Cuban authorities the nature of the
charges involved and the details of the
proposed trial. Also on the same day, the
Secretary of State for External Affairs
called in the Cuban Ambassador in Ot-
tawa, expressed Canadian concern that
Mr. Lippert be granted a fair trial, and
requested information about the formal
charges against him. The Canadian Em-
bassy was informed on November 12 that
Mr. Lippert's trial would take place four
days later. Representations were made
both in Cuba and in Ottawa about the
imminence of the trial date, which was
then postponed until November 23.

The Canadian Ambassador in Hava-
na attended the trial, in which Mr. Lippert
was found guilty and sentenced to 30
years imprisonment. On November 28,
1963, the Secretary of State for External
Affairs called in the Cuban Ambassador
and expressed the Canadian Government's
shock at the length of Mr. Lippert's sen-
tence. Subsequent formal representations
were made on 35 occasions to the Cuban
authorities, either by the Canadian Am-
bassador in Havana or by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs to the Cuban
Ambassador in Ottawa. There were also
many less formal representations made to
Cuban officials both in Ottawa and Hava-
na. These representations involved re-
quests for clemency for Mr. Lippert,
requests for assurances concerning his
health and a request for his early release
on humanitarian grounds.

In addition to the above-mentioned
representations, the Canadian Embassy
made requests, on the average of once a
month, for permission to visit Mr. Lippert.
Permission to visit him was granted 41
times in the period of his incarceration -
slightly over ten years. In addition to these
visits, the Department of External Affairs
organized in July 1973 the visit to Havana
of Mr. Lippert's sister and daughter. Dur-
ing that period, he was moved to the hotel
where his relatives were staying.

Arrest of Gavin Naeve
One widespread misapprehension appar-
ently entertained by many Canadians is
that the acquisition of Canadian citizen-
ship automatically cancels any liability a
person may have had to prosecution for an
offence committed before he became a
Canadian against the laws of the country
of his original citizenship. Some months
ago many Canadians protested vigorously
the arrest of Gavin Naeve, a Canadian
citizen of American birth, who, while in
transit through the United States, was
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arrested for a long-standing alleged viola.
tion of the United States Selective Service
laws. As one correspondent put it: "Ga*
Naeve, as a Canadian citizen, has all the
rights and privileges of being a Canadian
and thus is not and should not be s>ûbjeci
to the U.S. draft."

This doctrine, however attractive it
might seem, has no status in internationai
law. It is recognized that every state ha,,
the sovereign right to make such laws and
to apply them to all persons within their
jurisdiction, whether or not the persons
concerned are citizens of that country, qs
a consequence, there is no basis on which
the Canadian Government can demard the
release of a Canadian citizen who has been
arrested while visiting the country of his
original citizenship for an offence against
the laws of that country which he com•
mitted before becoming a Canadian.

Mr. Naéve's case was not an isolated
one - there have been other instances of
Canadian citizens who were originally
Americans returning to the United States
and finding themselves detained or im.
prisoned for having committed an offence
against the Selective Service laws. The
situation, moreover, is not confined to
Canadian citizens who were originally
Americans; it is sometimes even more
difficult in the case of other corntries
which, unlike the United States, do not
regard the acquisition of Canadian citizen•
ship by one of their nationals as cancelling
that pcrson's original citizenship. A Cana-
dian citizen who returns to his cour, try of
origin in that case may not only fincl that
he is subject to the laws of his country of
origin for military service and other pur.
poses, but may also discover that he is not
accorded the right to make contac i «itb
the Canadian embassy or consulate. A
person who wishes to avoid this predica-
ment would do well to investigat e the
possibility of formally renouncin;; hL
original citizenship - an act which some
countries do recognize.

In the past year, there have been
three unusual cases involving Caradian
citizens abroad, which attracted a good
deal of attention and demands for g,wern-
ment action but could not have bee.i ade-
quately dealt with by means of rormal
consular procedures. These cases i=.ad in
common the fact that the places whc.re the
incidents occurred raised a num' 4T of
complex and special issues in themse ves.

Deaths on Zambian border
The first of these cases involved the tra,6
deaths of two Canadian girls in May 1913
The girls, who were with a party of tuurists
in Rhodesia, were fired on by Zambian
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When a Canadian diplomatic or con-

hodesian-Zambian border near Victoria

alls. The second case involved the Green-
eace III, a Canadian vessel which, at the
ime of planned nuclear tests being carried
ut in the South Pâcific by the Govern-
ent of France, was boarded by French
aval seamen in international waters. In
he third case (which is still current at the
ime of writing), two Canadian citizens
nd three Americans were captured,by a
ebel group in Ethiopia when their heli-

optér was reportedly forced down in
ebel-controlled territory. In the first two
nstances, the incidents took place outside
he territory of the government concerned;
n the third case, the incident occurred
ithin the normal sphere of sovereignty
f the Ethiopian Government but outside
ts area of practical control.

In each of these three cases, the De-
artment of External Affairs took the
onnal consular measures appropriate to
he situation. Because of the peculiar cir-
amstances in each of these three inci-
nts, subsequent action taken by the
overnment on behalf of the Canadians
oncemed had to be planned in relation
o considerations well beyond the normal
onsular range. There were, first, the in-
erests of the Canadian citizens concerned
r their families, and how these might most
ffectively be pursued; secondly, various
onsiderations of international law which
;ere involved; and thirdly, the full range
f relationships between Canada and the
ountyies concerned.

VVithin the more strictly consular
ontext, reference has been made to the
act that the Government or its represen-
atives abroad can in some cases make
ormal representations to another govern-
ent on behalf of a Canadian citizen in
ifficulties, and in other cases informal
epresentations. The difference, while not
sact, is not just a matter of form. In
akinb formal representations, in a consu-

ar case, a government would normally
ase its request either on accepted prin-
iples of international law or on specific
reaty obligations binding the two coun-
ries concerned. In such a situation the
overrment would, in a sense, be demand-
ng its rights. It would probably make such
emands through formal representations
111Y after more informal approaches had
rst been tried.

ular officer in another country makes
nfonnal representations on behalf of a
anadian citizen in difficulties, he bases
he request on considerations other than
ternational law or treaty obligations:
he health of the individual concerned,

compassion for his family, plain humanity
or any other special extenuating circum-
stance. In most cases, the diplomatic or
consular official would make informal rep-
resentations orally rather than in writing,
though a written communication would
not be excluded. Clearly, the nature of the
existing relations between the Canadian
diplomatic or consular officer and the
government officials with whom he deals -
ministers and officials of the ministry of
foreign affairs or the ministry of interior,
police officers, prison authorities - can be
of some importance. Informal representa-
tions are likely to be more effective if they
can be made without the accompaniment
of public fanfare.

Initiatives in UN
Although international law tends to be a
conservative influence that takes more
account of the sovereignty of states than
of the "rights" of the individual, it does
not inhibit governments from seeking to
improve the general standard of interna-
tional behaviour so far as individuals are
concerned. Within the United Nations, the
Canadian Government has given firm and
continuing support to human rights activi-
ties; it has served on the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights and also
participates actively in the work of the
Third Committee of the General Assem-
bly, which deals with social, humanitarian
and cultural affairs. In a more restricted
context, through its participation in the
current Conference on Security and Co-
operation in Europe, the Canadian Gov-
ernment has been co-operating in efforts
to facilitate freer movement and contacts
of peoples and, more specifically, general
acceptance by European countries that
families should not unwillingly be kept
divided.

Advances on this general international Ottawa seen
front are necessarily slow and, in the co-operating
meantime, particular problems arise. In a in efforts
lecture he gave in Osgoode Hall in Toronto to facilitate
on April 3 of this year, Mr. Sharp referred freer movement
.to consular cases where a Canadian had
run into legal difficulties abroad, where
local laws and procedures were more
rigorous or harsh than those that apply in
Canada and recognized that the feelings

of many Canadians were often engaged
where it appeared that an injustice was
being perpetrated on one of their fellow

citizens.
In this connection he said:
"I sometimes receive suggestions that

we take drastic action toward.this or that
government; that we sever trade or aid
relations; or that we should make our con-
cern known through highly-publicized de-
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mands and threats. This seems to me to be
a sort of verbal `gunboat diplomacy' which
Canadians will surely consider obsolete.

"I ask the persons involved whether
the important thing is the public assertion
of our position, or the relief of the imme-

diate problem. Most Canadians wotd
agree, on reflection, that the importa^
thing is to resolve the question. Pu%
declarations of righteousness are a luxjl^
that one can dispense with".

Examining the right of asylurn;
the choices and the limitations
By Serge April

In the wake of the events of September
1973 in Santiago de Chile, the right of
asylum has been the subject of frequent
comment among the Canadian public.
Judged from a legal standpoint, the valid-
ity of such comment has varied. With a
few exceptions, no one has really set out or
analyzed the applicable rules of interna-
tional law. Yet such an analysis might not
only have encouraged more precision in the
use of the terms involved but might even
have led the discussion to take a different
shape.

What too many people do not seem to
have grasped is that, in international law,
the word "asylum" refers to several con-
cepts that are, in fact, quite different from
one another. Too often, people have con-
fused diplomatic asylum with territorial
asylum, without realizing that, while it is
true that the institution of diplomatic
asylum still exists as an international legal
concept in Latin America, it no longer is
recognized in general international law. In
general, international law takes the view
that, at most, embassies may only tempo-
rarily shelter persons whose lives are in
imminent danger. The word "asylum" has,
nevertheless, been used throughout these
discussions in an indiscriminate fashion to
apply equally to territorial asylum, to the
local Latin American practice of diplomatic
asylum or to the provision of temporary
safe haven in an embassy.

Such a lack of exactness in the use of

Mr. April, who is a lawyer specializing in
international law, has been a member of
the External Affairs Department for six
years and is currently with the Legal
Advisory Division. He previously served
in the Canadian Embassy in Rome.

terms has undoubtedly resulted in errors
of understanding, not the least o:: whicb
has certainly been to regard as on the
same footing in all respects those refugea
who came to Çanada from Hungal.y after
1956 - who, in-fact, were given territorial
asylum only after leaving their own com
try - and those from Chile, who had onh
enjoyed "temporary safe haven" in em.
bassies after the Allende Government wa
deposed, but were unable to leave theQ
country unless and until "courte y safc
conducts" were issued in their favour.

Revision of `instructions'
It is important to note that the C-ina&
position on diplomatic asylum con l orms to
the provisions of general internatic 7al faR,
A survey of non-Latin-American cmntrie
whose embassies in Santiago c..lmi.ttei
varying numbers of "refugees" ; ast faf
indicates that these countries hav a legâ
position essentially similar to that o!

Canada, and that this position aas na
been altered by the events in Slzntiaea

The Department of External A fairs i
currently considering a revisior: of it
"consular instructions" (standing instrue'
tions given to missions on various mattee
of a consular nature) so as to defne with
even greater clarity the cases i'i wlll6
Canadian embassies may legally receice
persons seeking refuge. No policy c1109
is contemplated, however.

In short, the asylum quest-on
complex one, and the Canadian positiot
on it is made even more difficult to com•
prehend by the fact that tl:e tel
"asylum", used without qual:ficatioa
leads to confusion. The purpose of t1u
article is to indicate briefly som:^ of t^II
fundamental differences between the 1'9'
ious types of asylum.
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Territorial asylum is the kind a state
y be obliged to extend to persons (i.e.

`refugeeS") who have fled their country of

rigin because they fear persecution for

uested, the "refugee" must have already
When such territorial asylum is re-

o which Canada is a party.
tatus of Refugees and its 1967 protocol,

is the 1951 Convention Relating to the

heir political ideas, their religion or their

ace. The legal basis for territorial asylum

ft the jurisdiction of the state where he
fears persecution (and once he is accorded
efugee status he cannot be extradited or
ent back there). In other words, a poten-

tial refugee must be physically outside the

ustria had already accepted them as
!Czechs who came to live in Canada after

L ountry in which he fears persecution. This
as the case with those Hungarians and

fugees on its territory. -
In practice, a state that, grants terri-

orial asylum has no need to seek the co-
peration of the state from which the
efugees originally fled: they are already
utside its territory. Furthermore, since,
s refugees, they are already out of the
ountry they are,fleeing, they are in no

ediate danger, and hence their cases
re generally dealt with as immigration
ases.

)iplomatic asylum
)iplomatic asylum, on the other hand, is
iot granted outside the jurisdiction of the
tate where the refugee fears persecution
)ut is given by an embassy located within
he very territory of that state. In other
vords, diplomatic asylum is granted when
n embassy receives on its premises an
ndividual seeking refuge there in order
o escape from the jurisdiction of local
arthorities.

Thus diplomatic asylum, in contrast
o territorial asylum, involves intervention
n matters that are within the exclusive
urisdiction of the state where the embassy
s located, and hence constitutes a possible
nolation of the sovereignty of that state,
once the effect of diplomatic asylum is to
emove the "refugee" from its jurisdiction.
Diplomatic asylum is no longer recognized
DY general international law, though it is

local Latin American practice based on
ocal treaty relationships.

If one wishes to make any comparison
between diplomatic and territorial asylum,
t woulcl at least be useful to bear in mind
he following practical considerations. If

1 individual to whom an embassy has
attted "diplomatic asylum" wishes to

eave the state where the embassy is loca-
ed, it ^:vill be necessary for that embassy
0 obtain the co-operation of the local

authorities, which must find its expression
in the granting of a safe-conduct. This
problem obviously does not arise in the
case of territorial asylum, since the refugee
has already left the territory and jurisdic-
tion of the state he is fleeing. Moreover, in
contrast with territorial asylum, diploma-
tic asylum can be granted to only a limited
number of persons at any one time; there

-is necessarily a difference between the
number of persons with refugee status that
a country's territory can absorb and the
number of those seeking asylum whom an
ambassador can accommodate in his living-
room. Finally, it should also be pointed out
that it is relatively easy for local authori-
ties to take steps to prevent seekers of
asylum from entering or leaving an em-
bassy (all that is necessary is to place a
police cordon round the embassy), where-
as, in practical terms, it is generally impos-
sible to seal off a frontier entirely to
would-be refugees.

Historical origins
The historical origins of diplomatic asylum
lie in the former principle of extraterri-
toriality of embassies. According to this
principle, the premises of the United
States Embassy in Ottawa, for example,
might have been regarded through a legal
fiction as American territory; on this
assumption, the premises of the Embassy
would be beyond the jurisdiction of the
host state (Canada), and the laws of the
latter would not apply there. However,
contrary to a widely-held belief, the prin-
ciple of extraterritoriality of embassies no
longer exists in modern international law.
It has long since been replaced by the
principle of inviolability of embassies,
which was codified in the 1961 Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations. Ar-
ticle 22 of that convention provides that:
"The premises of the mission shall be
inviolable. The agents of the receiving
State may not enter them, except with the
consent of the head of the mission." In
other words, the premises of the United
States Embassy in Ottawa are, in fact,
Canadian territory, except that the Cana-
dian authorities may enter them only with
the consent of the U.S. Ambassador.

The prinçiple of inviolability does not
imply leave to violate with impunity the
laws of the host country. On the contrary,
as a corollary to this principle, and that of
the personal immunity of diplomats, Ar-
ticle 41 of the Vienna Convention specif-
ically imposes on diplomats a "duty to
respect the laws and regulations of the
receiving State", which would involve,
among other things, a duty to deliver to
local authorities any person wanted by

Principle
of inviolability
of embassies
was codified
in convention
adopted in 1961
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1.iev

Treaties apply
only among
countries of
Latin America

local justice and a "duty not to interfere
in the internal affairs of that State".
Article 41 even goes on to provide that
"the premises of the mission must not be
used in any manner incompatible with
the functions of the mission"; and asylum
is not referred to in the list of "diplo-
matic functions" given in Article 3 of the
Convention.

The essential difference between ex-
traterritoriality and inviolability is the
following: in the first case, embassies were
regarded as beyond the jurisdiction of the
host country, while in the second case -
this legal fiction having disappeared -
embassies are under an obligation to re-
spect the local laws. In other words, in the
first case embassies might receive fugitives,
whereas in the second such action has be-
come unlawful.

protesting against the death of Patric,
Lumumba, the Embassy staff was sheltered
in the Canadian Embassy for a few hours,
As soon as the Egyptian authorities were
in a position to guarantee their safety,
however, the Belgians left the Embassy,

Cases of this type create little di&
culty, for they involve no violation of the
rules of international law or of local iaRr,
It is otherwise, however, when an ir,divi.
dual sheltered by an embassy, because he
or she is in great danger, is being actively
sought by the local authorities, since, as
was indicated above, an embassy has a
duty to hand over any "fugitive" 0 the
local authorities. If the embassy were not
to do so, because for one reason or another
it appeared that the seeker of wylum
would continue to be in danger if he left
the premises, an impasse of sorts would
be reached. The case of Cardinal 1V,^_inds
zenty, who remained in the Amcrican
Legation in Budapest, for many yeara,
illustrates this type of problem.

tl
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Latin America tradition
Though the institution of diplomatic
asylum no longer exists in universal inter-
national law, this is not so in Latin Amer-
ica. In fact, a network of treaties peculiar
to Latin American states (the Montevideo
Treaties of 1933 and 1939, the Havana
Convention of 1928, and the Caracas Con-
vention of 1954) enables embassies of most
of these states that are themselves situated
in Latin America to grant diplomatic
asylum in more or less the same circum-
stances as territorial asylum, and, most
important, requires the state in which the
embassy is located to issue a safe-conduct
allowing the asylum seeker to leave its
territory.

This Latin American institution is an
exception to general international law. It
has its origins in a political, humanitarian
and legal tradition peculiar to the Latin
American continent. It should be under-
stood that the diplomatic asylum provided
for in these treaties applies only among
the Latin American countries themselves,
most of which are bound by one or more
of them.

Temporary refuge
Diplomatic asylum, as formerly under-
stood in international law or as it is still
understood in Latin America, is thus no
longer recognized in general international
Iaw, since embassies no longer have extra-
territorial status and have the obligation
of observing local laws. At most, the rules
of modern international law permit an
embassy, in exceptional circumstances and
on purely humanitarian grounds, to grant
shelter for short periods to persons whose
lives are in imminent danger.

Thus, in 1961, when the Belgian Em-
bassy in Cairo was burned by rioters
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Request for safe-conduct
In this kind of situation, the embassy is
for all practical purposes reduced to asking
the local authorities to issue, on a courtesy
basis, a safe-conduct in favour o_ the
asylum-seeker, hoping it will draw a
favourable response. Although thc re is
nothing to prevent an embassy from mak•
ing such a request on humani{ariao
grounds, the local authorities are uncïer no
legal obligation to accede to it. If they
refuse, and if the embassy persists in
refusing to hand over the "fugitive", it is
then the latter that finds itself in an :llegal
position. It is to be feared that, d•,spite
the provisions of Article 22 of the Vienna
Convention, the local authorities might
then even consider using this violat on ôf
their laws as a pretext for enterin ; the
embassy and arresting the fugitive taere.

Fortunately, the local . authorit es in
Santiago, though they were under nc legal
obligation to do so, agreed to grant "cour•
tesy safe-conducts" to persons who had
been granted safe haven in embassies of
non-Latin-American countries. In mid•
December, however, they stopped gr nting
such safe-conducts, as was their right.

By way of conclusion, it should be
reiterated that, in accordance with gmeral
international law and in common with
other non-Latin-American countries Cap,
ada does not recognize the right of diplo-
matic asylum. At most, Canadian einba^
sies may accommodate for short pc d4
and on purely humanitarian grounda
(never for political reasons), persons whO
lives are in immediate danger. Embassio
are under a duty to let refugees leave ona
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the danger is past, or to hand over fugi-
tives to local authorities if requested to do
so and if assured they will be dealt with
thereafter in accordance with local law. If
the danger appears to persist, however, the
embassy may only request the local au-
thorities either to guarantee the safety of
the refugees or to allow them, "on a cour-
tesy basis", to leave the country with safe-
conducts, and hope that such a request will

meet with a favourable reception.
As can be seen, the freedom of man-

oeuvre enjoyed by our embassies is quite
limited, and is much less than some might
be led to imagine. In any event, it must be
understood that the possibilities in this
area are very restricted, particularly when
compared with those available in cases in-
volving territorial asylum.

A salute to John Erskine Read
By Max Wershof

John Erskine Read was born in Nova
Scotia in 1888 and died on December 23,
1973, at the age of 85, full of mental vigour
to the last. His connection with the De-

partinent of External Affairs began in
1928, and he was appointed Legal Adviser
the following year.

Educated at Dalhousie University,
Columbia University and Oxford, he was
called to the Bar of Nova Scotia in 1913.
He was a combat officer in the Canadian
Army from 1914 until 1918, when he was
wounded and invalided out. After the war,
Mr. Read practised law, became professor
of Law at Dalhousie in 1920 and Dean of
the Faculty of Law from 1924 to 1929.

.My personal connection and friend-
ship with Judge Read began in November
1937 when I joined the Department of
External Affairs.

The period between the wars saw the
major development of Canada's constitu-
tional status in relation to the Crown and
the British Government, and of its status
in international law and the world com-
munity. In this development, under prime
ministers of both major parties, and under
the direction of Dr. O. D. Skelton, Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Judge Read played a leading part as Legal
Adviser.

The Imperial Conference of 1926 had

defined in the following terms the new

position of Britain and the Dominions:
They are autonomous Communities within the
British Empire, equal in status, in no way sub-
ordinate one to another in any aspect of their
domestic or external affairs, though united by a
CoInmon allegiance to the Crown, and freely
associated as members of the British Common-
wealth of Nations.

As Judge Read wrote in 1967 in Inter-
national Journal, something more than the

consent of the members of the Common-
wealtz was needed in order for Canada to
achieve the status of a sovereign state. It
was necessary to obtain recognition of that
status by the members of the family of na-
tions. Judge Read went on to say that the
Legal Adviser's work in his years of office
was guided by the following objectives:

(1) It should be a primary objective of the
Department (of External Affairs) to promote
such legal and constitutional reforms as might
be needed to bring the legal and constitutional
position of Canada into conformity with the
status of a sovereign state;

(2) no action, inconsistent with such status,

should be taken by any department of the

government;

(3) no opportunity should be lost to establish
precedents on the external and international
planes which would promote recognition of such
status. _

Judge Read was an important mem-
ber of the (Commonwealth) Conference
on the Operation of Dominion Legislation
in 1929. This was followed by his work at
the Imperial Conference in 1930, which

Since September 1971,111r. Wershof has
served as Canadian Ambassador to
Czechoslovakia and concurrently to
Hungary. A member of the External
Affairs Department since 1937,111r.
Wershof has served on two occasions as
Assistant Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs and Legal Adviser -
f rom 1954 to 1956 and again f rom 1964
to 1967. He was Ambassador and Per-
manent Representative to the European
Office of the United Nations in Geneva
for five and a half years. He assumed his
present post in Prague a f ter serving as
Canada's Ambassador to Denmark.
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Judge John Read
Capital Press Photo

produced what became the Statute of
Westminster 1931.

Procedure on appointments
During the same general period, many
steps were taken (in which Mr. Read was
a leading adviser) to establish the prin-
ciple that, in Canadian affairs requiring
the participation of the Crown, the King
received and acted upon advice only from
the Prime Minister of Canada. New proce-
dures were developed, to an important de-
gree by Mr. Read, for such matters as the
appointment of the Governor General, the
establishment of embassies and the ap-
pointment of ambassadors, and the issuing
of full powers to sign and ratify treaties.

The first time that a Governor Gen-
eral was appointed solely on the advice of
the Canadian Prime Minister was in 1931,
when Lord Bessborough was appointed by
the King on the direct submission of Prime
Minister R. B. Bennett. Constitutional
questions of this kind, which nowadays
would be handled in the Cabinet Secre-
tariat and the Department of Justice,
were, in the period between the wars,
largely dealt with in the Department of
External Affairs, and especially by Judge
Read.

When the Second World War started,
another significant legal step was taken,
which put beyond doubt the divisibility of
the Crown and the separate international
legal status of Canada. Britain declared
war on September 3, 1939. Canada was not
at war until September 10, when the King
(on the advice of the Canadian Govern-

ment following a special session of Pa.rlia-
ment) approved the issuance of a procla-
mation of war by Canada. Judge Read Wis
the legal architect of the procedures
followed.

Trail smelter case
Judge Read's legal accomplishments in the
department were not, of course, confined
to problems of constitutional and sovereign
status. In 1928, even before his appoint.
ment as Legal Adviser, he was consulted
about what came to be known as the 'rra
Smelter Dispute between Canada and the
United States. This arose out of the o^era-
tion by a Canadian company of a sinelter
at Trail, B.C. (near the international
boundary). Fumes from the smelter used
to drift across the boundary and c4 used
damage, between 1926 and 1930, to farms
and other property. The Internat;onal
Joint Commission made an extensive in-
vestigation at the request of the two gov-
ernments and subsequently an ar'aitral
tribunal was set up, which functioned for
several years. Mr. Read was the agent
for the Canadian Government befor ! the
tribunal. The numerous stages of the ar-
bitration were complex and the results
important for Canada - not only in finan-
cial terms for the company. This was the
first international arbitration invclving
Canada in which the Canadian Govern-
ment was in control of the arbitration at
all stages. Today, when there is acute
concern for the protection of the environ-
ment, the Trail Smelter case desarves
renewed interest.

Toward the end of the war, Mr. ^.ead
became one of a small group of int ma-
tional legal experts on the allied sidE who
did preparatory work on what becarr v the
United Nations Charter and the St ztute
of the International Court of Justic •. He
was elected a judge of the ICJ and s rved
with distinction for 12 years, until 1958.
When he retired from the Court a' the
age of 70, he still had the physicai and
mental energy of a young man. He con-
tributed to the development of interna-
tional law studies in Canada by beccming
a lecturer in law at the University
Ottawa and by active participatir,n in
Canadian and international societiE i de-
voted to international law. Several uni•
versities, including Dalhousie and 0:ford,
conferred honorary doctorates on hirn. lie
was awarded the Medal of Service of the
Order of Canada.

Priceless adviser
Mr. Read was an ideal servant of the state.
He had great intelligence and know,A;e,
unlimited capacity for hard work and for
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coping with crises, and complete integrity
and loyalty to the Canadian Government
of the day and to the two Under-Secre-
taries of External Affairs (Dr. Skelton and
Norman Robertsôn) to whom he was a
priceless adviser and a tower of strength.
He had a puckish sense of humour and
retained it during the hardest days of
the war. s - -

No one could have been kinder or
friendlier to young officers like myself who
worked for him. If one of us did something
particularly good, Yhe went out of his way
to make it known to the Under-Secretary
and, when possible, even to the rather
remote figure of Prime Minister Mackenzie
King, who was also Secretary of State for
External Affairs until 1946. If we did
something stupid, he was tolerant and

protective. I recall the first time that he
left me in charge of his desk during a
lengthy absence. I kept a diary for him
of what had been done in his name while
he was absent. He smilingly refused to
read it on his return. If something foolish
had been done, he thought it would be
quite some time before anyone else dis-
covered it - in any case, we were too busy
to search for past errors.

My wife, who shared my appreciation
and respect for Judge Read, called him
a "sweet" person. Perhaps a strange
adjective for such a gallant and strong
personality, but it suggests his essential
gentleness and kindness, and his desire to
help young colleagues to achieve success
and self-esteem according to their merits.
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The state of détente

rrhe Soviet internal dimension:
,a problem of growing concern

jBy Paul Marantz

Human nature can be maddeningly con-
trary. In politics, as in personal life, the
satisfaction experienced from the attain-
ment of a long-sought goal may evaporate
wit'_z dramatic suddenness. For more than a
quarter of a century, mankind has endured
a precarious existence continuously men-
aced by the threat of an atomic holocaust.
Throughout this period, there could be
iittle doubt that the lessening of the dan-
ger of nuclear war waged by the super-
powers was the cardinal task confronting
the world. But now that significant, though
incomplete, progress has been made in
that direction, it is increasingly being
asked: Is East-West détente a worth-
while goal? Where do we go from here?

Perhaps at no time in the past two
decades has there been so much public
concern about the pursuit of Soviet-U.S.
détente. Quite naturally, most of this
attention has focused on questions of in-
temational politics, on the nature and
direction of Soviet foreign policy. But
there is another side to the question,
which is of growing importance - the
nature of Soviet domestic politics and its
effect on the course of East-West relations.
It is to this particular problem that the
presant article is addressed.

There is much that we do not know
about the foreign-policy goals of the Soviet
regime, but our uncertainty is further mul-
tiplied when we try to discern the impact
of various domestic factors on present and
future Soviet conduct. Some aspects of
Soviet domestic politics are still enveloped
in deep mystery. Others are understood
by Western specialists, but rarely appre-
ciated by broader circles of the general
public, whose reaction to détente, either
Pro or con, cannot but influence popularly-
elected governments. And, in still other
instances, a consensus on specific aspects
of Soviet domestic politics (e.g., the exis-
tence of strong pressures for economic
modernization) goes hand in hand with
a wide diversity of views as to how the
West should respond to this situation.

Before focusing upon the all-too-

numerous uncertainties and ambiguities
that bedevil sound policy analysis, it may
be useful to note briefly some of the things
about which we are relatively and knowl-
edgeable. Any discussion of the interrela-
tion of Soviet foreign and` domestic policy
must begin with a sober recognition of the
disappointingly slow pace of liberalization
within the Soviet Union. Over the years,
the forces for continuity have proved
much stronger than the forces of change.
This is not to say that Brezhnev's Russia
is identical to Stalin's - it clearly is not.

But it also must be recognized that:
(1) despite the elimination of overt ter-
ror and a significant improvement in the
standard of living, the basic features of
the Soviet political system (one-party
rule, all-pervasive censorship) remain un-
changed; (b) most of the reforms that
were initiated in the Soviet Union were
introduced within a few years of Stalin's
death, when his immediate successors, led
by Nikita Khrushchov, tried to undo some
of the most harmful features of his total-
itarian rule. Since that time, there has not
been - as some people imagine - con-
tinued and sustained liberalization.

During the past decade - that is, in
the period since Khrushchov's ouster -
there has been relatively little forward
movement in Soviet society. Indeed, in
certain crucial respects there has been a
retrogression. It is no longer permissible
to criticize openly the errors of Stalin,
and dissident intellectuals are dealt with
sternly and forcefully. In the early 1960s,
Solzhenitsyn could publish a number of
his works in the Soviet Union; in 1974,
he was forced into exile. In the last few

Pro f essor Marantz is a specialist in the
field of Soviet politics who is a member of
the Department of Political Science at
the University of British Columbia. His
research has focused upon changing Soviet
perceptions of East-West relations, an
area in which he has written a number of
articles. The views expressed in this article
are those of Pro fessor Marantz.
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Leonid Brezhnev, Soviet Communist Party
Secretary, greets President Nixon at
Moscow's Vnukovo Airport as the U.S.
leader arrives for six days of summit talks.
The sessions, which followed earlier

years, the Soviet Government has moved
systematically and methodically to elim-
inate all vestiges of independent thought,
through the use of forced exile, impris-
onment, or involuntary incarceration in
mental asylums.

All this is not to say that co-existence
or détente between East and West is
impossible. Foreign-policy issues of para-
mount concern may make a measure of
co-operation both necessary and possible.
But wishful thinking is the enemy of
sound policy. It must be clearly borne in
mind that, whatever prospects exist for
co-operation in such areas as arms control,
environmental protection and trade, exist
not because of internal Soviet liberal-
ization but despite the absence of such
reform.

Internal needs
These negative considerations are counter-
balanced to some extent by another aspect
of Soviet domestic politics. One of the
reasons that many Western observers
believe that the present détente will prove
more durable than its ephemeral prede-
cessors (who, after all, remembers the
short-lived détentes of 1955, 1959 or
1963?) is that Soviet policy appears to be

UPI

summit meetings in 1972 and 1973, re-
sulted in conclusion of agreements on
limiting defensive-missile complexes rand
underground nuclear tests and on a n-irr
ber of economic, health and cultural i:su

based not just upon foreign-policy con
ations but also upon compelling inter
needs. If present Soviet moderation R
solely motivated by external factors, s
as a fear of China or the desire to ac hi
international recognition of the statu 3 q!
in Eastern Europe, then this moderati
might dissipate overnight (e.g., if 'vla
death should bring an end to Sino-:;oy
enmity).

Fortunately, current Soviet poli
are also motivated by more endurini
cerns, in particular the need to ove:•co
pronounced deficiencies in the Sov
economy. The Soviet Union's h:gh
centralized planned economy has proc
adept at fulfilling quantitative targ;
(e.g., for coal, steel, and oil) or at turri
out a few high-priority items (e.g..
itary hardware and space vehicles). It
proved much less successful in foster
innovation, ensuring quality control, mé
ing consumer expectations, and overca
ing agricultural inefficiency.

In what has been called "the nt
industrial revolution", the transitior fr^
the industrial to the "technetronic af,
the Soviet Union is increasingly 4
behind. It has a strong need to i,n^
Western technology and capital, esp=,a
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The discussion of the current state
f détente 'between the Soviet Union
nd the United States in this issue
f Internatiônal Perspectives is held
gains the backdrop of the third Soviet-

erican summit meeting in the past
hree years. The summit sessions be-
ween President Richard Nixon and

onid Brezhnèv, Soviet Communist
arty leader, and their advisers con-

cluded on July 3.
^ During six days of talks in Moscow

and Yalta, the U.S. and Soviet leaders
eached agreement on a number of mil-
tary and other questions, but failed to
devise a permanent agreement on the
ey issue of limiting offensive nuclear
rms. They did, however, approve a
emmuniqué committing their countries

to negotiate a new interim accord on
offensive strategic nuclear weapons. The
proposed agreement would replace the
present interim accord, signed at the
1972 summit. That accord expires in
1977.

Progress was made on other dis-
armament questions. The two sides
reached agreement on a treaty, subject
to ratification, limiting underground
nuclear tests. It prohibits such tests
exceeding 50 kilotons (equivalent to
150,000 tons of TNT) effective March
31, 1976. The treaty does not cover
tests "for peaceful purposes" of nuclear
energy.

Two protocols, also approved by
U.S. and Soviet leaders, limit both the
United States and the Soviet Union to

the areas of computers, electronics and
p tro-,hemicals. The Soviet leadership is
w 11 aware that it can be sure of gaining
a ess to this technology at a reasonable
p ce only if it adopts a more moderate

licv. With this in mind, the Soviet
dership is not likely to casually throw

olerboard the hard-won gains of the past
years.

L hus we can be relatively confident of
o things: Because of internal economic
eds, the Soviet Union has a strong and

g$nuine interest in détente; but, at the
e time, the Soviet leadership has

aisolutely no intention of allowing an im-
ovement in external relations to erode
e existing system of one-party rule
thin the U.S.S.R. Soviet authorities
ive made this abundantly clear both in
rd - through the tireless proclamation
the slogan "the peaceful coexistence of
tes does not signify the coexistence of

eologies" - and in deed - by the in-

a single deployment area for anti-ballis-
tic missiles (ABMs). These protocols,
which require ratification, would amend
the defensive-missile treaty signed in
Moscow in 1972 allowing each country
two such areas.

The two sides agreed to begin dis-
cussions on controlling the use of en-
vironment-modification techniques as a
means of warfare.

In the economic sphere, the
U.S.S.R. and the United States signed
a ten-year economic agreement de-
signed to promote Soviet-American
trade. The agreement sets up a broad
framework for exchanging information
and views on economic undertakings
and for encouraging discu^sion on pos-
sible co-operation between American
companies and Soviet organizations.
The accord, however, makes no new
commitments on specific deals and it
has no effect on pending legislation
regarding the granting of non-discrim-
inatory tariffs to the U.S.S.R. This
legislation has been held up in the U.S.
Congress.

In other fields of bilateral relations,
the U.S. and Soviet leaders agreed to
co-operative endeavours in such areas
as energy, housing and other construc-
tion, artificial heart research, space ven-
tures and environmental protection.
They also endorsed further cultural ex-
changes and agreed on opening new
consulates-general in Kiev and New
York City.

creased repression of dissident intellectuals
and restive nationality groups.

But, if this much is clear, the proper
course to be followed by the West is far
from obvious. The framing of a fruitful
policy is hampered by complexities of a
political and a moral nature. Given our
current lack of hard knowledge, it is quite
possible for informed individuals who share
a common dedication to the goal of dé-
tente to advocate diametrically-opposed
policies.

Debate over policy
Some commentators have argued that a
substantial increase in East-West trade
and a massive infusion of Western tech-
nology would encourage an opening-up of
the Soviet system. According to this view,
new conditions - such as increased con-
tact with the West, the presence of large
numbers of Western businessmen and
technicians in the Soviet Union, and the



Some.observers
see Soviet
in better position

to preserve
present system
by borrowing
West's technology

Hard to measure
political forces
within Kremlin
or possibility
of challenge
to Brezhnev

reform of Soviet economic practices -
would acceleraté modernizing tendencies
within the Soviet Union, which, in turn,
might eventually succeed in eroding the
commitment to ideological goals at home
and abroad.

Other observers argue no less force-
fully that, if the Soviet leadership is
allowed to borrow technology from the
West, it will be better able to preserve
and strengthen the present system with
its highly-centralized control of economic
and political life. In their view, the easier
it is for the Soviet Union to overcome
deficiencies by borrowing technology and
capital abroad, the weaker will be the
incentive to innovate, to experiment and
to lighten the bureaucracy's heavy hand
on all aspects of Soviet life. In view of
limited knowledgé of so much of Soviet
politics, this is not a debate that will be
settled quickly.

The same diversity of views charac-
terizes a parallel policy concern - namely,
the possible impact of Western actions
upon Soviet policies. In the past, there was
an unfortunate tendency to neglect this
aspect of East-West relations. It was as-
sumed that Soviet policies were internally
generated (on the basis of Marxist-Lenin-
ist ideology or power drives) and that the
West's task was to respond to and contain
these Communist initiatives. It is now
more generally appreciated that Soviet
foreign policy, like the foreign policy of
any nation, has a strong reactive compo-
nent whereby the Soviet Union is respond-
ing to the actions of other states.

It is also more widely recognized that
there is nothing preordained or automatic
about Soviet policies. There are often sig-
nificant differences of opinion within the
Soviet leadership; and the West, by its
policies, can influence the way in which
these differences are resolved. Put in the
simplest terms, there are hawks and doves
in the Kremlin, and it is in our interest to
act in such a way as to strengthen the
dovish faction and to weaken the hawks.

Political currents in Kremlin
This approach represents a considerable
advance in Western thinking. But it
hardly solves all our problems. Not only
is it difficult to predict with assurance the
effect of a particular Western action (e.g.,
the American denial of most-favoured-
nation treatment to the Soviet Union) on
the constellation of political forces within
the Kremlin - it is difficult even to know
what these forces are. How dovish is Leonid
Brezhnev compared to Alexei Kosygin?
Just how serious is the challenge to
Brezhnev's position? If Brezhnev were to
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fall, would this strengthen modern
forces within the leadership or lead tabf
hardening of Soviet policy?

Speculation is rife on all these po
(e.g., was the unexpected admission to
Politburo of Foreign Minister An^
Gromyko, Marshal Andrei Grechko
Secret Police Chief Yuri AndropovI
April 1973 a sign of Brezhnev's stren€tbp
weakness?). In the face of this uncertain
we are left with a goal which is eaay(o
state but hard to implement with
precision, to act moderately, so as I fa
encourage evolution within the Cov, g
Union, but cautiously, so as not to tr^P
real concessions for uncertain gains.

In this age of interpenetration a
transnational influences, we find t
foreign-policy considerations affect dom
tic politics just as surely as dor_ies'
politics shape foreign policy. This is eq? (1
cially evident in two areas which Q is
recently served to focus Western m isg^
ings about détente - the forcible egpi&;
of Solzhenitsyn and the continued rest
tions on Jewish emigration. In both as
Soviet concern about Western puôg
opinion has caused the Kremlin ^,o
more moderate than it might othe
have been.

Ambiguous situation
In interpreting this situation, the West
observer is again confronted with a
of events which can be drawn up )n
support opposing views. On the one
it can be argued that Soviet behaviour
indeed moderated, in that at least so
dissenters are now expelled to the `Y
rather than imprisoned and the rte
emigration is many times what it was
the past. On the other hand, it can also
noted that Solzhenitsyn is one cf
lucky few to be allowed to leave the SoN
Union and that unhampered emig ati
for Soviet Jews or any other nation
group is still an unattainable dream

We are confronted with a sitaiati
that is ambiguous - not just politically t
morally as well. What are the moral obli
tions of Western nations in regard w
denial of basic human rights within
Soviet Union? Do we have an obligat ion
act on humanitarian grounds or an eblirl
tion not to act, so as to observe the in
national norm of non-interference :n
internal affairs of a sovereign nation?
Western action, at either an official 01
non-governmental level, improve the aF
being of Soviet citizens or provoke a co
terreaction that will make their lot hard
Is the perpetuation of the present bl
situation only a matter of humanitar.
concern, or is there a genuine politic"al

r
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with severely.
It might be argued that in foreign

policy selective morality is better than
none at all. But selective morality is
dangerously close to hypocrisy. What is
needed is a thoughtful, long-term policy
which is built upon a foundation more
durable than the shifting sands of popular
emotionalism.

Eagerness for a détente, and a desire
to build up constituencies strong enough
to overcome the legacies of the Cold War,
should not lead to unrealistic claims about
an "era of negotiations". Unwarranted
optimism will surely engender bleak pes-
simism once difficulties are encountered
along the rocky path to détente. What is
needed in the West is a deep appreciation
of the political difficulties involved, a will-
ingness to face up to the moral dilemmas
that exist and a determination to confront
fully - rather than evade - the respon-
sibilities of power.

oviet approach leaves West
ith two unpalatable choices

Mark Gayn

khail Suslov is the Soviet Union's rank-
guardian of the faith. Gossip in the

eign diplomatic corps in Moscow quotes
as saying that, if the Kremlin had to
e a choice between détente and the

eservation of the Communist system in
ecl;oslovakia, it would simply have to
oose the latter. The tale may be apocry-
al; but it does serve to underline a basic
ture of the arrangement the Soviet
ders are seeking to forge with the West.
ey are for détente, but not at the sacri-
e of interests they regard as fundamen-

The past couple of years have shown
at, apart from the preservation of Com-
unism in Eastern Europe, these interests
clud.e the Soviet position in the Middle

t and the defence of the Soviet ideolo-
cal bastions.

In the early summer of 1973, Moscow
ve the foreign onlooker the feeling of

East-West honeymoon. Party leader
id Brezhnev had just returned from a

t to the United States, where he com-
uned with the American "robber barons"
d received a bear hug from the television

cowboy Chuck Connors. The Moscow
hotels were bursting with American, Jap-
anese and West German businessmen and
bankers. Barely a day passed without an
article in Pravda or Izvestia in praise
of East-West economic and cultural co-
operation.

But it is now obvious that, at that
very moment, Soviet generals in Cairo

Mark Gayn is foreign affairs columnist for

the Toronto Star. After six years as the

Star's roving correspondent in Asia, Mr.

Gayn has returned to Toronto, but he
continues to make trips abroad as part of
his continuing analysis of major interna-
tional events. He has made a series of visits
to China and the Soviet Union, including
a trip last fall to Moscow and to a number
of Eastern European capitals. An expe-
rienced observer of Soviet affairs, Mr.
Gayn is the author of four books and a
frequent contributor to foreign affairs

journals. The views expressed in the ac-
companying article are those of the author.

Long-term policy
seen as needed
rather than
foundation
built upon
`shi f ting shoals'
of emotionalism
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East-West
confrontation
as dangerous
as Cuban crisis
11 years earlier

were helping the Egyptian General Staff
to prepare its plans for an attack on Israel,
Soviet freighters were carrying missiles
and other hardware to the Middle East for
the coming war, and the Soviet leaders
were assessing Washington's possible re-
action to every eventuality that could arise
once the Sinai offensive was launched.

By mid-October 1973, the Western
diplomats in Moscow came to believe that
what was an assessment in July had be-
come a spirited debate. Facing each other
in it were the leaders who wanted caution
and patience which would preserve détente
and those who argued that the Soviet
Union, so deeply committed in the Middle
East, could not allow the Israelis to trap
and destroy Egyptian divisions on the
East bank of the Suez Canal.

The latter fàction won, and, as the
Egyptian military situation continued to
deteriorate, Moscow warned Washington
it would send its paratroops to the battle
area, and Washington responded with a
military alert. Both sides have since argued
that it was the spirit of détente that
brought at least a ceasefire in the Middle
East. The argument was not credible.
What happened from October 22 to 25,
1973, was an East-West confrontation no
less dangerous than the Cuban crisis 11
years earlier.

Role of the ideologists
In the debate that in 1970-72 led to the
shaping of the détente policy in Moscow,
the ideologists played as vital a role as the
marshals. The Soviet bloc had just emerged
from the débâcle in Czechoslovakia, where
(Moscow and its Polish and East German
allies felt) the threat to the system and the
faith had to be met with force. Now, in the
early Seventies, Suslov, Boris Ponomarev
and other ideological guardians suddenly
sensed a still greater threat in détente.

The opening of the gates, they be-
lieved, would let in not only the sophisti-
cated machinery, the technological know-
how and the credits that the Soviets
wanted, but also people and ideas. The
latter, the ideologists feared, would sooner
or later generate doubt in the system and
its leaders, dangerous questions, a grave
political challenge. The anxieties of the
faith-keepers at the Kremlin were shared
by the Soviet provincial party secretaries,
the conservatives of this revolution who
wanted no changes in the status quo.

The arrangement that was finally
hammered out at the Kremlin defined the
limits of détente. The generals won assur-
ances that the accommodation with the
United States would not affect the relative
strength of the Soviet army or the develop-

ment of advanced weaponry. The ideo
gists, led by Suslov, gained the pro:^
that, even as the tensions with the %
were eased, the ideological control5
home would be greatly tightened. I
"smuggling of capitalist ideas" into Sovj
literature and art would be tolerated. Di
sent would be suppressed. Contacts wi
Westerners would be controlled as t^
have not been since Stalin's day.

These decisions were formalized ^
the plenum of the party's Central Corr:nÿ
tee in April 1973. They were then coi
municated to the leaders of the Ea
European Communist parties, and each
these held its own high-level meetings i'
decide on its own ideological and intellé
tual controls. All through this period
and to this day - Moscow has been uigli
unity, cohesion, a joint front of the Coi
munist parties in resisting the inflo vi
alien ideas. In a typical broadcast, Bad
Moscow told its Slovak listeners ^
March that the ideological struggle h
become the main battlefield "in the strâ
gle between-the two systems", and that
united front would enable the Commim
states to win "the minds of millior_s
working people for the truth about S)c
lism and Communism". It would also É
able them to resist "the ideological div g;
sion of imperialism". -

It was not easy for Moscow ani
friends to egplain their dread of A'
ideas, even as they continued to maindto
that their system was superior to all o4,h^`
and was supported by the bulk of th, !D
people. But a valiant effort was nia^bi
The main argument was that the Con ►nFo
nists were not really opposed to a free flc^U
of men and ideas into their world - pc„
vided the West respected the rules of k
game. These rules (as two Czech eèitd
put it in a televised round-table discu 35 ln
in March) required "respect for a cocg'

i
try's sovereignty, laws and customs; sa EIm
co-operation must also serve the spis itd,
enrichment of nations, the cause of pe ld
and, of course, good neighbourly relatijn1^
The Communist party would, natu,a[}
decide what was spiritually elevatinf;: a,
good-neighbourly.

This formula - also advanced bj
Soviet delegation at the current Gcn
conference on European security -- ^^
richly embellished. A French-Iant;u
broadcast over Radio Moscow spol,el-
foreign guests to Moscow who "o.)eL
admit they're tired of their own `)oci °i
shops, where literary masterpiece_
submerged under a vast amount of p^l
fascist publications". "They are tirad
watching films which glorify gangstE
cheerfully give false interpretations cf

8 International Perspectives July/August 1974
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xwnder Solzhenitsyn, famed Soviet
ter and Nobel Prize winner, was ex-
led from the Soviet Union in February.
family was permitted to join him at
end of March. Pictured are members

cal facts or present an idyllic picture of

stem tourists coming to the Commu-

rein New York. An examination showed

st beaches," the broadcast declared.
tente, it was suggested, could, God for-
,!ead to efforts to smuggle such fascist
^-ornographic works into the Soviet
icn.

Other commentators argued that the

t countries represented a free flow of
ividuals - as did the Soviet tourists
nü abroad. And yet another com-
ntary wondered how the West could
iplain about the inadequate flow of

as when, in fact, five or ten times as
I: Western literature was being pub-
ed in the Soviet bloc as Communist
rature in the West.
This argument revives my own mem-

es. About 20 years ago, a major house in
scow published a translation of one of
ocvn books, Japan Diary. No permis-

n to translate the work was ever sought,
d no word of the publication was ever
t to me. Three or four years after the
urne appeared in Moscow, and two
tiens of 25,000 copies each were sold

I stumbled on it in a Soviet book-

t the editors had carefully deleted
es and pages of references to Soviet

of Mr. Solzhenitsyn's family as they are
greeted by the writer at Zurich airport.
Mr. Solzhenitsyn holds his sons Stepan
(left) and Ignat, while his wife, Natalya,
clasps a bouquet.

policy and actions in Japan and Korea,
and to Soviet diplomats and writers I met
there.

`Basket Three'
At the Geneva conference, the issue of a
freer exchange of ideas and people has be-
come known as "Basket Three." From the
opening moment, the Soviet delegates
have been fighting a stubborn battle over
what was to be put into the dangerous
receptacle. The main effort has been to
limit the exchange to items that would not
"violate the customs" of the signatories,
that would spiritually enrich the nations
and serve the cause of peace. Under this
formula, almost everything, from the Bible
to essays on freedom, could be proscribed.

But Géneva, of course, was not the
only battleground. After hastily signing
the international copyright convention,
Moscow sought to use it to prevent the
publication abroad of Soviet works it did
not want to see in print. Further, last May,
at the Brussels conference discussing the
use of satellites to transmit television
programs, the chief Soviet delegate, Y.
Zharov, argued that "television broadcast-
ing must be put exclusively at the service

Main effort
to limit
freer exchange

to items

that would not
`violate customs'
of signatories
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of peace and the strengthening of friend-
ship among the peoples". He demanded a
convention that would ban broadcasts of
material "which harms the cause of peace
and security, propagates the ideas of war,
nationalistic and racial hatred, and ma-
terial aimed at interference in the internal
affairs of other countries".

Such a convention could end all free
televised discussion and portrayal of poli-
tical rights and liberties, of a struggle
against authoritarianism, of a state's right
to dictate the thought and speech of its
people, and of a free-thinking writer's fate
under a dictatorship.

Interestingly -enough, if the formula
were used fairly, it could also eliminate
much of the Soviet radio output beamed at
China, the Arab world and even the West.
Comparing Mao Tse-tung to Hitler or
describing Israeli officers as looters and
murderers could hardly be said to serve
the noble ends of peace and understanding.

Intellectuals
in U.S.S.R. saw
détente
as way to ease
the constraints
on thought
and discussion

Heresy at home
But the heresy at home worries the Soviet
ideologists as much as the threat of im-
ported ideas. While in Moscow last fall, I
was told that, for many Soviet writers, the
intellectual climate since 1972 had been
the harshest since Stalin's death. Books by
the hundreds had been barred from publi-
cation because they dealt with "sensitive"
subjects, not only political ones but also
those dealing with the quality of life. One
Western ambassador reported that a
theatrical censor in Moscow had even at-
tempted to delete from a play passages by
Alexander Pushkin, the revered nineteenth
century poet and dissenter. Luckily for the
nation's prestige, the censor was over-
ruled at a much higher level.

Such acts of suppression have only
served to enrich samizdat, the under-
ground literature. The nineteenth century
author Pyotr Chaadayev wrote, nearly
150 years ago, that because the Czarist
censors banned all non-conformist works,
Russia had become a nation of letter-
writers. Intellectuals wrote their "letters"
for days and weeks, and then the recipients
copied and circulated them. Today, it is
again a time of letter-writing.

Many Soviet intellectuals dreamt that
détente would ease the constraints on
thought and discussion. They were wrong.
The men at the Kremlin wanted an ex-
panded East-West trade and credits and
a recognition of the postwar dividing-line
on the map of Europe. The one thing they
did not want was imported liberalism.

As the Bratislava Pravda put it:
"Peaceful co-existence encompasses the
struggle between the two systems, but

without war.... Some circles in the We5}
seek to bring the notion of co-operation
into the field of exchanges of ideas, people
and information. This effort pursues a
clear aim - to smuggle bourgeois ideology
into the Socialist community, to w:;aken
its ideological stability, and to help them
deal with progressive ideas and their ea•
ponents at home (in the West) ..,, We
reject theories hostile to us - about ciema
cratic Socialism, theories of conver^;ence,
and all attempts to `improve' (out) So.
cialism. There can be no convergence be-
tween Socialism and Capitalism, for man.
kind has only one future - Communist."

A few hours earlier, Radio Prague
complained that Czechoslovakia was al.
ready infected - with "certain man> festa.
tions of unjustifiable pacifism and reckless-
ness, of liberalism and opportunism ...

* * : *

The most important domestic chal-
lenge to the decisions reached at the
Kremlin came from two distinguished
Russians. What alarmed the Soviet ideoi-
gists was less what Alexander Solzhe-aitsyu
and Andrei Sakharov wrote and said in
criticism of the tightened controls thin the
fact that these two men were able to sur-
mount the walls of censorship. De,:ied a
forum in their own country, they fc und a
way to communicate with the West, which
then carried their dissenting judgments
back to the millions of radio lister:ers in
the Soviet world.

It mattered not that Solzhen'tsyn's
message was essentially Russian-nationa-
list-populist, and Sakharov's was world•
oriented. What did matter was tha ; they
were voicing doubt about the KrEmlin's
sincerity in pursuing détente, that they
spoke of the inequity and harshness of the
Soviet system, and that they argi:ed no
national progress was possible in their
homeland until and unless the res raints
were removed.

It is sometimes argued in th-.-- West
that such heresies embrace only a ti"Y
portion of the population in the Soviet
Union and its bloc. This is not « valid
argument. Russia's history over ti;.e past
two centuries is the best proof of Vie cru-
cial role the intellectuals have & yed h

the nation's life. Indeed, when the 3olsbe-
viks seized power, they themselvFa Were
the beneficiaries of the "Decembrists" of
the early nineteenth century, of " ,qarod•
niki" (Populists) who, very mu:h like
Solzhenitsyn, pinned their faith on the
people, and of the magnificent men (much
like Sakharov) whose ideas affec ted 0
ever-widening circle of Russia's policY•
makers. Sakharov notes that somE> of the
essays he was not permitted to t;ubl^^
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and that found their way into samizdat,
eventually appeared in the Political Diary
("a supposedly secret publication, some-

thing like samizdat, for higher officials").
Can the intellectuâl soil at these high
levels be so barren that no seed would take

root in it?
Moscow has at all times been aware

of the explosive power of`ideas in Russian
society - and Stalin would not have hesi-
tated to ship Solzhenitsyn and Sakharov
off to Norilsk or Magadan. But, in 1973,
the men at the Kremlin were reluctant to
chance the reaction that any such action
might produce in the West. Thus, harass-
ment was chosen instead. Sakharov was
demoted, and his pay was cut; members of
his fûmily suffered grievously; and he him-
self has been the target of party-directed
abuse in the national press and radio.

When the same kind of repressive
acts failed to break Solzhenitsyn, he was
forcibly sent into exile abroad earlier this
year. At the same time, the whole ma-
chinery of propaganda was put to use to
blacken him as a man and a writer. He has
been accused of being a traitor and pro-
Nazi, of serving the ends of the U.S. Cen-
tral fntelligence Agency, of hating and
maligning his own country, and of support-

There are two theories about the
effect of détente on dissident opinion
in Communist East Europe. One esti-
mates that, as tensions slowly ease and
there is a relative increase in contacts
between that area and the West, the
amount and degree of dissent against
prevailing authoritarian rule will lessen
because the political system itself will
become relatively softer.

The second ... reckons just the
corstrary. It calculates that penetration
of democratic concepts of freedom -
bouzrd to grow as international confron-
tations fade - cannot help but promote
new showdowns between independent-
minded individuals and governments
det: rmined to control them.

Having recently discussed this sub-
ject with persons directly involved, I
have been persuaded that the first,
relatively easier, trend will be the initial
reaction, but that it will lead to a sub-
sequent tougher situation when states
like Russia recognize what is taking
place.

Right now it is indicated there are
fewer proclaimed dissidents inside the

ing racists, fascists and Zionists abroad.
He was said to have been arrested during
the war not for saying unkind things about
Stalin in a letter to a friend but for
passing military secrets. And men who
could not conceivably have read his major
works were trotted out before micro-
phones to denounce him as a mediocre
writer, a hack. The decision clearly was to
destroy his reputation, to weaken the im-
pact his works (circulated in samizdat or
broadcast by the West) would have on the
thoughts and attitudes of, at least, the
intellectuals.

Thaws and freezes
Soviet history since Stalin's death is a
record of alternating thaws and freezes. It
was Nikita Khrushchov's thaw, in fact,
that made Solzhenitsyn's name famous
across,'the land. Now, the intellectuals had
hoped that détente would bring with it the
warmest, the most glorious, thaw yet. In-
stead, in despair and disbelief, they saw
the hard-liners at the Kremlin prevail.

This policy is not likely to be moder-
ated. It is characteristic that, when Sena-
tor Edward Kennedy came to Moscow in

U.S.S.R..... Yet, although the quantity
of dissidence is perhaps diminishing, the
quality of those remaining in opposi-
tion is annealing, tempered in the fur-
nace of oppression. Two names instantly
come to mind in this respect: Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, the fearless Nobel Prize-
winning author..., and Andrei Sak-
harov, father of the Soviet H-bomb and
an internationally-renowned scientist.

Solzhenitsyn's is that kind of in-
domitable free spirit forged occasionally
by a brutal system seeking to squash
rather than nourish a soul .... Sakharov
is less flamboyant, less pugnacious, but
not less courageous. He has in a sense
staked his destiny on the ultimate
triumph of what is ideological conver-
gence - an idea once popular in Yugo-
slavia - which sees an eventual merger
of Marxist-Socialist and capitalist-
democratic systems. This seems like a
gentle form of gradualism, but is recog-
nized as especially dangerous by present
Soviet leaders . . . . (C. L. Sulzberger
in The New York Times, February 13,
1974)

Solzhenitzyn
made famous
during period
of Khrushchov
but hard-liners
now prevailing



April and attempted a dialogue with his
audiences, he found himself utterly
thwarted by officialdom. The party line
has been as unyielding at every other point
of East-West intellectual contact.

Thus the West is offered two unpala-
table choices. One is to accept a formula of
pious generalities. The other is to let the
Geneva discussion of "Basket Three" sim-
ply drift on, in inconclusive wrangling. If
the former course is adopted, the Soviet
view of détente will have prevailed - with

its emphasis on trade, credits and Iimit
armament controls, but with solid w
barring the entry of Western ideas and j
tellectuals. This is not what the West 1r
hoped for in the first glow of conccrd,
fact, if this does come to pass, it will pE
petuate the division of the world into tti
camps, suspicious of each other, 3enj
close contact, and -as Moscow wot
have it - engaged in a sharp idealogi
and political conflict until that distant
glorious day when Communism prevails.

The state of détente

The illusions in the search
for East -West accommodation
By Lewis S. Feuer

In every generation some new catchword
arises which seems to dominate the making
of foreign policy. In the Thirties, it was
"collective security"; in the late Forties
and Fifties, it was "containment"; now it is
détente. Underlying these shifts in catch-
words are alternations of emotion on the
part of peoples and statesmen. The policy
of one era reaches what seems a point of
diminishing returns; a hope arises that a
reversal in direction will bring fresh results.

Détente, which the dictionary tells us
means a slackening or relaxing of strained
relations between nations, means different
things to the Americans and Russians.
For Americans, it still signifies, naively, a
friendship in which there is a free and open
circulation and discussion of ideas, the
recognition of an international intellectual
community. For the Soviet Union, détente
means first a subsidy of the lagging Soviet
economy by the American people in return
for a promise to reduce propaganda and to
forebear provoking its client-states, such
as Cuba and Syria, into dangerous ven-
tures. Second, the Soviet regime aims to
complete the weakening of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and make
possible in the near future the U.S.S.R.'s
political hegemony on the European
continent.

Détente has been achieved in the past
despite the most basic differences between
the contending countries. Such scholars as
Hans J. Morgenthau maintain that "as

12 International Perspectives July/August 1974

long as the excesses of domestic brutalir
in the Soviet Union indicate the absm
of ... a common moral framework, détea:
can only be limited and precarious". T.
bitterest European enemies for two m
turies were Britain and Spain; their rivaL
was the dominant fact of European histor
as they fought each other from the Lar
Countries to the Caribbean. Britain ^
tested Spain and what it stood for, it
Inquisition and absolute monarch^.. Thr
shared no common values. But détente r^
possible because Spanish imperialism vc
ceasing to be of an expanding kin(t, as
economy lagged and its population saggc^
Détente can work between powers whi
are ideological enemies provided taat o
of them is in a declining stage and poses
diminishing threat to its opponent.

Now it is true that, after mor:- than
half-century of Soviet Communisni, Ri^
sian labour and industry still lag in p5
ductivity at less than half the America
figures, and that its collective agf'-cultc
still limps behind the achievements of ttt
small sector of private farming. Th-> weai^
extracted from the satellite coun'.ries 6=`
helped the Soviet economy muc^^, in
past but, after 1968, it was decide,i nott
exploit Czechoslovakia so much: DO

9while, Cuba was a perpetual drain
Soviet resources. The new Soviet orinciP¢
is, therefore, to co-operate with for4
economy and science in every regir,n whe-
it is losing in the competitive r0.,ce.
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viet Union had no desire for co-oper-
ive ventures with the U.S.A. so long as

i thought itself out in front with Sputnik;
w that it has lost out badly, and has not
t landed a man on the moon, it has de-
ded to co-operate with the United States.

The Soviet Union is counting on
erican generosity, enthusiasm, and

'veté to secure an American subsidy to
vivify its industry. The American people
1973 subsidized the sale of grains to

e Soviet Union by more than $300-
''on and their own higher prices. The
ussians want liberal credits because they
ve few commodities to sell. They ask
'estern technology to develop oil and
tural gas resources in return for prom-

' es of sales in a distant future. By that
ne, inflation or politically-engendered
oble-ns may be counted upon to have
'ped out that debt, as it virtually did the

1 end-I.,ease account. The Russians want
gedits from the U.S. Export-Import Bank
at an interest rate of 6 per cent at a time

hen American corporations have to pay
ore than 10 per cent. The American
ople are expected to sacrifice the differ-
ce and, moreover, to guarantee in large
t the investments of those American

rporâtions which would otherwise be
terred by the objectively unfavourable
sks of business with the Soviet Union.
eanwhile, the West Germans, unlike the
ericans, have just been given in March

74 Ç 1-billion in cash by the Russians
r un+-lertaking to construct an iron and
eel combine at Kursk.

think that, if they give credits to the

rn Europe will feel secure only when a
beral government comes to power in the

Co1

ülusicn of friendship
ertairly, the United States would and
lould be prepared to enter into similar
ash transactions with the Soviet Union.
he R::ssfans do have money available,
rincip:zlly from the $2-billion to $4-billion
i cash that they gained from their sales of
iilitary goods to Egypt and Syria for the
om Kippur War. Saudia Arabia provided
iost cf that money, which was extorted
oui Western European and American
nsur.ers and corporations. But it is an
lusior: on the part of American statesmen

^

oviet ^Jnion, they will win its friendship.
he wl:ole postwar experience with such

aountri s as France and India shows that
hey bFc^e more anti-American the more
gmerican aid they received.

In the long run, American and West-

Marx and the Intellectuals (1969) and
°wet Union. So long as a dictatorship
les with its police apparatus, there is

he unforeseeableness of a Stalinist deci-
°^ The Roosevelt détente in the Thirties,

Y;,;

0

the thousands of American engineers who
went to the Soviet Union, the Ford Motor
Company's constructing for Russia its first
modern automobile plant, all the rhetoric
of the People's Front, did not prevent
Stalin from staging the frame-ups that de-
stroyed the moderate Communists such as
Bukharin, and from making the pact with
Hitler that precipitated the Second World
War. It is doubtful that détente, even on
Soviet terms, will make appreciably easier
the lot of Soviet dissidents today.

The essence of détente, if it were
honestly conceived, would involve a prin-
ciple of equivalence in intellectual rela-
tions. American speakers should be as free
in the Soviet Union as Soviet speakers are
in the United States. To take one example:
on April 21, 1974, the Soviet delegate to
the United Nations, Yakov A. Malik,
addressed a luncheon in New York of one
thousand supporters of the pro-Soviet
magazine New World Review; to their
applause, he assailed Senator Henry M.
Jackson and other opponents of détente
who "have not surrendered". Would the
Soviet authorities similarly allow an Amer-
ican representative to address a luncheon
of Soviet dissidents, and to criticize the
Stalinist section of the Politburo? Until
such equivalence is recognized, détente
signifies a unilateral ideological disarma-
ment by the United States.

Mideast as pawn
From this standpoint, the unrest in the
Middle East is a pawn which the Soviet
Union uses to extract concessions from the
United States. The Russians simply say:
"So long as you don't accept our terms on
trade, nuclear weapons, and your unilat-
eral political withdrawal, we shall stir the
Arab countries to make war on Israel."
The anti-Israel policy comes easily to the

Dr. Lewis Feuer, professor of sociology
at the University of Toronto, is the author
of Ideology and the Ideologists, which is
being published this summer. A professor
of philosophy and social science at the
University of California, Berkeley, before
assuming his Toronto post, Professor
Feuer has written widely on world affairs
and, in particular, on Soviet and Soviet-
bloc affairs, for a number of journals,
including Encounter, The New York
Times Magazine, Commentary, Russian
Review and Survey, as well as for profes-
sional journals. Earlier books included

Einstein and the Generations of Science
(1974). The views expressed in this
contribution to the symposium on détente
are those of Dr. Feuer.
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After impasse
of Vietnam
and morass
of Watergate,
U.S. envisaged
as emotionally
exhausted

President Nixon plunges into a Moscow
crowd during a break in his summit ses-
sions with Leonid Brezhnev. On his return
early in July f rom the six-day summit,
Mr. Nixon said the growing network of
agreements with the Soviet Union would
help to create "new habits of co-operation".

Soviet leaders who in 1971 and 1972
allowed more than 30 anti-Semitic books
and pamphlets to be published in various
languages. Soviet leaders became alarmed
when Egypt, having narrowly escaped a
military defeat in the Yom Kippur War,
decided to consolidate its gains and accept
a possibly long-term truce. They publicly
rebuked the Arab countries for having
acquiesced in a truce with Israel on the
given terms, and turned to Syria, which
was more politically susceptible to Soviet
influence.

The Soviet regime has a powerful
leverage in the Middle East. Soviet leaders
reckon that the United States is emotion-
ally exhausted; the impasse of the Vietnam
War, the virtual isolation of the United
States in its support of Israel, the morass
of Watergate, have drained the American
people of their past idealistic goodwill. In
a crisis, Israel might finally stand virtually
alone - a new Warsaw Ghetto trans-
planted to Palestinian soil, and waging its
last battle. But the Russians hesitate at
the prospect of a final Middle Eastern
pogrom. The hatreds unleashed, the ter-
rorism, the violence of the extremist fac-
tions supported by Maoist China, are all
imponderables.
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Canada Wide Phe

The accords, he suggested, gave both the
Soviet and American peoples "not just a
negative but a positive stake in peace".
Critics of détente have argued that the
United States is losing ground to the
U.S.S.R. in the exchanges of the past
three years.

If the Middle East ignites in
against Europeans, will the trend st:res
to the Far East? If the United States we
previously to join with the Soviet Unic
in renouncing nuclear warfare, that v.•ou:
be a great gain for the Soviet Union,
cause then its massive conventional a: mi
would give it paramountcy in Europe. BL
by the same token, a nuclear renunci iti
would mean that the more numE:ro
Chinese conventional forces might acqui
paramountcy in Asia and Siberia over tl
Soviet ones. Or could a nuclear renu nd-
tion be confined to the Western countrie
and peace in the Middle East be add !d I
the bargain, in return for a Soviet fr
hand against the Chinese? On all the
points, Soviet policy is for the monei
indeterminate. The Kremlin awaits l:1aô
death; a post-Maoist China might be su
ficiently post-ideological to discard ,.mb
tions of leadership of a Third Worl i
that case, Soviet expansionism would hac
a free rein in Europe and the Middle Ea

Cash-and-carry approach
And what of the warning of the l:berV
Soviet physicist Andrei Sakharov t&,
"any easing of relations with the W
would be illusory unless it was associatf
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y mutual trust and democratic reforms
ding to a more open society within the

oviet Union"? It would be a far greater
usion to expect that the Soviet Commu-
ist regime would, in response to American
iplomatic pressure,' enact basic constitu-
ional reforms which would end its monop-
ly of power. When that change comes, it

probably be the outcome of a massive
ternal economic collapse. Meanwhile, the
'est can pursue a policy of détente of a

ash-and-carry kind. Nothing more is
alléd for. Anything more would really be
elf-defeating.

What is tragic is that the Soviet dis-
dents thus far do not constitute a real
olitical alternative. Persons of remark-
ble character, they are, for the most part,
urely intellectual dissenters; they do not

k as a political opposition. In exile, it
noticeable that they have not tried to

tart a journal of opposition, or a political
arty to challenge the Bolsheviks. They
ave no Iskra yet - not even a Kolokol -

he state of the détente

nor does there seem to be any organizing
Trotsky or Lenin among them. They may
not have the initiative to try to found
their own radio station to broadcast to the
Soviet Union - and, indeed, what Euro-
pean country, in the present intimidated
climate, would grant a licence to Radio
Samizdat? America wishes them well. But,
as Britain in the eighteenth century could
not base its French policy on the hope of
the Huguenots coming to power, America
will not be able to found its policy on
winning freedom for Soviet dissidents.
The issue of their emigration, as well as
that of the Jews, from the Soviet Union is
quite a different matter. Here the Soviet
regime has rediscovered the advantages of
the Czarist policy of exporting its internal
enemies. Since the Soviet border is far
more rigorously safeguarded,they expect
no repetition of the smuggling of a dissi-
dent literature on any large scale. On this
issue, American negotiators may expect
an unusual degree of Soviet pliability.

Interpreting Moscow's aims
within the Communist ranks
$y Luc Duhamel

e policy of détente that Leonid Brezh-
ev is pursuing is not only the policy of
he Soviet Government but is also that of
he 'oviet section of the Communist Inter-
aticnal. Have the Communists changed?
ot at all. They have not renounced their

of aggression one iota. The new tactics
re intended to achieve the same goal
ithout the slightest risk or harm to the
ountries already living under this total-

rian regime - in other words, the
oun tries that know how to cater to the
ussian national egoism. By way of ex-
ple, we shall take the case of the French

omrnunist Part3c. How does it interpret
his policy of détente between the Kremlin
nd the White House? What advantages
oes it hope to gain from it?

The Soviet Union wants to establish,
conjunction with the United States, a
d of supreme authority in international

elations based on their monopoly of nu-

clear warheads. The two superpowers
would supervise conflicts and would ensure
that they were non-violent. Although one
is striving for the expansion of Commu-
nism and the other for the maintenance
of capitalism, they are nevertheless both
motivated by a common interest - the
preservation of humanity in the nuclear
age. Each of them benefits from this ar-
rangement.

In France, exactly the same situation
obtained. The'Communist Party, of course,
had no instruments of coercion to use, but
Soviet and American activity in the world

Luc Duhamel is a pro fessor in the
University of Montreal's Department of
Political Science. He is a specialist in
studies on the Soviet Union and the inter-
national Communist movement. The views
expressed in the accompanying article
are those of Professor Duhamel.

Dissidents
do not think
as political
opposition,

hence represent
no alternative
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Middle class
had to make
concessions,
learn how
to get along
with Communists

was endorsed and followed in France. The
forces of reaction could no longer use the
pretext of an external danger or the threat
of a war of conquest in order to do away
with the leftist parties and democratic
organizations. The middle class had to
make concessions and learn how to get
along with the Communists. Confronta-
tions between the classes had to assume
certain accepted forms on both sides. It
was to the advantage of the middle class
to take steps to ward off the danger of a
nuclear war. The novelty of our time is
that the middle class has become vulner-
able. War, which was the traditional pan-
acea for all its ills, has now been trans-
formed into an agent of self-destruction.
The condition for survival is to renounce
certain forms of battle, to refuse to resort
to war as a means of breaking the deadlock.

Effects of a thaw
An atmosphere of peace would favour the
flourishing of Communism. In the fore-
front of triumphant socialism, we find the
action of the Soviet Union's Communist
Party, which, by its resounding successes,
has stimulated and multiplied tenfold the
fervour of the French Communist Party.
The victories achieved in the building of
socialism in the U.S.S.R. create a favour-
able climate for détente in the world, and
the thaw in East-West relations in turn
strengthens and accelerates the building
up of the Soviet regime.

It is impossible to deny the marked
superiority of the American standard of
living. The French Communists, however,
believe quite sincerely that this gap can
be bridged within a short time. This re-
versai of roles, first and foremost in the
area of consumer goods, will be a deciding
factor. The U.S.S.R. will become a sort of
"showcase of socialism", and its mag-
netism will be almost irresistible to the
masses of the West.

If Soviet Russia has become the top
scientific and technological power, why
should it not soon become the top indus-
trial nation? This is the line of argument
adopted by the leaders of the French Com-
munist Party. Once again, it is a vote of
confidence in the Soviet Union.

This strategy may, for other reasons,
advance the interests of the French Com-
munist Party. It is a sort of umbrella
against American intervention in case of
a takeover of power by the left. It was
certainly not anticipated in the negotia-
tions between Mr. Brezhnev and U.S.
President Richard Nixon that the Com-
munist parties would have a free hand.
There is no mention of this in their press
releases or in their discussions, but it is

consistent with the spirit of their policl
of peaceful co-existence. For Brezhnev, X
lations between states should obviousls
be governed not only by the principie o!
abstention from military interventior. bZ
also by a willingness to refrain from inter.
ference in the domestic affairs of anothec
country. More than ever, national sover.
eignty seems to be a sacred principle, onc
that is not to be subject to any limitation

The Communist Party has a freE
hand in France - that is how George
Marchais, Secretary-General of the Fr^nch
Communist Party, interprets Mr. Brezb.
nev's policy of détente. (Marchais, Le
défi démocratique, Grasset, 1973, P. 237).
Above all, this is why he supports it. The
establishment of good relations between
Washington and Moscow is the new tactic
the international Communist movemunt i
using to prevent American intervention in
France if the working class should take
power. At present, this role of dissuasion
falls essentially to the Soviet secti(.:n of
the Communist International. By ying
the hands of imperialism, the Kremlia
would open new possibilities to the French
Communist Party. The intensification of
trade and exchanges of every sort vrould
weave powerful ties, lasting relatiom^, be.
tween America and Russia. This is net yet
the situation that prevails, since conmer.
cial exchanges are still at a ridicuL)usly
low leveL What is important to bear in
mind is that the French Communists v--ould
like to see a strengthening and increase
in the ties between the two great powers
In that way the Americans, if they were
to strike a blow against peacefu: co•
existence, would have a great deal more
to lose.

Exploiting the differences
By refraining from intervention in Ftance
or elsewhere, American imperialh^ n is
safeguarding its own interests and c nsar
ing, at least for the moment, its ovVn
survival. However, it can only bicorne
stronger by becoming weaker, in the sense
that it must fall back within its own bor•
ders. It is the socialist camp that is fr=rcing
this withdrawal on it. Pull back in France
and elsewhere in order to advance at -iome.
Good relations with the socialist cousltries
would be worth more than the ri, ks of
having a Communist Party particiipating
in the Government of France, provid A the
victory were accomplished in a legal man'
ner. The partners are bound by the rales
of the game. To strike a blow at these
rules would jeopardize the very exi; tence
of the game. Paradoxical as it may seem,
America needs Communism. Losing g, round
to its competitors in the capitalist °,vorld
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he United States must react. The reason
or this decline seems simple - America,
lmost single-handedly, is assuming the
urden of the arms race. The same is true
or the U.S.S.R. A major portion of the
onomy is devoted to this non-productive

ector. At present, however, they are more
oncerned with establishing parity than
ith pursuing this race.-On this level, the
dversary becomes the ally and the ally
he adversary. This parity is no longer to
lace them in opposition to each other
ut 'rather to unite them against their

es, to reinforce their respective hege-
onies. Each of them is anxious to safe-
ard the leadership of the other in his

wn camp. This position is valuable for
reventing, or at least controlling, the
roliferation of nuclear weapons.

Trade competition from Western
urope and Japan is undermining the
onomic supremacy of the United States,
d there are groupings formed primarily
opposition to the United States. The

est example, of course, is the European
conomic Community. However, since the
astern markets appear highly promising,
hy should the United States not be
empted to turn to the U.S.S.R. to
trengthen its positions vis-à-vis its West-
m competitors? The French Communist
'arty, moreover, would not mind seeing
urope free of the American embrace. The
fnited States wculd find greater advan-

tage in having the socialist countries as a
trading partner, although the latter would
stand to gain more than the former. Con-
sequences of a non-economic nature - for
example, military consequences - would
certainly follow. Military blocs and foreign
bases would have less and less reason for
existixig. Why should the Americans con-
tinue to bear these onerous expenditures
if they had before them a U.S.S.R. that
was determined to be a loyal and peaceful
trading partner?

Regaining position in Europe
The Americans might then feel they would
be able to regain their postwar position in
Western Europe. But the attraction held
out by the Eastern European countries
would be stronger; and, in any case, West-
ern Europe - the Common Market is a
current example - would act in such a way
as to protect its markets. On Mr. Mar-
chais'S and Mr. Brezhnev's side, then, the
tone is one of optimism - a boisterous
optimism. The adversary can be beaten
without the price being too high. The
Proletariat can use the political instru-
ments of the bourgeoisie. The means of
struggle are identical- with those of the
liberai middle class. The Soviet Union, the

socialist countries, would do the rest. Until
now, the big enemy has been American
imperialism, accused of keeping France
under its thumb. Soon, thanks to the
Soviet policy of peaceful co-existence, so
the argument runs, the United States will
find itself being offered more opportunities
for coming to terms with the U.S.S.R. than
with its major Western rivals, including
France. This is especially true for the
French middle class, where resentment
toward the Anglo-Saxon world is partic-
ularly strong.

The French Communist Party, as an
integral part of the Communist world, has
certain obligations to fulfil. Closely as-
sociated with the Soviet Government, it
too has pledges and assurances to give to
the Americans. It must first show them
that the hour of revolution lias not struck
in France and that, in any event, a fun-
damental change would not adversely
affect American imperialism. Above all,
there is no question of a revolution in
international affairs, or even at home.
Armed rebellion is considered a violation
of the rules of peaceful co-existence be-
tween the two big powers. Demands are
restrained and defused of any explosive
content. Phrases such as "the dictatorship
of the proletariat" are no longer appro-
priate, such slogans being considered -
under the policy of détente - as provoca-
tions.

It must be emphasized, however, that
the ultimate objectives of Communism
have not been renounced but rather post-
poned. In the meantime, they must not
even be mentioned. In return for the
respectability and moderation of these ob-
jectives, the Americans might allow them
a certain legitimacy, tolerating them as
long as they are not identified as Com-
munist. For that reason, the Communists
are partisans of an alliance with all left-
wing forces and they preach a vast anti-
monopolistic consolidation. In a way, they
are hiding within a large united front.
The policy of détente is expressed in
France through a strategy of concealment
(Michel Jouet, Le socialisme se porte bien,

Editions Sociales, 1974). The Communist
Party is creating a new image for itself;
it is giving an impression of change, of
evolution; but the more it changes, the
more it remains the same.

Anti-China posture
There is also an element of anti-Chinese
momentum in this Moscow-directed policy.
The fact that we have not mentioned it
until now does not mean that it is of little
significance. It is no secret to observers
that this opening to the West goes hand

Communists
are partisans
of an alliance
with forces
of le f t wing,
`hide' within
united front



in hand with a growing determination to
have a free`hand in dealing with China.
This brings with it a relaxation of the
obligations of the Communist parties, and
of the French Communist Party in par-
ticular. The chief enemy is no longer the
Federal Republic of Germany but Peking.
The French Communist Party, by curbing
its demands, is in a position to reconcile
itself with the social democratic parties.
In France, Mr. Brezhnev's anti-Chinese
speech will take on an increasingly anti-
leftist tone. Block the road, isolate the

extreme left; give first priority to t
struggle against Maoist ideology in Franc
Practise a policy of consolidation, disni
both the extreme right and the egtre
left, the Maoist and fascist groups t
are the political forces in France mo
hostile to Mr. Brezhnev's policy of détent

In conclusion, it can be said that t
is the reasoning of a party that, like t
Russian "big brother", is trying to col
vince the world that it is a homeb )d
insular and unwilling to take risks.

Improving U.S.-Soviet relations . . .
The following are excerpts from the

communique issued on July 3 after its
signing by President Richard Nixon and
Leonid Brezhnev, Soviet Communist party
leader:

Having considered in detail the de-
velopment of relations between the U.S.A.
and the U.S.S.R. since the U.S.-Soviet
summit meeting in May 1972, both sides
noted with satisfaction that through their
vigorous joint efforts they have brought
about over this short period of time a
fundamental turn toward peaceful rela-
tions and broad, mutually beneficial co-
operation in the interests of the peoples of
both countries and of all mankind.

They emphasized the special impor-
tance for the favourable development of
relations between the U.S.A. and the
U.S.S.R. of meetings of their leaders at
the highest level, which are becoming es-
tablished practice. These meetings provide
opportunities for effective and responsible
discussion, for the solution of fundamental
and important bilateral questions and for
mutual contributions to the settlement of
international problems affecting the in-
terests of both countries.

arms and noting the successful implerae
tation of the treaty on the limitation
anti-ballistic missile systems conchid
between them in May 1972, both sid
considered it desirable to adopt addition
limitations on the deployment of su
systems. To that end they concluded
protocol providing for the limitation
each side to a single deployment area f
ABM systems instead of two such ar
as permitted to each side by the treaty.

Nuclear tests
Having noted the historic significance
the treaty banning nuclear-weapon ±es
in the atmosphere, in outer space at
under water, concluded in Moscow in 196
to which the United States and the Sovi
Union are parties, both sides expresse
themselves in favour of making the ce
sation of nuclear-weapon tests comprehe
sive. Desiring to contribute to the achïev
ment of this goal, the U.S.A. and tk
U.S.S.R. concluded as an important ste
in this direction the Treaty on the Lirnit
tion of Underground Nuclear Weapc
Tests, providing for the complete ces,,q
tion, starting from March 31, 1976, of tt
tests of such weapons above an appn

Strategic arms
In the course of the talks, the two sides
had a thorough review of all aspects of
the problem of limitation of strategic arms.
They concluded that the interim agree-
ment on offensive strategic weapons should
be followed by a new agreement between
the Soviet Union and the United States
on the limitation of strategic arms. They
agreed that such an agreement should
cover the period until 1985 and deal with
both quantitative and qualitative limita-
tions.

Taking into consideration the inter-
relationship between the development of
offensive and defensive types of strategic

18 International Perspectives July/August 1974

priate yield threshold, and for confnir.
other underground tests to a minimum.

Both sides expressed their convictic
that successful completion of the Cor
ference on Security and Co-operaticn '
Europe would be an outstanding c:ven.
in the interests of establishing a la3tim
peace. Proceeding from this assumptioc
the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. expresse
themselves in favour of the final sta,;e e
the conference taking place at an eatl'
date. Both sides also proceed from tE
assumption that the results of the ner
tiations will permit the conference to
concluded at the highest level.
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mpact of the energy squeeze.
Vn evolving balances of power

aqd

On

he recent chaotic scene that enveloped

and gas reserves.

e international energy "crisis" has thor-
q ghly disturbed former assumptionsI

out the evolving balances of power.
ether the bases of these have actually

en changed or whether there have been
nuine degrees of speeding-up or slowing-
wn in the shifting balances will not be

ear until the period surrounding the
rab-Israeli war of October 1973 can be
en in perspective.

One fact is clear: the recent grave
pply problems of petroleum are part of
trend that was only highlighted by the

1 boycott imposed by the Arab nations.
reN-ious to the embargo, the United
tates and other non-Communist indus-
ial nations were already on a consistent
urse of needing increasing imports of oil
om member states of the Organization of
etroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).
is trend and the accompanying projec-

ons 'showed an ever-increasing need for
troleum imports, a trend that would
ly be lessened over a period of decades.

uch a development would be achieved by
e expansion and introduction of nuclear
d more exotic sources coupled with
plication of advanced technology and

eavy financing to increase supplies from
nventional hydrocarbons sources, from
sands and oil shales and from frontier

For all the oil-importing nations, the
arning, however, was there and it was
ear: there would be no way they could
cape an increasingly vital dependence on
pplies from OPEC states for a good

umber of years. The economic, techno-
gical and environmental barriers to the
eeding introduction of increased "home"

nergy supplies pose problems of sufficient
agnitude that there can be no quick
angeover to these sources - within the
Is of economics and technology. Thus

ere is no escape for these oil-importing
ates from a growing interim dependence
n external sources of supply.

In most industrial nations, the risk
as recognized, and foreign policies were

strongly influenced by this. However, the
lack of a real apparent energy crisis until
the winter of 1972-73, when real shortages
became apparent in the United States and
elsewhere, was not a sufficient spur to
impel governments and populations to-
ward crisis perspectives on the manage-
ment of energy resources and supplies and
future national internal and external pol-
icies. Even that winter's shortfalls ap-
peared to be largely a problem of refining
and allocation management, rather than
supply. There was a lot of truth to this
view, but the boycott resulting from the
Arab-Israeli war touched off alarm bells
in the industrialized nations. They were
forced into an uncompromising confronta-
tion with their own energy supply and con-
sumption growth and allocation patterns.

Patterns altered
This self-confrontation could do little to
provoke immediate change in existing sup-
ply patterns, although consumption pat-
terns were drastically altered or curtailed,
as witnessed in the widespread gasoline
and heating-fuel supply problems of the
industrial states. These curtailments were
effective in reducing consumption, but
were generally responsive and ad hoc, and
could do little to provide a basis for future
national policies of greater self-sufficiency.
Even with the introduction of carefully-
considered policies, it is now being realized
that, no matter how carefully the indus-

Mr. Vincent is an energy specialist and
contracts manager in the federal Depart-
ment of Energy,ltlines and Resources
Office of Energy Conservation.lLlr. Vincent
worked for international mining companies
at home and abroad before joining the
department in 1970. After a leave of
absence and a subsequent tour of duty in
the External Affairs Department engaged
in work on energy questions, Mr. Vincent
returned to the Department of Energy at
the end of 1973. The views expressed are
those of the author.



Nation may opt
for the goal
of gaining
freedom
from needs of
imported energy

Energy crisis
has altered
power balance,
giving OAPEC
more influence

trialized nations may shepherd and allo-
cate their energy resources, they cannot
escape a growing dependence upon im-
ported energy until beyond the end of this
decade. By then, however, it should be
very clear how the affected states have
fared and will fare in relation to their
longer-term international power and en-
ergy needs. The energy problem will have
by then produced policies and defined re-
actions to a clearer extent than now.

With the period of the late 1970s and
early 1980s in mind, several interesting
factors concerning future balances of power
emerge. These factors involve the amounts
of self-sufficiency the industrial nations
desire, and the economic and social prices
they are willing to pay to approach this
goal. That is, a given state may decide to
continue its dependence on imported sup-
plies and save the cost of bringing in
expensive "safe" replacement sources, or
it may through a combination of initially
costly replacement programs and certain
conservation measures, opt for the goal of
eventually limiting or freeing itself from
the needs of imported energy. (In this
sense, "imported energy" means energy
imported from the OPEC states into a
given geographical area, which may con-
sist of more than one state, i.e. the Euro-
pean Economic Community). By taking
some of these factors and looking at their
interactions in a global sense, some indica-
tors of future power may be discerned.
There are one or two surprises and one
currently very well hidden "winner" in
these sweepstakes aimed at gaining the
cheapest environmentally-acceptable en-
ergy at the lowest cost on the safest pos-
sible basis of supply.

We have currently a situation in-
volving two aggressive global power blocs,
the United States and the U.S.S.R., with
an increasing influence from China, and
extensive global economic participation by
the European states and Japan, although
the longer-term outlook for these latter
states is unclear. While the internal prob-
lems of such organizations as the EEC are
definitely not over, the general trend for
the global powers appeared until recently
to be one of increasing economic competi-
tion or co-operation, with attendant polit-
ical activity. Although this will, in one
form or another, be the course in future,
the energy crisis has vastly changed the
stance of the players - and added to their
number.

Power and the producer states
First, the members of OPEC, and espe-
cially that segment involving OAPEC
(Arab OPEC members such as Kuwait,

International Perspectives July/August 1974

Saudi Arabia, Libya and the Gulf States)
have gained recognition as having fornida.
ble powers in their own right. They a^
now recognized as having an influence bT
means of energy that extends into Lveq
walk of the economic, industrial, an.1 da
mestic life of each individual in the iadus.
trialized states. Although they may con.
tinue to have internal divisions politicallr
and in their external marketing approach
they have established themselves in the
consciousness of the importing nation3 asa
"force" that can act sufficiently in concert
to have a decisive effect upon the wf=lfare

cap
ical
mai
tio
star
its
sta
rin

of these states. The fact that individuJ 1(2)
OPEC members were making separate
deals with industrial importer states dur•
ing the boycott does not affect the €ener-
ality of this image. However, the straight
political "clout" of the OPEC stance lu gi
during the recent supply crisis was in glo
itself as much derived from the question star
of economics and the supply of oil as from Ass
big-power confrontations. It is thesc eco- gra
nomic and, supply factors, whethe- the OP
OPEC states act in concert in the future no
or not, that point to a disconcerting trend thei:

This trend is concerned with the increas- timE
ing chaos in the world monetary situation.

The Middle Eastern reserve situation
totals approximately 350 billion barrels of Oil•
oil out of a global supply of 650 Lillion To a
barrels, including the 100 billion in the stat,
Communist bloc. Even with this ho;ding, cess

the^ Arab states and Iran are beginning to read

become wise shepherds of their precious bey(
resource. Individual states are implement- on r
ing, or are considering implementing con- a ni

trols on the production and export of oi Nor

in order to stop the too-rapid deplet:on of in
reserves. As a result of this and the con-

r
Stat

otinuing nationalization of controls over I I of
production and export, no matter how
congenial relations may again becor:e be-
tween selling and purchasing states, the
price of oil will not drop to anywherr- near
its pre-crisis levels. Allowing for thi^ con-
temporary fluctuations in price, and allow-

ing for alterations in demand, it is still
possible that the Arab states and Iran,
alone, could be garnering as much as $185-

billion a year on oil sales by 1980 This
figure is as conjectural as any other, but it
can be said to be based on the aigher

medium point of current supply and Pnce
projections. At best, it is merely ilÈustra-
tive, in order to give some idea of relative
possible incomes and wealth of thf^ pro-
ducers in relation to consumer state;. The
economic effect of this inflow of capital is
impossible to predict, except to say that

global monetary balances are going to
evolve in a startling form over the ne%t
few years.
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The sheer economic weight of this
capital accumulation, apart from the phys-

ical power of controlling the taps of a
major segment of.the world's oil-produc-
tion, bespeaks a situation where the rising
star of Arab and Iranian power will reach
its zenith in the 1980s. Whether it will
stay there following this period depends
rimarily on: . ` - -

(1) how these states allocate this wealth
toward creating in themselves bal-

i anced strong and stable societies as a
lien against the day when oil-reserves
"bottom-out"; and

(2) how the importing states have han-
dled their growth demand-patterns
and their sourcing measures for future
energy requirements.
Of course, there are, as well, the

lugubrious unknowns of wars, famines and
global economic collapse, and their con-
stant nearness in a gravely-troubled world.
Assuming avoidance of these in their
gravest form, the economic wealth of the
OPEC states is nearly inevitable; there is
no way the consumer states can escape
their dependence on this oil in so short a
time. There is no way the OPEC states
can escape the inflow of incredible riches.

Oil-financed investments
To add to their burgeoning strength, these
states may accelerate and expand a pro-
cess upon which some of them have al-
ready embarked - investment in states
beyond their OPEC frontiers, using their
oil revenues. This is already happening in
a number of ways, from their interests in
North Sea oil-fields to their investments
in re.^.l estate in the continental United
State.^ and elsewhere. If this disbursement
of oil revenues grows, there may be more
optimism for the future of international
peace.. Not only will such investments
have demonstrated an outlook beyond
purchasing arms and capital goods, the re-
inves;;ment of capital in couritries of its
origin would undoubtedly help interna-
tional monetary balances while laying the
grour.lwork for a mutual dependency of
econarnic trust. However, such optimism
must always be tempered with the uncer-
taznty of global politics. Whatever the
course. of events, the economic and political
dislocations involving the Middle East and
oil will have an incalculable effect on the
world`s economy in the next decade.

The industrialized non-Communist
world has several options open to it as

il.ital is future courses, though these only become
ay that increa>;ingly diverse with the passage of
)ing to time. In the next decade, as indicated

next earlier, the results of decision to follow a
given course will be only gradually ap-

parent, as the switch to new reserves or
alternate means of provision will take
longer. However, the decisions made by
importing states during this time will be
vital to their interests beyond the turn of
the century. Basically, they will involve
two considerations: supply of energy and
the conservation of energy in use. Pres-
ident Richard Nixon has stated the aim of
making the United States self-sufficient in
energy by 1980. It is certain that, even by
applying all "crash" techniques for gain-
ing new energy, the process will take
longer, and that, in the interim, the United
States will be more dependent upon OPEC United States
oil than it is today - that is, if it is to cannot meet
maintain a comparable growth-rate. Nixon timetable

Japan is physically in the most pre- for achieving
carious position, although, in relation to self-sufficiency
the recent boycott, it survived curtail-
ments in supply better than most ob-
servers had expected. Beset by serious
pollution and growth problems domesti-
cally, and with almost no home petroleum
production, Japan is still vulnerable to the
slightest change in the global oil-supply
situation. This has led Japan to partic-
ipate in bilateral deals with OPEC states,
possibly more aggressively and at higher
prices than the other major importers.
Its home nuclear-development program,
aligned with new energy conversion pro-
cesses and imports from offshore, Indone-
sian, Chinese and Siberian oil and gas
reserves, may eventually reduce Japan's
dependency upon OPEC. Soaring Jap-
anese demands for energy fuels may also
be cut back, if the adverse effects of growth
are to be lessened by slower industrial
expansion. However, despite these mea-
sures, Japan in the 1980s will be heavily
dependent upon Middle East suppliers.

Europe's attitude
Continental Europe is by no means acting
in harmony in its approach to energy sup-
ply, although there is continuing co-oper-
ation at many levels of the OECD and the
EEC. France's independent oil dealings
with OPEC, and the allocation and export
of Dutch offshore natural gas and the
isolation of the Netherlands in the Arab
boycott are but a'few of the indicators
that, in energy at least, Europe will often
continue to be receptive in parts, rather
than as a bloc, in dealings with OPEC. It
is possible that, by the next decade,
Europe, through nuclear and advanced
conversion technologies and North Sea
production, may have some control over
the rate of demand for imported oil.

In this area, the North Sea is the most
exciting theatre of development. The
Netherlands has already reaped benefits
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from exploitation of its offshore natural gas
reserve, but Norway and Britain emerge
as states well on the road to energÿ self-
sufficiency. Norway has natural gas and
oil reserves proving up beyond its own
limited capacity to absorb the production,
but Britain, as a major industrialized
world power, is of particular interest in
relation to its evolving energy situation.
The series of discoveries by various oil
groups operating in Britain's coastal waters
make petroleum self-sufficiency for Britain
by 1980 more of a probability. If Britain
does become self-sufficient, the possibility
of a British industrial renaissance from its
present troubles.also becomes a probability,
as, with Canada, it will be the only major
non-Communist industrialized nation to
be self-sufficient in home-produced oil.

From these brief projections, a pic-
ture begins to emerge of a world of the
1980s where the United States, Japan and
continental Europe will have had to con-
tinue to tailor their external policies with
the OPEC powers in mind; where Britain
may be a much happier and healthier state
than it is now; and where the Middle
Eastern nations will have great inflows of
wealth. The global economic picture ap-
pears to be as confused by this amassing of
capital as it is today. The effects of the
burgeoning power of states such as Brazil
and the relative political positions of
Israel, the United States, the Soviet Union
and Israel's Arab neighbours can only be
conjectured. The resultant political pres-
sures on the United States by Arab OPEC
states may be even greater as a result of
the U.S. dependency on Arab oil through-
out this decade.

Hunger in Third World
One very sad issue emerges from this
complicated and, of necessity, very gen-
eralized projection - the condition of the
Third World. Beyond any of those Third
World states which might reap, from their
own production, part of the oil bonanza

Walter J. Levy, oil consultant to
industry and governments, in Foreign
Affairs, July 1974, on world oil situation:

... Four elements are necessary to
move to a reasonable adjustment: far-
reaching co-operation among the oil-im-
porting nations; an understanding by the
importing nations of the producing coun-
tries; a clearcut (and painful) program of
energy austerity by the oil-importing coun-
tries; and a recognition by the producing
countries that even in an austerity situa-
tion any attempt to hold prices high must

lies a world of hunger and poverty. To ad;
to their disasters of war drought, famin_
and flood, and too little food for too man,
mouths, the peoples of South and Soutl
east Asia, much of Africa and part o
South America have now had their ho^
of recovery much diminished by the et
ergy problems and current and incipiet
economic dislocations. There is no wT
that their condition has been aided by th;
current upset. If the economy of the majo
industrialized states should be furthe:
weakened, then their aid will suffer. It i
only to be hoped that, if this does happer
the increasingly wealthy OPEC states wa
place a significant part of their oil revenue^
at the service of their - less-fortunatE
neighbours. This process has begun, bu
much still needs to be done. .

Even with their problems, the or1
importing states are still immeasurabl}
rich in comparison with the impoverished
nations. In such desperately energy-impor.
tant areas as agriculture, where fertilizei
and modem farming consume imrr,ensE
amounts of energy, it is to be hoped that
Western technology and aid will help
these Third World states to overcoma the
problems of hunger and too-rapid popula.
tion growth. Without such continuin;
efforts, despite the energy problems, the
light of humanitarian ideals grows dimmet

Lastly, one final question should be
asked. We are frantically searching for
new energy sources in order to ensure om
continuity of growth and supply. But are
we on the right track in seeking to support
such growth, when it may be harmful in
itself, both environmentally and soc;ally^
Are we sure that we know the ult matE
effect of unlimited energy growth? Do %
know what the easy availability of ex-;erior
energy sources does to us and our language
and our perceptions in the not-se-long
run? Is there a threshold where speed of
growth and speed itself as an end behin to
distort the basic assumptions on :vhic6
our visions of humanity depend?

result in world-wide dangers to whiclz they
could not be immune . . . .

The key to a reasonable solution zs
time: to make the financial burdens in a11
oil-importing countries tolerable and to
bridge the gap until the day ... wh,:n the
producing countries, at least in the aggre-
gate, will have reached the point where
they can be paid in goods and servicJS and
where they will have joined, for all prao-
tical purposes, the ranks of the develope^
nations . . . . -
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India's option: the nuclear route
to achieve goal as world power
sy Barrie Morrison

nd Donald M. Page

`The ends of our security cannot be main-
ined against the background of isolation

n scientific, technological, industrial, eco-
omic or political fields" warned Indian
oreign Minister Dinesh Singh in his
peech to the Indian Parliament on April
, 1970. Shortly afterward it was obvious
hat India had abandoned its attempts to
ecome a great power through leadership
f the nonaligned and had chosen a more

ect and assured approach through mem-
ership in the "nuclear club".

Yroof'of membership, with all its sta-
us and prestige, was given on May 1S of
his year when India exploded its first
uclear device. Pressure for such a course
d begun when China joined "the club"

oon after the Sino-Indian war of 1962.
ndia's rapidly-expanding atomic energy
udgets of this decade, coupled with its
ejection of the nuclear club's discrimina-
ry Non-Proliferation Treaty, provided

isible evidence of New Delhi's determina-
on. Such a course was consistent with
ndia's ambition to be a world power, an

bition Canadians have consistently
verlooked.

Official Canadian fascination with
ndia began with mutual visits by prime
inisters and foreign ministers in the

1950s. Canadian expressions of admiration
or the Indian people, civilization and long
ultural heritage were attempts to bring
he two races and cultures together in a
orld peace enunciated so well by the

commanding personalities of Gandhi and
ehru. India's eminence among the polit-

cal and diplomatic nonaligned fitted well
th Canada's atomic abnegation and its

fancied role as a peacemaker. Their com-
mon devotion to peace brought them to-
gether in settling the Korean dispute and
manning the international control com-
missions in Southeast Asia, but through

this Canada failed to comprehend
India's motives and policies associated
with its drive for becoming a power in its
own right. With a more realistic assess-
ment of India's quest for status in the
world, Canada would have been better

equipped to accept India's use of Canadian
assistance to acquire the credentials for
membership in the nuclear club.

When Canada and India first began to
co-operate on a nuclear program, Canada
was known internationallÿ as a junior
partner in the development of nuclear
physics, the end-product of which had
shocked the world at Hiroshima. The sig-
nificance of Canada's role had been accen-
tuated by the revelations of the Gouzenko
affair and Ottawa's membership in the
United Nations Atomic Energy Commis-
sion. Even before Canada had fashioned
its own policy on domestic and interna-
tional control of atomic energy or the
means for continuing full and effective
co-operation with its war-time collabora-
tors, the United States and Britain,
Ottawa was embarrassed by early requests
from Australians, Brazilians and Indians
for access to its secret atomic research at
Chalk River. It was in this early stage of
uncertainty that Canada embarked on the
path of shared development of atomic
energy with India.

Among the nuclear strategists, India
was recognized for its large deposits of

Pro f essor Morrison is director of the
University of British Columbia's Institute
of Asian and Slavonic Research. For the
past year he has been engaged by the
External Affairs Department in a review
of Canadian policy in South Asia.
Pro f essor ll7orrison has been at UBC since
1966 and has made a number of trips to
South Asia as part of his research since
1963. Professor Page is a member of the
University of Saskatchewan's History
Department. He is serving as resident
historian in the External Affairs Depart-
ment on loan from the university for a
two-year research project. Pro f essor Page,
a specialist in Canadian foreign policy,
wrote a retrospective piece on Canadian-
U.S. relations on energy questions for the
March-April 1974 issue of International
Perspectives. The views expressed in this
article are those of the authors.
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Canada's position...
In two statements on May 18 and
May 22 by External Affairs Minister
Mitchell Sharp, the Canadian Govern-
ment voiced serious concern over India's
action in exploding a nuclear device on
May 18.

Mr. Sharp noted in his statement of
May 18 that the Government of India
had declared the nuclear test was solely
for research in the development of nu-
clear explosions for peaceful purposes.
Canada has made it clear, the minister
said, that it saw no distinction between
the development of nuclear explosions
for "so-called peaceful purposes" and
explosions for military purposes.

In his statement of May 22, the
External Affairs Minister said Canada
was concerned as to the effect that
India's action - whatever its motivation
- would have on international efforts to
limit and control the proliferation of
nuclear explosion technology, for which
there can be no distinction between
peaceful and potential military applica-
tion. "For all intents and purposes ...
India now has developed the capability
of producing a nuclear weapon. ... The
development of this technology by India
is bound to have serious and widespread
repercussions throughout Asia and the
world.

Two decades of co-operation
Mr. Sharp said Canada was distressed
and concerned that this latest member
of the nuclear club should be a country
with which successive Canadian Govern-
ments had carried on during the past
two decades extensive co-operation in
the nuclear energy field. Such co-opera-
tion had embraced the gift under the
Colombo Plan of a nuclear-research
reactor, the provision of credit, exper-
tise, materials and fuel for two electric-
generating reactors and a variety of
technical exchanges and training of
personnel. "All of this assistance," he
said, "was intended to help India in
meeting the critical energy needs of the
Indian people and was provided to, and
accepted by, India on the basis that it
would be used for peaceful purposes
only. We have made it clear in interna-
tional discussions and in bilateral ex-

changes with India that the creation of
a nuclear explosion for so-called peace-
ful purposes could not be considered as
a peaceful purpose within the meaning
of our co-operative arrangements."

The minister said that Canada ful ly
respected India's sovereignty and inde-
pendence in all matters but could n)t
be expected to "assist and subsidi7e,
directly or indirectly, a nuclear progra:n
which, in a key respect, undermines One
position which Canada has for a long
time been firmly convinced is best for
world peace and security".

Shipments suspended
Mr. Sharp advised that Canada in-
tended to reassess its nuclear co-opera-
tion with India. The Canadian Govern-
ment had suspended shipments to Inr:ia
of nuclear equipment and material, he
announced, and had instructed Atorrsic
Energy of Canada Ltd. to suspend ïts
co-operation with India regarding nu-
clear-reactor projects and the mcre
general technological exchange arranre-
ments which it has with India's Atomic
Energy Commission.

Mr. Sharp said Canada would p: o-
pose early discussions with India on
relations between the two countri ,s,
including, in particular, a review of Vie
"implications of this latest development
for India's economic priorities".

Canada was conscious of the very
large costs involved in the normal E'e-
velopment of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes and an appreciation of the
substantial additional resources - nia-
terial, managerial and technical - which
must be devoted to development of ex-
plosive devices. "Canada does not intead
to share the burden of relieving such
costs," the minister said. As a result,
Canada was not prepared at this time to
agree to any "roll-over" of India's co n-
mercial debt to Canada, which v• as
largely related to India's nuclear enei gy
program. However, the Canadian Gov-
ernment did not plan to interrupt its
program of food and agricultural aiu to
the subcontinent, although it would re-
view other elements in the current aid
program in consultation with Indian
authorities.
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oriurn, which was considered an alterna-

he NRX research reactor would provide

ive to uranium in the production of atomic
nergy. In 1947, Dr. Homi Bhabha, chair-
an of the Indian Atomic Commission and
ector of the Bose Institute at Calcutta,

ked Canada for"a.ton of crude uranium
xide to allow Indian scientists to start
speriments until Indian minerals could be
ed in the construction of an atomic

eactor. With the blessing of the U.S. and
ritain, Canada made the shipment in the
ope that it would ensure future Western
cess to India's thorium supplies. Of
ore immediate significance was the liai-

on that developed out of this sale between
r. 3habha and the scientists at Chalk
ver. Not only was Dr. Bhabha an inter-

ationally-recognized scientist, he was also
rime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru's chief
dviser on nuclear energy policy. He had
harted a program for India that began
ith a natural-uranium heavy-water reac-
or capable of producing plutonium as a
el for a second-stage development of fast

reeder reactors. These reactors would be
ueled by Indian thorium and, because
hey produced more fissile material than
hey consumed, U233 would be-produced

su:Ticient quantity to enable India to
ve an independent and versatile nuclear

rogram. The same flexibility that gov-
rned Indian foreign policy was the key-
tone of Dr. Bhabha's civil atomic energy
rogram and kept open the prospect of the
evelopment of a weapons technology.

r_cceptance in the mid-Fifties of nu-
lear technology to power future indus-
rialization accentuated India's failure to
eep pace and, in 1955, Dr. Bhabha let his
cientific friends in Canada know that
ndia was seeking 'a nuclear reactor for
ower generation. Although the Canadian
cientists had only the vaguest notion what
r. Fhabha's program involved, Canada
astilv offered a research reactor in the
bsence of an exportable power reactor.

ndia with the flegibility to develop its
own program without unduly alarming
Pakistan; moreover, the shared cost would
conveniently fall within established lines

jof Colombo Plan assistance. With the
ootent:iality of nuclear technology becom-
ing w_dely recognized, a foreign sale would
enharce Canada's trade prospects in reac-
tors v.nd heavy water. Both Canada and
the United States were anxious to offset
India's acceptance of Soviet steel-mills by
offerir:g a highly visible contribution from
the West.

The projected use of the Canada-
India Atomic Reactor (CIR) was wel-
comed at the time for its contribution to
Indian science, industry and agriculture,

but nothing was said of its possible misuse.
Dr. Bhabha's policy of flexible nuclear
development had been skillfully woven
into the agreement in such a way that it
was impossible for Canada to insist later
on adequate safeguards. By the agreement
signed on April 28, 1956, India pledged
that products resulting from the reactor
would be employed for peaceful purposes
only. Dr. Bhabha insisted that India's
word was a sufficient safeguard to mem-
bers of the Commonwealth, and expres-
sions of Canadian doubts only served to
call into question Indian credibility, a
subject diplomats found easy to avoid.

Main safeguard
The main safeguard appeared in Article
XI, which stated:

"It is the intention of 'both Govern-
ments that the fuel elements for the initial
fuel charge and for the continuing require-
ments of the Reactor will be supplied from
Canada save to the extent that India pro-
vides them from sources within India.
Arrangements for the provision of the fuel
elements to India from Canada will be
agreed upon by the two Governments be-
fore the Reactor is ready to operate; if an
international agency acceptable to both
Governments has come into being or is in
prospect at that time, the terms of such
agreement will be in keeping with the
principles of that agency."

The anticipated International Atomic
Energy Agency did come into operation,
but India resolutely resisted the extension
of the Agency's controls to the provision
by Canada of the CIR fuel elements.
Meanwhile, Article XI gave India all the
choices necessary for independent develop-
ment. The Canadian Parliament showed
little interest in the agreement or the
reactor until escalating costs and undue
delays forced a Special House Committee
investigation in 1961. The diplomats were
left to agonize over the lack of safeguards
while the reactor took shape. Canada had
accepted India's vague promises at face
value without relating them to Nehru's
earlier condemnation of the principle of
international control and inspection of
nuclear raw materials and production. In
India's Parliament on May 10, 1954,
Nehru had branded such rules as yet an-
other instance of big-power attempts to
dominate the world by curtailing the legit-
imate aspirations of economically and tech-
nically underdeveloped countries. India,
he asserted, would not accept any controls
that worked to its disadvantage.

Repeated Canadian efforts belatedly
to introduce safeguards on the fueling
elements led to hints that India would

Increasing costs,
undue delays
prompted inquiry
by committee
of Commons
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Later agreement
to acquire
CANDU reactor
had greater
safeguards

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi listens as
H. N. Sethna of India's Atomic Energy
Commission provides the details of India's

accept Soviet offers of alternate assistance.
Faced with this unpleasant prospect, both
Canada and the United States relaxed
their safeguards on the supply of heavy
water. When India later required technical
information on how to fabricate fuel ele-
ments for the initial fuel charges, Canada
supplied it, concerned that imperfectly-
constructed Indian elements might render
the CIR unworkable or India would make
good its threat to obtain Belgian or French
supplies without the same safeguards.
Gradually the CIR had become the crown-
ing achievement of the Colombo Plan's
first decade, and its status made Canadian
withdrawal impractical. By using the op-
tion given it in Article XI, India was able
to obtain Canadian fuel in 1960 with
accepted joint inspections and audits. The
reactor itself did not come under even
these limited conditions.

Canadian aid as catalyst
A subsequent agreement for India to ac-
quire a CANDU reactor did have more
extensive safeguards, but by then foreign
control of India's nuclear-power develop-
ment was meaningless. India already had
an independent capacity, which makes
subsequent accusations about the source
of plutonium for the recent explosion
purely academic. Canadian technological
assistance was a catalyst in developing
India's potential for becoming a flexible
and independent nuclear power.
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first nuclear blast in mid-May of this year.
Mrs. Gandhi pledged to use nuclear
energy only for peace f ul purposes.

The option to develop the foundation
for a nuclear-weapons technology appeared
even more attractive in the 1960s. The
Sino-Indian war, which was a prabund
humiliation for the Indians, reinforced
their appréciation of the disciplined
strength of their opponents and the chal-
lenge China posed to Indian interest, and
prestige throughout Asia. Earlier dreams
of the two giants of Asia mustering their
strength to drive out the imperialists and
to preside peacefully over separate spheres
of influence evaporated in the face of
Chinese military prowess. When, in èJcto-
ber 1964, the Chinese detonated their
first nuclear explosion, Indian anxiety in-
creased. Nearly 100 members of Parlia-
ment signed a petition urging the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons. An acrimc,nious
public debate broke out on the morality,
practicality, strategic benefits and :;onse-
quences for economic developme:lt of
building a nuclear bomb. Prime M:nister
Lal Bahadur Shastri came down drinlY
against any crash program, thour^ the
buildup of the nuclear infrastructure went
forward.

A further blow to Indians' im«ge of
themselves as a power to be reckonei; with
in the councils of the world came with
President Lyndon Johnson's man;pula-
tion of economic and food aid during years
of drought to persuade the Indian Govern-
ment to follow acceptable interna] and
external policies. The setting of conditions
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was bad enough, but when President John-
son continually held back food supplies
until he was convinced that India was
doing all it could to improve production -
that was nearly intolerable for the Indians.
Finally, when the consortium of countries
providing economic assistance insisted on
a devaluation of the rupee as a condition
for further loans andEwhen the Americans
subsequently failed to provide their share
of the proferred loan, the Indians blamed
their weak international standing for their
hû.miliation.

Industrial, military buildup
The answer to defeat by the Chinese and
humiliation by the Americans was seen to
be the further buildup of independent in-
dustrial and military strength. As early as
the 1956 budget debate, Nehru had said:
"The real strength of a country develops
by industrial growth, which implies the
capacity to make weapons of war for the
army, the navy or the air force...". As the
industrial plants were constructed, more
and more of India's military equipment
was manufactured within the country. The
old Lee-Enfield rifle was replaced by the
Indian-designed and -manufactured Isha-
pore rifle, while the French Hotchkiss-
Brandt heavy mortars, the Nissan military
trucks, the new mountain howitzer, the
MG-21 and the Leander-type frigates
were all planned or put into production.
The development of nuclear-research and
power-generating reactors, together with
the supporting infrastructure of fuel-
fabrication facilities, heavy-water plants,
fuel-enrichment and reprocessing plants,
was part of the industrial expansion. Its
early promise was to supply inexpensive
electrical power to meet further industrial
demand. The option for the development
of nuclear weapons was kept open, though
no known explicit move had been made in
this direction by the mid-1960s.

In the course of the extended discus-
sion about whether India should "go
nuclear" after the detonation of the Chi-
nese bomb, two important points had been
made. First, the French analysis of the
valuO of a smaller country's going nuclear
was widely accepted. There it was argued
that, as the U.S.S.R. and the United
States had both acquired the capacity to
carry out thermonuclear strikes on each
other's cities, neither country would be
WHEng to use nuclear weapons against the
other save in matters of national life and
death. This meant there were many regions
that were not of vital interest to the super-
Powers and thus were outside the nuclear
umbrella. These marginal regions were
e%posed to attack by'one or other super-

power or by any third power, and therefore
guarantees of nuclear protection were not
credible. The Chinese atomic bomb, which
was shortly followed by a thermonuclear
bomb and by the testing of long-range
rockets, made the Indians feel even more
exposed. Secondly, following from this
scepticism of nuclear guarantees, the In-
dians were very critical of the practicality
of the Nuclear Non-Poliferation Treaty of
1961. Signing and ratifying the treaty
would prevent India from manufacturing
or otherwise acquiring nuclear weapons,
while the security assurances from the
nuclear to the non-nuclear states were
unreliable.

The Indians also argued that the
obligations to accept international inspec-
tion of nuclear research and power instal-
lations should apply equally to states with
nuclear weapons. Furthermore, in the ab-
sence of a fair treaty leading to nuclear
disarmament that, in the interim, would
guarantee India against nuclear attack
by the Chinese or any other power, the
Government refused to subscribe to the
NPT. This view of the NPT was widely
shared by other non-nuclear-weapon coun-
tries, including Japan, Israel and Egypt,
which felt themselves to be more exposed
to nuclear threats than such countries
as Canada.

Indian defence-planners recognized
that a nuclear bomb would not by itself
forestall nuclear blackmail. Squadrons of
fast long-range bombers, rockets of inter-
continental range or similar means of deliv-
ery would have to be acquired. While the
1.7-mach Su 7 strike aircraft acquired from
the U.S.S.R. had a 4,500-pound payload,
its range was only about 1,000 miles. The
alternative lay in the small space program
for meteorological purposes transferred in
1961 to the administration of the Depart-
ment of Atomic Energy. By 1970, a rocket-
fabrication plant was under construction,
and this was soon followed by a factory for
the manufacture of solid-fuel rocket pro-
pellent. With the development of inertial-
guidance systems, high-performance track-
ing radars and other facilities, Indians
were able to plan on launching a rocket of
their own capable of placing a 30-kilogram
payload in 400-kilometer circular orbit
during 1974. This would be followed in
1975-79 by rockets capable of putting a
1,200-kilogram payload into a synchrono-
mous orbit of 40,000 kilometers. It is quite
clear that the investment in manufacturing
plants for space rockets also equipped
India to produce an ICBM capable of de-
livering a nuclear or thermonuclear device
anywhere in Asia or beyond.

The distinction between a peaceful

Indians argued
obligations
on inspection
should apply
to states
with A-weapons

Investment
in plants
for manufacture
of rockets
seen providing
capability
for ICBM
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Apprehensive
over test,
Pakistan seeks
protection
from others

nuclear explosion and all others is difficult
to sustain. The text of the NPT speaks of
bringing nuclear wéapons or "other nu-
clear explosive devices" under a common
prohibition. The Gandhi Peace Founda-
tion commented that only "the most gull-
ible will believe that it (the nuclear explo-
sion) is only for peaceful purposes", while
the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs
said that India had to prepare itself
against the "bad intentions" of others.
The reactions of the Pakistanis, the Jap-
anese, the Iranians and others reveal a
shared perception that an explosion is
an explosion.

Stimulating other countries
The Indian test will probably stimulate
more countries to develop explosive de-
vices. Pakistan is clearly apprehensive and
has already sought nuclear protection from
the United States and the Soviet Union,
besides sending its Foreign Secretary
to Peking to seek assistance. Prime
Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, both as
Foreign Secretary and when he was in the
political wilderness, said time and again
that Pakistan would have to match
Indian nuclear capacity even if Pakistanis
should be forced "to eat grass" to mobi-
lize the resources. Both Japan and West
Germany share the French and Indian
scepticism of the protection offered by
the American nuclear umbrella, both are
advanced in their nuclear and delivery-
system technology and neither is bound by
the NPT. Now that India has broken the
nuclear silence with no serious conse-
quences to itself (Canada is only termi-
nating its nuclear co-operation and the aid
consortium, after expressing its displea-
sure, has agreed to provide an additional
$1.4 billion economic assistance), other
countries are likely to join the nuclear club.

Given the aspirations of the newer

. . . The Rajasthan blast's implica-
tions extend far beyond the triangular
relationship of India, Pakistan and China.
The first foot is in the door of the club of
five nuclear powers whose membership,
unchanged since China qualified in 1964,
corresponds to the privileged permanent
membership of the United Nations Secur-
ity Council. The Nuclear Non-Prolifera-
tion Treaty that was concluded in 1968
and took effect in 1970 was aimed at
restricting the club to those five. Its pros-
pects of success were dimmed by the non-
adherence of two of the five (China and

nations for a greater say in the affairs of
the world and the respectful attenti,311
commanded by the militarily powerful, it
is unrealistic to expect any armamc:nt
agreement that would freeze the presEnt
hierarchy of world power. As long as the
United States and the U.S.S.R. continue
to spend heavily on arms, the rest of the
world, including the less-developed coi;n•
tries, will also spend their resources on
arms, including nuclear arms. Last year
$200 billion was spent on major weapons
by all countries, and there is no sign of
this arms race letting up. Unfortunately, it
will continue, with nuclear technology he.
coming more widely diffused and more
fissile material becoming available until
the suitcase nuclear bomb will come into
the hands of aggrieved groups such as the
Irish Republican Army and the Palestinian
Liberation Army.

The detonation of the first nuclear
device by a country receiving aid raises the
question whether such development as 3is-
tance should be continued. Although Can-
ada remains opposed to the proliferation
of nuclear weapons technology, Ottt.wa
has to live with a set of conditions in wrich
the newer nations challenge the suprem icy
of the major Western developed natims
that have largely set the rules and the
terms of international relations to their
own benefit over the last 30 years.
The termination of Canadian aid in re-
sponse to the display of increased po,ver
would put Canada on the side of the sta-us-
quo governments and increase the temion
bétween those aspiring for power and p'ace
and those who are jealously defen(ing
their pre-eminence. No test of Canaaa's
understanding and commitment to a fa irer
world order will be more difficult than : hat
of helping the less-powerful to attain full
citizenship in the international commur ity.

France) and of a disturbingly large nuriber,
of countries that could be ranked as r ^ ^ar-
nuclear. . . .

... Now that India has got the club
door wedged open, it is pretty plain ':hat
other near-nuclear states will reve,:f a
livelier interest in getting in too....'The
explosion in Rajasthan has not b`owll
the whole non-proliferation system sky
high, but it ought to enforce an ur;ent
reappraisal of the system's pre 9ent
and future effectiveness - and limitations.
(The Economist, May 25, 1974).
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Washington and Latin America:
indications of a new dialogue
By James Nelson Goodsell

Latin Americans have long had a love-hate
relationship with Washington. At one and
the same time, they find it difficult both to
get along with the United States, and to
get along without it. On the one hand,
they often complain that the United States
neglects them, while, on the other, they
frequently wish their giant northern neigh-
bour would simply go away. In a sense,
they are caught in a dilemma that has
plagued them for decades and bedevilled
relations between Washington and its
southern neighbours. The old Mexican
proverb about being "so far from God,
so near to the United States" sums up
much of the Latin American feeling.

But there are some new indications
that there is a changing climate in United
States/Latin American relations. It is too
early to set down any firm conclusions,
but there are a number of hints that the
old relationship may well be changing.
Since Henry Kissinger moved from the
White House to the Department of State
last year, the hints have been increasing.

In the first place, Latin Americans
instinctively like and respect Dr. Kis-
singer. In their éyes, he comes across as
a charismatic, sincere norteamericano, a
good many notches up the popularity lad-
der from other Secretaries of State in the
recent past and from most other United
States officials.

For his part, Henry Kissinger rec-
iprorates, displaying an interest in Latin
American and Latin Americans unseen in
Washington since the brief years of John
F. Kennedy's Presidency. Even with his
Middle East preoccupations and his
concern about Washington-Moscow and
Washington-Peking détente, Dr. Kissinger
has found more time in less than a year
to deal with Latin Americans as a group
or as individuals than did William P.
]Rogers during the five years he was Sec-
retary of State.

He has had no fewer than five
meetings with Mexican Foreign Minister
Ernilio O. Rabasa, conferred over lunch in
New York with Latin American foreign

ministers assembled there for the United
Nations General Assembly last October,
entertained half a dozen other Latin Amer-
ican ministers in Washington, journeyed
to Panama early in February to sign a
statement on revising the 'Panama Canal
treaty, met the foreign ministers again
in Mexico in February and yet again in
Washington and Atlanta in April, and
even gone to Mexico for his honeymoon!

New style
The style is so clearly new and vigorous,
so much a change from the past, that Latin
Americans have been caught unawares.
But they like what they see and hear.

There are countless stories, some of
them bordering on the apocryphal, being
told round the hemisphere about Dr. Kis-
singer and his approach. For example, last
February in Mexico City, while attending
the foreign ministers' session, Dr. Kis-
singer at one point spied Argentine Am-
bassador Héctor José Campora. He rushed
over to greet the Argentine, embracing
him and referring to him as "Mr. Pres-
ident". It was reference not to the fact
that Dr. Campora had served briefly as
Juan Domingo Peron's stand-in President
last year but rather to an earlier time
when the dentist-turned-politician had

Dr. Goodsell, Latin American editor of the
Christian Science Monitor for the past
ten years, has returned from another round
of visits to Latin American countries,
meetings of foreign ministers and sessions
of the Organization of American States. In
addition to his analytical and background
reports for the Monitor, Dr. Goodsell, with
W. Raymond Duncan, edited The Quest
for Change in Latin America and published
a book on Cuba's Fidel Castro last fall.
He examined the critical problems of the
Salvador Allende regime in Chile in the
July-August 1973 issue of International
Perspectives, just weeks before the Allende
government was deposed. The views
expressed on U.S.-Latin American
relations are those of Dr. Goodsell.
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been president of the Argentine Chamber

of Deputies and Dr. Kissinger had first
met him. These little touches carry special
meaning in Latin America and the new
Secretary of State knows it.

The changing climate in Washington's
relationship with Latin America, however,

is more than simply a change in personal-
ities at the Department of State. Indeed,
it goes much deeper and shows itself in a
variety of other ways. Dr. Kissinger's
arrival at State coincided with a number
of changes in attitude on the part of both
Latin American and Washington. He is
obviously a key element in these changes,
but is not alone responsible for them.

Allende's fall
altered
political tone,
opened way
to discussions

Desire for dialogue
In Latin America, over the past year or
so, there has been a growing desire for
some sort of new dialogue with the United
States, based on a feeling that the strident
anti-United States attitudes of several
years back, which saw angry exchanges
between Washington and Latin American
capitals, were simply not very productive.
As early as January 1973, there was a
move in some Latin American circles for

new approaches to Washington on a host
of issues - trade, aid, U.S. investment,
multinational corporations, reform of the

Organization of American States, the

position of Cuba in the hemisphere, the
sharing of technology. Colombia and Ven-
ezuela both quietly suggested hemisphere
talks on these issues, and their suggestion
was supported by several other govern-
ments. But there were delays and com-
plications. Argentina was in the midst of
a series of pre'sidential elections, while
Chile was in turmoil over Salvador Allen-
de's efforts to take the country along the
road to socialism; Panama was success-
fully pressing for a UN Security Council
meeting over the Panama Canal dispute
with the United States, while presidential

elections were in the. offing not only in

Argentina but also in Colombia, Costa
Rica, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala

and Venezuela.
"The time isn't right for a dialogue

with Washington," a Colombian foreign
ministry official lamented to newsmen in
March 1973 but, by October, the same
official was saying that "the time has
come".

There were plenty of reasons for the
turn-around. For one thing, the enforced
end of Salvador Allende's Marxist experi-
ment in Chile significantly altered the
political complexion of Latin America. A
number of governments very quickly toned
down some of their leftist-leaning rhetoric
in noticeable fashion. "The fall of Allende
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has altered the political picture throu&out
South America," an editorialist for the
Buenos Aires newspaper La Prensa wzote.
Commentators noted that former Ar.
gentine dictator Peron, who was elected
President in September, changed his cam.
paign tactics, becoming more conservative
in tone, almost immediately after the
Allende Government's fall in early Sep.
tember.

- But there were other significant de-
velopments that escaped notice at the
time, and these may have been even more
important in the changing attitudes in
Latin America than the end of the Allende
experiment.

Topping the list was a developin;; eco-
nomic crisis in many Latin Am; rican
countries, brought on by escalating costs
for basic imports, ranging from foodstufls

to oil. More and more comment was _,eard
during the autumn months about this

crisis as one government after another
sought to cope with the problem by G:dopt-
ing a variety of stop-gap measures, includ-
ing import limitations, austerity plars and

export stimulation.
By the time the foreign minist;-:rs of

the western hemisphere were meeting in
February in Mexico City for the so--alled
Meeting of Tlatelolco, much of tht^ cor-
ridor conversation at sessions dealt' with
the energy crisis and the problems being
encountered by almost all governments in
the trade field. "We have to find solutions
to this new problem," Brazil's Mario Gib-
son Barbosa said. But he was as mach in
the dark on solutions as were most of his
fellow foreign ministers. Still, one after
another got up at Mexico City to st_ggest
that solutions might be forthcorr.ing if
they all worked together - and, by ^-aying
"working together", meant to inc1L:?e the
United States and Dr. Kissinger.

The seriousness of the economl,-: crisis
brought on by the changing patterns in
world trade and the escalating ok costs
was felt most acutely in the smaher na-
tions of the hemisphere, primarily l;'cause
they lack the cushion of the largEr coun-
tries with more developed and div4'rsified
economies. Jamaica, for instance, began
talking about raising prices on it-^ single
major export, bauxite, to compen, ate for
the staggering burden of a 23 percent
increase in imports in 1973, wi'';z even

Thehigher increases expected for 197 I.
island's colourful Foreign Minister, Dudley
Thompson, made the point rep?atedlY,
noting that wheat and soybean Pnces
were the first problem. "Jamaica might
have made it," one of his associates said,
"if that had been all. But then the od
price boost hit us and we knew there was
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no solution- but to raise prices for our
bauxite." Jamaicans incidently blame
the U.S.-Soviet wheat deal for the rise in
wheat prices last year, as do many Latin
Americans.

Complaints made to Kissinger
Dr: Kissinger received all these complaints
and more when he went to Mexico City for
the dialogue with his Latin American
counterparts. In several closed sessions,
very strong and sharp language was used
by the Latin Americans, but it was not
used in rancour, according to some of the
delegates who were there. "We exchanged
views and spoke most forthrightly," is the
way Dr. Kissinger put it afterward.

Of course, Latin Americans know that
the United States is not responsible for all
the problems besetting them, but they are
more aware than ever that there are things
the United States can do to ameliorate
many of the problems. And this is where
the Latin American thrust is aimed.

All these items were on the agenda at
the foreign ministers' session in Mexico
City in February, the subsequent minis-
ters' meeting in Washington in April and
the two-week General Assembly of the
Organization of American States (OAS) in
Atlanta later in April. There have been
few decisions from these sessions, but the
atmosphere during the discussions has
been amiable. To many hemisphere obser-
vers, there is something very hopeful about

U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
rerrloUes his earphones to confer with Galo
Pfaza (left), Secretary-General of the
Organization of American States, at a
session of the OAS General Assembly in

all this. It is the first time in many years
that Latin Americans meeting at the con-
ference table with the United States have
risen, with a feeling of satisfaction.

Much of the credit for this does indeed
go to Dr. Kissinger. Without signing any
agreements, he has promised Latin Amer-
ica a greater trade access to the U.S.
market, new studies and efforts to boost
technological exchange and support for a
restructuring of the OAS. He even gave a
new phrase to add to the long list of labels
attached to Latin American/United States
relations. The Kissinger candidate: "the
policy of the Good Partner".

It is a long way from merely using the
phrase "Good Partner" to putting the idea
into practice, as Dr. Kissinger knows. But
he appears determined to go that way. The
problems he faces in the effort are many.
He had no sooner finished promising Latin
American foreign ministers that their
countries' exports would soon have easier
access to the United States markets than
Latin Americans had a new complaint
about trade with the United States. U.S.
Treasury agents, it was disclosed, were in
Brazil and Colombia looking at the way
those countries stimulated their exports -
with an implied threat that Washington
might impose new duties if exporters were
receiving government subsidies.

Specifically, the Treasury people were
probing reports that Brazil was giving an
export subsidy to its footwear industry,

Wide World - AP wirephoto

Atlanta, Georgia, in April. The meeting
was one of a series that may pave the way
for closer links between Latin America and
the United States.

`Good Partner'
policy set
with greater
trade access
fresh efforts
to encourage
exchanges



Treasury move
prompted Brazil
and Colombia
to complain

which does an $81-million-a-year business
with the United States, and that Colombia
was offering a similar stimulus to cut-
flower growers who sell $8-million worth of
carnations and other flowers to the United
States.

All of this makes Dr. Kissinger's as-
surances look less encouraging to the La-
tin Americans. In fact, within hours of his
speech in Atlanta before hemisphere for-
eign ministers, Brazilian and Colombian
complaints about the Treasury investiga-
tion were mushrooming. "How can Kissin-
ger tell us one thing and then expect us to
be enthusiastic when we have-the Treasury
doing something else?" asked a Brazilian.

"Washington speaks out of both sides
of its mouth," a Colombian at the meeting
complained., "We well remember President
Johnson's urging us to diversify our ex-
ports and President Nixon's promises to
open up U.S. markets to these exports, and
now we come face-to-face with the threat
of new duties .... It makes us wonder if
we can trust anyone in Washington."

For their part, State Department offi-
cials say Treasury was merely acting in
accordance with an obscure law that re-
quired it to investigate charges of export
subsidy and then to impose "countervail-
ing" duties equivalent to the subsidy if the
charges were found to be true.

To Latin Americans, however, this
begs the question: how are they to de-
velop their underdeveloped economies if
Washington intends to thwart them at
every turn? After all, they ask, doesn't
Washington talk about the special rela-
tionship between the United States and
the rest of the hemisphere? Didn't Dr.
Kissinger call them "good partners"?
Moreover, Latin Americans point out that
they are not responsible for recent United
States trade imbalances. The United
States has a solid $700-million trade sur-
plus with Latin America.

This is the sort of thing that Dr. Kis-
singer is going to face as he deals more
directly with Latin America in the months
ahead. He seemed to admit as much when
he said in Atlanta in April that there were
"certain inequities that must be rectified".

The case of Panama
The" task of rectifying inequities in Latin
America is going to test Dr. Kissinger's
diplomatic mettle. Panama is a case in
point. The United States has come to
recognize that the long-standing treaty
between Panama and the United States
over the Panama Canal ought to be re-
written. That accord gives the United

States virtual sovereignty over the Can
and the zone surrounding it in perpetuitr
"We would not be able to write such
treaty today," a State Department spol;e,
man observed recently. "This will all hav^
to be changed." Washington is commute
to such change. Dr. Kissinger signea
statement of principle pledging the chang-:
when he met in February with Panamar^i ^
Foreign Minister Juan Antonio Tack.

But rewriting the treaty and then get
ting it through Congress are going to tak
some doing. As with Treasury probe„
Latin American exports, Congress cc,u1
prove a major stumbling-block to Dr. i,a
singer. Moreover, Latin Americans egp
much from him.

For now, however, Dr. Kissinger'
obvious sincerity and desire to bring al-,o
rectification of "certain inequities" 1-.av
accumulated a store of goodwill for th
Secretary of State in his dealings 1vi
Latin Americans. He is now going to 1--ai
to deliver on them. Once the Middle l;
negotiations are behind him and the t
with the Soviet Union are completed. h
may well have the time to devote r ior
attention to Latin America. When ;ha
time comes, he will be watched carefull^
by the Latin Americans, who, despite the'
obvious pleasure at dealing with him, ^)

'not "go easy on him", as they showed
Mexico City, Washington and Atlants.

Bargaining power
The Latin Americans want this new cli
mate of improving relations with Washing.
ton. But they expect a good deal of give
and take. They know, too, that they have
many of the items the United States mn-
tinues to need - oil, minerals, agricult;rra
products - and that they now have some
bargaining power in the sale of these it;^ms.
They can be expected to use it in re;urD
for some of the things they want, inclu`nc,
trade access to the United States, t ech•
nological assistance and more of a voire in
hemisphere issues through OAS rev'sioc
and the reincorporation of Cuba inte the
hemispheric system. This latter point in
not universally supported in Latin A..ner•
ica, but there is growing sentiment for ^.t.

Dr. Kissinger's promise in Wasl dng•
ton and Atlanta to go along with latin
America's desires on Cuba, although it had
some ambiguities to it, was widely hailed
in Latin America - and like so much that
has taken place recently in hemisF-=here
affairs augurs well for an improving cli:nate
of understanding between the giant of the
North and its neighbours to the south.
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hailand works at creating
n innately Asian democracy

f someone had predicted a year ago that
ailand would soon be setting an exam-

le in striving for democracy at home and
eace in Southeast Asia, he probably
ould have been advised to take a short
ourse in Asian realities.

This was partly the fault of the Thais
hemselves and partly the fault of
Westerners, particularly Americans, who
hought they understood Thailand. Out-
ardly, most Thais did little to challenge
he myth that they are apolitical, addicted
o sinful indulgence and willing to sell
heir national soul to the Pentagon along
ith air-bases from which to bomb other
ians. This impression suited a U.S.

frcial mentality conditioned by Vietnam.
n this .view, Thailand was a domino, fun
o play with but ever in danger of falling
to the Vietnam mould.

As with most myths, there was some
ruth in the American one about Thailand.

e all myths, this one does not vanish
i'y even when confronted by facts. One

act is that Thai society is far deeper and
roader than the landing-strips and mas-
ge-parlours preoccupying many of the
.S. military personnel in Thailand. An-
ther is that Thai public opinion, adapting
much more than the U.S. military pres-

nce, has come further faster in recent
ears than any other national expression
f popular will in Southeast Asia, and
ossibly in all Asia.

This democratizing process was stim-
tod covertly, and finally overtly, by

King Bhumiphol Adulyadej. The climax
e on October 14, 1973, when thousands

o f student demonstrators succeeded in
forcing the overthrow of Thailand's mil-
itary rulers. This astonishing event, leâd-
mg to the return of civilian government
and a democratic constitution, also repre-
sented, in a sense, a culmination of Thai
history. A well-informed Thai told me in
Bangkok at the beginning of 1974: "It was
like a premature birth - we knew it had to
happen but it came sooner than expected."

Tt came when thepolitical direction in
non-Communist Asian countries was to-

ward dictatorship, when there was a wide-
spread belief that Thailand would be the
scene of the next military confrontation in
Southeast Asia after Vietnam, and when
both China and Japan were putting out
feelers for better relations with smaller
Asian nations.

The Asian political trend has not
been reversed. The road ahead for nascent
Thai democracy is rocky. But within a
year after the light of democratic govern-
ment was extinguished in the Philippines,
a former U.S. colony, Thailand instead
became the one nation in Southeast Asia
actively working to make democracy a
going concern.

Thailand's lack of a colonial past
makes it all the more attractive as a model
for protest movements in Indonesia, South
Korea, the Philippines and other countries
seeking to throw off authoritarian regimes.
What happened on the streets of Bangkok
proves that soldiers and their officers - or
at least most of them - do not necessarily
shoot students who demand change.

Military conflict and big-power con-
frontation can still happen in Thailand.
Communist-led insurgency has not grown
since 16 years of military rule came to an
end, but neither has it declined. The
chances of intervention by China, North
Vietnam or Soviet Russia on behalf of
perhaps 7,000 armed guerrillas in North,
Northeast and South Thailand have dim-
inished, however, and so has the prospect

David Van Praagh recently revisited Asia
to update his research for a book he is
completing on South and Southeast Asian
countries. He is visiting associate professor
at Carleton University's School of
Journalism, and editor of The IDRC
Reports, published quarterly by the
International Development Research
Centre. A journalist for 21 years. Mr. Van
Praagh was South and Southeast Asia
correspondent for the Toronto Globe and
Mail from 1965 to 1972, and has written

for other U.S. and Canadian newspapers.
The views are those of the author.



Laotian accord
more difficult
to achieve
without change
of government
in Thailand

of armed U.S. defence of the government
in Bangkok. ,

More than the peace agreements ear-
lier in 1973 covering South Vietnam and
Laos, the exile of Thailand's ruling gen-
erals may have contributed to future peace
and stability in Southeast Asia. Implemen-
tation in April 1974 of the agreement on a
new coalition government in Laos would
have been more difficult to achieve without
the change of government in Thailand.
While war continues in Vietnam and Cam-
bodia, remaining U.S. air-power based in
Thailand is less likely to be used again in
these conflicts.

In a wider sweep of Asia, the events
in Thailand provide a handle to Chinese
and Japanese leaders to reach a modus
vivendi with developing Southeast Asian
nations as part of. the building of a new,
rational, co-operative Asian and Pacific
order.

Peking undertaking
Premier Chou En-lai has told the new
Thai leadership privately that Peking will
not directly support Thai insurgents, nor
will it categorically oppose the U.S. air-
bases on Thai soil. This is consistent with
Chinese efforts to contain Soviet power at
all costs, and to bring about establishment
of neutral buffers in Laos and Cambodia.
Enlightened Japanese, including Prime
Minister Kakuei Tanaka, realize the need
to soften Southeast Asian resentment of
trade imbalances and commercial exploi-
tation. Like Chou and other Chinese, they
see the advent of a more liberal system in
Thailand as an opportunity to demon-
strate their interest in constructive co-
operation with and among the countries of
Southeast Asia.

All this is saying a lot for Thailand,
even granting that it is the heart of South-
east Asia. Suddenly the fun-loving Thais,
of all Asians, set themselves up as a
democratic model. A nation of 40 million
abruptly switches from being the forward
base of the United States in Southeast
Asia to providing the easiest entrée in the
region for China. One of the most conser-
vative countries in Asia leaps overnight
into the vanguard of a new Asian and
Paçific era.

Is a new myth being created?
In a way, yes, although it has yet to

equal the old one. The truth may be better
served by suggesting that Thailand is ex-
pressing its innate Asian self, that Thais
are falling back on their own resources,
that, far from being isolationism, this de-
mands a greater interest in ties with near
neighbours and less entanglement with
distant powers.

As we have noted, thè course upo
which Thailand has embarked is not absâ
lute. Following the peculiarly Thai way o!
getting rid of military tyrants - King an
students acting together -, the nation',
progress has been gradual and, in fac^
slower in some ways than was expected 1as
October. But its general direction is clea ^

Seni Pramoj, a former Prime Ministe
and a democratic royalist in the fines
Thai sense of the term, observed witÉ
nostalgic joy a few months later: "N
only weapon we had for 27 years was +h^
people. Like a Jack-in-the-box, we alway^
pop up again. I'd be happy if the presen,^
situation lasted only three days. It woa]É
have to happen again and again and ag ^
if necessary."

By "we" Seni meant the Democrat^:
the opposition party during the sway a,
various military figures after the Secon^
World War. The amorphous Democrat
are the offspring of the Free Thai Move!
ment, founded by Seni in the Unitei
States during formal wartime collabora
tion by Thailand with Japan. According t^
this lawyer, poet and cultural histori
the movement and the party and now th
new Thai freedom are manifestations of
democratic tradition older than Ma.
Carta.

They contain the germ of an expand
ing democratic élite that will have to co
into being in order to permit a liberal set
up to work in a country where kin
generals and bureaucrats have traditio
ally connived at political supremacy. Wha
is happening in Thailand is the clash a
the democratic tradition and the author
itarian tradition. The latter has prevail
most of the time, but not always, sin
overthrow of the absolute monarchy i^
1932. I

Thanarat regime
Following nearly a generation of rival:
between Marshal Pibul Songgram an
Pridi Phanomyang, a liberal civilian soin
Thais expect to return from Paris an
play a leading role in the new order
Marshal Sarit Thanarat clamped a corrup
military regime on Thailand in 1957. H
tightened the vise by taking all power int
his hands the following year. His succe^'
sors in power, and in ever more intiniat
collaboration with the United States an
its war aims in Indochina, were ManhG
Thanom Kittikachorn and Marshal Pin
phas Charusathien. They, too, mounted'
coup from within, ending in Novembe
1971 a brief experiment in limited sharin
of power with a popularly-elected lowe
house of Parliament, and like Sarit the:
also groomed a successor: Colonel Naron:

1
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ttikachorn, Thanom's son and the son-
-law of the hard-fisted Praphas.

But this time the ruling minority's
ays were numbered. The junta began
sing its sense and its nerve as the United

Photo by Van Praagh

Thailand's students represented a key
element in the overthrow of the nation's
military rulers in October 1973. They are
still looked upon as the country's most
important pressure group. Shown confer-
ring with a colleague is one of the student
leaders, Sombat Thamrongthanyawong
(left), secretary-general of the National
Student Centre of Thailand in Bangkok.

cers expect to serve in advisory and ad-
ministrative posts. But the model the Thai
military is hoping to emulate, he indicated,
is the Turkish Army, which stands beyond
politics as a watchdog, ever ready to bring
wayward politicians into line with the
nation's ideals.

Student feeling
There are few indications that Thai stu-
dents, widely looked on as the nation's
most important pressure group, will break
up into the kind of Communist-leaning
extremist groups feared by the military.
The ferocity of feeling among some engi-
neering and vocational students during the
October uprising - revolution may be too
strong a word - was surprising. But,
though the student movement is frag-
mented again, most educated young Thais
would tend- to agree with Sombat Tham-
rongthanyawong, the mild-mannered but
determined Secretary-General of the Na-
tional Student Centre of Thailand. Som-
bat, a farmer's son, said that 12 years was
time enough to accomplish economic and
educational reforms "to serve the poor
better and help the poor study"; other-
wise, he feared, there might be violence.

Some Thais fear violence and military
intervention if gaps between rich and poor
and between Bangkok and the countryside

Thai military
bids to emulate
Turkish Army
standing beyond
political sphere
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tates withdrew from a direct combat role
Vietnam, although President Nixon's

tensified bombing of the north, as well as
aos and Cambodia, drew more than ever,
te in 1971, during 1972 and early in 1973,

B-52s and fighter-bombers at seven or
ght Thai bases. In retrospect, it is ques-
onable whether the military rulers ever
ossessed the requisite identification with
bai nationhood. Sensing their weakness
ut hardly daring to hope that the end of

era was at hand, students who had
me late to political consciousness pushed
hanom, Praphas and Narong back from
e barricade to another, and finally into
le with the King's help on that tumul-
cus weekend of October 13 and 14.

imetable for elections
he goal of a democratic constitution is
king longer to achieve than expected

nder the interim government of Prime
linister Sanya Dharmasakti, who is nor-
ally rector of Thammasat University.
anya resigned in May 1974, but he was
revailed on to head a new interim govern-
ent without any military officers in the
binet. Whether intentional or not, this

^as a logical step on the road to a
opularly-elected constitutional govern-
ent, as were the King's earlier announce-
ent of a National Convention of 2,346
en and women and the Convention's

ediate election of a 299-member in-
ri.,n National Assembly to adopt the
roposed new constitution.

This is expected by the end of this
ear, with elections to follow early in 1975.
niess drastically changed, the constitu-
on will provide for two houses of parlia-
ent - one elected and one chosen from
ominees of the King - and a cabinet
rawn from both houses. But no military
flïcer will be able to stand for either house
;ithout resigning his commission. In addi-
on, there are safeguards against another
ilitary takeover, reserve powers vested in

he King and guaranteed basic freedoms.
No constitution can stand against

anks. But the fact that most army and
olice officers, especially the Army Chief
f Staff, General Kris Sivara, were unwill-
g to open fire on middle-class students
t October is only one reason to believe

hat the days of military rule are over for
ood. A police officer close to King Bhumi-
hol (so close that he can be summoned to
he Palace by walkie-talkie), Colonel Vasit
ejkujorn, told me that experienced offi-

aurse upol
is not ab3o
7hai way o



are not narrowed more quickly. Sumalee

Viravaidya, a Bangkok Post columnist,

who was the only woman on the constitu-
tion-drafting committee, expressed this
view: "There is a chance to make major
changes but the older generation does not
recognize it .... This attitude contains the
germ of disaster."

Seni Pramoj gave the older genera-
tion's answer: "For socialism to work we
must all be Buddhas - you can't clamp an
ideology on a country like this."

Seni has taken himself out of the run-
ning for Prime Minister after popular
elections, although his Democrats will un-
doubtedly play a role in the coalition
government that is expected to emerge.

Probable candidates are Puey Ungpha-
korn, a former Governor of the Bank of
Thailand, and Kukrit Pramoj, editor of

Siam Rath and Speaker of the interim

National Assembly, who makes a point of
his differences with his brother Seni but in
reality is only more "bullish" in standing
in the royal camp. In a real sense, the most
important figure in Thailand is the King,
not only as a universally-revered symbol of
national unity but also because he has
shown himself willing to lend his prestige
to decent, non-military government.

In doing this, the 47-year-old mon-

arch, Rama IX of the Chakri dynasty,
which has reigned over Thailand for 200
years of its 700-year history, is an integral
part of the most recent of historic Thai

shifts. United in its Buddhism and its
reliance on rice-growing, land-owning small

peasants, Thailand has always avoided

extremes domestically and in its external
relations. Foreigners often call this sway-
ing with the wind, but it may be more
accurate to describe it as an almost in-
stinctive shying away from any system or

Nation shifting foreign power that would undermine the

to position integrity of the nation and its people. Seen

of accommodation in this perspective, rejection of self-serving

with China military bureaucracy was natural, and so
is dilution of Western democratic forms
with traditional Thai respect for authority.
Similarly, Thailand is shifting at the same
time from over-dependence on the United
States to a position of accommodation
with a major Asian power - China.

Military influence
Ironically, the Thai who signed the air-
base agreements with the United States,
former Foreign Minister Thanat Khoman,
best summed up recently the insidious link
between foreign military influence and in-
ternal political repression. He told the

Bangkok Post: "The military leaders fa-
voured the presence of foreign military
forces, hoping that such forces would
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`firm-up' their strength and their position,
And, of course, the foreign military power
was happy to find them willing to give it
Thai territory, military facilities and in.
stallations against the national interest of
Thailand."

Again, however, the air-bases are not
going all at once, any more than the
influence of Thailand's older generation
is suddenly vanishing. Even after the stu-
dents were agitated by discovery of a
letter to Sanya purporting to come from
an insurgent leader in the northeast but
reportedly faked by the CIA, they did not
demand immediate cancellation of ai:: -base
rights. The U.S. Air Force is in the process
of reducing its strength in Thailand to
fewer than 400 combat and support air-
craft and about 25,000 men, or about half
its top strength in recent years. This
would still make it the most potert air
arm in Southeast Asia. If the new Thai
leaders are convinced that this woul^: con-
tribute to what they call a"balar:ce of
interests" in Asia, rather than sirrply a
balance of power, and that China, hndeed,
does not object, then a deal will be struck.

At the same time, if Thailand cannot
establish dual diplomatic relations with
Taiwan and China as the United :;tates
has done, its government can be ex-,:ected
to exchange embassies with Peking;. Ma-
laysia's lead in this regard as a co-membet
of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) will have some influ-
ence. But the most important considera-
tion for Thai leaders, as it may not be
for Malaysian leaders, who have a propor-
tionately much .larger Chinese minoritq
to placate, will be establishment of a mu•
tually-respectful working relationsh:p with
China.

Testing Chou's assurance
They are particularly anxious W test
Chou's informal assurance of no direet
support to Thai insurgents, some o_ whom
have been trained in China. Mo-,,a- than
North Vietnam, China is the home- base of
the Thai "liberation" movement. A'though
guerrillas have been increasingly b: 11d and
well-armed in confronting Thai tecurity
forces, the movement, which fornialp
started in 1965, has not progressed beyond
the stage of trying to recruit p-:asants
But, largely because of government alien-
ation of peasants and hill tribes, notablp
by local corruption and bombing -f tribal
villages, significant areas of the econoWr'
ally-depressed Northeast and the remote
North, near the tri-junction of TnailaDd
Laos and Burma, had fallen under ins

Clgent control by 1971. Moreover, Tnai
and military authorities were legitimately'
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worried about a road built by the Chinese
from Yunnan through northern Laos to

the Mekong River; it points straight
toward the north-south Nan Valley cut-
ting through the centre of Thailand.

Regaining a realism in dealing with
foreigners that kept Thailand free of co-
lonial control by the French to the east
and the British to the west, the new
leadership is seeking openings with the
new coalition government in Laos, in
which the Pathet Lao plays a decisive role,
and with the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia.
Partly as a reflex from the period when
this inherent realism was subordinated to
U.S. aims in the region, the Thais fear

...The future political influence of
the students is ambiguous. As in other un-
derdeveloped nations, Thai students have
served as a catalyst for political change,
and they may have made one of the most
significant contributions in bringing the
Thai political system to the threshold of
a genuine democracy. Yet their role in the
future is unclear. The students cannot run
the government or even serve in its upper
ranks. They do not have the organizational
structure to provide a stable political base
or the maturity or experience necessary
for the administration of national affairs.

Yet several influences by students in
Thai politics will likely emerge in the
years alaead. Students will certainly con-
tinue to. play a "puritan" role, publicizing
orruption in the government and de-
ouncir.g executive deviations from newly-
rengthened democratic norms. Students

^U exF rt this important influence with
aximum political effect when their pro-
ests and demands are widely supported
y other civilian groups and interests in
he kin;;dom . . . .

Students will also exercise some influ-
nce in modifications of existing govern-
ent pc:licies. The presence of a large un-

mploycd and under-employed recent-
udent population may force the govern-
ent to develop more effective economic
nd edt;cation policies to reduce the pres-
nt sericus imbalance between expanding
tudent enrolments and the lack of gainful
mploYr 1ent .... The students will also re-
uire tue gcvernment to examine more
arefully its foreign policy of relying heav-
lY on the United States for national
^tY and economic prosperity. Few
az students indicate a desire for any

the consequences of a major North Viet-
namese offensive in South Vietnam, which
might well force some hard, unwanted
decisions about the U.S. air-bases in
Thailand.

Until the day when Laos and Cam-
bodia may become effective neutral buffers
protecting Thailand and Southern China,
the new government is taking solace from
China's willingness to sell diesel oil to
keep the Thai economy going. It is pres-
sing Japan, with some success, for better
trade terms. Under civilian leadership,
Thailand is reasserting itself in Asia at
the same time as it quietly creates a na-
tional expression of Asian democracy.

drastic and sudden change in Thai-Ameri-
can relations, and most Thai students
recognize the constructive role of American
military and economic aid in bolstering the
independence and development of the
country. Yet one of the major student de-
mands has been the need for Thailand to
broaden the scope of its foreign relations
beyond the strong orientation toward the
United States. Students want their govern-
ment to seek better relations with the
People's Republic of China and other
Communist nations. They also want their
country to develop closer relations with
friendly nations elsewhere in Southeast
Asia. (From Student Protest and Politi-
cal Change in Thailand by Frank C.
Darling, Pacific Affairs, Spring 1974).

... As the decision by Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand to form ASEAN in 1967 was
essentially a political move, wide-ranging
problems of common interest and concern
are always discussed whenever the foreign
ministers of ASEAN member countries
meet. It would be realistic and perhaps
inevitable, therefore, to envisage that in
the near future the task of ASEAN would
assume a wider dimension while at the
same time retaining its original character.
Nations will be'able to work together more
effectively and constructively for a com-
mon goal if they have a strong political
determination. Political will to succeed is
indeed a prerequisite to productive co-
operation, whether in economic, social or
cultural fields. (Excerpt from Bangkok
speech by Thai Foreign Affairs Minister
Charunphan Isarangkun Na Ayuthaya,
January 16, 1974).

Fear results
of Hanoi drive
in Vietnam,
might force
decisions
on U.S. bases
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The value of scientific method
in the foreign policy process
By Don Munton

Interpolimetrics is the name increasingly
being used to describe academic studies
that attempt- to apply scientific methods
to the study of international politics and
foreign policy. To use the current jargon,
these studies employ quantitative data-
collection and data-analysis techniques to
test and refine theoretical hypotheses and
models. The basic goal is no less than a
greater explanatory and predictive knowl-
edge of international phenomena, although
most proponents recognize this as a very-
long-term aim indeed.

A decade ago there was barely a
trickle of such studies. Now they exist in
some profusion, and the flood shows no
signs of abating. While those oriented
toward such research are still a distinct
minority of scholars in the field, their num-
bers have increased considerably. As is the
case with most of the social and physical
sciences, more interpolimetric research is
currently being done in the United States
than anywhere else. This, of course, is
largely a function of the vast size of the
scholarly communities in the United
States. But there are interpolimetric re-
searchers in many other countries, par-
ticularly Western Europe, Scandinavia
and Japan. There are even some in East-
ern Europe, and a small but growing tribe
in Canada. Thus interpolimetrics is scien-
tific in its aims, quantitative in its tech-
niques and international in its scope.

Critics have assailed interpolimetric
studies in a variety of ways. The basic

Pro f essor Munton is assistant pro f essor of
political science at Dalhousie University's
Centre for Foreign Policy Studies. His
research interests include contemporary
Canadian foreign policy, social-science
research methods and approaches to fore-
casting in international politics. Professor
Munton has written a number of articles
discussing and applying quantitative-data
techniques in the study of patterns of
foreign policy behaviour. The views ex-
pressed in this article are those of the
author.
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assumptions, they say, are hopele.^sh'
naive, the data misleadingly precise, t)^
hypotheses and models grossly over
eralized, the language excessively jargo
istic, the methods extraordinarily comhl
and the results, not unexpectedly, a
largely disappointing. Moreover, the cri ti
add, the whole approach is dangero
because it steers the analyst away fr.o
the real stuff of politics and renders '
results irrelevant to current problems.

Some of these criticisms are undcu
tedly valid. Many of them, in fact,
made most strongly and cogently 6
scholars who would consider themselv. 1
members of the interpolimetrics scYo0
Critics and proponents alike would a;r
that current studies demonstrate gla '
weaknesses. Where they would disa,
is over the implications one attribut
to these weaknesses. Most critics reg
them as debilitating and insuperable prot
lems. Most proponents view them
serious but potentially solvable, or
least potentially manageable, difficulti ]
Whether it is the pessimism of the crïti 1
or the optimism of the proponents ;
is unwarranted remains to be determ,ne
by future developments.

Utility for policy community
One vital, oft-debated question is whe-h
interpolimetric studies do have, or
have, any utility for the policy commurdt
Critics naturally point to the var;o u
weaknesses as prima facie proof of i Te:
evance. Proponents are more divi3 '
Some argue that existing studies are s'
too preliminary and tentative to 'ia^
much utility, suggesting that, if and she
some general models of international po
itics have been developed, then, and on1,
then, is interpolimetrics likely to be u-se '
in the same way that research in econo:ni
has become. Some others have cauti.)ne
that interpolimetric research should nc
even try to be policy-oriented, since tiv
could actually be harmful and distractin
to the major aim of building theory. Sb
others have noted, and the present w ri

a:
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hares their view, that some interpolimet-
¢c studies, despite weaknesses, are in
ertain specifiable ways relevant to some
olicy concerns.

The purpose of the present article is
o suggest how a few examples of this
esearch might be useful to the policy
onununity. Earlier articles in Interna-
ional Perspectives have addressed the
eneral question of the gap between the
cademic and policy communities (Geof-
rey Pearson, "What does the academic
a` e to contribute to policymaking",
Uovember/December 1973) and that of
he apparent differences but also the less-
bvious and considerable similarities be-
ween the types of analysis carried out by
cademics and policy-makers (Andre Don-
eur, "Advocating scientific approach for
iplomats and academics", January/
?ebruary, 1974). The present article can
>e seen as an extension of those discus-
ions.

One point ought to be emphasized.
n using the term interpolimetric, the
lternative and closely equivalent term
uantitative has been explicitly avoided
s a general label. Furthermore, usage of
he latter term evokes different images

many readers. Certainly, many inter-
^li rametric analyses utilize quantitative
nethods, but these form only one dimen-
ion of such studies. The term quanti-
ative is also much broader and could
egitimately include not only statistical
ecl.niques but also such varied procedures

Z
s systems analysis and planning-program-

mina budgeting. Lest there be any doubt,
he present discussion does not refer to
hese very general, probably useful, but
ften misapplied tools.

The policy relevance of interpolimet-
ics depends not only on the attributes of
his type of research itself but also on the
spects of the policy process to which the
esearch might be applied. No single study *
an possibly be relevant to the whole set
Pf activities in which the policy com-
murity is engaged. In trying to suggest
iow studies might be related to particular
tctivities of policy-makers, then, it would
e useful to distinguish certain types
f activity. Academic decision-making
na:ysts sometime find it useful to iden-
ify at least five phases of "the" policy
orocess. These can be described as an-
icipating and recognizing problems,
earching for information, advocating and
>electing options, implementing decisions
and reviewing outcomes. The actual pro-
.ess of day-to-day policy-making, of
course, can seldom be analyzed so neatly,
nd thus these must be taken as "ideal"
ategories. Nevertheless, they are a useful
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way to organize the discussion here.
One problem immediately raised, how-

ever, is that this characterization does not
touch on all activities of the policy com-
munity. One important aspect not included
is that of training members for the even-
tual making and implementing of deci-
sions. Although space here does not permit
elaboration, there would seem to be a
variety of ways in which interpolimetric
techniques could be applied or adapted to
assist in this training function. One in-
stance of such application was the recent
use, in a course on negotiating tactics, of a
simulation developed by Gilbert Winham
of McMaster University. The initial re-
sults from this experiment seem to have
been quite favourable, but the general
topic of training applications merits sep-
arate and lengthy discussion. While the
above policy-process classification scheme
thus excludes some activities of the policy
community, it is still too broad to permit
appropriate discussion of each stage here.
Therefore, the present article will focus on
the first two, the stage of problem anti-
cipation and recognition and that of in-
formation search. A discussion of how
interpolimetric research might relate to
the other three stages must be reserved
for a later date.

Sigler study
One example of an interpolimetric study
that has considerable relevance to the an-
ticipation and identification of policy prob-
lems was carried out by Professor John
Sigler of Carleton University. Concerned
with assessing levels of tension in the
bilateral interactions between the United
States, U.S.S.R. and China during 1966-
1971, Sigler employed what have become
known as "international event data". In
his case, the data consisted of a large
number of events or actions initiated by
the three powers. These were abstracted
from daily reports in the public press by a
team of researchers working on a project
called the World Event/Interaction Sur-
vey. Each event was given a value accord-
ing to the degree of co-operation or con-
flict it involved. Then monthly "positivity
scores" were calculated on the basis of
these values. Although part of the analysis
was carried out by computer, the final
results were displaced in simple graphs
showing the trends and changes in rela-
tions over the six-year period.

The data revealed, for instance, that
U.S.-Soviet relations began to show less
conflict in late 1967 and, despite the
Czechoslovakian crisis, to improve gener-
ally through 1968. The trend continued in
1969 and most of 1970 under the new

Concentrating
on anticipation
and recognition
of problems
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U.S.-Soviet
co-operation
seemed to lead
in some periods
to greater
Sino-Soviet rift

Nixon administration, but then deteri-
orated. By early 1971, the level of conflict
interaction was the highest in three years
and as great as or greater than the Vietnam
and Middle East war-ridden period of
1966-1967. With regard to relations among
all three powers, Professor Sigler's analysis
did not find very strong evidence for the
commonly-held assumption that greater
co-operation between any two states leads
to greater conflict by both with the third.
For example, U.S.-Chinese co-operation in
December 1969 did not appear to affect
U.S.-Soviet relations, nor did the U.S.-
Soviet détente in July 1970 appear to
affect Chinese-Soviet relations. On the
other hand, U.S.-Soviet co-operation
seemed to lead in certain periods to greater
Sino-Soviet conflict, and the Sino-Soviet
détente of November 1970 was followed by
the worst period in U.S.-Soviet relations.

Form of monitoring
A major preoccupation of foreign minis-
tries is to interpret the overwhelmingly
complex, seemingly orderless, and rapidly-
occurring sequence of day-to-day events
in the international system. Professor
Sigler suggests that the systematic collec-
tion of event data might assist in sumar-
izing these patterns and trends. It could
thus provide a form of regularized mon-
itoring that might be useful for policy-
makers attempting to make sense of the
on-going flow of events and to anticipate
future problems that seem to be develop-
ing. To be sure, there is no claim that an
international event-monitoring "system"
would be a panacea. As a research tech-
nique, the event-data approach is still very
young and is beset with unsolved method-
ological problems. These include such
questions as whether "important" events
should be weighted more than others, and
how the degree of conflict or co-operation
of a particular event ought to be mea-
sured. These problems, however, are not
different in kind from those affecting other
now commonly-used indicators such as the
monthly cost-of-living index or unemploy-
ment rates. Although indicators of inter-
national trends are badly in need of
refinement, they do hold the promise of
becoming similarly useful in identifying
problems and anticipating trends.

A second study with some relevance
to this initial phase of the policy process
was published in 1971 by Istvan Kende of
Karl Marx University, Budapest, and the
International Peace Research Institute,
Oslo. Although Western scholars and
policy-makers may not agree with all of
Professor Kende's inferences and conclu-
sions, the task he undertook was an inter-

esting one. He identified 97 "local wars^
that had occurred between 1945 and 1969
- including Hungary, 1956, and China.
Tibet, 1959, as well as "Dominica", 1965,
Guinea Bissau, 1962, Zimbabwe, 1967, and
others. He then examined these in terras
of the nature and objectives of the paHtic•
ipants, the involvement of foreign pov;°ers,
the territory on which they occurred and
the duration of the fighting. Wars were
divided into three categories: internal antf•
regime wars, those fought with the ailn of
overthrowing the central government, in.
ternal tribal wars, those involving suc•
cessionist or minority group conflict; and
frontier wars, those fought between two or
more countries across national boundaries.

Professor Kende demonstrates, fast
of all, the considerable and incre^ sing
extent of war in the post-1945 pe^iod
In that span, conflicts involving a total of
72 countries took place. During the 25
years, there was an average of one new war
every three months. The total duratic•n of
all the wars taken together was the eq-aiva-
lent of more than 260 years. If any re•
minder were needed, it is clear thai the
Cold War era has not been without a sub•
stantial amount of active conflict.

Within national boundaries
By far the predominant type of war, both
in terms of the number of confiicts and
their duration, has been the anti-regime
war fought within the boundaries o^ one
country. These amounted to ap-prox•
imately 80 per cent of all conflicts. More
than two out of three have been feught
with the participation of foreign powers,
and the proportion of anti-regime wars
with foreign participation has steadily in•
creased. While there was an average of
5.8 such wars occurring each day diIring
1945-1949, there was an average of 14.6
each day in 1965-1969. Since 1963, in fact,
there had not been a single anti-rEgime
war anywhere that had not had fcreign
participation. The general proportif.n of
internal tribal wars has also increas -^d in
latter years, although the number of these
with foreign participation has decrc ased
These patterns, of course, reflect in part
the anti-colonial struggles in the ',1hird
World and, more recently, the increasing
internal problems of the new nation:.

The data do not by themselveF- pro-
vide answers to questions of policy c`zoice.
For a policy-maker in 1971, however: they
might have helped to identify certain long•
range problems. For a country, su:,h 21
Canada, interested in performing a t:eace•
keeping role, they also might have sug•
gested continuing long-range respor: 3ibili-
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ties. The trends indicate not a lack of, but
an actual increase in, the type of conflict

for which peacekeeping was originally

intended. While particular efforts at peace-
keeping during the 1960s may have proved
difficult, the trends indicated a likely de-
mand for them. Both the persistence and
changing nature of these conflicts also
suggest the need for an "active" rather
than merely "reactive" concern with world

events. ,

Searching for information
The second phase of the policy process
identified earlier was that of information
search. The sort of information required in
particular policy decisions ranges from the
very specific and practical to the very
general and abstract. The problem, for
example, may be one of recalling how a
particular state voted in the United Na-
tions General Assembly on a certain issue
or set of issues. To provide this specific
information a diplomat could perhaps con-
sult experienced UN observers to see if
they could recall such details. On the other
hand, he could also, more quickly and
efficiently, make use of a readily-available
and comprehensive set of data on all
Assembly roll-call votes since 1946.

Culled from UN documents by a
series of scholars, the voting positions
(yea, nay, abstain or absent) of every
member on every resolution have been
codified and the information punched on
computer cards. Some of the work being
conducted by Brian Tomlin of Carleton
University has made use of and added to
these data. While Professor Tomlin's re-
search primarily involved using the com-
puter to analyze the data in a statistical
sense, it also demonstrates that the com-
puter could be used to simply provide a
"printout", which would display the raw
information in an easily-readable form.
Copies of this printout (each about the
size of an average atlas) could be supplied
at v.=;y low cost to all in the policy com-
munity who might find it useful. Thus the
diplomat trying to obtain a particular
piece of information about an earlier
Assembly vote could consult a copy of the
printout and find the answer in a matter
of seconds. The advantage of such a sim-
ple information retrieval "system" is partly
that of drawing together scattered facts
and i,hen presenting them in an easy-to-
use r.ianner (the same advantage that an
atlas has over an unsorted and dissimilar
set 01 small-scale maps). In addition, there
is also the considerable advantage that the
information can be easily and continually
updated.

Another interesting and timely project

with relevance to this information-search
stage of the policy process is currently
being carried out by Robert Friedheim of
the Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington,
Virginia. A number of years ago, Mr.
Friedheim and his associates began a
"content analysis" of speeches made at the
first two Law of the Sea Conferences.
These data have been expanded, using the
verbatim records of public UN committee
debates and confidential summaries of
closed-door sessions. A total of 189 issues
related to Law of the Sea were identified
in the speeches, including such aspects as
continental-shelf definition, the freedom of
ocean science research, the adequacy of
the present seabed-law framework, and
the authority of the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission. A scale was
developed for each of these issues to cover
all existing alternative policy positions.
For example, the scale on the question of
scientific research ranged from "maintain
freedom of scientific research" through
"scientific research only under UN con-
trol" to "scientific research only with
consent of the coastal state". By system-
atically reading and classifying all the
speeches made by representatives of every
country, Mr. Friedheim was able to assign
a general summary score reflecting the
positionof each country on each issue.

According to Mr. Friedheim's data,
Canada's position on the freedom of scien-
tific research, for instance, was slightly
positive toward such research but rel-
atively close to the median for all coun-
tries. Those most opposed to the freedom
of scientific research, according to the data,
are various of the Latin American and
South Asian states, particularly Mexico,
Peru, Chile, India and Pakistan. Similar
observations could be obtained from the
data on all the other 188 issues.

Such data not only lend themselves
to a variety of intriguing academically-
oriented analyses (some of which Mr.
Friedheim has carried out and published)
but also comprise a useful source of infor-
mation for the policy community. The
analysis of speeches, of course, is not an
innovation in diplomatic practice. Nor
does it necessarily require formal content-
analysis procedures and an elaborate com-
puter-based retrieval system. What is
exceptional about Mr. Friedheim's project
is not the manner in which he is collecting
the data but the scope and magnitude of
those data, and the ease with which com-
prehensive information can be obtained
from them or additional information can
be added. For any given point in time, the
data would provide precise information
about the general positions not of a few

Scale developed
for classi f ying
Law of the Sea
speeches linked
to 189 issues

Stress scope,
magnitude
of data,
provide basis
for analyses
and information



countries on a few issues but of all par-
ticipating countries on each of a large and
possibly exhaustive set of issues. Moreover,
the data could provide information about
the changes, if any, between the positions
held by all these countries at one point in
the past and the most current position
they have declared.

It would thus be possible to assess
with considerable accuracy both how sim-
ilar how many other nations were on a
particular issue, and how much these had
shifted in what direction over a period of
time. For the policy-maker concerned with
obtaining information as to the likelihood
of his nation's position being adopted, such
data would be an invaluable supplement
to the first-hand knowledge of available
experts. Mr. Friedheim's research, notably
enough, has been rather widely and exten-
sively usedin the U.S. policy community
in ongoing work for the third Law of the
Sea Conference in Caracas this summer.

son is that the nature of interpolimet
studies virtually necessitates a narro^
focus on selected phenomena rather t:na^!
a broad focus on all aspects of a situatio
Another reason is that the methods use^
in these studies are costly, time-cons
and, as was emphasized earlier, still in
very primitive state. Moreover, researche
are as yet only beginning to tackle thei
self-declared task of trying to develo
theories or models that explain somethi
about the real world of internatio
politics.

If and when such theories were dEve
oped, there would be little doubt as to f he
importance, just as there is little dou
about that of Keynesian economic mo4
If it could be shown, for example, that
certain kind of action by a state in a ce
tain context will usually give rise Ë o
certain kind of international response, an
it could be explained why this was so, 1e
this simple theory or model would hm

Prospects limited
Each of the studies discussed here has
something to offer. With respect to both
identifying problems and providing infor-
mation, the data and the results of these
researchers would seem to be useful in
particular ways for those involved in de-
termining and implementing policy. At the
same time, such research cannot answer all
the questions that must be answered be-
fore difficult decisions are made. One rea-

obvious policy utility. But in the fores
able future the products of interpolimetri
research are destined to remain cons:der
ably more modest. While the policy con
munity should thus neither fear th
imminent arrival of a computerized forei
ministry nor wait too expectantly for
general theory of foreign policy, it shoul
nevertheless seriously consider the varim,
albeit limited, ways in which interpoli
metric research can be of relevance.

Influence of the mass media
on the conduct of foreign policy
By J. B. Black and A. E. Blanchette

"We should carry on constant communica-
tion among the people on the facts of
world progress. At the same time, we must
tell them that, while the prospects are
bright, there will be twists and turns in the
road." (Mao Tse-Tung, "On the Chung-
king Negotiations", October 17, 1945)
Radio Yenan (later Radio Peking) began
broadcasting its view of the turning road
well before the end of the revolutionary
war in China in 1949.

No country today neglects the mass
media in the formulation and conduct of
its foreign policy. Canada was a pioneer in

the field of national radio services and in-
ternational broadcasting. The CBC Inter
national Service, as it was then called, wa
formed in 1942. In close co-operation wit^
the Department of External Affair.. 0
the Wartime Information Board, it l:ega
to play an increasingly active and effcctiv,
role in the allied propaganda battle again.e
the wave of Nazi broadcasts emar,atin
from occupied Europe under the imnO
tive, if unscrupulous, direction of P
Joseph Goebbels, Hitler's propa0,an4
minister.

Radio broadcasting to foreign and
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he preparation of television programs for
se abroad, newspapers, books, films, ex-

ibits and cultural exchanges have long
,een considered useful instruments in the
onduct of foréign affairs, by projecting
broad an image of peoples and govern-
lents, their aspirations, ambitions, and
lso their problems.

Canada has used such means to foster
s trade and tourism, to encourage immi-
rat.ion, to explain its economic and fiscal
olicies, to promote peace - in short, to
.eln to form public opinion abroad and, in

more personal plane, Canadian soldiers
nd foreign service personnel overseas
ave found such programs, particularly the

aily news broadcasts of Radio Canada
nternational, to be an excellent means of
eeping abreast of events and trends at
ome, program content being designed to
roject an objective image of Canada and
o present the news as it is.

Canada broadcasts today to all parts
f the world in English and in French, as
vell as in several other major languages,
uch as Russian and Spanish. The major
mphasis is on news, giving accurate and
bjective accounts of events in Canada and
^lsevvhere. However, the life and preoccu-
datians of Canadians are not overlooked,
nd commentaries, interviews, music and
nteitainment are also provided to portray
that is happening in Canada.

Sc) doing, to achieve its own objectives. On

efining propaganda
orne countries are, of course, a good deal
ess objective than Canada in their presen-
atien of developments, and indulge in
that is usually called propaganda. What is
ropaganda? For many people today, the
enn has a pejorative meaning it did not
ave originally. The word is an abbrevia-
ion of the Latin Congregatio de propa-
anda fide - the Congregation for the
ropagation of the Faith, founded by Pope

Jrban VIII during the early part of the
eve<iteenth century to educate priests for
issionary and other good works abroad.

noble purpose. In today's context,
U,qrJ, les Volontaires du Progrès, the
eace Corps, come to mind.

There are, of course, many definitions
If th^ word. One of the most delightful, by
he British classicist F. M. Cornford, runs

fvllows: "That branch of the art of
Ying, which consists in very nearly de-
eiving your friends without quite deceiv-
gyoûr enemies". In a general sense,
10Aaganda is an organized attempt, using
le mass media, to influence people to
dopt a belief or form of action. This may
clu:de an extremely wide range of human
divity, quite apart from foreign policy.

In foreign policy terms, it usually implies
a one-way flow of information from one
state to another for the benefit of the
originating state.

While, down through the centuries, by
political acumen, wisdom, instinct or just
plain good luck, statesmen have often made
good use of what might be called commu-
nications techniques to influence opinion
at home and abroad, it is in the twentieth
century that the art of communication has
been most systematically used as an in-
strument of foreign policy. The systematic
approach was rather less common in years
gone by, but earlier diplomatic techniques
could nonetheless be quite effective. Using
his charm on Madame de Pompadour -
the less-romantically-inclined claim that
he used his purse - the Austrian Foreign
Minister, Prince Kaunitz, is said to have
managed to persuade her to prevail upon
Louis XV to reverse France's traditional
eighteenth century alliances in favour of
Austria, then in difficulty with Prussia.
Kaunitz's diplomatic ploy was success-
ful, but unfortunately the results for
both countries, France especially, were
disastrous.

Leisurely pace
Before the advent of telegraphy, the pace
of diplomacy was extremely leisurely. In-
structions could take months to arrive at
a post and despatches to headquarters
travelled equally slowly. Thomas Jeffer-
son is said to have complained of a United
States minister in Spain from whom he
had not heard for several months about
a delicate negotiation that, if he did not
have definite news in another month, he
would write him a very sharp reminder.

Such slowness could have serious
drawbacks. Owing to the absence of rapid`
communications during the War of 1812,
the Battle of New Orleans was fought
two weeks after peace had been signed at
Ghent on December 24, 1814. News of
that event only reached North America
early in February 1815, some six weeks
later, the time that it took mail-packets
to cross the Atlantic in those days.

Yet there are disadvantages to the
very rapidity of modern methods of com-
munication. They tend to concentrate

Dr. John B. Black is associate pro fessor
of political studies at the University of
Guelph and a specialist in the field of mass
communication. Dr. Arthur E. Blanchette
is director of the Historical Division of
the Department of External Affairs and
lectures on the mass media in the Faculty
of Management Science at the University
of Ottawa.
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Lengthy study,
detailed analysis
were possible
in the old days

attention on immediate issues, and, in the
process, the long-range implications can
sometimes be lôst sight of. There is also
the problem of information or news, swift-
ly transmitted, that turns out to be wrong
or based on misleading evidence. An early
example of this, with tragic consequences,
was the famous Ems telegram, doctored
by Bismarck and released to the press,
which was one of the factors that led to
war between France and Prussia in 1870.

In the old days, relatively long lapses
of time occurred between the receipt of
information and the sending of instruc-
tions to envoys. Sustained analysis and
lengthy study were possible. There was,
for example; a series of brilliant despatches
from the Canadian Embassy in Washing-
ton analyzing political and economic con-
ditions in the United States during the
1930s. The despatches were a labour of
love, beautifully drafted, admirably doc-
umented, often 60, 70 or 80 pages long.
They were carefully read and annotated
by the prime ministers of the day and
other interested members of the Cabinet.
Canadian diplomats going to international
conferences by boat or train certainly had
time to put their thoughts in order. While
these aspects of early Canadian diplomacy
evoke a pleasant nostalgia, the pace of life
today is, of course, much too fast to allow
such a leisurely approach. The rapidity of
modem methods of communication is now
an integral part of our way of life.

Broadening of interest
Two factors have been primarily respon-
sible for the increased role of the media
in international politics - several striking
developments in the technology of mass
communications, which have greatly in-
creased the pervasiveness of the media
and accelerated the process of disseminat-
ing information, and the broadening of
public interest and participation in the
political process, with a resulting increase
in the importance of the power to influ-
ence events and opinions.

Until the First World War, relations
between states were conducted largely on
a ruler-to-ruler or government-to-govern-
ment basis, with the diplomatic service
providing necessary liaison. Since then,
we have seen these relations broaden to
include the masses of the people as well
and other channels of communications
have been opened. As the basis of political
participation within states has broadened,
the number of people whose attitudes and
opinions are politically significant has
greatly increased. With the extension of
the franchise in democratic states, larger
segments of the population have had to

be taken into account by those in pcwe
Even in non-democratic systems, pub
opinion has become a force that canp
be ignored.

Modem means of communicüti
really began to get under way with tj
invention of the steam-powered rotar
press early in the nineteenth century. T}{
Times of London began using such pr,!s,)
in 1814. However, the greatest pro€;r^
occurred when the message was sever
from the traditional medium of delivery
that is, the messenger, the horse or t
boat - and hooked to electricity by mea^
of the telegraph, and eventually the tel
phone, the teletypewriter and radio. Y
it is really in the last quarter-century t
almost unbelievable changes have tak
place in communications technology -- t
advent of the transistor, television
cable systems, Xerox, facsimile, the vo
puter, satellites. All are typical of cor.te
porary communications technology and
are used in the conduct of foreign policy.

No boundaries
Statesmen now have at their command i
range of instruments of communicatic
that even the most accomplished p,•ac
tioners of the art of public persu isic
could hardly have conceived of only
couple of generations ago. As a resuh,
media today know no national bound iri
Radio broadcasting, for instance, has be(
global for some decades now, thus m•; '
it possible for leaders in one stw :e
appeal on questions of international,
even domestic, policy to the leaders
other states and also to the mass cf tt
people in those states. This is being e:
panded even further today by progress'
transmitting via satellites, which is pavi
the way for direct television broadcr.stir
from one state into individual homes i
other states, thus bypassing normal 5
tional control mechanisms. As a bypr,?du
of these developments, the regular mo:
itoring by foreign ministries of intern
tional broadcasts, the vast majori^-y
which emanate from state-controllee sY:
tems, has become an effective meth^d i
rapidly obtaining the foreign polic^' lit
of other countries.

In all parts of the world, governrlent
are mindful of public education and lite.',
acy rates are rising. Increasing numlr ers r
people want access to whatever rf.a&
and audiovisual material they can o,)ta^
Newspaper and magazine circulatiois,
well as the publication of books and par
phlets, have increased greatly in the .,l&'
context. New publication techniques, suc
as offset printing, allow vast quantities t
material to be prepared quickly, Fttra^
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vely and relatively cheaply. Films, radio
d television are also excellent tools for

ghting illiteracy. In many parts of the
orld, open-air cinema reaches large num-

ers of people. One of Canada's most
gaging ventures in this field was the
obile caravans that toured the African
ntinent a few years ago offering outdoor

projections, . eÂhibits of Canadian
rti,acts and products, and photographic

isl?lays of typical Canadian scenes to
thusiastic urban and rural audiences.

or some, the - Canadian movies - shown
ere the first films they had ever seen.
otential audiences for information of all
rts are increasing throughout the world.

Cultural and educational programs
re sometimes called "soft-sell" propagan-
a. They are, of course, long-range in aim.
hey also vary from the more common

e of communication in that they are
ore than simply a one-way street, since
ey carry within themselves a consider-

ble potential for cross-fertilization of
eas, with a consequent enrichment for

he countries concerned.
Currently, the two-way process of

omrnunication is becoming more common
nd more influential in the formulation of
re;gn policy as the media become in-

reasingly swift in the transmission of
fo rrnation, pervasive in the extent of

heir coverage, and telling in their im-
act on public opinion. Public reaction to
vents can now be so rapid as to leave
overnments with relatively smaller scope
r manoeuvring than they might find
esirable.

The televising of the moon-landings
perhaps the most striking example of

he .=;peed with which the media transmit
essages today. Barely more than a second
en* by between happenings on the moon
nd reception on television screens around
he world. When news reaches people so
uicnly - indeed, when the public can
tness events as they occur and at the

ame time as government leaders witness
hent -, public opinion can jell so fast that
litical leaders find their field of options

uicldy narrowing. The widespread and
go-ous reaction of world public opinion
oul:tless had a bearing on the decision
f the Soviet authorities to handle the
olz.".enitsyn case as they did. The tele-
sinJ in the United States of scenes of
ghting in Vietnam contributed to chang-
ng public opinion about the war, which
n turn exerted strong pressure on govern-
ent policy in Washington.

The impact of the media has long
een beyond doubt. A famous example is
he Orson Welles 1938 radio drama based
n H. G. Wells's novel The War of the

The art
of international communications . . .

Electronic Age

"I move we postpone discussion of
peaceful uses of atomic energy and turn
to peaceful uses of human energy."

Worlds. The program caused virtual panic
among alarmed citizens in the New York/
New Jersey area. Telephone service almost
ceased because of overloaded exchanges.
Highways became blocked by traffic as
people sought safety from the "Martian
invaders". With the influence of the media
in mind, President Charles de Gaulle once
remarked of his political opponents in
France: "They have the press. I have the
RTF and I intend to keep it." (The RTF,
now ORTF, was Radio-Télévision Fran-
çaise, the state broadcasting system
that became one of the pillars of his gov-
ernment.)

However swift, influential and perva-
sive, the media cannot, of course, be used
independently as effective instruments of
foreign policy. As the name implies, they
are means, methods, instruments of trans-
mission. Although it may seem at times
that they have a life of their own, they
are nevertheless dependent for the content
of their message upon traditional methods
of diplomacy - thought, analysis, nego-
tiation and thorough study of the political
and economic realities on which foreign
policy is based.

Media dependent
for content
on traditional
methods
of diplomacy



The Atlantic Declaration of Ottawa

The 15-member North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, meeting in Ottawa on June
18 and 19, adopted a declaration reaffirm-
ing the principles guiding the alliance in its
twenty- fi f th anniversary year.

The Atlantic Declaration of Ottawa
was approved in a ceremony at the close of

the NATO ministerial session on June 19
and formally signed at NATO head-
quarters in Brussels on June 26.

The declaration reaffirmed the convic-
tion of members of the alliance that the
North Atlantic Treaty "provides the in-
dispensable basis for their security, thus
making possible the pursuit of détente".
The declaration restated their undertaking
that their common defence was one and
indivisible, but recognized that the nature
of the danger to which NATO members
were exposed had changed.

The declaration recognized that, al-
though the commitment of all the allies to
the common defence reduced the risk of
external aggression, the contribution to the
security of the entire alliance by the nu-
clear forces of the United States based in
the U.S.A. as well as in Europe and by the
presence of North American forces in Eu-
rope "remains indispensable". The NATO
statement noted that European members
undertook to make the necessary contri-
bution to maintain the common de f ence,
while the United States, for its part,
reaffirmed its determination "not to ac-
cept any situation which would expose
its allies to external political or military
pressure likely to deprive them of their
freedom...". All members of the alliance
agreed that "the continued presence of
Canadian and substantial U.S. forces in
Europe plays an irreplaceable role in the
de f ence of North America as well as of
Europe".

. On the much-debated question of
consultation, the declaration said that
alliance members were resolved "to. keep
each other fully informed and to strengthen
the practice of frank and timely consulta-
tions by all means which may be appro-
priate on matters relating to their common
interests as members of the alliance, bear-
ing in mind that these interests can be
affected by events in other areas of the
world. . .".

In a press briefing following the clos(
of the ministerial session, External A_fain,
Minister Mitchell Sharp described the At.
lantic Declaration as a document of con.
siderable importance because it came at o
time when most international agreeriea
showed signs of weakening. "This is a most
remarkable anniversary in that the NATO
alliance remains as firm and as unit^?d oa
ever . . .," he said.

U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissin.
ger said final agreement on the 1!'ATO
declaration was the culmination of a pro
cess which had its genesis in his "Ye zr-o1
Europe" address of April'1973..There was
need for the.Atlantic alliance to take no
count of changed relationships in the Eoorld
- changes in the strategic situatior:., tk
new fact of "constant negotiations between
East and West, the impact of everts in
other parts of the world on the alliance".

The following is the text of the I.)ecJa-
ration on Atlantic Relations:
The members of the North Atlantic Al.
liance declare that the Treaty signed 25
years ago to protect their freedon> and
independence has confirmed their comma
destiny. Under the shield of the T^eaty,
the Allies have maintained their sec-.irity,
permitting them to preserve the = alues
which are the heritage of their civiliiation
and enabling Western Europe to r^rbuild
from its ruins and lay the foundations of
its unity.

The members of the Alliance re:iffirm
their conviction that the North At 1antic
Treaty provides the indispensable bais fol
their security, thus making possible the
pursuit of détente. They welcome the prog•
ress that has been achieved on the road
towards détente and harmony amorg no.
tions, and the fact that a confere:,ce of
35 countries of Europe and North Aineria
is now seeking to lay down guiu.,eli0
designed to increase security and co-open'
tion in Europe They believe that un6
circumstances permit the introduction of
general, complete and controlled di; arma'
ment, which alone could provide g£'nuine
security for all, the ties uniting thenn mall
be maintained. The Allies share a cc=on
desire to reduce the burden of arms c>xpev
diture on their peoples. But states that
wish to preserve peace have never ac:;iiev^
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this aim by neglecting their own security.
The members of the Alliance reaffirm

that their common defence is one and in-

divisible. An attack on one or more of
them in the, area of application of the
Treaty shall be considered an attack
against them all. The common aim is to
prevent any attempt by a foreign power
to threaten the independence or integrity
of a member of the Alliance. Such an at-
tempt would not only put in jeopardy the
security of all members of the Alliance but
also threaten the foundations of- world

peace.
At the same time they realize that

the circumstances affecting their common
defence have profoundly changed in the
last ten years: the strategic relationship
between the United States and the Soviet
Union has reached a point of near equi-
librium. Consequently, although all the
countries of the Alliance remain vulner-
able to attack, the nature of the danger
to which they are exposed has changed.
The Alliance's problems in the defence of
Europe have thus assumed a different and
more distinct character.

However, the essential elements in
the situation which gave rise to the Treaty
have not changed. While the commitment
of all the Allies to the common defence
reduces the risk of external aggression, the
contribution to the security of the entire
Alliance provided by the nuclear forces of
the United States based in the United
States as well as in Europe and by the
presence of North American forces in
Europe remains indispensable.

Nevertheless, the Alliance must pay
careful attention to the dangers to which
it is exposed in the European region, and
must adopt all measures necessary to avert
them. The European members who provide
three-quarters of the conventional strength
of the Alliance in Europe, and two of
whona possess nuclear forces capable of
playing a deterrent role of their own con-
tributing to the overall strengthening of
the deterrence of the Alliance, undertake
to make the necessary contribution to
maintain the common defence at a level
capable of deterring and if necessary re-
Pelling all actions directed against the
independence and territorial integrity of
the rsembers of the Alliance.

r: he United States, for its part, re-
aTirn:, its determination not to accept any
situation which would expose its Allies to
egternal political or military pressure like-
lY to deprive them of their freedom, and
states its resolve, together with its Allies,
to maintain forces in Europe at the level
required to sustain the credibility of the
stratEgy of deterrence and to maintain the

capacity to defend the North Atlantic area
should deterrence fail.

In this connection the member states
of the Alliance affirm that, as the ultimate
purpose of any defence policy is to deny
to a potential adversary the objectives he
seeks to attain through an armed conftict,
all necessary forces would be used for this
purpose. Therefore, while reaffirming that
a major aim of their policies is to seek
agreements that will reduce the risk of
war, they also state that such agreements
will not limit their freedom to use all forces
at their disposal for the common defence
in case of attack. Indeed, they are con-
vinced that their determination to do so
continues to be the best assurance that
war in all its forms will be prevented.

All members of the Alliance agree
that the continued presence of Canadian
and substantial U.S. forces in Europe plays
an irreplaceable role in the defence of
North America as well as of Europe.
Similarly the substantial forces of the
European Allies serve to defend Europe
and North America as well. It is also

Two articles examining the current role
of the North Atlantic Alliance will ap-
pear in subsequent issues of Interna-
tional Perspectives.

recognized that the further progress to-
wards unity, which the member states of
the European Community are determined
to make, should in due course have a bene-
ficial effect on the contribution to the
common defence of the Alliance of those
of them who belong to it. Moreover, the
contributions made by members of the
Alliance to the preservation of interna-
tional security and world peace are recog-
nized to be of great importance.

The members of the Alliance consider
that the will to combine their efforts to
ensure their common defence obliges them
to maintain and improve the efficiency of
their forces and that each should under-
take, according to the role that it has
assumed in the structure of the Alliance,
its proper share of the burden of main-
taining the security of all. Conversely,
they take' the view that in the course of
current or future negotiations nothing
must be accepted which could diminish
this security.

The Allies are convinced that the
fulfilment of their common aims requires
the maintenance of close consultation, co-
operation and mutual trust, thus fostering
the conditions necessary for defence and
favourable for détente, which are comple-
mentary. In the spirit of the friendship,
equality and solidarity which characterize
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their relationships, they are firmly resolved
to keep each other fully informed and to
strengthen the practice of frank and time-
ly consultations by all means which may
be appropriate on matters relating to their
common interests as members of the Al-
liance, bearing in mind that these interests
can be affected by events in other areas
of the world. They wish also to ensure
that their essential security relationship
is supported by harmonious political and
economic relations. In particular they will
work to remove sources of conflict between
their economic policies and to encourage
economic co-operation with one another.

They recall that they have proclaimed
their dedication to the principles of de-
mocracy, respect for human rights, justice
and social progress, which are the fruits
of their shared spiritual heritage and they
declare their intention to develop and
deepen the application of these principles
in their countries. Since these principles,
by their very nature, forbid any recourse
to methods incompatible with the promo-
tion of world peace, they reaffirm that the
efforts which they make to preserve their
independence, to maintain their security

UPI photos

Britain's Foreign Secretary James
Callaghan takes his place at the con-
ference table for the ceremony marking
the approval of the Atlantic Declaration
at the Ottawa meeting of NATO foreign
ministers.

and to improve the living standards of
their peoples exclude all forms of aggres-
sion against anyone, are not directed
against any other country, and are de-
signed to bring about the general im-
provement of international relations. In
Europe, their objective continues to be the
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NATO Secretary-General Joseph Luis
checks his watch in the conference rcom
at the NATO ministerial meeting in
Ottawa as he jokingly reminds U.S.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger t'aat
he is late for the ceremony. Dr. Kissinger
had been conf erring with Portugal's
Foreign Minister Mario Soares.

pursuit of understanding and co-operation
with everyEuropean country. In the
world at large, each Allied countsy rec-
ognizes the duty to help the dev toping
countries. It is in the interest of a.sl that
every country benefit from technic 31 and
economic progress in an open and equit-
able world system.

They recognize that the cohe,ion of
the Alliance has found expression n,)t only
in co-operation among their goverl:ments,
but also in the free exchange ol views
among the elected representatives of the
peoples of the Alliance. According J.,°, they
declare their support for the stregthen-
ing of links among Parliamentariars.

The members of the Alliance reded-
icate themselves to the aims and i<:eals of
the North Atlantic Treaty duri:- g this
year of the twenty-fifth anniversa=yo of its
signature. The member nations ,ook to
the future, confident that the vita ^ity ana
creativity of their peoples are e+mmen•
surate with the challenges which ( onfront
them. They declare their convicti )n that
the North Atlantic Alliance cont: aues to
serve as an essential element in *: ^ie 1as^
ing structure of peace they are detiFrmiTled
to build.
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roblems of real partnership
n the U.S.-European equation

y Nils Orvik

Observers on both sides of the Atlantic
have for some time been disturbed by the
apparent deterioration of the relations be-
tween the United States and Europe as
represented by the nine members of the
European Economic Community. Although
the facade is normally preserved on such
formal occasions as the recent Ottawa
meeting of NATO ministers, one senses
clearly the frustrations and tensions on
both sides. Given the past, present and
future importance of Atlantic relations, it
seems an essential task to try to explore
some of the factors that disrupt relations
between the two major Western partners.
They present a complex syndrome with
economic, nuclear and possibly, also, ideo-
logical aspects. In this context, we shall
try to limit the discussion to three major
variables: the frustrated development of
the European Community; the leadership
problem; and the increasing global com-
mitments of the United States.

These are at least partly a function of
the French opposition to British member-
ship in the Common Market and its reper-
cussions on a possible European alternative
in the 1960s. Further, it relates to Presi-
dent Lyndon Johnson's escalation of the
Vietnam war in 1964-65 and, finally, to
the global diplomacy of the Nixon-Kissin-
ger era. One cannot emphasize too much
that the tensions betweén the United
States and the Community of Nine are to
a large extent a question of leadership.
There were few such problems in the
Fifties but, as one could see from the Euro-
pean reactions to the McNamara strategy
and the ill-fated plan for a multilateral
nuclear force (MLF), Europe's doubts
about the quality of American leadership
were emerging already at the end of the
Kennedy period. However, it was the Viet-
nam war, which most Europeans saw as a
dangerous diversion, that made them fully
aware of the leadership problem and the
extra-European or global predominance of
American foreign policy.

Since 1965, the Europeans have been
Preoccupied by two major problems in their

relations with the United States. Being
former world powers, they have, on the one
hand, struggled to keep pace with the
United States and at least remain visible
in the international picture. On the other
hand, they have striven to avoid actual
commitments that could directly involve
them in conflicts and operations the
Americans engaged in outside Europe.

Peripheral to Vietnam
This has been particularly true of Britain
and France, which, for close to two dec-
ades, had great difficulty adjusting to the
power constellations that emerged after
1945. Vietnam became a turning-point, an
eye-opener indicating to the three major
European countries that, as far as the
United States was concerned, Western

Europe was becoming peripheral to the
main issues and efforts in American for-
eign policy. Such diversions as Vietnam
might deprive them of the close and direct
leadership and the preferential treatment
the United States had provided until the
escalation in Vietnam.

After 1965, the Western Europeans
felt they were left on the sidelines and
relegated to a low-priority area, which only

Dr. Orvik, long-time consultant-scholar
in international relations and de f ence
research, is professor of international
politics in Queen's University's Depart-
ment of Political Studies. A former pro f es-
sor at the University of Oslo, he served in
several research capacities with the Nor-
wegian Ministry of De f ence and De f ence
Research Establishment. Since 1965, he
has filled the post of director of interna-
tional studies for the University of Oslo
and head of its research group. Dr. Orvik
has lectured and written frequently on
U.S. European relations and on security
questions. His study "Semi-Neutrality and
Canada's Security" appeared in the Spring
1974 issue of the International Journal,
which dealt with various aspects of NATO.
The views expressed in the accompanying
article are those of the author.



During one of the warmer moments in
recent U.S.-European relations, Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger shares a toast
with three of his European counterparts -
Jean Sauvagnargues of France, Hans-

Two reasons for
European failure
to compensate for
lack of American
leadership

received secondary consideration from the
American Government. This also affected
NATO, the strongest tie between the
Atlantic nations. As long as the Europeans
refused to become directly involved out-
side what was defined as the North Atlan-
tic area, NATO was becoming close to
irrelevant to the major enterprise in
American foreign policy.

One might wonder why the West
Europeans, left to themselves, did not
compensate for the lack of American
leadership by concentrating harder on
building the Common Market into a wider
and stronger community. There are two
major answers to this question. One is that
the road to further integration had been
closed by Charles de Gaulle in 1963, when
he rejected Britain's plea for EEC mem-
bership. When, in 1966, he continued on
the separatist line by disengaging France
from the military organizations of NATO,
the impasse became close to complete.
Without France, there could be no Euro-
pean alternative. With the United States
getting ever deeper involved in Southeast
Asia and France moving toward semi-
neutrality, the other Europeans were left
with few options. The Ostpolitik initiated
by West Germany about that time was, in
fact, another expression of unilateralism,
though in forms that were generally more
acceptable than the French deviation.

There is also another possible ex-
planation for the deadlock in Western
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Dietrich Genscher of West Germany and
James Callaghan of Britain. The occasion
was the approval of the Ottawa Declar-
ation at the June meeting of NATO
foreign ministers.

Europe during the late Sixties. The Euro
peans were from the very beginning cor
vinced that the oversized American er
gagement in Vietnam was a mistake, whi
they hoped would soon be corrected on
way or the other. They could not belies
that the American Government woub:
allow close to eight years to pass by befor
they brought the unfortunate ezperii;ren
to an end. So they waited year after yea
in mounting despair for the Americans t:
realize the futility of the Vietnam engage
ment and "come home to Europe".

When, in 1969, President Nixon an,
Henry Kissinger, both seasoned in Euro
pean affairs, took the lead in Americar
foreign policy, it looked for a while as i
that moment had arrived. American for
eign policy would again resume its Atl-lnfi
and European orientation. Such illu::ion
were quickly shattered, first by the I4iaor
Doctrine and then by the American raP
prochement with the two major Comme
nist powers, a policy that formed the cor.
in Kissinger's blueprint for ending tb:
Vietnam war. Rather than "coming h-me
to resume the role of direct and vigurou
leadership of the Atlantic Alliance, th-.'
Americans plunged headlong into ano&
global venture, which again left the Furo
peans on the sidelines.

Impact of détente policy
As conducted by the Nixon-Kissinger ai
ministration and manifested by the SAV
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and the preferential U.S.-U.S.S.R. trade
greements, East-West détente has pre-
ented the Europeans with contradictory
oblems. On one hand, they have long
anted effective détente measures that
ight modify the Soviet threat and allow

or a smaller national defence posture. On
other, they are painfully aware of the

harp increase in Soviet military capa-
ilities and the need for a continued active

erican participation in European se-

urity measures. When the Americans be-

arne engaged in largely bilateral negotia-
ions with the Soviet Union, the West
uropeans started to worry about deals
de over their heads that could have an

dverse effect on their own security. The
ericans, on their side, have seen

étente as a necessary means to solve such
ressing problems as ending the Vietnam

var and controlling such world crises as
he Middle East turmoil. As the Soviet
nion seems to have made détente in
urope a top priority, it has become diplo-
atic currency, a form of "payment" by
hich the Americans hope to ensure Soviet

ital to American interests.
To some extent the Nixon-Kissinger

o-operation on issues that are seen as

eam became prisoners of their own game.
he ultimate goals of this policy were not
own. But if they saw détente as a matter

f expediency, primarily determined by
erican national interests, they could

ardly complain when the Europeans took
heir assurances of a continued détente at
ace value and reduced their national de-
ence efforts on the grounds that, in a
ituation of manifest détente, as pro-
laimed in joint U.S.-Soviet proclamations,
trong military measures were no longer
ecessary.

Clearly, the Americans cannot eat
heir cake and have it. Détente, as outlined
y the Russians since the middle Sixties
nd accepted by the Americans in the
ong sequences of talks and negotiations
incf: 1971, may have helped the adminis-
ration solve a number of problems that
eemed vital to American interests on a
lobal scale. But, as was the case with
apan in the economic field and with
urcpe in terms of security, there is a
rice to be paid whose long-term effects
ay outweigh the often short-term advan-
ages that were won in the delicate deal-
ngs of immediate expediency.

uropean rivalries

' active partners in the past decade, they
tend to get most of the attention. But it

the Americans have been the most

issinger a^I il oul;l not be fair to blame the United
y the SAL tates for all the difficulties that have de-

veloped in Euro-American relations. Since
the early Fifties, the West Europeans have
been chided for their inability to get to-
gether and "speak with one voice". For
many reasons, stemming mainly from fears
and rivalries between Germany, France
and Britain, this has so far proved impos-
sible. It can hardly be denied that the
Europeans themselves are mainly respon-
sible for their lack of success. But, as we
have seen, this fact is not unrelated to the
American policy toward Europe and the
influence of the United States on the main
European actors.

It may well be that, given the situa-
tions and the context of the problems as
they emerged, there were no real oppor-
tunities. But it is indisputable that Brit-
ain's devious attitude to European inte-
gration has been largely conditioned by
its protracted confidence in a special re-
lation with the United States. On the other Elements of
hand, there has always been something irrationality mark
very irrational about the U.S. policy American relations
toward France. Admittedly, President de with France
Gaulle and his successors were hard to
deal with. But many of the clashes were
due to differences in style. The Americans
have proved quite inept in distinguishing
between form and substance in their rela-
tions with France. The U.S. response
tended to be shrill and emotional, and
often out of proportion to what was in-
volved. Washington's preoccupation with
Western Germany has, on the whole, had
a stabilizing effect on Euro-American rela-
tions. But the long years of special atten-
tion have developed habits and expecta-
tions that may prolong German efforts to
adapt to a greatly changed international
situation.

One should not forget that the "dumb-
bell" or "two-pillars" notion was formu-
lated by the Americans. Postwar U.S.
administrations have, each in its own way,
tried to promote steps toward a closer
European integration, but always on the
implicit condition that unification was
approached in terms that were acceptable
to the main strands of American foreign
policy. In practical terms, this might indi-
cate that the U.S. Government wants a
say in Europe's global engagements that
might have the effect of a veto on foreign
policies and positions sharply divergent
from those of the United States.

The inconsistencies and contradic-
tions in the American policies toward the
European Community have been clearly
visible in the Nixon-Kissinger period.
Henry Kissinger is generally admired and
respected in Europe for his dazzling per-
formance as an all-round troubleshooter
and peacemaker. But his European policy



has not been entirely successful. The ex-
pectations raised by his 1973 "Year-of-
Europe" speech were not satisfied. It took
another year before his busy schedule
allowed for further discussions of the
proposed "Atlantic Charter", and the out-
come of these talks was not impressive.
Euro-American tensions kept building up
through the 1971 "currency shocks", the

The di f ficulties Middle East conflict and the energy crisis.
in formulating They are now further complicated by the
common European Cyprus crisis. These situations seemed to
position call for a joint European position. Their

inability to agree on a common energy
policy was embarrassing to the countries
of the Nine. On the other hand, on oc-
casions when the Nine have managed to
meet with a prepared and accepted joint
policy, the Nixon administration accused
them of "ganging-up" against America!

Power centres
According to the Nixon-Kissinger penta-
gonal balance-of-power system, the five
power-centres should have approximately
equal weight. This is not the case now
and is unlikely to be so for a long time to
come. China, Japan and the European
Community operate on levels of perfor-
mance that are far below those of the
United States and the Soviet Union.
During the past few years, the trend has
been toward a superpower crisis manage-
ment, where the Americans and the Rus-
sians get together and try to find some
mutual agreement that they may urge the
feuding parties and other concerned states
to accept. This has been the case in most
earlier crises as well, but it seems now to
have become more of a standard pattern.
Such practices form the background for
Henry Kissinger's famous remark about
the Europeans having regional interests,
while the United States had global respon-
sibilities.

At the moment, it is hard to dispute
the relevance of that remark. Unless the
Nine can agree among themselves on joint
positions on global issues that are not
necessarily directly related to Europe, they
will be confined to a regional role. Even
if they should become reconciled to such
limited responsibilities, recent crises like
those in the Middle East, Portugal and
Cyprus have effectively demonstrated that
the security of a particular area cannot
always be handled within the traditional
definition of regions. Thus they may be
left with only national roles.

This is one of the major problems of
NATO, which still remains the main or-
ganizational framework for Euro-American
security measures. Is it realistic to think
that the security of a certain NATO coun-
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try can be confined to a given, closely-
defined area? Is it possible today to make
clear distinctions between regional and
global security interests? The Europeans
may have had a strong case when they
argued that the Vietnam war was none of
their concern, although it was declared to
be vital to the United States. But how
about the Middle East, which is the main
supplier of oil to Western Europe as well?
Would not a conflict in that area be equal-
ly important to all NATO members? And
what about the recent confrontation in
Cyprus, which is geographically within the
NATO area? Is it a global or a regional
problem? Should the Europeans refer such
cases to the global category as matters to
be handled by the superpowers, which are
supposed to have the means to deal with
them, or should they take the lead and
the responsibility for managing such crises
themselves - through which organization
and by which means?

These questions are parts of the gen-
eral problems of intervention and regional-
global crisis-management, which reach far
beyond the scope of this paper. But one
cannot deny their relevance to the Atlantic
Community, where Europeans and North
Americans operate in a common environ•
ment. In view of the nature of conflict in
today's world, with the regional-global
overlapping and with the complexity
caused by transnational as well as na•
tional actors and by factions and semi-
offïcial groups operating in a truly inter•
national fashion, shifting their activitier
from one country or continent to another,
one wonders if NATO and other organiza•
tions that are the familiar vehicles for
U.S.-European relations can continue to
function within their present confines.

Mutual needs
Similar considerations apply to the Com-
munity of Nine. It appears that the United
States wants a European Community
where the member countries first consult
individually with the American Govern
ment and then get together on a joint
policy as recommended by the United
States, rather than first agree betweer
themselves and then "speak with one
voice". Obviously, the United States can-
not have it both ways. If it wants thE
European Community to appear as an
equal and effective partner, it will have
to accept the fact that the CommunitY
will nresent views that reflect what thf
Nine see as co-ordinated European in•
terests. This may not always correspond
in all details to the American view but
if there is any reality in their comrnor
Atlantic political institutions, values, tra•
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ditions and culture, it would seem possible
for them to agree on long-term issues of
principle, which ought to be of greater
importance to all of them than matters of
short-term expediency.

The core of the matter is probably
related to mutual needs - as perceived by
the two major partners. If the United
States sees a pressing. need for. European
assistance, its relations with Europe will
receive closer attention. The same holds
true for the West Europeans. Neither will
dény that such needs exist, but they will
probably argue that they are not urgent.

In this uncertain atmosphere, each of
them tends to take the other for granted
- and this has had a harmful effect on
both parties. As we have seen in recent
years, there are limits to how far and in
what way such mutual needs are being
met. Therefore, whether seen from a Eu-
ropean or an American angle, a clarifica-
tion of the regional-global dilemma seems
immediately necessary for the future per-
formance of NATO, as well as for the
more general aspects of U.S.-European
relations. The urgency of these problems
sas been strongly emphasized by the re-
cent developments in Cyprus. The Greek-
Turkish conflict over Cyprus has provided
another example of the complexity of the
egional-global dilemma, and the growing
irrelevance of geographical limitations and
the increasing strains on U.S.-European
relations.

Like most other international organ-
tions, NATO was established on the
umption of formal equality. Until the

'ddle Sixties, the predominance of the
nited States and its apparent ability and
illingness to carry any load, regional or

global, was so overwhelming that distinc-
tions between them seemed unnecessary.
This is no longer the case. American lead-

ership is challenged on both major levels.
As indicated liy the Nixon Doctrine,

the United States will contribute to com-
mon causes in a reasonable proportion to
the contributions of other members. This
goes for the whole range of tasks from the
regional to the local levels. If the Euro-
pean members of the Atlantic Community
find that they can only make regional -
which in fact are national - contributions
to the common cause of Western security,
it is hard to see how they can defend a
claim to influence in a definitive way the
major decisions on the global level as well.
In a tight situation, like the one we now
seem to be moving into, one will have
to accept some proportionality between
"input" and influence. The Atlantic de-
bates on this issue have been conducted
under the label of "consultations". If this
word could be read as synonymous with
"information", there would be hardly any
problems. But at the core of the consulta-
tion issue is the power to apply a veto, as
well as the right to make alternative sug-
gestions.

Thus the question of "inputs" and
influence remains the most crucial, and by
far the most difficult, of all the factors
that cause friction in Euro-American rela-
tions. If the Europeans want to make a
larger contribution, they will have to
merge their national efforts with the
framework of the Community of Nine.
If the Americans, on their side, really
desire the European contributions they
keep asking for, they will have to accept
a Community with a pre-negotiated posi-
tion and with views on global issues that
do not always conform to American policy.
The third alternative, the uncertain road
of semi-neutrality, is likely to spell disas-
ter to both.

A change in style, not substance

Themes of French foreign policy
will remain set under Giscard
Y Robert J. Jackson

IValéry Giscard d'Estaing's election as
wentieth President of France aroused
onsiderable speculation in foreign capitals

that a change in French foreign policy was
inent. A more realistic appraisal, how-

ver, indicates that any such change will
e more of style than substance. The im-
roglio of French politics demands a

realistic and continuous foreign policy
based on past achievements, and with
Giscard in authority this combination is
almost certain to be forthcoming.

The objectives or key words of French
foreign policy will remain static for the
near future because of three primary facts.
First, the past policies have been hallowed
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by time. Their parameters have been set
since 1946 and do not owe their import-

ance uniquely to Charles de Gaulle.
Secondly, the policies follow logically from
several assumptions about French inter-
ests and world interests. Thirdly, the array
of political forces in France would make
great change foolhardy, if not dangerous.
Seen from the perspective of North Amer-
ica, France has attempted to increase its
role and influence in the world, but has
consistently failed to bring objectives and
resources into equilibrium. Seen from the
French vantage-point, a strong and inde-
pendent France is the best safeguard
against a world.unjustly ruled by the two
superpowers.

The themes of "security", "status"
and "independence" have dominated the
French scene since at least the Second
World War, and can even be traced to
Bonaparte. In his first speech to the
National Assembly this spring, Giscard's
hand-picked Prime Minister, 41-year-old
Jacques Chirac, stressed the fact that
"national independence" would continue
to be the cornerstone of French foreign
policy. The emphasis on this simple idea
of national self-esteem arose mainly from
the fact, often forgotten, that it was
France that defended Europe's indepen-
dence against the Nazi invasion. Then,
after the economy of the Fourth Republic
witnessed a remarkable recovery from the
German defeat and occupation, French
leadership reluctantly acknowledged three
changed world circumstances. The first
was the domination of the international
sphere by two powers and then two alli-
ances - Warsaw led by the Soviet Union
and NATO by the United States. The
French harboured suspicions of America
and did not want to be forever separated
from Eastern Europe. This attitude orig-
inated in the Fourth Republic, was empha-

Dr. Jackson is professor of political
science at Carleton University and a
specialist in comparative government and
politics. A legislative adviser and director
of research for the Office of the President
of the Privy Council from 1971 to 1973,
he has published books and articles on
Britain, France, Canada and the
Philippines. He has written analytical
articles on French political life for
Political Quarterly, International Journal
and Commentator. Dr. Jackson is a
member of the editorial board of The
American Political Science Review, Sage
Publications and Macmillan of Canada.
The views expressed in the accompanying
article are those of the author.

sized during President de Gaulle's tenure
of office, and continues in present-dal
French thought. Jacques Chirac reafiîrrned
it recently when he spoke of the need for
warm co-operation with the United States
but "sur un pied de stricte égalité".

Franco-German ties
The second accepted circumstance was
that the future of France in the world
would depend on a Franco-German recon-
ciliation. Of course, France hoped to be
the dominant partner in the new relation-
ship, with Germany the principal ally, a
repentant and reformed enemy. The third
circumstance concerned France's overseas
territories. Starting with Vietnam, the
French territories rebelled, and eventually
the whole community was abandoned
This created a belief that France Lad
special interests in only a few parts of the
world - in particular the Maghreb and
French-speaking Africa. With the oil crisis
of the 1970s, this expanded to include all
of the Mediterranean Arab countries.

The emphasis on self-esteem and in-
dependence, based as it was (and is) on
the validity of these three circumstances,
created a belief in the need for a powerful
military arsenal. The legacy of bitterne&,
from the Second World War engendered
an indelible belief that independence was
not possible without weapons. In George:
Pompidou's philosophy, this was man-
ifested in the recognition that, although
the Cold War threat from the U.S.S.R
was over, "défense plus détente égale
sécurité" was the proper nucleus of French
policy.

Complementing this philosophical
framework was de Gaulle's idiosyncratic
personal style, which was based on a lack
of appreciation for the daily concerns and
the formidable inequalities of French life,
In foreign policy he commanded a^er-
sonal authority and grandeur' Anz;lo-
Sazons found difficult to accept. On his
succession in 1969, Georges Pompidou
made subtle changes in this style, man•
ifesting more concern for economics and a
somewhat less harsh reaction to American
projects. The new President, Valéry Gis•
card d'Estaing, can be expected to con-
tinue this trend. However, the goal, the
conditions and the realism of French ^)ol-
itics will prevent this new style from
greatly altering the essentials of French
foreign policy.

Initiative in Europe
Under Giscard the foreign policy pro:;O
in France will remain similar to that °m•
ployed by the first two Presidents of the
Fifth Republic. The appointment of Jean
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French President Valéry Giscard d'Estaing
visited West Germany in July. Here he is
seen with West German President Walter

Sauvagnargues as Foreign Minister is in
line with most appointments to this min-
istry. A former civil servant (from 1970 to
1974 Ambassador in Bonn), he can be
expected to be faithful to the President's
every wish, as were Michel Jobert and
Maurice Couve de Murville. His deep un-
derstanding of Europe, and especially of
Germany, can be expected to help Giscard
continue his close personal relations with
Bonn's new Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.

Within the limits of the goals and
conditions discussed above, the most ob-
vious area for French initiative will be
Europe. Whereas de Gaulle wanted France
to play a leading part on the world stage,
Giscard d'Estaing will probably opt for a
strong European Economic Community
(EEC), founded on Franco-German co-
opzration, which as a unit can have world
status. Giscard's concern for Europe was
very evident during the election campaign,
when he declared that "l'Europe constitue
pour moi la priorité essentielle". Although
he did not appoint a Minister for Europe
(Jean Lecanuet, the natural choice, was
made Minister of Justice), he has made it
clear that, with France as President of the
Co.nmunity (July to December 1974), he
will take steps to "aboutir à l'union de
PE-arope en 1980". He will have extensive
opportunities during this period because
the Copenhagen meeting last year em-
Pov,ered the French President to call any
required summit conferences of Commu-
nity leaders. He has, however, never ex-
Plained how he intends to proceed to
create a union of Europe by 1980. While
he has called the EEC merely a confeder-

Wide World Photos

Scheel prior to theiF talks on the second
day of his visit.

ation, he has indicated that he favours the
direct election of a European parliament.

Optimism for European Union has
been reduced in the last year and, even
with a new approach, it is by no means
clear how the EEC could become more
united in the face of hyper-inflation. On
the contrary, economic realities suggest
that there will be a search for national
advantage by all the partners. Moreover,
neither France nor Germany is trying to
amend the present practices of EEC
policy-making. It is Italian demands for
greater protection and British desires to
renegotiate economic relations with the
Community that are much more apt to
come in confiict with the fundamental past
objectives of the EEC. In view of these
facts, Giscard's style will probably be to
lead Europe to harmonize its policies by
small incremental steps, not by major
policy shifts.

Future European negotiations will be
coloured to some extent by the Commu-
nity's relations with the United States.
While both Giscard and Chirac have
spoken warmly of the United States
(much was made of the fact that the new
President spoke some English at his first
press conference), it is doubtful that
France will be prepared to follow American
leadership in foreign policy. The common
Canadian assumption of trust of the
Americans is not accepted by a majority
of Frenchmen. The left is particularly sus-
picious of American policy, and it is well
to remember that de Gaulle obtained more
than two million Communist votes at least
partly because of his anti-Americanism.
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Economic factors will influence Giscard
d'Estaing's foreign policy. No newcomer
to the international economic field, he is
seen here addressing the Governors of the
International Monetary Fund in 1972.

Giscard may not particularly like this
situation, but it will be a factor for him to
consider with care. The new President has
been extremely precise in his statements
about Washington, declaring that, al-
though France and the United States must
be partners, France must not be dependent
on her ally. While agreeing to an exchange
of information and consultation between
Europe and the United States, Giscard
has announced quite deliberately that "ce
ne peut être en rien une structure con-
traignante pour nous" and that French
independence is required "du monde exté-
rieur en matière de défense, de monnaie,
de politique étrangère et de culture".

Traditional view
of French cultural
superiority will
continue

Overseas policy
Traditional French overseas policy will not
expire with de Gaulle and Pompidou. The
absence of colonial self-government made
a peaceful transition difficult for such
states as Vietnam, Morocco, Tunisia and
Algeria. Thus, while such countries had
to obtain their independence through
violence and hard bargaining, France con-
tinues to believe in its cultural superiority
and the ability of the French language to
aid in the assimilation of diverse peoples.
The infamous "Québec libre" speech was
in this tradition, as was the 1970 decision
to set up an agency for 21 French-speak-
ing countries to co-operate in technical
and cultural spheres. For Canada, the
solution to the latter came in the need for
co-signatures of Canada and Quebec to
the arrangement. This agency may not
have fulfilled its ambitious goals, but it
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does remain a symbol of French interna•
tional aspirations.

France's interest in the developin
countries remains high. France's aid
developing countries continues to be weli
over 1 per cent of its GNP and places
France among the leading contributors,
although it must be admitted that part of
this rather high percentage of the GNP
is for contributions to its own overseas
departments and territories. More gen•
erally, the new President is likely to con.
tinue Pompidou's lead in attempting to
create an economic and political hinter.
land in the Maghreb, the Arab Mediter.
ranean, and he will certainly continue
France's presence in Africa. However
much some commentators may dislike
French influence in these countries, France
regards these policies as essential. France
requires energy and supplies from them to
feed its rapid industrial expansion, and
must sell armaments in order to continue
advancing its military potential. The only
anti-Gaullist move so far, and possibly the
last, was Giscard's removal of Jacques
Foucart, the powerful Secretary-General
of African-Malagasy Affairs, from his post
at the Elysée. He had been a symbol of
Gaullist continuity, and his dismissal
means the end of Gaullist symbols, but
not Gaullist policies, in Africa.

Nuclear deterrent
The most stable policies in France are
likely to be those which concern national
defence. The military policy - recognized
as Gaullist - began in the Fourth French
Republic and will continue with Gismrd
d'Estaing. It can be assumed that France
will continue to develop its "force de
frappe" and will not reintegrate its troops
in NATO. These policies again stem from
France's commitment to "independence"
and acceptance of the principle that only
nuclear weapons can provide national
security. Obtaining a fair appraisal of this
attitude is difficult in the face of scholarly
scepticism about French military forces,
The deterrent, however, should be seen
more as a symbol of independence from
America than a weapon. No French leader
believes that France's military arsenal can
compete with that of the two superpowers.
Its defence policy is based on a desire to
resist a joint Russo-American hegemcny
in Europe, a belief that France can make
it worthless for any nation state to attack
its territory, and the certain fact that
France can rival Britain as a nuclear power.

In consequence, by 1980 France's
array of manned bombers, missile-launch•
ing submarines and land-based missiles is
likely to place it ahead of Britain. Within
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--launch•
iissiles is
i. Within

r couple of years new hydrogen warheads
vill be placed on the submarine missiles,
ncreasing their power from 450 kilotons
;o one megaton (one million tons of TNT)
rnd confirming ` the French position.
lefusal to join in general arms-limitation

cussions and the Vienna talks on mu-
ual force reductions also makes sense in
erms of this French philosophy. The
ewer nuclear weapons held by non-
uperpowers, the stronger France will be-
me relative to the non-superpowers.
esides, France's space program is in third
lace, after the Soviet Union and the
nited States. The nuclear and space pro-
ams have also had subsidiary value, as

hey have aided in the development of
igh-level technological industries. This
evelopment allows France to compete
ith the United States in sales of aircraft
NATO.

Derogatory comments on the "force
e dissuasion" are usually made with ref-
rence to France's atomic explosions or
ales of armaments. The nuclear policy
as been continuous. The Fourth Republic
repared the plans for the bombs which
resident de Gaulle exploded. Giscard's
974 decision to explode more bombs in

the atmoshere continued the olicTh
^

p py. e
hermonuclear explosions on the Mururoa
toll in the South Pacific were the last

;test of devices that were first exploded in
970. Such bombs are relatively clean, the
nly radiation source being the small fis-
ion trigger mechanism. The last tests
ere required because such tactical weap-
ns, with their complete launching sys-
ems, must be tested in the atmosphere.

e tests also went ahead because Giscard
had campaigned on that issue. Despite the
added costs, La Direction des Centres
d'Expérimentations Nucléaires has already
announced that, beginning in 1975, all
nuclear tests will be underground. The
reason is certainly not the well-publicized
attacks of Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber
but the many positive advantages of such
a move. These range from getting rid of
diplomatic criticism of atmospheric explo-
sions to a French concern for atmospheric
Pollution and a practical advantage, in
that the tests will not have to be grouped
because the weather will no longer be a
factor. We should expect a"volonté de
continuer la modernisation de la force de
dissuasion", as Premier Chirac proferred.
But, again, we should remember that the
nuclear deterrent make most sense if seen
as a symbol of independence from the
United States.

There has been much rhetoric about
armaments. During the election campaign,
Giscard declared he would put a ban on

any sales of armaments that would pre-
vent the self-determination of nations.
Then, within weeks, he announced a large
sale of hardware. This paradox is under-
standable. What, under de Gaulle, began
primarily as a political policy to diminish
Anglo-American influence changed to an
economic orientation under Pompidou.
And it is likely to develop further in this
direction under Giscard d'Estaing. During
de Gaulle's tenure, France's sale of arms
quadrupled. This was primarily owing to
exports to the Arab nations and to exploi-
tation of the United Nations embargos on
arms sales to Rhodesia and South Africa.
In the 1970s, France has again tripled its
arms exports and is now behind only the
U.S.S.R. and the United States in the sale
of weapons. Its armaments policy is also
related to its military posture, as the
French forces are equipped as much as
possible with weapons that may be sold
abroad.

Economic priorities
President de Gaulle's competition with the
United States extended to economic war-
fare. He wanted to end what he considered
the exorbitant economic influence the
dollar enjoyed in the international mon-
etary system. The great "gold war" was
not an anachronistic desire for the old
gold standard but an attempt to halt the
American export of inflation and to de-
crease American ability to buy large sec-
tors of European economies with money
borrowed from these countries. The prior-
ity given to these types of economic ques-
tion should increase under Giscard. While
de Gaulle accepted the premise that nei-
ther France nor Germany had ever
achieved anything great without consider-
able military intervention, Giscard may
well change this to "nothing great ever
occurs without a strong economy".

Some wags have declared that the
new President may prove more successful
with fiscal and monetary questions than
with Frenchmen, and there certainly is
some truth in the notion that the new
President is more familiar with economic
questions than with those of generaI for-
eign policy.,Giscard d'Estaing's years as
Minister of Finance and his education at
L'Ecole Polytechnique should lead him to
favour technical solutions to problems.
The first indication that he intends to opt
for piecemeal technical answers rather
than grand schemes was seen in the ap-
pointment of his new Minister of Finance.
Like Sauvagnargues, who was appointed
to the foreign affairs portfolio, Jean-Pierre
Fourcade was a civil servant who had
served in Giscard's ministry and in bank-

Giscard will put
emphasis on
economic matters
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ing before this assignment.
The new President faces a delicate

situation. When he assumed office, he said
privately that a 17 percent inflation was
to be expected this year, and it has been
estimated by others that the 1974 trade
deficit will reach $6-billion. This situation
will have considerable impact not only on
the daily life of Frenchmen but also on
France's ability to remain politically
"independent". The new Government pub-
licly acknowledged the interdependence of
French foreign policy and France's eco-
nomic stability when it announced in June
1974 that: "Il n'y a pas de transformation
de la société, dans le sens d'une plus
grande justice, qui soit compatible avec
l'inflation. Il n'y a pas d'indépendance
nationale compatible avec un déficit exté-
rieur et l'endettement à l'étranger." The
Government then announced an austerity
plan to reduce most of the rise in prices
within a year and to eliminate the com-
mercial deficit in less than two years.
These economic measures will have some
effect in promoting fiscal justice in France,
but their greatest impact may come in
diplomacy. French and German co-oper-

French President
cannot neglect
political base
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States.
of "independence" vis-à-vis the United
France will be able to continue its policy
beyond their means and, if successful,
told to pull in their belts and not live

ation will be founded on the same eco-
nomic posture, Italy and Britain will be

Role of social policy
The narrowness of Giscard's election vic-
tory over François Mitterand (51 per cent
to 49 per cent) means that the new
President must constantly look over his
shoulder to the left. The election was
determined very much by class voting, and
Giscard will have to develop a meaningful
and powerful social policy if the left is not
to overwhelm the centre in the next par-
liamentary election. This is especially true
now that 18-year-olds have been enfran-
chised. If the more than two million per-
sons 18 to 21 years old had voted in the
latest poll, François Mitterand would have
been President of France. Moreover, Gis-
card does not have a majority of sup-
porters in the Palais Bourbon and must
avoid major foreign policy shifts if he does
not want to be forced to dissolve the
National Assembly prematurely. And,
even though the constitution may no
longer be "periodical literature", Giscard
may prefer to rule with the National
Assembly rather than against it.

These domestic considerations mean
that Valéry Giscard d'Estaing can be ex-
pected to concentrate heavily on domestic
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New men in Paris and Bonn have intro-
duced a new style to foreign a f j`airs. A f ter
a late dinner in Paris, Giscard d'Estaing
escorts West German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt back to his hotel near the Elysee
Palace.

economic and social policy. The major ne
French foreign policy initiative will, the
probably be on economic questions wii '
the EEC. M. Tindemans, Prime Mini3t
of Belgium, suggested that an opporturû
for change existed when he annource
recently that "le sort de l'Europe est entr
les mains de la France". But wheth
Giscard can subdue his penchant for tect
nical solutions and lead France to
more romantic approach to Europe
unification is an open question.

Calculating the possibilities fo
French initiative is difficult in view of tb
stark realities of the world economi,
situation. As Le Monde asked on Juiy 1^
of this year: "Comment unir des éconor:rie
quand il ne s'agit plus de partager le
bénéfices d'une expansion certaine mais dt
répartir le déficit d'un ralentissenieZ
inévitable?" Has Giscard's economic ap
proach come too late in modern Frenct
history? There is no certain answer. it i
to be hoped, however, that the dynamic
conservatism of Giscard d'Estaing doo
not terminate in a"profil perdu", to bor-
row the title" of Françoise Sagan's latest
novel.
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s German leadership changes

ô years ago, in a brief piece published
this journal, I attempted to indicate

e current state of Willy Brandt's Ost-
olitik, and to suggest some of its implica-
ons for both West Germany and the
est. At that time, it seemed that two
ages of the policies inaugurated after
e elections of September 1969 and the
rmation of the Social Democratic/Free
emocratic coalition had been accom-

lished. Non-aggression treaties enshrining
espect for existing frontiers had been
oncluded with Moscow and Warsaw, and

ited traffic agreements had been signed
ith East Germany (the German Dem-
cratic Republic) in the wake of the quad-
partite agreement over Berlin. Treaties
o normalize relations with Czechoslovakia,
ungary and Bulgaria had not yet been

oncluded; and, above all, negotiations
ere still under way on the so-called
eneralvertrag, the general treaty that
as to regulate relations between Bonn
d East Berlin (and incidentally to set

he seal on the division of Germany).
In the course of the parliamentary

attle to secure approval of the Eastern
reaties, the slim majority backing the
randt-Scheel policies had gradually

roded. As the autumn of 1972 approached,
hancellor Brandt stood on the threshold
f an election everyone recognized as crit-
cal but whose outcome no one felt able
o predict with any certainty. Whichever
av it went, so ran the conventional wis-
or:i, the verdict would be a narrow one.

^d the future of Brandt's Ostpolitik
ppeared to be at stake.

The elections of November 19, 1972,
(which took place after Mr. Brandt had
engineered the defeat of his own govern-

ent) returned the coalition to power
with a substantial majority and made it
the first stable government backed by the
left in German history. A record of 91 per
cent of the electorate voted; the FDP
easily overcame the 5 percent hurdle; the
Christian Democratic Union ( CDU) and,
even more significantly, the CSU in Ba-
varia, lost votes to the Social Dem-
ocratic Party (SPD) and maintained their
strength only by picking up the votes that

had formerly gone to the right-wing NPD.
"It is," Chancellor Brandt could claim
with justice, "the greatest victory in the
110-year history of the SPD."

How much it owed to the popularity
of the Ostpolitik (which had been neatly
capped by agreement on the Generalver-
trag a few days earlier) is debatable. It
certainly seems clear that this was a
"Brandt election", with the SPD leader
elevated to the status of a father figure,
like Konrad Adenauer before him. The out-
come plunged the opposition into disarray.
Six months later, the luckless CDU leader,
Rainer Barzel, precipitately resigned, des-
troyed by two defeats and by opposition
within his own party. Franz Josef Strauss's
star also appeared to be waning. It was
suggestive of the CDU's problems that the
parliamentary leadership devolved on the
unknown (but attractive and able) new-
comer to the Bundestag, Professor Karl
Carstens, with Helmut Kohl, the Minister
President from the Palatinate, subse-
quently assuming the party's leadership.
At any rate, for the next 18 months Chan-
cellor Brandt and Walter Scheel could
pursue their Ostpolitik little troubled by
the opposition, until, early in 1974, things
began to fall apart.

In the intervening months, the Ostpo-
litik was less spectacular. Bonn's diplo-
matic network was rounded out; but no
major choices or historic decisions (such

Pro f essor Spencer, a member of the His-
tory Department of the University of
Toronto for 24 years, has specialized in
the analysis of German history and
politics. In addition to his research and
teaching responsibilities, Dr. Spencer is
serving as associate dean of graduate
studies at the university. Professor
Spencer is co-editor of the Canadian Insti-
tute of International Affairs quarterly,
International Journal. He discussed the
implications of Ostpolitik for Europe in an
earlier article for International Perspec-
tives (September/Oetober 1972). The
views expressed in the accompanying
article are those of Pro f essor Spencer.
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as the acceptance of the territorial status
quo in the Moscow and Warsaw treaties)
were involved. The Ostpolitik began to
enter a more work-a-day phase of building
on previous agreements. As Egon Bahr, the
acknowledged father of the Ostpolitik, put
it, the drama of the tinsel weeks was over;
Bonn was confronted with the nuts-and-
bolts problems of everyday life. There was
some evidence that the West German
public had come to take the Ostpolitik for
granted. When the Generalvertrag was
debated in February 1973, the Bundestag
was half empty. The signing of a new
treaty or the visit of the Foreign Minister
to an Eastern capital was accepted as
routine.

For all that, the Generalvertrag
(which came into effect on June 20, 1973)
was a historic landmark. Twenty-eight
years after the end of the war, 40 years
after the establishment of the Third Reich
that had led to it, the two Germanies, by
their own volition, ratified the legal fact of
division. Walter Rathenau's 1919 vision of
a. Rhenish league confronting a Wendish
state seemed to be coming true. "Now we
are Two," was the Economist's sardonic
comment. After years of bitter confronta-
tion, the treaty between the two German
states seemed to symbolize the peaceful
stabilization of the situation in Central
Europe. Yet, as Peter Bender pointed out,
"the special character of relations between
the two German states still lies principally
in the fact that they are particularly bad
relations. Connections between Bonn and
East Berlin have been formalized, but
scarcely `normalized' ". "Mutual distrust,"
commented the Frank f urter Rundschau
(by no means a right-wing paper) later
on, "is a permanent feature in the
relationship."

Treaty merely After all, the treaty could change
marked acceptance neither the conditions of life nor the in-
of what could not terests of the two states; for both it meant
be changed no more than the unwilling acceptance of

a state of things that could not be wished
away. Neither political differences nor
legal reservations were buried. When East
Germany's Michael Kohl appeared in
Bonn with the title of Ambassador, he pre-
sented himself to the Chancellor's office;
the West German representative, Günther
Gaus, had perforce to deal with the East
German Foreign Office. The frosty rela-
tionship was perhaps symbolized by the
fact that, on the day Herr Gaus arrived,
a man was shot trying to escape from East
Berlin. Reconciliation neither terminated
the Schiessbefehl, as shooting along the
Wall threatened, nor halted the progres-
sive strengthening of the barriers along the
Western borders of the GDR.

While Abgrenzung was regarded 1
as a political duty than a historical fa
the attempts to compensate for the op
ing up of the GDR to visitors from t^
West involved enlarging to almost ridic^
lous lengths the categories of individu
and groups forbidden to come in conta)
with them. Reconciliation was not helpé
by the shift in the top leadership in Ea^,)
Berlin after the death in August 19
of Walter Ulbricht. Erich Honecker su
ceeded Mr. Ulbricht as Communist Pari
leader, Willi Stoph was kicked upstail^
to replace him in the now ceremonial po^
of President of the Council of Stat I
while a tough hawk, Horst Sindermzn '
the successful party boss from Hallï
became Prime Minister. Backed by t1;^
July 1973 decision of the constituticnJ
court at Karlsruhe, Bonn continued tr
maintain that the Generalvertrag wa°
fully in conformity with the provision c
the Basic Law by which "the entire Ger,
man people is called on to achieve by fr^
self-determination the unity and freedor°
of Germany". The GDR lost. no oppoti
tunity to emphasize that the treaty wa
binding in international law, and ruled ou'
the reunification of such basically diffeien,
social orders.

Division confirmed
The fact of division was confirmed whe
three mônths after the Generalvertrc,
was implemented, the two German statj
were admitted to the United Nations
the 134th and 135th members. Membe^
ship had been a goal long sought by t
GDR as means of achieving internationz;
recognition. But, in view of what had gonl
before, UN entry no longer assumed th,
signal importance once envisaged for il
Nor, contrary to earlier predictions, w
the bitter intra-German contest sirnpl,
transferred to the East River. The E&^
and West German delegations refraine
from polemic; and, seated next to eac
other, developed a practical good neigh
bourliness.

Any hopes cherished by the Bo
Government that it could appear at tb
United Nations on September 18, 1 .̀)7â
with its Ostpolitik rounded out by th
three remaining Eastern treaties were un
founded. The difficulties proved greate.
than anticipated. The special and compl6
legal problem involved in the Czech desir,
to have the Munich agreement of 1938 de
clared invalid ab initio took many month
of negotiations before an acceptable for
mula was found. By a careful legal finessE
the two countries agreed to regard th:
Munich treaty as "void with regard t
their mutual relations", while protectin?
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e rights of individuals from legal com-
ications arising from its existence. In
dition, with Prague, as with Budapest
d Sofia, for which the Czech treaty was
form of stalking horse, Berlin proved a
oublesome complication; the visit of
ancellor Brandt to Prague to sign the

eaty was held up for three months over
zech reluctance to meet Bonn's require-
ent that any future German embassy
ould have the right to represent West
erlin individuals and institutions. None-
eless, by the spring of 1974 Czechoslo-
kia, Hungary and Bulgaria were all
presented on the Rhine.

erlin problem remains
the treaty negotiations with Prague,

dapest and Sofia indicated, Berlin
$s still not entirely lost its role as an

d test for détente, despite the quad-
partite and intra-German agreements. A
ance at the figures for transit traffic to
d from West Berlin or for the visits by
est Berliners or West Germans to the
DR reveals the changes since 1971. What
as not changed, however, as one German
mmentator put it, is Berlin's role as a
ledge in a pawnshop, a pledge that Mos-
w or East Berlin can take out or put
ack to cause trouble as they please. The
tablishment of the Federal Office for the
nvironment (pushed by the new Helmut
chmidt Government and approved by the
estern powers) and the predictable
unter-moves on the Autobahn confirmed
hat earlier incidents had suggested:
ast and West Germany are still poles
art in their attitude towards the isolated
rmer capital.

For opponents of Ostpolitik (and
here are many thoughtful sceptics), Ber-
n is the one place where immediate and
angible gains have been won in return for
he concessions made through acceptance
f the status quo in the East. And it is
hus hardly surprising that Bonn has re-
ai:ied sensitive to East German threats
the access routes or to the dogged steps

f Moscow and its partners to block as far
possible the inclusion of West Berlin in

greements concluded with Bonn. (When
n,Vlay 8, 1974, a sports agreement was
ally concluded wth East Berlin, by an

laborate compromise there was no men-
ion of West Berlin but rather of West
erlin boroughs [Berlin-Charlottenburg,
or example] as the site of matches. Of
uch weighty matters are East-West rela-
ons composed.)

The difficulties that had arisen over
erlin were on the agenda when Leonid
rezhnev paid his visit to Bonn in May
973. The visit itself was quite unprece-

dented. Stalin did not get beyond Pots-
dam. Khrushchov was brought down on
the eve of his projected visit. But Brezhnev
came to the Rhine generating good will and
astonished the West Germans by the
warmth and extent of Russia's desire for
economic co-operation. To paraphrase a
remark made at the time, he came not to
bury capitalism but to borrow heavily from
it. The West German Government was
committed to raising the problem of Berlin;
and this for a time threatened the harmo- Berlin ignored
ny of the meeting. But Brezhnev treated it in communiqué
as a question already settled; the final on Brezhnev's
communiqué did not even mention the visit to Bonn
word Berlin; it only stated that both sides
were agreed that "strict observance and
full application of the [quadripartite]
Agreement are an essential iprerequisite to
lasting détente in Central Europe and to
the improvement of relations between the
states concerned...". As the difficulties
over Berlin arise largely over the interpre-
tation of the quadripartite and other
agreements, this formula offered scant
hope for ending them. It was all very well
for Chancellor Brandt to assert in his re-
port to the Bundestag that "our bilateral
relations cannot be any better than the
situation in Berlin"; but, however reduced
in size and weakened in power, the Berlin
card was still on the table.

Although there has been no lack of
verdicts rendered by its opponents or pro-
ponents, it is obviously too early to draw
up a final balance-sheet on the still-unfold-
ing Ostpolitik. Many questions remain
unanswered concerning, for example, the
origins of the policy and the preliminary
links forged by Egon Bahr. But much is
clear. By the spring of 1974, four and a
half years of Ostpolitik have transformed
West Germany's diplomatic position in West Germany's
Europe. When the Brandt-Scheel Govern- diplomatic position
ment was formed late in 1969, there were in Europe
no ties with Central and Eastern Europe transformed
except those with the Soviet Union (a
legacy of the Adenauer era) and with
Yugoslavia and Romania (products of the
Kurt Georg Kiesinger/Willy Brandt coali-
tion). Four and a half years later, Bonn's
diplomatic network embraced all the states
of the Warsaw Pact, including, of course,
the unmentionable German Democratic
Republic. Establishment of these diplo-
matic links, however valuable in themselves
and however indispensable as a foundation
for future contacts, did not bring with it
changes in the system. "The treaties are
now completed," said Chancellor Brandt in
his New Year's message. "It is now a
matter of turning the intentions we have
formulated in them into realities."

The harsh reality is that efforts to
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Price of
Ostpolitik is
acceptance of a
divided Germany

buil'cl on the treaties have to date pro-
duced discouraging results. While the
Brezhnev visit seemed designed to con-
solidate the links between Bonn and
Moscow (Theo Sommer in Die Zeit de-
scribed it as marking the end of both the
Second World War and of the Cold War),
many questions concerning the economic
and commercial ties that were at the
nexus of the new relationship remained
open. Similarly, Polish demands for in-
creased credits in return for the release of
ethnic Germans (who constitute a small
but highly-skilled and hard-working part
of the Polish population) led to an un-
seemly wrangle, as did the revival of an old
claim for compensation of concentration
camp victims.

The price of West Germany's diplo-
matic return to Central and Eastern
Europe has been the acceptance of existing
frontiers and the division of Germany.
Have all the concessions been made at the
expense of the West? Can one say with The
Economist that "Herr Brandt's grand de-
sign ... has so far produced almost nothing
except a slight improvement in the position
of Berlin, and permission for a small num-
ber of West Germans who live near the
East German border to visit relatives on
the East side more often"? "Is it logically
possible," Wolfgang Wagner, a distin-
guished West German journalist asked,
"for a policy at one and the same time to
solve the German problem which has
caused Europe so much trouble and yet to
leave the matter open", to accept division
and yet reiterate determination to main-
tain the national community? Certainly the
improvement through the reaffirmed status
of Berlin and the guarantees for the access
routes has been more than slight, and the
eastward flow of West Germans (if not the
westward flow of East Germans) has in-
creased. At the very least, it is possible to
argue that nothing has been given away
that had not been irretrievably lost any-
way, that the treaties merely involved
acceptance of an unavoidable status quo,
that the Ostpolitik is no more than die
Kunst des Selbstverstandlichen, the art of
the obvious.

As regards intra-German relations,
Peter Bender has argued persuasively that
in the Basic Treaty the GDR had to pay
for foreign-policy gains with domestic
policy losses: if the GDR has been up-
graded in the West, so too has the Federal
Republic been upgraded in the East, and,
moreover, in the process has lost its as-
signed bogeyman role. German history, as
Theo Sommer put it in Die Zeit, has per-
haps shown that Germany is divisible, but
also that a divided Germany is unstable

and even dangerous when there is no free,!
dom of movement for men and ideas. Hein!
rich Boll and other intellectuals had seerl
"the weakest part of Ostpolitik" in it-
failure to achieve these freedoms. If thÉ
treaties with the East are milestones oi
the road to understanding, that road i;'
still unpaved.

Despite the universally-acknowledg ec
contribution of the éminence grise, Egoi
Bahr, the Ostpolitik as it has unfoldéc'
since 1969 has been peculiarly Wvlli
Brandt's, its inspiration stemming from hi
Berlin days. It is one of the oddities of
recent German history that it was bs
looking over the Wall into Communi&n'b
ugliest face that Brandt (and others) we
persuaded of the need to come to ter
with it. By 1973 he had become - as th
London Times dubbed him - a man for
Europe, East as well as West, the v_-
personification of the policy of reconcilia
tion with the East. It is this fact that gav
his sudden resignation in May 1974 i
peculiar importance. It will be month:: o
even years before the full story of th
Guillaume affair is known.

Crisis for Brandt
The crisis was long in building up. Willi
Brandt, a complex and moody character
found himself within a year of his stunninq
electoral victory at the head of a battered
government, with the public opinion poll
showing that the SPD had lost much of the
support of the electorate to the oppositior
(and even to its coalition partner). Uns bis
to control his own radical left wing, _Vlr
Brandt had also to endure increasin
sniping from prominent colleagues such, a
Helmut Schmidt and Herbert Wehner, rmd
even from his tireless electoral supporter,
the novelist Günter Grass. In the face ol
this growing distrust of his leadership,
Brandt seemed to have lost his taste for
governing. He became, as the Germans put
it, Amtsmüde, a Chancellor who had ea•
hausted his powers to govern. A deepl5
sensitive man, he was also hurt by the
cynical exploitation by the East of his
success in persuading West Germans to
pay a high price for reconciliation. The I ast
straw in the destruction of a Chancellor
was the discovery that one of his c<ose
aides was an East German spy. Faced with
the choices of battling on to vindicate him•
self (a course which was personally dis-
tasteful), or of throwing the blame on
others (and here, as on other occasions, he
had been badly served), or of resigning,
Mr. Brandt took full responsibility and laid
down the Chancellorship two and ahalf
years before he would have to face the
electorate again. The step was without
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rzMay the incoming and outgoing West
erman Chancellors Helmut Schmidt and

recedent in German history. However
uch he may have welcomed the opportu-
ity to escape from burdens with which he
ould no longer cope, Mr. Brandt's final
ction as Chancellor ranks as not the least
f his contributions to the fledgling German
emocracy.

At the turn of the year, Gustav Heine-
ann's understandable reluctance to take
n another term as President and Foreign

sister Scheel's nomination for the post
lready heralded the disruption of the re-
arkably successful partnership that had
resided over West German destinies since
969. But in the event it was the dramatic
reaking of the Guillaume affair (iron-

cally, almost simultaneously with the
rrival of the East German Ambassador to
ake up his post in Bonn) and Chancellor
randt's sudden resignation that precipi-
ated changes on an unexpectedly vast
cale. Within a few days, the Federal Re-
ublic had a new President, a new Chan-
ellor, and a new Foreign Minister.

Helmut Schmidt, who as Finance Min-
ste.e and one of the SPD vice-presidents,
as clearly marked as Mr. Brandt's succes-

or. A resolute pragmatist, he will be a
hancellor of a different stamp. In a period
he;i Ostpolitik is certain to be upstaged by
otl: domestic problems and :Westpolitik,
nd all three are dominated by economic
onsiderations, Mr. Schmidt has the exper-
ise and experience to provide the kind of
eadership which the Federal Republic

^equires.
In Hans Dietrich Genscher, theI

ormer FDP Minister of the Interior,
he Government has an inexperienced

Îut tough-minded, equally down-to-earth
Foreign Minister. And as the voters in the
tate elections in Lower Saxony indicated
Y checking the downward slide of the

Photo - Canada Wide

Willy Brandt share a joke. Brandt resigned
as Chancellor on May 7.

SPD, the new Schmidt-Genscher partner-
ship is to be given a chance to see what it
can do. Bonn's Ostpolitik has not been
brought to a halt by the Guillaume affair
and its aftermath (although Chancellor
Schmidt went out of his way in the new
Government's policy statement to describe
it as contrary to the spirit of the Eastern
treaties and as "seriously straining" the
relationship between their partners), but
it seems certain to be pushed into the
background. As the former Chancellor
himself remarked, "Herr Honecker may
well be in a position to bring down a West
German Chancellor, but no one should
allow him to run down the policy of
détente in Europe." But with Willy Brandt,
Egon Bahr and the other Berliners he
brought to Bonn with him banished from
the centre of power, and Gaus in East
Berlin, Ostpolitik will be pursued by the
new team in a less feverish and senti-
mental manner.

Mr. Schmidt's sober, economically-
oriented speech revealed the intention to
concentrate "realistically and soberly on
essentials," and to aim not at resolutions
but at "practical results to give more sub-
stance to the policy of détente in Europe".
This has a very different ring from Mr.
Brandt's first policy statement as Chan-
cellor five years ago. The period of Wieder-
gutmachung, of reconciliation, of pact-
making, is at an end. Perhaps it would
be better to reserve the term Ostpolitik
for the opening-up of the East wrought by
Mr. Brandt, Mr. Bahr and Mr. Scheel,
and to use some such term as "détente
policy" for the tasks to which Mr. Schmidt
and Mr. Genscher must now turn - build-
ing on the treaties through which their
predecessors stabilized the situation in
Central Europe.

Schmidt aims
at practical
results to give
substance
to détente
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The natural resource element
in global power relationships

By Harald von Riekhoff

It is not without historical irony that, after
a prolonged period of international trade
liberalization and specialization, during
which the exercise of power in global poli-
tics could be divorced from the actual
physical possession of mineral and food
resources, we should now relapse into a
quasi-mercantilist state of mind in which
the conception of power is again clearly
correlated, if not actually equated, with
ownership of key raw materials like petro-
leum. By introducing a raw-material per-
spective into the discussion of global power
relationships, we are merely providing a
new accent rather than proposing a uni-
dimensional explanation of international
politics.

The possession of raw materials con-
stitutes only one variable in the interna-
tional power equation. But it has become
an increasingly important one'at a time
when the existing international economic
system is undergoing a fundamental trans-
formation. This change, in itself, was to a
large extent brought about by an increase
in the price of raw materials and by supply
problems. In periods of uncertainty about
a new economic order, nations are inclined
to attach greater significance to the owner-
ship of physical commodities than in nor-
mal times, when the smooth operation of
the system as a whole seems to offer the
best guarantee for the protection of their
interests. This may help to explain the
special importance that is currently

Dr. von Riekho f f, pro fessor of political
science at Carleton University since 1966,
has specialized in the theory and methods
of international conflict analysis and in
European security affairs. In September,
Prof essor von Riekhoff concluded a year
as a member of the Department of Ex-
ternal A ff airs Policy Analysis Group.
Besides articles in his spheres of interest,
Dr. von Riekhoff has written two bôoks,
NATO Issues and Prospects (1967) and
German-Polish Relations (1971), on
German foreign policy in the inter-war
years. The views expressed in this article
are those of the author.

attributed to the possession of ra?
materials.

During the past year, economic issu'
have dominated the scene far more tha?
strategic or purely political question
Within a very brief time, we have ^;vit
nessed the final collapse of the interm
tional monetary system as it had b
operating since Bretton Woods; world
wide inflation has occurred on an unpr„
dented scale; petroleum prices have quad
rupled and the general terms of trade Lay
been reversed in favour of raw matei'
and food products. The transformation c
the world economic system has a1rEa
affected the global balance-of-power si tua
tion, and further changes may be ezpec*

Strategic balance
In the face of this frantic activity on th
economic front, the strategic balance
tween the two superpowers has demon
strated a remarkable degree of stab:li
and immunity. Recent problems in mar
aging this strategic relationship, w'ri
surfaced during President Richard Nixon'
last visit to Moscow at the end of Jan(
seem to be more directly linked to change
in weapons technology and deploynien:
than to economic issues. Similarly, effort
toward an East-West détente are con-
tinuing on both sides despite a certaii
amount of disillusionment. During thf
energy crisis, the U.S.S.R. behaved Avitt
remarkable restraint and caution. I:
neither added to the predicament of thc
Western industrial nations by joining thf
Arab oil embargo nor exploited the rich
propaganda potential of the situation. lb
energy crisis made the West European`
and Japanese more aware of the impor-
tance of the Soviet Union as a potentia
source of energy products and other raw
materials, but at the same time it ur:.der•
lined the risks of dependence on foreigc
suppliers.

Even though the strategic balance as
the move toward détente seem to have
withstood the impact of the altered eco-
nomic situation, other aspects of the globs'
balance of power have been affected by
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ew circumstances. Dr. Henry Kissinger's
onception of a pentapolar international
ystem seems to be less convincing in the
ew context, even as an academic model,
han itmay.have been two years ago. From
he outset, it was a highly debatable pro-
osition whether, ` Western Europe and
apan - the former without a central gov-
rnment, the latter without a nuclear
orce, and both without a global involve-
ent except in purely économic terms -
ad the necessary attributes to function

world centres of power. Now even the
onomic base of West European and
apanese power has been called in ques-
on. Japan's dependence on foreign ener-
and food supplies is almost total, and it
1 remain substantial for West Europe

ven with the exploitation of North Sea
etroleum. This leaves these two potential
entres of world power extremely vulner-
ble to price fluctuations, inflation, and
alance-of-payments difficulties - not to
peak of politically-motivated disruptions
hat might be engineered by foreign sup-
)liers or shipping states.

If we accept Ranke's classical defini-
ion of a great power as one that can
perate without assistance from outside
wers, then there is little great-power

otential in these two vulnerable societies.
t the same time, we might note that,
aradoxically, it is precisely this vulner-
bility that may compel the Europeans
nd Japanese to overcome their reluctance
f becoming politically engaged in areas
e the Middle East or Africa in order to

reate favourable conditions for the sup-
lies they need.

ipolar system

by 1980. Even with the most intensive

he model of a tripolar international sys-
tem, which could be defended on strategic,
olitical and ideological grounds, tends

to be reinforced by the pattern of min-
erai production. The United States, the
U.S.S.R. and China have more self-suffi-
cient economies than other candidates for
great-power status, with China being the
most self-contained economy of all major
or middle powers. Nevertheless, all three
have their vulnerabilities when it comes
to raw materials. China and the Soviet
Union depend on foreign grain imports,
while the United States is unlikely to
achieve the goal of Project Independence
- i.e., self-sufficiency in energy products

drive, it is unlikely that more than 75-80
Per cent of U.S. energy needs will be met
from domestic sources. The Soviet depen-
dence on foreign grain supplies must be
attributed to managerial and motivational
failure. It is not a question of an inad-

equate resource-base, and could be re-
medied by structural reform.

In the accompanying table, countries
are ranked according to their 1972 produc-
tion figures for some 17 key minerals. Three
indicators are used: the number of times
a nation scored among the top ten global
producers; the percentage of world pro-
duction; and the aggregate value of a
nation's mineral production.

As emerges from the table, the United
States and the U.S.S.R. occupy the first
and second places respectively on all three
indicators, while China's position varies
between fourth and sixth place and might
have been higher if a more reliable data-
base had been available.

Loosening economic cohesion
The second major development one might
note is the loosening of economic cohe-
sion within the two major economic
blocs despite the unchallenged global
power position of the two bloc leaders.
In COMECON the previous unwritten
rule which obliged members to conduct
more than one-half of their total trade
with other Soviet-bloc members no lon-
ger operates in practice. Poland's cur-
rent trade balance with non-members of
COMECON exceeds the value of its trade
with bloc partners. Other nations of the
Warsaw Pact are likely to follow suit.
This trend is likely to become even more
pronounced if the Soviet Union should no
longer be in a position to meet the entire
energy requirements of its East European
allies. This might occur within a decade,
and would force the East Europeans to
look for alternative sources of energy
outside their economic bloc.

In the West, the collapse of the
previously-established international mon-
etary system, which has been equated to
a Copernican revolution in the financial
universe, has removed the U.S. dollar from
its central position in the system. In ad- United States
dition, there was the painful realization incapacity
at the height of the energy crisis that, in to supply allies
an emergency, the United States would energy needs
not be capable of supplying its allies from
its own energy sources for any extended
time and that U.S. military power and
diplomatic strength might not suffice
to procure energy supplies from third
sources. Thus Washington's allies will
have to preserve the option of a sep-
arate accommodation and special deals
with oil-suppliers, even if such policies
conflict with U.S. foreign-policy goals and
tactics in the Middle East.

A third recent development in the
international system is the emergence of
powerful blocs of commodity producers. In
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Other resource-
producers lack
homogeneity
of Arabs

the past, blocs were usually shaped on the
basis of common - ideology, geographic
proximity and shared security concerns.
In the case of commodity blocs, it is the
interest in promoting favourable inter-
national conditions for the sale of a specific
product that provides the link. The recent
success of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) in quadru-
pling oil revenues in less than â year is
likely to act as a catalyst for the producers
of other commodities. Producer cartels -
or commodity coalitions, as one might also
style them - like CIPEC (for copper)
and the recently-created association of
bauxite producers might acquire increas-
ing significance in co-ordinating the eco-
nomic strategy of their members, even on
issues that go beyond the marketing prob-
lems of a specific product.

At the same time, it would be un-
realistic and unduly fatalistic to believe
that other producer cartels could duplicate
the performance of OPEC. The principal
producers of other key minerals lack the
geographic cohesion, economic and cul-
tural homogeneity and the driving po-
litical motivation that united the Arab
oil-producers. Moreover, other commod-
ities are characterized by greater demand
elasticity and are more easily replaced at
short notice than petroleum.

A fourth feature of the changed
international structure is the sudden ac-
cumulation of wealth by a few members
of the so-called "Third World". The lim-
itation of the Third World idea stems
from its all-inclusiveness - it may refer
to geographic location, level of economic
development, or a state of mind. Poverty
has been the most obvious that all mem-
bers of this diverse group had in common
and that thus gave some meaning to the
conception. This unity in poverty no lon-
ger exists.

Some analysts have, therefore, used
the term "Fourth World", a demotion in
definition that distinguishes, the rank-
and-file members of the group from their
nouveau riche counterparts. It is the juxta-
position of considerable wealth with lack
of economic, industrial and social devel-
opment, and the consequent inability to
absorb the accumulating oil revenues, that
has made the OPEC countries such a
potentially destructive force in the inter-
national system. The concentration of
more than $50 billion of highly liquid funds
in the hands of a few key oil-producers
threatens to wreck any conceivable inter-
national monetary arrangement and has
rendered the prospects of returning to a
system of fixed egchange-rates entirely
illusory. It is this new weapon in the hands
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of the Arab oil-producers that has m1dt
their participation in the reconstruction c!
the international monetary system man 3a!
tory and has suddenly provided them wit
entry to the inner councils that were hith
erto reserved for the principal indust^-i
powers.

Bolstering absorption capacity
One could suggest several measures tha
would help defuse this monetary time
bomb: strengthening the domestic absc
tion capacity of the oil-producing stat
through greater social welfare projects an
the creation of an industrial infrastruc
ture. These measures would stimulati
demands for export products from the
hard-pressed industrial nations. Anothel
way would be a recycling of the oil rev
enues by investment in industrial nations
This course, however, breeds its own proh
lems. If the investment is in the forn-, a;
short-term securities, it retains its 1-.igb
liquidity and thus jeopardizes the stabilitf
of the monetary system. In- addition, it i
likely to be invested precisely in those
industrial nations whose balance-of-p,ay.
ments situation looks most favourable
and which, consequently, need it least
Bonn Chancellor Helmut Schmidt ha
recently suggested that these favor;red
nations - the most likely being the Un4e^
States and West Germany - shoulc in
turn act as "marshalling yards" to balance
the inflow of oil dollars by the outflow od,
capital to countries with balance-of-l:ay.
ments difficulties. On the other hanc, i
the recycling of oil revenues takes the
form of direct investment, it will encounter
all sorts of political obstacles. In a recenf
bilateral deal, the Iranian Governn.ent
acquired 25 percent control of Krt:pp.
If this were to become majority contro'
by Iran, one might envisage a scenari:) it
which Krupp reverted to its historical role
as a weapons manufacturer and prodi ce
tanks and other sophisticated mili ;an
equipment for Iran and its Arab neigh-
bours. The impact of such a development
on the military balance in the Middle East
and on German-U.S. relations coule. be
disastrous.

Finally, no efforts should be spared
to encourage the rich oil-producers trom
the Third World to participate in forFign•
aid programs. This would place the ir:ter•
national aid schemes on a broader jasa
and would, furthermore, create additiinal
demands for export goods from indus' rU
nations. One could envisage joint devel•
opment projects that would involve 'Dotb
oil-producers and industrial nations - e.g.,
schemes in which the former would ruakc
available low-interest development laaa
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RANKING OF PRINCIPAL MINERAL PRODUCERS (1972)*

Diversity index

(Number of times
qualifying as

principal producer)

Average share of
of world production

(in %)

Ranking by aggregate
value of mineral

production

U.S.A. . ..................:...`.. 17 U.S.A. ...................... 20.4 U.S.A. ............................ 1
U.S.S.R. ...............

.
....... 17 U.S.S.R. .................. 18.0 U.S.S.R. ........................ 2

Canada ...................... 16 Canada .................... 13.3 Canada ........................ 3
Australia .................... 10 South Africa .......... 6.0 China ............................ 4
China .......................... 9 Australia .................. 4.0 Venezuela .................... 5

China ...................... 3.3

*The following minerals were included: petroleum, natural gas, coal, copper, nickel,
iron ore, zinc, asbestos, cement, potash, gold, lead, silver, uranium, molybdenum,
sulphur and bauxite.

nd the latter would reimburse them for
at least some of the difference between
the concessional and conventional interest
rates. Although this would be a desirable
utcome, it is far from being a probable
ne. Judging by their recent behaviour at

the special session of the United Nations
General Assembly last spring, OPEC mem-
^ers were apparently unresponsive to the
plight of the less-fortunate nations of the
lird World. OPEC nations are threat-

ened by defection from within their own
ranks and a consequent price collapse.
There is also the danger of an early re-
placement by another commodity and of
eventual depletion. within a generation.
Few of them dispose of resources other
than oil, and the fragile nature of their
recently-found wealth provides less than
an optimum climate for altruistic senti-

ents or a far-reaching global strategy.

Pivotal industrialized states
The hybrid role of the rich oil-producing
states among the developing countries has
its counterpart in the surplus producers
of raw materials within the group of indus-
tria iized nations, and, as with the former,
parvicular prominence is currently derived
from this pivotal status. Most important
am4ng this particular group are countries
like Canada and Australia, with other
nat^ons like Venezuela, Brazil and South
Africa moving into the same category as
their industrialization advances. As indus-
tria:ized societies, these nations are less
dependent on the services of outsiders for
the exploration, production and processing
of their mineral resources than the pro-
ducers of the Third World. While the
mineral exports of Canada and Australia
are somewhat less spectacular than the
recent oil revenues of Iran and Saudi
Arabia, they are based on a much wider

"mix" of products and are thus less vul-
nerable to price fluctuations and changing
terms of trade.

As the above table shows, Canada
occupies third place, after the United
States and the U.S.S.R., as a world pro-
ducer of key minerals. Unlike that of the
other two, Canada's domestic consumption
of these commodities is limited; conse-
quently its actual position as a world
exporter of mineral products is even more
notable. Canada is the only Western in-
dustrial nation that will be self-sufficient
in energy in the near future. In addi-
tion, it is one of the principal world
food-suppliers. In 1973-74, Canadian ex-
ports of wheat and flour constituted 20
per cent of total world exports; the figure
for coarse grains was 7 per cent.

These statistics have not changed
dramatically over the past few years. What
has changed, however, is the importance
that is being attributed to these factors
under the critical conditions of world
food-shortages and spiralling commodity
prices.

Asbestos, zinc and nickel, where Can-
ada's share of world production resembles
the status of Saudi Arabia and Iran with
respect to oil, offer less leverage than oil
for playing global power politics - nor
is this Canada's desire. But Canada's
favourable resource-base and its dual po-
sition as an industrial power and a prin-
cipal producer of raw materials upgrade
its bargaining position in the international
context on a wide array of issues. The
support Canada will give to specific eco-
nomic policies will to a large extent be
determined by its location on the resource
dimension, just as the eventual success in
resolving these issues will in no small
measure be decided by the actual strength
of the Canadian position.

Canada's
bargaining
position in the
international
resource market
enhanced
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Canada's middle position
As a raw-material producer; Canada is
naturally sympathetic to the efforts of the
producer groups to strengthen domestic
control over foreign investment and im-
prove surveillance of the activities of
multinational enterprises. Canada's own
policy of increasing the processed content
in its mineral exports corresponds to the
aspirations of other producer nations. At
the same time, being a foreign investor
itself and having close ties with the major
industrial nations, Canada seeks interna-
tional acceptance for the general princi-
ple that nationalization of foreign assets
should be accompanied by proper com-
pensation within the framework of inter-
national law. Canada's middle position
can also be illustrated by referring to other
issues, such as producer cartels. The utility

of producer associations is recognized.

The period (1973-74) has been
marked by a major upheaval in global
economic relationships, the implications of
which are still unfolding. Through the re-
sulting confusion and controversy, one
point is clear: the prospects for the eco-
nomic and social progress of a large
number of developing countries have been
seriously jeopardized.

The jeopardy is greatest for those that
are poorest. Without a major effort by the
international community, 800 million
people around the world can expect almost
no improvement in their conditions of life
for the rest of the decade. For hundreds of
millions more, the improvement will at
best be meager.

Much of the World Bank's attention
during the year has been directed to find-
ing ways in which it, and the international
community of which it is a part, might
help to meet this challenge. The Bank has
been adapting its operations and activities
to the needs of its members, as it strives
to make a more effective contribution to
development in the very different world
that is now evolving. It should be stressed,
however, that the Bank's historical role as
an intermediary for incremental capital
flows to the developing countries will be
maintained, and that the basic principles
of financial prudence, high standards and
management efficiency will be continued...

The feature of the year's statistical
record is that there has been another sub-
stantial expansion in financial and techni-
cal assistance. The World Bank Group as
a whole approved lending and investment
commitments totaling $4,517 million, or
$962 million more than in fiscal 1973 ....

On the broader international scene,

But, in order to prevent any potential
militancy on their part, Canada would
prefer to convert them into joint producer-
consumer associations that reconcile the
interests of both sides.

Historically, Canada's impact on
world affairs was greatest in the context
of shaping a new world order immediately
after the Second World War. One may
expect a similar enhancement of Canada's
international role in conjunction with the
series of multilateral negotiations that
are under way or scheduled and that are
intended to repair the badly-damaged
international economic order. The multi-
lateral framework in which this takes
place corresponds to an almost intuitive
Canadian diplomatic preference; more-
over, it fits Canada's dual position on the
resource dimension.

the most significant developments of the
recent past have included the realignment
and floating of exchange-rates; accelerated
inflation, associated with rapid rises in the
prices of most primary commodities and of
industrial exports; dramatic increases in
petroleum prices; shortages of foodgrains
and of fertilizer; and a slowing of the
growth of gross national product (GNP)
in industrialized countries.

The impact of these developments ha
been far-reaching. Barely a year ago, the
prospects were that the developing coun-
tries, taken together, would be able tc
achieve an annual rate of growth of G2jF
in real terms somewhat higher than 6 per
cent, in line with the target set for th
Second Development Decade. The indica.
tions are that, in the aggregate, the target
was in fact reached between 1968 anc
1972. However, it is now expected that
although some petroleum- and mineral.
exporting countries may exceed the target
GNP growth in many other developio
countries will fall below 6 per cent pe.
year over the rest of this decade. The r:etE
of growth in the poorest countries, includ
ing the most populous, will be so low that
per capita incomes will either stagnate 01
rise very little between now and 1980.

The anxiety over the prospects for th
developing countries is increased by rec3n
signs that economic growth in the indus
trialized nations is slowing down .... Eve•
a modest decline in the longer-term rate
of growth of the industrialized natio
could have a greater impact on the devel
oping countries than the direct impact c
the recent increases in commodity prices..
(Extract from the 1974 annual report ^
the World Bank).
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CSCE: symbol of the search
for East-West co-operation
By Jeanne Kirk Laux

The Conference on Security and Co-opera-
tion in Europe has passed its first anni-
versary and is at last nearing agreement on
the final texts that will bring the confer-
ence's Phase II to a close. The 35-nation
conference, which brings Canada and the
United States together with every Euro-
pean state (except Albania), has sought to
find shared bases for co-operation on the
major political, economic and cultural
issues that divide East from West in
Europe.

Yet there has been very little public
wareness of the CSCE negotiations under

^ay in Geneva. This is hardly surprising,
ince the issues are complex and bargain-
g often revolves round semantic nuances.

;n order to minimize propaganda-seeking,
he meetings have been closed to the
ublic, there are no official press confer-
nces and no summary records of debates
ve been published. But, if the CSCE is

ot exactly headline material, it just may
e making history.

What makes this multilateral nego-
iation so special? In the first place, it has
normous symbolic importance. In July
973, for the first time since Winston
hurchill saw an Iron Curtain descending
cross Europe, the foreign ministers of
very European state from Lichtenstein to
he Soviet Union convened in a single
rum to open the CSCE. ( For a review of
SCE Phase I, see David Karsgaard's
rticle in International Perspectives, Sep-
ember-October 1973). While some regard
e conference only as a historical mile-

tone marking the distance travelled since
e days of all-out Cold War, for others
e CSCE will take on real significance as
e starting-point for a new era of East-
est détente.

In Geneva, historical analogies already
bound in conversations with delegates as
ey try to foresee the impact the CSCE
ay have on future European relations.
e economic experts, who tend to feel cut
from the main concerns of their minis-

es, cynically refer to the best-forgotten

peace conferences at The Hague at the
turn of the century. Conservative diplo-
mats worry that, by seeming to sanction
the status quo in Eastern Europe, they are
participating in a second Yalta. The ma-
jority of ambassadors heading delegations
from the NATO countries seem convinced
that the negotiations will have a positive
impact. The CSCE, they suggest, it cre-
ating a new Concert of Europe.

It would be prudent to throw a few
grains of SALT on the image of a new
Concert of Europe. The CSCE is, after all,
just one piece in a set of interlocking East-
West negotiations that include the Soviet-
American strategic arms limitation talks
(SALT) and the multilateral force-reduc-
tion talks in Vienna. But, if détente is to
mean more than arms control, and if it is
to involve more than a few major powers,
the importance of the CSCE is apparent.
Only in Geneva have new issues, new
states and a new quality of diplomacy
been brought into East-West relations.

Key issues
What have been the key issues of debate
at the CSCE Phase II? The negotiations
were divided among three main commit-
tees, dealing with: security; economics,
science and technology, and environment;
humanitarian co-operation. Committee I
debates have attempted to set out general
principles of international relations and to
devise confidence-building measures such

Professor Laux is a member of the Political
Science Department at the University of
Ottawa, where she lectures on interna-
tional relations. Dr. Laux has written on
questions of European security and the
foreign policy of the European Communist
states. In May and June of this year, a
Canada Council grant enabled Dr. Laux
to conduct further research into the
Conference on Security and Co-operation
in Europe through interviews with dele-
gates in Geneva. The views expressed are
those of Pro f essor Laux.



Conflict between
Western direct
marketing and
socialist state
trading practices

as advance notification of military maneu-
vres. If principles liké self-determination
or non-intervention are standard UN fare,
the delegates in Geneva are renegotiating
them with full cognizance of sensitive
European cases - Northern Ireland, Cy-
prus, the Germanies, and even Macedonia.

The second committee has been the
least politically charged, since many of its
issues are already being negotiated in the
GATT (of which Poland, Hungary, Ro-
mania and Czechoslovakia are members)
or in bilateral discussion. Most delegates to
Committee II are simply trying to avoid
compromising interests elsewhere or taking
on unwanted obligations. Canada, for
example, has little desire to agree solemn-
ly to multiply bilateral accords with states
from which there is not much high tech-
nology to gain.

Although Committee II was able to
complete most of its texts even before the
summer break, several issues it discussed
were contentious. Western proposals on
marketing or direct contacts between
businessmen, for instance, constantly in-
serted an element of challenge to the
socialist state-trading systems. If some
socialist states (e.g. Hungary) are rela-
tively liberal on these counts, it is hoped
that the CSCE agreements will permit
them to continue to be so by offering pro-
tection against more conservative elements
- whether in Budapest or Moscow. The
European Economic Community has been
on the offensive in the trade sub-commit-
tee - clearing the way for post-conference
negotiation of most-favoured-nation status
(MFN) with the Comecon states by pro-
moting the principle of ."reciprocity" at
CSCE. The Common Market does not
regard tariff reductions by non-market
economies as an adequate quid pro quo for
MFN but now demands a real reciprocal
advantage - such as a guaranteed volume
of sales for EEC exporters.

Freer movement of ideas
It is in Committee III that new issues of
high. ideological sensitivity have been in-
troduced into international negotiation.
Never before has there been an interna-
tional conference at which the question of
freer movement of people and ideas across
Communist state boundaries has been the
central concern. Contrary to the original
Soviet expectation that the CSCE would
be a brief, symbolic encounter to give
multilateral blessing to the status quo,
Western delegates to the Helsinki prepara-
tory talks succeeded in placing "Basket
III" on the agenda. (Robert Reford has
analyzed CSCE preparations in Interna-
tional Perspectives, January-February,
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1973.) During Phase II, they have tried to
eke out specific concessions - e.g., on
intermarriage, family reunification and
access to the foreign press. As a result, bar-
gaining has been arduous.

The effort to achieve a so-called
"Basket III-Basket I trade-off" has pro•
vided the high drama of Phase II negot:a-
tions. In the opening months (Septembe.r-
December.1973), the U.S.S.R. sought to
limit debate to a simple reconfirmation of
the final recommendations of the Helsinki
talks (the "Blue Book"). Instead, Western
delegations elaborated each phrase of t'he
"Blue Book" into proposals that becarne
the basis for the most productive sessi!)n
from January 1974 to the Easter break
in April. In Basket I, the U.S.S.R. argued
for the principle of "immutability" of
European frontiers - thus ending specu•
lation about German reunification or Lat-
vian self-determination. The West pro-
visionally accepted registration of the co n-
promise principle of "inviolability" so long
as additional principles were reaffirmed to
make it clear that peaceful change was rot
eliminated. In Basket III, the West(rn
governments hoped, in turn, to persuzde
the Soviet Union to accept their proposals
promoting human rights and the free flow
of information. The trade-off did not ma-
terialize. After the Easter break, Basket ? II
debates became deadlocked when the So-
viet delegates refused to move further on
any but the most minor semantic points.

Soviet intransigence raised the ques-
tion of how far is far enough to push -.1e
Communist-bloc states - is liberalizat:on
a long-term process or a short-term rhetor-
ical capitulation? It was this dilemma that
preoccupied Western diplomats at the time
of the critical June-July decision to pro
long or disband the CSCE. Ironically, -he
Americans, who had not previously evimed
much interest in the negotiations, played
the catalyst role in the choice to rec)n-
vene the CSCE on September 2 for a last
round.

Kissinger's view
American indifference to the CSCE shifted
to impatience last summer when the c on•
ference stalemate risked interfering with
Soviet-American bilateral détente a; s
sensitive moment for President Richard
Nixon. During the NATO foreign mitis-
ter's meeting in Ottawa, Henry Kissir. ger
expressed profound scepticism about the
"theological" debates in Geneva and onh°
reluctantly bowed to European and Crna•
dian insistence that there was "m uch
work" remaining to be done. A few da5s
later, at the July Moscow summit meet-
ing, the U.S. suddenly discovered, in tbe
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joint communiqué, that "substantial pro-
gre.ss" had been made in Geneva on
"significant issues". These new premises,
however, led right back to the same con-
clusion - a concluding summit meeting
"at the highest level" should take place
"at an early date": ,Small wonder that Dr.
Kissinger had to do some cajoling during
his rapid tour of West' European capitals
in,order to convincè his allies that there
had not been a sellout in Moscow. His
success reflected the evolution in opinion
among, European- diplomats. Although
Phase II negotiations should be pursued
until certain basic points in Basket III
can be restored, the true test of Soviet
intentions must come after the CSCE, in
bilateral actions. Attempts to force the
human rights issues at the CSCE would,
it was now argued, boomerang - knocking
out Leonid Brezhnev in favour of those
Kremlin hardliners who gave only condi-
tional support to his détente policies.
(Franklyn Griffiths espoused this view in
International Perspectives, September-
October 1973.)

Although the final texts in Committee
III are not likely to go as far as Canada
might have hoped, the CSCE contribution
to this humanitarian area is nonetheless
significant. The discussion of sensitive
issues of human rights in Europe, so long
taboo to the Communist leaders, will
henceforth be the norm, instead of the
special exception, in bilateral East-West
diplomacy.

East-West issues may dominate the
negotiations, but the CSCE is by no means
a strictly bloc-to-bloc affair. For the first
time, neutral and nonaligned states which
do not belong to either of the major mili-
tary or economic groups are taking a direct
part in détente decision-making. Diplo-
mats from Sweden, Austria, Finland or
Yugoslavia do not conceal their enthu-
siasm, and are among those most inter-
ested in seeing a "follow-up" to the con-
ference. Two states arrived at the CSCE
as newcomers to international political
neâotiations - East Germany (GDR) and
Switzerland (which is only now consider-
ing joining the United Nations). Spain,
long a pariah in European politics, has
fielded an excellent delegation and made
great gains in improving its image at
Geneva.

The role of the non-allied states has
been somewhat reduced since Helsinki. As
bargaining got tougher during Phase II,
most of their proposals (e.g. on disarma-
ment and conflict resolution) were shunted
aside. But, in Sub-committee 2 (confidence-
building), a non-allied proposal is the basis
for discussion. Western delegates feel that

the non-allied states have played an ex-
tremely useful role as mediators in Geneva
- able to bring in a third alternative when
bargaining deadlocked. Neutrals also chair
the informal sessions, which parallel open
meetings to speed consensus. As a result of
Phase II, even those governments most
cynical regarding follow-up (France and
the United States) concede that it has be-
come imperative to include the non-allied
states in future East-West dialogues; the
question is not whether but how.

Innovative style
Besides bringing new issues and new states
into East-West relations, the CSCE has
introduced an innovative style of diplo-
macy, both multilateral and consensual.
Largely at Romanian insistence, proce-
dural rules were adopted in Helsinki that
maximized the opportunity for each state
to have its say. The chairmanship of every
sub-committee rotates daily among the 35,
and no final wording can be accepted un-
less it has the concurrence of all partici-
pants. Reluctance by anyone means re-
working the proposal and, as Malta demon-
strated on the issue of including reference
to the Mediterranean at Helsinki, a small
state can indeed hold out against the
superpowers.

The rules of procedure have not, on
the. whole, been abused at Geneva. Phase
II has proved that it is possible to get con-
sensus among states with utterly different
political, legal and economic systems. The
final CSCE texts, lacking juridical founda-
tion, will carry political weight because
they have been worked out on the basis
of consensus with the full participation of
35 states. Despite occasional frustration
and the slow pace of negotiations, more
than 20 delegates interviewed in Geneva
were firm in agreeing that there could be
no alternative to consensus diplomacy.

Although East-West divisions are the
raison d'être for the CSCE, there is also
an important West-West component to the
conference that has already brought side-
benefits to participating states. Both the
nine EEC governments and Canada are
clearly beneficiaries of the protracted
Phase II negotiating process.

The big surprise of the CSCE has been
the constant and close co-ordination among
the nine governments of the European
Economic Community. Even at a time
when the international press was specula-
ting as to whether Britain would pull out
of the EEC, when Denmark and Italy had
contravened basic EEC tariff policy, the
West European ambassadors in Geneva
were positively self-congratulatory on their
successful co-operation at the CSCE.

Consensus
diplomacy seen as
only course for
Western delegates
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Harmony is imperative in the trade
sub-committee debates since the Nine
yielded competence to the EEC Com-
mission last January. The Commission,
taking part in a political conference
for the first time, speaks for the Nine on
commercial questions. Its representative
sits on the delegation of the state chairing
the EEC Council (chairmanship has ro-
tated from Denmark to Germany to
France during Phase II).

In all other sub-committees, the nine
governments are purposely using the
CSCE as a testing-ground for an inte-
grated approach to foreign affairs. To do
so, they have had to caucus incessantly -
holding more than 15 meetings each week.
Agreement has not been easy - especially
on those questions, such as industrial co-
operation, in which ' the Commission sees
itself as "interested", there has been hard
fighting between states intent on restric-
ting the area of Commission competence
and those willing to enlarge it. If co-ordi-
nation at the CSCE had failed, the whole
notion of West European political unity
would have called in question - but it
worked.

CSCE gives
Canada.
opportunity to
co-operate with
Europeans

Canada's role
The reasons for Canada's initial participa-
tion in the CSCE have already been ana-
lyzed. (See Murray Goldblatt in Inter-
national Perspectives, January-February
1973.) During Phase II, Canada has played
its most active role in Committee III -
both by promoting a maximalist posture
for the West and by submitting detailed
proposals on, for example, family reunifi-
cation. Elsewhere, Canada has pressed to
have its proposals for environmental law
accepted in II and in IV; Canada is now
one of the Western states most interested
in seeing a follow-up to the CSCE - a
political forum where human rights issues
could be pushed further. But, as External
Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp pointed
out, referring both to the CSCE and
MBFR talks, "in addition to the central
objective of progress in East-West détente,
the parallel negotiations present oppor-
tunities for Canadian co-operation with
the countries of Europe, and in particular
with our partners in NATO".

Indeed they do - not only do NATO
heads of delegation meet weekly in Geneva
to evaluate general progress but at the
working level their delegates to each of
the 12 sub-committees caucus before every
session in order to harmonize positions.
The NATO caucus is necessarily compli-
cated by the prior co-ordination among
those eight states that also belong to the
EEC. The EEC members arrive at the

NATO caucus with a common position ail(
seek to have it accepted as the Weste
negotiating position. The U.S. delegatio
which might be expected to be most sensi
tive to co-ordination among the EEC Nin
has played a very minor part at the caucu;
as at the CSCE generally. Instead, Cana
has taken on the most active role - r
acting to the Nine's position and, if neces
sary, reopening discussion in order to reac
a more acceptable all-NATO position.

Phase II of the Conference on Security
and Co-operation in Europe was in
summer recess for six weeks. The meet-
ings resumed in Geneva on September 9.

Because there are'still Europeans wh
must be reminded that North America
not a monolith, Canada has made cle
gains in national image-building durin
Phase II. Given its strong interest in Corn
mittee III, its role in the NATO caucu
and the decision to join the ECE, serdo.
West European diplomats have receiv
the message that Canada has a definit
interest in taking part in Europe's futur:
and that Canadian external policy is &,
tinct from that of the United States
Should the Liberal Government choose t:
recall its paternity of Option Three
diversification of international relations
an effort to reduce present vulnerability
Canadian participation in the CSCE h
contributed to making that option mor
viable.

In this review of the CSCE Phase Il
the final declarations, which are the os
tensible objective of negotiations, hav
been underplayed. I have emphasized in
stead the introduction of new issues, r:e,
states and new procedures into déted
diplomacy, as well as the benefits the mil
tilateral negotiation process has brought tc
participants such as the EEC and Can-, da
In conclusion, the importance of the fna
texts should be recalled. They both surn-
marize the basic principles of internaticni
relations in Europe and define specific
areas for future co-operation acceptable t
every European government. The CSCF
texts are intended to serve as guideline, ic
future bilateral relations and to set neu
mandates for several international organi-
zations (specifically ECE and UNESCO)
The broader significance of the CSCE is
however, as Michael Palmer has said, "no:
so much what happens at it as an isola tec
event but the opportunity that it provide,
for a continuing multilateral dialogm
dealing with a wide range of subjects anC
involving the countries of Eastern and
Western Europe as well as those of Ncrtb
America".
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Weighing chances for progress
in the field of arms control
tBy Robin Ranger

.r .

ie meet• rms-control agreements between the
>mber 9. ; nited States and U.S.S.R. have become

creasingly important politically, as sym-
eans wh ols of the state of superpower relations,
merica ' d decreasingly important technically,
ide cle their effect on the development and
g durin eployment of new weapons systems. The
I in Con ignificance of the arms-control agree-
3 caucu ents reached at the July 1974 Moscow
E, serdo. ummit meeting between. President
receiv ichard Nixon and Leonid Brezhnev,
definit oviet Communist Party leader, was thus

s futur: rimarily political. Neither the agreement
-y is dis n a threshold underground test ban
l States reaty nor the accord on further limita-
-hoose ti ions of anti-ballistic-missile systems
Three (ABM) would significantly inhibit the
ations ' evelopment of new strategic and tactical
ability uclear weapons. But these agreements
CE h 'd represent a political attempt to re-

on mor rm the détente between the super-
owers, which has come under increasing

hase Il )strain in the past year. Equally, the failure
the os to achieve a follow-up to the 1972 Strate-
, hay° 'c Arms Limitation Talk Agreement

ized in (SALT I) was of greater political than
ues, r:e, echnical significance.

détent The chances of a SALT II agreement
the mul posing significant qualitative restraints
ough, t( on the strategic arms race had always been
Canzda ''ted, but some SALT II agreement had
the f na been expected to confirm, in the strategic
th sur r. the trend towards positive super-
aticna power co-operation that had been inaugu-
specific rated in 1972 with SALT I. This lack of
table t rogress towards SALT II after two years

e CSCF of negotiations meant that the talks on
eline,ic Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions
set neu (MBFR) had become the area of arms

I organi- control where the superpowers' desire to
ESCO) syr.ibolize their détente through nominal
SCE is arms-control accords was most likely to
id, "no: fnd expression in the next year. An
isolatec examination of'the negotiations between

provide, ATO and the Warsaw Pact on MBFR
dialogm suggested that such an agreement was
ects anc possible provided that the NATO require-
ern and ments for technically-effective arms con-
f Ncrtb trol were dropped. That the chances for an

MBFR agreement have to be assessed in

the light of the requirements of super-
power politics, rather than of the require-
ments for technically-effective arms con-
trol, is confirmed by an analysis of the
1974 Moscow arms-control package.

The agreements reached at the Mos-
cow summit meeting need only be com-
pared with those needed for effective arms
control to make it clear that the 1974
summit measures represented political, not
technical, arms control. A comprehensive
test-ban treaty (CTB) had long been
urged by advocates of arms control, in-
cluding the Canadian Government, as an
important restraint on the development of
new nuclear-weapons systems. The 1963
Partial Test-Ban Treaty (PTB) had for-
bidden testing in the atmosphere, in
outer space and under water, leaving the
signatories free to test nuclear weapons
underground. The technology for such
testing had been improved so much in the
past decade that the superpowers were
able to test all their new nuclear weapons
systems.

Threat to nuclear balance
Of these, the most potentially threatening
to the stability of the balance of nuclear
deterrence were ABM, MIRV (Multiple

Dr. Ranger is a member of the Department
of Political Science at St. Francis Xavier
University in Antigonish. He has lectured
and written widely on questions of inter-
national strategic developments. Before
assuming his post at St. Francis Xavier,
he lectured at the University of Aberdeen,
Queen's University and the University of
British Columbia's Institute of Interna-
tional Relations. He returned in Septem-
ber from a visit to Western Europe for
further research on MBFR. A related
article by Dr. Ranger on certain technical
aspects of the MBFR talks appeared in
the summer edition of World Today,
published by the Royal Institute of Inter-
national Affairs in London. The views
expressed in the accompanying article are
those of Pro f essor Ranger.
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Independently Targeted Re-entry Vehi-
cles) and, more *recently, miniaturized
tactical nuclear weapons, known as "mini-
nukes". The introduction of MIRV meant
that whichever side fired first in strategic
nuclear exchange could hope to wipe out
most of its opponent's land-based inter-
continental missiles (ICBMs) so that, for
example, by 1975 the Russians ICBM
force, equipped with MIRVs, could de-
stroy 95 per cent of the U.S. land-based
ICBM force in a first strike. Because
neither the United States nor the U.S.S.R.
could know whether its opponent's forces
were "MIRVed" or not without on-site
inspection of the opponent's warheads, and
because a ban on flight-testing MIRVs
would be extremely difficult to police with
the necessary confidence (a problem that
has so far defeated the SALT II negotia-
tors), a CTB seemed one way of limiting
MIRVs' effectiveness. If neither side could
test its MIRV warheads, neither would
have the confidence in their effective-
ness needed to contemplate a first strike.
Also, if ABM warheads could not be
tested, the effect of an ABM system used
against a MIRV attack would remain un-
certain, forcing a potential attacker to
assume that his MIRVs would work poorly
and the defender's ABMs would work well,
again discouraging a first strike.

At the tactical level, the development
of "mini-nukes" had reopened the com-
plex debate on the role of tactical nuclear
weapons in NATO's strategy. This debate

Debate on NATO's could be summarized by saying that the
use of tactical proponents of "mini-nukes" have argued
nuclear weapons persuasively that these weapons will pro-
reopened vide NATO with a more credible defence

strategy, but they are opposed by the
arms-controllers, who argue that the po-
tential cost of reducing the distinction
between nuclear and conventional weapons
would be too high for the gains involved.
This was the reason given for the U.S.
declaration of May 23, 1974, that Wash-
ington would not develop "mini-nukes",
but it remained only a declaration, and one
certain to be challenged within the U.S.
strategic community. It would clearly be
more credible if neither the U.S. nor the
U.S.S.R. could test "mini-nukes".

. The arms-control arguments for a
full-fledged test-ban treaty to restrict the
development of ABMs, MIRVs and "mini-
nukes" were therefore strong and reinfor-
ced by improvements in the ability of the
United States and U.S.S.R. to detect each
other's nuclear tests with their own seis-
mic detection systems. These systems were
so different that there were considerable
technical difficulties in comparing their
detection capabilities, but there was a
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consensus among the experts that th
could probably detect tests as low as t
kilotons. With considerable expense an
difficulty, tests of up to 50 kilotons cou]
be muffled to produce seismic readin
corresponding to an explosion of 10-2
kilotons. So, although a CTB would hav
left a little scope for some clandesti
nuclear tests in the tactical warhead rang
the risks of being caught cheating woull
probably have discouraged such violatio^

Compromise on ban
The real obstacle to a CTB in both t
United States and U.S.S.R. was the vi
of the military and of the scientists
volved in developing nuclear weapons that
a CTB would represent too great a sacriiiq
of national security. Hence the comp
mise idea of an underground test b^ ts
(UTB) that would allow nuclear testm. e:
up to a level at which both sides coi^ h(
unilaterally detect it, and so verify ccm tr
pliance with the UTB without the onsi h
inspections rejected by the U.S.S.R. 13^ el
the level of the threshold chosen by th h:
U.S. and U.S.S.R., 150 kilotons, was t h
high to restrict weapons developmen ac
while the delay in the entering into for if
of their UTB until May 1976 would allo n(
them to test weapons above this lev hf
before then. Even when the UTB is
force, the U.S. and U.S.S.R. would s
be able to test most MIRV warheads tin
"mini-nukes". They would not be able t
test ABM warheads, which were in the 1
megaton range, but had had virtually
the test data needed to deploy efficie4 Jrr
ABM systems. 01

So the 1974 threshold UTB tre itj ine
signed in Moscow could not be considece
as a technically-effective arms-conirc( h
measure, especially as the high thresho
in terms of seismic readings (4.5 to 4.7 it
on the Richter scale), would probabl tn
permit testing over 150 kilotons as tb la
scientists in both countries maximized thj ep
yields of their permitted tests under th
treaty, as happened with the 1963 parti
test-ban treaty. That the threshold U
was a political measure, accepted beca ^is
no more substantive agreement could
reached, was emphasized by the diplomati
background. The idea of a threshold U
as the best arms-control measure th
superpowers could agree on emerged on1
during Dr. Henry Kissinger's May 197
visit to Moscow, and only then after he an
the Russians had tried, and failed, t
secure a "conceptual breakthrough" o
restraining the deployment of MIRVs
the stalled SALT II negotiations.,

Similarly, the U.S.-U.S.S.R. agr
ment to limit their ABM systems to on
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ite each, instead of the two allowed in
,he 1972 SALT I pact, was an agreement
1at symbolized political détente without

ecting the technical military capabilities
^either side., The two-site ABM formula
as a. compromise allowing for the asym-

netry in the development and deployment
)f ABM by the two sides. The U.S.S.R.
ad a less-advanced system, Galosh, de-

)loyed more fully for city defence round
yfoscow, while the United States had a
nore advanced system, Sentinel, sched-
rled for completion in 1975, that defended
he Minuteman ICBM field at Grand
?orks, Dakota. SALT I, therefore, gave
he U.S.S.R. the option of deploying an
dditional ABM system to defend an
CBM field, like the United States, and
ave Washington the option of defending
ts capital, like the U.S.S.R. The U.S.
enate would not allocate the funds for
he defence of Washington, so the United
tates had, effectively, only one ABM site,
hile the U.S.S.R. seemed anxious to con-

rate its ABM resources on upgrading
he Moscow w system, possibly against the
hinese. Thus the 1974 one-ABM-site-
ach agreement made political capital out
f recognizing the technical status quo.
ncidentally, it also did nothing to halt
he intensive research and development
ooth superpowers were putting into im-
oroved d ABM systems.

vo qualitative controls
Phis essment of the 1974 Moscow agree-
ments as political rather than technical
rms control was supported by the super-
)owers' failure to reach a SALT II agree-
ment, which would have imposed tech-
rically-effective qualitative controls on
he strategic weapons of the U.S. and
J.S.S.R., and by the failure of the quan-
itative limitations of SALT I to slow the
trategic arms race. SALT I had been
4aimed by Dr. Kissinger and others to
epresent technical as wellas political
rais control, but this claim had become

mcreasingly difficult to accept. Since 1972,
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Contrary to popular opinion, the stra-
egic arms race was still on, especially for
he Russians, and still affected the relative

political standing of the two superpowers.
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ing their ability to co-operate, agreements
such as SALT I and the 1974 summit mea-
sures. This stimulated their continued
search for further symbols of détente,
especially in the arms-control field, and
gave increased importance to the MBFR
talks, given the impasse in SALT II and
the lack of any other areas in which arms-
control agreements might be concluded in
1975.

MBFR negotiations
Following the preliminary talks (described
by Professor Albert Legault in Inter-
national Perspectives, September-October
1973), the MBFR negotiations started in
Vienna on October 30, 1973. The Russians
surprised the West by rapidly tabling an
opening offer, which was followed by the
U.S. presentation of an accepted NATO
MBFR proposal. Since then, progress had
been limited to clarification of the tech-
nicalities of the two proposals, suggesting
that any agreement would be based on a
compromise between the two initial offers.
These offers reflected the differing ap-
proaches of the East and the West to arms
control. The Russians, here as elsewhere,
had sought an essentially political arms-
control agreement whose technical effects,
in this case on the NATO-Warsaw Pact
military balance, would be minimal. The
Soviet Union had, in effect, rejected the
idea of MBFR in favour of Mutual Force
Reductions (MFR), where small cuts of
an equal percentage, or equal numbers of
NATO and Warsaw Pact forces, would
preserve the existing technical military
balance favouring the Warsaw Pact. Polit-
ically, these cuts would symbolize Western
acceptance of the territorial and ideolog-
ical status quo in Eastern Europe. In
contrast, the United States and its NATO
partners, including Canada, were officially
committed to seeking an MBFR agree-
ment, a complex, highly-technical arms-
control measure that would- reduce the
level and expense of the NATO/Warsaw
Pact military confrontation, reduce the
pact's advantage in a surprise attack on
NATO, and produce increased stability
and security for both sides. The political
gains for Russia in MBFR would be sim-
ilar to those of MFR.

Despite this difference between the
approaches of the two superpowers to the
question of force reductions in Europe,
the American desire to reduce U.S. forces
and military spending in Europe and to
secure further arms-control agreements
betokening détente meant that they were
likely to conclude an essentially political
accord, representing MFR rather than
MBFR, with the Russians. This would

Alternative
opening offers
tabled by Russians
and Americans
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New European
governments
more favourable
to a political
accord

confirm the status quo in Eastern Europe
and facilitate a cut in American forces
in Western Europe while leaving the
NATO-WPO military balance relatively
unchanged. The recent changes in West-
ern European governments had made them
more favourable to such a measure, while
a detailed comparison of the Russian and
American proposals for, respectively, MFR
and MBFR suggested that these could
form the basis for an agreement represent-
ing political arms-control provided Wash-
ington dropped its existing requirement
for MBFR. In the past, the United States
had always dropped its insistence on tech-
nical arms control for the sake of political
agreement with the U.S.S.R., so there
seemed no reason why this might not be
the case with MBFR.

Soviet approach
The Russians had always rejected the
technical arms-control idea, embodied in
the notion of MBFR, that the numerical
and geographical advantages enjoyed by
the Warsaw Pact should be offset by asym-
metrical reductions, with the Pact forces
making the larger cuts. Instead, the Rus-
sians insisted on the principle of equal
reductions, leaving the security of both
sides unchanged. The Russian principles
for MFR were summarized by Mr. Brezh-
nev on October 26, 1973. These were:
(1) that reductions should include both
foreign and indigenous forces; (2) that
both land and air forces should be in-
cluded; (3) that force units with nuclear
weapons should be reduced; (4) that the
reductions should not disturb the existing
relationship of forces in Central Europe
and the European continent as a whole;
and (5) that the reductions should be
achieved either by equal percentage cuts
or by equal numerical cuts.

The Soviet proposals for MFR of
November 8, 1973, translated these five
principles into four main points. First,
both foreign and indigenous forces in all
11 states that were full participants in the
negotiations would be included in a three-
stage reduction. In Stage I, to be con-
cluded in 1975, there would be an equal
manpower reduction of 20,000 by each
side; in Stage II, for 1976, there would
be a 5 percent reduction on either side;
and, in Stage III, for 1977, a further 10
percent reduction on both sides (Mr.
Brezhnev's Point 5). Secondly, the Stage
I reductions would include nuclear and air
units as well as air and ground forces (Mr.
Brezhnev's Points (2) and (3). Thirdly,
reductions would be achieved by symmet-
rical trade-offs in comparable units, the
withdrawal of a particular type of Pact unit

(tank, infantry, artillery) being matche^'
by the withdrawal of a NATO unit ofl
similar size (Mr. Brezhnev's Point 4),
Fourthly, foreign units withdrawn would
take all their equipment with them, whilE
indigenous units would be disbanded.

The Russians gave no figures for thE
existing level of forces from which reduc•
tions would take place and, in subsequent
negotiations, concentrated on reiteratin;
that the first phase of troop reductions
must include all 11 direct participants iz
the talks and cover all except naval forces
This Soviet refusal to amplify or movcl
from their initial position could be attrib
uted to a lack of interest in MFR, but it
seemed more likely that the Russians wer
adopting tactics similar to those they had
used in other arms-control negotiations
These involved an early tabling of Soviet
proposals to ensure that subsequent neg
tiations covered those items of interest tc
them, while indicating serious Russian in
terest in reaching an agreement embodyin
their principles. Having taken the initia
tive, the Russians could then wait for th
Western powers to negotiate among then
selves, a process that usually involve
negotiating down the initial Western pro
posals into a package more acceptable t
the Russians. Additionally, Russian atti
tudes to MBFR had to be related to th
1974 Moscow summit meeting and th
negotiations on the Conference on Secu
rity and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE)
both of these had priority, for the firs
half of 1974, over the MBFR talks a
modalities for securing Russian politi
objectives. But the relative lack of resultt,
at the summit and the CSCE could lead tc
a greater Russian interest in MBFR zn
an attempt to bridge the gap between the'
proposals and those of the United States

NATO proposals
The initial NATO proposals on MB_,
had been presented by the United Stat
in November 1973. The endless debat
between analysts on the figures for th
existing military balance between NATf
and the Warsaw Pact had been resol•le
by an essentially political decision wit; '
NATO that negotiations would be base
on figures of 925,000 Warsaw Pact groun
combat forces, as against 770,000 fo
NATO, and 15,500 main battle tanks fo
the Pact and 6,000 tanks for NATO. Of th
NATO forces, 199,000 were U.S. groun
units, of a total for U.S. forces in Europe
including air and naval units, of 310,00(
compared to the Russian ground forces o
the Central Front of 470,00G. The Unite
States proposed a two-phase reductior
In Phase I, the United States would with
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draw 20,000 men from unspecified units
while the Russians would withdraw 68,000
men, , all from specified tank units. No
allied forces on either side would be with-
drawn. In Phase II, to be negotiated after
Phase I had been agreed on, both sides
would reduce to a common ceiling of
700,000 ground forces, including super-
power and allied unifs: These final force
levels indicated thé difference between the
relatively small-scale MFR envisaged by
the Russians for political arms control, and
the much larger MBFR proposed by the
United States for technical arms control:
820,000 men for NATO and 1.15 million
for the Pact in the Russian MFR pro-
posals; 700,000 men for NATO and the
Pact in the American MBFR proposals.

The four major differences between
the U.S. and Soviet proposals revealed by
negotiations were: first, NATO wanted
cuts to start with the United States and
U.S.S.R., while the Soviet Union wanted
these to begin with national and foreign
troops; secondly, NATO wanted these to
be limited to ground forces, while Russia
wished to include ground and air forces;
thirdly, NATO proposed to include only
conventional forces, while Russia wanted
to include nuclear forces, the so-called
Forward Based Systems for delivering
nuclear weapons ( FBS) ; and, fourthly,
NATO adhered to the principle of asym-
metrical reductions to produce MBFR
while the U.S.S.R. continued to advocate
equal reductions to produce MFR.

Despite these differences between the
U.S. and Soviet positions, political com-
promises could bridge the considerable
technical obstacles to agreement. For
the sake of reaching agreement with the
U.S.S.R., the United States would prob-
ably be prepared to drop the technical
arms-control insistence that reductions be
asymmetrical, with the WPO reducing by
more than NATO, or else so modify this
requirement for asymmetry as to make it
meaningless. This would leave the United
States proposing a reduction of 28,500 of
its troops in Phase I, while the U.S.S.R.

There are still many in East and West
who look back at the relative stability of
the last quarter-century to conclude that
two armed and guarded camps are the
most essential element of safety. But I
believe that realistic people looking ahead
into the last quarter of this century know
that some modification in this approach
will be necessary .... While there may
e a stability of sorts through mutual

deterrence, there can be little prospect of
peaceful change and development in a
mutually-antagonistic political and intel-

was proposing a reduction of 20,000 men
in NATO and WPO, two relatively compa-
tible demands if the two sides could agree
on which forces were to be reduced and
whether these should belong only to the
superpowers or not. The United States
could easily agree to include some FBS in
the cutback, since their symbolic value as
part of the U.S. nuclear guarantee to
Western Europe had been lessened by the
U.S. care in keeping its NATO allies in-
formed about the discussion of FBS in
SALT II. In exchange for a thinning-out
of FBS, the U.S.S.R. could accept a first-
stage reduction largely confined to the
superpowers, though possibly including
token reductions by other NATO and
WPO members.

The decisive factor in shaping any
agreement would not be the complex fac-
tors involved in the various NATO models
of MBFR but the political interests of the
superpowers in MFR. NATO's success in
evolving new diplomatic machinery to de-
termine a common position among NATO's
15 members in Brussels on MBFR and
translate these directives into day-to-day
MBFR negotiating positions by the Group
of Eight in Vienna had done much to les-
sen the divisive effect on NATO of Soviet
proposals for Mutual Force Reductions.

But, ironically, this success in lessen-
ing the damage caused to the West by sug-
gestions for MFR combined with domestic
pressures for reduced defence spending -
pressures reflected in the Netherlands' re-
cent decision to trim its armed forces by
20,000 men - had made such force reduc-
tions politically tolerable to the West
European nations. Since these reductions
were also politically desirable to the super-
powers, some agreement on Mutual Force
Reductions might be expected. But, like
all other arms-control agreements, such an
accord would be concerned with the poli-
tics of superpower relationships rather
than with technicalities of their military
balance. Arms control, in Europe as else-
where, has remained a matter of politics,
not of technology.

lectual life. Some call for peaceful coexis-
tence of systems and governments - and
that is certainly part of what we are all
looking for. But coexistence without an
element of change - without the ability
to adjust to our rapidly-developing world
and its new challenges - will bring a rigid-
ity and even a brittleness which cannot
help but endanger both sides. (Speech by
the Honourable Allan MacEachen to the
Banff '74 International Conference on
Slavic Studies, September 6, 1974).
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This article and
the following one
were prepared
to discuss the
evolution of NATO
up to its twenty-
fcf th anniversary.
They do not take
into account
the subsequent
developments in
the Mediterranean.
Future issues will
have articles
dealing with
Cyprus and its
strategic
implications.

The Atlantic Alliance

Negotiating NATO Declaration:
the difficult road to consensus

By C. J. Marshall

On June 19 of this year, ministers from
NATO's 15 member countries met in a
converted Ottawa railroad station to ap-
prove a 14-paragraph document officially
entitled the "Declaration of Atlantic
Principles". Known less formally as the
"Ottawa Declaration", it immediately be-
came a milestone in NATO's unique 25-
year experiment in the application of a
collective approach to shared problems.

The story of how agreement on the
text was achieved is an interesting one
that will be studied by students of inter-
national affairs for some time to come. As
late as ten weeks before the ministers met
in Ottawa, their governments seemed hope-
lessly embroiled in an acrimonious debate
on how they should conduct their collec-
tive relations in a world that had changed
materially since the North Atlantic Treaty
brought them together in 1949. Yet,
through a combination of good sense,
pragmatism and some fortuitous develop-
merits, the controversy was resolved. The
resulting Ottawa Declaration demon-
strated to a doubtful world that NATO
continued to be regarded by its members
as a suitable instrument for dealing with
common problems.

Changing circumstances
The crisis that developed in intra-Alliance
relations was the climax of a period of
change in the circumstances confronting
the allies. NATO was founded as a re-
sponse to a commonly-perceived threat to

Mr. Marshall is Director of the De f ence
Relations Division of the Department of
External Affairs. He joined the Depart-
ment in 1957 a f ter spending six years with
the Department of Indian Affairs and -
Northern Development. Before assuming
his present position, he served in a number
of capacities within the department, no-
tably as Minister-Counsellor and Deputy
Permanent Representative to the North
Atlantic Council in Brussels. Mr. Marshall
is the author of several articles on the
Canadian Arctic.

the security of its members and, in dealing
with the problem, it had. been almost too
successful. Since 1949, not one of its mem-
bers had lost a square foot of territory as a
result of outside aggression and negotia-
tion rather than confrontation had come
to characterize East-West relations. In
these circumstances, and in the light of
new national preoccupations, the raison
d'être of the Alliance and the relations of
its members one to another came into
question. Centrifugal forces, natural in a
group of 15_independent states, began to
manifest themselves.

One of the most understandable, and
yet the most serious, of these forces was
the evolving relationship within the Atlan-
tic Community between the United States
and the members of the European Corn-
mon Market. With their unquestion 3d
economic strength and developing sense of
political identity, the Europeans found
their natural love-hate relations with the
United States intensifying. A strong U.S.
military presence in Europe remained es-
sential to their security, but the political
and related costs were increasingly hard
for the Europeans to bear.

Changes of a different kind were tak-
ing place in the United States. Emotionaldy
drained by involvement in Vietnam and
increasingly doubtful about the value of
serving as the world's policeman, the
Americans were questioning the appropri-
ateness of their world-wide commitments,
Thirty years after the Second World War.
it was not clear to the Americans why they
should continue to station a quarter of a
million men in Europe, particularly wFer
they considered that the prosperous Euro-
peans could bear a larger share of the
burden of their own defence.

The Year of Europe
It was against this background that the
U.S. Secretary of State, Dr. Kissinger.
made his now famous "Year-of-Europe'
speech in April 1973, which set off 12
months of unprecedented internecinE
squabbling amongst the allies. Kissinger'`
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motives seemed excellent. In the recent
past the United States had extracted itself
from Vietnam, ended its 20-year quarrel
with the People's Republic of China and
converted its relations with the U.S.S.R.
from confrontation to negotiation. It ap-
peared appropriate and timely, therefore,
to seek to stem the erosion in transatlantic
relations. Kissinger's solution was to call
for a reinvigorated Atlantic partnership in
which the shared approach to common
sécurity and, related political problems -
would be applied to increasingly serious
international economic and financial ques-
tions. This would be accomplished by
broader and more "structured" consulta-
tions, and would be embodied in a pro-
posed "Declaration of Atlantic Principles",
to which the Japanese would be invited
to subscribe.

, European reaction was far from en-
thusiastic. The call for reinforced consul-
tation was seen as an attempt to reassert
U.S. dominance in transatlantic affairs,
and the attempt to interrelate security,
political and economic issues was regarded
as unacceptable "globalization". The
United States was suspected of trying to
obtain a voice in the affairs of the Euro-
pean Economic Community (EEC) and of
seeking to exchange security for conces-
sions in other fields.

The result was that relations between
the United States and the eight EEC
members of NATO began to shift from
mutual misunderstanding to something
approaching open confrontation. And for
the six remaining members of the Alliance
- including Canada - there was a partic-
ular dilemma. The dialogue in NATO had
customarily been among the 15 who were
at least technically coequals. More and
more, however, the debate was being con-
ducted bilaterally between the United
States and the Niné. For Canada and the
rest, there was the dual problem of seeing
partners quarreling and of not having an
opportunity to contribute to the dialogue.

European response
After a period of uncertain contemplation,
the European response to Kissinger's
"Year-of-Europe" ideas was to propose
that, if there were to be any declarations
of principle, there should be not one but
two. One, subscribed to by all 15 NATO
members, would be limited to restating the
Alliance's traditional security role. The
other would - define the relations for the
period ahead between the United States

d the Nine of the EEC.
The United States reluctantly ac-

cepted this counter-approach, and the late
5ummer and early autumn of 1973 saw a

period of somewhat confused drafting on
two fronts. While the representatives of
the United States and the EEC met pe-
riodically to work on their project, a series
of drafts for the NATO declaration suc-
ceeded one another on the table at NATO's
Brussels headquarters. British and Ger-
man drafts were followed by a Canadian
text, which found a good deal of favour
but was eventually superseded as the French dra f t
principle working draft by a French text. declaration
The latter was widely welcomed, not so seen as first
much for its uniquely French approach to major contribution
many of the issues involved as because it in several years
was the first time in several years that
France had made a major contribution to
an important NATO project.

From the outset, the drafting efforts
experienced uncertainty as to how and
when the two proposed documents would
be used. The favoured "scenario" seemed
to envisage two heads-of-government
meetings in Brussels during a visit to
Europe by President Nixon at which the
leaders of the Atlantic Community would
subscribe to the two declarations. Various
uncertainties, however, including the Pres-
ident's own political future, made any
serious planning impossible.

The Middle East crisis of October
1974 and its aftermath produced new
problems: Differing attitudes and perspec-
tives amongst the NATO allies and their
failure to consult effectively made notions
such as solidarity and cohesion seem
academic. Obtaining agreement on a docu-
ment designed to set the tone of U.S.-EEC
co-operation seemed even more academic
in the face of pronounced differences be-
tween the two parties on various aspects
of the Middle East situation, including the
resulting oil crisis.

The two drafting projects limped
along in the early months of 1974. The
inspiration or direction to bring them to
a successful conclusion was missing but no
one was prepared to admit failure. Some
progress was actually made on the NATO
document, but the Europeans had early
taken the position that the promulgation
of one without the other was unacceptable
and the U.S.-EEC dialogue had run into
apparently insurmountable difficulties, par-
ticularly on the issue of consultation. It
had been Kissinger's idea that the pro-
posed document on U.S.-EEC relations
would provide for structured consultations
on a wide range of subjects. The Euro-
peans, however, rejected this as giving the
United States a formal voice in their em-
bryonic political consultation process, and
were so suspicious of U.S. motives that
-they formally rejected the use of the ex-
pression "partnership".
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Results achieved
when allies adopt
more pragmatic
approach

The breaking-point came in March,
just a month before "NATO's twenty-fifth
anniversary. In an effort to set an example
of consultation amongst allies, Kissinger
stopped off in Brussels en route to Wash-
ington from the Middle East to brief the
NATO Council on recent developments
there. At the very moment he was doing
this, the foreign ministers of the EEC
countries were deciding, at a separate
meeting in Brussels, to propose formally
an EEC-Arab dialogue. This . was too
much for Kissinger, who shortly after
his return to Washington suggested that
the discussion on the proposed U.S.-EEC
declaration be postponed indefinitely.
Without that document there could be no
NATO declaration, and the disarray within
the Atlantic Community seemed complete.

Turning-point
The crisis continued for several weeks, and
then the obvious need to break the im-
passe began to manifest itself. With an
early heads-of-government meeting now
out of the question, it was necessary for
the NATO foreign ministers to hold their
regular spring meeting in one of the Alli-
ance capitals. And, like it or not, they
would have to take formal note of NATO's
twenty-fifth anniversary. The circum-
stances would call for a public document
indicating some degree of consensus on the
future of the Alliance. Mid-June having
been chosen as the date for the meeting, a
"crash" effort to reach some measure of
agreement had to be initiated without
delay.

At this point pragmatism (and some
good luck) came into play. The Europeans
accepted the fact that, even if there was
not to be a U.S.-EEC declaration, it was
not in anyone's interest to let NATO's
twenty-fifth birthday party become a
public spectacle of self-imposed disarray.
They agreed, therefore, that work on a
possible NATO declaration should proceed
independently. The Americans, for their
part, acknowledged that their original pro-
posal for what amounted to a revised
North Atlantic Treaty was not generally
acceptable and that they should be pre-
pared to settle for something more modest.
To this new atmosphere of realism was
added a series of personality changes re-
sulting from the French and German elec-
tions, and suddenly there seemed to be
real prospects for a consensus.

All these developments acquired a
special importance for Canada when the
Government agreed to be host to the
foreign ministers meeting. With so much
at stake, the venue of the meeting took
on particular political significance, and

Ottawa was unanimously favoured. It was
seen as symbolizing the transatlantic char-
acter of the Alliance in. a positive way,
being North American but not part of the
United States. As hosts, Canadians felt a
special sense of responsibility for the
meeting's success, which would depend in
part on the atmosphere created and in part
on the degree of consensus that could be
achieved beforehand. -

While failure to reach agreement cn
the proposed declaration was difficult to
contemplate, success was by no means
assured. One important difference to be
settled was the scope of the document. The
French had argued from the outset that it
should deal only with common security
problems, the original raison d'être for the
Alliance. On the other hand, Canada,
which had been the author of Article II of
the North Atlantic Treaty, was a strong
advocate of the alternative thesis. In the
course of its 25-year history, NATO had
evolved into an organization dealing with a
range of shared problems - a fact that had
to be acknowledged if the anniversa -ey
declaration was to have any public rel-
evance for the 1970s. As in most other
cases, this difference of approach was
resolved by compromise. The final text
emphasizes NATO's primary concern for
security, but also recognizes the common
concern of its members for détente, eco-
nomic co-operation, and support of the
principles of human rights and democracy.

Another problem was how to deal
publicly with the advent of nuclear parity
between the Unitéd States and the Soviet
Union and the questions this raised re-
garding the continuing credibility of the
U.S. nuclear deterrent so far as Eurone
was concerned. Here the key was to ac-
knowledge that a different security situa-
tion now faced the Alliance in Europe but
express the conviction that the new cir-
cumstances could be successfully met
through the collective approach that had
served the Alliance so well in the past.

Perhaps the most difficult problem of
all was to find an acceptable public de-
scription of the nature and extent of the
consultative process, which all recognized
as the key to making the Alliance woik.
Until the last minute, the United States
was still looking for a formula suggestiag
that consultation was being broadened and
reinforced to reflect an increase in the
areas of common concern. The French, for
their part, stuck to their limited noti-xi
that responsibility to consult really applied
only to shared security problems. Other
Alliance members, including Canada, felt
that consultation should extend to all
areas that members considered appropriate
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On the steps of Ottawa's Parliament
Buildings, Secretary-General Joseph Luns
greeted the NATO foreign ministers on
their arrival for the opening ceremonies
of their two-day meeting in June.

at any given time, rather than be limited
by rigid definition. Once again, through the
give and take of protracted negotiations,
consensus was reached.

The Ottawa Declaration
By the eve of the ministerial meeting,
agreement had been achieved on all but
one point. in the draft declaration. This
fact and several other developments con-
tributed to the generally positive atmo-
sphere prevailing as the ministers arrived
in Ottawa. There had been widespread
agreement that it was in the individual as
well as collective interest to counteract the
negative impressions of the past 12 months
by a clear-cut demonstration of political
unity. The more forthcoming attitudes
adopted by the U.S. and French repre-
sentatives in recent weeks had been wel-
comed since their respective governments
had been the chief participants in the
debate. On another level, the recent
change of régime in Portugal, though not
directly related to the question of Atlantic
relations, added to the general optimism
for the Alliance's future. Finally, the deci-
sion by Prime Minister Trudeau to invite
the visiting ministers to a private dinner at
his residence just before the formal meet-
ings began also contributed to the creation

of the right atmosphere. Six or seven of the
ministers were attending a NATO meeting
for the first time and the dinner provided a
valuable first opportunity for all the min-
isters to get to know one another.

The formal meetings had hardly begun
when Dr. Kissinger and Mr. Sauvagnar-
gues, the new French Foreign Minister,
personally resolved the final outstanding
point in the text, which was then formally
approved and published the next day
(June 19). Carried "live" on television
across North America and by satellite to
Europe, the adoption ceremony became
the highlight of the Ottawa meeting and
a widely-recognized symbol of the success
achieved. At the request of the United
States, the Declaration was subsequently
remitted to Brussels, wheré it was signed
on June 26 at a specially-convened meet-
ing of NATO heads of government, includ-
ing President Nixon.

The Ottawa Declaration is not a great
piece of diplomatic prose. This was hardly
to be expected in a text laboured over for
six months. At one point just before the
Ottawa meeting, it was suggested that the
nearly-acceptable text should be given to
someone for polishing. This idea was con-
sidered briefly, but it soon became clear
that almost every line represented a hard-
won compromise the drafting of which
could not be altered without changing the
shade of meaning achieved.

Similarly, the substance of the Decla-
ration is neither dramatic nor innovative.
It was established at an early stage that
on the twenty-fifth anniversary the mem-
bers of NATO were not willing or able to
break new ground in their collective rela-
tions. What they were able to do, with
some difficulty and after several false
starts, was find a formula for re-enunciat-
ing, in up-to-date terms, the basic princi-
ples on which they had been able to
co-operate with substantial success for a
quarter of a century. In the process, they
discovered that, while circumstances were
changing, their basic objectives were sound
and the techniques that had developed for
dealing with common problems remained
valid.

Among'the principles reaffirmed were:
the validity of the collective approach to
defence, even in the changed circum-
stances; the need actively to pursue peace
while preparing for defence against aggres-
sion; the inseparability of common security
from political issues; and the importance
of obtaining public support in member
countries by demonstrating interest in
issues of current public concern such as
the status of the principles of democracy
and human freedoms. Most important of
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all, perhaps, was the acceptance of the
blindingly obvious: consultation is the fuel
that makes the Alliance machinery work,
but consultation must be freely offered
rather than legislated for. Practicing it on
a day-to-day basis, in a pragmatic way, is
much more conducive to good relations
than philosophizing about it.

The Ottawa'Declaration is, therefore,
a modest document - modest in its scope
and ambitions. It is nonetheless impor-
tant, for it reveals a large measure of
agreement amongst 15 free and indepen-
dent countries. It was achieved against
considerable odds, and demonstrates that
the Allies are still able to accept the
collective good as being more important
than individual interests and to make the
necessary compromises when a common
objective is at stake. *

Importance for Canada
For Canada, the Ottawa Declaration had
special importance. The fact that agree-

The Atlantic Alliance

ment was achieved made the anniversary
meeting, to which Canada acted as host at
considerable effort and expense, an un-
questioned success. In substance, the do---
ument, both in what it said and what it
did not say, met the basic requirements of
Canada's particular interests. In part be-
cause of Canadian effort, the multilateral
nature of NATO is emphasized. The Alli-
ance is portrayed as a continuing partner-
ship between North America and Western
Europe - not between the United States
and eight of the EEC's nine members.
While there is clear emphasis on the ini-
portance of security, there is also unque3-
tioned agreement that, after 25 years, the
Allies have much in common beyond the
purely military. It is clearly reaffirmed
that the need for consultation extends
beyond the narrow field of security, and
there is a renewed determination to malce
the process work to the common beneiît
of all.

After the Ottawa Declaration
the structural problems remain .
By Thomas Hockin

With the shocks dealt to the North Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization by the Cyprus war
and Greece's angry denunciations of the
Atlantic Alliance dominating this sum-
mer's headlines, there is a danger that
any assessment of the importance of the
twenty-fifth anniversary meetings of the
NATO Council will be discouraged. These
meetings deserve attention before the on-
rush. of events has put them out of
perspective.

The declaration of principles agreed
to by the NATO Council in Ottawa this
June is less significant for what it contains
than for what it symbolizes. The elaborate
exercise of "rededication" of the Alliance
for its second 25 years did not dissolve into
hopeless disagreement as most observers
would have predicted six months before.
This alone is noteworthy. After two years

of noisy, sometimes bitter, disputes, it
seems miraculous that member states were
able to pull themselves together sufficien ^ly
to say something of significance about the
Alliance and its future. In the delegates'
lounge at the close of the Ottawa meeting,
one could sense the relief that the acrirr.o-
nious quarrels that had sapped the Alliar ce
for the past few years seemed to have
ended.

The storms had subsided for reascns
more fortuitous than structural. First, the
acute oil and gas shortages that had dis-
rupted Atlantic relations severely late in
1973 had disappeared by spring of tliis
year. Second, the arrival of new govern-
ments in France, West Germany and
Portugal - even Britain - helped to con-
tribute to less dogmatism on all sides. New
governments can indulge for a while in
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some compromise and dialogue while they
take the measure of their friends and foes
at home and abroad.

Third, the doctrinal disput,ations in
1973 between^ U.S. Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger and French Foreign Min-
ister Michel Jobert had calmed even be-
fore the death of Georges Pompidou. This
so-called "great debâte" on American in-
tentions in, and French attitudes about,
Europe had proved to be non-productive.
The debate had erected every suspicion
into a foregone conclusion and brief diver-
gent tendencies had been interpreted as
new laws of state behaviour. The debate
was marred by untenable exaggerations
about American "imperialism" from the
French and by equally untenable American
exaggerations about what France wanted
from Europe. By early 1974, it was clear to
everyone that the debate, far from being
a healthy airing of differences, was con-
tributing to a needless deterioration of
relations. In fact, Secretary of State Kis-
singer and Foreign Minister Jobert had
begun to sing different tunes before the
election of Giscard d'Estaing as President
of France.

The fourth reason for the improved
atmosphere was the occasion itself. The
anniversary occasion forced all delegations
to collect their thoughts on subjects they
could agree on. The anniversary deadline
quickened exchanges of draft communi-
ques and hastened the tempo of give
and take.

Beyond generalities
All in all, the Declaration, if breaking little
new ground, did go beyond trite general-
ities. It articulated for the late Seventies
what NATO members could still agree to
say about the Alliance. Included are the
normal collective-security pledges: "An
attack on one or more (of the members of
the Alliance) shall be considered an attack
against them all". Also included is the
usual reiteration of the Alliance members'
"dedication to the principles of democracy,
respect for human rights, justice and social
progress". (This now sounds less hollow,
thanks to the more humane policy depar-
tures of the new Portuguese and Greek
governments.) The essence of the security
ccmmitment is found in Paragraphs 4, 5
and 6. (The text of the Declaration was
printed in the July/August issue of Inter-
rwtional Perspectives.)

Some observers, however, presumed
to have found novel content in the Declara-
tion. Writing in June 28 from Brussels,
Where the Ottawa Declaration was for-
mally signed, the New York Times corre-
spondent found a number of significant

allusions.
Paragraph 8 of the Declaration states

that the "Allies, while reaffirming that a
major aim of their policies is to seek agree-
ments that will reduce the risk of war, also
state that such agreements will not limit
their freedom to use all forces at their
disposal for the common defence in case
of attack". The correspondent suggested
that the "key word here" was "all", which
"apparently answers the European suspi-
cion that the Soviet-American agreement
to seek to prevent nuclear war might mean
the United States would hold back on its
pledge to defend Western Europe with its
whole nuclear arsenal".

Perhaps this paragraph is an attempt Europeans need
to answer the "European suspicion" but more than words
mere words cannot remoVe this most in- to allay
tractable of all European security fears. security fears
The fear will remain; it can be abated only
momentarily by American professions of
commitment. Ever since "flexible response"
was instituted as American military strat-
egy by President Kennedy, Western Euro-
peans (most vocally the French) have
feared that the United States would prefer
to defend Western Europe from Western
Europe than from North America.

Paragraph 9 of the Declaration ex-
plicitly stated that "all members of the
Alliance agree that the continued presence
of Canadian and substantial U.S. forces in
Europe plays an irreplaceable role in the
defence of North America as well as
Europe". The same correspondent sug-
gested that this amounted to an "impor-
tant arguing point for Western Europeans
who have often been asked what they were
going to do in return for the favour of
being defended by America". The Decla-
ration also stated that "the substantial
forces of the European Allies serve to de-
fend Europe and North America as well".

That this emphasis is a refreshing
change from the previous Nixon-Kissinger
grumblings about Western Europe's failure
to contribute more to the Alliance as a

Professor Hockin is Associate Professor
of Political Science at York University
and Headmaster of St. Andrew's College,
Aurora, Ontario. He has undertaken
studies in international relations at
Harvard University, and was a participant
in the 1964 NATO seminar in Rome.
He has written extensively on problems
of Canadian foreign policy. His recent
publications include Alliances and Illu-
sions: Canada and the NATO-NORAD
Question and The Canadian Condo-
minium: Domestic Issues and External
Policy. The views in this article are those
of Pro f essor Hockin.
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The opening ceremonies of the NATO
conference were held in the Senate's Red
Chamber on Parliament Hill. Prime
Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau addressed
the foreign ministers and invited guests

whole there can be no doubt. It does not
amount, however, to a new articulation of
what North America and Western Europe
are supposed to be doing for each other in
the Alliance.

Problems remain
In short, the structural differences and
problems of NATO have not been cleared
up by the Ottawa Declaration - only
calmed and soothed by a temporarily-
improved political atmosphere. The struc-
tural problems of NATO are, at bottom,
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at the televised session. British Foreign
Minister James Callaghan, as Honourary
President of NATO, is seated on the Prime
Minister's right.

military as well as political. A calmer
political atmosphere may help to keep in-
trinsic political differences from festerir:g,
but it cannot remove them. Only a
realignment of interests can do the latter.
Military differences are not totally politic:al
in origin, either. Dutch, Danish, British,
Canadian and American military contribu-
tions in Europe show no sign of increasirg;
if anything, they are decreasing. ThE•se
decreases are more a reflection of rising
costs than of a weakened political commit-
ment. The French continue to withhold
their atomic force from Alliance militarY
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planning. It appears the Greeks may with-
hold their forces as well.

Ten years ago Henry Kissinger wrote
in his Troubled :Partnership that the hope
expressed in President Kennedy's grand
design for a partnership between a united
Europe and the United States had "been
flawed by increasingly sharp disputes
among the Allies".

He listed the sources of these dis-
putes:
i, ". . . The absence of agreement on

major policies is' striking. On the Conti-
nent, the fear of a bilateral United States-
British view with respect to disarmament
is rejected by France and greeted with
distrust and fear by the Federal Republic.
The United States finds little support in
Europe for its Asian or Latin American
policies. The attempt to establish a com-
mon trade policy with the Communist
world has been generally ineffective. For
over a decade, the Western Allies have
been unable to agree on a common attitude
toward the former colonial areas. Progress
toward European political unity has been
slowed. Britain has been excluded from the
Common Market. Basic issues of strategic
doctrine have gone unresolved. The issue
of nuclear control threatens to divide the
Alliance."

Much on this list remains outstanding
today. It is true that the colonial question
has, in large measure, been solved. Al-
though Britain's attitude under a Labour
Government is at best lukewarm, at least
it is no longer excluded from the Common
Market. This, too, is an improvement on
ten years ago. Agreement is absent, how-
ever, on most other issues on the Kissinger
list.

Nor have the basic structural confu-
sions in the Canadian view of NATO been
clarified as a result of the Declaration. In
April 1969, in Calgary, Prime Minister
Trudeau courageously, and to my mind
very effectively, articulated the need for a
long-overdue de-emphasizing of NATO in
Canadian foreign and defence policy. How-
ever, on April 9, 1974 (almost five years
later to the hour and a few months before
the Ottawa NATO Council meeting), Mr.
Trudeau introduced a host of curious new
Wions about Canada's role in NATO in a
remarkable dicussion on Radio Canada
(French-language television). The discus-
sion was also remarkable in that it
amounted to one of his very few sustained
discussions of NATO since the Calgary
speech and it elicited very little comment
in English-speaking Canada.

He assessed. Canada's annual con-
tribution to NATO at about $400 million,
but suggested that Canada would have to

spend most of that sum whether it was in
or out of NATO:

"Dans ce chiffre-là sont compris les
dispositions que nous prenons pour mettre
notre marine au service de l'OTAN en cas
de besoin, pour maintenir en état d'alerte
au Canada des unités qui seraient au ser-
vice de l'OTAN en cas de besoin et égale-
ment, évidemment, pour maintenir en
Europe effectivement la présence Cana-
dienne physique qui s'y trouve. Si elle
n'était pas là-bas, elle serait ici et nous
devions payer de toute façon."

This way of articulating the situation Prime Minister's
is doubly inaccurate. First, it encourages assessment of
the Europeans to conclude that we are NATO effect on
sacrificing nothing of consequence by con- Canada's defences
tributing to the Alliance - hence our com- challenged
mitment deserves to be suspect. Secondly,
it encourages Canadians to think that the
shape and content of our equipment and
forces would be relatively unaltered
whether we were in NATO or not. In fact,
both assessments are inaccurate.

Mr. Trudeau also confused the es-
sence of NATO by describing it as little
more than a sub-set of disarmament nego-
tiations and of Atlantic relations. NATO,
he suggested, was:

"un forum où nous pouvons véritable-
ment influencer les négociations sur la
détente, où nous pouvons orienter les dis-
cussions sur la coopération et la sécurité
en Europe, où nous pouvons participer aux
discussions sur la réduction des arme-
ments, etc. C'est un forum où nous pou-
vons consulter nos alliés, ceux qui ont des
intérêts à peu près semblables aux nôtres
plutôt que de consulter uniquement les
Américains et d'être dans une alliance
bilatérale."

Mr. Trudeau also described NATO as
a collective security alliance for all comers,
for all seasons. To assure our defence alone,
he said, was hopeless. To build defenses
"contre les Etats-Unis, contre les Soviéti-
ques, contre les Européens, contre les
Asiatiques" we must do so "par des moyens
de défense collective".

This articulation so utterly confuses
the internal and external relations of
NATO in international politics as to leave
NATO either meaningless or our most
important foreign-policy arena. Clearly it
is neither.

In short, much remains inconclusive
about NATO as an alliance and about
Canada's role in particular. The Ottawa
declarations served to give evidence that
the bitter disputes within the Alliance in
the past had temporarily abated. Whether
the abatement will be more long lasting
remains to be seen. The structural ten-
sions remain.
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Coping with the larger issues
involved in monetary reform

By Grant L. Reuber

Barely had the celebrations marking the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the Bretton
Woods Agreements been concluded when
many of the props supporting the inter-
national monetary system established by
those agreements were kicked away uni-
laterally by the* United States in August
1971. Responsibility for the failure to cope
with the serious inadequacies that had
been evident for some years was many-
sided. Since then the world has been func-
tioning largely under ad hoc arrangements
rather than under an accepted set of prin-
ciples embodying an accepted code of
conduct. Intensive discussions have been
under way to try to devise a new system
on which there is broad international
agreement - discussions that, to date at
least, give the impression of having a con-
siderable distance to go.

These developments and the major
obstacles impeding progress have been
lucidly described in Yves Fortin's excel-
lent review (International Perspectives,
May-June 1974). Since his article was
written, two significant changes occurred
simultaneously in June. First, the Inter-
national Monetary Fund's Committee of
Twenty wound up its activities with agree-
ment on a package of interim steps. In
doing so, the Committee recognized that
its original goal of renegotiating a fully-
reformed system in two years was un-
realistic; it acknowledged that a full
restructuring of the system was likely to

Dr. Reuber, professor in the Department
of Economics at the University of Western
Ontario since 1962 and Dean of Social
Science since 1969, has written widely on
such questions as foreign investment in
Canada and problems of international
monetary reform. He examined "The
Riddle of International Monetary Reform"
in an Atlantic Council of Canada publica-
tion last year. Pro f essor Reuber is currently
chairman of the Ontario Economic
Council. The views expressed in this
commentary are those of Dr. Reuber.

be a protracted evolutionary process. The
package of interim measures agreed o-I
included, inter alia: a new system fcr
valuing special drawing rights (SDRs)
in terms of the weighted average of a
basket of 16 currencies (rather than gold,
as in the past) ; a set of guidelines fcr
exchange-market intervention, which eni-
phasize the promotion of orderly marke-s
and the avoidance of unfair manipula-
tion to take advantage of other countries;
voluntary pledges of good economic be-
haviour, including avoidance of restrictive
trade measures unless approved by the
IMF; new arrangements for continuaticn
of the study of monetary questions; ar.d
the establishment of a new IMF creLit
facility to help countries hard pressed by
soaring oil prices. The questions related
to gold were left in abeyance, as was the
proposal to establish a link between t:Ie
allocation of SDRs and developme-it
assistance.

The second development was a pri-
vate agreement among the finance min:s-
ters of the ten major trading nations to
permit gold to be used as collateral for
international borrowing. This in effcct
revalues gold from its official price of
$42.22 an ounce to something more closEly
approximating its market price, curren? ly
about $144 an ounce. At the same time,
the United States announced that it plan-
ned to drop its ban on the private own(x-
ship of gold by U.S. citizens before the eId
of the year. Commenting on the agreement
to permit gold to be used as collateial,
U.S. Secretary of the Treasury Willkm
Simon, according to press reports, statc d:
"The finance ministers are making use^ul
progress toward the twin objectives of
agreeing to procedural steps to phase gold
out of a central role in the monetary s 7s-
tem and at the same time permit it to be
mobilized when needed by countries in
balance-of-payments difficulties" (which is
rather like saying that progress has bE !en
made in a search for virgin mothers End
reflects the basic dilemma where gold is
concerned).
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As I have elaborate& elsewhere, a
viablé international monetary system must
meet three primary objectives (The Riddle
of International Monetary Reform,Toronto,
The Atlantic. Council of Canada, 1973):
First, it has to provide a satisfactory means
of settling international payments among
private transactors and among countries.
The second objective is to develop a sys-
tem that allows countries individually to
pursue their domestic objectives as fully
as possible while at the same time ensur-
ing that the interplay of national policies
does not result in undesirable consequen-
ces for the system as a whole. The third
objective is to provide a mechanism, with-
in the framework of the system and its
general objectives, for relatively easy
balance-of-payments adjustment among
countries as their circumstances gradually
change relative to each other. How much
progress has been made toward meeting
these objectives more satisfactorily since
the traumatic events of August 1971 and
the adoption of a managed floating-rate
system?

I

International money needed
Meeting the first objective more satis-
factorily requires the development of
an internationally-controlled asset that
serves effectively as international money.
When there are more than one asset that
perform this function, difficulties arise
because of the possibility of substituting
one asset for another, particularly on the
part of the monetary authorities. Such
shifts, which place additional strains on
the system, reflect changes in relative
demands for such assets, both as a store
of value and as a medium of exchange,
and in their supply. Moreover, it is not
regarded as satisfactory to have control
over much of the world's supply of inter-
national money - at present, gold and
dollars - vested in the hands of private
producers and holders of gold and the
U.S. monetary authorities. A much great-
er measure of effective international con-
trol over the supply of international money
is sought. In the absence of legal sanctions
(comparable to those found within coun-
tries), any attempt to replace gold, dollars
and other existing monetary assets with
at internationally-controlled monetary as-
set depends on the creation of an alter-
native that all countries will prefer to
hold and accept in payment.

Little, if any, progress has been made
towards this end. Some gains may have
been achieved by the redefinition of SDRs,
by changes in the rules governing the use
of SDRs and by the payment of a more
realistic, though still below-market, rate

of interest on SDRs. But these gains have
probably been more than offset by four
other developments:

i) the implicit revaluation of the official
gold stock in order to provide addi-
tional credit to several countries in
balance-of-payments difficulty;

ii) the prospect that private ownership
of gold will soon become legal within
the United States;

iii) the strength, current and prospec-
tive, of the U.S. dollar compared with
most of the other 15 currencies in-
cluded in the "basket" on which the
value of SDRs is based;

iv) the continuing possibility of a link
between development assistance and
SDR allocations.

As matters stand, SDRs^ are a long way
from replacing gold and dollars as the
mainstay of international money.

Nor has much progress been made
in advancing the second objective - to
establish an international framework that
avoids or severely limits the systemic ef-
fects of unco-ordinated national policies.
Indeed, some would argue that the
adoption of floating exchange-rates has
significantly impaired this objective. The
systemic effects of unco-ordinated na-
tional policies may bias the system as a
whole towards unemployment or towards
a worldwide inflation of prices or towards
impediments to trade and investment that
impair the gains to be reaped by all from
the free international flow of goods, ser-
vices and capital. The basic aim is to
attain collectively the goals of full em-
ployment, reasonable price stability and
an open economy conductive to the most
efficient use of resources, thereby pro-
viding an international environment in
which national goals may be more readily
achieved. The primary goal is not simply
to provide orderly arrangements whereby
the world may veer away from these col-
lective objectives more smoothly and with
fewer constraints.

Stabilization policy
A central issue in this context is in-
ternational stabilization policy and, in
particular; international management of
the total supply of money in the world.
Under a fixed exchange-rate system, de-
ficit countries, at least, are subject to some
measure of international discipline by
virtue of the need to balance their inter-
national payments. This by no means
ensures, however, that such countries will
pursue satisfactory domestic stabilization
policies; under pressure, they may easily
resort to other devices, such as trade and
investment controls, which are normally



less efficient means of adjustment than
exchange-rate adjustments. Moreover, the
pressure on surplus countries to adjust,
piling up reserves, is not symmetrical with
that on deficit countries, losing reserves.
In addition, at an international level,
major difficulties arise in deciding on ap-
propriate changes in the supply of inter-
national money, in developing a smooth
and efficient system of implementing chan-
ges in this supply, and in avoiding or
compensating for any loss of control aris-
ing either because of increased financial
intermediation resulting in secondary
rounds of money creation or because of
the use of alternative assets to settle
international balances.

Under a floating rate system, less
emphasis is placed upon defining and con-
trolling the supply of international money
and more emphasis upon allowing the
price at which national currencies ex-
change for each other to be determined

Floating rate helps by market forces. Although this reduces
some problems, some of the difficulties associated with a
creates others fixed rate, it raises other problems. For

example, the greater flexibility afforded
for short-run policy adjustment may allow
greater scope not only for more appro-
priate but also for less-appropriate do-
mestic stabilization policies. Moreover, a
floating rate system may well reinforce
the already dominant position of certain
key currencies (such as the dollar) that
provide a more secure basis for contracts
than other currencies.

Further, such a system leaves open
the whole question of appropriate rules of
conduct for countries to follow in order
to avoid undesirable consequences for the
international community as a whole. It
has been argued, for instance, that the
greater exchange-rate freedom accepted
since 1972 has resulted in significantly
greater price inflation for the system as a
whole. Faced with downward rigidity in
wages and prices, countries are likely to
find is easier politically to adjust their
international payments positions by ex-
change-rate depreciation, which in turn
generates internal inflationary pressures,
than by deflation. Surplus countries, on
the other hand, may be more likely to
adopt expansionary domestic policies in
lieu of exchange-rate appreciation. This
situation may result in a strong inflation-
ary bias for the system as a whole, par-
ticularly in the absence of an effective
mechanism for regulating the total supply
of money for all countries combined. Thus,
the problem of asymmetry remains, though
with rather different implications.

Although little or no progress has been
made toward meeting more fully the first

two objectives already noted, substantial
progress has been made towards achieving
the third - namely, creation of an effec-
tive mechanism for balance-of-payments
adjustment. By a singular stroke of good
fortune, this was accomplished before the
energy crisis and the recent- dramatic ir-
creases in raw material prices that created
serious strains on the balance of payments
of many countries. Without the exchange-
rate flexibility introduced in 1972, these
strains would have been much more severe.
As a consequence, a series of crises might
well have occurred that could easily have
given rise to a variety of protectionist
restrictions on trade, investment and pay-
ments, as well as a general disruption
of international relations extending well
beyond the economic and financial fields.

While greater exchange-rate flexibil-
ity has been achieved, the danger remains
that government intervention in exchange
markets may go beyond the ironing-out of
day-to-day fluctuations and the facilitat-
ing, adjustment to the deliberate manipula-
tion of exchange-rates for nationalistic
purposes. Under a free rate system, one
important index of the extent to which
markets are rigged is whether the level
of monetary reserves on average remains
unchanged. Any tendency by one country
to beggar its neighbours by rigging the
exchange-rate might easily set off a mu-
tually-damaging series of reactions by na-
tional authorities, each seeking to defer.d
itself against the actions of others. Thus,
accepted international ground-rules are
needed, not only in the larger context of
guiding national stabilization policies (L,^.,
in order to move closer to the second ob-
jective referred to earlier) but also to
guide the conduct of national authorities
in the more limited context of exchange-
market intervention for adjustment pi-,r-
poses. Acceptance by all industrial coun-
tries of a satisfactory set of guidelines
governing exchange-market intervention
would represent a further significant stilp
forward in the progress already made in
achieving a better mechanism for balance-
of-payments adjustment.

Such a set of guidelines was propos A
by the Committee of Twenty. The Excc-
utive Directors of the IMF agreed that
"Fund members should use their best
endeavours to observe the guidelines",
adding that consultation with membcrs
would be based upon the guidelines and
that the guidelines would be reviewed frcm
time to time. While the guidelines the-n-
selves are cast in fairly general terms and
the response of the Executive Directors
has been very cautious, some progress
seems to have been made in establishing
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safeguards against competitive exchange
alterations.

To sum up, one may say that such
progress as has been made in reforming
the international monetary system has
been confined largely to developing a more
satisfactory mechanism of adjustment.
Little progress has been made in coping
with the larger issues of (i) dethroning
gold and the dollar in favour of an inter-
nationally-controlled monetary asset and
'(ii) establishing a framework that will

provide further security against systemic
biases towards unemployment, price in-
flation and autarchy. Progress in these
areas, as well as consolidation of the ad-
vances made in developing a better mech-
anism of adjustment, will not, in my view,
be determined primarily by technical in-
novation and expertise - important though
these will be - but by political currents
and the calibre of political leadership
found in the major industrial countries
over the next few years.

Consequences of the oil squeeze
for the less-developed nations

By Edith Penrose

In a little more than three months at the
end of 1973, the market price of oil in-
creased nearly threefold from something
under $3.00 a barrel to over $8.00, which
can be contrasted with a price of only
about $1.30 a barrel at the beginning of
1970. (The figures cited are intended to
represent a rough average estimate. It
is not possible at present to give any
firm figure for the market price of crude
oil, or even the average cost to companies
lifting it.).

This rapid and substantial increase in
1973 imposed heavy additional costs on
the oil-importing countries. These costs
are of three kinds: first, a deterioration in
the terms of trade because of a rise in the
import cost of oil, a situation that creates
problems for the balance of international
payments of many countries; secondly, an
increase in the cost of energy "inputs" for
industry, agriculture and transportation
and in the cost of oil as raw material for
industry, especially for the petrochemical
industry, which includes fertilizer produc-
tion. In addition to these direct costs of
higher oil prices are the costs that coun-
tries must incur in making appropriate
adjustments in their domestic economies
in response to the change in relative prices
and in their international financial rela-
tions in response to the change in the
volume and distribution of international
payments.

Public attention has, by and large,
been focused on the problems of dealing
with the merging deficits on current ac-
count in the payment balances of indivi-
dual countries, on the one hand, and on
the impact of the changed financial flows
on the international monetary system, on
the other. The very large increases in the
financial revenues of the oil-exporting
countries give rise to corresponding liabili-
ties for the importing countries. The lia-
bilities are distributed among the latter in
proportion to their oil-import bills, but the
exporting countries are in a position to
exchange for goods and services only a
small proportion of their financial claims.
The provision of goods and services in ex-
change is the real cost of oil for the import-

Dr. Penrose is pro f essor of economics in
the University of London's School of
Oriental and African Studies. Formerly
associated with Johns Hopkins University
in Baltimore, Professor Penrose has
travelled widely in Africa and Asia,
lecturing and conducting research. She
has written extensively on Middle East
oil questions and, in particular, on multi-
national oil corporations. Dr. Penrose
delivered one of the keynote papers at a
conference on oil and politics in the
Middle East in Toronto in January 1974.
The views expressed are those of the
author.
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ing countries. This cost to the collective
balance of payments of the importing

countries as a group is therefore increased
only to the extent that the oil-exporting
countries import goods and services at a
faster rate than would have occurred in
the absence of the increase in their rev-

enues. The terms of trade of importing
countries deteriorate only to the extent
that the price of oil rises faster than the
prices of goods they export.

LDCs need sources
of funds to
finance deficits

and Brazil - have also successfully de-
veloped a considerable export market in
industrial products the prices of which,
along with those of manufactures gQn-
erally in world trade, tend to reflect the
increase in manufacturing costs resz±lt-
ing from increases in raw material prices
among other things. These gains help to
offset the impact of higher oil prices on
the balance of payments.

Countries in the above categories are
among the fortunate, and precisely because

Balance -of-payments problem
they are better off they also have easier

' di 'd 1 im ort- access to international financial markets

their improved trade positions to further
their own development plans, since there
is little connection between the rise in
oil prices and those of their own exports.
A few of the higher-income countries -
notably Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore

growth. Clearly, many, if not most, o e p

less-developed countries of the world will grains, edible oils and some other foods

find themselves in this position.
have also risen steeply. Hence many coun•

At the same time, however, prices of tries have been doubly and triply hur:^ in

other primary products have also risen
recent years by increases in prices, :iot

and, for some less-developed countries, a
only of oil and oil-based manufactures,

rise in their own export receipts will go
particularly fertilizers, but also of other

some way toward offsetting the higher cost
raw materials and food. India, BanglaCash

of oil imports. As examples, one can men-
and Sri Lanka are perhaps the worst ::uf-

tion Zaire, Zambia, Ghana, Morocco, Peru,
ferers from this combination of circ^im-

the Philippines, Thailand, Nicaragua and
stances. In view of the size of their pop^lla-

Burma, all of which are likely to be in this
tions, the first two account for a large part

category. Of course, had oil prices not risen
of the total financial problem facing the

so much, such countries could have used third world.

their current levels of economic ac ivi y,

let alone to permit further industrial populated countries are also substantial

f th im orters of foodstuffs, and the price- of

But the position of m vi ua p
ing countries is very different from that of

and can more easily than others obtain

the importing countries taken as a group.
export credits and other types of commer-

There is no reason to think that the sur-
cial loan. At the other extreme, there are

plus international credits of the exporting
countries in the Third World that have

countries (oil revenues not spent by the
not only been denied fortuitous gains

recipients on imports) will be held or in-
from trade but have, in addition, suffered

vested in each of the importing countries
heavily from natural disasters. I need oA^ ►ly

in proportion to its imports of oil. On the
mention the drought-stricken countries of

contrary, many less-developed importing
Africa - Mali, Chad, Niger, Upper Volta

countries offer few opportunities for profit-
and Ethiopia. In between are countries in

able investment. Countries with rudimen-
a wide variety of circumstances: a number

tary financial institutions, no capital of minor oil-exporters have gained and

markets, weak currencies, unstable politi-
some non-exporters produce a large pro-

cal regimes and uncertain economic poli-
portion of their own oil requirements. For

cies are not, by and large, places in which
some countries, oil imports are a^-ery

other countries choose to hold financial
small proportion of total imports and oil

assets, though the latter do, at times, see
does not play a large role in their econo:nic

opportunities for limited investments, life; but, for others, oil imports are large

Such countries will, therefore, have to
and will have to be reduced in the absence

pay for their oil imports in hard currencies
of aid or other forms of concessionary

and will receive little if any inflow from the
arrangements. In addition, the prices of

oil-exporters on capital account to balance
many other raw materials have also in-

the outflow on current account required to
creased and, while this helps some co°in-

pay for oil. Finance for their deficits will
tries, it bears heavily on others, for it must

have to come from some other source, or
not be forgotten that the less-develo^ed

they will have to reduce their imports of
countries, and particularly those that are

other types of goods and services, if they
on their way to substantial industrial_za-

are to obtain the oil necessary to sustain
tion, are themselves importers of a var^aty

t' 't of raw materials. Some of the more hearily
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'Recycling' of revenues
Perhaps enough has been said to indicate
the difficulty of generalizing about the ira'
pact on the less-developed world of ID'
creases in the price of oil. But it is c:eat
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that some countries are likely to be in very
serious trouble, and will need outside help
to finance even the minimum essential
level of oil imports to prevent extreme
economic distress. The oil-exporting coun-
tries can, and probably will, be of some
help in this respect, either by giving grants
and soft loans or, in some cases, by supply-
ing oil on concessionary terms. The aid
programs of the industralized countries
will undoubtedly be reviewed in order to
take account of the new needs arising. But
most of the problem of paying for oil im-
ports will probably have to be met through
the "re-cycling" to the less-developed im-
porting countries of some of the unspent
oil revenues that the oil-exporting coun-
tries hold in the developed countries.

Since it will be a very long time before
the oil-exporting countries will be able to
spend anywhere near all of the inter-
national credits accruing to them on oil
account, payment in real terms by the im-
porting countries as a group may not be
required in full before the end of the
century, if then. Assistance to the balance
of payments of the poor countries of the
kind envisaged can, therefore, be spread
over an equally long period.

Higher energy costs
No matter how much assistance is given to
countries to help them pay for the oil they
import, all of them must in a fairly short
period adjust their economies to higher
energy costs. It is not yet clear where the
price of oil will settle in the near future,
but it does seem likely that prices will
remain higher than they were during the
1960s. Adjustments on the scale required
will almost certainly slow down the rate of
development in most countries and must
impose additional costs on all of them. It
is, therefore, desirable that international
assistance be offered to ease the transition
and aid the process of adjustment, but it
would be unfortunate if such assistance
were used to enable developing countries
to keep the price of oil products on the
domestic market below international levels
for any considerable time. Domestic prod-
uct prices (and, consequentially, those of
other competing sources of energy as well)
musû be allowed to rise to reflect the fact
that the economy needs to pay more for
its imports. If international prices remain
very high, the increase in domestic prices
must be substantial, though the speed at
Which they risè, and therefore at which
ecor_omic adjustments must occur, can be
cushioned with the help of external
finance. The change in relative prices will
affect different industries differently but,
in any case, it will raise production costs in

industry, agriculture and transportation.
In consequence, there will be a strong in-
centive to reduce the use of oil.

For many countries, including the
less-developed ones, it will be possible to
reduce to some extent the use of oil per
unit of output by appropriate measures
in a fairly short period without serious
consequences. Much waste, unnecessarily
lavish use and some luxury consumption Transportation
can be eliminated. In transportation, in policies can
particular, the private passenger-car and help reduce
the motor transport of goods can often be oil-consumption
reduced in favour of public transport with
a lower energy input per person or per unit
of goods transported. Some shifts of this
type may be induced fairly quickly, but
most of them will have to take place over
the longer run, together with a reappraisal
of the types of manufacturing industry
encouraged. In this respect, the automo-
bile industry may create some of the
greatest problems, especially when, as in
India, an extensive automobile assembly
industry has absorbed a great deal of in-
vestment. A cutback in the use of auto-
mobiles, which would seem appropriate,
could give rise to severe commercial losses
and unemployment.

The types of alternative and strategy
that should be examined in the less-
developed countries are not substantially
different from those that are already being
examined in the more-developed countries,
and I shall not discuss them further here.
The essential point is that any measures
to help in dealing with the short-run, or
"emergency", situation, should be such as
to facilitate and not to retard the appro-
priate longer-run changes in the economy
and in economic plans. At the same time,
it is desirable, in the very short period, that
no country be forced to reduce its imports
of oil so rapidly as to cause severe indus-
trial dislocation. So long as internal prices
are allowed to rise with world prices, the
required adjustments will be induced in
those sectors of the economy responsive
to market prices, and pressures will be
maintained on the public sector, which
may be less responsive, to make similar
adjustments.

Slower rate of development
Special assistance on account of the in-
creased price of oil will not of itself give
rise to an increase in output and income
out of which loans may be repaid. Indeed,
countries with few export trade gains in
other directions to offset the higher costs
of oil will probably have to accept a slower
rate of development than in the past and,
in many cases, even an absolute reduction
in their standards of living and levels of
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domestic output - especially if the higher
cost of fertilizers and other raw materials
reinforces the effect of high energy costs
on domestic output in agriculture and in-
dustry. Extensive changes in economic
plans and development strategies will have
to be made in a very short period, and
activities already under way will have to
be stopped or slowed down. Projects left
unfinished and productive plans aban-
doned while new ones are being worked out
involve economic costs that will often be
heavy. If, at the same time, the interna-
tional economy slips into a depression, the
prospects for many developing countries,
and especially those whose populations
are still growing rapidly, will be gloomy
indeed.

.

It is, therefore, very important that
assistance take_the form of outright grants
wherever possible. The setback to economic

Assistance needed development and the costs of adjusting
in form of their economies to higher energy prices,
outright grants the higher import burden and the deteri-

oration of the terms of trade will all make
it difficult for the poor countries to gen-
erate the increased transfer of resources
to the rest of the world that will be neces-
sary to repay any kind of loan, no matter
how soft its terms.

Burden to remain
It takes great optimism to believe that
India, Bangladesh and similarly hard-
pressed developing countries are likely to
be in a much better position within the
next 10 or 15 years than they are today to
generate the surpluses required to pay
back such loans. Even though the cost may
be spread over a considerable time, it will
remain a burden with no productive coun-
terpart. Unfortunately, grants from tradi-
tional aid-givers are unlikely to be offered

... Most developing countries, and par-
ticularly the poorer and least developed,
export few if any of these high-cost com-
modities and so cannot thus offset the
sudden quadrupling of oil prices. The
possibilities seem to be to:
- draw down their foreign-exchange
reserves;
- increase the inflow of aid and other net
foreign borrowing;
- reduce imports; or,
- expand their exports generally.
In the short run, given the magnitude of
the problem, most LDCs will probably try
to do all these things. However, the draw-
ing-down of foreign-exchange reserves,
where these exist, is essentially a short-run
solution. A larger net inflow of soft funds

in quantities adequate to permit a reason-
ably painless transition from lost-cost to
high-cost energy, and one hopes that the
oil-exporting countries, to whom, in the
end, the transfers of resources must go, will
increase their assistance and broaden its
geographical scope in view of the surpluses
that they will have. A few special price
arrangements have already been made,
and in many ways an extension of these
would be the most satisfactory solution in
the short period.

There are a number of objections,
however, to a generalized "two-tier" price
system, and any concessionary terms that
are arranged for the oil imported by less-
developed countries will almost certainly
be on an ad hoc basis and depend on the
good will of the individual exporting coun-
tries. In any case, as suggested above, even
a regime of special prices, useful as it
would be as a means of mitigating the
balance-of-payments problem, would be
appropriate only for a reasonably closely
defined transition period, since the less-
developed countries, like others, will have
eventually to adjust their economies to
the world price of oil.

General balance-of-payments support
is to be distinguished sharply from a sub-
sidy to the price of oil and, from the point
of view of the importance of inducing
appropriate economic adjustments to a
higher price of oil in the foreseeable future,
a special price system has grave disadvan-
tages unless it is clearly adopted only as
an interim measure to ease the transition.
In the absence of a substantial fall in ail
prices or of the development of new, widely
available, and cheaper sources of energy, a
greater part of the total output of all
importing countries will for a considerable
time have to be transferred to the ezpoA-

(grants or loans, including debt relief)
would answer the problem in part, and it
may be easier to obtain than anticipated,
as a result of financial reflows from cJil-
producers to OECD member countriws•
Obtaining the required larger volume of
funds for LDCs on commercial terms from
the oil-rich countries or elsewhere, haw•
ever, will post many difficult questic,ns
apart from that of how LDCs could service
their growing debt. Finally, reducing im•
ports significantly would slow the econor,^c
growth of LDCs to unacceptable levels,
although some countries (notably India,
Sri Lanka and Bangladesh) may nonethe-
less be forced to do this. (A. David
Redding in The OECD Observer, June
1974).
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Global oil crisis : the benefits
of the confrontation process

Oil is without doubt the most important
single commodity in international trade.
Prior to 1974, in fact, oil and petroleum
products accounted for over 50 per cent of
world trade in tonnage and about 10 per
cent in value. Approximately 50 per cent
of the world's oil production flows into
international marketing channels, and
over two-thirds of that production orig-
inates in the less-developed countries
(LDCs), where oil is often the most valu-
able export commodity. In 1970, for
example, oil exports accounted for 99.6 per
cent of Libya's total exports. Correspond-
ing figures for other countries were: Iraq,
93.7 per cent; Venezuela, 90.2 per cent;
Iran, 88.7 per cent; Nigeria, 57.4 per cent;
and Indonesia, 34.8 per cent. One readily
surmises that these percentages have risen
following the recent increase in oil prices.

In addition to supplying over 75 per
cent of the world's present energy require-
ments, oil is also one of the most important
raw materials on which modern industry
depends for the production, among other
commodities, of plastics, fertilizers, artifi-
cial fibres and synthetic rubber. Moreover,
oil has for many years played an important
role in strategic military terms. This aspect
is especially significant at present, since
many of the principal producing countries
are located in a militarily active and po-
tentially explosive area. All of which em-
phasizes, of course, the fact that the oil
problem is basically political in its origin
and development, though its effects are
felt first of all at the economic level - and
this at a time when the world economy is
showing unmistakable signs of weariness.

Judging by the frequency with which
sales were made at prices lower than those
quoted, there existed for several years
after 1960 a world surplus of crude. In the
opinion of many, this was an artificial
situation resulting from the shrewd man-
ipulation of market conditions by world
oii monopolists in order to clamp a low
ceiling on prices. Considering, however,
that the production-reserves ratio is
roughly the same today as in 1960, the
present situation (no less artificial than
the former) is basically the same, except

that it is designed to maintain high price-
levels. Under the circumstances, one may
well ask whether the strategy of producing
countries will not have to be more than
slightly modified in the medium term.

The confrontation issue
The current oil "crisis" has to be viewed
as an attempt at economic confrontation
organized by the less-developed nations,
which, should it spread, will doubtless
appear as the most significant event of the
last third of the twentieth century in the
field of international economic relations.
Things are happening much as if the ac-
quisition of economic independence log-
ically followed upon that of political auto-
nomy after a delay of one or two decades,
both being necessary to any genuine
development.

The distinguishing characteristic of
this new confrontation is, above all, its
joint and orchestrated approach. The
countries confronting one another are, in
fact, grouped by specific and common in-
terests (e.g. as producers of oil, copper,
bauxite, etc.). To those who regard this
development as a kind of unionization of
the developing countries, the group-forma-
tion principle is similar to that followed
during the Thirties by the American
Federation of Labor, rather than that
followed by the Congress of Industrial
Organizations. It goes without saying that
these groupings will require us to redefine
our traditional theoretical structures, as
well as the customary statistical classifica-
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Universities and the University of
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professor of economics at Ottawa
University. In 1972, Mr. Henry went to
the Republic of Niger, where he served
as an adviser to the President. More
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the Special United Nations Office for
the Sahel. His current field of research is
development aid and specific problems
of the less-developed countries. The views
expressed in this article are those of
the author.
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tions. We shall have to distinguish, for
example, between developing countries

with or without economic power (or, ac-
cording to the slightly biased expression
used by Henry Kissinger at the United

Nations, developing countries with or
without syndication potential). In this
new climate of confrontation, raw-mate-
rials producers will no longer be the power-
less and handicapped participants we have
heretofore known. With regard to oil pro-
duction, which are the confronting coun-
tries? Basic data on the majority of the
member countries of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
are set out in Table 1. As will be seen,
these countries differ extremely in popula-

tion and per câpita gross national product
(GNP); the only things they have in
common are their state of underdevelop-
ment and a temporary surplus of strong

currencies.
The new confrontation also brings out

the fact that the international economic
system really rests on a network of mutu-
ally-interdependent relationships, which
the LDCs, although possibly aware of this,
have - not always dared to exploit. As a
result, part of the dependence about which
they have ceaselessly complained was uni-
lateral only because it was more or less
voluntarily accepted. Economic power, of
course, will benefit its holder only if he is
ready to use it effectively for the promo-
tion of his own interests, and the exercise
of such power can be wisely approached
only on a group basis. Evidently, the oil-
exporting countries are not interested in
selling their future potential at a discount.

Table 1

Basic data concerning the

major oil-exporting countries

Per capita Annual growth as percentage of

Population GNP Per capita

1971 1971 Population GNP

Country (millions) ($ U.S.) (1965-71) (1965-71)

Abu Dhabi 0.08

Algeria 14.4

Saudi Arabia 7.5

Indonesia 119.2

Iran 29.8

Iraq 9.8
Kuwait 0.8

Libya 2.0

Nigeria 56.5

Qatar 0.13

Venezuela 10.6

1,920 3.9 37.3

360 3.2 4.8

540 1.7 7.4

80 2.0 3.4

450 3.0 7.7

370 3.2 1.4
3,860 9.8 -2.1

1,450 3.7 8.1

140 2.5 2.7

2,370 9.6 5.8

1,060 3.4 1.4

Source: World Bank Atlas, 1973. The figures on Abu Dahbi relate to the

year 1969 and are taken from Zuhayr Mikdashi's The Community

of Oil Exporting Countries, Allen & Unwin, London, 1972, P. 195.
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On the other hand, they have to avoid
hastening, through price manipulation, the
development of new technologies that will
place them at a disadvantage. The system
of mutual interdependence in the world oil
market is shown in Table 2. The major
exporting areas are the Middle East, North
Africa and the Caribbean, while the chief
importers are the Western European coun-

tries, Japan and the United States. The
United States depends principally on the

Caribbean, Western Europe depends on
North Africa and Japan relies mainly on

the Middle East. In external trade, of
course, dependence (which is synonymous
with the neo-classic euphemism "integra-

tion") implies vulnerability, and the

buyer's vulnerability is always greater than
the seller's in the short and medium terni.

Market expansion
Viewed more broadly, this system of
mutual interdependence in the oil market
has evolved considerably during the past
two decades. World exports of oil show an
average annual increase of 9 per cent since
1945; between 1955 and 1970, they tripled
in value. By contrast, world exports of
primary products from 1955 to 1970 only
doubled in value, while the export value of
manufactured goods increased more than
fivefold. Between 1960 and 1970, oil ex-
ports from the LDCs almost tripled in
value, whereas those from the industrial-
ized nations exactly doubled. As a per-
centage of total exports, oil exports from
the LDCs rose from 24.3 to 30.8 per ce;it
between 1960 and 1970, while the cone-
sponding figure for the industrializ-A
countries declined from 5.2 to 3.9 per cent.
The dependence of the latter countries on
the former as a source of supply has,
therefore, substantially grown during the
past decade, paralleled by the growing
dependence of the LDCs on oil exports as
a source of currency.

Much attention has been devoted in
the past to the gradual polarization of
international trade among the industrial-
ized countries themselves. Trade relations
among the LDCs, however, as shown in
Table 3, are more and more retarded. Sir ce
the chief oil-producers are the LDCs, a
secondary consequence of the oil crisis (a ad
of similar "crises" in the future) will be to
conceal this trend toward the concentra-
tion of trade in value terms within the
"club of rich countries"; meanwhile, the
rise in oil prices will in no way change the
basic factors that explain the trend towfrd
the marginalization of the LDCs in The
system of international exchanges.

However, even if the oil crisis were but
the first sign of a new and developing pça
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cess of confrontation, there would be no
cause for alarm about the future of inter-
national economic relations. Indeed, should
the LDCs actually become aware of the real
advantages they° possess, however small,
and try to make the most of them with the
direct help of the state, exactly as the
industrialized countries have always done
thanks to the "indirect" assistance of their
"comparative" - advantages and multina-
tional firms, they will already have solved
}ïart of the dependency problem that be-
devils them. Thus, contrary to the view
that holds that the process of internation-
aiization and the growth of multinational
firms will help to reduce the freedom of
action and independence of the young
nation states that produce raw materials,
it could well be that the growth of these
companies will act as a stimulant in ex-
tending the power and multiplying the
joint interventions of states determined to
educate these international giants.

It is only logical that the confronta-
tion process initiated by the LDCs should
become generalized if it is going to benefit
them. As a matter of fact, this type of
confrontation, whether it involves oil or
any other commodity taken separately,
cannot last indefinitely. The LDC strategy
should, therefore, consist in sniping away
at the industrialized countries and shift-
ing their fire from one commodity to the
other. Table 4 provides data relating to

the value of the principal exports of the
LDCs, while the forecast in Table 5 on
anticipated price changes for these exports
will explain why the confrontation on oil
is likely to prove contagious.

The chief danger we shall have to face,
should the LDC confrontation become
widespread, stems from the fact that the
world economy, contrary to the belief held
by the proponents of neo-classical theories,
was never designed to facilitate economic
relations between equal partners, and that
it may be seriously unsettled by any re-
duction of the power imbalances that char-
acterize international relations at present.
Naturally, the course of such an evolution
could hardy be smooth, especially since
there exists no international institution
specifically designed to resolve trade con-
flicts between equal partners (the GATT
being a forum for unequal partners). There
is, however, some consolation afforded by
the thought that, on the one hand, the
adaptive ability of the industrialized coun-
tries is at least as great as that of the
LDCs and, on the other, that the degree
of adaptation required of the former is
neither greater nor more significant than
that the LDCs have had to display con-
sistently in the past, and still have to
display. The only new factor in the cur-
rent confrontation is the fact that the rise
in the price of oil has hit many industrial-
ized countries hard.

Table 2

World trade in oil, 1970

(millions of tons)

Destination

U.S.A. - 1.25 1.25 3.25

Canada 34.25 - - -

^
^

4

Q ^ ►̂ ^ (Z W m

w ^ ^ âM

3.5 3.5 - 0.25 - 13.0
1.25 35.5

- 172.25Caribbean 106.0 25.25 11.25 26.5 1.0 1.0 1.25

Others (Western
hemisphere) 0.25 - 1.75 -

Western Europe 10.5 0.25 1.5 -

Middle East 8.75 7.5 12.0 309.0

North Africa 3.75 - 2.75 220.5

West Africa 2.5 1.75 7.75 44.25

Southeast Asia 3.5 - 0.5 0.5
Russia and
Eastern Europe 0.25 - 4.75 39.5

Others (Eastern

- - - - - - 2.0
4.0 - '0.25 - 0.25 14.25 31.0

20.75 39.75 173.0 17.25 21.25 22.25 631.5
0.25 - 2.0 0.25 2.25 - 231.75
- - 0.5 - - - 56.75
- - 30.0 4.75 0.25 - 39.5

1.5 - 0.75 - 0.5 - 47.25

hemisphere) 0.25 - - - 0.25 2.0 - - - - 2.5
Total imports 170.0 36.0 43.5 643.5 27.75 46.25 211.25 22.25 24.75 37.75 1263.0

Source: Zubayr Mikdashi, The Community of Oil Exporting Countries,

Allen & Unwin, London, 1972, P 19.
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Impact on the LDCs
In a purely book-keeping sense, the world
balance of payments is always stable, the
deficits in certain countries being offset by
surpluses in others - provided, of course,
that the products being traded are not
destroyed in transit and that world re-
serves remain constant (should the reserves
increase, total surpluses might exceed the
amount of the deficits). This poses no
great problem as long as the countries with
surpluses agree to play the part of cred-
itors and those with deficits succeed in
financing their shortfalls, and as long as
both groups follow economic policies in
keeping with théir respective roles as re-
sponsible creditors and debtors.

It is somewhat artificial to try to
determine in isolation the impact of the
oil-price rise on the balance of payments
of the LDCs either jointly or separately,
since the prices of other imported products
(such as wheat, fertilizers, etc.) have also
gone up substantially, though without
the same attendant publicity. We should,
therefore, inquire into the price variations
of all commodities included in interna-
tional trade and consider the entire group
of countries benefiting from an unusual
rise in world prices. In any case, it would
be well to look into the transnational
political sympathies of those who are at-
tempting to restrict the debate solely to
the oil "crisis".

Several international institutions,
among others the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund, have given
thought to the special mediator's role they

Table 3

Index of the course of total

exports in terms of value (1963 = 100)

Origin

Destination

Highly industrialized

countries

1965

1967

1969

1970

1971

Developing countries

1965

1967
1969

1970

1971

Highly industrialized Developing

countries countries

125.1 117.1

145.8 129.2

194.2 160.7

225.4 182.0

250.2 205.7

114.7 114.2

129.0 121.3
159.2 154.2

177.0 167.3

196.5 185.7

Source: World Bank, Trends in Developing Countries, 1973, Table 515.

will be called upon to play between the
developed and undeveloped countries as
a result of the rapid advance of certain
prices, and some measures have already
been taken to facilitate such mediation.

What remains to be done now is to
persuade the countries benefiting from the
present or any future "crisis" to devote
a part of the gains thus acquired - some
will say "p-gotten" - to enlarging bilateral
aid in the form of donations or long-term
and interest-free loans to the LDCs that
fall victim to these very crises, rather than
consider that they have met their global
obligations by the mere fact of agreeing to
deposit their surplus liquid assets with
some international agency. In other word3,
these countries must not limit themselves
to enjoying their new role as international
bankers while wasting their surplus cash
on military equipment.

In the case of the oil-producing couzi-
tries, such aid would necessarily be untied
unless, of course, it takes the specific form
of "oil transfers" (the GATT rules permit-
ting). This formula would offer a unique
opportunity to lessen the degree of direct
relation between bilateral aid and de-
velopment without creating balance-of-
payments problems for the countries
increasing their aid. On the contrary,
since this aid would ultimately serve to
finance purchases in the most competitive
industrialized countries, it would contrib-
ute, at the same time, to solving the bal-
ance-of-payments difficulties some of these
countries are now facing. Moreover, aid
granted in that form would be far more
effective than current bilateral aid, much
of which is tied both as to the source and
the nature of the goods procurable. Pre-
sumably, these "new" donors could jointly
organize the distribution of their aid (e.g.,
on a regional basis) and provide the ber.e-
ficiaries with technical assistance aimed at
helping them to identify the "best" sources
of supply.

As regards other countries that stand
to gain from the rapid rise of certain prices
(e.g., producers of grain, fertilizer, etc.),
they too would be expected to devote a
part of their "accidental" gains to exter.d-
ing their bilateral aid. On the other hand,
it would not be desirable for them to
terminate their financial aid (especially
technical assistance) to the oil-export;ng
countries, unless the latter were system-
atically to refuse to assume their new
function of providing aid to the least-
developed countries. Even Nigeria, whose
yearly per capita income is only $150,
should agree to give neighbouring coun-
tries (e.g. Niger) a measure of aid made
possible by the present "crisis".
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The proposal advanced above would
contribute to enlarging the volume of de-
velopment aid, to reducing the average
coefficient of tied bilateral aid and to
concentrating aid more and more for the
benefit of the most deprived, in accordance
with the sharing principle put forward by
the philosopher John, Rawls in his treatise
A Theory of Justice (Harvard University
Press, 1971). The optimism previously re-
ferred to, in sharp contrast to the concern
that several famous neo-classical econo-
mists have voiced in the press, is simply
based on the fact that confrontations pro-
viding the opportunity to lessen existing
inequalities are desirable and should not
be discouraged, especially by countries
that, like Canada, clearly benefit by such
"crises". Indeed, as regards oil (as well as
several other commodities on which the
forthcoming rounds of talks will probably
bear), Canada should, being a net export-
er, benefit in every way from the price
increases arranged by other countries,
even without being directly involved in
such confrontations. More important,
these confrontations shed a new light on
the dependence of the United States on
Canada as an inexpensive supplier, and
should increase Canada's negotiating pow-
er with the U.S.

I

Year Oil Copper Coffee

Principal products exported by

the developing countries

(billions of $U.S.)

1950 2.50 0.39 1.69
1955 4.45 0.92 2.22
1960 6.32 1.04 1.85
1965 9.52 1.39 2.17
1970 16.65 2.87 2.81

The oil income of the principal export-
ing countries may be expected to reach
$100 billion in 1974 ($23 billion in 1973).
This fact immediately underlines the im-
portance of the additional transfer agreed
to by the consumer countries (Western
Europe, Japan and the United States)
identified in Table 2. This figure seems
particularly significant when compared
with the estimated value of world exports
(around $400 billion in 1973). Supposing
that the oil-exporting countries use $30
billion to increase their own imports orig-
inating largely in the industrialized coun-
tries, that they devote $55 billion to
acquiring financial and real assets in the
industrialized countries and grant $5-
billion worth of low-interest loans to the
non-oil-producing LDCs, this leaves an
amount of $10 billion for donations or
interest-free loans under bilateral aid pro-
grams, which would more than double the
present total of official aid to development.
This is a unique opportunity for using at
least a portion of the profits accruing to
less-developed countries in such a way as
to reduce world inequalities along lines
not wholly dictated by the trade interests
of the industrialized nations.

Table 4

Sugar Cotton Rubber Total

0.90 1.20 1.54 8.22
1.01 1.36 1.57 11.53
1.22 1.09 1.71 13.23
1.45 1.34 1.23 17.10
2.03 1.56 1.46 27.38

Source: World Bank, Trends in Developing Countries, 1973, Table 5.6.

Table 5

Price forecasts concerning the

principal products exported by the

developing countries

(1967-69 = 100)

Year Oil Copper Coffee

1972 146 83

1973 208 140

Jan.1974 665 159

1974 665 155

1975 665 138

1980 923 172

Source: World Bank.

Sugar Cotton Rubber

125 317 127 82

155 413 177 164

174 647 300 252
175 783 267 191
163 522 250 159
175 522 217 205



Book review

Focus on international law
By L. C. Green

During the last 30 or 40 years, interna-
tional lawyers have become increasingly
conscious of the fact that much of the
criticism levelled at their system has been
based on the pontifical pronouncements of
commentators and writers. The public at
large has been aware that, in reality, what
states do in practice is often completely at
odds with what the international lawyers
say is legal. This has led more and more
commentators to look to actual state
practice and to formulate their views a
posteriori rather than a priori. To some
extent, states and individual scholars have
been helping them in this task by pro-
ducing monographs devoted solely to the
activities of this or that country, to digests
based on state practice and documents, and
the like. The journals, too, have gradually
come to the realization that perhaps as
important as the papers that they contain
are the supplements devoted, as in the
Canadian Yearbook of International Law,
to national practice, both state and
judicial.

Although there is no "official" Cana-
dian digest of international law, and the
collection of treaties may not be as up to
date as one might like, the Department of
External Affairs has been making a modest
contribution by way of its annual review,
the, bimonthly magazine International
Perspectives and the issuance of occasional
speeches and documents. So far as schol-
arly work is concerned, there have not
been many monographs devoted to Canada

Pro f essor Green is University Pro f essor
in the Department of Political Science at
the University of Alberta. An authority
on international law who has lectured in
London and the University of Singapore,
Professor Green will serve as resident
academic in the External Affairs Depart-
ment's Bureau of Legal Affairs from
September 1974 to July 1975. His pub-
lished works include International Law
through the Cases, and he has been rap-
porteur of the International Law Associa-
tion's Committee on Asylum since 1961.
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and international law, though articles
have been somewhat more frequer:t,
especially since the Yearbook began pub:i-

cation. Readers who want to discover
Canada's attitude or participation in inter-
national legal life had, of course, the caFe-
book edited by MacKenzie and Laing in
1938 under the title Canada and the Leu
of Nations or Castel's International Leu
Chiefly as Interpreted and Applied in
Canada, 1965, and, on a more specialized
level, LaForest's Extradition To and Fmm
Canada, 1961. There was, however, no up-
to-date comprehensive survey. Now the
gap has been closed with the publication
by the University of Toronto Press of
Canadian Perspectives on International
Law and Organization. This volume con-
sists of 38 papers devoted to various ;is-
pects of the Canadian role in international
law. The breadth of the survey may be
ascertained by looking at the rubrics under
which the papers are classified.

The first section, entitled "Persp--c-
tives", starts off with a paper by Maxvell
Cohen, former Dean of McGill University's
Faculty of Law, looking at the problem
from the "inside", while the late Wolfgong
Friedmann contemplates us from "outside"
posing as his first problem "Is there a need
for Canada?", a question he answers by
stating: "Virtually the entire world woald
regard the disappearance of Canada, as we
now know it, as a major international
tragedy. And it can be said with some c:m-
fidence that such reaction would be sha-,ed
by the Western world, the Commur.ist
world and the `Third World'; it can elso
be said that few states in the world wo:ild
share this distinction" (P. 33). Two otner
related papers in this section are by Pro-
fessors Gerald Morris and André Dufc.ur,
the former entitled "Canadian Federal:sm
and International Law" and the latter
"Fédéralisme canadien et droit interna-
tional". Both writers are convinced of the
need for closer and more intimate co-
operation between the centre and the
provinces, without necessarily "l'unité do
compétences" (Pp. 68, 84).. The section
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closes with contributions by Professor R.
St. J. Macdonald on the relation between
international and domestic law, and by
Professor M. R:. Lederman on the private
international law system, including its
relations to public international law.

Doctrine of recognition
The second section is concerned with prac-
tices. Recognition is examined by Profes-
sor Emilio Binavince, who conclûdes that
"Canadian practice . . . indicates that rec-
ognition is considered a political act which
should be decided after an assessment of a
number of factors ... Canada, however,
attempts to establish an appearance of
legality in reaching its decision,... but in
interpreting the so-called legal conditions
of recognition, Canada takes them not as
rigid rules containing objective standards
from which a duty to recognize can be
founded but as guidelines in which ap-
proval looms larger than anyone in the
Department of External Affairs is willing
to concede" (P. 181).

This is followed by three papers that
represent Canadian practice as seen from
the inside. Messrs. Edward G. Lee, cur-
rently Director-General of the External
Affairs Department's Bureau of Legal
Affairs, and Michael Vechsler of the De-
partment's Legal Advisory Division deal
with sovereign, diplomatic and consular
immunities and suggest (P. 194) that
there is a need for legislation at least where
sovereign immunity is concerned; Maurice
D. Copithorne, now Counsellor at the
Peking Embassy, writes of state respon-
sibility and international claims, bringing
to it the perspective of one who spent three
years dealing with such claims in the De-
partment; and Allan Gotlieb, formerly
Legal Adviser to the Department and now
Deputy Minister of Manpower and Immi-
gration, looks at the processes of treaty-
making and provides a number of useful
tables that show the increasing participa-
tion of Canada in formal arrangements and
the very large role played by the United
States when compared with the rest of the
world (Pp. 230-5). The final paper on
Canadian state practice is the reviewer's
analysis of the position concerning extra-
dition, immigration and asylum, in which
he concludes that the practice conforms
with the requirements of international
law while apparently reflecting a willing-
ness to be more liberal than most other
countries might (Pp. 296-7).

Reflecting new trends in international
law are the three papers in the section on
air, communications and weather law by
Gerald Fitzgerald and Professors Charles
Dalfen and J. W. Samuels respectively.

This section is followed by a group of
papers on territorial considerations, some
of which are likely to be affected substan-
tially if the Caracas Law of the Sea Con-
ference produces any positive results. This
is perhaps brought home most clearly by
the comment of L. H. T. Legault of the
Department in concluding his survey of
Canada's maritime claims: "There are
limits to what can or should be done by
unilateral action; beyond the necessary
accommodation between various national
interests there are overriding international
interests that must be secured; and to the
old concept of freedom of the seas there
must be allied concepts of rational, respon-
sible management not only of marine
resources but of the marine environment
as a whole. It is now more than ever essen-
tial that a new order be developed for the
seas and oceans of the world before chaos,
anarchy, and conflict take over Britannia's
old job of ruling the waves. In the end, it
is only in international agreement that an
abiding solution can be found for the
problems underlying the maritime claims
of Canada and other countries" (P. 394).

Maritime problems
The nature of some of the Canadian in-
terests in this area is clear from the papers
on fisheries, the seabed and international
maritime law at large (Professors John
Yogis, George Alegandrowicz and A. T.
Stone respectively). More specifically,
special problems for Canada are discussed,
by Professors Donat Pharand on Arctic
waters, C. B. Bourne on international
drainage basins and Frederick Jordan on
the International Joint Commission - the
last suggests that, "if the body is to per-
form its role in planning the co-operative
or co-ordinated development and conser-
vation of international frontier resources
most effectively, it must enjoy a substan-
tial degree of detachment from the na-
tional position of its masters" (P. 541),
and he does not see this as always being
the case. Dr. Charles Bedard looks at Le
régime juridique des Grands Lacs and
Professor Joshua Langer concludes the
section with a piece on international
leases, licences and servitudes.

Perhaps reflecting the current trends
in international life, the longest section of
the book deals with Canadian participa-
tion in international organization. It is
here that we find the sole references to
Canada and the law of war and armed con-
flict, with a paper by Colonel T. P. Wolfe,
the Deputy Judge Advocate-General, on
Canada's role at the 1971 conference on
humanitarian law called by the Interna-
tional Committee of the Red Cross. He
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calls upon Canada to do its utmost to
ensure the abandonment in documents in
this field of "ambiguous compromising
language that merely gives the illusion of
progress and lends itself to glowing press
releases at the conference end" (P. 642).
Most of Canada's military activities since
1945 have been in the area of United Na-
tions operations, and in the last paper
written before his untimely death Colwyn
Williams dealt with Canada's peacekeep-
ing role.

It is sometimes said that if disarma-
ment were a reality states might be able
to dispense with large parts of their de-
fence forces. How idealistic such a view is
may be seen in George Ignatieff's account
of Canadian aims and perspectives in the
negotiations seeking international agree-
ment on arms control ând disarmament, in
which he draws attention to the difficulties
"in an age where nationalism and self-
determination are increasingly dominant
in the motivation of governments and
peoples, and the harmonization of actions
of states through the United Nations is
still in such a rudimentary stage of de-
velopment" (P. 724). Mention of self-
determination turns one's attention to
Professor John P. Humphrey's account of
Canada's role in working for the promotion
of human rights. He comments on the
paucity of documentation on this area of
life in official documents, although he
points out that "according to Foreign
Policy for Canadians, `Canada's future
approach to human rights at the United
Nations should be both positive and
vigorous'. That is the declared policy of
the present Government. It will take some-
thing more than words to make it credible."
And he calls for a "continuing presence and
interest" in the bodies affected and not
merely a "taking of position" (Pp. 617-8).

Environmental law
Other papers in this concluding section
deal with environmental law (Professor
Douglas Johnston); economic nationalism
(Professor Ivan Feltham and William
Rauenbusch) ; competition policy (Mr.
Justice D. H. W. Henry) ; intellectual
property (Bruce McDonald), with par-
ticular reference to copyright; the regula-
tion of commerce and customs (Professor
Ivan Bernier) ; the Canadian stance on
international trade arbitration (Professor
John Brierley) - "at whatever level, and
in whatever locality, Canadian business
interests are involved in this process of
solving disputes, this is not such a practice
of arbitration that has, as yet, had any
influence on the law of arbitration in
Canada" (P. 838) ; international civil pro-

cedure (Professor J. G. Castel); by Pro-
fessor Louis Sabourin, director of the
University of Ottawa's Institute of Inter-
national Co-operation -Normes juridiques
canadiennes en matière de développement
international; and by Eric Wang of the
Canadian Permanent Mission to the United
Nations on sovereignty and Canada-U.S.
co-operation in North American defence.
He points out that there is a constant need
for consultation and that "consultation
does not involve any surrender of the rig1t
to dissent. ... One of the most effective
safeguards of the Canadian interest may
be, paradoxically, the enlightened long-
term U.S. interest. ... There is a funda-
mental need for U.S. policy-makers to
continue to recognize, as they have in the
past, that the American interest lies in
ensuring that the defence relationship,
like other aspects of the continental iela-
tionship, is based on a true consensus
flowing from a perceived mutual interest
and a mutual respect for inevitable diver-
gencies" (P. 881).

Assessment of Canadian approach
The final paper, by the three editors,
constitutes an assessment of Canadian ap-
proaches to international law, looking at
the problem primarily from the point of
view of historical growth as shown by
teaching developments in the universities,
the establishment of a Legal Division in the
Department of External Affairs and an
assessment of the role of individual minis-
ters: "It seems fair to suggest that Mit-
chell Sharp has found himself burdened,
to an unusual extent, with foreign polici-s
conceived elsewhere in the Government
apparatus and imposed whether or not
the career experts in External Affairs con-
curred. The role of the present Prime
Minister may give some cause for concern.
Although we cannot ascertain what he
thinks of public international law, we are
doubtful of his essential commitment to
legal solutions as a primary frame of ref-
erence." The Prime Minister appears fre-
quently, the editors continue, "more in-
terested in `cost benefit' analyses than in
law" (P. 944), and in examining the
national philosophy and style. They fE el
that such defects as there are and such
proposals as may be necessary to remedy
them should be the subject of a corn-
prehensive examination, perhaps sponsorA
by the Canada Council and undertaken by
a senior academic, "into the deficiencies of
international law in Canadian universities"
(P.954).

Perhaps, however, one should ccn-
clude this review of a major contribution
to the exposition and analysis of Car,a-
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dian perspectives on international law and
organization on a more hopeful note. Am-
bassador Alan Beesley, former Head of
the department's Legal Division, writes,
in "The Sixties ,to the Seventies: The
Perspective of the Legal Adviser": "Over
the past decade, Canada has been extreme-
ly active, indeed activist, on a wide range of
issues of international law. The policies
pursued have been goal-oriented and di-
rected toward the attainment of Canadian
objectives. Where particular issues have
engaged the Canadian national interest,
the objectives have reflected this interest;
in other cases the objectives appear to be
almost wholly internationalist. In many
cases the perception of the national in-
terest clearly takes into account the inter-
dependence of states. Positions adopted
are not always those of other `Western' or
`developed' states and have often been
distinctive to the point that on some ques-
tions Canada has parted company with
friends. There is an emphasis on con-
crete problem-solving and a lesser concern

Hail and farewell to the Ministers

One of the least-expected moves in
Prime Minister Trudeau's Cabinet shuf-
fle of August 8, 1974, involved the
External Affairs and Privy Council port-
folios. In the straight exchange of port-
folios, the Department lost the Honourable
Mitchell Sharp as its Minister and gained
the Honourable Allan MacEachen.

Mr. MacEachen was formerly Pres-
ident of the Privy Council and Govern-
ment House Leader. A native of Nova
Scotia, he first entered federal politics
in 1953 as Member of Parliament for his
home constituency of Inverness-Richmond.
He has been a Member of Parliament
since 1953, except for the, period 1958-
1962, when he was Special Assistant for
Economic Affairs to the Honourable Lester

Hail and farewell - again!
Murray Goldblatt, who has been

editor of International Perspectives
since its beginning, gives up that role
with this issue. After 23 years of jour-
nalism, Mr. Goldblatt has donned acad-
emic garb to teach that subject as a
member of the School of Journalism of
Ottawa's Carleton University. He is
succeeded as editor of International

with doctrinal attitudes, particularly those
stemming from traditional concepts. On a
number of continuing problem areas, there
is evidence of consistency and persever-
ance over a lengthy period. There are
many illustrations of a close co-ordination
of Canada's positions on the same or sim-
ilar issues arising in different areas. An
innovative approach can be seen on many
questions. On certain problems ... a bold
and dynamic approach is evident. There
is a deliberate attempt on virtually every
issue to develop the basis for accommoda-
tion between conflicting interests, partic-
ularly between the interests of Canada
and those of the other members of the
international community. A common char-
acteristic throughout is a conscious ten-
dency towards pragmatism, functionalism,
and flexibility; most notably in regard to
the need for change." (Canadian Perspec-
tives on International Law and Organiza-
tion. Ed. by R. St. J. Macdonald, Gerald
L. Morris and Douglas M. Johnston. To-
ronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974.)

Pearson, then Leader of the Opposition.
Mr. MacEachen has also served in the
Cabinet as Minister of Labour, Minister
of Health and Welfare and Minister of
Citizenship and Immigration.

Mr. Sharp had been Secretary of
State for External Affairs since April
1968, having previously served as Min-
ister of Trade and Commerce and Minister
of Finance. In succeeding Mr. MacEachen
as President of the Privy Council, he will
also be undertaking the duties of Gov-
ernment House Leader. From 1942 to
1958, Mr. Sharp was in the federal public
service. He resigned as Deputy Minister
of Trade and Commerce to become vice-
president of the Brazilian Traction, Light
and Power Company.

Perspectives by Alex Inglis, who has
for the past three years been working
on the memoirs of the Right Honour-
able Lester B. Pearson - first as Mr.
Pearson's research associate and later
as joint editor. Mr. Inglis was asso-
ciated with the Department of External
Affairs from 1968 to 1971 as its first
resident historian.
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Where Greeks and Turks meet
confrontation politics emerge

There is a sense in which Cyprus was
Turkish for three centuries but was never
really Turkish, whereas the island has
never been owned by Greece but has al-
ways been Greek. For thousands of years
Cyprus has been linguistically, ethnically
and culturally Greek, though not ruled
from mainland Greece. Between 1570 and
1878, the island was part of the Ottoman
Empire, Ottoman being a historic term to
describe Turkey when wearing its imperial
toga. During this period, the Turks on the
L-land increased in numbers and power un-
til they became the dominant minority.
But in 1878 Cyprus was turned over to
Britain as a result of the skilful diplomacy
or sharp practice of British Prime Minister
Disraeli, and migration to Anatolia caused
the Turkish minority to dwindle in size
and influence. Cyprus remained a British
imperial possession until 1960, although
from the end of the Second World War the
transition from Empire was as evident in
Cyprus as it was elsewhere. Cyprus opted
to remain a member of the Commonwealth
of Nations after 1960, intending thereby
to maintain contacts and some influence
in the many parts of the world from which
the Commonwealth is drawn. At the time
of the coup d'état of July 15, 1974, de-
posing him, President Makarios of Cyprus
was actually the senior head of government
in the Commonwealth.

Full membership in the Common-
wealth is only available to independent
nations, and it is a matter of judgment
whether the Republic of Cyprus of 1960
was fully independent. The constitution
under which the island was governed had
not been one of Cypriot choosing, for
Bntain, Turkey and Greece possessed the
right of intervention under certain circum-
stances. Such a unique feature may well be
viewed as a signal limitation on a nation's
absolute sovereignty. Britain also retained
ov.mership over two small enclaves in
CYprus in which the British army and air
force had military bases.

Post-1960 Cyprus was independent to
the extent that the day-to-day government

and administration was in the hands of
native Cypriots, a condition that had not
prevailed under earlier occupations, such
as the British, Turkish, Venetian or Lusig-
nan. But the long-term, question of an
independent Cyprus or a possible consti-
tutional merger with Greece and/or
Turkey was - by a 1959 Graeco-Turkish
agreement at Zurich and a British concur-
rence in London immediately thereafter -
left outside the jurisdiction of Cypriots.
Moreover, in the 1960 constitution for
Cyprus drafted in implementation of the
Zurich-London agreements, Greek Cyp-
riots were required to share the govern-
mental and administrative role with the
much smaller Turkish Cypriot community.

From 1960 to 1963, the two communi-
ties purported - after a fashion - to play
their parts together. From 1964 to 1974
the parts tended to be played separately.
The Cyprus of 1960 to 1974 was, neverthe-
less - saving the special case of the British
bases -, one Republic. After the Turkish
military occupation of July-August 1974,
that status has been called into question.
Why did this Turkish intervention occur?

Different perspectives
Cyprus lies off the southeast coast of
Turkey, less than 40 miles from Anatolia
but a full 500 miles from the Greek main-
land. Cyprus is much closer even to Leba-

Professor pobell is a foreign policy special-
ist with the Department of Political
Science, University of Western Ontario.
He has researched the Cyprus question
extensively in all interested countries, and
has published regularly on the subject over
the past ten years. His last contribution to
International Perspectives was an article

in the September/October 1972 issue on
Canadian policy at the Third United
Nations Con f erence on Trade and Develop-
ment held in Santiago, Chile, which he
attended while working for the Canadian
Government on leave from Western. The
views expressed in this article are those
of the author.

Governmental
and administrative
role shared
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Oil has made
sovereignty of
Aegean islands
important

non, Syria and Israel. than it is to Greece.
From the Greek perspective, there is a
parallel in the relationship of Mexico to
the United States. Much of southwestern
United States once belonged to Mexico,
and Latin Americans are accustomed to
lament that Mexico is "so far from God,
so near to the United States". Between
1960 and 1974, Turkey did not annex any
part of Cyprus, but its power and proximity
was such as to make Greeks lament that
Cyprus was "so far from Athens, so near
to being a separate state".

Viewed from Ankara, the eastern
Mediterranean and Aegean Seas are lit-
tered with islands, big and small, many of
which once belonged to the Ottoman Em-
pire and all of which are populated largely
by Greeks. Modern Greece has only been
in existence for a century and a half, yet
its demand for sovereign control over these
islands has seemed almost inexhaustible.
Why should Greece control virtually all
the islands in the eastern Mediterranean
between the Dardanelles and the Arab
world? By what legal right can Greece
claim the island of Cyprus, which has
never belonged to Greece? If Greece is
interested in acquiring Cyprus, why has it
been adamant in its refusal to offer a com-
pensating transfer of sovereignty over
Greek islands more sporadically settled
than Cyprus, some of them within a stone's
throw of the Turkish coast?

Barring the Greek populated islands
practically choking in the Turkish throat
at the Dardenelles, Turkey has not stressed
a concern with the sovereignty of Aegean
islands. But it has considered that Greece
had some obligation to make a reasonable
proposal to Turkey if it was staking a claim
to Cyprus, over which it had no judicial
right. The maritime limits of Greek islands
in the Aegean did become a question in
1974, however, as preliminary offshore oil
exploration has shown signs of extensive
potential of an expensive resource in short
supply in both countries.

Turkey has considered that Greece
possesses sound rights to the Aegean
islands but no equitable grounds for claim-
ing the offshore resources of what is essen-
tially mainland Turkey. Turkey legally
owned Cyprus for three centuries and, if it
renounced its right to Cyprus in 1923 in
the Treaty of Lausanne, it reasserted its
residual rights in the 1950s at the sugges-
tion of the then sovereign power, Britain.
If Turkey's juridical claim to Cyprus had
lapsed for over three decades, it remained
legally superior to Greece's. If this legalis-
tic position over Cyprus seemed inequitable
to Greece, then Greece should have been
prepared to discuss the inequity prevailing

with respect to Greek island offshore re.
sources neighbouring the west coast of
Turkey. Turkey was prepared to discuss a
deal, but reluctant to indicate the para-
meters of its interest with a nation that
might leak the specifics of bargaining posi-
tions if it happened to serve its immediate
public relations advantage.

Turkey's legal position with respect to
Cyprus became, after 1960, much stronger.
The 80 per cent of the population of the
island that was Greek Cypriot might have
welcomed ENOSIS, or. union with Greece.
At the instigation of the Turks, tacitly
backed by the British, Greece and Cyprus
in 1959 accepted this limitation on the
transfer of sovereignty. Turey in turn
agreed to forgo TAKSIM, the annezaticn
of part of Cyprus to Turkey. Turkey and
Greece were granted the right to staticn
650 and 950 soldiers respectively on &e
island, though the stipulated ceiling has for
long been honoured by both parties more in
the breach than in the observance. The out-
side soldiery were intended to symbolize
the interest of the two neighbouring coun-
tries, and serve as a token protection for
either community.

Dual community
The Cypriot constitution was designed,
at Turkish insistence, to elevate the dual
community conception into a principle
of government. Although encompassing
merely 18 per cent of the populatioa,
the Turkish community was granted a
constitutional status almost the equal if
the Greek community. In the Turkish-
inspired constitution, minority rights were
transformed into community rights, and
majority rights into co-partnership. The
constitution prescribed a Turkish Cypri)t
Vice-President to balance the Greek Cy a-
riot President, with a direct Vice-Preside-i-
tial veto over foreign policy, defence and
security, and a suspensive veto over fiscal
policy. Turkish Cypriots were granted :30
per cent of the seats in the House of Rep-
resentatives, and financial and other major
legislation had to be passed by the votes
of both communities. Each ethnic group
was awarded its own communal chamber.
The same weighted representation for fie
Turkish community was stipulated for f ie
cabinet, the civil service, and the poli(e,
with the weight factor reaching 40 per ce 1t
with respect to the armed forces. The ul:i-
mate guarantee of Turkish Cypriot rigrts
and of mainland Turkish influence lay in
the expressed right of intervention )y
Turkey, Greece or Britain, to protect any
threat to the status quo established by t:ie
treaties of 1960.

On several occasions in 1963-64, Turk.
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ish intervention was within a hair's breadth
of occurring. By late 1963 Greek Cypriot
leaders had grown tired of the special
status of what was to them an overly
favoured minoiity. President Makarios
presented 13 points to the Turkish Cypriot
leadership, constitutional amendments in-
tended to transform Cyprus from a quasi-
federalism into a unitary state. The pro-
posals wôuld have' eliminated the special
privileges of the Turkish-Cypriot commu-
nity, and were rejected by the Government
of Turkey. It was this disagreement that
sparked the out break of violence in De-
cember 1963 that led in turn to the intro-
duction of UNFICYP in 1964.

The assumption behind UNFICYP
was that Greek and Turkish Cypriots
might fire isolated shots at each other, but
were both anxious to avoid a civil war.
Whether composed of 7,000 troops, as in
1964, or of 3,000 troops as in mid-1974,
UNFICYP was at no time instructed to
resist - or capable of resisting - an in-
vasion by an outside power such as Turkey.
When Turkey almost intervened in the
summer of 1964, it was the fear of the
American Sixth Fleet, not UNFICYP, that
deterred it. The leader of the Republican
Peoples Party, Inonu, who was Prime
Minister at the time, was informed by
President Johnson that the United States
would not protect Turkey from a hypothe-
tical Russian counter-attack. The question
of whether Turkey would have sought to
re-establish Cypriot administration in tat-
tered double harness, or have severed off a
sizeable Turkish enclave, did not arise.

For ten years there was instead a
Greek Cypriot government controlling
most of the island, and a smaller Turkish
Cypriot administration holding sway over
some of the more concentrated areas of
Turkish settlement. The Turkish commu-
nal chamber was at times used as a sub-
stitute Turkish Cypriot legislature, al-
though the community is rather hierarchi-
cal and major decisions were in any event
taken in Ankara. The Greek communal
chamber, which the Greek Cypriots had,
always considered superfluous, was dis-
carded. Greek Cypriots continued to use
the House of Representatives, with the
Turkish Cypriots absenting themselves, as
the national legislature.

In late 1967, Turkish intervention
again became a possibility. The newly-
established Greek regime of the colonels
allowed General Grivas, the old leader of
the Greek Cypriot terrorist organization of
the late Fifties, EOKA, to return to Cyprus
from his Athens retirement with a sizeable
body of Greek troops. Owing to their inex-
perience in the realm of diplomacy, the

Greek colonels were quite unprepared for
the firm Turkish refusal to discuss Enosis.
On this occasion President Johnson did
not put his threats on paper, but sent the
polished negotiator, Cyrus Vance, as his
emissary. The arm-twisting was discreet
and primarily against the colonels, for
General Grivas was withdrawn from
Cyprus without a Turkish invasion, and
the Greek colonels merely lost face.

Double intervention
Prior to 1974, each time the Greek govern-
ment had been tempted to edge Cyprus
towards ENOSIS, it had permitted Grivas
to return to the island. In 1974, however,
Grivas was no longer alive. The earlier
attempts to manipulate President Maka-
rios toward ENOSIS were replaced by the
crudity of a military coup d'état. Although
he escaped with his life, President Maka-
rios had clearly been marked for assassina-
tion. Nicos Sampson, who was appointed
President after the coup, was a gunman in
the old EOKA movement rather than an
influential figure of the stature of Grivas.
To counter his reputation as an anti-Turk
fanatic and passionate Enosist, Sampson
promised to protect the rights of Turkish
Cypriots and maintain the independence
of the island. Whether his promises were to
be believed was never put to the test, since
Turkey found his past record too odious to
tempt credibility. The Turkish Ambassa-
dor to the UN referred to him in the
Security Council on July 27 as an "unbe-
lievable, unthinkable type".

The Prime Ministers of both Turkey
and Britain lacked single-party majorities
in their legislatures. The Turkish Prime
Minister, Ecevit, was the successor to
Inonu as leader of the Republican People's
Party, and remembered vividly the Ameri-
can veto of the proposed Turkish inter-
vention of ten years earlier. He was
determined to avoid a repetition of the
experience of 1964, and informed the
American Ambassador of his firm intention
to intervene in Cyprus in accordance with
the 1960 treaties. With the support of
opposition parties in the Turkish legisla-
ture, he was assured that intervention in
Cyprus would be immensely popular in
Turkey. ,

Since the British had significant num-
bers of troops already stationed on Cyprus
in the British bases, Ecevit would have
preferred an Anglo-Turkish intervention.
Harold Wilson, as Prime Minister of a
minority Labour Government, however,
was no more convinced that intervention
in Cyprus would bring a boost to his party
following in 1974 than he had been con-
vinced in 1965 as a minority Prime Minis-

Manipulation
of Makarios
toward ENOSIS
replaced by
military coup

Intervention
on Cyprus
a popular move
in Turkey
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I

Greek junta
needed
more presentable
figurehead
than Sampson

Misjudgment
led to moderates
replacing
extremists

ter that intervention against unilateral
Rhodesian independence would have been
generally popular with the British elec-
torate. Nicos Sampson may have had even
fewer defenders in Britain than Ian Smith
had possessed nine years earlier, but the
minority Government of 1974 was more
precarious than that of 1964-66, and all-
party reluctance to become embroiled in
bloody and costly adventures outside of
the British Isles was more pronounced.

So the Turks determined to intervene
alone, and this time the Americans did not
succeed in talking them out of it. If the
Greek junta were anxious to command any
support at all for its coup in Cyprus, it
would have been well advised to have ob-
tained a more presentable figure-head than
Nicos Sampson to act as President. The
Americans would not use the Sixth Fleet
to block a loyal ally bent on the overthrow
of the beneficiary of a coup d'état when
the usurper was an emotional xenophobe
and convicted assassin.

In its intervention of July 20, 1974,
the Turkish Government was careful to
define a very limited aim. An extreme right
wing military government in Athens that
had once seized power itself masterminded

the coup d'état in Cyprus in order to in-
stall another right wing extremist regime.
Since the personalities involved were also
known "Enosists", the Turkish case for
intervention in conformity with the 1960

treaties was both legally plausible and
politically presentable. As the responsible
Turkish Government was the most humane
and imaginative to have governed Turkey
in several decades, the chance of success-
fully explaining the limited intervention
was not impossible. The failure to capture
Nicosia airport immediately made the
intervention a less than complete military
success, but the essence of the job was
achieved with the capture of the seaport
beachhead of Kyrenia. The extremist
regimes in Athens and Nicosia crumbled
in recognition of their misjudgment, sur-
rendering power to more moderate figures
who might reassure the Turks that their
aims had been achieved and that they
could safely recall their troops to Turkey.

Had the Turkish army halted its ad-
vance with the fall of the junta and
Sampson, critics of the intervention would
not have found it easy to sustain their case
against Turkey. Makarios supporters did
not find it possible to welcome a Turkish
vigilante force committed to the overthrow
of Sampson and the restoration of the
status quo. The Cypriot UN Ambassador
called Turkey's July intervention in
Cyprus "an aggression against its terri-
torial integrity, independence and sover-

eignty". Greek Cypriots were not sure that
the Turks wished Makarios back, or that
the Turkish army would leave when its
proclaimed mission was complete. Their
suspicions proved well-founded, since M,i-
karios was not recalled to Cyprus or the
Turkish armies to Turkey. Instead, the
Turkish army was instructed stealthily to
advance and extend its control over strate-
gic locations.

New governments I

The new Greek Government was expected
to extend legal recognition to the enhanced
Turkish status in Cyprus, and thereafter
secure the assent as well of the new Cypriot
Government. In these circumstances,
Greek Cypriot antipathy to the Turkish
occupying army became intense, and
Turkish Cypriots not under the protection
of the Turkish army feared for their lives.
The Turkish Government initially claimed
to have sent its army to protect the lives
of Turkish Cypriots; after mid-August the
need for that protection became aImost
imperative. By the extent and duration of
its military intervention, Turkey ensured
that its proclaimed justification would b.:-
come a self-fulfilling prophecy.

The Turkish intervention had brought
into power a Greek Government contai.l-
ing some of the key figures of the pericd
15 years previously, when the treaties
circumscribing Cypriot governmental juris-
diction had been framed. The Prime Minis-
ter of the Zurich and London Agreements,
Karamanlis, was recalled from retirèment
and exile to assume the burdens of office.
The Foreign Minister at that time, Avero_I-
Tositsas, was asked to take up the Defence
Ministry, a critical post in a country ner-
vously and uncertainly escaping from seve:n
years of direct military rule. These mcn
had proved conclusively 15 years befo e
how high a priority they placed on gond
relations with Turkey; their earlier policy
had subordinated the question of Cyprus
to a rapprochement with Turkey. They
had believed in their earlier policy, and the
Turks trusted them.

Their Foreign Minister, George Mav-
ros, was a leader of the Centre Union pariy
that had been in opposition during the
Karamanlis days. He was less committad
to the Cyprus settlement of 1960 and
closer to the Makarios Government, but he
was a man of integrity, who had been
imprisoned five times by the junta. On
July 16 he was quoted publicly as sug•
gesting that whoever planned the coup in
Cyprus was paranoid and mentally ill. lie
too had earned the respect of Turkey.
After the extension of the Turkish area of
control in August, however, Mavros found
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UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
brought together Glafkos Clerides and
Rauf Denktash for their first meeting since
hostilities broke out. The Greek Cypriot
and Turkish Cypriot leaders are shown

it impossible to return to Geneva for an-
other, . session of Graeco-Turkish discus-
sions on the future of Cyprus. Greece
could not legitimize the new Turkish
status quo in Cyprus, nor could it advise
the Cypriot Government to do what it
could not accept itself.

Reaction to adversity
In the light of Turkish advances in Cyprus,
Greece's withdrawal from its military
obligations to NATO was a minimum
response to a situation of national humilia-
tion and perceived allied betrayal or indif-
ference. In the circumstances of August
1a74, Greek forces could hardly remain
integrated with Turkish ones in the NATO
Eastern Mediterranean Command at Izmir.
Greece and Turkey were no longer ex-
changing their military plans with each
other, though each continued to be broadly
aware of the other's deployment. Greece
did not take an early decision to close the
American bases established by bilateral
treaties; it did not sever diplomatic rela-
tions with the United States; it did not
withdraw from the political organization
of NATO. Instead, after 11 years of exile
in Paris, Karamanlis took a leaf out of
General de Gaulle's book and limited
Greece's military integration with NATO.

The new Greek Government's reaction
to national mortification was not unlike
the new Pakistani Government's reflex in

World Wide photo

here a f ter the meeting with Kurt Wald-
heim and Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan,
UN High Commissioner for Refugees.
The meeting took place on August 26.

comparable circumstances two and a half
year's before. When, after December 1971,
a major misjudgment on the part of his
predecessor had presented him with the
Presidency of Pakistan on a platter,
Bhutto pondered what gesture would have
maximum favourable domestic impact at
minimum international sacrifice to Pak-
istan's interests. In Bhutto's case, the
withdrawal of Pakistan from the Common-
wealth could be utilized without adverse
affect on any of Pakistan's bilateral rela-
tions. In the case of Karamanlis, the mili-
tary withdrawal from NATO could be
carried out at the apparent loss to NATO
of the Greek military contribution already
virtually suspended, but not - at least
initially - of the more significant Greek
facilities utilized by the Americans, nor
of the Greek political relationship with the
United States, NATO, and the European
Community. The pre-election Karamanlis
Government was unrepresentative of the
Greek Left; any lesser gesture would have
in the long run gravely undermined its
ability to speak for the whole Greek people.

For Glafcos Clerides, provisional Pres-
ident of Cyprus after the fall of Sampson,
the responsibility of dealing with the
presence of an occupying power was a
thankless task. His reputation as a con-
ciliatory man only complicated his man-
date. If legally he were to accept the
reality of occupation, he would require the

7
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between Clerides
and Denktash
maintained

reputation of a Pétain, i.e. nominal leader-
ship of the rump of his country while
foreign troops occupied the wealthiest,
most productive, and strategically impor-
tant parts of the Republic. Already Maka-
rios had flown off to safety in a British
plane, like de Gaulle from France in 1940,
and Makarios was as ready to rally the
world to a Free Cypriot banner as de
Gaulle had been to a Free French one. The
only course open to Clerides consistent
with the maintenance of his political sup-
port within the Greek Cypriot community
has been that of the patriot leader during
a state of siege. In the process his stature
within the Greek community may have
risen, but it has drawn him closer to the
position of Makarios and farther from
reconciliation with the Turkish Cypriots.

That may not have been the role
Turkey envisaged for Clerides, who has
always managed to maintain a working
relationship with Denktash, the leader of
the Turkish Cypriot community. If Turkey
intends an indefinite military occupation of
part of the island, the complexion of the
Greek Cypriot leader may not be a matter
of great consequence. But, if Turkey comes
to contemplate partial withdrawal and
negotiations towards accommodation, it

will be important to Turkey and to
Turkish Cypriots that whoever speaks for
the Greek community is able to. speak
forcefully and credibly for that community.

Canadian response
In 1975 it will be necessary for the Cana-
dian Government to determine what com-
mitment, if any, it may wish to make to
UNFICYP. Apart from the British, whose
presence on the island relates primarily to
the bases and precedes the creation of
UNFICYP, no nation has had a greater
responsibility for the establishment and
continuance of the UN Force. In the face
of the reluctance of other countries to
commit themselves in 1964, Canada sent
its first troops to Cyprus. Intended as a
spur to other possible contributors, this
action did not arise from any satisfactory
mandate that had been drawn up for
UNFICYP.

Canadian troops have fulfilled some
of the most dangerous and arduous of
activities, and have paid their own way
despite the uniqueness of this generosity.
They have been kept on for ten years
despite occasional Parliamentary sugges-
tions for withdrawal, and often in the
absence of firm governmental conviction
that they were achieving very much in
Cyprus. A defence that a Canadian
presence was requested by the Greek and
Turkish Cypriot communities, and by con-

cerned NATO ' partners, may seemingly
provide adequate justification for Canadian
participation, but it leaves the value judg-
ment largely in the hands of others.

The Force's function, at least in the
1960s, was to minimize the shooting be-
tween Greek and Turkish Cypriots and to
help establish an atmosphere of calm for
the encouragement of political delibera-
tions. As a greater feeling of security was
established by the late 1960s, the size of
the UN Force, and of the Canadian con-
tribution to it, was decreased. The political
talks, conducted for a half-dozen years by
Clerides and Denktash, have sought to
reconcile the changes the Greek Cypriots
wanted in the 1960 constitution with the
aspiration of the Turkish Cypriot com-
munity. During the decade preceding the
summer of 1974, there was some question
whether the Greek Cypriots really regarded
the 1960 constitution as operative, al-
though the Turkish Cypriots always in-
sisted that it was. After Turkey assumed
the upper hand in August 1974, however,
it has been the Greek Cypriots who have
returned to an emphasis on the validity cf
the 1960 constitution, whereas Turkey has
come to question its relevance.

There was a time in the early 197Cs
when it appeared that the United Nations
was becoming inadvertently involved in a
factional fight between supporters , of
Makarios and of Grivas. Had that 'cor.-
tinued for much longer, it is difficult to
believe that the rationale for UNFICYD
could have been stretched very convinc-
ingly to justify a continued UN military
presence on the island. It is equally diff_-
cult to believe that it will be a Canadian cr
a United Nations interest to continue fcr
years rather than for months a sizeable
and costly UN presence to rescue indiv:-
dual Cypriots of either community from
foreign armies or marauding para-military

organizations.
For the immediate future it is 2s

well that the Canadian contingent in
UNFICYP remains - as it is now - better
armed than has ever been the case before.
It is after all facing current responsibilities
that exceed any that it has had to face
previously in Cyprus. In the medium run

it may have to be reinforced, in manpower
although not in equipment, to protect
re-established communities within areas
predominantly populated by the other side.
Such a need would be apparent in a trans.i.-
tional period of adjustment after a phased

Turkish military withdrawal. But if a

sizeable Turkish military occupation is re-
tained over a period of years, that might
require reduction, or even withdrawal, of

UN Forces.
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It is the function of UNFICYP to
separate modest-size units of trigger-happy
adventurers, to case individual suffering,
and to facilitate the movement of political
leaders towards a settlement. It is not the
responsibility of UNFICYP to preside over
a transformation from a de facto to a

Cyprus

de jure division or compartmentalization of
the island. That would require a new man-
date from the Security Council. It would
not be accomplished without a great deal
of debate, in the United Nations and
elsewhere.

Political intransigence means
tragedy for the troubled island
By Robert J. Jackson

The Cyprus affair resembles more and
more a permanent Palestinian tragedy.
While the international press continually
exposes outrageous atrocities and refugee
problems on Cyprus, little can be done on
the island itself to resolve the issue. The
solution must come from Greece and
Turkey, which unfortunately are locked in
intractable positions. Greece cannot nego-
tiate unless Turkey makes some prior con-
cessions, and Turkey, as victor, is unwilling
to render any conciliatory gestures before
negotiations.

The new civilian Greek leaders face
two major multi-faceted problems. Con-
currently, they must overcome the humil-
iating loss of Cyprus to the Turks and
dismantle the machinery left from the mili-
tary dictatorship. Neither of these issues
will be permanently resolved without the
aid of international action and the suasion
of world public opinion. A preliminary set-
tlement of the Cyprus crisis is vital to the
consolidation of the new Greek regime.
Lawrence Durrell has often pointed out
that Greeks believe Cyprus is theirs for
historic, political and ethnological reasons.
No Greek government can survive unless
it bases its legitimacy on this claim. The
Greeks feel they have been humiliated
enough by seven years of military dictator-
ship and are in no position to accept the
new status quo in Cyprus.

In Turkey the situation is comparable.
The Turks are in a period of militant
euphoria over their victory on Cyprus, and
the only remaining opponents of govern-
ment policy want Prime Minister Bulent
Ecevit to harden his position. In such a
mood, no Turkish government could com-
promise (what the Turks refer to as pro-
viding Karamanlis with a gift on a silver

platter) with Greece before negotiations,
even if it wanted to. Ecevit must remain

aloof in a minority government or share
power with parties that are considerably
more nationalistic than the People's Re-
publican Party. With the exception of the
Justice Party, all are Islamic nationalistic
parties that could be compared to Colonel
Qaddafi's movement in Libya. Moreover,
the Turkish army, too, is in a mood of
euphoria over its victory and that must be
kept in mind in any judgment about what
would happen in Turkey if the government
withdrew from occupied land in Cyprus. As
recently as 1971, the army overthrew
Demirel in what was called a "coup by
memorandum" and today it still retains
many privileges in Turkish society. The
children of military personnel, for example,
are housed in special quarters at the
University of Ankara. Professor Muntaz
Sosyal, a leftist socialist jailed during the

last military government, declared in an
interview: "We are united almost to a man
against withdrawing troops from Cyprus,

Dr. Jackson is Professor of Political
Science at Carleton University and a
specialist in comparative government and
politics. He has published books and
articles on Britain, France, Canada, the
Philippines and various aspects of com-
parative analysis. He is a member of the
editorial boards of the American Political
Science Review, Sage Publications and
Macmillan of Canada. His current re-
search interests are comparative poli-
tical violence, revolutionary behaviour and
stability; comparative crisis management;
comparative legislatures; and the evolution
of attitudes towards NATO. Dr. Jackson's
most recent book is The Canadian Legis-
lative System: Politicians and Policy-
Making. The views expressed in this article
are those of the author.



and the Army would intervene if any mili-
tary advantages were given up in Cyprus."
From a Turkish point of view, Cyprus has
been their island since the sixteenth cen-
tury and should remain Turkish in the
future.

Historical imbroglio -

Different conceptions of the history of the
present crisis are advanced by Greeks and
Turks. The Turkish conception originates
in the long period of Turkish control that
existed from the sixteenth century until
1878, when, through an accord with
Britain, the former Ottoman Empire gave
control of the -island to London. The
present Greek government, on the other
hand, tends to view the Cyprus crisis from
a considerably shorter perspective. It
argues that the world should judge what
has happened in Cyprus from the date at
which the military dictatorship was top-
pled this summer. Neither of these
perspectives provides a foundation for dis-
cussion or negotiation.

For our purposes, the present situa-
tion may be said to have begun in July
1954 when I.ôndon announced that it in-
tended to. give Cyprus its own constitution.

Terrorist campaign This announcement triggered Greek crit-
sparked by icism at the United Nations and the begin-
British decision ning of the EOKA campaign of terrorism
to grant on Cyprus, which was intended to provoke
constitution annexation of the island to Greece. At-

tempts to resolve the intricate differences
in a conference between Britain, Greece
and Turkey failed. Makarios was deported
to the Seychelles for approximately a year,
during which time he changed his pro-
ENOSIS views.

Assassinations, troop movements and
internal instability led to the conference
of February 11, 1959, in Zurich. At this
conference, London, Athens and Ankara
agreed to independence for the island and
set up a new constitution by which Greek
and Turkish Cypriots obtained joint con-
trol of the government and administration.
The President was to be Greek and the
18 per cent of Cypriots of Turkish origin
were to be represented by a Vice-President
with specified veto powers. Makarios was
elected President later that year and on
August 16,1960, independence was granted
to the island. In return for the right to
intervene if communal guarantees were
violated, Turkey gave up TAKSIM (an-
nexation of Cyprus) and Greece renounced
ENOSIS (union with Cyprus). Each state
was allowed to retain a few troops on the
island to guard communal rights. Britain
retained two military bases on the island,
but Cyprus did not become a member of
NATO.

Quarrels, jurisdictional conflicts and
violence continued to plague the island,
and the new constitution had only limited
effect. On March 4, 1964, the Security
Council of the United Nations had to send
an international contingent to the island
to maintain order, but political violence
continued. Even when General Grivas,
leader of the EOKA campaign, died, the
enosis movement continued and on July
15, 1974, the infamous coup d'état took
place in Nicosia. Radio Nicosia announced
that Makarios had been killed - which
later proved to be wrong, as he had escaped
on a British plane. The EOKA gunman,
Nicos Sampson, immediately took over.

The Turkish government of Bulent
Ecevit decided it would "never have a
better time to attack". After failing to
obtain British partnership or support for
an armed intervention, Turkey landed
troops on the island on July 20, 1974. ; t
justified its actions by the 1960 Treaty of
Guarantees, which allowed Turkey, Greece
or Britain the right of intervention to
protect the status quo and the lives of
Cypriots. This military attack secured
Turkish control of Kyrenia, a beach-head
on the north shore, and had repercussions
in Greece, where the military dictatorship
was overthrown. Meanwhile, on Cyprus,
Sampson was replaced by Glafcos Clerides,
and the Turks attacked again, capturing
approximately one-third of the island, in-
cluding the port of Famagusta.

Intransigence in Greece and Turkey
It is in the context of this long-term un-
resolved situation that one must view the
present crisis in Cyprus. No doubt Cyp-
riots, Greeks and Turks all bear some
responsibility for this latest tragedy. Ap-
praisals are complicated by the charges
and counter-charges about atrocities that
will only be untangled by future historical
analysis - if then. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to examine the present circumstances
and, if possible, develop policies based en
these facts.

The hostilities between Greece ard
Turkey over Cyprus are aggravated by
strategic military concerns in the Eastern
Mediterranean and also by the discovery
of considerable amounts of undersea oil n
the Aegean. The latter has compounded
the militancy of both powers. The debate
concerns the offshore resources of Greek
islands that are extremely close to Tur-
key. The Greeks and Turks both make it
clear that if there is a confrontation over
this oil it could ignite a war between theriL
One summit meeting between the Greek
and Turkish Prime Ministers was held in
the spring of 1974 to solve the dispute,
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The leaders of the three countries involved
in the Cyprus imbroglio talked to the press
in July. Constantine Karamanlis (left) is
shown as he prepares to leave his exile in
Paris to return to Greece and the premier-
ship. Archbishop Makarios (centre) is
photographed in New York a f ter his

but it concluded in an acrimonious debate.
A minor contention also exists over some
other islands, such as Rhodes, which con-
tain significant Turkish minorities.

Turkey has immediate advantages in
any military contest. While Greece has
a per capita income three times that of
its adversary, Turkey possesses superior
weapons, military personnel and geog-
raphic location. Its invasion of Cyprus
was based on the 1960 Treaty of Guaran-
tees, which protected minority rights on
the island, and it is now in the enviable
position of controlling over 35 per cent of
the land and most of the productive ca-
pacity of the island. Since the Turkish
Cypriots number only 120,000, in com-
parison to 520,000 Greek Cypriots, the
Turkish army could withdraw from much
of the occupied territory and still emerge
as major victors.

World opinion
In the long run, world public opinion is
likely to shift dramatically in favour of
the Greeks. While ministers in the Greek
Cabinet say privately that there is nothing
they can do about Cyprus, they cannot
admit this publicly, because it would legit-
imize the new Turkish-dominated status
quo. However, Prime Minister Constan-
tine Karamanlis and his coalition govern-
ment continue to hope for action by the
United Nations. The focus of the General
Assembly and this world discussion will be
the 150,000 Greek Cypriot refugees who
are lodged in unbelievably deplorable con-
ditions on the south side of the new Green

UNPIX photo

deposition as President. The main question
was whether and when he tvould return to
the island. Turkish Premier Bulent Ecevit
(right) is shown while announcing on July
20 that Turkish troops have landed on the
beaches in Cyprus.

Line. Even the charges and counter-char-
ges about atrocities are not likely to offset
the importance of this tragedy of homeless
people.

Domestically, the new Greek leaders
have made symbolic gestures to enhance
their image. These policies include na-
tional mobilization, the enactment of an
inoperative martial law and the removal
of oppressive tank regiments from Attica.
In addition, anti-NATO and anti-Wash-
ington policies are calculated both to in-
crease indirect pressure on the Turks in
order to soften their hardline position on
Cyprus and to capture the mood of anti-
Americanism that has swept the country.
In Greek logic, the seven-year-old mil-
itary dictatorship was initiated, encour-
aged and supplied by the Americans. When
the latest coup d'état came only hours
after the July 22 press conference in which
Mr. Henry Kissinger predicted that there
could soon be a "coup" or "change" in
Athens, the Greeks were convinced that
the United States controlled the fate of
their country. While this simple approach
to the web of conflicting evidence about
events in the Eastern Mediterranean can
be challenged, there is currently no ten-
dency in Greece toward such objectivity.
Thus, in spite of its three Communist
neighbours, Greece has withdrawn its
troops from NATO and is likely to keep
them out both for internal stability reasons
and because of rampant anti-Americanism
in Greece.

The crisis has also allowed Kara-
manlis to get rid of the remaining political

UPI photo

Kissinger's
predicted coup
seen as evidence
of American
interference
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machinery of the junta without inviting
the wrath of the generals who deposed the
ruthless, puritanical General Demetrios
loannides. Karamanlis has moved cau-
tiously, and responsibly, to reorganize the
social and political life of Greece. This has
taken three forms. First, a purge of higher
educational establishments is under way;
those professors who held formal positions
in the government have been dismissed
from their university posts, and even those
who were elected during the past seven
years are being investigated. Secondly,
the judicial system is being purged. All
judges dismissed during the past seven
years are to be reappointed and those
who remain in office are to have all debat-
able cases re-examined. Thirdly, and most
significant, the security services and the
intelligence organizations are being reor-
ganized. The newly-appointed senior of-
ficials are almost all individuals who were
jailed or exiled during the rule of the
junta. Passports are denied the leading
personalities of the military regime, former
President Papadopoulos is under house
arrest, and even the dreaded Ioannides
has been permanently placed on the retire-
ment list.

One awkward question about the
relations between the Cyprus affair and
the future stability of Greece concerns
the elections that will take place while this
article is on the press. Within the govern-
ment there have been strong advocates of
every type of constitution and election.
The bitterest fight, . however, was over
whether or not there should have been
a complete purge of government officials
before the election took place. George
Mangakis, a democratic socialist member
of the government, violently opposed
calling elections before all of the previous
government apparatus was destroyed. "If
we don't get rid of the present function-
aries, including the mayors," he declared,
"then the simple folk in the villages and
countryside will not really understand that
the regime has become democratic." He
lost.

A second question concerns the econ-
omy. This problem will remain to some
extent no matter what occurs in Cyprus,
but it is exacerbated by the hostilities. As
bannis Pesmazoglu, Minister of Finance,
said privately, there will be an "acute
short-term economic crisis and the middle-
term does not look good either". Greece
is bedevilled by hyper-inflation, tourism is
depressed, and, according to the present
government, it will be impossible to right
the economy without European support.
The dim economic prospects are being
countered by stringent monetary and fiscal.
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policies and attempts to join the European
Economic Community. The trips of George
Mavros, the Greek Foreign Minister, and
Pesmazoglu to Western Europe were dip.
lomatic manoeuvres calculated to affect
future European policy toward Turkey,
and also to seek agricultural supports and
long-term loans.

In October the prestige of Karamanlis
remains extremely high because of his
reception as the saviour who returned
Greece to freedom and democracy. How.
ever, unless the intensity of the Cyprus
crisis can be reduced, the image of the
present regime is almost certain to be
tarnished in time. Therefore, every polit-
ical effort is being made by Greece and its
friends to obtain a conciliatory move by
the Turks in order that democracy may
survive in Greece.

Turks stand firm
It is extremely unlikely that the Turkish
government of Bulent Ecevit will agree to
remove troops from the island or to with-
draw from any occupied territory. A
concession involving the free movement of
refugees or similar symbolic gestures
should, however, be possible for such a pop-
ular government. Ecevit is not very recep-
tive to pressure or suggestions from either
the United States or NATO. The famous
1964 Johnson Letter, which prevented an
earlier Turkish invasion of Cyprus, was
deeply resented. Fear of Russia has waned
in Turkey and probably will continue to
decline. The Turks ignored American pro-
tests over the growing and selling of
opium poppies. As one senior Turk official
asked privately: "Why should we. ban the
sale of opium when the Americans won't
stop their international sale of guns?" And,
although Kissinger telephoned Ecevit 13
times on the evening before the invasion in
an attempt to stop Turkey, it was to no
avail.

Only the withholding of the $215
million in American military aid to Turkey
could have caused the Turks to reverse
their present hard-line position. Congre:s
voted once to cut off this aid but was
vetoed by President Ford. The Adminis-
tration was under pressure from the more
than two million Americans of Greek
origin to accept the Congressional initia-
tive but, because of American and NATO
strategic interests in the Eastern Mediter-
ranean, refused to do so. This is a concern
that will increase when the Suez Canal
opens and allows Soviet naval carriers to
sail through into the Indian Ocean. In the
meantime, the weak compromise that has
emerged between Congress and the Presi-
dent will do nothing to move Turkey in
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any specific direction.
The Turks, then, are unlikely to relax

their policy regardless of international
public opinion_ about the Greek Cypriot
refugees. These.150,000 individuals, like
the Palestinians, cannot be expected to re-
main homeless without the eruption of
violence. In the near future, the mass
media will report Cyprus border skirmishes,
guerilla warfàre, and possibly even kidnap-
pings and aircraft hijackings. A vitriolic
i debate in the United Nations will highlight
these problems,'as will the activities of the
United Nations peacekeeping force on the
island.

The irony of the situation is that the

Cyprus

new Greek government needs Turkish help
to move further along the democratic path
and away from the repressive dictatorship
that bound its people for the last seven
years. Somehow Turkey must deliver a
compromise on Cyprus which will allow
Greek leaders the possibility of saving
their national pride. In their present state
of euphoria, the Turks are unlikely to re-
linquish anything before formal negotia-
tions take place. Both antagonists are
characterized by what one Turkish minis-
ter told me: "In this part of the world,
when you find a flea in your bed, you burn
your blankets."

After ten years of UNFICYP
the basic problems remained
By E. M. D. Leslie

The trouble on Cyprus has gone on for so
long, has become so confused and involved,
that the basic and continuing reason why
the people of Cyprus are in conflict has be-
come obscured. What is it all about? Why
are Canadians serving on Cyprus and
where did things go wrong? Clarity on
these fundamental questions is essential
if we are to draw any valid lessons from
our long and expensive participation in
UNFICYP.

On March 14, 1971, President Arch-
bishop Makarios made a speech in the
otherwise unimportant village of Yialousa
in which he redefined the fundamental
problem of Cyprus with catastrophic
clarity:

"Cyprus is a Greek island. It was
Greek from the dawn of history and
it shall remain Greek forever. We have
taken it over as a wholly Greek island
and we shall preserve it as an un-
divided Greek island, until we hand it
over to mother Greece."
Apart from being historically inaccu-

rate (except for a brief period when Alex-
ander ruled the known world, Cyprus was
never part of a Greek political entity) and
prophetically improbable, this statement
ignores the fact that Cyprus was most cer-
tainly not wholly Greek at the time of
independence. Eighty-two per cent of the
people of Cyprus speak Greek and belong
to the Orthodox faith - both facts almost

certainly deriving from or owing more to
Constantinople when it was seat of the
Byzantine Empire than to anywhere else.
The other 18 per cent are the descendants
of the Turks who came with or followed
the conquest of 1571 and were never assi-
milated. Time and space preclude a de-
tailed historical analysis. Suffice it here to
say that the majority of Greek-speaking
Cypriots desired and saw their political
future in union with, and incorporation
into, the Greek state. The Turkish Cypriots
were and are adamant in their determin-
ation that this must not happen. ENOSIS
was the problem in 1964, and i fear that
ENOSIS is the problem today.

It is beyond my ability even to
attempt to define the point at which and
circumstances in which the will of a major-
ity must be accepted by a minority;
whether a small minority of Turkish-
speaking Cypriots should be permitted to
deny the,aspirations of a vast majority of

General Leslie joined the Canadian militia
in 1937 and served in the Canadian forces
in the Second World War and in Korea.
He commanded an artillery battery, an
artillery regiment and an infantry brigade
group during his career. His last appoint-
ment was as Chief of Staff of UNFICYP
from 1968 to 1972, when he retired from
active service. The views expressed in this
article are those of the author.



A UN peacekeeping soldier monitors
Turkish mortar attack on Greek Cypriot

Turks cannot
accept
further Greek
presence in
Mediterranean

Greek-speaking Cypriots is a question I
cannot judge. But it is a historic fact that
minorities, be they Greek or Turk, have
fared badly under all circumstances even
vaguely similar. Even more, it is a geogra-
phic fact that Turkey is a scant 40 miles
from Cyprus and, for reasons that make
eminent strategic sense in Ankara, Turkey
will not accept a further extension of
Greece to include Cyprus. Turkey and the
Turkish Cypriots made this abundantly
clear. When Cyprus gained the indepen-
dence Greek Cypriots did not want, the
EOKA struggle was for ENOSIS and inde-
pendence was the compromise outcome.
Here it is pertinent to remember that no
Turk is yet reconciled to the deeding of
the Dodecanese (taken from Turkey by
the Italians in 1911) to Greece after the
Second World War.

Turkish and Turkish Cypriot deter-
mination was reflected in the founding
Treaties of London and Zurich, which
established the constitution, the limits and
the safeguards by which Cyprus became
and was to remain an independent republic.
Inter alia, these founding instruments se-
cured - perhaps over-secured - the posi-
tion of the Turkish Cypriot minority and
specifically forbade even the advocacy of
the union of Cyprus with any other coun-
try. To emphasize and sharply point up
the fact that the constitution was not to be
tampered with, the guarantor powers were
given the right to maintain small garrisons
on the island and to intervene, either col-
lectively or individually, for cause. These
treaties were ratified by the Republic of
Cyprus, Greece, Turkey and Britain in
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positions. This attack took place on the
Lapithos Road in August.

1959, were denounced by the Government
of Makarios in 1964 and - an interesting
point this - were reaffirmed as having con-
tinuing validity by Greece, Turkey and
Britain as recently as 1972. It is also in-
teresting to note that Mr. Karamanlis, the
present Prime Minister of Greece, held the
same office when the founding treaties were
originally ratified.

The inability - perhaps unwillingness
- of the two Cypriot communities to make
the constitution work or to effect a reason-
able and acceptable compromise led both
to start arming discreetly in the early
1960s. Inevitably some spark would start
the shooting. It was just a matter of time
until it began in 1963.

Canadian involvement
First, Britain and then the United Nations
became involved and, as part of UNFICYP,
Canada entered into the Cypriot scene.
The important point here is that we did
not enter into a killing squabble between
two communities on a far-away island for
simple humanitarian reasons. A close look
at the mandate given to UNFICYP by the
Security Council on March 4, 1964 (it has
not since been changed), puts the matter
into perspective:

In the interest of preserving interr.a-
tional peace and security, to use its
best efforts to prevent a recurrence of
fighting and, as necessary, to contrib-
ute to the maintenance and restora-
tion of law and order and a return to
normal conditions. -

While humanitarian considerations un-
doubtedly played some part in our de-
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cision to participate in UNFICYP, the
wording of the above mandate, particularly
the words "preserving international peace
and security", makes it clear that we went
to Cyprus for the most cogent reasons of
enlightened' national and international
self-interest. Our concern then, and prob-
ably still, was that a relatively minor inter-
communal conflict might spill over and
escalate into conflict between Greece and
Turkey, with consequences that could be
,global. Considering the circumstances then
existing in the. Balkans and the Middle
East and the world-wide confrontation
between the super-powers, our apprehen-

sions were, I think, justified. They may
still be.

In a real sense, the surprising thing is
how well matters went under the umbrella

of UNFICYP. The force did keep a very
large measure of intercommunal and "on-
island" peace. It did give the Cypriots ten
years in which to compose their differences
and evolve a compromise solution to their
problem. A whole decade of peace-keeping
is quite an achievement but, sadly, peace-
keeping is only the means to an end. That
end is peace-making. Here some words of
the Secretary-General of the United Na-
tions are most significant. In a recent
speech he drew the distinction between
"peace-keeping" and "peace-making"
pointing out that, under existing circum-
stances, the United Nations could keep
the peace but only the parties in conten-
tion could make it. This, despite a decade
of lull and opportunity for discussion and
compromise, is precisely what the Cypriots
failed to do. In the simplest of terms, the
United Nations escorted the Cypriots to
water but they refused to drink. Now they
are in great danger of drowning!

The history of UNFICYP may some
day be worth writing. The ups and downs
of peace-keeping on Cyprus are in them-
selves interesting. But, whatever success
history grants UNFICYP,. the bitter fact
remains that the Turks came last July.
Their coming edged Greece and Turkey
perilously close to war and gravely en-
dangered the "international peace and
security" UNFICYP was deployed to safe-
guard. Could or should UNFICYP have
taken military measures to oppose the
Turkish invasion? The answer must be a
flat "no", for neither the United Nations
nor UNFICYP had any authority or legal
right to defend Cyprus from external at-
tack or incursion by troops from abroad.
Here it is pertinent to note that UNFICYP
took no action in 1965, when, over and
above 900 authorized by treaty right,
Greece deployed some 10,000 troops in
Cyprus.

It is easy, and, I fear, a very common
Cypriot habit, to place the blame for failure
to make peace on Cyprus on everyone but
themselves. Certainly Greece and Turkey,
Britain and the United States, the Soviet
Union - in fact all powers and nations
having a Balkan or Middle Eastern in-
terest - were concerned, and to some ex-
tent involved, in and on Cyprus. However,
no one of them, nor any combination of
them, is responsible for the failure of the
Cypriots to reach an accommodation and
modus vivendi. This judgment will be un-
popular with those who are partisan. It will
be unacceptable to others who feel micro-
states should be immume from criticism.
But the fact remains that the Cypriots
did not find a solution to their problem
despite ten years of graçe given by the
world community through UNFICYP.

ENOSIS resulted in the creation of an
independent Cyprus. The refusal by the
Greek Cypriots to accept that ENOSIS
was not feasible destroyed Cyprus as a
sovereign and unitary state. That refusal
and the current Turkish intervention may
well cause the total disappearance of
Cyprus as a state. ENOSIS and its oppo-
site number TAKSIM could yet be the
outcome. In that event, part of the island
would go to Greece, while the remainder
would go to Turkey.

Responsibility
for failure
to find solution
rests in Cyprus

Lessons learned
We have learnt a number of lessons from
the Cyprus experience. First and foremost,
we can take satisfaction from the knowl-
edge that the UN peacekeeping machin-
ery was effective for a whole decade.
We can also be satisfied that there are no
major complications in setting up and
operating a multi-national military force
for international peace-keeping. UNFICYP
worked and worked well for ten long years,
which is all the proof necessary to show
that the know-how and goodwill exist. On
the question of financing UNFICYP, there Too few nations
are also lessons to be learned. Too few participate
nations bore too much of the burden, and in financing
Cyprus made too much money out of the U.N. force
presence of UNFICYP (a consideration
with many ramifications). From a political
point of view, the original appointment of
a mediatôr was undoubtedly correct, but
surely it was a mistake to drop this tech-
nique when his effort failed to reach con-
sensus. From an operational point of view,
the UNFICYP mandate stood the test of
time but, unfortunately, the accepted
status-of-forces arrangements - particu-
larly freedom of movement and the Cypriot
share of costs - were never rigidly imposed
or maintained.

Finally, although this is but an opin-
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ion gained from distant observation, the
half-yearly troop -contributor meetings
were entirely too gentlemanly. They did
not express the very real frustrations that
most felt over the endless failure of the
Cypriots to find a solution to their problem.
Some round and very firm talking from the
troop-contributors might have done much
to infuse a sense of urgency. Instead, the
Cypriots were allowed to conclude -
wrongly, as it turned out - that time was
on their side.

Choice today
is between
American or
Soviet control

Cyprus

What next? God alone knows, but it
seems safe to say the best the Cypriots
can now hope for is a federal state with
two geographic provinces and the worst
ENOSIS and TAKSIM, with the island
divided by a new and dangerous Graeco-
Turkish border. From an international
point of view, there is no doubt that recent
events on Cyprus have jeopardized world
peace and stability and that, in this sense,
UNFICYP did not achieve its mission.

Strategic triangle formed
by Athens, Ankara and Nicosia
By Albert Legault

In 1841, a British minister, Sir Edmund
Lyons, made this audacious statement on
the subject of Greek independence: "A
wholly independent Greece would be an
absurdity; either it is Russian or it is
English. And, if it ought not to be Russian,
then it must of necessity be English." If
this same pronouncement were to be made
about the Greece of today, some 100 years
later, it would be almost as appropriate,
but in a different context. The choice of
alternatives is no longer that of a Russian
or a British Greece but of a Soviet or
American Greece. Indeed, ever since 1945,
the United States has been engaged in a
massive program of aid to Greece to pre-
vent it from entering the Communist camp.
Early in this same period, a generous
America formulated the Truman Plan,
designed to give financial assistance to
Greece and Turkey, both on the verge of
economic collapse.

To all intents and purposes, the
present polarization dates from that time.
The United States assumed Britain's

Dr. Legault is Director-General of the
Quebec Centre of International Relations.
He is a scholar in the field of strategic
studies, and served from 1966-68 as Assis-
tant Director of the International Infor-

mation Centre on Peacekeeping Operations
in Paris. He contributed two articles to
International Perspectives, in 1972 and
1973, dealing with 1L1BFR. The views
expressed in this article are those of the
author.

former role as guardian of the eastern en-
trance to the Mediterranean, while the
British presence continued on the island
of Cyprus, a Crown colony since 1925.
Situated some 40 miles from the coasts of
Asia Minor and 53 miles from the coast of
Syria, Cyprus stands solitary and proud at
the crossroads of the great historic routes
between the Orient and the Occident.

Without delving too deeply into the
ancient history of Cyprus, when it was
successively a vassal of Assyria, Egypt and
Persia, we recall its strategic importance as
a beachhead at the time of the Crusades,
its history as a Genoese protectorate, its
subsequent conquest by Turkey, and the
Ottoman domination that lasted for more
than three centuries (1571-1878). Britain
intervened in 1878, ostensibly to give
assistance to the Ottoman Empire in its
struggle with its neighbour to the north,
and at the same time decided to make
Cyprus a British protectorate.

Fluctuating importance
From 1945 to the present, the strategic
importance of Athens, Ankara and Nico.Sia

has fluctuated with the shifting centres of
tension within the international eommün-
ity and in relation to the interests of the
particular powers concerned.

It was soon realized that an entente
had to be developed between the two
countries that had been involved in several
face-to-face confrontations during the
nineteenth century and in the bloody en-
gagement of 1922. Some 30 years lai er,
Greece and Turkey sealed their reconcilia-
tion as signatories to the North Atlantic
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Treaty. The principles of this compact
ofTered few hazards to the manners and
customs of the two countries, as they had
had numerous. occasions in the past to
conclude militâry alliances. For Greece,
these agreements afforded opportunities to
win, with the help of its allies, nearly all
the campaigns- it engaged in, while for
Turkey, often acting`alone, it meant defeat
after defeat, with the'exception of the cam-
paigns against Greece in 1897 and 1922.
1 ; Certain fundamental determinants lay
concealed in this NATO membership: to
prevent the U.S.S.R. from gaining access
to southern waters and to stabilize the
European front stretching, in 1945, from
Stettin to Trieste, in order to extend it, by
way of Athens, as far as Ankara. The
American obsession with pacts resulted in
a second strategic triangle in 1959, when
CENTO ( the Central Treaty Organiza-
tion), consisting of the United States,
Turkey, Iran and Pakistan, was launched
for the purpose of restraining Soviet am-
bitions in the Middle East. CENTO be-
came the de facto successor of the Baghdad
Pact, which foundered in 1958 following
the withdrawal of Iraq. These events were
followed shortly by the Suez reversals,
which only served to strengthen Britain's
determination to maintain its garrison
on Cyprus.

During the nineteenth century, it was
mainly to prevent Cyprus from falling un-
der foreign influence that Britain took
care to see that it was invited there. In the
1950s, however, Cyprus already held an
important place in the British military
establishment. In 1958, Britain decided to
store bombers with the capacity to carry
nuclear bombs at Dhekelia and Akrotiri,
following a new orientation in defence
policies. Thus Britain's nuclear interests
gave to Cyprus an important NATO di-
mension, which, of course, could not help
but please the United States. The inde-
pendence of Cyprus in 1960 was followed
by communal strife of sufficient intensity
to focus attention once again upon the
question of partitioning the island between
Greece and Turkey. Actually, it was owing
to the undaunted efforts of President
Makarios that a partition of the island was
avoided, even though the Acheson Plan
had already received the consent of Athens
and Ankara. Was it a coincidence, there-
fore, that there was renewed strife in 1967,
even while Athens and Ankara were en-
gaged in secret negotiations regarding the
future of the island? The battleships of the
U.S. Sixth Fleet, forming a barrier between
Cilprus and the coasts of Anatolia, have
always succeeded in preventing the Turks
from embarking. For once, however, there

was an exception, and July 1974 was
the month of the Turkish embarkation
for Cyprus, followed by the unfortunate
attempts of the Greek colonels to depose
President Makarios. Thanks to the efforts
of the Geneva conference, an unsteady
cease-fire was arranged, but hostilities re-
sumed in August. Greece, already appre-
hensive about American tolerance towards
Turkey, chose to withdraw from the NATO
military organization, while remaining a
member of the Atlantic organization, fol-
lowing the example of France in 1964.

If Greece chose not to intervene mili-
tarily in Cyprus, it was largely owing to
the fact that it lacked the means to do so.
Cyprus stands at the gates of the Anatolian
coast and the strategic Bay of Iskanderum,
while 248 miles separate it from the
Dodecanese Islands and nearly 622 miles
separate it from Athens. In addition,
Turkey has absolute control of the air,
a much larger navy than that of the
Greeks, and a powerful army of 450,000
men. Greece, on the other hand, only has
a standing army of 160,000 men and, in
contrast to its "ally" Turkey, has few
landing barges. Furthermore, freedom to
manoeuvre was extremely limited by the
presence at Ismir of the headquarters of
the southern flank of the NATO joint air
command.

The strategic importance of Turkey
for the United States is obviously much
greater than that of Greece, which, unlike
Turkey, has no common border with the
U.S.S.R. The principal strategic role of
Greece in NATO is specifically that of de-
fending its own territory, while the major
military objectives in the southern sector
of the U.S.S.R. are covered by aircraft
based in Turkey, in Cyprus, if the British
bombers are included, and on board the
aircraft carriers of the American Sixth
Fleet, veritable floating fortresses. A ma-
jority of American strategists were not
wrong, therefore, when they drew their
conclusions and decided that Greece did
not measure up to Turkey.

U. S. facilities in Greece
There is still the question of important
United States port facilities in Greece,
mainly thôse at Piraeus and Megara, and
the substantial installations at Hellinikon
and Lepsis. The use of these facilities is
governed by bilateral agreements made
between Athens and Washington, and it is
as yet not known how Greece's withdrawal
from NATO military participation will
affect these bilateral arrangements. For its
part, Washington is optimistically hoping
that the posture taken by Athens is not
irreversible and that Greece will eventually

Turkish military
preponderance
determined Greek
non-intervention
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Greece vital
to NATO
communications
with Turkey

return to the NATO fold, especially since
France appears to be doing so. As far as
Turkey is concerned, close attention is
being given to the odds. It has no hesita-
tion in letting it be known that the Ameri-
cans might very well find in Turkey the
bases that might be lacking elsewhere.
Such an opinion is absolutely valid from
the strategic point of view, but it raises the
question of sensitive issues on the policy
level. Hoping to run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds, the United States will
probably use every means at its disposal to
satisfy both parties at the same time.

The current status of the situation
certainly should not lead to the conclusion
that all is irretrievably lost. General elec-
tions will take. place in Greece in Novem-
ber 1974. In the meantime, Turkey might
take a more flexible position, and the re-
cent moves for the suspension of military
aid to Turkey by the American Congress
encourage the belief that the United
States has decided to obtain certain con-
cessions from Ankara.

It is not likely that the Greek au-
thorities will favour a re-entry into the
military organization of NATO, especially
while a large number of military officers
hold the reins of government. It appears,
therefore, that we are in a transitional
period when oblique participation by
Greece in NATO is likely. Moreover, there
are important problems that have to be
dealt with, since Greece sits at the centre
of vital communications networks con-
necting Turkey with the other members of
NATO. It also forms part of the new
NADGE electronic detection system that
guarantees radar cover to all the NATO
countries. Unfortunately, this cover was
interrupted during the Cyprus hostilities,
which left the entire southern flank of
NATO unprotected. Delicate negotiations
will, therefore, be needed in this area, and
it is clear that the United States, before it
puts all its eggs in the Turkish basket, will
try to persuade Athens to maintain some
form of military co-operation with the
NATO countries.

The Minister of National Defence, James
Richardson, visited Cyprus early in No-
vember during his tour of Canadian peace-
keeping operations in the Middle East.
When he met with Turkish Cypriot leader
Rauf Denktash on November 2, Mr. Rich-
ardson is reported to have connected the
continuation of Canadian participation in
peace-keeping on the island with the need
for freedom of movement north of the
Greek-Turkish line. Mr. Richardson has
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Possibility of partition
As for Cyprus, a certain amount of weig^t
must be given to the thesis that the United
States would not look unfavourably upon a
partitioned island, since the individual
parts, in the degree that they were con-
nected with either Greece or Turkey, could
constitute bases made available to the
United States under the terms of the
Atlantic Alliance. It could, of course, be
questioned whether the British bases on
the island were not already serving this
purpose. And if, as some assert, the re-
newed interest of the Pentagon in Cyprus
results from its strategic situation in rela-
tion to the Middle East, is there not reason
for some misgiving that the island might
declare its neutrality in case of a conflict,
following the pattern of the majority of
NATO countries during the crisis of Octo-
ber 1973? . The course pursued by Greece
is not different, except that it has closed its
eyes to the provision of supplies from the
American bases.

These arguments in no way deny the
strategic importance of the island in the
eastern basin of the Mediterranean. Co:i-
sider, for example, the naval operations
conducted against the Syrian ships during
the October war. In this sense, Cypr-:is
constitutes an unsurpassable observation-
post. Moreover, the island represents the
principal transit-point between Israel and
the Arab world. The stakes, therefore, are
considerable, but it is also clear that strate-
gic operations could be carried out from
other Mediterranean points, especially
from Turkey.

On the whole, the strategic arguments
that could be advanced to support the
hypothesis of total Pentagon and CIA
backing for the Cypriot coup appear to be
neither sufficient nor determinative. In the
minds of the Greek leaders, it is probal;le
that the primary objective was to eliminate
the neutrality of President Makarios. If
this was actually the purpose, then we
would certainly have to conclude that it
was not worth the effort.

indicated that failure to obtain such free-
dom in the Turkish zone would probably
lead to a reduction of Canadian strength
on the island in the near future. Canadian
forces on Cyprus were increased to almost
1,000 during this summer's crisis. Any ie-
duction in current strength is expected to
occur as personnel become due for rotation
after six months service on the islard,
and is not expected to reduce Canadian
strength below the July 1974 level. .
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Caracas 1974

Law of the sea advanced
but mûch remains to be done
New conference rules emerge

!I
By P. A. Lapointe

The third United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea, which had been more
than six years in preparation in the United
Nations Seabed Committee, held its first
substantive session in Caracas, Venezuela,
from June 20 to August 29, 1974. By any
definition, be it the number of participat-
ing states (148), the number of delegates
(well over 2,000), the number of issues or
sub-issues (literally hundreds) or its very
purpose (the revamping of the whole legal
system applying to 70 per cent of the
earth's surface, the oceans), this gathering
is the most important international con-
ference ever to be convened under the
aegis of the United Nations since the
United Nations charter conference in San
Francisco in 1945. At stake are the rights
and obligations of states, singly and joint-
ly, over the immense.. mineral and living
resources of the sea, the preservation of
the planet's marine environment, without
which life is impossible, and the mainte-
nance and development, through appro-
priate regulation, of the sea as the most
important highway for transport, commu-
nication, trade and strategic deployment.
Irrespective of its geographical circum-
stances, of its economic development, of
its power, of its alliances, every state has
a fundamental interest in the future law
of the sea. Were the conference to fail, the
world would, at best, be faced with the
chaos of competing jurisdictions for many
years to come and, at worst, with serious
confrontations between users of the sea.
Success will mean peace and order on the
oceans for generations.

Some observers have claimed, in the
light of the conference's inability to adopt
a single text, that the Caracas session was
a failure. This writer, however, holds the
view that the progress that was made in
this initial phase was sufficient to warrant
optimism regarding the ultimate success
of the conference. The following is an
attempt to summarize developments at
Caracas that support this contention.

- The organizational session of the con-

ference, held in New York City in Decem-
ber 1973, had been unsuccessful in reaching
agreement on rules of procedure. The main
stumbling-block had beep the sharp dis-
agreement between, roughly, the develop-
ing and the developed countries as to the
desirability of retaining the traditional
rules for voting, i.e. a simple majority of
those present and voting at the committee
level and a two-thirds majority of those
present and voting at the plenary level.
The major maritime powers, as well as
minority groupings such as the land-locked
and shelf-locked states, were fearful that
majorities could too easily and too rapidly
be formed around certain sweeping con-
ceptions, such as the 200-mile economic
zone, without due account being taken of
their important interests in related areas.
They insisted, therefore, that, before any
voting could take place, all efforts at reach-
ing consensus should have been exhausted.

Mr. Lapointe joined the Department of
External Affairs as a foreign service officer
in June 1960. Since then, he has served
abroad on the Canadian delegation to the
International Commission for Supervision
and Control, in Vietnam and Laos (1961-
62), on the Permanent Mission to the
North Atlantic Council (Paris, 1962-64)
and on the Permanent Mission to the
European Office of the United Nations
(Geneva, 1968-72). He has served, while
in Ottawa, in several divisions of the
Department of External Affairs, especially
the Legal Bureau, where he is at present
Deputy Director of the Legal Operations
Division and Co-ordinator for the Law of
the Sea. His direct involvement with Law
of the Sea matters dates back to 1965.
He was Alternate Deputy Representative
on the Canadian delegation to the recent
Caracas session of the third UN Confer-
enee on the Law of the Sea. The views
expressed in the accompanying article are
those of the author.
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Canadian dra f t
provided basis
for negotiated
agreement on
conference rule

A decision is reached by consensus when
,no one objects to it formally; there is still
consensus when negative views are put on
the record before or after the decision
is taken but without a formal objection
being raised. For their part, the developing
countries, although they admitted that the
new law of the sea should rally the support
of as many states as possible, argued that
the conference would never achieve any-
thing if bound by the consensus rule.

Thus the Caracas session was faced
with the task of breaking new ground in
the field of international conference diplo-
macy and establishing a precedent that
might have a substantial effect on future
international decision-making processes.
After one week of strenuous efforts, and
under the threat of a walk-out by some
major powers, the matter was resolved on
the basis of a draft proposal initially in-
troduced by the Canadian delegation and
relentlessly negotiated by the president of
the conference. The package formula can
be summarized as follows: a declaration
of the president, formally endorsed by the
conference, makes clear that decisions of
the conference will normally be reached
by consensus and that voting will only be
resorted to when all efforts at reaching
consensus have been exhausted. The rules
of procedure themselves, however, do not
refer to consensus by name but, through
a complex series of delaying procedures,
are designed to ensure that everything has
been done to achieve general agreement
before any vote is taken on substantive
issues.

Also of importance is the new rule that
requires for a decision on substance in
plenary sessions a quorum of two-thirds of
the participants in the conference and a
two-thirds majority of those present and
voting, provided this figure is equivalent to
at least a simple majority of all partic-
ipants. Thus, on the basis of 150 partic-
ipants, the magic figure for any substantive
decision is 76. While these rules have yet
to be put to the test (only procedural
questions required voting during the Ca-
racas session), it is hoped that they will
not be so cumbersome as to stall the con-
ference when the time for decision arrives
and that they will truly guarantee that the
new law of the sea will have the support
of a substantial number of states.

Armed with these new procedures the
conference strove to bring nearer agree-
ment on the thousand and one formula-
tions and proposals it inherited from the
Seabed Committee. In pursuit of this ob-
ject, the conference organized itself into
three main committees. A brief review of
the negotiating and drafting efforts of
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these is necessary before considering the
main trends and drawing lessons for the
future.

First committee ,
Committee I has as its main function
the preparation of draft artiçles regard-
ing the international seabed area - al-
ready declared to be the "common her-
itage of mankind". It concentrated its work
at Caracas exclusively on the basic legal
principles that should regulate exploration
and exploitation of the resources of the
area (the regime). It had no time to de-
velop further the charter of the future
International Seabed Authority (the ma-
chinery). Discussion of the regime focused
on three main questions: (a) who shou'_d
exploit the area; (b) what should be the
main legal conditions of exploitation; ar.d
(c) what should be the powers of the
Authority to prevent this exploitaticn
from seriously affecting land-producers of
nickel, copper and cobalt, especially those
that are developing countries.

On each of these questions the debat^e
clearly split the conference into two radic-
ally opposed factions. The confrontation is
between the Group of 77 (which numbered
102 at the Law of the Sea Conference)
and the industrial nations (including the
U.S.A., the EEC, the U.S.S.R. ând Japan).
A handful of countries, including Canada,
attempted to stay free of the sometimes
vehement controversy in the hope of even-
tually being able to propose less radical
compromise formulations. The "77s" would
like to see the Authority (a) solely eri-
powered to exploit the area, by itself or
with the assistance of others, (b) exercis-
ing, with a large degree of discretion, full
and direct control of all activities in the
area, and (c) having full powers, including
production controls, to minimize the pos-
sibly serious impact of deep-seabed ex-
ploitation on land sources.

The industrialized countries woul;i,
for their part: (a) leave exploitation
primarily to states and corporations;
(b) limit the regulatory powers of t'ie
Authority by turning the convention itsdf
into a sort of mining code that the Au-
thority would not be able to amend; and
(c) prevent the Authority from any intcr-
ference with price or production controls.
Time did not allow compromise solutions
to emerge between these highly controvt°r-
sial and technical theses, except regardi°1g
the first question (who should exploit"),
which Canada attempted to answer by
means of a new draft article that may 3 et
form the basis for a generally acceptable
solution.

Although these developments fall short
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of a clear indication of where the final
solution may lie, the very crystallization
of views just described is a considerable
advance over. the situation that prevailed
in the preparatory work conducted by the

United Nations Seabed Committee. By
tabling concrete texts on conditions of
exploitation, both the "77s" and the major
industrialized countnes have succeeded at
least in setting the stage for serious nego-

tiation. Without such a development, the
committee -might have continued for ever
its philosophical discussions without com-
ing closer to the practical technical con-
siderations that are at the heart of the

issue.

Second committee
Because it deals with all traditional law-
of-the-sea matters (territorial sea, straits,
fisheries, continental shelf, archipelagos,
islands, high seas, navigation, etc.), and
especially with the question of the limits
of national jurisdiction, Committee II is
considered to be the focal point of the
entire conference. It is, therefore, encour-
aging to note that the second committee
succeeded during the Caracas session in
making giant strides toward a general
accommodation. This in no way means
that all difficulties have disappeared. But
the general framework of the new law
of the sea is now clear. Short of a very
radical reversal in present trends, which
does not appear likely, the rights of coastal
states over their off-shore areas will extend
to 200 miles for the purpose of exploring
and exploiting natural resources, as well as
for preventing marine pollution and con-
trolling scientific research. This so-called
economic-zone conception has now received
such substantial support from all parts of
the international community that it is
clearly the principle round which the new
legal system will be built.

Obviously, the precise nature of coast-
al states' rights in the economic zone re-
mains to be fully defined. That is what the
entire negotiation is about. But, to a sur-
prising degree, the Caracas session wit=
nessed important movement on the part of
states - such as the U.S., the Western
European states and, to a lesser extent,
the socialist states - that previously had
taken a conservative view of coastal states'
extension of jurisdiction over wide martime
zones. It is also true that the "territori-
alists" (those states that, like Brazil and
Peru, already claim 200-mile territorial
seas) are reluctant to accept the economic-
zone approach; but their attitude will, in
the end, be dictated by the precise extent
of the rights to be enjoyed by coastal states
within the zone. Also in the balance are the

hesitations of land-locked and shelf-locked
states in agreeing to the 200-mile economic
zone as long as they have not received
guarantees that their interests will be ac-
commodated - for instance, through ac-
cess to the living resources of their neigh-
bours' zones (a concession that has also
gathered much support at Caracas).

The delimitation of the territorial sea
at 12 miles should be easy to accept once
the economic zone is endorsed. The effect
of this extension on international straits,
however, is likely to remain one of the
most controversial issues. Whereas the doc-
trine of free transit in straits used for
international navigation, as proposed by
the United States, the Soviet Union and
other major maritime nations, has gained
support, but mostly from states with only
marginal interests in the matter. The
theory that states bordering on interna-
tional straits should have certain rights to
protect their security and environment
from transiting vessels under the doctrine
of "innocent passage", or a modified ver-
sion of it, is still very much alive. This
second theory is vigorously defended by
many states, including some that are
placed in such strategic locations as Indo-
nesia and the Philippines in Asia and Spain
and Morocco on the Strait of Gibraltar.
The establishment of traffic lanes in inter-
national straits and the improvement of
international standards are obvious ways
to facilitate the resolution of this thorny
issue. But much remains to be done to
arrive at a proper balance between the
interests of the world community in as free
or unimpeded transit as possible and the
interests of coastal states in self-protection.

The question of archipelagos is closely
linked to the problem of passage through
straits, and thus raises the same difficulties
as those discussed above. There developed
at Caracas, however, a strong movement
favouring recognition of the principle that
archipelagic states, provided they met

certain criteria, could enclose their total
land and sea areas within straight base-
lines. It was also proposed that archipela-
gos be grouped in three categories: (1)
archipelagic states wholly composed of
islands; (2) archipelagos that are fringes
of islands along a coast, as was recognized
in the Fisheries Case to the benefit of
Norway; and (3) off-lying archipelagos,
such as the Canadian Arctic or the Anda-
man and Nicobar Islands in the Indian
Ocean. All three categories should be em-
powered to take advantage of the straight-
baseline system. In order to avoid extreme
applications of the rule in cases where
groups of islands, for instance in the
Pacific, are scattered over thousands of

Endorsement
of economic zone
will lead to
easy acceptance

of 12 mile sea

Move to accept
straight baselines
for archipelagic
land-sea areas
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Sovereignty over territorial waters means
the exercise of controls. Much of the
responsibility in this area falls upon the

miles, certain limiting factors (such as
length of baselines or land-water ratio)
would have to be taken into consideration.
It is on this latter aspect that negotiations
will focus at the next session.

There is also a strong current of
opinion in favour of treating islands in the
same manner as continental mainlands -
i.e., granting them a territorial sea and an
economic zone. Such treatment, however,
raises two separate issues that will require
further consideration: First, when islands
affect the delimitation of jurisdictional
areas between two states, should they be
given full weight or should special circum-
stances or questions of equity be the over-
ruling factor? Secondly, should isolated
islands in the middle of the ocean, which
are in some cases no more than rocks, be
given a 200-mile economic zone? (The area
of a circle with a 200-mile radius equals
125,000 square miles.) Extreme as this
might be at first glance, one should not,
however, underestimate the very practical
difficulty of drawing the line between those
islands that might justifiably rate an
economic zone and others that might not.
Also in question is the desirability of auto-
matically depriving a small island of an
opportunity to improve its economic lot,
particularly where the land territory is
practically non-existent, simply because it
is small.

As already mentioned, the conference
may be on the verge of a breakthrough
with respect to the long-standing problems
associated with land-locked countries.
Basically, there are two recent develop-
ments that have contributed to the treat-
ment of this troublesome issue with a
greater sense of urgency and in a more
positive fashion. The first reason is that
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Canada Wide photo

Canadian Armed Forces. Curtailment of
sovereignty flights has been a recent poli-
tical issue.

the radically new conception of the "com-
mon heritage of mankind" now being
applied to the international seabed area
obviously implies that land-locked states
should enjoy, on an equal footing with all
other states, the benefits of this new-found
wealth. The second reason stems from the
fact that Africa includes 14 land-locked
states, which thus constitute an important
factor in intra-African politics that con-
ditions the attitude of the African group
as a whole. As a result, the theory has
emerged that land-locked states should
have recognized rights of access to the sea,
and even equal rights as regards fishing
in the economic zones of their neighbours.
Such rights, however, are likely to be
granted only to developing land-locked
states and only in respect of the neig}i-
bouring countries of the same geographical
area. Nevertheless, this situation is a far
cry from the virtual vacuum that has
existed so far in international law.

Third committee
Of the three questions within the mandate
of Committee III, only two were the
subject of substantial discussion and
negotiation: the protection of the marine
environment and the control of scientific
research. The problem of transfer of tech-
nology in favour of developing countries
was discussed only perfunctorily, and did
not give rise to anything more than piozis
formulations of support for the basic
principle.

As to the protection of the marine
environment, it became apparent that a
large number of delegations favoured the
elaboration of a general treaty covering all
sources of sea-pollution, with the undE.r-
standing that more limited conventions
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bearing on technical issues, whether they
were already in existence or had yet to be
formulated, remained necessary. The com-
mittee therefore undertook the drafting of
general principlês to be included in such a
treaty and succeeded in giving provisional
approval to the following:

(a) All states have the obligation to
protect and preserve the marine
environment.

(b) States have sovereign rights with
respect to the exploitation of their
ressources, in accordance with
their national policies concerning
the protection of the environ-
ment and in the light of their
obligation to protect the marine
environment.

I

(c) States must ensure that their
activities within their respective
territories do not cause pollution
beyond the limits of their national
jurisdiction.

(d) States must co-operate both in-
ternationally and regionally to
promote the adoption of norms
and regulations to combat pollu-
tion of the oceans.

However, time did not permit a con-
sensus on some of the most controversial
aspects of the future treaty. These include
the respective rights of coastal states and
flag states for the adoption and enforce-
ment of anti-pollution standards in the
economic zone, the sovereign immunity of
warships, settlement of dispute procedures,
compensation for damages and the right of
i.ntervention.

Concerning scientific research, the
committee made some progress on the
general principles that should govern and
encourage research, as well as on the de-
sirability of international co-operation,
ir;cluding exchange and publication of
findings. But there remains the more
difficult issue of the extent of the powers of
coastal states to control scientific research
within the economic zone. Total freedom is
a "non-starter", and simple notification by
the research state does not seem to go far
enough in allaying the legitimate concerns
of coastal states from an economic and

urity point of view. There are indica-
tions that the solution may lie in the
coastal state being given a greater voice
and participation in any research through
imposing on the research state a number
of conditions that would have to be met
before agreement was given to research
activities.

Other factors
The above description of some of the most
important developments at Caracas should

of itself justify a reasonably optimistic
conclusion. But there was actually much
more to this last session than appears in its
records or transpired in its public debates.
Real negotiation does not take place in
the formal atmosphere of public sessions.
It is also a fact of international life that
the beginning of a negotiation is nearly
always marked by the identification of
widely-divergent views, the middle ground
being occupied only later in the process.
Behind the scenes at Caracas, in numerous
informal working groups called together by
individual delegations or under the banner
of regional or special interests, much work Behind the scenes
was done. The results of these efforts did negotiations
not all find their way to the table of the beginning to affect
conference, but they are known to most adopted positions
countries and have already started to
affect their positions.

I

A working group on fisheries, orga-
nized and chaired by Canada, has made
substantial progress in reconciling coastal-
states rights within the economic zone
with the interests of long-distance-fishing

nations. The draft articles this working
group has developed, even though they
have yet to be formally presented to the
conference and will undoubtedly be further
refined, are already being given sympa-
thetic consideration by the more conserva-
tive elements at the conference. Another
informal group has been brought together
by Dr. Jens Evensen, the Norwegian
Minister of Commerce and Shipping, in
an attempt to reach a general accommoda-
tion of interests within the informal atmo-
sphere of a small gathering (25) of experts
who are acting in their personal capacity.
Such developments may well constitute
the key to the whole conference.

Canada and the conference
Canada has numerous reasons to be gen-
erally satisfied with the results and trends
of the first session of the Law of the Sea
Conference. The Canadian delegation en-
tered this negotiation with three basic
objectives:

(1) The economic zone: Coastal
states should obtain substantially
increased rights with respect to
their off-shore resources, the pro-
'tection of the marine environ-
ment and the control of scientific
research.

(2) Rational management of the
oceans: The traditional laissez-
-faire policies should be replaced
by general notions of rational use,
without necessarily or unduly in-
fringing freedom of navigation.

(3) Common heritage of mankind:
The international seabed area
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of solution

should be of benefit to all and
submitted to -the control of a
powerful new international body.

These three notions, which would
have been regarded as Utopian but a few
years ago, have now been accepted by a
large majority of states. Canada can take
some pride from the fact that it was among
the first to put forward these ideas, both
before the United Nations, Seabed Com-
mittee and, in a more practical way,
through its own legislation for the Arctic
and the special areas around its coasts,
such as the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

In practice, therefore, Canada can be
confident that its objectives, particularly
as regards resources, will be attained.
However, there are four main areas of
difficulty which will continue to require
much time and effort: '

(a) Anadromous species: Salmon, be-
cause of its special life-cycle, does
not lend itself to proper manage-
ment and exploitation within a
200-mile zone. This bio-economic
fact is now better understood by
participants at the conference,
but there remain strong objec-
tions to recognizing special rights
to the states of origin beyond
200 miles.

(b) Continental margin: Again, a 200-
mile economic zone would deprive
Canada of its acquired rights
over the mineral resources of its
continental margin beyond 200
miles. This is particularly signifi-
cant off Canada's east coast,
where the margin extends in some
places to 600 miles.

(c) Control over pollution: There
exist along Canada's northern
and eastern shores specially sen-
titive environmental conditions
and natural obstacles to naviga-
tion (ice) that warrant the adop-
tion of standards higher than
existing international rules. There
are sharp differences of view on
this subject within the conference.

(d) The Passage: Canada's control
over the waters of the Northwest
Passage must be maintained. The
Passage is not a strait that has
customarily been used for inter-
national navigation.

It should be evident that the first
substantive session of the conference suc-
ceeded in making progress on a number of
basic issues and in identifying more clearly
the parameters of the eventual solution. It
should also be obvious that much remains
to be done before complete success is
achieved. What seems to be important at

this stage is to keep -the momentum de-
veloped towards the end of the Caracas
session and pursue the real negotiating
process that has been initiated. All con-
cerned knew that the Caracas session
would have to devote- a rather long period
to educating the 60-odd countries that had
never been involved in the preparatory
work leading to the conference. That time
is now over. It is essential that, before the
next session, scheduled for Geneva from
March 17 to May 10, 1975, consultations
and negotiations proceed among the many
informal groups already in existence, as,
well as bilaterally and regionally. Canada
is itself committed to such contacts. Equal-
ly important, governments must avoid
actions that might compromise the spirit of
negotiations. Threats of unilateral action
are among those political moves that might
jeopardize the whole process.

As to the substance of the issues, the
accent should continue to be put on the
desirability of treating the law of the sea
as a whole, of stressing the interrelations
of all questions, of striving towards a
package that will rally the great majority
of nations. Without such an approach, it
would be too easy to adopt, presumably
by voting, piecemeal solutions that would
benefit neither winners nor losers.

In many cases, particularly where
major confrontations exist - e.g., on the
passage-through-straits issue or with re-
spect to the international seabed area -
the middle ground has yet to be occupied
by reasonable, workable proposals. There
has to be a middle term between full na-
tional control and no controls at all. Ther!3
has to be something in between too idealis-
tic an internationalism and free enterprise.
In others cases, e.g. islands, the conferenc3
cannot be expected to solve bilateral issues
that only the parties concerned can solve.
In such cases, general guidelines that ca.1
be interpreted in the light of special ci--
cumstances will be all the conference ca-a
usefully achieve.

As had been foreseen for Caraca'.^.,
expectations should not be raised too hig:i
as to the chances of the Geneva sessio.i
terminating the task. In all likelihood, a
further session, and perhaps more, wi:l
be necessary. The vital interests of 143
sovereign countries are at stake. Each
country's interests are to some egter t
special and each country has one voic^.
Traditional alliances are of little impoi-
tance in the law-of-the-sea context. Geog-
raphy and economics are what count. It
will take time, but peace and order on the
oceans and the safeguarding of the world's
environment merit careful consideration.

Caracas has pointed the way.
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Time-lag could jeopardize
progress toward law of the sea

The first substantive session of the third
UN Conference on the Law of the Sea met
in Caracas for ten weeks this summer. The
session was the second of at least four such
meetings (but more likely five, and pos-
sibly more). Their purpose is to bridge the
gulf between the rambling deliberations of
the Seabed Committee and the precisely-
worded articles necessary for a comprehen-
sive new convention on the law of the sea.
The conference is aiming for a "package
deal" convention that will provide a legal
framework for the mâny interrelated issues
on its agenda. These include, among other
things: fishing and fish-conservation rights,
especially in waters adjacent to states;
mining rights on the continental shelf and
on the deep seabed; navigation rights
through straits and coastal zones; rights

to environmental management, particu-

larly pollution-control; and rights to con-
duct marine research. The central problem
on nearly all these issues is to resolve
the demands for control over activities,
whether by coastal states or by interna-
tional organizations, with the demands for
freedom of action made by traditional or
potential users of the oceans.

A look at the Caracas session raises
three questions. First, what progress did
the conference make on the substantive
issues before it? Second, what groups or
alliances emerged as key. players in the
proceedings? Third, what was the Cana-
dian role at the session, and how did
Canadian interests fare? The answers to
these questions require, of course, some
assessment of the significance of the events
at Caracas for the successful continuation

of the negotiations.
Progress on substance was the most

acute problem of the conference. While
nobody expected that the Caracas session
would produce even as much as a full draft
convention, many went into the meeting
with hopes that at least some acceptable
articles on the major issues would be
drafted. The Americans, in particular,
made explicit their demands along these
lines before and during the session. They,

and others, argued that some such visible
progress was necessary to prove both the
good faith of the delegations and the
viability of the multilateral negotiating
process as a method of achieving a new
law of the sea. A repetitibn of the educa-
tional but indecisive debates of the Seabed

Committee would not be acceptable

to them.

Optimism declined then returned
Hopes for rapid progress were given a
boost early in the proceedings by the
agreement on rules of procedure that was
reached within the one-week deadline, and
that reflected a widespread willingness to
make meaningful compromises. This initial
optimism declined rapidly in the face of
several weeks of general statements, and
was replaced, especially among the devel-
oped countries, by a growing pessimism.
There was particular concern over the lack
of position-trading between issues, since
such trading would be an essential part of
any move towards a package deal. In the
last two weeks, however, there was an im-
portant change in mood. It was clear by
that time that no acceptable draft articles
would be produced, but it was also clear
that a great amount of necessary work had
been done, and that important progress
had been made towards facilitating con-

Dr. Buzan received his doctorate from the
London School of Economics and is now
working at the Institute of International
Relations at the University of British
Columbia as a post-doctoral research
fellow. Within the context of the Institute's
research project on Canada and the oceans,
he is preparing a book-length study of
international politics relating to seabed
issues, and two shorter studies of Canadian
law of the sea policies. He spent this past
summer in Caracas observing the Law of
the Sea Con f erence, and wishes to acknowl-
edge the support of the Donner Canadian
Foundation in financing the trip. The
views expressed are those of the author.
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No commitments
accepted
by governments
at Caracas

crete negotiation. The.50 states that had
not participated in the work of the Seabed
Committee had been brought into the ne-
gotiation and given an opportunity to state
their positions. In addition, many issues
and positions were defined much more
clearly than they had been before, and
much documentation was prepared to fill
in the gaps left by the Seabed Committee.
While there was still some feeling that
certain countries, mostly Latin American,
were deliberately using filibuster tactics to
slow down the negotiations, there was a
widespread sentiment that initial expecta-
tions of what the session should achieve
had been over-inflated. Given the unprec-
edented complexities of a negotiation cov-
ering so .many'issues, and involving so
many states, expectations had to be ad-
justed to match what proved possible in

practice.
But the question remains whether or

not governments will accept the enthu-
siasm of their delegates for the results of
Caracas. The final documents of the ses-
sion did not commit anyone to anything,
which means that, in the six-month inter-
val before the next session in Geneva, gov-
ernments are free to change their positions
in response to either whim or circumstance.
This lack of commitment to what was
achieved at Caracas leaves the whole ne-
gotiation dangerously vulnerable to the
impact of events in the inter-session period.

Such impact could come from changes
in external, but related, issues (like oil-
supply or commodity prices), or it could
come as a result of changes in perception
engendered by the conference itself. In
either case, the danger could come from
one of two directions. Governments may
feel that the trend of the negotiations is
moving strongly in their favour, and thus
be inclined to raise demands or to back
away from previously-accepted compro-
mises. In this case, they may even decide
to act unilaterally, either to encourage the
trend or because of impatience with the
slowness of multilateral law-making. On
the other hand, they may feel that the
trend is going against their position,-and
so be inclined to take unilateral action as
a last line of defence.

Most likely to raise demands are the
"territorialists", a group of Latin Amer-
ican and African countries that have . al-
ready claimed a full territorial sea out to
200 miles. These may view the trend of the
conference as being in their favour, and
therefore be unwilling to consider compro-
mises aimed towards an economic zone of
some sort. Some of their optimism may
be due to the possibility of a number of
African coastal states taking unilateral

action towards a 200-mile. territorial seâ.
These states may interpret the conference
as inclining towards a much weaker ver.
sion of the economic zone than they are
willing to accept, and consequently may
resort to unilateral action to preserve what
they see as their rights. Perhaps the most
disturbing possibility of unilateral action
comes from the United States. The U.S.
delegation was among those least satisfied
with the Caracas session, and the Amer-
ican coastal-fisheries industry has mounted
a strong campaign in Congress for uni-
lateral declaration of a 200-mile fishing-

zone. Norway may have started the hall
rolling in this direction by its declaration
of a 50-mile fishing-zone less than a monih
after the end of the session.

The success of the Geneva session will
depend very largely on how states choose
to use the inter-session period. If they use
it to continue informally the line of nego-
tiation begun at Caracas (and there are
some signs that this is happening), or if
they treat it simply as a break and take no
action, then the Geneva session has a fair
chance. If they. use it to move away from
the conference forum, then the Geneva
session will not be able to pick up what
the Caracas session started, and the whole
international negotiating process would be
likely to suffer a severe loss of momentum.
The delicate balance between multilater-
alism and unilateralism, a balance left even
more precariously poised by the Caracas
session, would be upset, and the way would
be open to a flood of reactive unilateml
claims.

Emergence of groups
Equally important to developments on
matters of substance was the role played
at Caracas by the numerous formal and
informal groups that have emerged as 1,ey
players in the law of the sea negotiatioas.
The conference is often characterized as
being split between the developed coian-
tries on one side and the developing co^:n-
tries on the other. While this interpreta-
tion is true for a limited number of issues,
it is certainly not true for all issues, cnd
may not even represent the most imp-)r-
tant alignment at the conference. It should
be noted that, while more than 100 ie-
veloping countries use the Group of 77 as
a negotiating forum, there is no sign of
any equivalent group encompassing ana-
jority of the developed states.

The groups at Caracas fell into tl-ree
general categories. First, were the regional-
political groups, all of which have a well-
established existence outside the law of
the sea negotiations. The most active of
these were the Group of 77, the African
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Harvesting the sea and protecting its
renewable resources are among the issues
of primary concern in formulating an

group (41 members of the Organization of
African Unity), the Latin American group
(25 states), the EEC members (nine
states), and the East European group (a
core of nine states). The Arab group (18
members of the Arab League) showed
some signs of independent activity, but
had the problem of overlapping heavily
with the Africans. The United States, as'
one American delegate jokingly observed,
did not belong to any regional-political
group but contained so many divergent
interests within its large delegation that
it deserved to be considered as a group
in its own right. There was no sign of any
unified Asian group.

Second were the geographical groups,
which are specific to the law of the sea
negotiations, and which, as their name
in:plies, are built around possession of a
common geographical attribute. By their
nature, these groups encompass member-
ships that overlap the boundaries of the

Canada Wide photo

acceptable law of the sea. The interests of
Canadian fishermen on the Atlantic and
the Pacific will be affected by the outcome.

older regional-political groups. Two geo-
graphical groups, the coastal-state group
and the landlocked and geographically-
disadvantaged state group, rank with the
Group of 77 in their importance to the
work of the conference. Both date back to
the Seabed Committee, and both repre-
sent alignments of states whose geograph-
ical heritage leads them to opposite posi-
tions on many key law-of-the-sea issues.

The coastal-state group consists of
about 25 states, half of which might be
considered 'core members and half periph-
eral members whose interest varies with
the issue under consideration. The group
is dominated by middle-power states like
Canada, Australia, Norway, Britain, India,
Chile and Mexico, all of which have a large
stake in establishing their own control
over the extensive maritime areas off their
coasts. The group very definitely crosses
developed-developing lines, and to a cer-
tain extent tries to act as a bridge between

Geographical
heritage
leads to formation
of opposing groups
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the claims of the territorialists on the one
side and the demands of the maritime
powers on the other. The coastal-state
group constitutes the prime focus of Can-

ada's multilateral activity in the law of

the sea negotiations.
The landlocked and geographically-

disadvantaged state group has about 50
members, half landlocked states and half

coastal states which for geographical

reasons are unable to extend their bound-
aries to anywhere near 200 miles. Austria,
Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,

Bolivia, Paraguay, Botswana, Lesotho,

Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia, Laos and
Singapore were the most active members
of this group at Caracas, and like the
coastal-state group their alignment cut
deeply across developed-developing and
regional-political group lines. These states
found a strong common bond in their
desire to preserve something for them-
selves amidst the general rush to extend

coastal-state jurisdiction. They opposed

the trend towards exclusive coastal-state

rights to resources in a broad zone, and
argued instead for regional economic zones

Landlocked states benefiting all states of an area, or at least

promote for firm rights for themselves individually

common heritage to share in the resource zones of their more

concept fortunate coastal neighbours. Several of
them also mounted a spirited defence of
the common heritage of mankind against
the encroachments of states bordering on

open ocean.
The only other geographical group

visibly active at Caracas was the archipel-
agic states (Fiji, Indonesia, Mauritius, the
Philippines), which have been prominent
for several years in defence of their special
claim to the waters separating their compo-
nent islands. There were some indications
that this group was merging its fortunes
with the coastal-state group. Other po-
tential geographical alignments, such as
straits states and states with common
problems relating to islands (other than
archipelagos), did not coalesce into active

groups at Caracas.
The third type of group at the con-

ference might be described as functional,
relating to alignments of states on the

basis of a common maritime activity.
These groups, like the geographical ones,
are also specific to the law of the sea nego-

tiations. In practice, functional groups
either did not emerge, as in the case of
distant-water fishing states, or maintained
an extremely low profile, like the shipping
states group. In the negotiation as a whole,
specific functional interests as a basis for
alignment appear to have been either up-
staged or absorbed by the more broadly
based geographical groups and the more
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familiar regional-political groups.
These various groups form one of the

most important elements of the law of the

sea negotiations. Much of the vital bar-

gaining goes on within them, and they are
responsible for many of the most impor-
tant sets of draft articles submitted to the

conference. Members of the coastal-state
group, for example, produced an integrated
set of draft articles on the territorial sea,
archipelagos, the economic zone, and the
continental shelf, and another set on the,
preservation of the marine environment.
Twenty-one members of the landlocked and
geographically-disadvantaged group pre-
sented, among other things, draft articles
on their right to participate in exploitation
of both the living and the non-living re-
sources of the economic zones of their
coastal neighbours. While many states sup-
port their claim to participate in fishing,
there is strong opposition to the idea of
sharing continental-shelf resources (pr=.-
marily oil). This could become a major
area of contention. The Group of 77, for its
part, achieved a-notable, and previously

unattainable, unanimity on the twin
issues of who should exploit the deep sea-
bed, and under what conditions. Many of
these groups will continue their activity in
the months leading up to the Geneva ses-
sion, and it can be expected that they will
play an increasingly important role as the
conference moves closer to achieving a ne-w
law of the sea convention.

0

Canadian delegation effective
Canada, as noted above, concentrated i? s
multilateral activity in the coastal-state
group. The Canadian delegation played a
leading role in this group and, indeed, w«s
widely regarded as one of the most effect-

ive delegations at the conference. The
common interests of coastal states carried
Canada away from its traditional Euro-
pean-American diplomatic orientation and
placed it prominently in a very mixed
consortium of developed and developing

states. This alignment provided a rel-
atively broad foundation from which tbe
Canadian delegation could present and
negotiate its case for firm coastal-stal e
management over a wide area of adjacent
sea. In particular, Canada found support _
among like-minded coastal states for is
position on coastal-state control ove::
fisheries out to 200 miles (with the pos-
sibility of provisions for landlocked ar:d
geographically-disadvantaged states); the
seabed out to 200 miles or to the marg,n
(whichever is greater) ; archipelagic waters,
whether coastal or oceanic; a 12-mile ma.i-
imum territorial sea (assuming a much
broader jurisdiction for economic and oth-.^r
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A recent ingredient in the law of the sea
equation has been the discovery of offshore
oil resources and the development of

functions); some key aspects of environ-
mental management and pollution control
within the economic zone; and, to a lesser
extent, the right of scientific research
within the economic zone.

None of these claims, however, stands
unchallenged. The fishing-zone is opposed
by many distant-water-fishing states. The
continental-margin claim is opposed by
many landlocked or geographically-disad-
vantaged states, and most African coun-

tries. The territorial-sea maximum of 12
miles is opposed by the Latin American
and African countries that have broader
claims. The coastal-state control over ship-
generated pollution is opposed by many
shipping states. And control over scien-
tific research is opposed by the U.S., the
U.S.S.R. and several other developed states
with marine science and defence interests.

On several other issues, Canada made
its stand alone. In Committee I, it refused
to join either the loose group of developed
countries or the Group of 77 and allies.
Instead of joining sides in the highly-
polarized confrontation, Canada chose to
occupy some of the middle ground be-
tween them, and thereby to encourage a
compromise. On the issue of straits,
Canada argued that the conception of
traditional use should be included in the
definition. Such an inclusion would sup-
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techniques for their extraction. This oil-rig
is off f Vancouver Island.

port its case for maintaining Canadian
control over the Northwest Passage. On
the question of salmon, Canada argued
strongly for the rights of the state of origin.
This position found considerable support,
especially from the U.S., but also excited
substantial opposition from distant-water-
fishing, landlocked, and geographically-
disadvantaged states.

In summary, the Canadian position as
a result of Caracas parallels the position of
the conference as a whole. The session
produced important clarifications of policy
and substantial progress in alliance-build-
ing, but both of these accomplishments are
at risk during the months leading up to
Geneva. The coastal-state group is vulner-
able to the temptations of territorialism,
which could entice many of its members
away from the more moderate zonal-
functional approach espoused by Canada
toward the more intractable position of a
200-mile territorial sea. Canada's carefully
achieved position in the negotiations could
also be undermined by outbreaks of uni-
lateral action in other quarters, especially
the United States.

The Caracas session was only an in-
terim stage in the much longer law of the
sea negotiations, and at this point the out-
look can only be described as a maze of
possibilities. We can only wait and see.

Unilateral
actions would
undermine
Canada's position



Canada versus the U.S.S.R.

Benefits of hockey diplomacy
assure another series in '76

By Scott Young

For all that has been said and written in
a negative way about both of the hockey
summit meetings between the world's two
great hockey-playing nations, I prefer a
memory of my own. It was late at night
and I was just leaving the Intourist Hotel
on Gorki Street in Moscow, where we had
been dining. It was only a short way to our
own hotel, the Rossiya, but my wife, on a
cane from a hip operation, could not walk
that far. A knot of cab drivers talked
among themselves at the curb a few yards
from the broad entrance steps of the In-
tourist. At night in Moscow it is a good
idea to settle on a fare before the trip
begins - there are meters in most cabs,
but at night there seems general agreement
that drivers should charge whatever the
traffic will bear.

I approached the cabbies. "Gost-
EEneetsa Rossiya," I said, meaning Hotel
Rossiya (all these spellings are phonetic,
with the accent where I have used cap-
itals). "SkOlko?" Meaning, how much?

In daytime, by meter, it would be a
few dozen kopecks - 75 cents or so, even
though the route was circuitous because
of one-way streets in the Red Square area
between the two hotels.

One driver, with a little grin:
"DYEsyat!" Ten roubles. I told him he
was crazy and turned to another. "Dva,"
this one said, meaning two - reasonable
enough by Canadian standards, but few
Russians would have stood for it. I held
up one finger. They all shook their heads.
Not for one rouble. It was all quite good-
natured until one man, not smiling, said
"Russian hockey!" and jabbed his thumb
high in the air. "KanAda hockey!" He

Scott Young is a nationally-known
columnist for The Globe and Mail of
Toronto, and frequent writer for, and
commentator on, radio and television. He
is the author of 20 books, three of which
were written in collaboration with his wife.
Five of his books deal with hockey. The
views expressed in this article are those
of Mr. Young.

turned the thumb down, and glared at me.
I shook my head. Several repeated

what thé man had said. Then I said
"KanAda hockey," and put my thumb in
the air to a chorus of "Nyet!" that ceased
abruptly when I added "Russian hockey!"
and put my thumb in the air again.

A man at the edge of the group
grinned. "GostEENeetsa Rossiya," he said
immediately, "OadEEn." One rouble to
the Rossiya. That was his response to my
thumbs-up for both our forms of hockey.

That reaction, I am convinced, is the
most prevalent one in both our nations.
Why? I am reminded of a book called.

Games, Sport and Power, edited by Uni-

versity of Minnesota sociologist Gregory
P. Stone and published in the Rutgers
University's Transaction series. It exam-
ines in a collection of essays the role of
games as . . . what? Play? Sport? Power:'
Or simply non-verbal communication? In
one essay there is a quotation from the
eminent anthropologist Bronislaw Mali-

nowski: "We find magic wherever the ele-
ments of chance and accident, and the
emotional play between hope and fear,
have a wide and extensive range. We dc
not find magic where the pursuit is certain;
reliable and well under the control oi
rational methods."

That is not too strong a word, magic,
to apply to the basis of the emotion tha^
grips both the Soviet Union and Cana&
when we meet at hockey.

Magic? I think of the minutes follow-
ing the first game of the series, in Quebec,
when Canada outplayed the Russians in
a game that ended 3-3. Johnny McKenzie,
one of the toughest and most dedicated
Canadian players, sat in the dressing-roor.l
and said the Soviet team was maybe th?
best 20-man team he had seen, ever; mean-
ing that he ranked them above the Star-
ley Cup champion Boston Bruins he had
played for a few years earlier. The impoy-
tance of this statement is only realized
when one remembers that 22 years earlie^,
with Gordie Howe of Team Canada 1974
then already an established star in the
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National Hockey League, the Russian na-
tional team of the time wore no hockey
gloves, had knee and elbow pads made
from cotton wads, used soccer'shin pads,
and skated on the long blades of speed
skates because, as the famous Soviet coach
Anatoli Tarasov once wrote, "we used the
only skates we had." At that time they did
not have even one indoor artificial-ice rink.
In the spring, when ice got slushy as soon
as the sun came up, they would start their
practices at three or four in the morning.
Then the ice was hard. "We really came to
despise the hot summer sun," Tarasov
wrote.

If the Soviets had done what they
have done in hockey since, and we were
involved only as.distant spectators, there
would be no bounds to our admiration for
their achievements. In fact, that romance
content is still the basis for much of the
emotion, in both nations, when we meet
on the ice. Soviet fans, officials and players
are proud of the string of world and
Olympic championships they won in the
1960s. Until 1972, Canadians were able to
pooh-pooh these victories by arguing that
we had never sent our best against them.
That year, when we did send our best -
and were beaten three times and tied once
in the first five games of the series -,
Canadians turned against their own team's
rough-play tactics, admired the Russian
mastery of the game's fundamentals, and
said so even when Canada won the last
three games and the series. Still, that 1972
meeting caused a profound change of atti-
tude as we prepared for 1974's encounters.
The Canadian coach, Bill Harris, working
with a team not considered to be as strong
as the 1972 group, asked his players at one
point to try to go through the entire eight
games without a penalty. He wanted a
change of image. For a time, this aim
seemed attainable. Canada played rela-
tively clean hockey in the first four games
in Canada, tying 3-3 in Quebec and 5-5 in
Vancouver, winning 4-1 in Toronto, and
losing 8-5 in Winnipeg. But Canada out-
played the Russians in three of those
games, and should have won them all; and
in the Winnipeg game several Canadian
stars were not dressed as Harris conscien-
tiously, fulfilled his commitment to play
every=one of his 26 players.

No disgrace
It is really too easy to make excuses for
what happened in the final four games in
Moscow - too easy, because the excuses
are valid enough but in sport it is mainly
the final scores that are remembered. It
should be recognized, however, that the
scores in Moscow were no disgrace: 3-2 for

the Soviets in the first game, 5-2 in the
second, 4-4 in the third, and 3-2 again in
the fourth.

Unfortunately, the one play that put
its stamp on the entire series was not con-
cerned with hockey so much as with Cana-
dian frustration. That was at the end of
the 5-2 game, Game Six of the series.
Canadian Rick Ley had been jousting with
the Soviet star Valeri Kharlamov for the
last minute of the game. Kharlamov is very
skilled at taking breakaway passes, and
was hanging around the centre red line,
and sometimes around the Canadian blue
line, waiting for such a pass. Ley did his
job, refusing to let Kharlamov get set,
harrying him, taking high sticks and cross-
checks in return. Ley's back was to Kharla-
mov when a Klaxon horn ended the game
- and Kharlamov reached out to touch the
Canadian with his stick, then laughed in
his face. Ley threw off his gloves and
attacked, knocking Kharlamov to the ice
and cutting his forehead with one of his
punches.

I don't think it is overstating the case
to say that Ley's frustration went much
deeper than merely Kharlamov's mockery.
The chaos in the Moscow airport the night
the Canadian team arrived from Finland
caused the Canadians to miss a chance to
practice that night as scheduled on the ice
at the Luzhniki Arena, their only chance to
get used to the wider ice-surface, the re-
action of pucks coming off the boards, a
sort of inside-hockey familiarization with
the field of play. To have to go out the next
night and play without such familiarization
could be compared to asking a surgeon to
work with unfamiliar instruments in an
operating-room he was using for the first
time.

Then there were bad hotel accommo-
dations and bad seats in the Arean, which
the players themselves might not have
minded but their wives and families did.
There was bad refereeing, including fla-
grant misconduct calls against two of the
cleanest Canadian plays, Bruce MacGrego_
and Ralph Backstrom - both of whom
were fouled openly and drew their miscon-
ducts not for what they had done in the
heat of play but for protesting that the
referees had not called the fouls committed
against them. None of that, however, wa,
counted in the storm of protest against
Rick Ley and Canada that was printed in
Moscow newspapers and echoed at hom ^
in, of all the most unlikely hockey battle-
grounds, the Senate of Canada.

The Ottawa Senators
Senator John M. Godfrey of Toronto did
not see the game that ended the Ley-

!
I
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Kharlamov fight, even on television. But
on the night of October 8, the series com-

tpleted, he rose to his feet in the Senate.
Taking the high ground at once, he said he
had hoped and éxpected that Canadians in
this series "would remember they were
representing their country, and that it was
of vital importance that every one of them
behave in a sportsmanlike fashion".

He spoke on in what the Canadian
'Press news service described as a "hushed"
Senate: "As a Canadian, I am ashamed of
the conduct of Rick Ley, who brutally and
without provocation attacked one of the
stars of the Russian team after the game
had ended in defeat for the Canadians...".
He said Ley "by his inexcusable conduct
... unjustifiably damaged in the eyes of
the world the reputation of Canada". He
called Ley a disgrace, childish, unsports-
manlike, outrageous, stupid and said his
conduct was that of a "hooligan". He was
answered hotly the same night by Senator
Sidney Buckwold of Saskatoon; and a
week later was attacked again by Senators
Joseph Sullivan of Toronto and R. F.
Norrie of Truro, Nova Scotia. So in the
Senate it was, in effect, 3-1 in favour of
Team Canada and Rick Ley. But in the
four Senate speeches you could see the two
great opposing views about hockey, in
Canada - in a sense, a distillation of the

alinow-"magic" mentioned by Bronislaw Malinow-

ski ..."wherever the elements of chanceski... "wherever
and accident, and the emotional play be-
tween hope and fear, have a wide and

extensive range".
It is this that will ensure yet another

Canada-Soviet hockey series, probably in
1976, and later another and another -
each with more widespread understanding
that, in hockey, the Canadians are not al-
ways the bad guys and the Russians the
good guys. There will be better refereeing.
Guarantees will be insisted upon that
Canadians are as well treated in Moscow
as Russians are in Canada. Canadians will
come to understand that Russian players
do play dirty hockey on occasion and
should fairly share the blame when games
degenerate into a form of warfare.

It is a hard, sometimes brutal, game.
The Russians will accept any political
benefits that come along through our trans-
gressions being more open to the eye than
theirs - but they will not want to see the
games abandoned. Their now-famous line
that cowards do not play hockey cuts both
ways; they admire our non-cowards as
much as we admire theirs. The taxi driver
who responded so readily to my thumbs-up
sign for both Soviet and Canadian hockey
represents, to me, the true state of hockey
relations between our two countries - the
one that will persist.



Portuguese A f ricd

Liberation movements provide
structure for emerging states

By John S. Saul .

i

1

Violence seen
as precondition
of free Africa

The liberation movements in Portugal's
African colonies have now come close to
destroying Portugal's brutal and outdated
colonial presence in Africa. The coup in
Portugal of April 25 And its aftermath
have been the -immediate triggers for
decolonization, of course, but no one can
seriously doubt that the coup itself was
first and foremost the achievement of the
freedom-fighters of Guinea-Bissau, Mozam-
bique and Angola. For the observer, there
are two clear and important lessons to be
learned from the study of these movements
and of their achievements - though pre-
vious experience suggests that these are
lessons that it will prove particularly
difficult for Canadian policy-makers fully
to appreciate.

One such lesson is that violence,
undertaken reluctantly but resolutely by
the movements in the three territories, has
been an absolutely necessary precondition
for the freeing of the African people there.
This demonstrates the shallowness of much
of the conventional rhetoric of official
Canadian spokesmen when they have
preached to Africans the virtues of patience
and "peaceful solutions"; such rhetoric is
revealed to be merely a conservative at-
tempt to deny to the African population in
southern Africa the sole method left to
them by intransigent whites for advancing
their cause. Secondly, these movements
have done more than merely demonstrate
that such wars of liberation are militarily

Pro fessor Saul teaches political science and
social science at Atkinson College, York
University. He spent seven years as a
professor at the University of Dar-es-
Salaam, Tanzania. In 1972, he visited the
liberated areas of Mozambique at the
invitation of the FRELIMO. He. is co-
author of Essays on the Political Economy
of Africa and co-editor of Socialism in Tan-
zania: Politics and Policies. His most
recent book is Canada and Mozambique.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the author.
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effective. It has become increasingly
obvious in the liberated areas of Guinea-
Bissau, Mozambique and Angola that they
are also part of a broader process of popu-
lar mobilization and involvement that can
serve dramatically to redefine the approach
to the problem of underdevelopment in the
African context. In the heat of guerilla
warfare, virtual social revolutions have
begun, revolutions with the promise of a
radical alternative to the more conven-
tional "paths to development" that have
proven so grotesquely unsuccessful in most
parts of now independent Africa.

Space permits only the briefest docu-
mentation of these assertions here, though
there is a growing body of literature that
can serve to bear them out. Take first the
case of the Partido Africano da Indepen-
dencia da Guiné e Cabo Verde (PAIGC)
and the now independent Republic of
Guinea-Bissau. The PAIGC was first
organized in 1956 under the leadership of
Amilcar Cabral, a Cape Verdean trained as
an agronomist in Lisbon. Despairing in its
search for a peaceful path to independence
after the 1959 Portuguese massacre of 50
striking dock-workers at Pigiguiti, the
movement readied itself for military action
by first developing an efficient organization,
mobilizing popular support through clan-
destine political work, and establishing
firm international contacts. When guerilla
action began in 1963 with the opening-up
of fronts in the south and north, the situa-
tion was ripe; by 1965, half of Guinea-
Bissau could be considered part of the
liberated area. In 1966, a third front waF
opened in the east and, by 1973, despite
the increase in Portuguese troops on the
ground to 35,000, the PAIGC guerillas had
obtained effective control of 80 per cent
of the territory.

They were so strong, in fact, that they
could withstand even the assassination
of the brilliant strategist and theoreticiar
Cabral early in 1973 by Portuguese-
sponsored infiltrators of the movement.
Twelve years of patient political work by
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PAIGC in the rural areas of the country,
organizing village and sector committees to
manage local affairs, had produced an

active mass base for the movement, a
reality that culminated in the emergence

of a workable nation-wide system of
popularly-elected regional assemblies and
a National Assembly. Already, in 1972,
PAIGC sector committees were able to
register tens of thousands of voters and, in
a series of elections, popular representa-
tives were chosen to the National Assem-

bly. It was these representatives that
adopted a constitution, elected a Council
of State and, on September 24, 1973, de-
clared Guinea-Bissau an independent and
sovereign state. Soon over 80 countries
(not including Canada) had recognized

the new republic.

Guinea-Bissau recognized
Ultimately, in September of this year, the

leaders of post-coup Portugal also accepted
the reality of a free Guinea-Bissau and
ceded the remaining urban areas to the
PAIGC. Guinea-Bissau was admitted to
the United Nations, and even Canada was

finally moved to grant recognition. Only
one piece of unfinished business remains -
the future of the Cape Verde Islands,
for whose freedom the PAIGC (as its name
indicates) has also been fighting. For the
moment, the Portuguese seem to be ac-
commodating PAIGC on this issue, allow-
ing the movement to organize support on
the islands for elections or for a referendum
on the issue some time next year. It is true
that the Cape Verde Islands are of strate-
gic significance - with certain NATO in-

stallations and with air facilities that
service South African commercial flights -
and any shift to the right in Portugal
might yet jeopardize a smooth transition
to PAIGC control. But for the moment it
seems most likely that PAIGC will suc-
cessfully carry to the islands its pro-
foundly democratic resolution to the prob-
lem of Portuguese colonialism.

Equally dramatic progress has been
made in Mozambique. There, the Frente da
Libertacao de Moçambique (FRELIMO)
represented at its foundation in 1962 a
coming-together of a number of Mozam-
biquan nationalist organizations then pri-
marily operating from neighbouring. Afri-
can countries. FRELIMO, under the lead-
ership of Dr. Eduardo Mondlane, a Mo-
zambiquan who had worked at the United
Nations and as an anthropology professor
in the United States before returning to
Africa, requested the Portuguese to grant
independence. But the latter had already
demonstrated clearly the nature of their
rule when, in 1960, at Mueda in Northern

Mozambique, 600 Africans were shot and
killed while peacefully protesting Portu-
guese handling of agricultural matters.
Now, to FRELIMO's more concerted and
focused demands, the response was again
to crack down on African activities, espe-
cially in the urban areas. The absolute
necessity of military action became per-
fectly clear to FRELIMO.

FRELIMO prepared for this carefully
and began the fighting inside Mozambique
on September 25, 1964. Progress in the two
northern provinces of Cabo Delgado and
Niassa was sufficiently marked by 1968
that FRELIMO was able to launch armed
struggle in a third key province, Tete
(site of the notorious Cabora Bassa dam
scheme), where once again the Portuguese
were slowly but surely driven back. Thus,
by 1972, most of Cabo Delgado and Niassa
and much of Tete could be considered lib-
erated areas. In the same year, FRELIMO
also announced the opening of a front in
the strategic and densely-populated prov-
ince of Manica and Sofala in the very heart

of Mozambique. Soon the war hovered
close to the important port of Beira, broke
out in ambushes along the strategic lines
of road and rail that linked Rhodesia to
the sea, and surfaced even further south.
This dramatic advance was perhaps the
most important nail to be driven into the
coffin of the fascist system in Portugal.

Network of institutions
In Mozambique itself, however, it was
merely the tip of the iceberg. As in Guinea-
Bissau, vast changes were taking place at
the base of the movement, among the
Mozambiquan people themselves, and it
was these changes that actually premised
the military advance. As I had occasion to
witness for myself when i visited the lib-
erated areas of Tete Province with FRE-
LIMO guerillas in 1972, there existed an
impressive network of participatory insti-
tutions right up from the village level, as
well as the rudiments of social services
(health, education and the like), which
were more obviously designed than in most
societies to meet the real needs of the mass
of the people. Even more impressive was
the establishment of new economic prac-
tices: co-operative institutions for market-
ing and distribution, for example, and the
beginnings of collectively-based production
in the villages. In every sphere, there was
the effort to pre-empt the temptations
towards élitism and entrepreneurial ag-
grandizement that have created an un-
bridgeable gulf between leaders and people
in many other parts of Africa. There was
a further dimension. FRELIMO remained
as ready to accept genuine assistance from

Success in
strategic zones
spelt doom
for Portuguese
system



Radicals won
1969 power struggle
within Frelimo

A FRELIMO patrol in Mozambique
marches a group of Portuguese and A f rican
prisoners to Namitil Barracks, where they

such sources as the Swedish, Danish, Nor-
wegian and Dutch Governments and the
World Council of Churches as from East-
ern countries. But the implications of the
involvement of NATO and of multinational
corporations on the side of the Portuguese
were not lost upon Mozambiquans. There
thus developed a healthy scepticism about
Western involvement in Africa - an anti-
imperialist perspective - that has had a
significant impact upon the movement's
definition of its goals.

This clarity of vision about the neces-
sity of a radical approach to development
- a clarity that should also find expression
in egalitarian and self-reliant policies in
the post-independence era - did not come
easily to FRELIMO, of course. Around
the time of Mondlane's assassination in
1969 (also effected by the Portuguese),
there was a struggle for control of the
movement between conservative and rad-
ical elements. Yet it was the radicals, with
their strong popular base, who soon carried
the day, and then worked to reinforce the
exemplary patterns described above. After
the coup, the Portuguese had little choice,
ultimately, but to come to terms with a
force so firmly grounded. In early Sep-
tember 1974, a FRELIMO delegation led
by the movement's President, Samora
Machel, met with an official Portuguese
delegation in Lusaka, and an agreement
was concluded that would bring Mozam-
bique its independence within a year.
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were held hostage for an exchange of
prisoners.

Almost immediately, a transitional govern-
ment was established, with FRELIMO
clearly in command, occupying two-thirds
of the positions created and with Joaquim
Chissano, a senior FRELIMO official,
serving as Premier.

This provisional ruling group is, in
turn, to provide the core of the govern-
ment that assumes full power in Mozam-
bique on June 25, 1975 - when Samora
Machel will, in all probability, become the
first President of the country. It is true
that there remain continuing threats to
any such smooth transition. Nevertheless,
it should prove difficult to reverse a process
that has shifted the situation so dramat-
ically in the direction of a free and FRE-
LIMO-led Mozambique.. Similarly, there
are great challenges in store for the post-
independence period - challenges arising,
in particular, from the need to correct the
distorted economic legacy left by the Por-
tuguese. Yet here again the Mozambique
revolution has found in FRELIMO a
popular and ideologically mature political
expression that will not easily break its
promises to the people of Mozambique or
lend itself to manipulation by outside
forces.

Similar roots in Angola
The struggle against Portuguese colonial-
ism in Angola had similar roots to the
struggles in Guinea-Bissau and Mozam-
bique and, in fact, was the first to reach

ri
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the stage of violent opposition to the vi-
olence of colonialism. The Movimento Po-
pular de Libertacao de Angola (MPLA)
had been organized as a nationalist move-
ment in 1956, but was driven underground
by the harassment of PIDE, the Portu-
guese political police; in 1960, for example,
200 Africans were killed or wounded at
Catete while demonstrating peacefully
against the arrest, public flogging and im-
prisonment of Dr. Agostino Neto, a prom-
inent leader of MPLA. Then, early in
1961, a series of dramatic events finally
brought the Angola situation to the atten-
tion of the world. Resistance to enforced
cotton-growing in Kasanje led to "Maria's
War" - overt action by peasants in the

area. At about the same time, MPLA
attempted to free political prisoners being
held in Luanda, the capital. The Por-
tuguese response to these February ini-
tiatives, and to a rebellion in Northern
Angola launched by the Uniao de Popula-
coes de Angola (UPA) a month later, was
particularly ruthless. It has been estimated
that from 30,000 to 50,000 Africans died in
the savage Portuguese "pacification" pro-
gram that followed these events. Yet at
this stage the African challenge was large-
ly spontaneous and localized. The mount-
ing of co-ordinated and effective guerilla
warfare was to take more time and to face
real set-backs.

At first the UPA (later named the
Frente Nacional de Libertacao de Angola
- FNLA) seemed the most active agent of
Angolan nationalism and continued for a
time to have a marginal guerilla presence
in the north. But, under the self-serving
leadership of Holden Roberto, its strength
was sapped by too close ties to Mobutu's
Congo (and hence to American influence)
and too narrow an identification with a
particular ethnic base, the Bakongo peo-
ple. The Uniao para la Independencia
Total de Angola (UNITA), a third move-
ment that emerged with Jonas Savimbi's
splitting-away from UPA in 1964, did try
to launch a struggle in Eastern Angola
intended to be more closely linked to pop-
ular aspirations and popular participation.
While the extent of its success remained
a matter of controversy for many years,
most observers agreed that, up to the time
of the coup, it remained very small and
had been effectively stalemated. Never-
theless, both of these movements remained
in existence and are now a part of the
complicated post-coup situation in Angola.

Of greater significance has been
MPLA itself, which regrouped and began
to demonstrate renewed strength. At first
it concentrated its activities on the small
enclave of Cabinda, but logistically Zam-

bia's independence in 1964 was a key
development, since the preliminary mobili-
zation of the people could begin in the
eastern regions of the country and fully
effective guerilla warfare could be launched
in Moxico district in 1966. Soon the
struggle had been pushed into ten of
Angola's 15 districts, and MPLA found
itself not only able to weather the storm
of various general offensives launched by
the Portuguese but also to make steady
advance against a Portuguese deployment
of some 60,000 troops. Moreover, a num-
ber of outside observers (like the eminent
British Africanist, Basil Davidson) tes-
tified to the fact that a new society was
indeed coming into existence in the lib-
erated areas of Angola, just as it had in
Guinea-Bissau and in Mozambique, and
that the movement was drawing further
political strength from this fact.

At the same time, it must be noted
that the logic of protracted struggle has
failed to express itself as unequivocally in
Angola as in the other Portuguese African
colonies. Even within MPLA, there has
been considerable factionalism, Dr. Neto's
hold upon the Presidency being only re-
cently confirmed after the intervention of
Tanzania's President Nyerere and others
to reconcile three warring groups. More-
over, it is clear that such factionalism
(both within and between the liberation
movements), and the ethnic rivalry that
it also tends to stimulate, have been en-
couraged by other interests. For Angola
has long been the richest of Portugal's
African outposts. Multinational corpora-
tions like Gulf Oil and Krupp are active
there, and a large white settler group is
also pressing energetically for a continua-
tion of its privileges. Although the present
Portuguese Government, which is much
more firmly committed to decolonization
since the resignation of President Spinola,

Emergence
of new society
in Angola

seems serious about beginning a process of African disarray
transition towards independence, the dis- gives opponents

array on the African side has provided opportunity

those who oppose African freedom with to manipulate
an opportunity to manipulate the situa- transition
tion. Even if attempts to forestall African
control do fail, there will be those who seek
merely to facilitate the expression of some
lowest common denominator of African
assertion, those who wish to find a neo-
colonial solution that pares away as many
as possible of the revolutionary implica-
tions of liberation in Angola. Nonetheless,
it can be hoped that, whatever the difficul-
ties, the continuing efforts of Africans to
reconcile their differences and clarify their
goals will bear fruit. Then the two-year
period the Portuguese have set for the
realization of Angola's independence could
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become a period of renewed and significant
accomplishment for the African population.

Encouraging picture
On balance, then, and despite many out-
standing problems, the picture in "Portu-
guese Africa" is a most encouraging one.
In Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique, im-
pressive new societies are the apparent
result of years of struggle and, even if, in
Angola, the situation still seems fraught
with danger for the aspirations of the
African population, the future has at least
been thrown open in an unprecedented
manner. Equally important, the degree of
success of the liberation movements in
these three countries has established an
important precedent. For the effectiveness
of their assault on white hegemony can

only serve to encourage their counterparts
in the liberation movements elsewhere in
southern Africa. Revolutionary activitie:y
are already further advanced in Rhodesia-
Zimbabwe and South West Africa/Namibia
than at any previous time. Moreover, for
all South Africa's complex socio-economic
configuration and imposing repressive ap-
paratus, it is clear that the savage regime
there is increasingly to be challenged in a
related manner. One hopes that the Cana-

dian Government's recent initiative - i
qualified though it is in many ways - to
aid the liberation movements indicates
that, as the situation escalates, Canada
will be less prone to withhold its approval
of the violent and revolutionary means
that are a necessary component of the
struggle for freedom on Southern Africa.

Canadian attitudes towards
southern Africa: a commentary
By Cranford Pratt

In recent years a significant number of
Canadian academics, churchmen and vol-
unteers who have worked in Africa have
been outspoken in their criticism of Cana-
dian policies towards southern Africa. The
Canadian African Studies Association,
despite the fact that, as a learned society,
it has been reluctant to take a political
position, did so for the first time on a
southern Africa issue at its February
meetings in Halifax. The Canadian Univer-
sity Service Overseas has for a number of
years called for a more just Canadian
policy towards southern Africa. Other
major bodies, in which these men and
women form but a small minority, have
voiced similar criticisms; these include the
Canadian Council of Churches, the Angli-
can Church, the United Church, the Pres-
byterian Church, the Canadian Catholic

Pro fessor Pratt is with the Department of

Political Science at the University of
Toronto. He has published extensively on
questions relating to African government

and politics. He has served as consultant

to the Canadian International Develop-
ment Agency and the Government of Tan-
zania. He made a previous contribution to

International Perspectives in the March/

April 1972 issue. The views expressed in
this article are those of the author.

Organization for Development and Peace,
the YWCA of Canada and the Canadian
UN Association.

These, of course, are the very groups
in Canadian society that ask that Canada's
foreign policy operate within the moral
constraints of Western liberal tradition.
We, their members, are, to make the same
point in a different and less elegant way,
"the bleeding hearts". Yet this opposition
to official Canadian policies is compara-
tively new. During the Pearson régim^:,
most of us who had had African experience
as missionaries, volunteers or academics
had some measure of confidence in Cana-
dian policies in Africa. We felt that there
was a real basis for the high regard in
which Canada was held in Africa. Canada
had been a strong and early friend of
Ghana, had played a prominant role in the
events that led to South Africa's decision
to withdraw from the Commonwealth, had
banned the sale of arms to South Africa
and Portugal and had joined the more
recent members of the Commonwealth in
demanding that there should be no indc-
pendence in Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) before
majority rule.

This earlier confidence has gone. The
"constituency of informed Canadians" ^s
now, as the resolutions of many national
organizations illustrate, profoundly critical
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In the wake of the Portuguese coup d'état,
demonstrations and rioting have marked
li f e in Lourenço Marques, capital of
Mozambique. In the above photograph
blacks and whites are shown demonstrating
their joint support in April for the new

of Canadian policy towards southern
Africa. There has been no full and open
retreat by Canada but, on issue after issue,
when the time came to move beyond
the rhetoric of anti-racism and anti-
colonialism, we saw our Government waver,
hedge and procrastinate. This happened in
1971 over the UN reaffirmation of the "no
independence before majority rule" policy
in regard to Zimbabwe and in 1972 con-
cerning the proposed constitutional settle-
ment for that country. It was demon-
strated, as well, in Canada's response to
the advisory opinion on Namibia of the
International Court of Justice calling on
all nations "to refrain from any acts and
particularly any dealings with the Govern-
ment of South Africa implying recognition
(of its rule in Namibia) or lending assis-
tance" (to that rule) and to the several
UN General Assembly resolutions about
economic relations with South Africa and
the Portuguese colonies.

We have come to see Canadian policy
towards southern Africa not in terms of an
absence of rhetoric and a quiet, determined
pursuit of liberal and humanitarian objec-
tives but rather in terms of a highly audible
liberal rhetoric that is combined with a
diplomacy that is either inactive or is
quietly pursuing objectives that are nar-

ne. The rowly self-seeking. I write this not to
Ans" ^s parade a self-righteousness that perhaps
ational comes easily to those who carry no respon-
critical sibility but to make it clear that in my

Portuguese military junta. Later in the
year, the black and white populations were
involved in separate demonstrations and
riots as fear of control by the other group
seized the community.

judgment the opposition that has devel-
oped is deeply felt, and is based on close
study. -

Why is it that the judgment about
southern Africa of a centrist Government
should diverge so sharply from the judg-
ment of a substantial body of informed
Canadians? I would identify two areas in
which the disagreement is perhaps most
profound.

The first disagreement concerns our
attitude towards the liberation movements.
A major historical process began in 1947
when India gained its inde-;endence. In the
course of this process, hundreds of millions
of people round the world have regained
their right to live free of foreign rule. That
process has faltered in southern Africa.
There, alone among the colonial powers,
Portugal sought to perpetuate its rule.
There also, in Zimbabwe and South Africa,
white minority communities continue their
authoritarian and racist rule over the
indigenous, majorities. Gradually, as a re-
sult, armed African resistance developed.
These liberation movements are not tiny
bands of tribal warriors. They are major
popular movements with the most power-
ful cause a movement can have in the con-
temporary world - the desire of people to
be free of alien and unjust rule.

Canada has been slow to recognize the
legitimacy of the struggle of the liberation
movements and slower still to assist them
in any way. Instead, Canadian policy has

Portugal alone
sought -
to perpetuate
colonial rule
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Legitimacy
recognized
but violence
deplored

Canada refuses
to deal directly
with A f rican
liberation leaders

had these three features. The Canadian
Government condemns apartheid and colo-

nial rule and has expressed the judgment,
in a Government White Paper, that these
white regimes will struggle to the bitter
end to preserve their privileges. Secondly,
despite a belated Canadian recognition of
the legitimacy of the liberation struggle,
Canada has continued to deplore the use
of violence by Africans as they seek to gain
their rights. Thirdly, Canada has con-
tinued to seek to benefit from the better-
than-average trade and investment oppor-
tunities that white oppression has made
possible in southern Africa.

In the context of white-dominated
southern Africa, to deplore violence is to
suggest that Africans should not resort to
armed struggle in a situation where alter-
native means to remove grave injustices
have failed and are no longer open to them.
It is, in fact, to recommend surrender.

The profound ambivalence in the
official Canadian position is revealed in
Canada's handling of the question of aid to
the liberation movements. The Canadian
Government has always refused such assis-
tance. However, it finally supported a
Commonwealth conference decision last
year that member countries should help
those struggling for their freedom in
southern Africa. The aid program it then
proposed - but which has not yet been
implemented - reveals what we critics re-
gard as a minimal compliance with that
commitment to the Commonwealth.

In five important ways, the policy that
Mr. Sharp announced differed very signifi-
cantly from parallel policies of the Nether-
lands, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Finland, to which it bore similarities. First,
the Canadian Government will not deal
directly with the African leaders of the
liberation movements. In contrast to this,
senior officials and ministers of each of
these five countries have recently visited
Africa for detailed discussions with leaders
of liberation movements to sort out with
them how to provide the most effective
forms of non-military aid.

Secondly, these countries provide this
aid directly to the liberation movements.
In contrast, Canadian aid will be provided
to Canadian voluntary agencies that have
acceptable humanitarian projects in south-
ern Africa. The centrality of the liberation
movements is thus blurred by the Cana-
dian program while it is recognized by the
programs of these other nations.

Thirdly, Canada alone has stipulated
the rigid condition that its aid cannot in-
volve the transfer of money to the libera-
tion movements.

Fourthly, Canadian aid will reach

southern Africa only to the extent that
voluntary agencies are able to produce
projects and, presumably, can provide
the matching grants that CIDA's prograrn
of non-governmental aid requires. This
means, therefore, that a technique that
elsewhere in the world provides marginal
supplementary aid to direct Canadian aid
is, in the case of southern Africa, to be
relied upon entirely for all the aid Canada
plans to offer outside of its multilateral
programs.

Finally, these restrictions are bound
to keep the total sums involved very low.
Swedish aid to the liberation movements is
to a total of $10.7 million next year;
Finnish aid will be approximately $2.5
million; Dutch aid is to total $4 million.
The only indication I have seen of the
sums that are likely to be involved in the
Canadian program is Mr. Gerin-Lajoie's
recent comment: "You can bet it will not
be in the millions." It is a safe bet he
recommends.

Since the announcement of this timid
aid program, the Portuguese revolution
has occurred and the liberation movements
are in process of coming to power in
Mozambique and Angola. In 1969, Nyerere
asked, "if Canada cannot support our
struggle, will it at least be able to refrain
from giving comfort- and help to those who
deny freedom and dignity to us?" So far
as the Mozambique and Angola struggles
were concerned, to their very conclusion
the Canadian answer to Nyerere's plea had
been negative. Canada continued to be a
major importer of Angolan coffee and oil
even though these purchases were directly
aiding the Portuguese war effort. Canada
never used the forum of NATO to press
Portugal to end its colonial rule in Africa.
Canada has never sought to dissuade
Canadian investors from involvement in
these areas. On the contrary, it appointed
an honorary trade commissioner in Luanda
in 1973, and officially promoted trade with
the Portuguese colonies to the very end of
the colonial wars.

This leads to our second basic criti-
cism of Canadian policy towards southern
Africa. Canada has condemned racism and
oppression in South Africa but has con-
tinued to benefit from it economically and,
by so benefiting, has reinforced the
economic power and resilience of the
regime. Canada has thus increased South
Africa's capacity to oppress and has helped
to sustain the self-confidence of the op-
pressors. We who argue in this way accept
the fact that every foreign policy must
have built into it a cut-off point at which
principles must be sacrificed to preserve
economic well-being. No state can be corn-
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pletely idealistic, but few are likely to
sacrifice principles for negligible and minor
gains. Canada, however, has so far opted
for this .latter materialist extreme. Our
trade with South Africa is neither signifi-
cant nor important. The total Canadian
exports to South Africa are only one-half
of.1 per cent of Canada's total exports.
Yet the Canadian Government is con-
strained from recommending any signifi-
cant policy application of its ' affiirmed
concern for social justice. The Government
has thus consciously placed a price-tag on
the social and political values Canadians
might expect their foreign policy to reflect.
It is a price-tag that is pitifully small and
almost inconsequential to the broad eco-
nomic welfare of this nation.

The policy recommendations that
recur in the statements and recommenda-
tions of informed and concerned Canadian
organizations include the following:

(1) That South Africa should no
longer be given preferential access to the
Canadian market. South Africa left the
Commonwealth in 1961 partly at Canada's
instigation. It is ludicrous that Canada
still extends to South Africa this Common-
wealth preference. It is humiliating that,
when Canada finally lifts these prefer-
ences, it will do so as a consequence of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
and not as an indication of any desire to
limit economic involvement with South
African racism.

(2) Canada should follow the lead of
the Scandinavian countries, the Nether-
lands and the World Council of Churches,
and directly provide humanitarian assis-
tance to the liberation movements of
southern Africa.

(3) Canadian investment in Namibia
should be entirely stopped. The Canadian
Government has taken the correct position
that the continued rule of South Africa
over Namibia is illegal under international
law. The International Court of Justice
has given an advisory judgment to that
same effect. Yet Canadian companies con-
Unue to invest in Namibia, co-operating
with and paying taxes to a regime the Gov-
ernment of Canada regards as illegal.
`Vorse still, Canadian mining operations
continue to deplete Namibian natural re-
sources before a government of its own
people can determine its policies and
benefit from the royalties.

(4) Canada should discourage further
investment in South Africa. The Canadian
Government must stop trying to separate
its trade and investment policies in South
Africa from its foreign policy. When the

Aluminum Company of Canada builds a
border industry, when the Bank of Mont-

real, the Canadian Imperial Bank of Com-
merce and the Toronto Dominion Bank
join an international banking consortium
to lend $70 million to the South African
Government, when Falconbridge Nickel
Mines engages in extensive exploration and
mining in Namibia, these activities are
more significant than Canada's rhetorical
condemnation of apartheid. In fact, com-
pared to Canada's "cool but correct" poli-
tical position, Canadian trade policies are
the only policies of significance in regard
to South Africa.

The case for the first three of these Some argue
four recommendations is, perhaps, self- benefits of
evident. Some, however, including Mr. Canadian
Sharp, have argued that the Canadian in- investment
vestor in South Africa is an agent of pro- in South Africa
gressive social change. They point to the
fact that, as a result of high investment-
rates, there has been an increase in the
numbers of semi-skilled and skilled jobs
being filled by Africans in a wide range of
manufacturing industries. This is impor-
tant, but its significance as far as white
supremacy is concerned is easily exagger-
ated. The commitment to white domination
has meant that the employer has always
been careful to insure that all his white
employees remain in positions that are
superior to those held by Africans. Thus,
while this process involves some Africans
performing jobs that previously have been
reserved for whites, it in no way involves
an undermining of. apartheid, of job reser-
vation or of white domination. What is
occurring is an upper adjustment of the
line that divides blacks from whites. How-
ever, there has not been any blurring of the
line separating the races. Far from repre-
senting a significant crack in apartheid, Apartheid
it merely illustrates the regime's ability to merely adjusts
adjust apartheid to the realities of the to realities -
supply of white labour. No more than that of labour supply
has happened.

Nor can it be argued that foreign in-
vestment will somehow prove more liberal
and more significantly reformist in its
impact upon South Africa than domestic
investment. Foreign investment is and has
been extremely important to South Africa.
This investment has saved South Africa
from severe balance-of-payments problems.
It has also permitted South Africa to draw
upon the technological advances of West-
ern capitalism, which the South African
economy, because of its tiny base, could
not itself have hoped to duplicate. Thirdly,
heavy foreign investment has shielded
South Africa from international isolation.
An investor can be counted upon to "put
his mouth where his money is". These
investors continue to be very effective
defenders and allies of the South African



regime within major Western countries.
South Africa provides to foreign in-

vestors an opportunity for higher profit
rates than anywhere else in the world. It
seems able to convince investors that their
investment will be secure. Investors in turn
are unable to imagine any major redistri-
bution of power in South Africa that would
be other than threatening to their invest-

ment. Moreover, the foreign investor is
closely integrated into the South African
system, serving its interests and in no way
challenging it. Foreign companies are in-
volved in the development of a highly-
sophisticated arms industry, and are con-
ducting the search for oil that would make
South Africa much less exposed to inter-
national sanctions. A foreign company,

Mobil Oil, has built an oil-storage unit near
the Zimbabwe border to facilitate the
illegal supply of petrol to the Rhodesian
regime. Right down the line, foreign cor-
porations co-operate fully with the whole

range of apartheid policies. They go far

beyond the minimum range of compliance

with apartheid laws. Massey-Fergusson

and Alcan have co-operated with a crucial

apartheid policy by locating major factories
in a border area, thus permitting these
factories to remain in the white area while
the labour force and all the accompanying
social costs remain in the African reserves.
Ford of South Africa, owned by Ford of

Following the overthrow of Portugal's
Salazar, the Presidency passed to General
Antonio de Spinola, who has since given
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Canada, has co-operated with the regime's
preference that factories should not em-
ploy Coloureds, Asians and Africans within
the same factory, but should, instead, have
only one or the other of - these employee
groups in the same factory. Foreign firms
are now beginning to locate branches in
South Africa that they hope will be able to
export to the independent states of Africa,
thus aiding an important South African
economic strategy, which, to the extent,
that it will succeed, will stultify the growth
potential within these states.

The conclusion seems unavoidable.
One cannot realistically look to foreign
investment to provide any significant re-
forming or liberalizing "input" into South
Africa's public or economic life, and cer-
tainly none that would be sufficiently sig-
nificant to counterbalance the reinforce-
ment to the regime that investment entails.

Only in the narrowest and least im-
portant sense can it be said that the critical
opinions summarized here are unrealistic
or naively moralistic. In our judgment it is
enormously important that some rich,
white countries should stand aside from
the scramble to cash in on the profit-
making opportunities provided by a racist
regime in South Africa in order to demon-
strate actively and effectively that the
Western liberal tradition has not become
empty rhetoric.

Canada Wide Phcto

way to General Gomez. Spinola is shown
here during his tenure as Governor and
Commander in Chie f of Portuguese Guinea.
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Proposed global targets rejected
as solution to people puzzle

By Wendy Dobson

The World Population Conference in
August marked the first full-scale debate
among governments on population matters.
Contrary to expectations, the meeting was
full of surprises. In view of events at the
Stockholm Conference on the Human En-
vironment, and at last spring's special
session of the General Assembly on raw
materials and development, the nature of
the debate should have been more fully
anticipated than it was.

Two agendas, not one, existed at
Bucharest. The first was prepared by the
LTnited Nations Secretariat in response to
the 1970 General Assembly resolution
calling for the conference. That resolution
was concerned with the increasingly-
evident problems of rapid population
growth. Although two world population
conferences had previously been held, in
1954 and 1965, they were convened as
technical gatherings and attended by pro-
fessionals only. The 1974 conference would
be attended by governments that would
approve an international strategy for
dealing with population problems, to com-
plement other UN strategies dealing with
food, employment, the environment, tech-
nological transfer and the second UN
Development Decade. The Population
Commission was named the preparatory
body, and in 1972 machinery was set in
motion to develop a World Population Plan
of Action. By spring 1974, the Population
Commission released the draft plan for
negotiation with governments at UN-
convened regional meetings.

Throughout this process, a consensus
emerged supporting the document, its
backers including Brazil and the United
States (which had previously held strong
views), the socialist countries, the Asians
and Africans and other Latin Americans.
Points of controversy persisted over the
sensitive topic of target-setting - both for
program development and for achieving
declines in population growth-rates. In
general, however, the document was con-
sidered widely acceptable and comprehen-
sive enough to recognize policy options for

everyone's particular population problem.
As a result, most delegations arrived in
Bucharest expecting consensus.

The second agenda at Bucharest also
had its origins in the UN system. Concern
with reordering international economic
relations to serve better the interests of
the developing nations has been the subject
of three UNCTAD conferences since 1964.
It has also been a growing concern in the
General Assembly with the emergence of
the Algeria-led Group of 77 and the
Declaration and Program of Action on the
Establishment of a New International
Economic Order accepted by the sixth
special session of the General Assembly
last spring.

These concerns were brought to
Bucharest, and formed a different frame-
work within which to view population
problems and population policy. In addi-
tion, Argentina, which last spring changed
its population laws to stimulate population
growth, largely for security reasons, came
laden with amendments to the Plan of
Action, designed to de-emphasize the ob-
jective of reducing population growth. The
Vatican arrived with a fixed position and
pressed for a number of changes of similar
design. Somewhat unexpectedly, China
shared similar convictions in several in-
stances, making for somewhat strange
bedfellows.

Central arguments
The central arguments debated at the
conference have frequently been mis-
reported. Since they have critical impor-
tance for the future of the population field,

Wendy Dobson is a member of the staff of
the International Development Research
Centre. She was rapporteur of the working
group that produced the World Population
Plan of Action, and a member of the
Canadian delegation to the World Popu-
lation Conference. The views expressed
in this article are those of the author
and do not necessarily represent those
of the IDRC.



and for development strategy in general,
it is important that -they be clearly
understood. Their essential aspects are
as follows:

It was argued that conventional ap-
proaches to development had frequently
presented rapid population growth as a
major obstacle to solutions to problems of
poverty. Similarly, conventional interpre-
tations of environmental problems had
emphasized rapid population growth as a
critical factor in problems of pollution and

Debate over rate of resource use. It had followed, there-

importance of fore, that a major element in solving

population growth problems of poverty, pollution and dwind-

on development ling resources was reduction of rapid

population growth.
These interpretations were rejected as

too narrow in conference debate. It was
argued that other factors were as important
as population growth, but had often been

ignored. We could solve problems of

poverty more directly, it was argued, by
better distribution of resources, interna-
tional distribution in particular. Further-
more, it was pointed out, if standards of
living were more equal among nations, we
could not only support the present world
population but even the 6.5-7 billion pro-
jected for the year 2000. The argument
also asserted that, as a result of more
serious development measures and better
resource and wealth distribution, high
fertility rates would subsequently decline.
Problems of pollution and dwindling na-

tural resources were also caused by
people's consumption patterns, it was
stated, and by such factors as lack of

Pollution and planning of urban environments. Curbing

resource problems wasteful consumption and changing de-

iied to mand patterns could reduce both resource

consumption use and pollution.

patterns These arguments have much to com-
mend them. Too often, we have tended to
define the development goals of under-
developed countries in terms of achieving
Western living standards, and we have
calculated resource requirements while

holding our living standard and its rate of
increase as a fixed parameter. Following
this line of reasoning, since it is impossible
to raise all populations on the globe to our
levels of living, the obvious alternative is
to reduce the numbers to be provided for.
But this view no longer holds among the
developing nations. Western living stan-

dards involving waste and affluence, and
the right to maintain such standards, is no
longer an accepted element in their think-
ing. In this context, curbing rapid global
population growth was rejected as a major
conference objective.

It was unfortunate that, in the general
reaction against global diagnoses, certain

documented facts were rejected. The draft
Plan of Action considered by the confer-
ence pointed out: "Although most coun-
tries at present have no explicit policies
designed to affect their natural growth

rates, and several countries wish to

increase them, the majority of the.world's

people, and a large majority of the people
of the less-developed regions, live in coun-

tries whose governments are attempting,
as a matter of urgency, to reduce signifi-
cantly their rates of population growth."
Although this statement was based on in-
formation collected,by the UN-Secretariat
from national plans and official replies to
UN questionnaires, and was contained in
one of the official conference backgrounc;
papers, it was deleted from the Plan of
Action. It should be stressed, however,
that rapid growth, if diagnosed as a
problem by a. particular country, received
much recognition and attention. Emphasis
was laid on the diversity of national
problems and on the importance of each
country defining its own problem. This is a
healthy development. It is in the countries
themselves that solutions must ultimately
be found; the conference was to recom-
mend internationally-acceptable policy op-
tions from which governments could select.
And many governments, particularly in
Asia, define rapid growth as a major de-
velopment problem.
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Policy options broadened
The conference devoted considerable atten-
tion to broadening the policy options for
dealing with rapid growth. As politiciar.s
and development experts have become
increasingly concerned with growth-rates
during the past 15 to 20 years, family-
planning programs have been the major
program effort prescribed as a cure. in
some cases, there developed unrealistic
expectations about the potential dem.)-
graphic impact of such programs. Yet the
available evidence indicates that the su^a)-
ply of family-planning programs by ther3-
selves do not have the substantial demo-
graphic impact sought by nations faccd
with rapid mortality declines and subs.:-
quent rapid rates of increase. More ar_d
more, it has been recognized that the, ,e
programs are demanded and used Ly
people when broader socio-economic chan.,,e

is under way, with consequent increas^A
motivation to reduce traditional fam_',Y

size.
Thus it was argued at the conferer_ce

that population problems must be view^d
in their socio-economic context. Both c.e-
velopment and demographic measures
must be used to influence population
variables. The mixture of the two will va.y
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with the national or regional setting. It
was emphasized that population policy
consists of measures that directly and in-
directly affect population variables; and
some of these indirect measures are also
the common components of broader de-
velopment programs.

Considering the historical context of
population debates, this kind of discussion
was inevitable. Doctrinal debate between

ŸJ those espousing "Malthusian" and "Marx-
ist" views was anticipated. Such talk was
inevitable considering the heavy emphasis
that has been placed during the past
decade on family-planning programs as the
adequate and necessary means to reduce
population growth. In some instances, aid
donors have urged family planning on poor
nations with a conviction that has en-
croached on national sovereignty. In this
context, the working group responsible for
producing the 109-paragraph strategy
document, the Plan of Action, rejected a
proposal that by 1985 family-planning in-
formation and services be made available
to all desiring them, and replaced it with
an Argentinian phrasing, considered more
acceptable, recommending that all coun-
tries "encourage appropriate education
concerning responsible parenthood and
make available to persons who so desire
advice and means of achieving it". Despite
the rejection of the target-date, the right
of "all couples and individuals" to decide
freely and responsibly the number and
spacing of their children and to have the
information, education and means to do
so (whether to achieve a larger or smaller
family size), was included in both the
prescribed principles to be followed in for-
mulating population policy, and in recom-
mendations on specific policy options. to
influence reproductive behaviour.

Quantitative targets for reducing
population growth were rejected by the
working group. For example, the use of
projected declines in population growth-
rates that could result by 1985 was re-
jected (projected rates for 1985 are: de-
veloping countries 2 per cent, developed
countries below 0.7 per cent and global
1.7 per cent). Similarly, in a paragraph
encouraging governments to set quantita-
tive targets and formulate population
policies for reducing growth that hampers
clevelopment, the reference to targets was
deleted. The major arguments given
against targets were that national situa-
tions were too diverse to summarize in
global targets and that their existence
created the risk that outsiders would tell
countries what they should do.

Subsequently, two other relevant
paragraphs were accepted, one pointing out

that the projected declines in growth-rates
referred to above would require declines in
birth-rates in developing countries by
1985, to 30 a thousand from the present
average of 38 a thousand. The other para-
graph recognized that achievement of these
levels would require substantial national
efforts in socio-economic development and
population policy. This was balanced by
recognition of the need to give equal em-
phasis to increasing life expectancy.

Then, after two of the closest votes in
the session, the following paragraph was
adopted: "In the light of the principles of
this Plan of Action, countries which con-
sider their birth-rates detrimental to their
national purposes are invited to consider
setting quantitative goals and implement-
ing policies that may lead to the attain-
ment of such goals by 1985. Nothing herein
should interfere with the sovereignty for
any government to adopt or not to adopt
such quantitative goals." Following the
rejection of a move to delete the phrase
"by 1985", China suggested addition of a
further qualifying rider noting the un-
desirability of uniform-growth goals; but
this, too, was rejected by a very close vote.

These votes show the sensitiveness of
the subject. But the notion of targets
remains, to be adopted by individual coun-
tries as they see fit. It is not useful to
attach too much importance to rejection
of absolute levels. Very few countries as-
pire to high growth-rates, since there is
no evidence that, in developing economies,
high rates of population growth promote
attainment of economic growth objectives.
Most countries acting in their self interest
wish to reduce growth-rates.

Family planning not enough
The central issue that remains, however,
is how to achieve reduced growth-rates.
Development policies and population pol-
icies are inextricably linked. People living
in traditional subsistence agricultural en-
vironments know only too well the char-
acteristics of their environments: high
infant death-rates, traditional sex roles,
high illiteracy rates, grinding persistent
poverty, total dependence on the vagaries
of climate -,to name some of the most
obvious. In such settings the idea of in-
fluencing one's destiny, of planning for the
future, is foreign. The family is a precious
resource; control or planning is anathema.
Until changes occur in the wider environ-
ment - inevitable if true development is
under way -, the idea of reducing family
size so that each child may benefit more
from the fruits of change, is alien - not to
mention irrational. Who would have few
children if the risk of losing them persisted?

Close votes
reflect

sensitivity

on targets



Prescription
for social change
spelled out

Time has run out
for correction
of imbalances
between resources
and population

This presents a stubborn public policy

dilemma. We know that family-planning

programs, while desirable ends in them-
selves, also have some demographic im-
pact. And we know that much remains to
be done to effectively and efficiently deliver
such services to all desiring them. But
what measures are there to use in addi-
tion? What aspects of development strategy
influence population factors and fertility
in particular? The working group talked
in general terms about the importance of
equity in international economic relations.
In the Plan of Action, more specific pre-
scriptions for social change included the
following: provision'for greater participa-
tion of women in the development pro-
cess; measures to reduce infant mortality;
achievement of better income distribution;
promotion of universal educational oppor-
tunities for the young; elimination of child
labour; establishment of old-age security;
establishment of a minimum age for mar-
riage; and the strengthening of health and
family-planning services delivery. It is also
recommended "that countries wishing to
affect fertility levels give priority to im-
plementing development programs and
educational and health strategies, which,
while contributing to economic growth and
high standards of living, have a decisive
impact upon demographic trends, includ-
ing fertility...". But no one knows how
much more must be put into educational
or health programs, or into which parts
of them, to bring about desired fertility
declines. Even with massive programs, the
resultant change in attitudes is a long-
term process. Many countries, particularly
in Asia, do not have time before current
imbalances between population trends
and resources result in rising death-rates.
In such situations, large-scale family-
planning programs continue to be a major
policy instrument to accelerate population
change.

The expansion of knowledge in this
area will involve much better understand-
ing of the factors that influence family size
in different developing-country settings.
This implies a much greater research effort
by social scientists in these countries them-
selves. The list of changes referred to above
constitutes a feasible starting-point. Some
measures, such as creating alternative roles
for women, education of the young, estab-
lishment of old-age security schemes, are
possibilities that could alter significantly
the costs and benefits of additional chil-
dren. None has been adequately studied
in search of public-policy measures that are
both economically and administratively
feasible.

The primacy and immediacy of pop-

ulation growth, exacerbated by the gloomy
predictions of disappearing - food-stocks,
did not completely overshadow other as-
pects of population problems considered
by the conference. The working group on
the Plan of Action attached considerable
importance to the reduction of mortality,
urbanization and aspects of international
migration - particularly the problems of
the migrant workers.

One of the heaviest votes in the work-
ing group occurred in the discussion of the
relation between development and mor-
tality reduction. By a vote of 48 - 47, with
11 absentions, the Group decided that
mortality declines should be achieved
with "massive" social and economic de-
velopment rather than "accelerated" de-
velopment. In its consideration of ways
to influence internal migration, adverse
aspects of urbanization were accorded
prominence. These were attributed in large
part to the dependent position of develop-
ing countries in the international economic
system. Emphasis was also placed on find-
ing ways to improve conditions in rural
areas to stem the rural-urban drift. It was
pointed out that urban problems resulted
as much from consumption patterns as
from the concentration of population.

Plan's purpose
The major purpose of the Plan was to
recommend policies to influence popula-
tion variables. As a result, it contains little
on how to provide for the population ex-
pected in the years ahead. The majority
of the present global population of 3.9 bil-
lion are young people. Even if all couples
entering fertile ages during the next 25
years have only two children - almost
completely unlikely -, we shall number
nearly 7 billion by the turn of the century.
Demands on resources to feed, clothe, ed-
ucate, house and employ these additions
will be considerable. Drawing on their own
experience, the Chinese introduced the
principle that "of all things in the world,
people are the most precious", to emplasize
the importance of viewing human popula-
tions as resources, not liabilities. Argentina
stressed the importance of enhancing our
efforts to increase food supplies and of
orienting development planning to develop
human resources. The United Nations
was asked to begin monitoring population
trends, the signal for much-needed re-
search on the implications of current pop-
ulation trend and policies. But these are
only beginnings. At present, our ability to
provide even for the needs of existing pop-
ulations looks exceedingly inadequate.

Wide publicity has been given, partic-
ularly in the North American press, to un-
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even representation in conference proceed-
ings o fthe range of national views of popu-
lation problems. It has been argued that
the urgency of current world food-shortages
makes the refusal to debate world-wide
action to reduce population growth look
irresponsible, even ludicrous. Did the rhe-
toric at Bucharest mean anything?,

An important conclusion is that there
are differing prescriptions for world's social
and economic problems. The conference's
de-emphasis of population control can
easily be misread and over-generalized as
the slogan "Look after development and
population will look after itself". This may
be true in thinly-populated countries, with
natural resources. The danger exists, how-
ever, that other countries may be reluc-
tant, in such an atmosphere, to take more
direct measures. Yet the real message was
that, in de-emphasizing the universality
of population-control prescriptions, the
intent was to gain greater balance - to
emphasive instead that population policy
consisted of a range of measures, both
explicit and implicit. Each country must
choose its own combination. Further elab-
oration of national and regional measures
to implement the Plan of Action will be
undertaken in each of the major regions
early in 1975, when UN-sponsored regional
consultations will be held.

Plainly, the results of the conference
present dilemmas to aid agencies whose
main objective is to provide family-plan-
ning assistance. These are tangible, direct
programs, albeit based on Western ideas,
which appeal to harried decision-makers
looking for simple ways to reduce popula-
tion growth. Emphasis by developing coun-
tries on the less-direct measures will be
costly, both to population and development
agencies. Resource-allocation decisions will
become more difficult. In addition, demands
will be made on budgets for research, and
for other pressing population problems,
particularly those relating to rapid move-
ments into cities, human settlements, and
problems of infertility. Resources are also
needed to set up population units to facil-
itate long-overdue integration of popula-
tion considerations into development plan-
ning. If there is to be greater national
commitment to solving population pro-
blems, every country must relate popula-
tion to resources in a much wider sense
than they are doing now.

The Canadian role
Canada's statement to the conference, pre-
sented by the Honourable Jeanne Sauvé,
was balanced and thoughtful. It indicated
Canada's appreciation of some of the
complex issues debated in the conference

arising from the interrelations among pop-
ulation factors and development, natural
resources, the environment and the family.
The statement recognized several impor-
tant principles: that population factors
were closely related to other aspects of de-
velopment and that measures to influence
or contend with population trends involved
structural and institutional change; that
we must seek greater efficiency in resource
utilization in national production and con-
sumption activities; that fundamental hu-
man freedoms must be observed in the
formulation of population policy. It was
also pointed out that Canada would be
willing to assume its share of the respon-
sibility for meeting increased needs for
international population assistance follow-
ing the conference. I

Let us hope these words were not
mere rhetoric, designed for public con-
sumption at the time of the conference.
As a result of the conference preparations,
Canadians increased their understanding
of population policy. Now we must build
on the experience to shape a coherent set
of domestic policies.

As Mme Sauvé pointed out, a crucial
factor in the success of the conference lies
in the follow-up activities. There is as yet
little evidence of these in Canada. Before
the conference, a preparatory exercise, last-
ing more than six months, included federal
interdepartmental, federal-provincial and
public consultations. A number of Cabinet-
commissioned studies of aspects of Cana-
dian population are under way, and it
would have been improper to expect the
conference to precipitate the formulation of
domestic policy. But the preparatory ac-
tivities created for the first time a mech-
anism for consultation among the many
federal departments with population-
related concerns. This process of consulta-
tion must not be allowed to die after the
conference. Instead, it must become fo-
cused more on substantive questions of
domestic policy that fall into two major
areas: those that influence population
events and those that contend with popula-
tion trends. The Plan of Action recom-
mends that each country create and place
"at a high level of the national administra-
tive structure" a unit dealing with popula-
tion aspects of policy. Surely the time is
overdue for the creation of co-ordinating
mechanism in Canada. Its location should
be strategic, so that it can co-ordinate rele-
vant policies in different departments,
monitor trends and provide consultation to
the provinces.

The lack of priority accorded domes-
tic policy constrains the role we can play
on the international scene at a time when

Follow up
crucial
to success
of conference



increased assistance is • of high priority.
The world is in the midst of a complex of
crises in which population factors play a
major role in many developing nations. The
volume of requests for international assis-
tance is increasing at a rapid rate, out-
stripping the resources available through
the United Nations Fund for Population
Activities, the major multilateral channel,

which the developing nations support with
enthusiasm. Canada should follow through
on the offers of additional assistance made
at the conference. Not to do so would
confirm the emptiness of our words at
a time when international confidence in
rich nations is already at a low ebb. It
would also be to miss a major point of the
conference.

The political economics
of the Bucharest debate
By André Lux

Much has been made of the fact that
official delegations from nearly 140 govern-
ments and international agencies were
brought together in Bucharest for two
weeks in August 1974 to discuss the world's
population problems in relation to the
other great problems that beset mankind.
The event has been hailed as a success all
the more remarkable since the very idea of
such a gathering would have seemed im-
probable as recently as 1968. It is quite true
that there has been a change of awareness.
Could it have been brought on by a dis-
covery the implications of which have been
realized and then brought to world-wide
attention at a speed made possible by the
technology of mass communications? To be
sure, pollution and its harmful effects on
the environment were not included in dis-
cussions about population before 1970.

And yet pollution is only a new ele-
ment added to a very old file; but now the
file is being scrutinized by masses of
people the world over, rather than by a
small number of experts and the committed
few. Malthus drew heavily on this file and
gave his name to it at the beginning of the
last century. This was the time of the great

Dr. Lux is professor of demography and
economic sociology at Laval University,
Quebec City. He has spent many years in
Africa, and has published a book and
articles on the problems of urban and rural
labour, migration and unemployment.
At present on leave of absence, he is
working as special adviser (demography)
to the Canadian International Develop-
ment Agency. Pro fessor Lux attended the
Bucharest Conference as a member of the
official Canadian delegation. The views in
this article are those of the author.

changes and upheavals that marked the
first phase of the Industrial Revolution in
England, which by comparison made the
rest of Europe and the world appear fragile
and under-developed. This period, when
the benefits of economic growth were still
meagre and poorly distributed, was also
characterized by the first great wave of
population growth. The conjunction of
these two phenomena was not without in-
fluence on Malthus, for it gave evidence
of what might be termed over-population
relative to insufficient development. Over-
population is always relative to something.
It was particularly relative to Malthus's
excusable ignorance of the level of abun-
dance that the industrialization of Europe
and North America would produce 150
years later.

Thus stands the analogy between
Malthus's time and the present; it is an
analogy that has both resemblance and
dissimilarity. It is often said that Malthus
wrote too soon, that he was mistaken in
his predictions for the countries that are
wealthy today, but that he was an excel-
lent prophet of the misfortunes that are in
store for us at the end of the present cen-
tury. From this point of view, 1972, with
the appearance of The Limits to Growth,
could well recall 1798 and the first edition
of the celebrated Essay on the Principle of
Population.

The resemblance ends here, however,
and the dissimilarities between the two
eras begin to appear in all their complexity.
Malthus was speaking at the dawn of ar±
industrial revolution that was to make the
West fabulously wealthy; Meadows, on the
other hand, haunted by a recent trip to
India, writes at a time when the same
Western world is being smothered by the
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physical and mental pollution of an over-
abundance that threatens to exhaust the
world's vital resources and promotes, not
the development but actually the under-
development, of -the Third World. This
endemic under-development is accom-
panied by the second great wave of popu-
lation growth in countries that are sinking
further into poverty; in such countries, the
underprivileged classes will soon no longer
have anything to lose in a general
revolution.

It was in this wider context that the
World Population Conference in Bucha-
rest was prepared and staged. In the socio-
economic deliberations that took place
there, the population factor once again
assumed the importance that it had had
among the classical economists of the last
century and that it should never have lost.
Even though separate _ international con-
ferences have dealt, and will deal, with the
environment, resources, population, food
and housing, the record of these confer-
ences to date clearly shows how closely the
various factors are interrelated. It is for
this reason that the conferences are linked
together like successive rounds in a great
contest between the countries with high
and low standards of living. The confron-
tation is focused on the way in which the
casual relation between the above-men-
tioned factors is to be viewed. It took a
very political turn in discussions between
government delegations at the Bucharest
Conference, because of the enormous in-
terests at stake.

Industrialized West worried
The conference owes its origins to the
anxiety caused by the sudden acceleration
in population growth after 1950. Malthus
had been disturbed by a much smaller
growth-rate, which had increased from 0.5
per cent at the beginning of the eighteenth
century to 1 per cent at its end. Approxim-
ately the same pace was maintained during
the nineteenth century and the first half of
the twentieth; since then, it has increased
steadily, reaching 2 per cent a year in the
present decade. Unlike the English pastor,
today we can immediately appreciate what
the increase in the population, combined
with the actual or possible rise in its
standard of living, represents in terms of
the increased world-wide demand for goods
and services. This increase is all the more
disturbing to observers because they are
at the same time acutely aware of the ex-
cessive consumption of natural resources
by the wealthy countries.

In what way do these excesses relate
to the Third World? We need not be con-
cerned with preventing the unfortunate

consequences of excessive consumption
from occurring there; this would be truly
premature. The relation is twofold. On the
one hand, there is the almost automatic
neo-Malthusian response, which sees popu-
lation growth as a very important factor -
or even the main one, the scapegoat - in
the problems faced by our wealthy socie-
ties. By a spontaneous extrapolation,
population growth is considered as an evil
in itself for the Third World, to which
must be preached the virtues of zero
population growth - especially since this
state will take a great deal of time to reach,
owing to what may be called demographic
inertia. While some observers would like to
see zero population growth in the indus-
trialized countries combine with zero
economic growth in order to, put a stop to
the squandering of scarce and non-renew-
able resources, they tend to see a popula-
tion growth-rate of or approaching zero as
a necessary prerequisite for Third World
countries that wish to move out of their
condition of under-development.

The second aspect of the relation is
less often expresséd, more subtle but un-
doubtedly more fundamental. The Third
World countries loom on the horizon as a
growing menace to countries with high
standards of living. There are a number of
aspects to this menace, although not all of
them are necessarily taken into considera-
tion by those - ordinary citizens, intellec-
tuals and politicians - who feel menaced.
Some worry that, in their desire to develop
themselves along Western lines, the have-
not countries will actively contribute to
ecological deterioration and compromise
recent efforts to restore the physical en-
vironment of our planet. Othérs are afraid
that this same desire for development will
accelerate the rate at which non-renewable
and diff)cult-to-replace resources are ex-
hausted. These two fears are in the Mal-
thusian tradition of pessimism, which sees
the future only in terms of decreasing
yields, or at least refuses to count technical
progress as a guaranteed resource of the
future.

Another fear is much more political in
nature, and concerns the evolution of
power relations between the industrial na-
tions, especially the Western ones, and the
Third World. Up to now, the high standard
of living in the wealthy countries has been
made possible partly by the fact that raw
materials have been available at ridiculous-
ly low prices, thus encouraging waste. The
continued existence of the social and
economic systems in these countries seems
to depend on a guaranteed cheap supply
of raw materials, so that any challenge to
this arrangement by the under-developeC

Menace of
Third World
seldom expressed
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Dampening
the aspirations
to independent
development

Resistance
to policies of
population
reduction

countries providing the raw materials is
seen as a direct and intolerable threat. And,
indeed, this challenge will continue to build
as population growth and political pres-
sures for internal development make it
more imperative for Third World countries
to control their own resources. Thus the
strategy of certain industrialized countries
displays an all-too-ready tendency to
dampen this political aspiration toward
autonomous and independent development
(as opposed to dependent economic
growth). Unfortunately, this strategy has
a subtle effect on population trends. For, in
fact, in the absence of an integral develop-
ment program, the -mass of the rural
and urban poor and underprivileged are
bounded by the limited horizons of a hand-
to-mouth existence, whereas, in order to
adopt more enlightened and less short-term
procreation habits, they need to feel that
there is hope of improving their lot. At the
present time, it is psychologically and
sociologically impossible for them to plan
their future or, more specifically, to
lengthen the intervals between childbirths.

Thus we are caught in a vicious circle:
the maintenance of privileged access to the
world's resources presupposes a more or
less conscious strategy of maintaining the
world-wide status quo, coupled with the
use of tactics to stifle consistently demands
for a new world economic order. In this con-
text, development aid policies are basically

ineffective. Consequently, not only are
the conditions lacking for a spontaneous
change in population patterns but the
governments of under-developed countries
often resist policies designed to reduce
population growth. Bucharest all too
clearly brought this reaction to light. As a

result, population growth in the Third
World will probably slow down only
slightly during the coming decades.

This unchanging pattern of popula-
tion growth is disturbing in the extreme to
planners in the dominant countries, who
see it as inevitably leading to upheaval on
a world-wide scale in the next half century.
Population pressures, accentuated by in-
sufficient economic development, must
necessarily result in a situation in which
the extreme of poverty becomes explosive
and breaks through all the bulwarks
erected by conservative or insufficiently
progressive governments with the support
of "development aid" (aid for "communi-
cations" systems, for example) or military
aid.

Third World governments ambivalent
It is at this point that the ambivalent
position of the Third World governments
comes into focus. In terms of international

relations, they are resolutely progressive,
stressing the priority of development, de-
manding an end to neo-colonialist meddling
and similar kinds of interference and
calling for the establishment of a new
international economic order. And yet, on
the domestic level, development requires
profound structural reforms that these
same governments have almost always
passed over in silence. For example, at
Bucharest they had the second part of
Paragraph 29 of the draft of the World
Plan deleted-, the omitted passage was the
following: "Countries that wish to affect
fertility levels may do so by means of
measures that affect the socio-economic
determinants of desired family size. This
may imply major social, institutional and
structural reforms that can affect the
entire society." The setting of the passage
makes it clear that it refers to national
situations, but the same governments that
are calling for a new international economic
order do not wish to hear any mention of a
new internal economic and social order.

This refusal was clearly in evidence at
the preparatory conference in San José,
Costa Rica where the Economic Commis-
sion for Latin America had submitted for
discussion by the various governments a
very-well-constructed working paper that,
among other things, pointed out that "the
close inverse relationship between the
levels of socio-economic stratification, on
the one hand, and the fertility rates and
average family size, on the other, poses the
problem of social classes as a central issue
of a population strategy", claiming that
"the way income is distributed, the groups
among which it is distributed, the economic
and social functions of those groups and
the amount of power they possess to ac.-
cumulate and retain income are all factors
which help to define the nature of the pre-
vailing social order". The only delegatior
that ventured to allude to this remarkable
document during a full week of delibera-
tions was no other than the one fror:i
Canada. In refusing to promote stren-
uously the domestic reforms necessary 0
improve the future prospects of the masse.-,
living in poverty, the governments of man1v
under-developed countries are more or les-r4
unconsciously condemning themselves tE)
succumb sooner or later to the effects ef
the irresistible population pressures men-
tioned above; in the meantime, a number
of these governments will continue to ur,-
derestimate the pressing reality of their
population problem, the future dimensioa1s
of which may very well appear to them on;y
when it is too late.

While many Third World governmen`s
bear their own - all too often misunder-
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stood - share of the responsibility for the
world population situation, the govern-
ments of the industrialized countries,
especially the most powerful ones, were
undoubtedly even more responsible -for
making the Bucharest Conference a dia-
logue of the deaf. This judgment may seem
too severe, though it does not deny the
positive aspects of the conference, which
Wendy Dobson discusses in the other ar-
ticle on this topic. It is, for example, indi-
cative that, in spite of the fact that dele-
gates constantly reaffirmed the need for
integrating population policies with devel-
opment planning, not the slighetst effort
was made to work together to find concrete
ways of bringing about this integration.

Indeed, the conditions necessary for a
true dialogue were absent. The following
example will serve as an illustration: a
number of delegates from Western coun-
tries expressed great regret that the World
Plan proposed at the beginning of the con-
ference was subsequently watered down;
in particular, they deplored the suppres-
sion of the quantified objectives relating to
reduction of fertility. Moreover,, they ac-
cepted the principle that a population
policy must be an integral part of a devel-
opment policy, to which wealthy countries
must contribute. They refused, however,
to commit their countries to quantified
criteria for development aid. Under these
circumstances, how could the Third World
delegates at Bucharest take them ser-
iously? The United States in particular
does little for its credibility when it begins
crusading for the reduction of fertility for
the sake of the welfare of families living in
poverty in Third World countries.

If the spokesmen for one or more
industrialized countries, speaking in ple-
nary session or in the Working Group on
the Plan, had solemnly recognized the
logical (but not necessarily chronological)
priority of development, with its practical
political implications for economic struc-
tures and international aid, a breakthrough
could have been made and an unproductive
deadlock overcome. The Third World gov-
ernments would then no longer have been
able to sit in their seats so comfortably,
since their share of responsibility for the
under-development of their peoples is not
inconsiderable; they could also have con-
centrated a little more attention on the
specifically demographic aspect of the
present situation and the future of their
countries, in accordance with the purpose
of the Bucharest Conference.

Unfortunately, this was not the case.
While the conference created a certain
awareness of the pôpulation problem as a
constituent element in the problem of

C

under-development and development, this
awareness did not come close to reaching
the level required to deal with the urgency
of the present situation, considering the
impossibility of making rapid changes in
the rate of population growth. Without
going as far as the French agronomist René
Dumont, who speculates about what future
generations will think of a population con-
ference that was held at the dawn of the
greatest famine in history and refused to
recognize it, one may agree that it is cer-
tain and regrettable that the delegations
from the Third World governments, with
the exception of the one from Bangladesh,
showed no sense of urgency with regard to
a situation that, apparently, does not
arouse in them any impulse toward self-
criticism. The governments of the indus-
trialized countries do not admit that they
have greatly contributed to this insensi-
tivity by being insensitive themselves to
the urgent need for a radical change of
strategy with regard to the Third World.
It is paradoxical that, in an advanced
capitalist society, where long-term plan-
ning is thought to be natural, it is generally
forgotten that wealthy countries carry on
more trade than poorer ones, and that it
would therefore be wise to allow the have-
not countries to develop more freely ac-
cording to -their own plans if we wish to
increase the number of good trading part-
ners for the twenty-first century. It is too
optimistic, even naive, to expect political
and business leaders to plan ahead 20
years or more.

Lack of urgency
in face of
greatest famine
in history

Horst, Cologne Express

`... and there's still opposition to the Pill'
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Bucklev's initial
conclusion
draws scepticism

Book review

IfGodbeforUS...
William F. Buckley on the UN
By David S. Wright

The announcement that the American
delegation to the twenty-eighth United
Nations General Assembly in 1973 would

include William F. Buckley, Jr., noted
debater, author, television personality and
spokesman of the political right in the
United States, was greeted with enthu-
siasm by those familiar with his style and
conscious of the impact he might have at
the UN. The enthusiasm was rooted not
in sympathy with Mr. Buckley's well-
documented political views but in the
anticipated entertainment value of his
participation in the theatre of the Assem-

bly. At minimum, it was hoped that his
polished wit might bring new life to a staid
and ponderous institution. The New York

Times added to the sense of anticipation
in a rare tongue-in-cheek report on the
opening proceedings of the session in
which it regretted the absence from the
UN scene of the colourful national cos-
tumes of yesteryear but noted one excep-
tion - Mr. Buckley, resplendent in his
native attire of a conservative suit, button-
down collar and rep tie.

One must be somewhat sceptical re-
garding the initial conclusion Mr. Buckley
drew on being offered the appointment
that he would be able to bring his own
political arguments with him to the floor
of the Assembly. Regrettably, but inev-
itably, little was seen of William F. Buck-
ley, Jr., the debater during the course of
the twenty-eighth session. The individual
delegate cannot, and presumably should
not, rise above the instructions of his
government and Mr. Buckley was appro-
priately tamed during his tenure. This

Mr. Wright is First Secretary at the
Permanent Mission of Canada to the
United Nations in New York. He has been
a foreign service officer since 1968, and
served in Rome be f ore joining Canada's
UN mission in September 1972. He is a
graduate of McGill and Columbia Univer-
sities and last contributed an article to
International Perspectives for the May/
June 1974 issue. More recently, he con-
tributed an article on the UN University
to the October issue of University Affairs.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the author.

must have been a considerable task, as his
views on the UN (and on foreign policy in
general) are, if not eccentric, then at least
unique. He has been a strong opponent of
United States participation in the UN and
has suggested, for example (in Cruising
Speed), that the most appropriate ambas-
sador the United States could send to the
organization would be a deaf-mute. More
seriously, since the vote in 1971 to admit
the People's Republic of China, he has
argued that the United States should
abstain from all voting at the General
Assembly, because to participate in the
vote involves the United States in the out-
come of, and lends credence to, proceed-
ings wherein a "hostile" majority of
socialists and Third World countries is
able to override American arguments with
ease.

United Nations Journal: A Delegate's
Odyssey provides consolation to those who
had higher hopes for Mr. Buckley's UN
sojourn. It is an extremely amusing book,
reasonably accurate and carefully re-
searched, and it gives a vivid picture to the
outsider of the life of an American delegate
at a General Assembly. To the insider, Mr.
Buckley's description of his encounters
with the venerable and loquacious Ambas-
sador Baroody of Saudi Arabia would in
itself make the book worth while. Most
studies on the UN tend either to be ex-
cessive in their praise of the organization
and its ideals, or too contemptuous of what
the author considers the failure of the UN
to solve international problems. Alterna-
tively they are simply boring to read
(Hammarskjold by Brian Urquhart is a
remarkable exception). Mr. Buckley's book
suffers from none of these drawbacks. He
grasps at the outset what many seem to
miss, that the UN literally can do no more
to solve global problems than the sovereign
states comprising it wish it to do. The
failings of the UN are the failings of its
members; the organization is simply a pro-
cess for multilateral diplomacy. Mr. Buck -
ley's scepticism.and his inclination to be
awed by nothing lead to a report on th--
UN which is interesting and plausible.

Although he does appear to have been
somewhat converted by his experience at
the UN, one must recall the perspective
Mr. Buckley brings to an analysis of tha
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issues he dealt with at the Assembly. His
views on attitudes expressed by govern-
ments at the UN are based on a rather
narrow set of preconceptions, those of a
doctrinal, conservative American, an indi-
vidual whose views in an American, let
alone a global, context are considered
extreme.

Ideologically, he found himself in the
company of South Africa and Portugal

at exempt from criticism in UN debate in the

he the fact that the vote of Burundi is equal

(the Portugal of 1973) and he saw the bulk
of the Third World and some Western
countries, not to mention the socialist
states, as being hostile to the United
States at the UN. In his book Mr. Buckley
has drawn up an interesting analysis of a
number of selected General Assembly
votes. Member states are graded on
whether they voted with the U.S.A. or
"against" the U.S.A. and are then ranked.
(Canada, incidentally, ranks thirteenth
on the list of 134 countries, having voted

with the United States one more time

^ than it voted "against"). The problem with
this analysis is that it assumes some kind
of American standard one is either for or
against. In fact, what delegates generally
must consider is a specific proposal or
principle that their government is able to

e's support, that it opposes or that, falling

rho somewhere between those two, causes it to

JN abstain. Voting in favour of a resolution

ok, the United States votes against does not

re- necessarily imply voting against the

the United States.

ate Mr. Buckley clearly feels very keenly
ylr, opposition to the United States in an
ers international forum. One must sympathize

as- with his frustration over the assumptions
in ^ that apply in debate on some questions,

ost however - notably human rights -, a sub-
ex ject for which he was in part responsible.
ion Certain groups of countries seem to be

JN human rights field, while a handful tend to
na- bear the burden of such criticism. The main
ad critics are usually from those very coun-

a tries that, by some strange convention, are

)ok seldom attacked for their own internal

He policies, countries in which human rights

to seldom figure in decisions by authorities

ore in power.

ign Mr. Buckley is uncomfortable with

its ^ to that of the United States in the General

iro- Assembly. One must put into perspective

ck- what decision-making in the General As-

be sembly constituted in comparison with

th,_ decision-making in the real world. The
decisions that influence international

een ^ political relations most significantly are
at clearly those of the great powcrs. Interna-

tive tional economic questions are settled
tha ^ largely by countries wielding economic

power, collectively or individually. The
General Assembly provides perhaps the
only world forum in which the weak and
the poor may speak out as sovereign equals
on the great political and economic issues
of the day. Indeed, one of the UN's major
accomplishments has been to make it pos-
sible for over 80 states that have acquired
independence since 1945 to express this
independence. This assertion of sovereignty
provides a defence for the weak against
political and economic imperialism, and a
basis for their claim to a share of the

world's wealth. There are few illusions
that votes on General Assembly resolutions
will have direct and immediate impact on
world events. Political will to implement Will to implement
resolutions by those in a position to do so resolutions
is the necessary requisite for action. Thus, prerequisite
while the votes of countries in the General for action
Assembly are equally distributed, the
power to implement the proposals adopted

is not.
There is a certain degree of moral

pressure brought to bear on a country that
is consistently isolated in UN votes, and
occasionally such pressure may have a
gradual impact on the policies of the gov-
ernment concerned or on the country itself.
Portugal is a case in point.

The one-country-one-vote provision of
the UN Charter has its most significant
impact when decisions are taken that
affect the UN itself, notably on questions
related to membership and financing of, or
participation in, the UN system. The
admission to the UN of the People's Re-
public of China replacing the representa-
tives of Taiwan is one example; the reduc-
tion of the United States share of the UN
budget to 25 per cent is another. These
decisions, which affect the functioning of
the organization and which have broader
political implications as well, have much
more impact on events than the many
hortatory resolutions that are adopted
each year.

Mr. Buckley was perhaps somewhat
mellowed by his experience at the UN. His
book is not unfriendly to the institution,
and he has subsequently spoken of his
experience as a delegate with noticeable
pride. He agrees that there are many
positive eleménts of the UN system, the
sincere efforts of the Secretariat and the
Specialized Agencies, the accomplishments
of the organization in the economic sector
and the importance of multilateral diplo-
macy in complementing bilateral efforts in
keeping the peace. And yet Mr. Buckley
is not corrupted by his experience. His
scepticism and incisiveness are applied to
the full in this witty and entertaining
journal.

Buckley mellowed
by experience
as UN delegate
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Pearson's skills
used to exert
influence on U.S.

By Arthur Menzies

Book review

Patterns of Canadian UN policy
were being set in Korean conflict

The Korean War may appear to many as
a receding episode of the Cold War in a
remote corner of the world. It flared like a
brush-fire for a year after the North Korean
attack on June 25, 1950, then smouldered
for another two years until the Korean
armistice agreement of July 27, 1953. Over
25,000 Canadians served in Korea during
this period; 300 were killed and 1200
wounded or injured. It also stirred up great
flurries of diplomatic activity at the UN in
which Canada was much involved. Profes-
sor Denis Stairs has examined this episode
with clinical thoroughness. He not only

provides us with a meticulously-docu-
mented record of the diplomatic side of the
story but, more important, illuminates the
way in which Mr. Lester Pearson used
his skills to exercise Canadian influence
through the UN on the policies of the
U.S.A. The experience gained by all active
participants in the diplomacy of the
Korean War had considerable influence on
their conduct in later events, where ana-
logous factors were at play.

By way of background, Stairs re-
counts how, in September 1947, the U.S.
brought to the United Nations General
Assembly the problem of Korea divided at
the 38th Parallel into Russian and Ameri-
can military occupation zones in the hope
that the deadlock over unification might
be resolved. When the General Assembly
voted on November 4 to establish a UN
Temporary Commission on Korea, Canada
was asked to serve on it and Mr. J. L.
Ilsley, the Leader of the Canadian delega-
tion, exercising his best judgment on the
basis of the advice available to him, agreed

Mr. Menzies is Canadian Permanent
Representative and Ambassador to the
North Atlantic Council in Brussels. He
joined the Department of External Affairs
in 1940, and has held a number of appoint-
ments as Canadian ambassador and high
commissioner to various countries. In
November 1950, he was head of the Cana-
dian Liaison Mission in Tokyo, with
responsibility for liaison with the forces
under General MacArthur's command. The
views expressed in this article are those
of the author.
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that Canada would serve. Stairs gives a
detailed account of the subsequent Cab-
inet-level debate on Canadian involve-
ment in UNTCOK, one which rings true
with my own recollections as the respon-
sible desk officer in the Department at the
time. On the one side was Prime Minister
Mackenzie King, suspicious of big-power
manoeuvres, and on the other those, like
Mr. St. Laurent, Mr. Ilsley and Mr. Clax-
ton, who believed that Canada should do
what it could to enable the UN to play an
effective international role. Mr. Pearson,
then Under-Secretary, played a skilful
backroom role in finding a compromise
solution acceptable to all but only after
some very deeply felt differences had
divided the Cabinet. After UNTCOK ob-
served elections in South Korea, Canada
did not take part in the succeeding UN
Commission on Korea.

When the North Koreans invaded
South Korea on June 25, 1950, Mr. Pear-
son did not believe that the U.S.A. would
intervene militarily because only in Jan-
uary of that year Mr. Dean Acheson had
said publicly that Korea lay outside the
U.S. defence perimeter in the Pacific. But
President Truman regarded the invasion
as a Russian-planned or -authorized probe
to test the Western will to resist. Stairs
expounds the thesis that the U.S. first de-
cided to intervene and then sought en-
dorsement and support from the UN, which
it was fortuitiously able to obtain because
the U.S.S.R. was boycotting the Security
Council then. He says that "by acquiring
UN auspices for their policies, however,
and by soliciting the moral and material
support of their allies, the Americans ex-
posed themselves to a series of external
pressures and constraints".

The central theme of Stairs book is
given on Page 303 as "Canadian policy-
makers sought to maximize the role of the
UN in the politics of the Korean War as ^!
means of imposing multilateral constraints
on the exercise of the American power".

In a thoughtful final chapter, Stairs
outlines a number of analytical alterna-
tives that may be applied to this historica:
record. In one he shows what an unfettered
role Mr. Pearson played in the diplomacy
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of the Korean War. He criticizes Mr. Pear-
son's General Assembly speech of Septem-
ber 27, 1951, setting out objectives for the
reunification of Korea as "ambitious, belli-
gerent and self-contradictory". He also
questions Mr. Pearson for voting for the
Assembly resolution of October 7 on the
reunification of Korea and shows how he

United Nations Journal: A Delegate's
Odyssey by William F. Buckley, Jr., New
York, G. P. Putnam's, 1974.

Letter to the editor

later backtracked. However, Mr. Pearson's
skills as a diplomatist are amply demon-
strated in the book as a whole.

For those interested in seeing the
patterns being set in Canada's policies in
the UN seeking solutions to international
security problems, Stair's book can serve
as a useful textbook.

The Diplomacy of Constraint by Denis
Stairs, Toronto, University of Toronto
Press, 1974.

INDIA'S OPTION . . .

k

The headline to the Morrison/Page article analyzing India's recent nuclear behaviour
(Perspectives, July/August 1974) projects an image of India which is not only exaggerated but
also untrue. To talk of Indian as a "world power" is plain nonsense. This theme was outlined
by Indians in the late 1940s and early 1950s, but it is not seriously discussed in policy circles in
the 1970s. Perhaps Professors Morrison and Page should offer some evidence of "India's
ambition to be a world power". India is not a world power, just as China is not, and I wonder if
nuclear weapons are really sources of influence in regional conflicts. True, there is international
prestige to be gained from the visibility of a nuclear explosion but at the same time "prestige"
is a tenuous basis for assessing success in managing foreign policy interests.

Secondly, I am perplexed by the second part of the first paragraph of the article. Two flaws
should be noted. (1) If India entertained seriously the idea of becoming a great power - and
Nehru's speeches do not express such a conviction clearly (Nehru referred to India's cultural
heritage and potential importance but also noted Indian weaknesses) - the 1962 crisis changed
that focus. (2) In conceptualizing Indian strategies the paragraph reflects a tendency to
oversimplify. A non-aligned approach and a nuclear power approach are not mutually exclusive
in Indian foreign relations. The only real difference between the 1950s and the 1970s is that
now Indians talk and act, whereas in the 1950s they just talked and talked.

Thirdly, I am somewhat confused as to what is meant by the following statement: "but
through all this Canada failed to comprehend India's motives and policies" (p. 23). Between
1954 and 1958, certain decisions in principle were made at the ministerial level about external
affairs and atomic energy. True, the decision to develop a North American/South Asian focus
was based on sentiments shared by Nehru and St. Laurent, including an emphasis on the
Commonwealth and an effort to depolarize the Cold War. True, as the authors note on page 25,
Canada wanted to advertise its atomic technology program by investing in India. Canadians
did not simply stumble into a nuclear relationship with India. Rather, political and commercial
considerations were at work. These may have changed today, but that does not mean they
did not exist in the 1950s.

The suggestion that Canada failed to comprehend India's motives should thus be carefully
assessed. True, Bhabha had considerable foresight and he negotiated agreements which gave
India a free hand. But when we talk about "Indian" motives we should be very clear whether -
we mean the motives of Nehru or those of Bhabha. There is some evidence - albeit not public -
which indicates that Bhabha sought nuclear weapons and a deterrence strategy for India, but
Nehru was firm against nuclear weapons while sanctioning nuclear projects which could be
converted into weapons programs. There is a duality in India's nuclear policy which should be
assessed in detail, to note the potential links and discontinuities. One should be careful not
to read India's behaviour according to Western cultural and policy experiences. Just because
the first nuclear test was the first step in a weapons program for the five nuclear powers does
not necessarily mean that it is also the same for India. It may be, but then it may not. There
is a real need in the Indo-Canadian dialogue for Canadians - media and university types,
officials and ministers - to assess India's behaviour in terms of Indian values so that the
psychology of Indian nuclear decision-making can be identified. It seems likely that Indians
and Canadians refer to different values and different "decisions" in the past, even though
both sides may use a common phrase - for example, "peaceful uses".
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Before Indians are blamed for betraying Canada and before Canadians are blamed for
misassessing India's nuclear behaviour, there is one point to be faced squarely. The 1956
Agreement did not define the term "peaceful uses". Rather than assume that Canadian
ministers and officials did not know what Bhabha was doing, I would assume that Canadians
involved in the policy process during 1954-58 had a sound perspective about the implications
of the Indo-Canadian atomic relationship. In the other words, something more than Bhabha's
word and Canadian assessment of it seems to be involved in our examination - with the wisdom
of hindsight - of the 1956 Agreement. There is ambiguity in this Agreement on the question •
of peaceful nuclear explosions. It neither includes nor excludes PNEs because then PNEs were
not real possibilities. The issue just did not exist in a technological or a political form. Surely
we cannot blame Canadians - working in a specific policy focus - for failing to discuss things
which were then really hypothetical? Thus, to argue that "Canada had accepted India's vague
promises at face value without relating them to Nehru's earlier condemnation of the principle of
international control and inspection of nuclear raw materials and production" (p. 25) is to
cast stones at old and experienced diplomats. It assumes that the May 18 test is the first step
towards a weapons program. I would like any Canadian to offer evidence that India is making
a military effort in the nuclear field. Existing evidence points to research in ballistics and space
technology at present and one is hard pressed to offer anything tangible to demonstrate a
movement towards nuclear weapons. Editorial writers and trendy image-makers should thus
look at the facts before.condemning Indians or the naive Canadians.

Fourthly, I am perplexed by the reference to French views on nuclear weapons. Again,
I must ask the authors to show that French views have been accepted by Indian decision-
makers. The French logic assumes that there is a perceived nuclear threat. This assumption
does not make sense in the Indian nuclear debate. It is a common mistake in the West to
assume that India's nuclear policy is structured on the centrality of the China problem. Ambas-
sador Trivedi's speeches (during NPT discussions), however, make it quite clear that China
is not, in the Indian view, an immediate nuclear threat to India. On August 29, 1974, India's
Deputy Defence Minister told the Rajya Sabha (Upper House) in Delhi "we do not expect any
nuclear threat from China". True, since the May 18 test is a political rather than a military act,
China enters Indian calculations, but the French analogy should not be pressed for the present.
If Indians were really nervous about a nuclear China, it would be quite easy for the Indian
Government to sell an anti-China rationale for the nuclear explosion. Security-oriented argu-
ments somehow seem to have wider international constituencies.

Finally, on pp. 27-28, I am distressed to note the view that the distinction between a
peaceful nuclear explosion and all others is difficult to sustain. This is not true. A distinction
is emerging. On March 14, 1967, Soviet Ambassador Roshchin noted in the ENDC in Geneva:

"The Soviet Union understands the interests of the non-nuclear countries in the use of nuclear
energy in the future for implementing such major projects in the field of economic develop-
ment as may require the carrying-out of nuclear explosions.... In doing so, we bear in mind
that the question of the procedure and conditions governing the carrying-out of nuclear
explosions is a separate question that can be settled only on the basis of a separate interna-
tional agreement." (my emphasis)

Article 5 of the NPT, of course, talks of peaceful nuclear explosions within the NPT framework.
IAEA panel discussions during 1970, 1971 and 1972 recognized the importance of continuing
and intensifying experimentation with PNEs. The Agreement between the United States and
the Soviet Union on Scientific and Technical Co-operation in the Field of Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy, June 21, 1973, notes the need for satisfying increasing energy demands. Finally,
the bilateral Soviet-American agreement of July 3, 1974, states:

"The provisions of this treaty do not extend to underground nuclear explosions carried out
by the parties for peaceful purposes. Underground nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes
shall be governed by an agreement which is to be negotiated and concluded by the parties at
the earliest possible time."

Thus, the question arises: If PNEs exist for the super-powers, why does not the same logic hold
true for non-nuclear-weapon powers? It seems there is a need for the repair crew of the NPT
to renegotiate by making PNEs acceptable for all parties - irrespective of who signed or not.
There is, of course, a need to discuss the rules of the game about export of nuclear-explosives
technology, but, in view of the rigid posturing which the prolonged NPT discussions produced,
it may be better to discuss such rules through private diplomacy without excessive public
moralising which international conference diplomacy entails.

,e

Ashok Kapur,
Professor,
Department of Political Science,
University of Waterloo.
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